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Flavonoids are polyphenolic compounds that
are everywhere in nature and so far, in plants have
been determined over 4000 structurally different
flavonoids. The flavonoids are found in vegetables,
fruits, herbs, nuts, flowers, seeds, spices, stems, as
well as tea and red wine [1].
Flavonoids have significant effects in plant biochemistry and physiology, acting as antioxidants,
enzyme inhibitors, precursors of toxic substances,
pigments and light screens [2]. Flavonoids are involved in photosensitization and energy transfer,
the actions of plant growth hormones and growth
regulators, the control of respiration, photosynthesis
and morphogenesis, as well as defense against
infection [3]. Moreover, reports specify that these
compounds have long been recognized to possess
anti- inflammatory, antioxidant, antiallergic, hepatoprotective, antithrombotic, antiviral, and anticarcinogenic activities, discussed below separately [4].
Tannic acid (TA) (C76H52O46; molecular
weight = 1701.206 g/mol; Fig. 1) one of the most
abundant reserve materials of plants, is a naturally
occurring plant phenol present in almost every food
plant, particularly tea, red wine, bananas, raisins,
spinach, persimmons, coffee, chocolate, sorghum
and grapes [5-7]. TA has been widely used in the
food industry as a preservative and is generally
regarded as a safe food additive [8]. Many studies
have demonstrated the antimutagenic, antioxidant,
anticancer and antimicrobial activities of TA [8, 9].
Most of the plant polyphenols possess both
antioxidant as well as prooxidant properties [10].
The potential toxic effects of some food compounds, such as tannins, are crucial for evaluating
their impact for human health. Therefore, in these
studies, it is aimed at the investigation of in vitro
cytotoxic, genotoxic and oxidative effects TA,
which is found in many foods in our diet. The cytotoxic effects of TA on human umbilical cord vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC) were analyzed with the
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release and cell proliferation (WST-1) methods; in human lymphocytes
the oxidative properties against carbon tetrachloride
(CCL4) were examined with the measurement of
catalase, superoxide dismutase and malondialdehyde; genotoxic effects were investigated with

!" "

Particularly the chemicals in phenolic structure obtained from plants play an important role in
preventing and eliminating the oxidative damage by
inactivating the reactive oxygen species due to their
antioxidant properties. However, today the structures of most herbal products and their biological
activities have not been illuminated adequately;
studies on the toxicity of the many herbal antioxidants and damage to human health are also available. Tannic Acid (TA) is of the most researched
flavonoid members, its possesses majority of the
biological activities of flavonoids. In these studies,
it is aimed at the investigation of in vitro cytotoxic,
genotoxic and oxidative effects of TA, which is
found in many foods in our diet.
The cytotoxic effects of phenolic compounds
on human umbilical cord vein endothelial cells
(HUVEC) were analysed with the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release and cell proliferation (WST1) methods; in human lymphocytes the oxidative
properties against carbon tetrachloride (CCL4) were
examined with the measurement of catalase, superoxide dismutase and malondialdehyde; genotoxic
effects were investigated with single cell gel electrophoresis (COMET) and micronuclei (MN)
methods.
TA revealed cytotoxic and genotoxic properties especially at high concentrations (100 and 200
μM). The most effective results in terms of antigenotoxic and antioxidant effects for TA was observed 4 μM concentration. As a result, at certain
concentrations, the use of phenolic compounds
showing antioxidant and antigenotoxic properties at
optimal dose and duration, they are thought to be
clinically useful in the treatment of many diseases.
'% !
Tannic acid, Carbon tetrachloride, COMET Assay, LDH
Assay, Micronuclei Assay, WST-1 assay
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103 cells/well in 100 μL of culture medium. After
24 h, wells discharged and 25 μM, 50 μM, 100 μM
and 200 μM concentrations of TA were added to
the cells that had adhered to the bottoms of the
wells. Experiments were performed three times per
dose. Then, cells were cultured for up to 48 h following exposure to TA. To test the released LDH
activity, 100 μL of culture medium was transferred
to a new 96-well plate at the 48th hour. The 100 μL
of reaction solutions from the kit, containing the
detection dye and the catalyst were added to the
wells and kept in the dark at room temperature for
30 min. Then, the absorbance at 490/690 nm was
measured in a microplate reader (BioTek-Power
Wave, Winooski, USA) [11].

,22 67520-,7(9054 (88(= %!"  %(9,7
!52:)2,",97(>520:3!(298(88(=The WST-1 cell
proliferation assay kit analyzes the viability and
quantity of cells by solubilizing the tetrazolium
salts by cellular enzymes. The growth of viable
cells causes an increase of total mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity in the sample. This process
also causes an increase in the amount of formazan
dye formation that is correlated with the number of
active cells in the culture. The same concentrations
of HUVEC and PBMC cells as were used in the
LDH assay were cultured in microplates (tissue
culture grade, 96-well and flat bottom) in a final
volume of 100 μL/well culture medium in a humidified atmosphere (37°C, 5% CO2); the cells were
then treated with TA. After 48 h, the cell proliferation reagent WST-1 was added at a concentration of
10 μL/well. Cells were incubated for 4 h in a humidified atmosphere (37°C, 5% CO2). The absorbances of the samples were measured at 450 nm with
an ELISA reader [11].

single cell gel electrophoresis (COMET) and micronuclei (MN) methods.
" !"!

*90;, *5365:4+ TA was purchased from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) and 100 mg/ml solution was dissolved in DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide)
stored at −20◦C until use.
,22 *:29:7, Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) isolated from umbilical cords
were cultured in DMEM-LG together with 10%
FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a Forma
Direct Heat CO2 incubator (Thermo) at 37°C and
5% CO2. Cell culture flasks (Greiner) with a polylysine layer were used to grow the cell lines. Various final concentrations of TA were added.

=9595<0*09= (88(= Cells were seeded into
96-well plates at a density of 1x106 cells/mL. After
24 h of seeding, cells were treated with different
concentrations of acids or media alone as a control.
The cytotoxicity of TA on human cultured lymphocytes was also assayed at 48 h by using following
methods.

(*9(9,,/=+75.,4(8,(88(=A Cytotoxicity Detection Kit (LDH; Roche) was used to
measure the amount of LDH released by dead cells,
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
conversion of tetrazolium salt into a red formazan
dye product was measured calorimetrically. For this
assay, a positive control leading to 100% cytotoxicity and lysing the cells completely was included in
the assay. HUVEC cells were seeded into the 96well plates at 1.0 x 104 cells/well and PBMCs at 5 x





#  
/,30*(2897:*9:7,8(4+ +03,48054(2*54-0.:7(90545-"
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0*754:*2,0 (88(= Blood from four healthy
nonsmoking donors between the ages of 23 and 25
were used for the MN assay (the study was approved by Ataturk University, Medical Faculty
Ethical Review Board). Heparinized whole blood
(0.5 mL) was cultured in a final volume of 7 mL
RPMI-1640 which contained 15% heat-inactivated
fetal calf serum, 1% streptomycin, 1% penicillin,
2% glutamine and 2% phytohemagglutinin. To this
solution the various agents to be tested was added
and cultured at 37 °C for 72 h in a 5% CO2 moist
atmosphere.16 CCL4 (5 µM), a carcinogen agent,
was used as a positive control. The investigated TA
was used at concentrations of 4, 8, 12.5, 25, 50, 100
and 200 µM. CCL4 and the TA were dissolved in
10% DMSO.CCL4 and TA were added to the cultures just before incubation as indicated in Table1.
During the MN assay, cytochalasin B (3µg/mL)
was added to the whole blood at 44 h incubation.
After 72 h incubation, the cells were harvested by
centrifugation (1000 rpm, 10 min), the supernatant
collected and immediately assayed for biochemical
analysis. To the cell pellet was added 6 mL of 0.05
M potassium chloride and incubated at 37 °C for 7
min. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (1000
rpm, 10 min) and the supernatant was removed. To
the pellet, 6 mL of fresh fixative (1: 3 acetic acid:
methanol) was added drop by drop. The fixation
procedure was repeated three times and the tube
was centrifuged (1000 rpm, 10 min). The cell pellet
was re-suspended in 1 mL of fresh fixative,
dropped on to a clean microscope slide, incubated
at room temperature for 72 h and stained with
giemsa dye. The coded slides were air-dried and
only bi-nucleated cells were scored for MN analysis. For each experimental group, approximately
1000 bi-nucleated cells were analyzed for the presence of MN [12].

zation buffer, let sit for at least 5 minutes. Drain
slides and repeat two more times. The dried microscope slides were stained with ethidium bromide
covered with a cover slip and analyzed with a fluorescence microscope. Fifty cells were randomly
scored by eye in each sample, on a scale of 0 – 4,
based on fluorescence outside the nucleus as previously described by Kobayashi et al., [15]. The scale
used was as follows: 0, no tail; 1, comet tail < half
the width of the nucleus; 2, comet tail equal to the
width of the nucleus; 3, comet tail longer than the
nucleus; 4, comet > twice the width of the nucleus.
The visual score for each class was calculated by
multiplying the percentage of cells in the appropriate comet class by the value of the class. The total
visual comet score characterizing the degree of
DNA damage in the entire study groups was the
sum of the scores in the five comet classes. Thus,
the total visual score could range from 0 (all undamaged) to 400 (all maximally damaged) arbitrary
units (AU), as reported by Collins et al., [16]. The
comets were scored independently by two investigators.
05*/,30*(2(4(2=808!:6,75<0+,+083:9(8,
! (88(= Cu-Zn-SOD activity of the whole
blood cell culture supernatant was evaluated by the
method of Sun and others [17]. In the assay, 2.45
mL of assay reagent [0.3mM xanthine, 0.6mM
Na2EDTA, 0.15mM nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT),
0.4 M Na2CO3, and 1 g/L bovine serum albumin]
was combined with equal amount of protein from
each experimental group [17] and 50µL xanthine
oxidase was added to initiate the reaction. The
reduction of NBT by superoxide anion radicals was
determined by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm.
Cu, Zn-SOD activity was expressed in units of
SOD per mg protein, where 1 U was determined as
the amount of enzyme causing half-maximal inhibition of NBT reduction.

53,9(88(=The comet assay also known as
single cell gel electrophoresis was performed and
scored according to Singh et al., [13] and Das et al.,
[14] with the following modifications:10 μL of
fresh mononuclear leukocyte cell suspension
(roughly 10.000 cells) were mixed with 75 μL of
0.7 % low melting agarose in PBS at 37 ◦C. Subsequently, 75 μl of the mixture was layered onto a
slide pre-coated with thin layers of 1 % normal
melting point agarose, and immediately covered
with a cover slip. Slides were left for 5 min at 4 ◦C
to allow the agarose to solidify. After removing the
cover slips the slides were submersed in freshly
prepared cold (4 ◦C) lysing solution for at least 2h.
Slides were then immersed in freshly prepared
alkaline electrophoresis buffer at 4 ◦C for unwinding (30 min) and then electrophoresed
(24V/300mA, 30min). The whole procedure was
carried out in dim light. After electrophoresis, gently lift the slides from the buffer and place on a
drain tray. Drop wise coat the slides with neutrali-

(9(2(8, " (88(= Catalase activity was
determined by measuring the decrease in absorbance at 240 nm [18]. The reaction mixture contained 0.5 ml of enzyme extract and 2.0 ml of 0.1 M
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and the reaction
was stared by the addition of 0.5 ml of 10 mM
hydrogen peroxide. The decrease of absorbance
was recorded. Decrease of absorbance was recorded
in every 15 sec up to 3 min. Catalase activity was
expressed k / g of protein.

(2(45(2+,/=+,  (88(= MDA levels
in the whole blood cell culture supernatant were
determined spectrophotometrically according to the
method described by Ohkawa and others [19]. A
mixture of 8.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate, 20%
acetic acid and 0.9% thiobarbituric acid was combined with equal amount of protein from each experimental group [20]. Distilled water was added to
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the mixture to make the total volume 4 mL. This
mixture was incubated at 95° C for 1 h. After incubation, the samples were left to cool under cold
water, 1 mL distilled water and 5 mL nbutanol/pyridine (15:1, v/v) were added to the solution and mixed thoroughly. The samples were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatants
were separated and measured at 532 nm. The level
of MDA was calculated from a standard graph
made by using different concentrations (1-10 nmol)
of 1,1,3,3- tetramethoxypropane and was expressed
as µmol of formed MDA mL of serum.

!9(90890*(2(4(2=808The statistical analysis of
the LDH, WST-1, Comet, MN and biochemical
analysis data was performed using the Mann–
Whitney U-test and one-way ANOVA. A level of
probability of p<0.05 was taken as indicating statistical significance. All experiments were performed
in three replicates and data was compared for reproducibility. For these procedures, SPSS 18.0
version for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois,
USA) was used. The results are expressed as the
mean ± S.E.

As seen in Figure 2, the concentrations of TA
(25, 50, 100 and 200 μM) caused a significant increase in the LDH level when compared with negative control groups. This increase was found as
statistically significant (p < 0.05). Cell viability was
evaluated on HUVEC cell lines, treated with four
doses of TA. WST-1 assay, a similar experimental
set-up as used in the LDH assay, was used and
findings were compatible with LDH results. Statistical analysis demonstrated an important reduction
in cell viability the all concentrations of TA compared with control group at 96th hour (p < 0.05).
In the biochemical study, it is evident that
CCL4 exposure significantly decreased the activities of enzymatic (SOD and CAT) while it increased the level of MDA as shown in Table 1. On
the other hand, co-treatments of CCL4 with different concentrations of TA increased the activities of
CAT, SOD and decreased the MDA level. The
statistical analysis (Table 1) showed a significant
difference in CAT, SOD and MDA between all
treated samples with CCL4 and simultaneous treatment of CCL4 with TA (p < 0.05).


!#!!

Tannins are one important group of compounds identified in foods. TA is one of the important groups found in a kind of plants, some of
which are also consumed in the human diet. Furthermore, TA has a great deal chemical, food and
pharmacological applications [21]. On the other
hand, it was reported that TA is able to cause
breakage of calf thymus DNA and supercoiled
DNA in the presence of Cu(II) [22]. Therefore, in
this study, the cytotoxic, genotoxic and oxidative
effects of TA were investigated in human peripheral lymphocytes and on HUVECs.
In this study, high concentrations of TA
showed cytotoxic effects. It was observed that the
high concentrations of TA (50,100 and 200 μM)
decreased cell viability and cell index and increased
LDH release (Fig 2). Halliwell [23] suggested that
polyphenols can increase the oxidative stress. Burton and Ingold [24] have also demonstrated that
carotenoids might participate in lipid peroxidation
as pro-oxidants. Additional concentrations of TA
(4, 8 and 12.5 μM) in the lymphocyte cells were
studied because of the cytotoxic effect of TA at
high concentrations (Table 1). According to the
results of MN formations it was determined that TA
has shown antimutagenic effects against CCL4.
CCL4 causes a decrease in the activities of antioxidant (CAT and SOD) and an increase in MDA

!#"!

In the present study, different concentrations
of TA were performed with the MN test which
widely used as a short term testy system. From each
group, approximately 1000 bi-nucleate cells are
analyzed for presence of MN. In MN test used
positive control (CCL4) significantly increased the
MN frequency on peripheral lymphocytes when
compared with the control as seen in Table 1. Such
an increase was found to be statistically significant
(p < 0.05). TA revealed cytotoxic and genotoxic
properties especially at high concentrations (100
and 200 μM). The most effective results in terms of
antigenotoxic and antioxidant effects for TA was
observed 4 μM concentration.
It was observed that the effect of TA on DNA
damage in human lymphocytes induced by CCL4
was determined by COMET assay. As shown from
the results presented in Table 1. Especially low
concentrations of TA, there were significant (p <
0.05) inhibitory effects on DNA damage. This result shows that the DNA damage in human lymphocytes induced by CCL4 was reduced by the TA
application.
As an indicator of cell membrane damage, the
LDH assay was used for detecting the cytotoxic
activity of TA on HUVEC cell lines 24, 48, 72 and
96 h of incubation of the cells with 25 μM, 50 μM,
100 μM and 200 μM concentrations. After 96th,
absorbance of LDH was measured at 490/690 nm,
cytotoxicity was then calculated according to the
following equation:
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5 µM
50 µM
5 µM + 4 µM
5 µM + 8 µM
5 µM + 12.5 µM
5 µM + 25 µM
5 µM + 50 µM
5 µM + 100 µM

4:3),78
?!
2.34 ± 0.03a
4.53 ± 0.19e
2.97 ± 0.06bc
2.71 ± 0.09ab
2.81 ± 0.13b
2.92 ± 0.08b
3.26 ± 0.05c
3.52 ± 0.14cd
4.32 ± 0.35e

$08:(2!*57,
#?!
8.10 ± 1.70a
124.30 ± 2.45e
39.92 ± 3.26a
78.30 ±1.42bc
82.23 ± 2.13d
86.16 ± 1.19d
96.63 ± 1.82d
115.35 ± 3.80d
118.45± 2.35e

"?!
1.6759,04
2864.2 ± 23.5a
2425.6 ± 23.8e
2876.2 ± 73.1a
2745.2 ± 26.9b
2712.2 ± 35.3b
2696.2 ± 18.7bc
2680.7 ± 12.1c
2623.8 ± 7.5cd
2590.6 ±12.3d

!?!
#3
1,18 ± 0,16a
0,56 ± 0,32e
1,25 ± 0,23a
1,10 ± 0,15ba
1,02 ± 0,19b
0,99 ± 0,27bc
0,97 ± 0,28c
0,86 ± 0,18cd
0,74 ± 0,14d

?!
43523
2,03 ± 1,12a
2,78 ± 1,15e
2,03 ± 1,35a
2,20 ± 1,32ab
2,24 ± 1,17b
2,35 ± 1,21c
2,40 ± 0,97c
2,45 ± 1,05cd
2,60 ± 0,85d

CCL4 was used as positive controls for human lymphocytes.
a, b, c, d, e, f
Statistically significant differences in the same column are indicated by the different superscripts (α = 0.05).

#  
,8:2985-(4+%!" 
oxidant effects for TA was observed 4 μM
concentration.
From these results, it can be concluded that
TA most probably has a genotoxic and cytotoxic
risk for humans. For this reason, it is necessary to
be careful when using food that contains a high
level of polyphenolic substances.
As a result, at certain concentrations, the use
of phenolic compounds showing antioxidant and
antigenotoxic properties at optimal dose and duration, they are thought to be clinically useful in the
treatment of many diseases.

level. The observed antigenotoxic and antimutagenic potencies of TA can be explaining with its antioxidants level amelioration activities. As data indicated, the simultaneous treatment of CCL4 with TA
increased the amount of CAT and SOD enzymes
and decreased the level of MDA.
In previous studies have been determined tannins induced MN formation in V79 cells [25] and
caused DNA fragmentation [26]. In a different
study, it was founded an increase of MN frequency
up to 50% in Hep G2 cells treated with 500 μg/mL
of TA [27]. Also Szakmary and Knasmüller have
reported that a significant increase of mosaic spot
mutations in Drosophila melanogaster (SMARTtest) was induced by TA [28].
In the present study, comet assay was carried
out in order to investigate genotoxic effects of TA
on human lymphocyte DNA. DNA damage caused
by CCL4 was significantly reduced by the lowest
dose, but not by the highest dose of TA. The most
effective results in terms of antigenotoxic and anti-
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in an intense battle with these for centuries, and as
long as life is likely to continue, this war will continue at the same intensity. Pathogenic bacteria usually reach humans through the environment and
foodstuffs. Contamination is inevitable as we can not
live without isolation and feeding. However, with
very good monitoring and serious measures, the negative effects can be reduced and kept under control.
In recent times, electromagnetic radiation has also
come to the forefront in sterilization to inactivate target pathogenic bacteria.
Washing is not very effective in reducing the
microbial load in fruits and live microorganisms remain on the fruit surface. Microorganisms (especially pathogens) and / or toxins that survive on the
surface of the fruit pass directly to the human when
consumed by the fruit and products made from this
fruit and may cause significant health problems. On
the other hand, the presence of these microorganisms
is revealed in the audits performed and the product
is rejected by finding poor quality. For these reasons,
surface decontamination processes applied to fruits
gain importance. Given the increasing consumption
of raw fruits and products in the world, it is seen that
developing appropriate surface decontamination
strategies is highly ecologically important.

Vegetables and fruits consumed raw are important because of their high fiber and vitamin content. During harvesting, transportation, processing,
and sales operations, such foods can be intensively
contaminated with pathogenic and toxigenic microorganisms such as #$&%##))') (! !&#!
    *' -#&&+) +(+) !)*(! &%&
-*&%) ()!%! )'' , $'-#&*( )''
When microorganisms (especially pathogens) and /
or toxins that live on the surfaces of vegetables and
the vegetable products and fruits are consumed, they
pass directly on to people and cause important health
problems. For this reason, surface decontamination
processes applied to raw vegetables and fruits are
gaining importance. In this study, the apples were
washed with washing water in three different times
(3 minutes, 6 minutes, 10 minutes). After washing
the apple surface; the lethal effect on pathogens was
investigated by applying an environmental 2100
MHz (3G) frequency in three different time periods
(30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours).
('"#
Electromagnetic Radiation, 2100 MHz (3G), Decontamination, ) (! !&#!#$&%##))'

*;170.62,*,;.92*  ) 
(! !&#!O157: H7 is the most damaging type of
) (! ! &#!  &#! *(! ## &#!
&($ This gram-negative bacillus, facultative anaerobe is a bactericide which is resistant to freezing
temperature, irradiation, and resistance to thermal
application, which can grow in medium containing
6,5 % NaCl, optimally growing at pH 7,2 at 37° C.
Sorbitol fermentation at 24 hours is distinguished
from other &#! strains by their lack of β-glucuronidase enzyme activity and their ability to grow or
grow very hard at 44-45°C [5, 6].
Food poisoning is caused by a disease called
hemorrhagic colitis. Infection begins with bowel
cramps; followed by watery diarrhea first, then often
bloody diarrhea. Sometimes kidney failure, called
hemolytic uremic syndrome, occurs in young children. The disease may require dialysis and blood
transfusions. The central nervous system is affected.
Jaundice can lead to high blood pressure or heart



$"%$

In recent years, the dominant use of 3G systems, the next generation of communication and telecommunication systems, has caused these changes
to increase rapidly. These areas, which generally
have frequency spectra varying from a few Hz to
several tens of GHz, are often at the forefront of
physical and biological influences. In recent years,
the spread of 3G systems operating at 2100 MHz frequency has led to serious discussions on the possible
effects of electromagnetic fields. However, if the
electromagnetic energy is used correctly; there are
studies supporting the harmful effects as well as beneficial effects in some frequencies [1-4].
Pathogenic bacteria are one of the most important threats to human health. Mankind has been
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failure [7].
This infects people as a result of contact with
the carrier or sick animal, getting from people or
consumption of contaminated food. Fecal contamination of water or soil causes the transport to crops
in cultivated areas. Foods such as inadequately heattreated meat products, raw milk, freshly squeezed
fruit juices, apple juice, yogurt, cheese, sausage,
mayonnaise, and white radish sprouts have played a
role in diseases caused by &#! in the past years
[8]. These bacteriacan last a long time in frozen or
cold-stored products, and products with low water
activity and acidic foods. It can gain adaptive resistance to adverse environmental conditions encountered in these environments. Studies show that
&#! gains resistance to acid as an acute adaptive
response when exposed to an average of pH 4.5-5.5
[9].

When used with quaternary ammonium alcohol, the
cleaning effect is longer. Mixed alcohol with carbon
dioxide is used to destroy Salmonella on surfaces at
kitchens or sodium hypochlorite (bleach) healthcare
facilities and the food industry. Raw eggs containing
raw eggs should be cooked or frozen if stored for a
long time [12].
In this study, bactericides such as  &#! %
#$&%##))' which are contaminated with washing water on apples; the lethal effect on these pathogens was examined by applying an environmental
2100 MHz (3G) frequency at different times.


$"#$#

A2,97:;928  *;,1 6;.66* .
:206 The 2100 MHz microstrip patch antenna to be
used for this study has been specially manufactured
by us. It is seen that the following designed antenna
simulation is tested by connecting to the s-parameters, the print circuit and the signal generator (Figure
1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4).
As a result of the 2100 MHz signal from the
signal generator, the E-field value on the antenna
was measured. During this measurement maximum
power and frequency, value is changed little by little
and the max. The E-field value was found to be 48.84
V/m. In the information obtained from the studies in
the existing literature, it is known that pathogenic
bacteria require about 50 V/m for decontamination.
With this measurement, it was seen that the value
given in the theoretical information was very close
to the value and the desired target was attained.

:;*+42:15.6; 7/ ?8.925.6; .,1*62:5
As an electromagnetic application (EMA) source, a
2100 MHz microwave test spreader (CW = ContinuesWave) running at 2100 MHz and capable of outputting 0-1 Watt was obtained from The Department
of Electrical and Electronics Engineering Department at Süleyman Demirel University.

 #$&%##))'is a member
of the Enterobacteriaceae family a facultatively anaerobic, gram-negative, rodlike, bacterial flora with
vivid movements except for  ##!%(+$ % 
+##&(+$ There are many species of #$&%##
))' that cause disease only in humans, lonely animals, and both humans and animals [10]. Up to 2500
serotypes are defined in #$&%## ssp. Itis commonly found in foods that are heavily contaminated
by coliform bacteria. Salmonellosis factor, known as
a classical food infection, is a major concern for salmonella in food. The gastroenteritis caused by Salmonella can result in death. It is estimated that salmonellosis, one of the most common diseases in the
world among microbial food poisonings, causes only
2-4 million cases per year in the United States and
the number of diseases is increasing gradually. Even
if there is a very low level of #$&%## ))' in
foodstuffs, they are considered to be at risk. Therefore, the presence of #$&%##))' in foodstuffs,
drinking and use water is not allowed [11].
As a foodborne illness, it is necessary to effectively clean the surfaces that come into contact with
food to prevent Salmonella. Alcohol is an effective
ingredient for deeply depleting microorganisms.

%" 
#;9<,;<9.7/ A8*;,1*6;.66*
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A8*;,1*6;.66*,766.,;.-;7
:206*40.6.9*;79


The power measurement of the test environment was made by the academic members of the
Electrical and Electronics Department at Süleyman
Demirel University and the measurements were
taken based on IEEE standards. A specially insulated
EMR laboratory was used to ensure that the conditions of the test environment did not change. When
entering the room, it is not entered with any device
or mobile phone that will affect the environment.
The control group is kept in the same room but outside of the distance that can be counted as the remote
area of the antenna.

%" 
*+92,*;.- A8*;,1*6;.66*
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4 hours).
Then, the used apples were washed with washing water in 3 different times (3 minutes, 6 minutes,
10 minutes). In the second application after washing,
 &#!, and #$&%## ))' Microorganisms, produced in the agar medium on the apples, were directly applied, and it had been ensured that microorganisms spread well on the apple for a while. Afterward, microorganisms were detected on the surfaces
and the circumference 2100 MHz (3G) frequency
was applied to the apple surface at three different
times (30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours).
The culture cultivation method was applied to
determine microorganisms and the study was ended
by the EMS method. The culturing method is the
reading of the positive and negative numbers obtained by statistical methods, obtained by evaluating
the tubes as positive or negative at the end of incubation by milling one milliliter per 3 liquid media in
3 successive dilutions. Under aseptic conditions 10
g. apple bran 90 ml on the sample taken in the Stomacher bag. BPW (Buffered Peptone Water) was
added and homogenized for 2 minutes. The homogenized sample was inoculated with 1 ml of the
mother liquor into 9 ml of sterile dilution fluid.

.:206: *6- .;17-: ;7 +. %:.-26 .,76
;*526*;276 97,.::The 28 apples used as a material in the study were obtained 100 % organic from a
local company in Isparta. The experimental setup
with the 2100 MHz patch antenna used as an electromagnetic field source is shown in Figure 5.
There were two different applications in the
study. In the first application, the existing bacteria on
the apples were detected and the washing process
was performed in 3 different times (3 minutes, 6
minutes, 10 minutes) and microorganism counts
were made by EMS method by applying EMA at
2100 MHz (3G) frequency to the apple surface in
three different times (30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours,
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8842,*;2767/76*884.:26-2//.9.6;>*:12608.927-: ,7<6;260897,.::
<5+.97/
+*,;.92*
%6>*:1.-*884.
 +*,;.92*
,7<6;
526>*:1260
 6<5+.9
7/+*,;.92*
526>*:1260
 6<5+.9
7/+*,;.92*
526>*:1260
 6<5+.9
7/+*,;.92*

<5+.97/
+*,;.92*

?87:<9.
;25.
 526<;.:

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9:

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9:

15x105kob/ml

1,5x105kob/ml

3x105kob/ml

2x105kob/ml

15x105kob/ml

13x105kob/ml

9x105 kob/ml

-

-

15x105kob/ml

9x105 kob/ml

8x105kob/ml

-

-

15x105kob/ml

-

-

-

-

15x105kob/ml

$ 
 *:*9.:<4;7/;1.*8842,*;2767/26-2//.9.6;>*:12608.927-:76
*884.:,7<6;260897,.::

  
 
   

?87:<9.
;25.
 526<;.:

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9:

?87:<9.
;25.
 17<9:

7<6;
>2;17<;*6@
*,;276

75x105 kob/ml

12x105 kob/ml

45x105 kob/ml

8x105 kob/ml

75x105 kob/ml

526>*:1260
 
6<5+.97/+*,;.92*

60x105 kob/ml

45x105 kob/ml

15x105 kob/ml

-

75x105 kob/ml

526>*:1260
 
6<5+.97/+*,;.92*

30x105 kob/ml

13x105 kob/ml

-

-

75x105 kob/ml

526>*:1260
 
6<5+.97/+*,;.92*

-

-

-

-

75x105 kob/ml
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+*,;.92*
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Other dilutions were prepared in the same way
(10-1, 10-2, 10-3). Cast plate method one milliliter
of planting was done in Petri dishes with VRB and
XLDA agar. Sowing Petri dishes were incubated at
35-37° C for 24-48 ± 2 hours. Then the agar was also
examined to see if the bacteria could reproduce.


"#%$#

They are called electromagnetic waves that
contain electrical and magnetic field components
and propagate and spread energy in their environment. In wireless and mobile systems, energy transfer is provided by electromagnetic waves. This energy transfer is in the form of electromagnetic vibrations or particles. Non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (EM radiation) sources that have become an
important part of our lives today include mobile
phones, radios, television transmitters, and various
instruments used in medical and industrial applications. Increasing use of mobile phones among EM
radiation sources has led to a comprehensive search
for the effects of mobile phones on human health
[13].
While the effects of radiation on human health
continue to be explored, the effects on microorganisms, which are important for the food industry, are
not yet known. According to the widespread lack of

The study was carried out in two different applications. First, EMA application and bacterial
counting were performed without washing the apples (Table 1, Table 2). After washing apples for 3
minutes, 6 minutes and 10 minutes, EMA was applied for 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours and 4 hours on
apples and the bacterial counting process was performed again. Microorganism counts are shown in
Table 1 and 2 in comparison. &#! and #$&%##
))' were counted on the colony-forming unit (cob)
in the counting of the bacteria.
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scientific belief in the market and the widespread
lack of information on the internet, mobile phone
waves are said to have transmitted excessive heat.
However, the effects of cell phone radiation on foodstuffs, the pathogen that is considered a target microorganism in the food industry, or the effects of degradation on microorganisms are unknown. In addition to microbiological properties, the effects of cell
phone radiation on the chemical, textural and physical properties of foods when applied to food are also
issues to be investigated [14].
Various studies have been carried out in the literature on the effects of electromagnetic radiation of
mobile phones [15, 16]. Especially in sterilization
and pasteurization processes, electromagnetic waves
are used. Microwaves are used as the basis of these
studies. Microchannels which are found in basic
food products such as milk and meat and which are
harmful to human health have been prevented from
being destroyed by microwaves [17, 18]. 
Microwaves are a widely used and investigated
method of food preservation such as other food
preservation methods. Research into the use of food
preservation in the microwave began in the 1940s.
Research conducted in 1944 showed that 60 MHz is
the most effective frequency on  &#!, and it has
been determined that 30 MHz and 190 MHz have a
strong influence on &#! [19].
In a study conducted in 2004, the relationship
between microwaves and microorganisms was tried
to be determined. Bacteria such as !##+)(+)
$'-#&*(""+%! were used in this study. Bacteria exposed to microwaves were found to be inactive [20]. In another study, the effects of #$&%##
-' !$+(!+$ bacteria exposed to high-frequency
electromagnetic fields were investigated. The study
showed that mutation was promoted in #$&%##
-' !$+(!+$ bacterium [21]. 
Another study examined the reproduction rate
of &#! exposed to low-frequency electromagnetic
fields. According to this study, low-frequency electromagnetic waves reduced the reproductive rate of
&#![22]. Subsequently, by producing various devices using electromagnetic waves, the effects on the
microchannels of devices operating in different
spectra have been investigated in more detail [2326].
In another study conducted in 2007, it was investigated whether electromagnetics radiated by mobile phones operating at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz increased cell deaths. For this purpose, the organism
was exposed to electromagnetic radiation for several
minutes a day until it was an adult organism (for six
days) and the vital functions of the organism were
examined. As a result of the experiment, it was observed that the reproductive capacity of the organism
decreased [27]. 

In the experimental run, &#! and #$&%##
))' at the frequency of 2100 MHz, gave very favorable results in 3 minutes and 6 minutes of washing
time. At frequencies of 2100 MHz, it was observed
that the number of bacteria was considerably faster
in all counts compared to 1, 2 and 4 hours exposure
times in groups where electromagnetic fields were
applied for the first time. Therefore, this indicates
that bacteria encountering the frequency of 2100
MHz electromagnetic field for the first time can not
resist the shock caused by the change of these optimum conditions. In this study, the best results for
both types of bacteria were obtained in 10 min.
washing and 30 min. electromagnetic field application. As a result, the environmental 2100 MHz frequency electromagnetic field application has favorable results in terms of sterilization of these two bacterias under favorable conditions. It is thought that
the system that is included in the study is a system
that can be applied easily at home, it is thought to be
effective in the prevention of diseases caused by
pathogenic microorganisms in the consumption of
raw fruits and vegetables.
It has also been shown in this study that microorganisms contamination may occur in food derived
from the wash water. Depending on the washing water, long-term water retention can lead to the generation of different microorganisms. To avoid this,
various chemical substances (chlorine, ozone, etc.)
are used, but then the food must be purified from
these chemicals. In addition, these vegetables cause
water loss and rapid deterioration of the cellular
structure, changing taste. Since this alternative
method is a physical operation, it provides a very
practical and quick result and reduces microorganism contaminations. Microorganism scans are also
carried out during the customs examination of imported fresh fruit vegetables. With the development
of such a system it is considered that decontamination of the products can be achieved without washing
and thus, the material loss can be avoided.
""#
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The decay of organic waste leads to unpleasant odour, dispersion of chemical pollutants, fumes
and gases into the atmosphere, endangering human
health and quality of life (pathogenic microorganisms, fly larvae etc.). The total amount of
waste before disposal can be reduced in several
ways: by recycling (reusing of waste), waste incineration, pyrolysis, composting, fermentation and
combination, thereby reducing environmental pollution.
In addition to inorganic ingredients on manure
dumps of agricultural farms can be found organic
matter, which can be in traces up to the macroconcentration. Many organic compounds are carcinogenic and therefore represent a great danger for
humans.
Biological treatment of comprises biodegrading organic waste into simple inorganic matter
through appropriate microbes. Bological treatment
of organic waste: optimizes the natural processes,
uses micro-organisms (bacteria, fungi), requires
temperature control and balance of nutrients and
aerobic and anaerobic processes. Biological processes of waste processing include: obtaining of
compost and methane (biogas).
The main source of excess nitrogen in the soil
is an intensive fertilization with mineral and organic fertilizers. Nitrogen anions accumulate in the soil
solution, ground water and edible parts of plants
often to amounts that are toxic to humans and animals (cyanosis and metahemoglobinemia). Ions
which plants do not accept, it is easily leached from
the soil and enters into the groundwater.
Contamination of the soil with excess phosphorus occurs indirectly e.g. with greater use of raw
phosphate of poor quality. Increased doses may
adversely affect the growth of plants due to reduced
amounts of readily available form of some macro
elements (Zn, Cu, Fe and Mn). Larger quantities
can accumulate in the soil outpouring of sewage
waste water enriched with detergents and organic
compounds used in agriculture to protect against
plant diseases and pests. Increased concentrations
of phosphorus are focused on phenomena of eutrophication [1, 2, 3].
Contamination of soil by acid rain is a common occurrence in our country and the region. Acid

Animal manure is oldest organic/ecological
fertilizer used in agriculture. It is result of mixing
animal excrements and straw used as floor cover.
Animal manure represents universal fertilizer and
source of humus, micro and macro nutritious element, useful microorganisms which directly and
positively influence on chemical, physical and biological soil characteristics. Chemical content of
animal manure depend of animal breed, type of
animal feed, fermentation and use. Mature animal
manure can be applied to soil year around; in our
region manure is applied during spring, summer
and autumn. Nitrogen from animal manure need
certain period of time to be transformed in soil and
ready to use. Animal fecal matter is animal basic
physiological by-product, which in the cycling of
organic matter in nature from ancient times used for
fertilizing crops. Stabilization of waste is physically
and /or chemical process of decomposition and
transformation of waste constituents in a homogeneous end products for reuse, with reduced unpleasant odors and vapors of organic compounds.


+)"$%
Manure, animal, environment, chemistry
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It is known that life goes on with permanent
exchange of supstances, which has a closed character of circulation. Continuity of flow and transformation of energy in living systems is a basic requirement of life. The ability of the organism to
bind, dispose, use, transform and releases energy –
is the basis of the entire life, whereby the exchange
of energy is a high regulatory process in time and
space.
Agribusiness represents the sum of all operations related to the production and distribution outside of agricultural inputs, production operations at
the farm, as well as storage, processing and distribution of agricultural raw materials and products
from them.
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abundant xenobiotics and often are components of
toxic waste in the environment.
The techniques that are used in the rehabilitation of localities contaminated by organic and inorganic pollutants are based mainly on expensive
remediation methods, which include treatments for
extraction of pollutants or disposal of contaminated
soil under field conditions. Biotechnology proved
to be definitely a cheaper option.
Biotechnology based on biological decontamination process is applied successfully for the
treatment of polluted aquatic ecosystems polluted
by petroleum hydrocarbons, as well as for the rehabilitation of polluted soil. The process of bioremediation is the process of biodegradation of hydrocarbons by microorganisms, enabling the best conditions, which are required to successfully perform
this process. It can be presented as a management
environment to encourage decomposition of organic contamination by microorganisms.
The reactions of anaerobic degradation are
slow and can take several decades. Gas composition
depends on the composition of garbage and the
length of time their cleavage.
There are three directions of use of the natural
resources of microorganisms in the environment,
where large quantities are represented manure fertilizers such as:
The first is the basic bioremediation – based
on monitoring of polluted environments;
Another is biostimulation of natural biodegradation process, so that are stimulate the autochthonous populations of microorganisms. Biostimulation is applied when there is a population in the
environment of MO able to cleavage of a specific
type of pollution, but environmental conditions are
not sufficient that MO to achieve the appropriate
speed of degradation;
The third direction is the bio-enhancement. It
is applied in cases where due to the high toxicity of
autochthonous micro-organisms in an ecosystem
are unable to break down organic matter or in ecosystems including the cold temperature. The critical limiting factors affecting to biodegradation:
excessive amounts of pollutants, too high presence
of toxic substances (heavy metals), lack of oxygen,
inadequate ph value, lack of nutrients, lack of moisture and inadequate temperature. Bioremediation is
now widely applied in the world as a cost-effective
and successful method in rehabilitation of organic
pollution in the environment, while it is virtually
powerless in cases of heavy metal pollution.

97:9=>482-496924.,6 :<9.0== Composting
of agricultural waste is the biochemical process of
processing/ degradation of organic components of
waste into a stable product - compost, similar to
humus. It is necessary to sort solid waste into organic and inorganic. It is achieved in static piles,

rain water precipitates as: rain, snow and ice, with a
pH value of 4.5 to 5.6. The main cause of the formation of acid rain is the air in which are increased
the oxide concentrations of SO2, SO3, NO2 and acid
of H2SO3, H2SO4, HNO2 and HNO3. The main anthropogenic sources are: oil refineries, chemical
industry, industrial steam and waste, motor vehicles, explosives...
&$%! &"%

49<070/4,>498:<9.0==4810<>464D0<=Chemical compounds are used in the suppression of
harmful biological agents: insects, phytopathogenic
microorganisms, weeds and rodents. According to
the purpose and effect are divided into: insecticides,
fungicides, herbicides and acaricides. The biggest
application is in agriculture, forestry, and pest control and disinfection in the protection of human
health against diseases "fularijaze" - the destruction
of nematode worms and against the "malaria" - destroying the malaria mosquito.
Manners of pesticide reaching in the soil:
a) direct: aimed in destruction of weeds, fungi,
insects or rodents,
b) indirect: due to leaching of atmospheric deposits, from the treated plants or due to spraying of
crops and forests.
Microbiological fertilizers and bioproducts are
very significant because by entering a certain culture of microorganisms in the soil are allowed better plant nutrition and increase yields in agriculture.
For the production of biofertilizers are used the
pure cultures of selected microorganisms, inoculation is made of special substrates/sterilized land,
peat, seeds and is perform the appropriate package
for transmission to the consumer. Optimal use as
biofertilizers have symbiotic bacteria or nonsymbiotic atmospheric nitrogen fixation (inoculation of legume seed/clover, peas, soya of selected
species of the genus Rhizobium, stimulates nodulation of sown plants, intensive binding of atmospheric nitrogen and enrichment of land by organic nitrogen). After collecting "harvest" the land is prepared for the next sowing in relation to the use of
CBRN fertilizer that is added at each sowing.
Bioremediation - the process of removing a
variety of contaminants from environmental activity of microorganisms. Environments contaminated
with oil as a pollutant is one of the most illustrative
examples of successful bioremediation. They can
be successfully cleaned using microorganisms capable of perform the biodegradation of oil.
Xenobiotics - chemically synthesized compounds which in nature have not been found until
recently. It can be assumed that the organisms
which can disintegrate them do not exist. However,
many xenobiotics can be dissociated by activity of
the microorganisms. Today, pesticides are the most
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by dairies, distilleries, meat industry, cheese and
beverages, petrochemicals, pharmaceutical industry, the sugar industry, textile industry, etc.
Technology of producing compost can be
classified according to three criteria: the use of oxygen (aerobic and anaerobic), temperature (mesophilic and thermophilic technology) and the conduct of the process (in the deposits (mounds) of
waste or mechanized devices).
In the construction and use of facilities for
composting of solid waste it is necessary to take
account as follows: microbiological population,
characteristics of the substrate (nourishing environments) and speed control of composting process;
according to the method of process.
Analysis of the microbiological population
comprises three main activities:
• isolation and identification of a layer of
debris,
• injection (inoculation) of suitable challeger
process in a layer of debris and
• categorization of suitable types of microorganisms.

piles that are ventilated and are continuously fed by
reactors.
Modern composting is the aerobic process and
takes place in the mesophilic and thermophilic
stages. Mesophilic bacteria are active at a temperature of 15-20oC and the thermophile at temperatures
of 45-60oC.
Technology of producing compost can be
classified according to two criteria: the use of oxygen (aerobic and anaerobic) and temperature (mesophilic and thermophilic technology). Compost is
used as a supplement to improve the soil and can be
replaced by manure and artificial fertilizers to a
certain extent (both have a negative effect on the
environment). Improving fertility and organic matter content in the soil enables the ability to use less
inorganic fertilizer, reducing the need for irrigation
and reduced soil erosion.
97-48,>498 The treatment decrease using
the method, which is based on the fragmentation of
garbage in special devices - mills, and then discharged with the water in the sewage system. However, such milled waste can be toxic to aquatic biocenosis, which must be taken into account.

&30 =?-=><,>0 .98=4=>= 91 9<2,84. .97:9
808>= 91 A,=>0 Paper, wood, food waste, waste of
agricultural products. To create compost enormous
importance has mass concentration of carbon in
relation to nitrogen. The optimal value of the mass
concentration is 20-25 kgC/kgN. If concentration is
higher it slows down the process of composting.
Speed control composting process is based on
the humidity, temperature, pH - value, the concentration of nourishing environment, accessibility and
concentration of molecular oxygen (aeration), the
nature of microorganisms.
According to the duration of the process composting can be natural and artificial. Natural (slow)
composting can last 5 months or more. Water (accelerated) composting takes a few days. Wood and
paper contain the most lignin, and degradation of
these components is the slowest.
There is a composting of solid waste in open
spaces and waste fuels. In the natural composting
garbage is covered with a layer of earth height of
15-20 cm. The level of ground water should be at
least 1 m below the lowest layer of garbage. This
procedure is recommended for cities to 200 000
inhabitants.
The process of waste composting contains the
following processes: sorting of waste, shredding of
waste, creation of compost and storage of compost.
The beginning of composting process is identified by temperature increase of litter layers. A
temperature of 500C is reached in 24 to 48 hours.
After 96 hours the temperature is from 60-700C,
and does not exceed 750C. The sharp smell disappears after 6-7 days from the beginning of the process of composting.

9,2?6,>498 169..?6,>498 The removal of
suspended and colloidal substances in waste water
(resulting flocks are separated from the water by
sedimentation, flotation or filtration). This is the
most common procedure for chemical wastewater
treatment. By removing suspended and colloidal
particles are substantially reduces the pollution of
wastewater. The destabilization of these colloids by
means of the neutralizing force keeps them aside
(charge neutralization). Flocculation is the process
of creating the flakes.
Anaerobic digestion - a process similar to
composting only the energy obtained can be used to
replace fossil fuels, thereby preventing the emission
of CO2. The process of anaerobic degradation usually takes place in the trash-littered (unregulated
illegal dump). Decomposition reactions are slow,
can last up to 30-50 years. The composition of the
gas depends on the composition and length of time
of the decomposition of refuse. Reduces the emission of methane and filtered, generated from the
degradation of organic waste in landfills.
8,0<9-4. -496924.,6 ><0,>708> Biological
process in which microorganisms are translated into
organic compounds into methane, CO2, new cells
and other organic compounds, in the absence of O2.
Earlier this treatment is used for digestion of excess
sludge from biological treatment plants for waste
water and waste from the meat industry. Lately, the
anaerobic treatment increasingly used for heavily
polluted organic waste from various industries and
farms because of the possibility of obtaining energy
(biogas) and a small increment of sludge. It is used
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aerobic composting was developed in Belgium
(Drance process). It takes place at thermophilic
temperatures (50-55oC) in special reactors, which
are pre-heated by steam. The process takes 18-21
days, and the final peat product of Humotex is used
for growing of gardening crops[4,5].


*#$ !&

Static piles - the process is simple and slow
(takes several months to stabilize). It is necessary to
mix the contents for maintenance of aerobic conditions and obtain uniform compost. The optimum
temperature is 55-60oC (development of thermophilic which is alternated by mesophilic populations). Oxygen concentration is five times lower
than in the surrounding air. Disadvantage: slow
composting and the need for large areas of lands.
Piles that are ventilated – are improved aeration and faster composting. It is characterised by
Beltsville and Rutger process. Beltsville process is
characterised by: aeration is achieved by suction of
air through perforated pipes in the pile itself, during
the process the temperature rises up to 70-80oC
(limiting). Disadvantage: partial aeration and nonadequate temperature control.
Rutger’s process is achieved: by air injection
of aeration and cooling of the piles (self-limited
temperature is avoided only), thermostats control
the ventilation in the pile from the moment of
reaching a temperature of 600C, the process takes
three weeks.
Bioreactors - faster composting, and the whole
process takes 2-4 days. The process takes place at
thermophilic temperatures, which accelerates the
composting and destroys pathogens if present. Periodic water spraying, tumbling of mass and its aeration prevents excessive self-heating. The final
product is a stable and uniform,
Micro-organisms in the composting - Composting process is initiated by mesophilic heterotrophs. By the growth of temperature they are replaced by thermophilic, which are the most important in the process of decomposition. Thermophilic phase after a certain period is replaced by the
mesophilic phase (increasing the number of mesophilic population that survived the previous phase).
Thermophiles, which are important in the process of decomposition of manure, cover:
a) Bacteria:    
       
  ;
b) Fungi:      
       
       and   
 .
Important factors in composting, in addition to
the most important are temperature and aeration
that should meet several conditions: humidity, pH
and adequate ratio of carbon and nitrogen. Optimal
values: for humidity 50-60%, for ratio of carbon
and nitrogen 30:1 and pH 6-8.
Compost as a final product - similar to humus,
dark-colored, loose and has a smell of the land.
Good soil additive does not affect adversely to its
quality, supplies the plants with nutrients. Unlimited use in the parks and gardens with ornamental
plants. In the event that it contains heavy metals
testing is necessary. Relatively new method of an-

The experiment is of importance for the realization of the project "System of integrated development in agriculture", funded by the Government
and the Ministry of the developed countries in Europe and the World. It is obvious that this project is
up to date, appropriate, environmentally and financially acceptable use of animal manure in agriculture. Collection of animal waste is done by specialized vehicles, and the waste is transported to a reservoir, where it is sorted into categories, cooled and
stored temporarily. Reservoir consists of cooling
chambers for temporary storage of animal waste,
with the possibility of temperature control, storage
capacity is 25 containers of different categories of
waste, autopsy rooms and bathroom[6,7].
Fertilization should be well organized,
transport, application and plowing should be synchronized. The most common errors in our region is
a late plowing. It is necessary to plug the manure in
the same day when applied to the soil. The value of
manure has been plowed directly 100%, if the
farmer only waits 6 hours it will be reduced to 80%,
then 24 hours a loss of time will decrease the value
of 70% for 4 days at 50%. It is important to note
that the long period for collecting manure in piles
on the ground to provide the result of the pollution
of groundwater with nitrogen (if we take the fact
that for 4 days fertilizer loss is of 50% of the value
and it is obvious how much nitrogen can be lost due
to precipitation).
Currently, 8 to 10 tons of animal manure is
recommended for fertilization of one hectare. Fertilization with this amount producers will obtain additional value such as an increased level of activity
of microorganisms and positive effect on soil fertility. At the same time, the amount of 8 to 10 tons
of fresh animal manure is 140 kg nitrogen environmentally accepted quota per hectare ("International
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movement
IFOAM" - norms and standards).
Above all this, with animal manure will enrich
the soil with microorganisms, accelerate the activity
of the soil, increases the level of CO2 that activate
phosphorus from the soil, hormones and vitamins.
In general, fertilizer will restore natural processes in
the soil to improve the carbon cycle in the soil as a
direct countermeasures against the "effect" of the
greenhouse ", as the biggest problem of modern
society. The experiment: the case of a positive ef-
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fect of animal manure on maize yield and reduce
production costs.

litter. Thus the ox of 500 kg leaves about 15 tons of
fresh or 11 tons of ripe manure while the same
horse weighing about 10 t of fresh and ripe manure
8 t.

$%'&%!%'%%"!
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Based on the analyzes of soil fertilization correction is made, animal manure was corrected because of the structure of soil and nutrients initial
flow rate (shown in Table 1).

Pigs in fattening
Pigs in pre-fattening
Fattening pigs
Pigs at the end of fattening
Pregnant pigs and sows
Sows in lactation
Boars

& 
-<4019@0<@40A91>3047:,.>9164;?4/7,8?<0
987,4D0C406/
Surface
Control, Plot 1
Liquid animal manure, Plot 2
Conventional fertilizer, Plot 3

Yield per hectare [t]
4.9
13.68
10.41

Calf aged of months 105 kg
Beef-cattles aged of 1 yr. 250 kg
Beef-cattles aged of 1 -2 yr. 440 kg
Beef-cattles aged of over 2 yr. 550 kg
Cows in lactation 650 kg
Dry cows
Bulls

14
30
75
120
180
180
200

Daily
production
Feces [kg] Urine [kg]
0.40
0.90
0.70
1.80
1.60
2.10
2.00
2.50
2.40
6.40
4.50
9.90
3.00
6.50

&
=>47,>0//,46C:<9/?.>4981,0.0=,8/?<480
19<:9?6><C

& 
=>47,>0//,46C:<9/?.>4981,0.0=,8/?<480
Categories

Body weight
[kg]

Categories

Categories of
animals
Female-bearing
Broiler
Turkey

Daily production
Feces
Urine
[kg]
[kg]
5
3
13
8
22
14
28
17
34
21
26
16
19
11

Daily production
Body weight [kg] Excrement [kg]
1.80
0.180
0.90
0.054
9.00
0.301

&
@0<,20.98>08>917,.<9060708>=481<0=3
7,8?<0
Type of the
manure

The results clearly show the advantages of the
use of animal manure. The yield of 2 plots is clearly
higher for 3.27 tonnes of maize compared to Plot 3
fertilized with conventional mineral component.
The yield increase is not just another benefit gained
through this experiment, the costs of fertilization
and fertilizers are significantly reduced (by using
animal dung farmer can save/earn an additional 250
to 400 euros per hectare).
Contamination of the environment with the
appropriate use of animal manure can be completely eliminated, through the collection of animal manure from livestock manure in tanks (ground floor
of the lagoon), which was the case in this experiment. Reduced use of synthetic mineral fertilizers is
directly correlated to slow down pollution, such as
the reduction of biodiversity, soil acidity, pollution
of underground water, etc.
The added value of the experiment is an increased level of farm sustainability. Farms with
animal meat or milk production can properly use
the products and increase profitability side.
The estimated daily amount of feces and urine
by types and categories of farm animals, as well as
the amount of manure are given in Tables 2 - 10.
Solid manure represents a mixture of faeces
(droppings), urine, litter, small amounts of water
spilling during supply, food debris, hair, etc. The
annual amount of manure depends on the type of
domestic animal, body weight, and the amount used

Beef
Horse
Mutten
Pork
Chicken
Broiler

N

P2O5

K2 O

Ca

Mg

S

0.6
0.6
0.9
0.6
1.5
3.1

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.3
3.0

0.5
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.5
2.0

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
3.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4

0.04
0.04
0.06
0.10
0.40
0.70

Less animal products proportionately smaller
amounts of manure and sheep (45 kg), about 0.9 t
or 0.7 t of fresh ripe, pigs (100 kg) of 2.7 t and 2.2 t
of fresh ripe manure. Solid manure rich in straw can
be stacked in a pile height of up to 3 m. During the
period of storage of manure on concrete warehouses under rainfall comes to squeezing water rich
in nutrients and this water is called slurry. Assessment of daily production of fresh solid manure.
The expected amount of solid manure is calculated based on the formula:
EXPECTED AMOUNT OF MANURE [kg] =
(K/2 + P) x 4
Where is: K- dry matter of food [kg] Pamount of litter [kg]
In terms of the ultimate oxidation products are
CO2 and H2O, and badly compacted piles of manure
have big losses in weight and nitrogen. In terms of
good compaction manure for three months is losing
approximately 30% by weight and 25% nitrogen. It
is generally considered that the manure after 3-4
months is half-ripe, and after 6-8 months fully-ripe.
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&
@0<,20.98>08>9174.<9060708>=481<0=37,8?<0
Type of the manure

Mn
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.0005
0.003

Beef
Horse
Mutten
Pork
Chicken

Zn
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.010
0.002

Cu
0.0008
0.0008
0.0008
0.0004
0.0006

B
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.0003
0.002

Fe
------0.03
0.06

Humidity %
80
70
65
80
65

&
=>47,>49891>30/,46C:<9/?.>4989164;?4/7,8?<0
Category of cattle
Calves
Beef-cattle 6-12 mes.
Beef-cattle 12-24mes.
VSJ/Flattened baby-cattle
Dairy cows

Estimated daily production of liquid manure
7.0
13.0
26.0
32.0
53.0

&
@0<,20/,46C/9=0=917,8?<0:<9/?.>49819<=>9<,20
Estimated daily production
of liquid manure, l
16.0
11.3
1.3
2.7
5.1
9.1
9.5

Category of the pig
Sow with piglets (in farrowing)
Sow without piglets (in reproduction)
Weaned piglets 7-15 kg
Piglets 15-25 kg
Fattening pigs 25-65 kg
Fattening pigs 65-105 kg
Boars

Necessary storage for
liquid manure*, l
22.4*
15.9*
1.8*
3.8*
7.1*
12.7*
13.3*

* Estimated daily production of manure multiplied by a factor of 1.4, which includes water that is wasted and the water used
to wash the floor.



&
@0<,20@,6?0=9164;?4/7,8?<0
Liquid manure
Beef
Pork
Baby-beef

N

NH4

P2O5

2.76
3.72
4.44

1.13
2.40
1.92

1.68
2.64
2.76

K2O
Ca
kg/m3
2.52
1.20
2.04
1.03
3.84
1.19

&
0>,46=910B:0<4708>,6<0=0,<.3
1

without lime
1
experimental area
yield g/m2 humidity 14%[g]
Yield /experiment [kg]
Price fertilizer / + fertilization
experiment [euro]
Value: The price of 1 kg of maize /
total yield of the experiment [eur]
Yield per hectare[t]
A. Price + fertilization fertilizer /
ha[eur]
B. The commercial price of maize
per hectare[eur]
Difference B-A
(INCOME)[eur]
ratio grai/cob

Mg

Zn

H2O %

0.37
0.56
0.84

0.58
0.35
0.61

0.03
0.05
0.02

93.0
95.0
89.0





2

Control

Description

S

with
lime2

325

-

3

450 kg/ha NPK 15:15:15 + 100
fertilizer 40t/ha
kg/ha UREA + 200 kg/ha KAN-a
+200kg/ha KAN-a or (1,6m3 t
or (18 kg NPK 15:15:15+4 kg
Manure+8 kg KAN-a/ 420 m2)
UREA +8 kg KAN-a/ 1720 m2)
Without
with lime
without
with
lime 3
4
lime 5
lime 6
420

-

420

-

490

-

1368

-

1041

-

159.25

-

574.56

-

437.00

-

0.00

-

9.40

-

14.30

-

19.50

-

70.50

-

53.62

-

4.9

-

13.68

-

10.41

-

0.00

-

224.00

-

340.00

-

601.27

-

1678.67

-

1277.41

-

601.27

-

1454.60

-

937.40

-

84.69:15.31

81.52:18.48
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Liquid manure is composed of feces, urine,
used of technical water that is uses for washing of
boxes or lines and water supply is wasted in watering, food debris, hair, etc. The quantity and quality
of the produced liquid manure depend on the volume of water to clean the boxes or lines in the
house and regularity of drinkers [8, 9, 10, 12].
Uncontrolled - excessive use of water for
cleaning of boxes or lines reduces the dry matter
content of manure and increases the need for storage of liquid manure. The dry matter content in
liquid manure of pigs in most EU countries is 6-7%,
while in our farm ranges from 1 to 5% as a result of
high water consumption. One cubic meter contains
approximately 1000 kg of liquid manure.
All animals excrete unused nutrients, because
the full adoption can not be achieved. Results from
the Netherlands showed that 60-80% of the N and
P, and more than 90% of K excreted through excrements of poultry and swine. Also, the average
cow is excreted in the excrements per kg of milk
produced 10-14 grams of N, P and 0-3 grams 10-20
grams K. The animals and their excrement make up
16.4% of the total annual production of methane.
Farms for milk production also produce 56% of
ammonia emissions in the Netherlands, and the
other 38% of farms. So today there are several
strategies in animal nutrition that significantly reduce the excretion of N and P as well as the emission of methane and ammonia: feeding below the
maximum needs of the animal, use of synthetic
amino acids and high quality protein sources, use of
multiphase nutrition and food separated by gender,
use of enzymes and probiotics to improve digestibility, improvement of feed conversion, improvement of digestibility.

er, which is marketed in packaging must follow, at
all stages of traffic prescribed declarations and invoices. Fertilizer that is marketed must comply, in
all elements, the data indicated on the label and that
are indicated in the invoice for the goods.
$$!%
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Bio-chemical processes are still insufficiently
known to public, cover almost all areas of chemistry, including organic, inorganic, biochemistry,
polymer, toxicology, environmental, physical, technological, etc. [13]. When it comes to manure, it
must contain a certain minimum percentage of active nutrients and has a prescribed physical characteristics (grain size, fineness of grinding, moisture,
etc.). It may also contain bioactive substances and
plant protection products, for which the license is
granted for the placing on the market under a special law. Organic land care approach is a combination of good agricultural practices and the use of
bulky organic matter such as compost and animal
manure, with the addition of organic fertilizers
(natural products of animal, vegetable and mineral
origin). The fertilizer must not contain higher
amounts of pollutants than allowed. Fertilizer that is
marketed in packaging must have the required declaration on the packaging and the invoice. Fertiliz-
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icals such as pesticides, herbicides and fertilisers,
and (vii) automobile emissions [1].
Zinc Zn(II), one of the heavy metals, has a variety of important metabolic functions in plants, as
in humans and animals. In addition to its incorporation in protein and carbohydrate synthesis, it directly affects the quantity and quality of products manufactured due to its effects on enzyme activation,
photosynthesis, respiration, and biological membrane stability. Zn(II) is an important element used
in metal coatings and alloys in industry. Furthermore, it is utilisable in a wide number of industries,
such as ink, copy papers, cosmetics, paint, rubber,
linoleum, and mining. Zinc reaches the soil through
wastewater discharged from dense industrial areas,
sewage waters, and acid rain [2].
Cadmium is a non-volatile, toxic heavy metal
that can easily be taken up by plants and carried by
airborne particles [3]. Plant tissue concentration
greater than 5-10 mg Cd kg-1 (dry matter) is toxic to
most plants [4]. Cadmium compounds are relatively
more soluble than other metal compounds, making
cadmium highly mobile in the water-soil-plant
system [5]. High levels of Cd in this system lead to
growth inhibition, water imbalance, inhibition of
seed germination, and severe agricultural losses [6].
In addition, multiple problems caused by cadmium
in agricultural soils are: (a) declining product yield,
(b) cadmium contamination in edible plant parts,
and (c) cadmium uptake of human food products. In
recent years, many physical and chemical methods
have been developed by researchers to overcome
these problems. One of these methods, phytoremediation, is an effective and affordable technological
solution used to extract or remove inactive metals
and metal pollutants from contaminated soil and
water [7]. There are plants that can accumulate 50
to 500 times more metal than metal concentration in
soil, without any toxicity symptom in the aboveground organs, which are named hyperaccumulators in nature. In other words, hypercaccumulator
plants are those which can survive under metal
stress. It is possible to categorise such plants into
two main groups. The first group includes plant
species that belong to  L. genus-type, which

Phytoremediation is an innovative and economical alternative to eliminate toxic heavy metals
(Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn, etc.) and organic pollutants. Plant
tissue culture is among the most reliable techniques
used in basic researches where the metabolic abilities of plants are determined due to the fact that it is
carried out under controlled conditions. For this
study, the Zinc(II) and Cd(II) accumulation capacity of !"! L. were examined in " 
tissue culture conditions. Primarily, the shoot tip
explants to be used in the experiments for this study
were obtained from seeds germinated in  " 
conditions and on Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium. For the phytoremediation studies, shoot tips
isolated from sterile plants were applied to plants
being grown in MS medium including 3 mg L-1
BAP (benzylaminopurine) and 1 mg L-1 IBA (indolebutyric acid) with 10 different concentrations:
(100, 250, 500, 750, 1000 mg L-1) of Zinc (II) and
(5, 20, 50, 100, 150 mg L-1) of Cd (II). The amounts
of Zn (II) and Cd (II) accumulated in by "!
plant under  "  conditions were defined using
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer in accordance with the standard reinforcement method. Morphological responses and biomass changes observed according to the concentration applied were
determined by carried-out measurements.


'& "#
Cadmium(II), Fitoremediation, Plant Tissue Culture,
!"! L., Zinc(II).
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The causes of heavy metal pollution, which is
a global environmental and health safety problem,
are nature and human activities. The main
manmade sources of heavy metal pollution are: (i)
metal smelters and refineries, (ii) industrial wastes
(e.g. electroplating) (iii) military operations, (iv)
mining, (v) landfill run-offs, (vi) agricultural chem-
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$ " %  is the method of using
plants to release chemical and toxic substances into
the air by taking them from water and soil.
%  is the removal of metal from the
water environment conditions by water filtration.
Phytoremediation is a technology which involves the extraction of the pollutants out of soil
and water by using various plants, holding these
pollutants in the plant, and the fixation or degradation of these pollutants for the purpose of removing
the pollutants out of the environment. The aim of
this process is to make the heavy metals in the
environment more controllable and to convert them
into a portable form. For this reason, the final removal of the residual plant material that grows as a
result of the phytoremediation is important. If the
removal of the heavy metal is limited to roots, as is
the case with phytostabilization, the plant is removed from the medium and the final removal is
provided. In addition, above-ground organs of such
plants can be used as animal feed as they do not
contain heavy metals. This will ensure the final
elimination of the plant. In the phytoextraction
mechanism, heavy metals are accumulated in the
above-ground organs of the plant. The harvested
residual plant material is annihilated and destroyed,
thus the final removal of the plant is ensured [9, 10,
11].
Although phytoremediation has a newer technology than other methods of treatment, it has
many advantages and disadvantages [12, 13].
Its advantages are as follows:
• It is cheaper than other traditional methods.
• No new plant community is needed. The
harvested roots can be used repeatedly.
• Its secondary waste volume is low.
• Biodiversity is ensured by creating habitat.
• It provides erosion control.
• It reduces the risk of exposure of soil to pollutants.
• It is a method that damages environment on
minimum levels and even protects it.
Its disadvantages are as follows:
• Remediation surface area is limited to the
root zone that the plant can reach.
• Slow plant growth and low biomass formation may require a long time before harvest.
• Seasonal conditions matter for the growth of
plants.
• It takes a longer time in comparison to other
technologies.
In recent years, it has been possible to come
across many studies in literatures on the use of
plant tissue culture techniques to determine the
phytoremediation abilities of plants [14, 15, 16, 17].
  !! !refers to growing and multiplication of aseptically plant cells, tissues, or organs
on defined solid or liquid artificial medium in test
tube under controlled environmental conditions.
Plant tissue culture technique provides several

are hyperaccumulator plant species that accumulate
more than one heavy metal in their body in great
amounts and produce a small amount of biomass.
The second one includes plant species, such as
 !!! L.,   ! L., 
! L., and $ L., which accumulate
heavy metals in middle levels but produce high
amounts of biomass. These types of hyperaccumulator plants have great significance for the phytoremediation technique because of their high
heavy metal tolerance. At this point, effective actualisation of the phytoremediation depends on the
distribution of the heavy metal in the organs, the
species of the plant and the metal, the chemical and
biological activity, the oxidation-reduction potential, the pH value, the cation exchange capacity, the
oxygen dissolution, the heat and the ability of the
roots to secrete. Hyperaccumulator plants capture
heavy metals with the help of the carrier proteins in
cell membranes, and the heavy metals get bound to
small peptides and are stored in vacuoles. Thus,
they do not harm the plant [8]. Due to the advantages they possess, such plants are quite suitable
for phytoremediation.
$   involves the utilization of
certain plant species for the clean-up of metalcontaminated sites. The main target in phytoremediation is toxic heavy metals (Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn etc.)
and organic pollutants. It is an innovative and costeffective method to remove these impurities. It is an
emerging non-intrusive, aesthetically pleasing and
low cost technology using the remarkable ability of
plants in soil reclamation at hazardous waste sites.
Mechanisms that occur during phytoremediation
are briefly summarized below [9, 10, 11].
$ #   is the intake of chemical or
harmful components to the biomass of the plant and
their concentration there. This method is rather used
for removing heavy metals from soil than for removing organic contaminants. It is a method used
in the collection of the pollutants in the harvestable
biomass of the plant and in their removal.
$    is the restriction of the
movement of the chemical or harmful components
in the environment by the plant roots. The plants to
be used in this method have a wide root system. At
the same time, they can produce high amounts of
biomass even in the presence of high concentrations
of metals.
$    is the breakdown of organic pollutants by various enzymes produced by
the plant or their transformation into other forms.
Some plants may transform various organic pollutant factors into non-toxic forms in their own metabolism.
$  !  is the enrichment of the microbial flora of soil in the separation of contaminant
factors. They typically do this through their roots.
This method is also called rhizosphere reduction.
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from 10 to 7-day-old seedlings and cultured on MS
media supplemented with 3 mg L-1 6benzylaminopurine (BAP) and 1 mg L-1 indole-3butyric acid (IBA) for one week.

!0>:68-4-,1):1659:;,1-9The healthy plants
with similar leaf numbers and heights were selected
and treated with Zn(II) and Cd(II) under a tissue
culture system. The Zn(II) and Cd(II) solution were
prepared from ZnCl2 and Cd(NO3)2.4H2O, respectively. The plants were treated for 2 weeks with 2
mL of each Zn(II) (from 100 to 1000 mg L-1) and
Cd(II) (from 5 to 150 mg L-1) solutions at different
concentration. After treatment, the plant samples
were washed with an excess of deionized water and
subsequently dried with a clean, soft paper. Whole
plants were weighted to obtain the wet weight. The
plant samples were dried in an oven at 40 °C for 24
h and then cooling to room temperature in desiccator, the samples were weighed. The samples
(0,020˗0,050 g) were digested with a proportion of
65% HNO3 (4 mL) in a 100 mL vessel. Digestion
procedure (CEM MARS6; Food Method) was applied for each sample. The digested samples were
analysed for Zn(II) and Cd(II) by AAS.

5 <1:86 +;3:;8- +65,1:165 In tissue culture
studies, Murashige and Skoog (MS) was used as
plant nutrient medium. All the media used was
supplemented with 100 mg L-1(w/v) myo-inositol
and 3% (w/v) sucrose. The pH of media was adjusted to 5.8 with 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH before
the addition of 0.7% agar. All chemicals used were
of analytical grade (Sigma and and Merck). About
20 mL of the medium were dispensed in each culture bottle and sealed with plastic cover before
autoclaving at 121 ºC for 15 min under pressure of
15 Psi. Seed germination was performed at 24±2
°C, under the light of a 4000 lux white fluorescent
light, in a plant growth chamber and phytoremediation studies were performed at 24±5 °C, under the
light of 2000 lux white fluorescent light, in a plant
growth room for a light/dark photoperiod of 16:8.
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advantages for the phytoremediation studies (and it
is a convenient laboratory tool for phytoremediation
studies). These include,
• allowing applications to be carried out under
sterile conditions so that biotransformation capabilities of plants can be assessed independently of
xenobiotics
• the fact that the nutritional parameters used
in cultural operations, the phytohormone levels, and
additives provide the ability to manipulate the cells
• the applicability of pollutants to plant culture
media, for experiments, at higher levels than the
levels that can be applied to soil, and the fact that,
in these applications, it does not cause the problem
of the effectors being made unusable by plants due
to adsorption or bonding by soil components, which
is observable in soil applications.
• the fact that it takes a long time to reset the
time required for conducting the experimental investigations because the plants grown in soil and
hydroponic systems have a limited lifetime; and
that this takes less time in plant culture applications
[15].
In this study which was carried out taking into
account the advantages and disadvantages of botanical bioremediation that is called phytoremediation,
the Zn (II) and Cd (II) accumulation capacity of the
rapidly growing ! "! L., which has a
high biomass production, has been investigated in
in vitro tissue culture conditions.


$"#$ #

):-81)39 ! "!L. seeds used in
the study were obtained from Hekim Sinan Medicinal Plant Research Center in the municipality of
Kütahya.
Zn (II) and Cd(II) ions standard solutions
(1000 mg L-1), for calibration curves, were purchased from Merck. Nitric acid (65%, v/v, Sigma
Aldrich) and hydrochloric acid (37%, v/v, Sigma
Aldrich). The water used was deionized grade (18.3
MΩ cm−1, Millipore). To avoid contamination, all
the glass ware and teflon vessel were washed a
diluted acid mixture (3:1; HCl:HNO3), rinsed several times with deionized water and then dried at
room temperature. Zn and Cd were analysed by
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS)
(PerkinElmer PinAAcle 900T). The plants were
dried in oven (Binder) at 40̊ C for 24 h and were
digested by microwave oven (CEM MARS6).

!3)5: :199;-+;3:;8- 9:;,1-9 Seeds were surface sterilized with 70% ethyl alcohol for 3 min and
10% commercial bleach (NaOCl at 5% v/v) for 5
min, followed by three washes for 5 min each in
sterile distilled water. Seeds were then germinated
on one-half strength hormone-free MS (Murashige
and Skoog) medium [18]. Shoot tips were excised

In this study, the ability of the plant !
"!Lto accumulate Zinc(II) and Cadmium(II)
and to response was investigated in the plant tissue
culture conditions which provide plants to grow in
stable conditions. For this purpose, primarily, 
"! plantlets were produced with the tissue
culture method. As a result of the processes of 3
min %70 ethanol and 5 min %0.5 NaOCl applied
on "!seeds, sterile plants were successfully obtained. In our previous studies, 0.5-cm-long
shoot tips with the same length and number of
leaves were transferred to MS medium containing 3
mg L-1 BAP and 1 mg L-1 IBA, which were found
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to be the most suitable for "! micropropagation. Subsequently, (100, 250, 500, 750, 1000 mg
L-1) Zn(II) and (5, 20, 50, 100, 150 mg L-1 ) of
Cd(II) were applied to the plantlets for phytoremediation studies.
$  The results for the effect of Zn(II) treatments, in relation with the increasing concentrations of Zn(II), were observed to
be the growth retardation of shoots and roots in
plantlets, thinning in roots, and rolling and chlorosis in young leaves (Figure 1.). Plant weight was
also affected by higher concentrations of Zn(II) in
the medium. The mean values of dry weight of zinc
loaded  "! sample range from 9.2 to
15.0.The proportion of growth in shoot weight was
decreases at the higher concentration of Zn(II)
(1000 mg L-1) in the medium. As a result of the
atomic absorption measurements, the amount of
Zn(II) accumulation in the plants was increased to
the concentration of 750 mg L-1, and then, after
reaching the maximum level of 1000 mg L-1 it was
observed to decrease (Table 1.). Decrease of the
accumulated Zn(II) amount as a result of the application of highest concentration of 1000 mg L-1
may be due to the closure of the stomas of the
plants at this concentration level which leads to the
decrease of dehydration via transpiration and obstruction of Zn(II) transportation. These results
indicate that the plant does not tolerate 1000 mg L-1
Zn(II) concentration.The obtained results are similar to the symptoms of Zn(II) toxicity indicated in
literature [19]. In addition, it has been stated that
zinc accumulates in cells that will divide in the root
meristem cells which prevent mitotic division by
blocking events at the end of the prophase, and also
that this accumulation prevents the growth of both
root and stem by providing ligninisation of cells
[20]. This information supports growth retardation
in relation to the Zn(II) concentrations that have
been observed. It has been reported in literature that
even if zinc contains enough iron, the plant is prevented from benefitting from it, and zinc affects

(a)

chlorophyll synthesis by substituting magnesium in
the chlorophyllin core [21]. The formation of chlorosis observed in the applications can be attributed
to this fact explained in literature.
$     As a result of the
Cadmium applications, based on Cd(II) concentration, decrease on shoot development, root count,
and length of plants and yellowing of leaves were
observed (Figure 2.). The amount of Cd(II) accumulation Table 2 shows that the increase of Cd in
MS medium from 5 to 150 mg L-1 whereas there is
not much change in dry plant weight. The toxicity
results which were observed at the end of the study
are similar to the reported in the literature [22].
Chlorosis, which was observed on plants that were
exposed to high Cd(II) concentration, may be due
to these doses inhibiting the synthesis of aminolevulinic acid with protochlorophyll reductase
which functions in chlorophyll biosynthesis. Besides, it has been reported by the researches that
free radical formations induced by heavy metals
cause oxidative destruction in lipids of tilacoid
membranes, resulting in increased chlorophyll
degradation and synthesis inhibition [23]. Growth
retardation that is morphologically observed was
also identified with the data which were obtained as
a result of the measurements of plant weights. In
relation to increased Cd(II) treatment, it was found
that there was decrease in fresh and green weights
(Table 1).
As a result of atomic absorption measurements, the amount of Cd(II) accumulations on
plants were found to be increasing in relation to the
applied concentrations (Table 2.). At the highest
concentration applied (150 mgL-1), it was observed
that plants show growth retardation, yet continue to
be alive. In this study  "! was found to
accumulate more than 0.947 mg Cd g-1, which
demonstrates that "!, could easily be considered as a potential Cd hyperaccumulator plant
species.

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)
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(5
/
/
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4/ 
100
0.032±0.008
0.349±0.097
5.971 ± 0.094
9.2
250
0.029±0.010
0.304±0.098
7.584 ± 0.162
9.5
500
0.025±0.006
0.254±0.080
9.029 ± 0.198
9.8
750
0.017±0.012
0.113±0.053
10.620 ± 0.353
15.0
1000
0.006±0.001
0.068±0.003
6.310 ± 0.091
8.8


%" 
..-+:96.,1..-8-5:+65+-5:8):165,65 15:199;-+;3:;8-+65,1:1659) 
4/ * 4/ + 4/ , 4/ - 4/ 

$ 
$0-,8>.8-90=-1/0:)5,)++;4;3):165,).:-8 =--296.:8-):4-5:<)816;9,+65+-5:8):1659
8>=-1/0:
8-90=-1/:0
,
8>=-1/0:
,
/
/
4// 

4/ 
0.027±0.005
0.279±0.058
0.091 ± 0.001
9.7
0.025±0.007
0.237±0.073
0.138 ± 0.002
10.6
0.019±0.005
0.196±0.062
0.433 ± 0.003
9.7
0.020±0.004
0.208±0.046
0.651 ± 0.008
9.6
0.017±0.003
0.174±0.023
0.948 ± 0.007
9.8

changes that occurred were determined in plant
 %# 
tissue culture conditions. It is possible to determine
more properly the symptoms of heavy metal toxiciMetal ions, such as Cu, Fe, Zn and Cd, have
ty in plants exposed to constant light, temperature,
an important role in the structure of enzymes and
and nutrient applications by plant tissue culture
nucleic acid metabolism [23]. However, at high
studies instead of soil microorganisms, climatic
concentrations of metals cause growth inhibition
differences, changing nutrient, and water regime
and even death of the organism [24, 25]. Toxic
applications which limit phytoremediation studies
effects of metals are explained by their interaction
and affect their results. The results obtained in the
with sulfhydryl groups and a concomitant inactivapresent work demonstrated that plant tissue culture
tion of the proteins [26].
methods are effective and consistent methods for
Plant cells seem to have developed a mechathe identification of phytoremediation capabilities
nism by which the metal ions, entering the cytosol
of plants.
of the cell, are immediately complexed and inactivated. Thus, the plants cells would be protect from
heavy metal poisoning [26]. Indeed, such a mecha""#
nism operates in plants grown under heavy metal
stress [24]. Plants have different capacity to accu
mulate metals, which depends on the plant species,
[1] Saxena, P.K., KrishnaRaj, S., Dan, T., Perras,
plant age, the metal type and exposure time [27].
M.R. and Vettakkorumakankav, N.N. (1999)
Heavy-metal tolerance in plants can be deterPhytoremediation of heavy metal contaminated
mined very quickly and efficiently with plant tissue
and polluted soils. In: Prasad, M.N.V. and
culture methods, independent of environmental
Hagemeyer, J. (Eds.) Heavy Metal Stress in
conditions. As a result of the conducted studies, the
Plants, From Molecules to Ecosystem. Springtolerance values of the  "! plant to Zn (II)
er-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, New York, 305and Cd (II) heavy metals and the morphological
331.
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Activated carbons of different characteristics
have been prepared from pumpkin seed shells using
H3PO4 (HAC) and ZnCI2 (ZnAC) as activating
agents. Surface area affecting adsorption ability of
activated carbons based on adsorption of nitrogen
(N2) gas from the liquid nitrogen environment at 196 °C by the Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller (BET)
method was measured as 1421 m2 g-1 and 1564 m2 g1
for HAC and ZnAC, respectively. The efficiency of
methylene blue (MB) adsorption of both activated
carbons was compared by using various parameters
such as pH, contact time, temperature, and adsorbent
dose. Adsorption kinetics data were analyzed using
three different kinetic models: pseudo-first-order,
pseudo-second-order, and intraparticle diffusion
model. The highest correlation coefficient for both
activated carbons was obtained in the pseudo-second-order kinetic model. Adsorption isotherms were
described using the Langmuir and Freundlich models at different temperatures. The experimental adsorption parameters fitted to Langmuir’s model with
maximum adsorption capacities are 147.05 mg of
MB g-1 HAC and 181.81 mg of MB g-1 ZnAC. Thermodynamic properties of the adsorption of methylene blue onto HAC and ZnAC were also determined. It was determined that this process can be
both spontaneous and endothermic. Microwave regeneration of both activated carbons saturated with
methylene blue was also studied. The regenaration
cycle runs were initialized after the most suitable microwave electric power was specified. At the end of
seventh cycle, regeneration yield for HAC was
higher than ZnAC by approximately 30%. The activated carbon prepared using ZnCI2 was more effective for MB removal compared to that of H3PO4.

The availability of clean water supply is the basis of life for all human beings. In the same way,
fish, birds, and wildlife are also reliant on a supply
of clean water for survival. At present, over 780 million people cannot reach clean drinking water
sources, and 2.5 billion people live in non-sanitation
living conditions in the world according to UNICEF
and the World Health Organization [1].
Many factors, such as the discharge of untreated industrial waste and the presence of agricultural pesticides and chemical fertilizers caused by
run off from agricultural areas, bring about destroys
in the chemical, physical, and biological balance of
waters and cause a deterioration in the water quality.
In addition to these, processes involving such dyestuffs from the textile industry, dye manufacturing
industries due to the use of coloring materials in the
production process [2, 3], paper and pulp mills, tanneries [4], the food industry, and the pharmaceutical
industry, rubber and plastic industries [5] create colored wastewater.
Without any treatment, the discharge of colored
waters into natural streams causes a number of significant problems such as increased toxic substance
content, lack of oxygen, change in pH, carcinogenic
action, and the formation of microbial attacks [6-8].
Due to the strict restrictions imposed on water pollution control in recent years, it is obligatory to clean
the wastewaters that are at specified quality and
quantity before being given to the receiving waters.
For this reason, color removal processes from various industrial wastewaters containing dye are gaining ecological importance.
Several physical, chemical, and biological
treatment methods such as coagulation [9], chemical
oxidation by ozone [10, 11], electrochemical oxidation [12], ion exchange by resins [13], flocculation
[14], and aerobic or anaerobic biodegradation using
various microorganisms already existing in the media have been used [15]. However, operating costs of
these methods are quite high, and they can not be applied effectively in the treatment of wastewaters containing very various structures from different industries. Adsorption is a highly efficient separation process for the removal of biologically soluble organic

*)"$%
Activated carbon, Adsorption, Methylene Blue, Pumpkin
seed Shell, MW regeneration
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molecules, which are in a trace amount in
wastewater, such as methylene blue [16].
In general, activated carbons produced from a
wide variety of high carbon content materials are
preferred in wastewater treatment technologies with
low biological degradability. Owing to their high activated surface, it is a highly effective factor in the
removal of impurities, their pore structure in different sizes, and their functional groups on their surface. In the past few decades, the use of various agricultural wastes as direct adsorbents and as inexpensive raw materials for activated carbon production
was investigated by scientists and researchers.
Wastes from fruit juice and pulp production processes such as coconut [17], date pit [18], pine cone
[19], orange pulp [20], and apricot [21]; agricultural
wastes such as stem (corn [22], cotton, and tomato),
shell-sheath (coffee [23], soybean, rice [24], groundnut, almond, hazelnut, and walnut [25]), stem-straw
(wheat, barley, rye, and oats); oil and sugar industrial
wastes such as sunflower seed hull-stalk and sugarcane bagasse [26]; and different type of wastes such
as rattan sawdust [27], and vegetable fibers [28], can
be considered for the sources of activated carbon.
Among all methods of producing activated carbon, there are two processes more common than others. Carbonation of the starting material in an inert
atmosphere at a suitable temperature (350-900 °C) is
the first step in physical activation. Later, the resulting high carbon content material is activated at elevated temperature (600-1200 °C) with an oxidizing
gas (air, water vapor, carbon dioxide, or a mixture of
these substances in some proportions) to form a porous structure. The chemical activation process is initiated by the interaction of the carbonaceous material with various acids, bases, or salts such as ZnCI2,
H3PO4, KOH, and K2CO3 at certain ratios. Subsequently, the sample is carbonized in an inert medium
to form new pores in order to increase the surface
area. The carbonization and activation steps in chemical activation occur simultaneously [29, 30].
It is a simple method that takes place in a single
step with a low energy consumption due to working
at a lower temperature in a short time. The prevention of tar formation and production of other volatile
substances, the high carbon yield, the formation of
pore structures having desired properties, the creation of a structure with functional groups are among
the advantages of chemical activation over physical
activation [31]. The effect of two different chemical
agents on the surface properties of the activated carbon has been investigated how the adsorption characteristics of activated carbons change. For this purpose, the influence of parameters such as pH, contact
time, and temperature on methylene blue adsorption
process are investigated.

#<0:,<,>498 91 ,.>4@,>0/ .,<-98 As a starting material, empty pumpkin seeds were used obtained from a local company, Peyman, which produces nuts and dried fruits, in Eskişehir, Turkey. Activated carbon production was carried out by chemical activation method using H3PO4 and ZnCI2 chemical agents from the pumpkin seed shells. In the experiments, the mass ratio of the chemical substances
to the pumpkin seeds (impregnation rate) was determined to be 2:1 and 3:1 for H3PO4 and ZnCl2, respectively. In order to impregnate the chemical material into the pumpkin seed shells, 200 ml of aqueous solution containing the chemical agent at a suitable impregnation rate. Raw materials of 0.85 <Dp
<1 mm in size mixed in a heated magnetic stirrer for
6 hours at 70 °C. After the impregnation process, the
excess of the chemical material is separated from the
sample by the dense solution. The filtrate was allowed to stand overnight in room conditions, and
then the material was dried at 85 °C for 24 hours. For
the carbonization process, the reactor was heated to
500 °C by 10 °C min-1 heating rate. Then, it was set
to wait for 1 hour. Nitrogen gas was used at a flow
rate of 100 ml min-1 in the reactor to provide an inert
atmosphere during carbonization. After carbonization, the ZnCI2 impregnated sample was first washed
with 0.5 N HCl to remove excess ZnCl2 and then
washed with distilled water to reach pH 6-7 [32]. The
H3PO4 impregnated sample was only washed with
distilled water to reach neutral levels of pH. Then,
both samples were dried at 105 °C. The activated
carbon produced using ZnCl2 is named as ZnAC,
while the activated carbon produced using H3PO4 is
named HAC.

3,<,.>0<4C,>498 91 >30 ,.>4@,>0/ .,<-98=
Adsorption isotherms of nitrogen at -196 °C were
used to determine the structural properties (surface
area and pore size distribution) of activated carbon
surfaces. First, the activated carbons were held under
vacuum at 300 °C for 3 hours to remove the moisture
or adsorbed gases if still exists. Pore size distributions were calculated using Autosorb 1C software
with the Density Functional Theory (DFT) method,
and the surface areas of the samples (SBET) were
calculated with BET (Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller)
equations (P/P0 = 0.01-0.2) [33].

/=9<:>498 =>?/40= First, the MB solution
(C16H18ClN3S), a cationic dye, was prepared at a
concentration of 500 mg l-1, and the solution was diluted to several concentrations. To observe the influence of pH of the solution on the adsorption, 0.1 g of
activated carbon and 50 ml of dye solutions at 250
ppm concentrations were mixed. The acid and base
concentrations of the solutions were changed (pH
values between 3 and 10) using 0.1 N HCl and 0.1 N
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HAC was determined as 1421 m2 g-1, while the surface area of ZnAC was calculated as 1564 m2 g-1 by
BET analysis method. It can be suggested that the
adsorption-desorption isotherms of N2 on both activated carbons shown in Fig 1.a is in agreement with
Type-I and Type-IV adsorption isotherms according
to IUPAC classification. When the surfaces of the
micropores with high adsorption power are monomolecularly coated, a rapid increase occurs in the adsorption curve at low relative pressure (Type-I). The
surfaces of activated carbons produced in this study
analogous with this type of isotherm are microporous. Furthermore, the proceeding of adsorption isotherms at higher relative pressures, and at the
same time, the appearance of hysteresis due to capillary condensation show that HAC and ZnAC have
the mesopores structure as well as micropores [26].
In the pore size distribution of the produced activated carbons illustrated in Figure 1b, there are
peaks in the size range less than 20 A which are micropores and in the size range between 20-50 A
which are mesopores. The ratio of micropore volume
to total pore volume was calculated as 0.54 for ZnAC
and 0.53 for HAC.

NaOH and agitated at 25 ° C for 24 hours. To determine the optimum adsorption period (equilibrium
concentration), 0.1 g of activated carbon samples
HAC and ZnAC are weighed and added to 50 ml of
250 ppm solutions and waited for different periods
of time for adsorption. Then, the solution dye concentration at (t) is noted and the adsorbed dye
amount (qt) as mg g-1 AC is calculated using equation (1). In the isotherm studies, 0.1 g of activated
carbon was added to the dye solutions at different
concentrations (concentration values of 50-400 ppm
for both ZnAC and HAC and agitated 16 hours for
HAC and 18 hours for ZnAC at different temperatures (25, 35 and 45 °C) and the equilibrium concentrations were measured. To determine the optimum
amount of adsorbent, the adsorbent was added to 50
ml, 250 ppm dye solutions in different amounts
(0.025-1 g AC) and shaken at 25 °C. After adsorption, the concentration of solutions was determined
and the percentage of adsorption values were calculated using equation (2). The experiment described
above was followed for HAC and ZnAC and the
original solution pH without any adjustment except
for the pH experiments. The dye concentrations remaining in the solution after adsorption in the experiments were analyzed by UV-spectrophotometer at
663 nm.
9) 7 4 : 
%4 8
9:

9) 7 0 :
'#&$(#" 8
 9 :
)
where C0 (mg l-1) is the dye concentration at the
beginning of adsorption; Ce (mg l-1) is the dye concentration at the equilibrium and Ct (mg l-1) is the
concentration of the remaining unadsorbed dye at
time t; V is the volume of MB solution (L) and W is
the mass of the used activated carbon (g); (qt)
amount of adsorbed dye per activated carbon (mg
g-1 AC).

110.>91484>4,6:The amounts of H+ or OHions in the solution, that indicates the ionic charge of
the medium, can affect the surface functional group
charges of activated carbons in the same environment. As a result, the may probably change. The adsorption process is completely understood when the
effect of initial pH, an important parameter on adsorption, is determined [13, 34]. Experiments in both
acidic and alkaline media were carried out with both
activated carbons by varying the solution pH between 3 and 10 in order to see how the solution pH
conduct the adsorption process (Fig. 2).
The surface of adsorbate in acidic media is
more concentrated with the H3O+ ions that makes the
surface charge more positive. Therefore, methylene
blue molecules, which is a cationic dye, are less adsorbed on positive active sites due to the electrostatic
repulsion. The surface functional groups of the adsorbent become deprotonated; thus, the surface is
negatively charged as the amount of OH- ion in the
solution containing the adsorbent material increases.
Negatively charged adsorbent particles and the cationic dye attract each other, and consequently, the
amount of dye adsorbed on the surface may increase
at equilibrium [35, 36]. As shown in Fig. 2, an increase of adsorption from 69.0% to 81.54% is appearent on the curve of MB adsorption on HAC as a
function of initial pH of the MB solution, varying
from 3.0 to 10. There are studies in the literature that
is compatible with the results obtained in this study
[37, 38]
The amount of methylene blue removed from
the solution is almost constant at 98% when the
curve of MB adsorption on ZnAC as a function of
initial pH of the MB solution is observed. Studies in

$02080<,>498%>?/40=The reusability of activated carbons saturated with methylene blue was
performed using microwave power. Activated carbons that were exposed to methylene blue at 25 °C
for 24 hours and dried in room conditions were used
in regeneration processes. Microwave power (300
W-800 W) was used for 3 min to determine the influence of the microwave power on the regeneration
of both activated carbons. In addition, microwave
cycle studies were performed with both activated
carbons.
$%'&%!%'%%"!
#3B=4.,6:<9:0<>40=Determination of the surface area of an adsorbent and understanding of the
pore structure are important steps in the adsorption
process in the gas-liquid phase. The surface area of
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which pH does not affect adsorption are available in
the literature [35, 39].

(qe-qt) as a function of time, t, as shown in Fig. 3a.
k2 is the pseudo-second order rate constant in units
of g mg-1 min-1 calculated using the linear relationship between (t/qt) as a function of time, t, as shown
in Fig. 3a.
Weber and Morris [41] developed a model that
can identify the control steps affecting adsorption kinetics. The kinetic model called the intra-particle diffusion model was applied to kinetic data of MB.
Their intraparticle diffusion equation is
%4 8 1 ( ), 6 9 :

/=9<:>498480>4.= It is generally accepted
that the adsorption process is a combination of mass
transfer mechanisms with the steps of film diffusion,
intraparticle diffusion, and sorption. The mass transfer rate is different in each mechanism. Many kinetic
models have been derived to investigate the mechanisms that determine the adsorption rate [40]. Three
of the most common applied models have been used
to study kinetic data;
The pseudo-first order:
*(
9%0 7 %4 : 8 !#%0* 7
9 :
 
The pseudo-second order:
(

(
8
9 :
+ 6
%4
%0+
+ %0+
where  (mg g-1) is the amount of MB adsorbed
at various times. qe,1 and qe,2 are the maximum adsorption capacities according to first-order kinetic
model and second-order kinetic model, respectively.
k1 is the first-order rate constant in units of min-1 determined by using the linear relationship between

where ki is the intraparticle diffusion constant
in units of mg g-1 min-0.5, and C is the interception
value indicating qt value when t is zero and give an
idea about the thickness of boundary layer [42]. The
values of ki were calculated from the slopes of the
relationship between qt as a function of t0.5 (Fig. 3b).
Experimentally determined MB adsorption at
equilibrium (qe,exp) value is very close to qe,2 value.
The overlaping of the experimental data and the
pseudo-second order kinetic model data was shown
in Table 1.
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According to equation (6), the Langmuir constants are obtained using the linear relationship between (Ce qe-1) and Ce for the adsorption data of MB
as shown in Fig. 4. The constants are given in Table
2. When the constants obtained from the Langmuir
equation are analyzed with RL term, which is called
the unitless separation factor calculated by equation
(7), it is predicted that whether adsorption of the
molecules is favorable or not. The adsorption can be
said to be either unfavorable (RL> 1), linear (RL = 1),
favorable (0 <RL< 1) or irreversible (RL = 0).

9:
. 8
 6 ) .
where C0 represents the concentration of MB at
t=0 (mg l-1) [46] and KL is the Langmuir constant.
The values of RL, KL (l mg-1), and the amount required to coat the surface as a single layer (qmax) are
listed in Table 2.
In the Freundlich model, first introduced by
Herbert Max Finley Freundlich, the adsorption behavior in nonhomogeneous solid surfaces has been
investigated. The assumptions are (i) the adsorption
sites have different energy values and these sites are
heterogeneous; (ii) the adsorbed species could interact with each other; and, (iii) adosorption can take
place in multiple layers [47]. The Freundlich model
is formulated as

9 %0 : 8 9 - : 6 90 :9:
"
where Kf (mg g-1) is a value related to the
amount of adsorbed material and n is the empirical
parameter associated with the adsorption intensity.
This value relates to the adsorption forces and the
distribution of the active sites where adsorption takes
place on the adsorbent surface. If n = 1 the sorption
period is linear; while 0 <n<1 strong sorption forces
at the adsorbent surface are effective (chemical adsorption); and where n>1 adsorption is effected by
weak forces. Energy centers are thought to be distributed more heterogeneously while 1/n heterogeneity factor used for describing the degree of heterogeneity approaches zero [48]. The Freundlich constants
are calculated from the linear relationship in the plot
of log (Ce) as a function of log (qe) for the adsorption
data of MB where shown in Fig. 5, and the results
are given in Table 2.
The experimental data are more deviated in the
linear Freundlich model than the Langmuir model
when comparing plotted isotherm graphs using the
data obtained from studies performed at different
temperatures. Both activated carbon surfaces are homogeneous due to the behavior of the methylene
blue to adsorb on both activated carbon is in accordance with Langmuir type. On the other hand, the 1/n
value for HAC is closer to zero when compared between activated carbons. Therefore, ZnAC surface is
more homogeneous than HAC.

Compared with rate constants (k2) of MB adsorption on ZnAC and HAC, k2 value of the adsorption data on HAC is 64 times higher than k2 value of
the data on ZnAC. In previous studies [32, 43], the
average pore diameter of the HAC is greater than the
pore diameter of the ZnAC. For this reason, the adsorption of MB onto HAC is faster.
For the intraparticle diffusion model, multilinear plots indicating the different stages may emerge
in adsorption graphs such as shown in Fig. 3b. There
are three regions in this plot implying three mechanisms for both adsorption processes. Alothman et al.
[44] suggested that in the first part, diffusion of the
adsorbate occurs at the interface layer formed by the
liquid molecules surrounding the adsorbent material.
In the second part, molecules diffuse towards the
place where adsorbing occurs by moving inside the
capillary holes and pores of the solid surface. The
third part, the adsorbate is adsorbed on the surface of
the adsorbent. In addition, the linear part in the second region representing the intra-particle diffusion
observed in the curves on the graph does not pass
through the origin. This deviation implies that the
boundary layer diffusion may have an effect on the
adsorption rate constant. Consequently, there are
more than one mechanism controlling the adsorption
rates. In other words, the intraparticle diffusion
mechanism is not the only factor [45].
/=9<:>4984=9>30<7= How molecules or ions
interact with the solid surface can be explained by
adsorption isotherms that are providing information
about equilibrium states of an adsorption system.
The main purpose of using adsorption isotherms is
to show the equilibrium conditions of the adsorbateadsorbent system and to reveal the accumulation
mechanism of the substances in the surface [33].
Two of the most commonly used adsorption isotherms have been studied to explain the mechanism
of adsorption of MB on activated carbons.
A very simple isotherm equation for chemical
adsorption has been derived by Irving Langmuir [36,
37]. This equation, which is also valid for monolayer
physical adsorption and solution adsorption, is called
by his name, the Langmuir equation. This equation
is derived from kinetic approaches and formulated as

0
0
8
6
9 :
%0 %2/5 . %2/5
where qe is the mount of adsorbed material in
the equilibrium (mg g-1), qmax is the amount required
to coat the surface as a single layer (mg g-1), Ce is the
adsorbate concentration in solution at equilibrium
(mg l-1), and KL is the Langmuir constant indicating
the affinity of adsorption sites (L mg-1).
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between adsorption sites and the dye molecules is the
major mechanism responsible for the MB adsorption
process [51].
The absolute value of the Gibbs free energy
change ΔGo (kJ mol-1) for physical adsorption is −20
to 0 kJ mol-1 which is smaller than that of chemisorption which is −80 to −400 kJ mol-1. The Gibbs free
energy for HAC altered from -27,048 to -30,768 kJ
mol-1, for ZnAC from -25,412 to -27,992 kJ mol-1
when the temperature was increased from 298 K to
318 K. The Gibbs free energy values found in this
study further affirmed that the adsorption processes
were physical in nature [52, 53]. The negative values
of ΔGo for both activated carbons at various temperatures demonstrate that the adsorption process is
spontaneous and thermodynamically favorable. Positive entropy changes ΔSo were 186 J mol-1K-1 for
HAC and 129 J mol-1K-1 for ZnAC indicate increased randomness at the solid–solution interface
with the loading of MB molecules onto the external
and internal surfaces of the activated carbons [54,
55].

110.>91,/=9<-08>/9=0 The amount of adsorption at equilibrium will change by varying the
amount of adsorbed material and the amount of unsaturated active sites encountered on the adsorbent
surface. On this basis, it is essential to determine the
optimum amount of adsorbent. In adsorption experiments using different amounts of activated carbon,
the adsorption quantities at equilibrium were determined and presented as a graph in Fig.6.
For each activated carbon, the adsorption density decreased with an increase in adsorbent dosage
while the ratio of color removal is proprtional to the
adsorbent concentration. The percent adsorption of
MB varied from 32.95 to 99.60% for HAC and 26.68
to 98.93% for ZnAC with an increase in adsorbent
concentration from 0.5 to 4 mg l-1. The increase in
the removal is due to the enlargement of the surface
area resulted from the increase in the adsorbent mass
and the rise in the number of active adsorption sites.

The maximum monolayer adsorption capacities of MB were calculated according to Langmuir
model as given in Table 2, and these values are similar to the experimental ones. The separation factors
were calculated to be 0.04, 0.03 and 0.02 for HAC
and 0.086, 0.065 and 0.050 for ZnAC at 25, 35 and
45 °C, respectively. RL values at all operating temperatures demonstrate that adsorptions of MB molecules on activated carbons produced in this study
were favorable. If the adsorption processes in this
study using the n values obtained from the Freundlich equation were evaluated, all sorption processes
are performed by physical adsorption for all temperatures.
&30<79/B8,74.=91,/=9<:>498 The chemical potential of the solid surface formed by the adsorbed molecules is equal to the chemical potential
of the adsorbate in liquid phase when the adsorption
is at equilibrium. After that, it is possible to calculate
the adsorption heat using this principle and the general thermodynamic equation.
The Gibbs free energy change of adsorption
(ΔGo kJ mol-1), can be written as follows, in relation
to the Langmuir constant b corresponding to the
equilibrium constant KL (l mol-1) [49, 50]
 3 8 7!"9:
 3 8  ) 7  ) 9:
The combination of Eqs (10) and (11) gives
 )  )
!" 8
7
9 :


where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J
mol-1 K-1), T is the absolute temperature (K). The enthalpy change (ΔHo kJ mol-1) and entropy change
(ΔSo J mol-1K-1) in adsorption can be calculated using the linear relationship between lnb and (1/T). Enthalpy changes are calculated as 28.38 kJ mol-1 for
HAC and 13.03 Kj mol-1 for ZnAC. These positive
values of enthalpy changes show that adsorption is
an endothermic process, and a low required heat
quantity characterizes a physisorption phenomenon.
It may be suggested that the electrostatic interaction
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$02080<,>498=>?/40= The reusability of activated carbons used in the adsorption process is very
important from an economic point of view. Repeated
use of regenerated activated carbon greatly reduces
the cost of the adsorption process and at the same
time provides a simple operation. As a result, competitiveness against other adsorbents increases, and
the market share grows. Regeneration studies of activated carbons loaded with methylene blue were
performed between 300W and 800W of microwave
power. The microwave power applied to both activated carbons increases the desorption efficiency.
95% yield for ZnAC and 99% for HAC were obtained by 800 W power for 3 min, and almost whole
amount of adsorbed dye was removed from activated
carbon surface. Microwave radiation leads to heat
not only the surface but also the inner part of the regenerated particles. This allows the organic molecules adsorbed in the interior to be easily desorbed
[56].
Cycle results of activated carbons loaded with
methylene blue are shown in Fig. 7. Adsorption efficiencies for HAC and ZnAC were obtained as 88%

and 57% at the end of 7 adsorption-regeneration cycles, respectively. The activated carbon produced
with phosphoric acid is more suitable for repetitive
usage in adsorption process. Foo and Hameed reported that only 18% of the activity loss after 5 cycles when activated carbon loaded with methylene
blue was regenerated using the microwave [57].
These results overlap with our work.
"!'%"!%
In this study, the effect of H3PO4 and ZnCl2,
which are used as chemical agents in the production
of activated carbons, on the adsorption properties of
adsorbents was investigated. Pumpkin seed shell was
used as a raw material source in activated carbon
production. MB was chosen as a sample from basic
dyes. The first important result is that the process is
affected by the solution acidity when the HAC is
used in MB adsorption while there is no change in
the adsorption capacity using ZnAC. MB adsorption
was suitable for the pseudo-second order kinetic
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[16]Monsalvo, V.M., Mohedano, A.F. and Rodriguez, J.J. (2011) Activated carbons from sewage sludge. Desalination. 277(1-3), 377-382.
[17]Yanagisawa, H., Matsumoto, Y. and Machida,
M. (2010) Adsorption of Zn(II) and Cd(II) ions
onto magnesium and activated carbon composite in aqueous solution. Applied Surface Science. 256(6), 1619-1623.
[18]Theydan, S.K. and Ahmed, M.J. (2012) Adsorption of methylene blue onto biomass-based activated carbon by FeCl3 activation: Equilibrium,
kinetics, and thermodynamic studies. Journal of
Analytical and Applied Pyrolysis. 97, 116-122.

model. The adsorption rate was 64 times faster using
HAC when the adsorption data of both activated carbons are analyzed with kinetic models. The obtained
monolayer adsorption capacity values ranged from
103.09 to 147.05 mg g-1 for HAC and from 169.49
to 181.81 mg g-1 for ZnAC while the initial dye concentration was varied from 50 to 400 mg l-1. The
Langmuir model has a better correlation coefficient
than the other mathematical models at all temperatures studied in current work.
In conclusion, the results show that the activated carbon produced from pumpkin seed shells can
be effectively applied for the removal of MB from
wastewater.
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and Qian, J. (2014) Kinetics and thermodynamics of adsorption of methylene blue by a magnetic graphene-carbon nanotube composite. Applied Surface Science. 290, 116-124.
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hazardous pollutants than the parent compound. TCP
was more mobile in soil and more leachable into
groundwater and surface water [5, 6], and it causes
the widespread contamination in soils and in the
aquatic environment [7]. Therefore, in the biodegradation process of chlorpyrifos-methyl, not only concerned about the concentration of chlorpyrifos-methyl, but also need to focus on its intermediate metabolites, especially TCP. To solve these existing
problems requires effective removal of chlorpyrifosmethyl and TCP residues from the contaminated environment. The microbial degradation was considered the most important bioremediation method because it was the main factor impacting degradation
of chlorpyrifos-methyl (or other organophosphorus
pesticides) [8].
In this study,    CM-11, a
strain that could degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl was
isolated, its degradation potential and the application
for environment protection were studied. The strain
CM-11 could rapidly degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl to
TCP, but it could only slowly degrade TCP. Some
bacteria that could rapidly degrade TCP had been
isolated previously. Li et al. isolated a highly efficient TCP degrading bacterium sp.T6 [9].
Abraham et al. isolated      JAS3,
which could rapidly hydrolyze TCP utterly [10].
Therefore, although the strain CM-11 degraded TCP
very slowly, it might still be used for the treatment
of chlorpyrifos-methyl pollution. The combined applications of the strain CM-11 and a highly efficient
TCP degrading bacterium was considered an effective means for degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl.

A strain CM-11 capable of highly degrading
chlorpyrifos-methyl was isolated from soil. The
strain CM-11 was identified as  
based on 16S rRNA and analysis of morphology,
physiological and biochemical characters. The optimal pH value and temperature were 6.8-7.2 and 3035. The 6d degradation rate of 100 mg/L chlorpyrifos-methyl by strain CM-11 was at about 99.6% in
inorganic salt medium. The strain CM-11 could hydrolyze chlorpyrifos-methyl to 3,5,6-trichloro-2pyridinol (TCP), but it could only slowly degrade
TCP. The combined applications of the strain CM11 and the strain TBE-6 was considered an effective
means for degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl, because
the strain TBE-6 could rapidly degrade TCP. The
degradation rate of chlorpyrifos-methyl (100mg/L)
by the strain CM-11 and the strain TBE-6 could
reach about 100% in 5d. This study may provide theoretic basis and reference for prevention and control
of pesticides pollution.



%$ !
Chlorpyrifos-methyl, 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol, biodegradation,  
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Chlorpyrifos-methyl (O,O-Dimethyl O-(3,5,6trichloro-2-pyridyl)phosphorothioate) was a persistent organophosphorus insecticide, and was widely
used in the prevention of agriculture pests for more
than 40 years [1, 2]. The excessive and frequent application of chlorpyrifos-methyl may result in high
levels of chlorpyrifos-methyl residues on agricultural products, soil and water, which might bring
some trouble to environmental health and public
health [3, 4]. In addition, the major metabolite of
chlorpyrifos-methyl was reported to be 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol(TCP),
which
was
more


" !"!
0-31+)28)4,-,1)0-31+)28 Chlorpyrifos-methyl (99.5%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company. 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (94.0%)
was purchased from Dr. Ehrenstorfer Company. All
other chemicals used were of analytical grade and
commercially available.
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:29:7- 3-,1) '?( Inorganic salt medium:
(NH4)2SO4 0.1 g, K2HPO4 0.1g, MgSO4·7H2O 0.2 g,
FeSO4·7H2O 0.01 g, CaSO4 0.05 g, H2O 1.0 L, pH
7.0. [β]. Isolation medium: inorganic salt medium
containing 100 mg/L chlorpyrifos-methyl was used
to isolate chlorpyrifos-methyl degrading bacteria.
[γ]. Enrichment medium: yeast extract 4.0 g, beef extract 4.0 g, peptone10.0 g, sodium chloride 5.0 g,
H2O 1.0 L, pH7.0.

considered an effective means for degrading
chlorpyrifos-methyl.
4% strain CM-11 inoculum and 3% strain TBE6 inoculum were inoculated simultaneously in inorganic salt culture medium containing 100mg/L
chlorpyrifos-methyl, and then place it in the shaker
(120rpm, 30°C). The concentration of chlorpyrifosmethyl and TCP were determined regularly.
-/7),)9154 5. +02576=71.583-90=2 *=
897)14" 6% strain TBE-6 inoculum was inoculated in inorganic salt culture medium containing
100mg/L chlorpyrifos-methyl, and then place it in
the shaker (120rpm, 30°C). The concentration of
chlorpyrifos-methyl was determined regularly.

852)9154 )4, 1,-491.1+)9154 5. +02576=71.58
3-90=2 ,-/7),14/ *)+9-71) The soil sample was
collected from farmland in Nanjing City, China, in
which chlorpyrifos-methyl has been used for more
than 10 years. 5.0 g soil sample was placed in 100ml
isolation medium for shaking culture at 30°C. The
content of chlorpyrifos-methyl in the culture medium was measured on a regular basis [11]. 8ml culture solution with 3d degradation rate >75% was
transferred to enrichment medium containing same
concentration of chlorpyrifos-methyl, and continuously transferred for more than 6 times. After the
degradation effect was verified again, the above enrichment medium was coated on inorganic salt culture plate containing chlorpyrifos-methyl for inverted culture. The eugonic bacterial colonies were
selected and repeatedly streaked on the culture plate
to obtain the pure culture. The new isolates were
identified by using 16SrRNA sequence analysis. 

058605-89-7)8- )+91;19= 5. 90- 897)14 
)4,90-897)14" Take 100ml of the strain
CM-11 (or TBE-6) culture broth, then add protease
inhibitor mixture, centrifuge at 12000r / min for
3min, the precipitate(α) and supernatant(I) were collected separately. The precipitate(α) was washed
twice with 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer, the wash solution was added to the supernatant (I), freeze-dried
to near dry, and constant volume to 20ml for testing
the extracellular enzyme. The precipitate(α) was set
to 20 ml with Tris-HCl buffer, the appropriate
amount of protease inhibitor was added, and sonicated in an ice bath (200W, broken for 5s, interval
4s, total 3.5min), then centrifuged at 10,000 r/min for
10min, supernatant (@) was the crude enzyme solution (set to 20ml for determinating enzyme activity).
The crude enzyme solution was centrifuged at
18,000 r/min for 30 min and the precipitate(β) was
resuspended in 20 ml Tris-HCl buffer for the determination of membrane-bound enzyme. Supernatant
(III) was re-set to 20 ml with Tris-HCl buffer for intracellular enzyme [14].
Phosphoesterase enzymatic reaction system (3
ml): 2.8 ml glycine-sodium hydroxide buffer (0.05
mol / L, pH 9.0), 0.19 ml of enzyme solution, 10μl
of p-nitrophenyl phosphate disodium salt (40
mmol/L), 37 °C water bath for 1h, take 0.5ml of reaction solution into the test tube, add 3.5ml glycinesodium hydroxide buffer (pH10.0), OD405 and the
amount of p-nitrophenol in solution were determined(colorimetric determination). The unit of enzyme activity (U) was defined as the amount of enzyme required to convert p-nitrophenyl phosphate
disodium salt to 1 μmol of p-nitrophenol in 1 min
[15, 16].

-/7),)9154 5. +02576=71.583-90=2 *=
897)14  Inoculums of chlorpyrifos-methyl
degrading bacteria were prepared in advance [12].
5% strain CM-11 inoculum was inoculated in inorganic salt culture medium containing 100mg/L
chlorpyrifos-methyl, and then place it in the shaker
(120rpm, 30°C). The concentration of chlorpyrifosmethyl and TCP were determined regularly [11, 13].
-/7),)9154 5. " *= 897)14  57
897)14" The strain CM-11 was inoculated into
an inorganic salt medium containing 25 mg/L TCP,
and then place it in the shaker (120rpm, 30°C). The
content of TCP was determined regularly. The degradation of TCP by strain TBE-6 was tested in the
same manner.
-/7),)91545.+02576=71.583-90=2*=+53
*1414/897)14)4,897)14"  The strain
TBE-6 was a triclopyr butoxyethyl ester degrading
bacterium deposited in our laboratory. It was identified as      according to 16S analytical method (GenBank accession number
MF491867). The strain TBE-6 could effectively degrade TCP at a higher rate, and could degrade
triclopyr butoxyethyl ester into CO2 and H2O completely. Because the strain CM-11 could only degrade TCP at a slower rate, the combined applications of the strain CM-11 and the strain TBE-6 was



!#"!!#!!

,-491.1+)9154 )4, +0)7)+9-71>)9154 5.
+02576=71.583-90=2,-/7),14/*)+9-71)A bacterium capable of degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl was
isolated from soil, named CM-11. The strain CM-11
was aerobiotic, G+, mobile (propelled by flagella),
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rod-shaped, 0.7-1.0×2.0-2.5 μm in size. It formed
milky, smooth, middle raised colonies on the nutrient broth plate. The optimum growth was at 30-35°C
and pH 6.8-7.2. It was positive in tests for amylolysis, catalase, V.P. test, glucose fermentation, but the
gelatin liquefaction and indole test were negative
[17, 18]. A 1450 base pairs long sequence of 16S
rRNA was amplified and submitted to NCBI GenBank (Accession No. MF491866). Blastn of 16S
rRNA sequence indicated that strain CM-11 showed
nearly 99% similarity with 16S rRNA sequence 
. 



the experiment accorded with the first order kinetic
model (C=C0·e-kt). C=100e-0.4412t, R2=0.9895, half
life=1.58d. At the same time, it was found that TCP
concentration first rised and then falled in the degradation process of chlorpyrifos-methyl. Based on
these results, it could be concluded that the strain
CM-11 could degrade TCP. In addition, the data in
Fig.2 showed that both strain CM-11 and strain
TBE-6 could degrade TCP, but the strain TBE-6 has
a faster degradation rate.

-/7),)91545.+02576=71.583-90=2*=+53
*1414/ 897)14  )4, 897)14 "  Because
the strain CM-11 didn't degrade TCP fast enough,
there was some TCP accumulation during the strain
CM-11 degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl. The combined applications of the strain CM-11 and TCP rapidly degrading bacteria was considered an effective
means for rapidly degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl.

-/7),)9154 5. +02576=71.583-90=2 )4,
" *= 90- 897)14  The results in Fig. 1
showed that the chlorpyrifos-methyl could be rapidly degraded by the strain CM-11. The degradation
rate of chlorpyrifos-methyl (100mg/L) by the strain
CM-11 could reach about 99.6% in 6d. The degradation law of chlorpyrifos-methyl in the early days of
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058605-89-7)8- )+91;19= 5. 90- 897)14 
)4,90-897)14" The phosphoesterase activity of the two strains were shown in Fig. 5. It could
be seen from the data that the phosphoesterase activity of the two strains was very different. The strain
CM-11 has a high phosphoesterase, but the strain
TBE-6 only had a very low phosphoesterase activity.
This might be the reason that the strain CM-11 could
rapidly degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl and the strain
TBE-6 could not degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl alone.
In general, the phosphoesterase could hydrolyze the
phosphate bond of most organophosphorus pesticides, which could break down chlorpyrifos-methyl
into TCP [19,20]. So it was speculated that the strain
CM-11 first degraded chlorpyrifos-methyl into TCP,
then TCP was degraded by the strain CM-11 and the
strain TBE-6 in the combined use of the two strains
[21-23].

The results in Fig. 3 showed that chlorpyrifosmethyl could be rapidly degraded by the strain CM11 and the strain TBE-6. The degradation rate of
chlorpyrifos-methyl (100mg/L) by the strain CM-11
and the strain TBE-6 could reach about 100% in 5d.
The fitted equation was C=100e-0.5521t, R2=0.9897,
half life=1.25d.Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, it could
be seen that the combined use of the two strains
could significantly increase the degradation rate of
chlorpyrifos-methyl. In addition, the TCP concentration shown in Fig. 3 was lower and the degradation
rate was faster, which would facilitate the rapid degradation of chlorpyrifos-methyl.The results in Fig. 4
showed that the strain TBE-6 could not degrade
chlorpyrifos-methyl alone. Therefore, it was considered that the strain TBE-6 acted as a TCP degrading
bacteria in a combined application.
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(EE-extracellular enzyme, CE-crude enzyme, ME-membrane-bound enzyme, IE- intracellular enzyme)
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[2] Choi, W.-S., Lee, S.-E. (2016) Toxicity of
chlorpyrifos-methyl to Sitophilus zeamais collected in Korea and biochemical differences.
Entomological Research. 46(1), 15-22.
[3] Matthews, W.A. (2010) The fate of chlorpyrifos-methyl in stored wheat: A comparison of a
laboratory-scale experiment with a pilot-scale
treatment. Pest Management Science. 30(1), 2129.
[4] Abbassy, M.A., Salim, Y.M.M., Shawir, M.S.,
Nassar, A.M.K. (2017) Disappearance and hazard quotient of chlorpyrifos-methyl, fipronil,
and imidacloprid insecticides from dates. Journal of Consumer Protection and Food Safety
12(3), 223-230.
[5] Blanchet, P., St-George, A. (2010) Kinetics of
chemical degradation of organophosphorus pesticides; hydrolysis of chlorpyrifos and chlorpyrifos-methyl in the presence of copper(ii). Pest
Management Science. 13(1), 85-91.
[6] Abraham, J., Silambarasan, S. (2013) Biodegradation of chlorpyrifos and its hydrolyzing metabolite 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol by sphingobacterium, sp. JAS3. Process Biochemistry.
48(10), 1559-1564.
[7] Titus, K.R. (1988) Degradation of chlorpyrifos
and its hydrolysis product, 3,5,6-trichloro-2pyridinol, in soil. Journal of Environmental Science and Health Part B. 23(6), 527-539.
[8] Kumar, S., Kaushik, G., Dar, M. A., Nimesh, S.,
López-Chuken, U.J., Villarreal-Chiu, J.F. (2018)
Microbial degradation of organophosphate pesticides: A review. Pedosphere. 28(2), 190-208.
[9] Li, J., Liu, J., Shen, W., Zhao, X., Hou, Y., Cao,
H. (2010) Isolation and characterization of
3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol-degrading ralstonia
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[10]Abraham, J., Silambarasan, S. (2013) Biodegradation of chlorpyrifos and its hydrolyzing metabolite 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol by Sphingobacterium sp. JAS3. Process Biochemistry. 48,
1559-1564.

In this study,  CM-11 was
isolated from soil, which could degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl. The optimal pH value and temperature
of strain CM-11 were 6.8-7.2 and 30-35°C. The
strain CM-11 has a high phosphoesterase activity (>
34U/ml) in its extracellular enzyme, which was considered to be the reason that the strain CM-11 could
rapidly degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl. The degradation rate of chlorpyrifos-methyl (100mg/L) by the
strain CM-11 could reach about 99.6% in 6d, but
there was a small amount of TCP accumulation during the strain CM-11 degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl.
Because the strain TBE-6 could degrade TCP faster
than the strain CM-11, the combined applications of
the two strains was considered an effective means for
rapidly degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl. The degradation rate of chlorpyrifos-methyl(100mg/L) by the
strain CM-11 and the strain TBE-6 could reach
100% in 5d.
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Some cultural heritage sites in Jordan are in
urban areas being exposed to anthropogenic pollution. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the contamination at these sites to protect them. Here, we
considered a Roman archeological site (Nymphaeum) situated in Amman. The contamination in soil,
plants, and building stones did not show spatial
distribution within the site. The contamination was
the highest in soil (heavy metals 104–107 ppb and
sulfur ~3.5×106 ppb) whereas in plants was the least
for Cr (~400 ppb) and in building stones it was the
least for Cu (~860 ppb). The highest contamination
in plants and building stones was found for Al
(~5×104 and ~6.2×105 ppb respectively). The sulfur
content in plants (~7.6×105 ppb) was higher than
that in the building stones (~2.3×105 ppb). The
heavy metals and sulfur contamination in the building stones were lower than what was reported elsewhere outside Jordan.



cluding damage to water resources, buildings, agricultural crops, etc.
In general, Vanadium (V) and Nickel (Ni) are
contaminants produced during energy production
processes. Usually, atmospheric C, Br, and Pb are
tracers for automobile emissions whereas Cr, Mn,
Fe, Cu, Zn, As, Se, and Pb are tracers for industrial
activities and smelters [2-5]. Marine aerosols have
high contents of Na and Cl as well as mineral dust,
which is characterized by Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe,
and Sr. Eventually, air pollution settles down on
environmental surfaces, which mainly include
plants, surface water, soil, and buildings [1,6]. As a
matter of fact, plants and soil as well as mosses can
be considered as good indicators for certain air
pollutants during a certain period prior of assessment time [7-11].
Plants absorb and accumulate pollutants from
the soil, water, and the atmosphere. Some plants are
known to be susceptible to very low concentrations
of air pollution and exhibit a characteristic foliar
injury following the exposure period. Therefore,
most plants are considered as receptors of pollutants and toxicants with variations in their response
with respect to the chemical and physical characteristics of the surrounding environment [11]. During
the past few decades there has been an increase in
the use of plant leaves as bio-monitors of heavy
metal pollution in the terrestrial environments.
Though the heavy metals like, Cd, Pb and Ni are
not essential for plants growth, but they are taken
up and accumulate in plants in many toxic forms.
Because plants (especially perennial grasses) have a
high storage capacity of such metals in their shoots,
they can be used to determine the presence of air
pollution in a given area [12]. For instance, plants
that grow spontaneously and naturally in our surrounding environment can be used for long-term
environmental pollution assessments [13]. The most
common used bio-indicators in air quality biomonitoring studies are leaves of higher plants, pine (
     ) bark, sunflower plants, vegeta-

('!#$
Nymphaeum, Heavy Metals, Sulphur, Stone Degradation,
Stone Restoration.

 %#!&%! 

Anthropogenic activities produce a vast range
of pollutants that end up and accumulate in the
environment in the form of gas, solid and liquid
state [1]. Even at low concentrations, pollutants
might alter both the physical and chemical properties of environmental systems. For example, sulfuric and nitric acids, carbon monoxides, volatile
organic compounds emitted into the atmosphere
during fuel combustion processes can be transported for long distances causing severe impacts on
both the environment and the human health. Many
harmful effects have been linked to acid rain in-
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bles and fruits, roadside plants, herbs and medicinal
plants, and Bryophytes [14-31].
Another concern is the deposition (dry and
wet) and accumulation of air pollutants on buildings causing the deuteriation and weathering of the
outer shell of the buildings [32-39]. This becomes
very important when the concern is about cultural
heritage buildings [40-43]. Therefore, surface
treatments with a protective layer coating (e.g.
made of polymer, nano particles, nano-composite,
superhydrophobic material, etc.) has been a common practice to preserve and protect heritage building from deterioration [44-46]. Some coatings also
provide self-cleaning and de-polluting mechanism
to reduce the impacts of pollutants accumulation on
the building stones [47-48].
In Jordan, environmental studies about plants
and soil with heavy metals and sulphur are very
rare. This brings up a serious issue about the difficulty in understanding the dynamics and pathways
of pollution in the Jordanian ecosystem. In addition,
the accumulated amounts of heavy metals and sulphur in heritage building stones has never been
reported nor assessed in Jordan. Jordan is known to
have many cultural heritage sites, some of them are
dated several thousand years old. Therefore, in this
study, we aimed at quantifying heavy metals and
sulfur contamination in plant, soil, and building
stones samples collected at a Roman archeological
site (Nymphaeum) situated in the downtown of
Amman, Jordan. The selected location is unique in
many ways: it is central, intact, and exposed to
common types of urban contamination processes in
Jordan. Therefore, it can be considered as a representative for a large area of the city, especially the
downtown area. Jordan is also known of its historical buildings that were built and developed during
the era one–two thousand years and passing
through several historical eras. This study at the
Nymphaeum site will give us a clear understanding
about the pollution level at this site specifically but
the results are to be interpreted to understand the
damage found in archeological buildings in Jordan
and possibly elsewhere.

belonged to the Decapolis during the Roman time
in the Levant region.
Nymphaeum site is one of the historical sites
found in Amman (Figure 1). It was built in the 2nd
century CE, during the same period as the nearby
Theatre and Odeon during the Roman era. It was
one of the Roman public fountain sites, which were
very common in Roman cities at that time. This
Nymphaeum is believed to have contained a 600
square meters pool which was three meters deep
and was continuously refilled with water.
Nowadays, the Nymphaeum is a partially preserved archeological site. During October 2014 –
December 2017, The University of Jordan (UJ),
University of Petra, the Hashemite University,
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (Department
of Antiquities; DoA), Greater Amman Municipality
as well as professional technicians performed a
restoration for the site under a project funded by the
U.S embassy in Amman, which was called as US
Ambassador Fund for Culture Preservation (AFCP).
The restoration process included cleaning the structure stone by stone as well as replacing portions of
the stone lost due to erosion, cracking and flaking.
As a central location in the city center, the site
is surrounded by many anthropogenic pollution
sources; mainly tailpipe and non-tailpipe traffic
emissions. These atmospheric emissions are deposited on the environmental surfaces at this site including building stones, soil, and plants. Besides
that, the site suffered several floods after heavy
rain. Since this site is one of the lowest points in the
city, the floods bought a wide range of pollutants
(e.g. including heavy metals) that settled in the soil
and the nearby area. Such pollutants might have a
severe effect and increase the degradation of the
structure of the archeological site.
$,7:60= .9660.>498 Samples were collected
from plants, soil, and building stones at the Nymphaeum site in May 2016 (Figures 2–3). The samples included 43 plant samples, 10 soil samples, and
15 building stone samples. Soil samples were taken
from the ground surface. Plant samples were taken
from the upper parts (without roots). Building
stones samples were taken from the internal and
outside building façade by scrapping the outer surface of some stones picked up randomly at different
locations and heights. All samples were packed in
separate polyethylene bags.

3074.,6,8,6B=4=$,7:60:<0:,<,>498,8/
,.4//420=>498Plant samples were dried in a wellventilated and shady place at room temperature for
few weeks and grinded into powder before taken to
the chemical analysis. Then, they were digested
according to Jones (1984) [49]. The plant sample
(about 0.5g) was heated with a HNO3/HClO4 mixture (5ml:1.5ml of 70%:60% concentration) until
the brown fumes disappeared. The solution was

%#$ %!$

0,=?<0708> =4>0 D B7:3,0?7E ,<.309
6924.,6 =4>0 Amman, the capital of Jordan, has a
long-time history that goes beyond the Ammonites,
which occupied the northern Central TransJordanian Plateau during the latter part of the 2nd
millennium BC to the middle of the 1st millennium
BC. Therefore, Amman, especially its city center,
includes many archeological old sites. For example,
the earliest settlement in the area was a Neolithic
site. Its successor was known as "Rabbath Ammon", which was the capital of the Ammonites.
Later on, it was renamed as "Philadelphia", which
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cooled down and 1:1 diluted with 5ml HCl. The
diluted solution was then filtered and diluted with
distilled water up to 25ml.
The soil and building stones samples were digested according to Momani et al. (2009) [50],
using conventional Aqua Regia digestion. About 5g
from each sample was digested in 75ml of Aqua
Regia (19ml HNO3+ 56ml HCl) and heated in 95 ̊C
for two hours and then for 30 min at 80 C
̊ . Finally,
the samples were diluted with distilled water to
100ml.


60708>,6 ,8,6B=4= 0,@B 70>,6= ,8/ =?6
1?<Determination of heavy metals (Ni, Cd, Cr, Pb,
Cu, Zn, Fe, Al) and sulfur were analyzed in triplicates by Inductively Coupled Plasma–Optical
Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) equipped with
40.68 MHz operating frequency generator, 1,800
L/mm t67holographic grating that allows for a wide
range analysis from 160–800 nm and up to 6 pm
resolution. This method meets the EN655011,
IEC801-2, IEC801-3 and IEC801-4 EMC standards. The ICP-OES parameters used are available in
the supplementary material.




&# 
,9</,87,:-<0,>0<77,8/4=><4.>,8/.>30 B7:3,0?7,<.3096924.,6=4>0A4>3>30=,7:60
.9660.>49869.,>498=34236423>0/
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metals and sulfur concentrations in the plant samples was S> Fe> Al> Zn> Pb> Cu> Cd> Ni> Cr
(Figure 4–5). According to the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines, the heavy metals
concentrations observed in our samples were higher
than the permitted standards [52].
In general, there were slight differences in the
concentrations of the same element observed in
different plants collected from different areas within the site. The differences could be due to the
plants age, type, and location. It was emphasized
that heavy metals toxicity is species specific [53]
and affected by soil acidity, fertility and on the
presence of other toxic substances [54]. Plants have
the capacity to bioaccumulate heavy metals when
they are grown on polluted soil [55-57]. For example, the uptake of Fe and Al by some plants could
increase its concentration to more than 105 ppb
[30].
Heavy metals contamination in plants might
affect their growth and photosynthesis activity [58].
Bearing in mind not exceed harmful levels, Al has
an important role in enzymes activation and in
physical properties controlling for plants and Fe
plays a major role in energy transformation in plant
cells.
Plants usually absorb sulfur from the soil in
the form of sulfate ions. Sulfur can also be absorbed
through leaves in the form of sulfur dioxide or
sulfur trioxide from the atmosphere. Regarding
sulfur concentration in plants in this study, there is
no sulfur contamination as for healthy leaves sulfur
content ranges from 5×105 to 14×106 ppb [59].

To calculate limit of detection (LOD), a calibration curve was constructed using five points, 0
ppm, 0.01 ppm, 0.1 ppm, 0.5 ppm, 1 ppm and 2
ppm. After ensuring the linearity of the calibration
curve; calibration blanks were analyzed 10 times
for all elements. Limits of detection were equal to
three times the standard deviation of the ten blank
measurement results. Table 1 lists the LOD for each
element.

% 
474>91/0>0.>498!
Element
Pb
Ni
Cd
Co
Cu
Zn
Cr
Fe
Al
S

Detection limit (ppb)
113.046
19.148
2.670
5.943
29.272
5.562
80.963
2.777
239.328
355.670

#$&%$ $&$$! 
As a general observation in this study, the
heavy metals concentrations in soil samples were
the highest whereas in the plants samples they were
the lowest (Figure 4). This can be attributed to the
fact that heavy metals are naturally present in soil,
and certain activities may further increase their
concentration in soil. They exist as separate entities
or in combination with soil components such as
silica and plants may not uptake heavy metals with
large amounts from soil. Sulfur concentration was
also the highest in soil samples but the lowest in
building stones samples. The sulfur source in the
soil is mainly atmospheric contamination from
burning oil and gas; such contamination is washed
out by wet deposition and accumulated in the soil.
Within plants samples, the highest concentration was found for iron (Fe: median 9.9×104 ppb,
mean 1.1×105 ppb) and the lowest concentration
was found for chromium (Cr: median 4.1×102 ppb,
mean 5.2×102 ppb). On the other hand, aluminum
concentration was found the highest in soil (Al:
median 1.9×107 ppb, mean 2.1×107 ppb) and building stones (Al: median 6.2×105 ppb, mean 1.8×106
ppb). Cadmium concentration was the lowest in soil
(Cd: median 1.2×104 ppb, mean 1.3×104 ppb) and
building stones (Cd: median 6.5×103 ppb, mean
7.2×103 ppb).

$946 .98>,748,>498 With a closer look at
heavy metals concentrations in soil samples they
had a different trend than that found in plants samples (Figures 4 and 6). The lowest concentrations
were found for Cd (median value 11780 ppb) and
then followed by Ni, Cr, Cu, and Pb (median value
ranging from 39300 ppb to 1.2×105 ppb). The highest heavy metals concentrations were found for Al
(1.9×107 ppb) followed by Zn (median value
6.9×105) and Fe (median 4.2×105). In general, Al
contamination in the soil was about 380 times higher than that in the plants whereas that for Cr was
about 280 times higher in soil than in plants. As for
Ni, it was about 116 times higher in soil than in
plants. The Fe, Cd, Cu, and Zn contaminations in
the soil were about 4, 6, 37, and 30 times higher in
soil than in plants; respectively.
Interestingly, sulfur contamination in soil
samples collected from area C was even higher than
that found in plants samples. For instance, sulfur
median concentrations in area C soil exceeded
4.2×106 ppb and compared to sulfur median concentrations did not exceed 1.2×105 ppb in all plants
samples collected from all areas. Area C was for
some time in the past a storage for some heavy
machinery and parts operated with diesel fuel,

"6,8>= .98>,748,>498 In more details, the
lowest concentrations in the plants were found for
Cd followed by Ni, Cr, and Cu (median value ranging from about 410 ppb to about 2370 ppb) whereas
the highest were found in S (~106 ppb) followed by
Fe (~105 ppm). Specifically, the pattern of heavy
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which is rich in sulfur in Jordan. It is expected that
the toxicity of heavy metals in plants would increase due to soil acidification caused by sulfur
deposition [60]. Thus, a high mobility rate of trace



metals in soil contaminated by sulfur must be considered as a significant factor in the disturbance of
natural metal cycles [61].


&# 
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tacked by an SO2 polluted atmosphere, which was
confirmed by many studies that showed close correlation between environmental pollution levels and
development of black crusts [32].
Gypsum or limestones are affected by atmospheric pollution in several ways. First, they might
be damaged and cracked because of water droplets
accumulation which freezes and expanded during
winter. Second, the highly corrosive effect of acidic
rain due to sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide and nitrogen oxides [72-73]. The effect of acidic rain known
to be increased in the presence of heavy metals
(especially Fe) and carbonaceous particles which
act as catalysts for sulfation process [74]. For example, Zappia, Sabbioni, and Gobbi (1998) [75]
reported that as Fe concentrations on stones surface
increase from 5114–19850 ppm the sulfate formation increased from 62–854 ppm.
It is, therefore, necessary to conduct stone restoration for archeological buildings. For the studied
sight, we recommend a technique by using urethane
restoration [76]. Another recommended technique
is by using synthetic polymers to improve both the
mechanical properties of the stones and the wall
appearance [77] .

Each heavy metal contamination is linked to
and traced to certain anthropogenic activities [16,
58, 62-64 ]. For example, industrial activities produce huge amounts of heavy metals (e.g. Zn, Cu)
that can be accumulated in soil either nearby the
facilities themselves or be transported in underground and surface water. Fe and Al are major
constituents of lithosphere, in addition to the abundance of Al in clay minerals. They have several
applications in industry such as construction, transportation, electrical and chemical productions,
paper manufacturing, leather tanning and others
[58]. Interestingly, the presence of some heavy
metals may affect the fate of others in the soil and
plant [64]. Heavy metals contamination in soil may
have different effects. One effect is on microbial
activity which is inhibited significantly in the heavy
metal contaminated soil, so they severely inhibit the
biodegradation of organic contaminants. Another
one is the effect on plants which can be poisoned,
and it even leads to death of the plant at high concentrations of heavy metals. In addition, heavy
metals in urban soil may enter into the human body
through inhalation and skin absorption of dust and
thus cause a damage to human’s health especially
for children [66-67].
Lead is mainly found as water-insoluble
chemical forms in the soil, thus it is usually not
available to plants [68]. Furthermore, up to 90% of
lead absorbed by plants remains in the roots and
very limited percentage transported to the shoots
[69-71] that probably explains the accumulation of
lead under the permitted limits.

! &$! $

Jordan has many cultural heritage sites, some
of them are dated several thousand years old. It is
therefore important to quantify and understand the
state of heavy metals contamination in the building
structure of heritage buildings in Jordan. This will
help us to put clear strategic plans to restore and
protect these buildings from deterioration, especially those located in the urban areas as the center of
pollution in soil, plants, and air. According to our
knowledge, such studies have never been reported
before; and therefore, in this study, we quantified
heavy metals and sulfur contamination in plants,
soil, and building stones samples collected at a
Roman archeological site (Nymphaeum) situated in
the downtown area in Amman, Jordan. This site is
in a central location, intact, and exposed to common
types of urban contamination.
In this study we had 43 plant samples, 10 soil
samples, and 15 building stone samples taken from
different location within the Nymphaeum site.
These samples were analyzed (Inductively Coupled
Plasma–Optical Emission Spectrometry, ICP-OES)
looking for contamination of heavy metals and
sulfur.
The soil samples contained the highest concentrations of heavy metals (ranging from ~104 ppb
for Cd to ~107 ppb for Al) and sulfur (~3.5×106
ppb). The heavy metals concentration in plants was
the least for Cr (~400 ppb) whereas in building
stones it was the least for Cu (~860 ppb). The highest heavy metals concentration in plants and build-

?46/482 =>980= Similar to soil contamination, heavy metals concentrations in building stones
showed a similar trend as that observed for soil
samples (Figures 4 and 7). The lowest heavy metals
concentrations was observed for Cu (median value
850 ppb) followed by Ni, Cd, and Pb (median value
ranging from 6450 ppb to 16050 ppb) whereas the
highest were found for Al (median 6.2×106 ppb)
and Fe (3.9×106 ppb). Median concentrations for
sulfur exceeded 105 ppb in samples collected from
different points on the façades. In general, the contamination levels were rather similar in the building
stones samples collected from both the inside and
outside façades.
High concentrations of sulfur and heavy metals in building stones can be attributed to mobile
sources of emissions, especially the high vehicular
traffic in this area. The deposition of particles rich
in heavy metals can accelerate the oxidation rate of
SO2 deposited on stone surfaces and consequently
contribute to accelerate stone decay [35]. The
stones are typically blackened, and this can be due
to the accumulation of atmospheric pollutants on
their surfaces. In addition, the formation of black
crusts on building stones might be due to the
growth of gypsum, sheltered from water and at-
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ing stones was found for Al (~5×104 ppb and
~6.2×10~5 ppb respectively). The sulfur content in
plants sample was higher than that in the building
stones; ~7.6×10~5 ppb and ~2.3×10~5 ppb respectively. The heavy metals and sulfur contamination
in soil, plants, and building stones samples did not
show a clear spatial distribution within the archeological site.
Since Jordan has many cultural heritage sites
located in urban areas, this study can be considered
as a good representative for other sites all over the
country.
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Since the beginning of the 21st century, due to
the increasing world energy demand, rising oil prices
and increasingly prominent environmental problems,
it has become a major concern of the world to study
energy profile and improve energy structure. As the
world's superpower, the United States influences the
world's political, economic, cultural and other developments. Its energy development and energy profile
are representative, which can provide reference for
countries around the world to face energy problems.
In recent years, new energy and renewable energy
has become a hot topic in the United States, in order
to solve the economic crisis, climate change and
other environmental problems, re-establish America
dominant position in the field of international environmental and climate change, the United States in
2009 issued the American clean energy and security
act of 2009, promulgated the policy and the development of the energy situation must have a significant
impact to the world energy pattern, and have important significance on the world. Based on the
above background, this paper takes four representative states in the United States as examples and
mainly studies the energy profile of the United States
in 2009.
Liu et al. (2011) established an energy utilization efficiency evaluation system based on 3E (energy-economy-environment) theory by analyzing
energy utilization efficiency, and applied analytic hierarchy process and factor analysis method to evaluate energy use efficiency in various regions of China
[1]. By analyzing the status quo of China's energy
structure, Sheng Zhou et al. (2004) pointed out that
the comprehensive evaluation system of renewable
energy needs to be considered from two aspects of
corporate interests and social interests, and further
analysis shows that carbon emissions are the primary
factors affecting environmental benefits in social interests [2]. Based on the principle of sustainable development and the principle of circular economy, Li
et al. (2013) established an energy utilization efficiency evaluation system, applied factor analysis to
establish an evaluation model, and evaluated the energy use efficiency of various provinces in China [3].
It was concluded that Tianjin, Beijing, Hai nan and

"#!#

The production and use of energy is of great
importance to the sustainable development of any
society, economy and environment. As a superpower,
the total energy consumption of the United States is
also among the highest in the world. In 2009, the
United States promulgated the clean energy and security act of 2009, aiming to further improve the energy structure and reduce environmental pollution.
The policy has had a significant impact on the world
energy landscape.
First of all, this article collects data from the
U.S. Energy Information Administration and obtains
data on energy production and consumption in the
four states on the US-Mexico border in 2009. The
data was artificially analyzed from two aspects of
sector and energy. The energy profile for each state
was presented in terms of the proportion of energy
usage by sector and the proportion of each energy
usage.
Furthermore, based on the above data analysis,
we have established the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
model to determine the four indicators of cleaner, renewable energy. The four evaluation indexes are:
cleaner, renewable energy consumption rate; cleaner,
renewable energy expenditure rate; carbon dioxide
emissions ratio in the United States and biological
impact index. The optimal scheme and the worst
scheme were determined according to the above four
indexes, and then to calculate the clean energy use
scheme for relative states converting the distances
into scores. The states that have the ‘best’ profile for
use of cleaner, renewable energy in 2009 were at last
identified.
Finally, back propagation (BP) neural network
model was established, and the total energy consumption data from 2009 was used to train the network, so as to predict the energy use in 2025. By the
same token, the use of cleaner, renewable energy resource in 2025 can be predicted.


(&!"
TOPSIS model, BP neural network, renewable energy
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#1. :>*52=*=2?. *7*5B<2< According to the
data, we first removed the redundant data from the
data file for the four states (CA, AZ, NM, and TX),
including the corresponding year, the corresponding
state, the corresponding resources for the ‘0’ data all
removed. In the first part, we want to express the proportion of the various kinds of energy used in different states, so it does not involve changes in the most
recent years. We will analyze and evaluate the data
in the latest year 2009. We mainly describe the energy profiles of the four states from two perspectives.
First of all, we found that the energy content of
the data given in the title mainly concentrated in the
five sectors of the commercial sector, the industrial
sector, the transportation sector, the residential sector,
and the electric power sector. However, some of the
data units were inconsistent and therefore standardization is needed in the process. The total amount of
the total expenditure will be used as the reference
value of our data, and the distribution of each state's
department will be summarized and analyzed.
Secondly, we divide the energy into eight categories: coal, natural gas, petroleum, nuclear energy,
wood and other biomass, hydroelectric, other and renewable resources [9]. The total energy consumption
is taken as data reference value, and the distribution
of energy in each state is analyzed and summarized.

# "" 68-.5 .<=*+52<16.7= Determining
which of the four states (CA, AZ, NM, TX) has the
‘best’ case of using cleaner, renewable energy in
2009 requires determining the optimal and worstcase values by the TOPSIS method to find the distance to the optimal solution. That is, the closest distance is the closer one to the ideal situation.
TOPSIS method is based on a limited number
of objects to be evaluated and the idealization of the
object to approach the degree of sorting is the relative merits of existing objects in the evaluation [10].
TOPSIS method is an approximation to the ideal solution sorting method, requiring each utility function
with a monotonically increasing (or decreasing) on
the line.
We find that the condition of use of clean and
renewable energy in each state can be determined by
four indicators: Cleaner, renewable energy consumption rate, Cleaner, renewable energy expenditure rate, Carbon dioxide emissions in the United
States ratio [11, 12], Biological Impact Index, so the
top Method to get the current state of the four states
and the best case, the worst case solution, the distance into a score, and find the one with the highest
score, which is the state that uses the "best" case of
clean renewable energy.
According to the data of four indicators of four
states, we converted low-quality indicators into
high-quality indicators. The original data matrix that

Guang dong are the regions with the highest energy
efficiency in China. Yang et al. (2012) used the analytic hierarchy process to comprehensively evaluate
the renewable energy power generation industry in
China's provinces, and concluded that the regional
economic development and energy situation have a
great impact on the local energy power generation
industry [4]. Meng et al. (2013) used the analytic hierarchy process to construct an environmental assessment index system for marine energy development and utilization, and then used fuzzy evaluation
to evaluate the environmental impacts of various marine energy sources in development and utilization
[5]. Based on the idea of ‘efficiency’, Xiao et al.
(2014) established an evaluation model using value
engineering analysis method to evaluate renewable
energy in Suining City, Sichuan Province [6]. Based
on the analysis of renewable energy evaluation systems in several countries, Dimakis et al. (2011) established a renewable energy evaluation model to
evaluate the development of different types of renewable energy and the maximum allowable amount
of technology allowed [7]. Based on indicators such
as power generation cost, technology maturity, social
impact, and water and soil impact, Evans et al. (2009)
evaluates the sustainability of energy structures consisting of wind, solar, geothermal, and hydro energy
[8].
According to the data provided, we mainly describe the energy profiles of the four states from two
perspectives. First of all, we found that the energy
content of the data given in the title mainly concentrated in the five sectors of the commercial sector,
the industrial sector, the transportation sector, the
residential sector, and the electric power sector. Secondly, we divide the energy into eight categories:
coal, natural gas, petroleum, nuclear energy, wood
and other biomass, hydroelectric, other and renewable resources. The total energy consumption is taken
as data reference value, and the distribution of energy in each state is analyzed and summarized. In order to determine which of the four states California
(CA), Arizona (AZ), New Mexico (NM), Texas (TX)
has the ‘best’ case of using cleaner, renewable energy
in 2009 requires determining the optimal and worstcase values by the Technique for Order Preference
by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method
to find the distance to the optimal solution. That is,
the closest distance is the closer one to the ideal situation. Then, based on the total energy consumption
and the clean and renewable energy consumption of
the four states from 2009, we use the BP neural network method to establish the energy consumption
prediction models of the four states in the United
States and implement them with Matrix Laboratory
(MATLAB) simulation.
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  7.=@8;4 8-.5 .<=*+52<16.7=   7.=
@8;4 8?.;?2.@ BP network, also known as backpropagation neural network, is the most widely used
neural network, which consists of input layer, hidden
layer and output layer, the hidden layer can have one
or more layers, all the neurons in the adjacent upper
and lower layers are all connected, and there is no
connection between the neurons in each layer [13].
It is currently the most widely used neural network
prediction model, as shown in the network model diagram (Fig.1).

has been trending is normalized and the corresponding matrix is established.
The normalization formula is:
(1)



  =



∑( )

2



 =1

Where  denotes the value of the i-th evaluation
object on the j-th indicator.   is the normalized value
corresponding to   .Thus, the matrix obtained by
the normalization process is as follows:
  
   
     
  
 

(2)



Where a  denotes the value of the n-th evaluation object on the m-th indicator in the matrix. The
optimal value vector and the worst value vector are
obtained according to the matrix, that is, the optimal
scheme and the worst scheme in the finite scheme:
The optimal scheme is:
         
Z+=(0.68655,0.99886,0.99994,0.79617)
(3)
The worst scheme is:
          (4)
Z- =(0.24345,0.02020,0.00182,0.27866)
Where Z+ is the ideal solution set, and Z- is the
negative ideal solution set.
Use Euclidean norm as the measure of distance,
the distance from   to  + of any feasible solu-

$!
 7.>;*57.=@8;4-2*0;*6
Suppose the three-layer BP network, the input
node x  , the hidden layer node y  the output node

 (i, j and l represent the number of the input node,
the hidden layer and the output node respectively),
the network weight between the input node and the
hidden layer node is w  , the network weight between the hidden layer node and the output node is
v  , and the transfer function for the logsig function,

tion is:


∑ 

 + =

 =1



− 

Similarly, let

+



2

=1

(5)

that is  ( ) =

 − =1−   2−    − be

1
1 +  −

. When the expected value

of the output node is t1, the algorithm is as follows:
Hidden node output:

the negative ideal solution of the normalized
weighted objective of the problem, then the distance
between   and  − negative ideal solutions of any



=  (∑    ) =  (  )


  = ∑   

feasible solution is:



=1…

(8)
(9)

(6)

Where   is the input of the j node in the out-

Where the distance from the target to the ideal
solution Z+ is  − , and the distance from the opposite

put layer. Calculates the output of the output node:
1 =  (∑ 1    ) =  (1 )
(10)

 − =



∑ (
 =1



−

−


)2



ideal solution Z- is  − . According to the above for-

1 =





(11)

1
1
1
2
2
 = ∑ (1 − 1 ) = ∑ (1 −  (∑ 1  −  )) = ∑ (1 −  (∑ 1   (∑    ))) 2
2 1
2 1
2 1




 − .Then, the relative proximity of a feasible

solution to the ideal solution (score) is defined as:
(7)
0≤ ≤1,=1…
 −

 =


1

The error of the output node is:

mula, calculate the distance from the ideal point of
each state  + and the distance to the negative ideal
point

∑

 − +  +

Where Ci is the degree of closeness of the ideal
solution for the i-th objective. In the end, we were
able to get a score ranking of four states.

(12)
Through the error function on the output node
and hidden layer node derived:
1  ( + 1) = 1  ( ) + Δ1  = 1  ( ) + ηδ
  ( + 1) =   ( ) + Δ  =   ( ) + ηδ
(13)
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δ = − 1  (1 − 1 )  (1 − 1 ) • δ =    (1 −   )  ∑δ1  , Δ1  , Δ 

xmin represents the min value of xk, xmax represents the max of xk. This article reflects the normalization process in the MATLAB program.

1

(14)
which indicates the change of the weight, η represents a factor.

69;8?.- .=@8;4508;2=16The traditional BP network algorithm only modifies the
weights according to the negative gradient direction
at time t, and does not take into account the previous
accumulated experience, that is, the gradient direction of the previous time, which often causes the
learning process to oscillate and converge slowly.
Therefore, in practical applications, the momentum
term is usually added after 1 in order to increase the
convergence speed and prevent the sharp fluctuations of the weights.
1  ( + 1) = 1  ( ) + Δ1  = 1  ( ) + ησ 1   + βΔ1  ( ) (15)

.>;*5.=@8;4 *;*6.=.;".5.,=287 In this
paper three layers of improved BP neural network is
used to select the number of nodes in the input layer
is 10 (exactly 10 factors); the number of output layer
nodes is 1 (that is, the energy demand forecast value);
According to multiple debugging, 1000, the learning
step is chosen as 0.0001, and the momentum factor
is chosen as 0.01. Finally, we train the network according to the known data and carry out simulation
prediction.


!"$#""$""
!.<>5=<8/:>*52=*=2?.*7*5B<2<According to
the above qualitative analysis method, the distribution of various departments in each state as shown in
the Table 1.
In this table, we can see the use of all kinds of
energy in all four states, in order to more clearly see
the similarities and differences between the four
states using various energy sources, we made the
Fig. 2.

Where β is the momentum factor, which represents the degree of influence of the change of the previous weight on the change of this weight. The momentum term is essentially equivalent to a damping
term, which reduces the oscillation tendency of the
learning process and thus improves the convergence.
<=*+52<16.7= 8/ 8;.,*<=270 8-.5 *<.-
87 69;8?.-   .>;*5 .=@8;4 Based on the
improved BP neural network model, the paper uses
the data from 1960 to 2009 to establish the consumption forecast model of energy consumption and clean
renewable energy in the four states in the United
States. According to the data of 5 years of total energy consumption and clean energy consumption in
the four states of AZ, CA, NM, and TX from 2009,
the original data sheet is attached as follows [14-16].
In practice, due to the different dimensions of
the data collected, in order to facilitate network training and prevent "over-fitting" in the calculation process, the data needs to be "normalized" first, and the
normalized formula is:

>;=1.;*7*5B<2<Firstly, from the analysis of
each state: for California, the most widely used energy sources in 2009 are other, wood and biomass,
and hydroelectric respectively. Analyze Arizona's
energy use, which has the least energy use compared
to other states due to its geographic environment, industrial development, population size, etc. In the
case of New Mexico, the most widely used energy
sources in 2009 are coal, wood and biomass, renewable energy, and the least energy types are other; In
the case of Texas [17], which uses the most energy is
nuclear, followed by petroleum, coal and renewable
energy, the least used is wood and biomass, most of
 − min
the four states in the first place in energy consump = 1,2,,7
 =
(16)
tion, is the most energy-consuming state.
max − min

#
8>;<=*=.<8/?*;28><.7.;0B,87<>69=28727 

"
$#

#'

)
Coal
CLTCB
Billion Btu
2208.668
96253.47
16571.79
21193.07
Wood and biomass
WWTCB
Billion Btu
140159.2
803.9494
12867.3
11633.21
Natural gas
NGTCB
Billion Btu
2328507
3384370
240388.7
368927.3
Nuclear
NUETB
Billion Btu
31763.8
41497962
0
30661.85
Hydroelectric
HYTCB
Billion Btu
27888.04
1028.657
270.963
6427.345
Petroleum
PATXB
Billion Btu
357145
5496265
250955.6
539669.4
Other
EMTCB
Billion Btu
817183.3
66730.99
4114.769
19451.02
BMTCB
Billion Btu
224662.5
148263.6
17295.22
35412.81
SOTCB
Billion Btu
31397.01
819.7612
282.527
4732.127
GETCB
Billion Btu
127461.1
2057.024
31713.07
329.0986
Renewable
WYTCB
Billion Btu
56996.58
195454.8
15095.57
288.3592
TOTAL
Billion Btu
440517.2
346595.2
64386.86
40362.4
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8>;<=*=.<8/?*;28><.7.;0B,87<>69=28727 
Note: In the figure above, 1, 2 - 8 refer to coal, wood and biomass, natural gas, nuclear, hydroelectric, petroleum, other, renewable energy in Table 1.

$!
7.;0B,87<>69=287+B?*;28><<=*=.<.,=8;<27 
developed [18-20]; for hydroelectric, California consumed the least, while New Mexico consumed the
least; for petroleum, Texas consumed more than 80%
of the consumption in the other three states with little
difference; for renewable energy, Texas, each has a
percent share More than a dozen, Arizona consumption to a minimum.
An analysis of the Fig. 3 shows that for the four
states, the sectors that consume the most energy are

Then from the perspective of each energy
source: the most commonly used for coal resources
are Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and California, of
which the consumption of Texas far exceeds that of
the other three states; for wood and biomass, California is the least used, while Texas is the least used;
for natural gas consumption, for nuclear energy resources, almost all consumed by Texas, showing that
the development of nuclear energy in Texas is very
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the transportation sectors, with the exception of
Texas where energy consumption in the industrial
sector is the lowest. For California, its transportation
sector consumed 51.81% of its energy, much more
than New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas, both consuming more than 17% of its energy in the residential and commercial sectors [21]. For Arizona, the
electric power sector is the second-largest sector
consuming 25.80% of energy; for New Mexico, the
second-largest energy-consuming sector is also the
electricity sector; for Texas, the least energy consumption sector is the commercial sector, the industrial sector's energy consumption was 28.41%,
ranked second in the state.

# ""68-.5;.<>5=<*7-*7*5B<2<According to the situation of cleaner, renewable energy, four
evaluation indexes are determined: Cleaner, renewable energy consumption rate, Cleaner, renewable energy expenditure rate, Carbon dioxide emissions in
the United States ratio, Biological Impact Index. According to the data of four indicators of four states,
determining the Table 2.
Among the original data indicators, the lower
the indicators (the Carbon dioxide emissions in the
United States ratio, Biological Impact Index), the

AZ
CA
NM
TX

AZ
CA
NM
TX

the corresponding Ci=1; if   is the negative ideal
solution, then the corresponding C i = 0. The closer
Ci is to the ideal solution, the closer Ci is to 1; on the
contrary, the closer to the negative ideal solution, the
closer Ci is to 0. Then, Ci can be queued to find a
satisfactory solution, get the Table 5.
From the Table 5, we get Ci 0.52778 of NM that
is close to 1 which is close to positive ideal, using
the "best" case of clean renewable energy (i.e.
Cleaner, renewable energy consumption rate,
Cleaner, renewable energy expenditure rate are high
value. Carbon dioxide emissions in the United States
ratio, Biological Impact Index are low value). On the
contrary, the closer to the negative ideal solution, the
closer Ci is to 0, that is, the use of AZ of cleaner,
renewable energy is not go [23].


# 
<<.<<6.7=8/=1.><.8/,5.*7;.7.@*+5..7.;0B27/8>;<=*=.<
Cleaner,
Cleaner,
Carbon dioxide
Renewable energy ConRenewable energy
emissions in the
sumption rate
Expenditure rate
United States ratio
7.11630
2.02718
1.74124
8.90267
1.56537
6.93512
5.31796
1.19410
0.01864
3.15678
59.03261
10.25543

Biological
Impact
Index
0.67
0.82
0.35
1.00

Cleaner,
Renewable energy
Consumption rate
7.11630
8.90267
5.31796
3.15678

# 
7-2,*=8;<@2=1=1.=;.7-
Cleaner,
Carbon dioxide
Renewable energy
emissions in the
Expenditure rate
United States ratio
2.02718
57.43034
1.56537
14.41936
1.19410
5364.80687
59.03261
9.75093

Biological
Impact
Index
149.25373
121.95122
285.71429
100

Cleaner,
Renewable energy
Consumption rate
0.54880
0.68656
0.41011
0.24345

# 
#1.78;6*52C.-27-.A
Cleaner,
Carbon dioxide
Renewable energy
emissions in the
Expenditure rate
United States ratio
0.03430
0.01070
0.02649
0.00269
0.02020
0.99994
0.99886
0.00182

Biological
Impact
Index
0.41591
0.33983
0.79617
0.27866



AZ
CA
NM
TX

better [22]. The 2 indicators are called low quality
indicators. Other indicators that is the higher the better, known as high-quality indicators. We need to
convert low-quality indicators into high-quality indicators, the method is the absolute number of lowquality (Table 3). The result matrix after normalization is found in the Table 4.
From the formula (2)to (4), calculate the score
  of each state. Thus, if   is the ideal solution,
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#
#1.;.5*=2?.9;8A262=B8/=1.27-.A?*5>.<*7-=1.89=26*5?*5>.<27/8>;<=*=.<*7-=1.;*74270;.<>5=<
"=*=.
AZ
CA
NM
TX

"
1.43963
1.46569
1.01695
1.20847

"
0.33519
0.44736
1.13659
0.97865

2
0.18886
0.23385
0.52778
0.44746

!*74





# 
 .>;*57.=@8;4=;*27270;.<>5=<8/*52/8;72*
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Actual value
7987683.296
7995191.77
8035116.345
8208145.963
8335517.36
8328202.311
8405219.771
8450607.983
8297589.507
8005507.945

Predictive value
7960524.878
8070346.573
8068060.322
8194192.115
8420539.637
8370676.143
8490112.491
8559620.826
8324141.793
7987895.828

#
#1.9;.-2,=.-##'?*5>.8//8>;<=*=.<
year
2025

CA
8007300

TXTXB (Billion Btu)
AZ
NM
1188700
1313200

in these four states is getting better and better, and
more attention is paid to the optimization of energy
structure [24].


$""

TX
10645000

#
#1.9;.-2,=.-?*5>.8/,87<>69=2878/,5.*7.;
;.7.@*+5..7.;0B
year
2025

Relative error(%)
-0.34
0.94
0.41
-0.17
1.02
0.51
1.01
1.29
0.32
-0.22

Through qualitative and quantitative analysis,
this paper conducted an in-depth study on the energy
use in the United States in 2009. Then we predicted
TETXB value and value of consumption of cleaner,
renewable energy for the four states. It was found
that AZ's energy use was poor in four states, and
CA's energy consumption was increasing. The government should take corresponding measures to
carry out energy reform. For example: Establish cooperation standards, adopt win-win cooperation and
jointly develop energy sources. Four states can help
each other. For example, Texas's wind and PV power
station technologies can be paid or gratuitously
shared with all three states; Signed a mutual non-aggression agreement, in accordance with the energy.

The Consumption of Cleaner, renewable
energy (Billion Btu)
CA
AZ
NM
TX
782395 359420
32612
790853



 7.=@8;468-.5;.<>5=<*7-*7*5B<2<.=
@8;4=;*27270;.<>5=<*7-=.<=270In order to improve the training results of the BP neural network
model, we first train the network with total end-use
energy consumption (TETXB) data from 1999 and
then use the trained network to predict the total energy consumption from 2000 to 2009, And compare
the real value of 2000-2009 with the predicted value
to observe whether there is a big deviation between
the predicted value of the neural network and the real
value (for example, in California).
Analyzing the Table 6, it can be seen from the
training results that the data fitting based on the BP
neural network model has a high degree of fitting.

;.-2,=287!.<>5=<The TETXB values for the
years 2025 are estimated from the total end-use energy consumption (TETXB) data from 2009. The
forecast results are given in the Table 7. The consumption of clean renewable energy in the four states
in 2025 were also predicted in Table 8.
Based on the above predicted results, we found
that the total energy consumption of all four states
decreased and the consumption of new energy increased by 2025, indicating that the new energy use

!!"
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The production and use of energy is of great
importance to the sustainable development of any
society, economy and environment. Energy production and usage are a major portion of any economy.
In the United States, many aspects of energy policy
are decentralized to the state level. Additionally, the
varying geography and industries of different states
affect energy usage and production. In 1970, 12
western states in the U.S. formed the Western Interstate Energy Compact (WIEC), whose mission focused on fostering cooperation between these states
for the development and management of nuclear energy technologies. Studying the evolution of the US
energy profile over time and the use of new energy
sources will be conducive to discover the problems
of energy development in the United States, improve
the US energy structure, and provide ideas for countries around the world to solve energy problems.
Liu et al. (2011) established an energy utilization efficiency evaluation system based on 3E (energy-economy-environment) theory by analyzing
energy utilization efficiency, and applied analytic hierarchy process and factor analysis method to evaluate energy use efficiency in various regions of China
[1]. By analyzing the status quo of China's energy
structure, Zhou et al. (2004) pointed out that the
comprehensive evaluation system of renewable energy needs to be considered from two aspects of corporate interests and social interests, and further analysis shows that carbon emissions are the primary factors affecting environmental benefits in social interests [2]. Based on the principle of sustainable development and the principle of circular economy, Li et
al. (2013) established an energy utilization efficiency
evaluation system, applied factor analysis to establish an evaluation model, and evaluated the energy
use efficiency of various provinces in China. It was
concluded that Tianjin, Beijing, Hainan and Guangdong are the regions with the highest energy efficiency in China [3]. Yang et al. (2012) used the analytic hierarchy process to comprehensively evaluate
the renewable energy power generation industry in
China's provinces, and concluded that the regional
economic development and energy situation have a

"#!#
Energy has played an important role in the development of economy and society, security of
which has become a focusing issue. As a major energy consumer, the energy profile and development
of the United States have a significant impact on the
world energy pattern. In this article, a series of mathematical models were built to explore the energy
profiles in California, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona in U.S.
First, we collected data from the U.S. Energy
Information Administration and obtained data of energy production and consumption in four U.S. states
from 1970 to 2009.
Furthermore, the factor analysis model is established to describe the evolution of energy profile
over time. We screened the data, removed the incomplete data from 1970-1969, and constructed the index system for factor analysis. Population, economy,
technology and environment were selected as four
important influencing factors. The score of each factor was calculated by Matrix Laboratory to get the
annual total energy profile of each state. A comprehensive score can be drawn for the annual cleaner,
renewable energy sources in each state in the same
way.
Finally, in this paper, we use energy total consumption to characterize energy profiles. Back propagation (BP) neural network model was established,
and the total energy consumption data from 1970 to
2009 was used to train the network, so as to predict
the energy use in 2050. By the same token, the use
of cleaner, renewable energy resource in 2050 can be
predicted.
(&!"
Factor analysis, BP neural network, renewable energy
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states from 1970 to 2009, we use the BP neural network method to establish the energy consumption
prediction models of the four states in the United
States and implement them with Matrix Laboratory
(MATLAB) simulation.


#!"#"

*,<8: *7*5A;2; 8-.5 .;<*+52;16.7< #1.
+*;2,9:27,295.*7-*9952,*+252<A8//*,<8:*7*5A;2;
The central idea of factor analysis method and its
main purpose is to classify the indexes in the evaluation index system of renewable energy into several
public factors. This is done by calculating the observed values of the various indicators, identifying
the links between them, and classifying the closely
related indicators as one (e.g.: energy). The weighted
sum of a class of indicators, the new indicator is a
public factor (such as economic factors, population
factors, industry factors). The biggest advantage of
factor analysis is that it can objectively give weight
to each indicator through calculation, thus avoiding
the randomness of subjective assignment, which can
make the analysis result of the problem more objectivity and rationality.

*<1.6*<2,*5 68-.5 8//*,<8: *7*5A;2; Assuming that the observed values of various evaluation indexes of various energy sources are n samples
in a number of years, and each sample has p observation variables, that is, p index values, the sample
space is expressed as follows:

great impact on the local energy power generation
industry [4]. Meng et al. (2013) used the analytic hierarchy process to construct an environmental assessment index system for marine energy development and utilization, and then used fuzzy evaluation
to evaluate the environmental impacts of various marine energy sources in development and utilization
[5]. Heo et al. (2010) set up an evaluation index system based on five aspects: technology, market, economy, environment and policy, and then applied the
fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to evaluate Korea's
energy economic policy [6]. Afgan et al. (2002) calculates the sustainability of energy structure by establishing a model based on energy conversion efficiency, installed capacity, carbon dioxide emissions,
and floor space. B. Mar builds a model based on the
relationship between energy and economy, and uses
cybernetics to analyze changes in primary energy
structure, but the study does not consider the impact
of energy development on the environment [7]. Symons et al. (1994) uses carbon tax and consumer demand as input conditions to derive carbon dioxide
emissions under different conditions, and further obtain different energy consumption combinations [8].
Gabriel et al. (2001) uses the Gauss-Seidel method
to solve the US Department of Energy NEMS model,
which gives a more accurate estimate of the US primary energy structure [9]. Tol et al. (2007) established a macro model for predicting CO2 emissions
and discussed carbon emissions in the United States
under various IPCC conditions and the corresponding energy structure [10]. Based on the idea of “efficiency”, Xiao et al. (2014) established an evaluation
model using value engineering analysis method to
evaluate renewable energy in Suining City, Sichuan
Province [11]. Based on the analysis of renewable
energy evaluation systems in several countries, Dimakis et al. (2011) established a renewable energy
evaluation model to evaluate the development of different types of renewable energy and the maximum
allowable amount of technology allowed. Based on
indicators such as power generation cost, technology
maturity, social impact, and water and soil impact,
Evans Annette evaluates the sustainability of energy
structures consisting of wind, solar, geothermal, and
hydro energy [12].
In order to better describe the general situation
of the energy profiles evolution for 40 years, in this
paper, using the factor analysis model. Using a factor
analysis model, we selected four main factors by
looking up the literature, and we integrated the
scores of the four main factors to obtain a comprehensive score of the energy profile. So that, 40 years
of energy profiles can be described with aggregate
scores, and the description is more reasonable and
comprehensive. In the governor's telling, similarly, a
comprehensive score can be drawn for the annual
cleaner, renewable energy sources in each state.
Then, based on the total energy consumption and the
clean and renewable energy consumption of the four
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 = (1 ,  2 ,   ) which is in the 2-1 is
the row variable in the sample space X, which represents the observed value of the i-th energy indicator,
which can be independent or correlated with each
other.
Since the initial observations of each indicator
have different dimensions, their values may vary
widely. Therefore, to normalize the observed data
and set the variables as 1 ,  2    that the data al-

ready normalized. The original sample space becomes:
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Where the p variables zi are represented as a
linear combination of q-factor 1 , 2   and
special factors ε ( = 1,2, , ):
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Factor analysis requires most of the correlation
coefficients greater than 0.3, to meet the requirements of the correlation between variables, on the
contrary that the correlation between variables is
small, cannot extract the factor. The factor analysis
of the calculation steps are showed in Fig.1.
In order to get the evolution of the energy profile for each week, we divided the four states separately and introduced the time into the factor analysis, taking the factorial analysis of the total energy of
each state from 1970 to 2009 as the research object.
We introduce four main factors that have an impact
on energy, namely, population factor, environmental
factor, economic factor and technical factor[13-16].
Each factor contains a number of specific observational indicators. We use MATLAB to calculate the
total energy score of 40 years. Take California as an
example: Through searching the literature, we can
see that the smaller the indexes such as carbon dioxide emissions, ecological impact and waste discharge are, the better the energy structure is.
If we consider the influence of one factor only,
the general situation of energy will be too inclined to
a certain factor because of incomplete consideration
[17], so that the whole energy structure is not well
maintained. The evaluation of energy profile is also
not practical.
In order to avoid comprehensive evaluation, the
factors are too single. In this paper, the comprehensive evaluation score of each energy is calculated by
formula 3-7:

(3)
Writing the matrix form as:  =  + ε ,
The above equation is the factor analysis model,
ε , ε ε are the remaining items ex1



2

pressed by the variable xi, that is, the part that cannot
be expressed by the original observation, which is
named special factor. aij is the load of the i-th variable on the j-th factor, i.e., the correlation coefficient,
the greater its absolute value indicates the higher the
correlation between variable i and factor j.
Public factors Fi are unobserved, and they are
not related, that is, in the data space, these vectors
are perpendicular to each other.
Because Z is the standardized sample space,
 ≤ ,  (  , ε ) = 0, (  ) = 1.
Making the sum of the squares of all factor
loads:

2 = ∑ =1 2 ( = 1,2,, )


(4)
Represents the sum of the variance q provided
by q factors on the same variable zi the larger the
value indicates that q factors can explain the variable
zi, ε 2 indicates the degree to which the special factor explains the variable zi. So easy to get, 2 and

ε 2 is the shift of the relationship.

 =

The covariance matrix S of the sample space
normalized to the data is calculated which is numerically equal to the correlation coefficient matrix R of
the original variable, that is:
⎡ 11 12  1  ⎤
⎢
22  2  ⎥
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Among them,

  ( 

)

(7)

 is the comprehensive score

of energy in K years, and

ρ 

is the weight of the i

factor in K year (i = 1, 2, 3, 4. corresponds to population factor, environmental factor, technology factor, economic factor),    is the score of i factor in
K year.

 7.<?8:4 8-.5 .;<*+52;16.7<  7.<
?8:48>.:>2.?BP network (back propagation network), also known as back-propagation neural network, is the most widely used neural network, which
consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer,

(6)
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69:8>.-.<?8:4508:2<16The traditional BP network algorithm only modifies the
weights according to the negative gradient direction
at time t, and does not take into account the previous
accumulated experience, that is, the gradient direction of the previous time, which often causes the
learning process to oscillate and converge slowly.
Therefore, in practical applications, the momentum
term is usually added after 1 in order to increase the
convergence speed and prevent the sharp fluctuations of the weights:

the hidden layer can have one or more layers, all the
neurons in the adjacent upper and lower layers are
all connected, and there is no connection between the
neurons in each layer. It is currently the most widely
used neural network prediction model, as showed in
Fig.2.

1  ( + 1) = 1  ( ) + Δ1  = 1  ( ) + ησ 1   + βΔ1  ( )
(15)
Where β is the momentum factor, which represents the degree of influence of the change of the previous weight on the change of this weight. The momentum term is essentially equivalent to a damping
term, which reduces the oscillation tendency of the
learning process and thus improves the convergence.

;<*+52;16.7< 8/ 8:.,*;<270 8-.5 *;.-
87 69:8>.-  .=:*5 .<?8:4 Based on the
improved BP neural network model, the paper uses
the data from 1970 to 2009 to establish the consumption forecast model of energy consumption and clean
renewable energy in the four states in the United
States. The model is tested with 2015 data. According to the data of 5 years of total energy consumption
and clean energy consumption in the four states of
California (CA), Arizona (AZ), New Mexico (NM),
Texas (TX) from 1970 to 2009, the original data
sheet is attached as follows [18].
In practice, due to the different dimensions of
the data collected, in order to facilitate network training and prevent "over-fitting" in the calculation process, the data needs to be "normalized" first, and the
normalized formula is:

$!
7.=:*57.<?8:4-2*0:*6
Suppose the three-layer BP network, the input
node x  , the hidden layer node y  the output node

 (i, j and l represent the number of the input node,
the hidden layer and the output node respectively),
the network weight between the input node and the
hidden layer node is w  , the network weight between the hidden layer node and the output node is
v  , and the transfer function for the logsig function,
that is

 ( ) =

1
1 +  −

. When the expected value

of the output node is t1, the algorithm is as follows:
Hidden node output:


=  (∑    ) =  (  )

(8)



  = ∑   

(9)

 =



Where   is the input of the j node in the out(10)



1 = ∑ 1  

.=:*5.<?8:4*:*6.<.:".5.,<287 In this
paper, three layers of improved BP neural is used to
select the number of nodes in the input layer is 10
(exactly 10 factors); the number of output layer
nodes is 1 (that is, the energy demand forecast value);
According to multiple debugging, 1000, the learning
step is chosen as 0.0001, and the momentum factor
is chosen as 0.01. Finally, we train the network according to the known data and carry out simulation
prediction.

(11)



The error of the output node is:
=

1
∑ (1 −
2 1

2

1

) =

1
∑ (1 −  (∑ 1  −
2 1

2



)) =

(16)

xmin represents the min value of xk, xmax represents the max of xk. This article reflects the normalization process in the MATLAB program.

put layer. Calculates the output of the output node:

1 =  (∑ 1    ) =  (1 )

 − min
 = 1,2,,7
max − min

1
∑ (1 −  (∑ 1   (∑    ))) 2
2 1

(12)

Through the error function on the output node
and hidden layer node derived:
1  ( + 1) = 1  ( ) + Δ1  = 1  ( ) + ηδ
(13)
  ( + 1) =   ( ) + Δ  =   ( ) + ηδ
δ = − 1  (1 − 1 )  (1 − 1 ) • δ =    (1 −   )  ∑δ1  , Δ1  , Δ 
1

(14)
Which indicates the change of the weight, η
represents a factor.
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#
89=5*<287,8::.5*<2876*<:2@
TETPE
Total energy consumption per capita.
(TETPB)
Total energy expenditures per capita.
(TETPV)
Current-dollar gross domestic product.
(GDPRV)

8::.5*<287
TETPV

GDPRV

TETPB

"20
TETPV

GDPRV

1.000

0.532

0.636

-

0.021

0.004

0.532

1.000

0.959

0.021

-

0.000

0.636

0.959

1.000

0.004

0.000

-

$! 
#8<*5.7.:0A;,8:./8:*52/8:72*989=5*<287/*,<8:

$! 
#8<*5.7.:0A;,8:./8:*52/8:72*.7>2:876.7<*5/*,<8:;


!"$#""$""

*,<8: *7*5A;2; 68-.5 :.;=5<; *7- *7*5A;2;
89=5*<287/*,<8:*7*5A;2;The three observed indicators of population factor are per capita energy
consumption, per capita energy expenditure and California's GDP. Put the processed data into MATLAB
to get the correlation coefficient matrix as showed in
Table 1.
Through the correlation matrix, we can see that:
a. The correlation coefficient is greater than 0.3,
indicating that the correlation between the indicators
can meet the requirements of factor analysis.
b. Sig Significance test value is less than 0.05,
indicating that the difference between the variables
is more significant.
KMO and Barlett test should also be conducted,
calculated by the KMO test value of 0.749, according to Kaiser given KMO standard can be seen to
meet the requirements of factor analysis.

According to the elementary load matrix, calculate the contribution rate of each public factor, select three main factors, and use the comprehensive
factor score formula to calculate the comprehensive
factor score, and name it as the population factor
score. The population factor of energy in the past 40
years is as Fig. 3. It can be seen from the figure that
the energy scores of California decreased over time,
indicating that energy consumption is increasing and
the energy structure's goodness is affected.
7>2:876.7<*5/*,<8:*7*5A;2;The two environmental indicators of the two indicators of ecological impact index and carbon dioxide emissions, the
same can be carried out factor analysis, draw two
main factors, the use of comprehensive factor score
formula to calculate the composite factor score,
named environmental factor score. Environmental
factor scores for energy from 1970 to 2009 are
shown in Fig.4. We can see from the above figure
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mentioned above, this article will not introduce the
details of other states in detail. The total energy comprehensive evaluation score of 40 years in the other
three states was compared by calculation as the Fig.6.

*,<8:7*5A;2;8/<1.=;.8/,5.*7.::.7.?
*+5..7.:0A27.*,1;<*<.Based on the above factor
analysis model, we separate the renewable energy in
the total energy and analyze it separately. The data
given by the title show that renewable energy mainly
includes five kinds of energy that are wind energy,
solar energy, biomass energy, nuclear energy and geothermal energy [19-21]. We summed up the impact
factors of these energy sources in factor analysis and
calculated the score of the use of renewable energy
in each state from 1970 to 2009 by MATLAB.
We consider the factors that affect the use of renewable energy in each state: population (population), total number of power plants (geography), total GDP (economy), energy consumption (industry),
PM2.5 concentration(climate). Standardized observation data of these factors, and factor analysis can be
carried out through preliminary calculations and
tests [22]. The scores of the use of renewable energy
in four states are as Fig.7.

that the energy score of California has risen over
time, which shows that the degree of energy and environmental protection has been enhanced over time
and that the energy structure profile is even better.

#.,172,*5/*,<8:*7-.,87862,/*,<8:*7*5A
;2;The observational indexes of the technical factors are energy conversion efficiency, the number of
research institutes and the number of energy companies. The index of economic factors is energy expenditure and energy price. In the same way, the
scores of each year of the technical and economic
factors can be obtained.

7.:0A :8/25. 869:.1.7;2>. >*5=*<287
The factor scores obtained in the previous section are
substituted into equation 1, so that the factor weight
of each year is equal to 1, and the comprehensive
evaluation score of total energy from 1970 to 2009
can be obtained as showed in the Fig.5.

7.:0A 9:8/25.; 8/ <1. 8<1.: <1:.. ;<*<.;
.>85>.- Since the evolution of California's energy
profile has been introduced in detail, and the analysis
methods of all three other states are same as those

",8:.
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#
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Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Actual value
7987683.296
7995191.77
8035116.345
8208145.963
8335517.36
8328202.311
8405219.771
8450607.983
8297589.507
8005507.945

Predictive value
7960524.878
8070346.573
8068060.322
8194192.115
8420539.637
8370676.143
8490112.491
8559620.826
8324141.793
7987895.828

7.<?8:48-.5:.;=5<;*7-*7*5A;2;.<
?8:4<:*27270:.;=5<;*7-<.;<270In order to improve the training results of the BP neural network
model, we first train the network with total end-use
energy consumption (TETXB) data from 1960 to
1999 and then use the trained network to predict the
total energy consumption from 2000 to 2009 , And
compare the real value of 2000-2009 with the predicted value to observe whether there is a big deviation between the predicted value of the neural network and the real value (for example, in California)
as Table 2.
Analyzing the above table, it can be seen from
the training results that the data fitting based on the
BP neural network model has a high degree of fitting.

# 
#1.9:.-2,<.->*5=.8/,87;=69<2878/,5.*7.:
:.7.?*+5..7.:0A

Based on the above predicted results, we found
that the total energy consumption of all four states
decreased and the consumption of new energy increased by 2050, indicating that the new energy use
in these four states is getting better and better, and
more attention is paid to the optimization of energy
structure.

$""
In this paper, factor analysis is used to express
the evolution of energy use over time, and the trends
of energy use in various states are found and analyzed. In general, energy use in various states is becoming more and more ideal, but there is still a gap
between states and states. This paper shows that NM
has the best energy profile, followed by CA. The
poor energy profiles are AZ and TX. We have given
the following suggestions:

# 
#1.9:.-2,<.-##'>*5=.8//8=:;<*<.;
CA
8007600

TXTXB (Billion Btu)
AZ
NM
1180500
1265600

The Consumption of Cleaner, renewable energy

(Billion Btu)
CA
AZ
NM
TX
784000
359580
32952
760392

year
2050

:.-2,<287!.;=5<;The TETXB values for the
years 2050 are estimated from the total end-use energy consumption (TETXB) data for the period
1967-2009. The forecast results are given in the following table. The consumption of clean renewable
energy in the four states in 2050 was also predicted
as Table 3 and Table 4.

year
2050

Relative error(%)
-0.34
0.94
0.41
-0.17
1.02
0.51
1.01
1.29
0.32
-0.22

TX
11288000
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1.Allocation documents are accurately enforced. Peaceful and friendly coexistence, vigorously develop the environmental protection economy, to achieve sustainable energy development.
2.Eliminate malicious waste of energy. Vigorously develop clean renewable energy sources including wind energy, geothermal energy, nuclear energy, solar energy and biomass energy.
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contributes to increased nitrogen content in the soil
and prevents disease in subsequent crops in crop
rotation systems [5, 6]. Common vetch forage is
nutritious due to its high protein content and it is
eagerly consumed by livestock due to its taste,
without an accompanying risk of swelling [7].
Although the Eastern Anatolia region in Turkey is quite suitable due to the ecological structure
of the livestock, there are major problems in animal
husbandry. One of the most important problems is
the deficit of quality feed. However, in the closure
of the gap, breeding of our pastures, as well as
forage crop planting areas, should be increased. For
this purpose, the alternation of one-year forage
crops in agricultural areas is important in the region. Vetch, which can grow in different climatic
regions, is gaining great importance [8].
Some study results are as follows. lt is determined with correlation analysis that grain yield was
high in genotypes that hay yield was high while
both grain and hay yield were low in genotypes that
had large seed [9]. Positive and statistically significant relationships were determined between hay
yield and mean stem length [10]. Common vetch,
hairy fruity vetch and big dry vetch and grain yield
vetch was studied statistically and found positive
significant relationships between the yield traits.
The varities of three vetch examples a correlation
was found between hay yield, dry matter yield and
crude protein yield, the plant height and age grain
yield according to number of branches between
biologically yield a positive relationship was found
[11]. In another study, the yield component traits
with the greatest effects on fresh forage yield were
dry matter yield and main stem height. The direct
effects of both traits on fresh forage yield were
strong and positive. In addition, the indirect effects
of both of the traits were considerably higher than
those of the other traits. Consequently, dry matter
yield and main stem height traits should be used as
the primary selection criteria for improving forage
yield in common vetch [12]. [13] studied that significant differences were determined among biological yield, seed yield, plant height, days to flower-

In this study on common vetch growing in
Bingol, Turkey, based on the results of correlation
analysis obtained: plant length (0.585) dry herbage
yield (0.895), number of seeds per plant (0.100),
seed weight (0.120), cut weight (0.212) and the
weight of 1000 seeds (0.408) are affected green
herbage yield positively, while the harvest index
(-0.047) is affected negatively. Similarly, plant
length (0.541), green herbage yield (0.895), number
of seeds per plant (0.029), seed weight (0.027), cut
weight (0.124) and weight of 1000 seeds (0.394)
are affected dry herbage yield positively, while the
harvest index (-0.169) is affected negatively. According to path analysis results; yield elements that
affected respectively, green herbage yield at the
highest rate, positively and directly, plant length
(0.569), 1000 seeds weight (0.396) and number of
seeds per plant (0.316). While green herbage yield
(0.895) is affected dry herbage yield positively. For
this reason, growing studies to increase the green
herbage yield efficiency of common vetch; come to
a conclusion that the plant height, the weight of
1000 seeds and the number of seeds in the plant
could be used as important criteria.


)(!#$
Vetch, path, Direct and Indirect Effects, Yield Components.
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The genus 
L. comprises approximately
190 species in the world and 64 species in Turkey
[1, 2]. This genus is primarily located in the Mediterranean regions [3].
Common vetch (     L.) is one of the
most highly cultivated annual legume forage species in Turkey and worldwide. It is typically grown
for its forage and seeds and is also used as green
manure [4]. As a legume species, common vetch
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eratif properties were detected in harvest maturity
period; researches were done with ten plants selected randomly from each parcel. In this study; several
hay quality traits such as plant height, green herbage yield (wet yield), dry herbage yield (dry matter
yield), cut yield, number of seed per plant, seed
weight, 1000 seed weight and harvest index were
analyzed. 

.;17-: The path coefficient suggested by
Sewall Wright in 1921 was defined as part of
standard eviation of the dependent variable resulting from independent variable while independent
variables are fixed except for variable, of which
effect could be determined [16]. Correlation coefficients and the path coefficient analysis was conducted following the procedure developed by Khan
et al. [17] and applied by Rauf et al. [18]. Path
analysis has been used in various science areas
especially in agriculture for purpose of determination the interactions between efficiency and efficiency elements. For path analysis, one usually has
to confine one self to selecting variables considered
possibly of explanatory value, one is unlikely to
include a variable of no apparent significance but
only seeming to increase the explanatory significance of another variable [19].
The path coefficient indicating the effect of a
unit deviation in the X independent variable on the
Y dependent variable is denoted by Pedhazur [20].

ing, days to maturity, thousand seed weight, pod
number, and seed number per pod. It was found out
that seed yield correlated with biological yield, pod
number, seed number per pod and thousand seed
weight positive and significant; whilst seed yield
correlated with days to flowering and days to maturity, negative and significant. Path coefficient
analysis revealed that seed number per pod, thousand seed weight, and days to maturity had the
highest direct effects on seed yield. High positive
phenotypic correlations were found between seeds
per pod and seeds per plant; seeds per plant and
seed weight per plant and; seed weight per plant
and 1000 seed weight [14]. According to results of
the correlation analysis grasspea (     
L.); a highly significant and positive correlations
(P<0.01) were determined between fresh yield, hay
yield, biological yield and seed yield. According to
the results of the path analysis, the highest direct
effect on the hay yield was obtained from fresh
yield and cut yield [15].
The aim of this study was to determine characters that affect green herbage and dry herbage yield,
using path analysis.
%#$ %!$
*;.92*4The study was conducted at the Agricultural Faculty, Bingol University (38°53´55.86´´
N, 40°29´15.07´´ E, altitude 1166 m) in Bingol
(Turkey) province, during the growing season of
2014. Soil sample was collected at a depth of 0-20
cm. The soils texture is clay loam, available P2O5
327.5 kg ha-1 and available K2O 1150 kg ha-1, quite
weak in organic matter content (0.26 %), pH 6.85.
Average temperatures of 12.2 and 21.5°C were
recorded between April and July during growing
season of 2014 and long-term averages in Bingol,
respectively. Average long-term total precipitations
of 947.3 mm were recorded, 223.2 mm between
April and July during the 2014 and long-term periods in Bingol, respectively. Six common vetch lines
(Line-1, Line-2, Line-7, Line-8, Line-13, Line-17)
and fifteen common vetch varieties (Dicle, Gorkem,
Kral kizi, Alper, Soner, Selcuk, Cumhuriyet, Kubilay, Gap-61721, Gap-2604, Gap-2490, Gap-59998,
Uludag, Ozveren, Alinoglu) were obtained from the
Agricultural Faculties of Uludag, Ataturk and
Cukurova Universities. “Variety” regard as cultivar
species and “line” is usually a product of breeding
that is not officially registered yet at a national
level. Field experiments were designed according to
randomized block design with three replications
during 2014. Seeds were sown on the first of April,
2014 in Bingol conditions.
Plot size was 5 x 1.8 m. Sowing rate was 120
kg ha-1. 30 N kg ha-1 and 80 P2O5 kg ha-1were uniformly applied to soil before sowing. In trial parcels, 50% vegetatif properties in bloom and gen-

The path coefficient indicating the direct effect of
independent
variable on Y dependent
i
variable, b: partial regression coefficient is the
standard deviation of
Y dependent variable, the
standard deviation of

X independent variable

In path analysis studies, the direct effect and
the indirect effect are examined. The effect that a
variable has made in another variable is expressed
as the direct effect and is as in Figure 1. The indirect effect is obtained by multiplying path coefficients between the first and third variables as shown
in Figure 2 [21].
The path coefficient showing the direct effect
is denoted by (p12) the equation of the correlation
coefficient between two variables is denoted by
r12=p12.
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Here, pyxi indicates the direct effect of independent variable rxixj i. on the dependent variable Y,
the correlation coefficient between independent
variables rxixj pyxj i. and j., and the indirect effect of
i. independent variable on j. independent variable
[24].
Direct and indirect effects are estimated by
solving these equations.
The column vector (A), composed from the
correlations between the cause and effect variables,
is multiplied by the inverse of the correlation matrix
(B) of the causal variables to obtain the path coefficient vector (C). The obtained C vector is the direct
effects of the causal variables. This denotation
C=A*B-1, is shown as follows.

When we examine Figure 2, the direct effect
(p12) of the first variable on the second variable is
not equal to the correlation between the variables in
the equation r12=p12 in Figure 1. Here, variables
have both direct effect and indirect effect. For this
reason, the correlation coefficient between the first
and second variables is obtained by sum direct and
indirect effects and is explained by the following
equation.

Here, p12 shows the direct effect, p13 p32 shows
the indirect effect.
The correlation coefficient (ryx) between the
cause and the result variable is equal to the sum of
the direct effect of the causal variable and the indirect effects of the other causal variables [22]. When
the total effect is expressed as a multivariate regression model, the following equation system can be
composed [23].

To determine the conformity of the estimation
method to the model, the results of the model
should be examined with the fit indices [25].
The chi square test is used to determine the
general fit of the model. To determine the model fit,
the index of chi-square goodness of fit is maintained as the initial fit index. Chi-square test is the
fit test between the data and the model. Model fit is
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maintained from CMIN/DF= χ2/sd≤5 and the fact
that chi square is not significant. Comparative Fit
Index, CFI, is one of the most commonly used tests
[26].
It is decided whether the model is suitable according to various fit index results. It has been
reported that there is no complete consensus on
which of the fit indices should be regarded as the
standard [27]. Normal and acceptable values of
some of the goodness of fit indexes are presented in
Table 1.

As shown in Table 3, the relationship between
plant length, dry yield and wet yield is positive and
significant (p <0.01). The relationship between wet
yield, dry yield and 1000 seed weight is positive
and significant (p <0.01). The relationship between
dry yield and 1000 seed weight is positive and
significant (p <0.01). The relationship between
number of grains per plant and grain weight and cut
yield is positive and significant (p <0.01). The
relationship between cut weight with grain weight
and 1000 seed weight is positive and significant (p
<0.01 and p <0.05).
The path diagram for the dependent variable
and independent variables for the vetch plant is
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The path coefficients on curves and arrows are presented in Figure
3 and the correlation coefficients are presented in
Figure 4 so that the relationship of the variables to
each other can be more easily understood. The
dependent variables are dry yield, the independent
variables are wet yield, plant height, harvest index,
number of seeds in the plant, seed weight in the
plant, cut weight, 1000 seed weight. Here, wet yield
is both dependent and independent variable. While
the direct and indirect effects of the independent
variables on wet yield are observed, only indirect
effects are observed on dry yield.

#$&%$
Descriptive statistics belong to common vetch
plant are given Table 2.
The average plant length of the vetch was
39.689 cm and the plant length ranged from 19.90
to 52.90 cm. The average wet vetch yield per decare is 648.640 kg, ranging from 213.10 to 1150.30
kg. Dry matter yield per decare is 23.05-240.95 kg,
harvest index is % 5.81- % 31.40, number of seeds
per plant is 8.10-132, seed weight in plant is 0.8617.61 g, cut weight is 4.48-32.04 g and weight of
1000 seeds are 18.60-52.55 g.
The correlation coefficients and the importance levels between the characteristics studied
in the study are presented in Table 3.


% 
$75.75842*6,.77-6.::6-.?.:*6- 795*4'*4<.:

75842*6,.77-6.::6-.?.:
8=*4<.
 



PL
WY
DY
HarvestIND
SeedNperp
SeedW
CutW
SeedWBin


63
63
63
63
63
63
63
63

795*4'*4<.:
p>0.05
CMIN/DF<3
CFI/DF>0.95

,,.8;*+4.'*4<.
CMIN/DF<5
CFI/DF>0.90


% 
.:,928;2=.:;*;2:;2,:+.4760;7,75576=.;,184*6;
2625<5
19.90
213.10
53.05
5.81
8.10
0.86
4.48
18.60

*?25<5
52.90
1150.30
240.95
31.40
132.00
17.61
32.04
52.55

.*6
39.689
648.640
154.792
16.403
37.915
3.996
12.063
36.202

$;-9979
0.754
25.461
4.972
0.771
2.803
0.348
0.646
0.851

$;-.=2*;276
5.985
202.087
39.464
6.118
22.250
2.766
5.125
6.751

PL: Plant length (cm), WY: Wet yield (kg/da), DY: Dry yield (kg/da), HarvestIND: Harvest index, SeedNperp: Seed numbers per plant, SeedW: Plant seed weight, CutW: Cut weight, SeedWBin: thousand seed weight.


% 
799.4*;276,7.//2,2.6;+.;>..6:75.@2.4-*6-@2.4-8978.9;2.:9

PL
WY
DY
HarvestIND
SeedNperp
SeedW
CutW
SeedWBin

PL
1
0.585**
0.541**
0.016
-0.143
-0.112
-0.070
0.098

WY
0.585**
1
0.895**
-0.047
0.100
0.120
0.212
0.408**

DY
0.541**
0.895**
1
-0.169
0.029
0.027
0.124
0.394**

HarvestIND
0.016
-0.047
-0.169
1
0.153
0.186
0.114
0.163

* (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01)
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SeedNperp
-0.143
0.100
0.029
0.153
1
0.916**
0.782**
0.122

SeedW
-0.112
0.120
0.027
0.186
0.916**
1
0.731**
0.300*

CutW
-0.070
0.212
0.124
0.114
0.782**
0.731**
1
0.213

SeedWBin
0.098
0.408**
0.394**
0.163
0.122
0.300*
0.213
1
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% 
"*9*5.;.9.:;25*;276:/79;1.8*;157-.426=.;,1@2.4-
.8.6-.6;
=*92*+4.:

WY

DY
*** (p<0.05)

6-.8.6-.6;
=*92*+4.:
PL
SeedNperp
SeedW
CutW
SeedWBin
HarvestIND
WY

#.09.::276,7.//2,2.6;:
&6:;*6-*9-2A.-
$;*6-*9-2A.-
$;-9979
:;25*;.
:;25*;.
19.210
2.997
0.569
2.871
2.398
0.316
-24.061
17.990
-0.329
6.925
5.623
0.176
11.845
3.062
0.396
-4.203
2.951
-0.127
0.175
0.011
0.895

;

"

6.409
1.198
-1.337
1.232
3.869
-1.424
15.828

***
0.231
0.181
0.218
***
0.154
***

%
76:;*6-*9-8*;1,7.//2,2.6;:7/-29.,;*6-26-29.,;.//.,;:7/=*92.-84*6;,1*9*,;.92:;2,:
76:..-@2.4-26=.;,1
D. Var.

Ind. Var.
Har. IND
SeedWBin
CutW
SeedW
SeedNperp
PL
WY
DE
-4.203
11.845
6.925
-24.061
2.871
19.210
0
WY
IE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TE
-4.203
11.845
6.925
-24.061
2.871
19.210
0
DE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.175
DY
IE
-0.735
2.071
1.211
-4.207
0.502
3.359
0
TE
-0.735
2.071
1.211
-4.207
0.502
3.359
0.175
D. var: Dependent variables, Ind. var: Independent variables, DE: Direct effects, IE: Indirect effects, TE: Total effects



%
$;*6-*9-8*;1,7.//2,2.6;:7/-29.,;*6-26-29.,;.//.,;:7/=*92.-84*6;,1*9*,;.92:;2,:
76:..-@2.4-26=.;,1

WY
DY

HarvestIND
-0.127
0

SeedWBin
0.396
0

WY
DY

0
-0.114

0
0.354

WY
-0.127
0.396
DY
-0.114
0.354
DE: Direct effects, IE: Indirect effects, TE: Total effects

DE
SeedW
-0.329
0
IE
0
0
0.157
-0.295
TE
0.176
-0.329
0.157
-0.295

CutW
0.176
0

The path coefficients including nonstandardized and standardized regression coefficients are presented in Table 4.
According to the multiple regression model
established from the variables of the plant characteristics affected the vetch yield presented in Table
4, plant length (PL) and 1000 seed weight (SeedWBin) properties affected the wet yield (WY), and
the wet yield (WY) affected dry yield (DY) significantly (p<0.001).
As a result of the path analysis presented in
Table 5 and the nonstandard and standard impacts
shown in Table 6, the direct effect of the harvest
index on wet yield was negative (p = -4.203) and 0.127, while the indirect effect on dry yield was
also negative (p = -0.735) and -0.114.
The direct effect of 1000 seeds weight on wet
yield was positive (p = 11.845) and 0.396, while the

SeedNperp
0.316
0

PL
0.569
0

WY
0
0.895

0
0.509

0
0.283

0
0

0.316
0.509

0.569
0.283

0
0.895

indirect effect on dry yield was again positive (p =
2.071) and 0.354.
The direct effect of cut yield on wet yield was
positive (p = 6.925) and 0.176, indirect effect on
dry yield was positive (p = 1.211) and the effect
share was found to be 15.7%.
Direct effects of seed weight on wet yield
were negative (p = -24.061) and -0.329, indirect
effect on dry yield was also negative (p = -4.207)
and -0.295.
The direct effect of seed number on wet yield
was positive (p = 2.871) and 0.316, and the indirect
effect on dry yield was positive (p = 0.502) and
0.509.
The direct effect of plant length on wet yield
was positive (p = 19.210) and 0.569.
The indirect effect of plant length on dry yield
was (p = 3.359, 28.3%).
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square test, Relative Chi Square Index (CMIN /
DF) test and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) test
were used in this study. The fit values for the model
are given in Table 7 and Table 8.
In Table 7, the model showed good fit because
χ2=11.089 and p> 0.05, CMIN = 1.848 <3.
In Table 7, the model seems to be fit because
IFI = 0.985> 0.90 and CFI = 0.984> 0.95.
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The effect of wet yield on dry yield was positive (p = 0.175) and 0.895. These results are also
seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
The total effects and impacts of harvest index,
1000 seed weight, cut weight, seed weight, seed
number and plant length on the wet yield are calculated respectively: -4.203 and -0.127, 11.845 and
0.396, 6.925 and 0.176, -24.061 and -0.329, 2.871
and 0.316 and 19.210 and 0.569.
The total effects of harvest index, 1000 seed
weight, cut weight, seed weight, seed number per
plant, plant length and wet yield on dry yield are
respectively: -0.735 (-0.114), 2.071 (0.354), 1.211
(0.157), -4.207 (-0.295), 0.502 (0.283), 3.359
(0.509) and 0.175 (0.895).
The greatest direct effect on wet vetch yield
showed seed weight (-24.061), plant length
(19.210) and 1000 seeds weight (11.845), respectively.
In the study, the coefficient of determination
for the effects on green and dry yield of plant characteristics were calculated as (R2=0.53 and
R2=0.80), respectively. This indicates that wet and
dry yields selected as dependent variables are also
affected by other plant characteristics outside the
selected 6 plant characters. In short, it means that
53% of the wet vetch yield is composed of selected
characters and 47% is originating from characteristics other than the selected characters. It is shown
that 80% of the dry vetch yields is from selected
characters and 20% is from the characteristics outside the selected characters. However, the fact that
the number of varieties used in the study is too
much and the varieties of plant length, seed weight,
seed number, 1000 seed weight and harvest index
value of each of these varieties are different, has
caused the coefficients of determination to be different.
Some goodness of fit indexes has been developed to determine if the model is suitable [28].
Generally considered values for model fit are;
χ2/df, GFI, CFI, IFI, RMR and RMSEA. The Chi

In the path analysis study of the relationship
between seed yield and components in the common
vetch, the biological yield and harvest index had the
highest direct effect on seed yield [4].
In the study of Albayrak et al. [29], the highest
direct effects on seed yield of common vetch
showed the number of maturation days, number of
leaf in main stem, dry herbage yield, number of
seed per vetch and 1000 seed weight, respectively,
but it is different with the results of this study.
Turkey Diyarbakır GAP International Agricultural Research and Training Center Directorate trial
areas, common vetch (     L.) showed the
highest impact directly in biological yield (55.76%)
on seed yield in genotype and hay yield (45.34%)
[30]. The results of the study obtained from the path
analysis and the results obtained in this study differed. As a result of the correlation analysis, while
the correlation coefficient between green herbage
yield and 1000 seed weight was very close to the
result of the study; the coefficient of this relationship between the number of seeds in the plant and
the green herbage yield was found to be lower than
the value obtained in the study mentioned.
In another study of Sayar [12], the greatest direct effects on the green herbage yield of common
vetch showed dry herbager yield and crude protein
content in dry herbage, respectively. Correlations
between green herbage efficiency and main plant
length and dry herbage yield were found to be high
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and positive. It was different from the results obtained in this study.
In a study carried out on some vetch species in
Ankara Field Crops Central Research Institute,
correlations between dry herbage yield and green
herbage yield, plant length and dry herbage yield
were found positive and high [11]. Therefore, they
are higher than the values in this study.
In the study of Georgieva et al. [14], path
analysis showed that the highest positive direct
effects on vetch seed yield were determined as
vetch length (505.135), seed per plant (24.706) and
1000 seed weight (19.971), respectively and
showed difference with the results of this study.

[5] Ayed, M.H., Gonzalez, J., Caballero, R. and
Alvir, M.R. (2001) Effect of Maturity on Nutritive Value of Field-Cured Hays from Common
and Hairy Vetch. Anim. Res. 50, 31-41.
[6] Caballero, R., Alzueta, C., Ortiz, L.T., Rodriguez, M. L., Barro, C. and Rebole, A. (2001).
Carbonhydrate and Protein Fractions of Fresh
and Dried Common Vetch at Three Maturity
Stages. Agron. J. 93, 1006-1013.
[7] Acikgoz, E. (2001) Forage Crops. 3rd Press.
Uludag University, Faculty of Agriculture,
Lecture Book, Publication Number. 182, 9495, Bursa.
[8] Kokten, K. (2011) Determination of Seed
Yield and Some Agronomical Characteristics
of Some Common Vetch (      L.)
Lines and Varieties in Bingol Ecological Conditions. Science J of Bingöl Univ. 1(2), 81-85.
[9] Gokkus, A., Bakoglu, A. and Koc, A. (1996) A
Study on Adaptation of Some Common Vetch
(      L.) Lines and Varieties to Erzurum Aqueous Conditions. Turkey 3. MeadowRangeland and Forage Crops Congress. Erzurum, 674-678.
[10]Yucel, C., Gultekin, R., Inal, I. and Avci, M.
(2008) The Determining of Yield and Yield
Characteristics of Some Common Vetch ( 
   L.) Lines in Çukurova Conditions.
Anadolu, J. of AARI. 18(2), 38–54.
[11]Karakurt, E. (2014) The Path Analysis of the
Correlations between Yield and Yield Components in Some Vetches Variety. Bilecik Şeyh
Edebali University Journal of Science. 1(1),
10-16.
[12]Sayar, M.S. (2014a) Path Coefficient and Correlation Analysis Between Forage Yield and its
Affecting Components in Common Vetch ( 
     L.). Legume Research. 37(5), 445452.
[13]Albayrak, S. (2001) The Research on Determination of Characters Regarding to Seed Yield
using Correlation and Path Analysis in Common Vetch (
     L.). Journal of Field
Crops Central Research Institute. 10(1-2), 8387.
[14]Georgieva, N., Nikolova, I. and Kosev, V.
(2015) Relationships among Quantitative
Traits and Seed Yield in Vetch (    L

    Roth.). Columbia International
Publishing American Journal of Agricultural
Science and Technology. 3(1), 24-32.
[15]Oten, M., Kiremitci, S. and Erdurmus, C.
(2017) Determination of Characters Associated
with Seed Yield and Hay Yield by Path and
Correlation Analysis in Grasspea (   
 L.). Derim. 34(1), 72-78.
[16]MacKinnon, D.P. (2008) Introduction to Statistical Mediation Analysis. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, New York, 490p.

! &$! 
As a result of the study, positive and significant relationships between green herbage yield and
plant length, 1000 seed weight and dry herbage
yield were determined. Increase of plant length and
weight of 1000 seed increase the green herbage
yield, increase of the wet yield increases the dry
yield. While there are positive and negligible relations between wet yield and number of seeds and
cut yield, negative and negligible relations are determined between wet yield and seed weight and
harvest index. While the increase in seed weight in
the plant and the harvest index have a direct negative effect on wet yield; increase of 1000 seed
weight, cut yield, number of seeds in the plant and
the increase to plant length have a direct positive
effect on wet yield. Similar results were also obtained in the same direction and characteristics for
the indirect effects of plant characteristics that affect to dry yield, as in wet yield. These results were
obtained by using Path analysis and Path analysis is
considered to be a useful and important method for
determining the relationship between plant characteristics in the field of agriculture.
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Forest is an ecological system comprised of topography, climate, bedrock, soil and living organisms. These dynamic ecological variables have an
impact on the existence of tree species that form forests and the structure of pure or mix stands that they
form with other tree species and the spatial distribution of stands. This study explored the impact of the
topography on the spatial distribution of tree species
that establish forests in areas under sea effect and areas that are not under see effect in the Mediterranean
Region. A forest area of around 300,000 ha in Finike,
Akseki and Elmalı forest directorates were explored.
The association of the forests of Calabrian pine ( 
  Ten.), Anatolian black pine (  
Arnold.), Taurus fir (    Carr.), Taurus cedar (   A. Rich.), Juniperus spp. and
Quercus spp. that are the main tree species in Turkey’s forests with some variables which were elevation, slope and aspect were analysed. In this study,
the digital elevation model of the study area was developed on the basis of the digital contour line data
with a scale of 1/25000 with the help of the Geographic Information System (GIS). From those surface data, 3D analyses were conducted and the data
on elevation, slope and aspect were driven. GISbased spatial analyses were conducted to determine
the spatial and areal distribution of the tree species
in the study area. The results of the study demonstrated that    (Pb) was distributed up to
1700 m in Finike where Pb and and   
(Cl) are the dominant tree species. It was observed
that Pb could grow on the slopes of corridors that
could transfer the sea effect into the inner parts in
Elmalı and Akseki. In Akseki,    (Pn) and
    (Ac) reached a certain size in the area
and were mainly concentrated at elevations of 11001500 m and 1100-2000 m, respectively. Juniper species that were distributed mainly on the shady aspects (northwest, north, northeast and east) in Elmalı
preferred sunny aspects (southeast, south, southwest
and west) in other regions. Pb, Cl, Ac and Pn were
distributed on shady aspects at lower elevations
where their natural distribution started in each of the
three regions while they are located mainly on sunny

aspects at higher elevations. There is a similar situation also as regards juniper species in Elmalı. However, juniper and oak species are known to usually
prefer sunny aspects. As regards the relation of forests with settlement and agricultural areas in the
study sites, it was understood that forests were destroyed due to human impact, that’s why they had to
survive at higher slopes. It is suggested that information obtained from inquiries and analyses to be
conducted through geographical information system
should be used to protect the natural balance in forests and ensure their continuity while taking decisions that will affect the future of forests.



)(!$%
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Forest is a terrestrial ecosystem harbouring
products and functions that are vital for human life.
The world’s ecological systems are in balance within
themselves and mutually with the other ecosystems
around them [1]. Such balance is achieved as a result
of mutual relations between climate, topography, geological structure, soil, plants and other living organisms if we ignore human impact [2]. The disruption
of this balance due to human impact not only decreases biodiversity but also changes all natural systems in the world [3, 4].
Negative factors such as uncontrolled industrialization, population growth, environmental pollution, illegal cutting, excessive and irregular grazing
and forest fire across the world result in great forest
losses [5]. Degradation of forest ecosystems to such
an extent or their destruction changes not only the
terrestrial ecosystems but also all ecological balances in the world considerably. Therefore, it is vital
to protect forests to ensure the sustainability of the
balance between the ecological systems. The balance
within the forest ecosystems, the presence of tree
species and the structure of pure stands or mixed
stands that they form with other tree species depend
on ecological variables, one of which is topography.
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forests together with anthropogenic activities, historical effects and area of species [17]. The purpose of
this study was to explore the relations between the
distribution of tree species in the forests located in
the abovementioned regions and topographic variables. The main tree species in these forests that are
in pure form were determined as the target species.
The correlations between the horizontal and vertical
areal and spatial distribution of the target tree species
and elevation, slope and aspect were examined.

Turkey is divided into 7 regions according to
topography and climate conditions. There are also
sub-climate types under each climate category that is
dominant in each region. The differences between
climate, topography and habitat that is influenced together with other ecological variables result in regional ecological units that affect the horizontal and
vertical distribution of forests [1, 6, 7]. The ecological variables in different habitats have an impact on
the tree species in forests and their spatial distribution. For the sustainable management of forest ecosystems, their elements should be known very well
and their relations should be taken into consideration
with due diligence. It is important that forest managers develop a good plan and take accurate decisions
[8]. Geographical information system is strongly
recommended as a decision support system to enable
people to take accurate decisions in planning and
management stages [9]. The use of geographical information and remote sensing systems diminishes
the time and effort spent during terrestrial activities
and contributes to the finalization of the works in a
more economical way. In addition, they provide a
better visual imaging and different interpretation
possibilities with a wider perspective and different
aspects in some of the events that are difficult to observe during terrestrial studies [10].
This study was conducted in the Mediterranean
Region of Turkey. The near-coastal and seafront
slopes of the Taurus Mountains in the region that extend parallel to the sea are obviously under the effect
of the Mediterranean climate. In areas away from the
sea, continental climate becomes more dominant on
their slopes that do not face the sea. Due to these
topographic and climate conditions, the Mediterranean Region is grouped into the region under sea effect, Inner Mediterranean, Lakes region and TransMediterranean region. These groups are further divided into sub-regions and the regional classification
was done for the Mediterranean Region in this way
[1, 11]. Variables such as elevation, slope and aspects influenced by topography play an important
role in the distribution of plants [12-16]. Elevation
as an umbrella term that affects the climate and physical variables and the variations in elevation had a
direct impact on the structure and composition of

&$% &!%
%=>/A ,;0, This study was conducted in Finike, Elmalı and Akseki District Forest Directorates
of Antalya province located in the south of Turkey
(Figure 1). The overall surface area of Antalya Regional Directorate of Forestry (ARDF) that these district directorates area affiliated and that is one of 28
regional directorates in Turkey is 2.06 million hectares (ha), out of which 1.15 million hectares is covered with forests. The overall surface area of Finike,
Elmalı and Akseki District Forest Directorates
where the study was performed is 524,445 ha [18].
57% of this area is covered with forests (Table 1).
Finike selected as the study site extends alongside the coast and is located on the seafront slopes of
the mountains. For that reason, the Mediterranean
climate has a clear effect on this region. Elmalı is not
under the sea effect. Continental climate is the dominant climate and it is dry in summers. Akseki is
around 55 km away horizontally from the sea. The
sea effect relatively decreases in this region, which
has an impact on the distribution of forests.
The elevation from the sea is 50-3060 m in Finike, 1025-3016 m in Elmalı and 40-2580 m in
Akseki. Significant differences were found in the
spatial and areal distribution of tree species due to
different elevations.    (Pb) is dominant in
Finike, whereas it is hardly found in Elmalı where
instead juniper,    (Cl) and oak species
have established forests. In Akseki, juniper, oak, Pb
and cedar species as well as     (Pn) and
    (Ac) species are distributed.


& 
9;0<=.9?0;91<=>/A,;0,* +
Forest
district
directorate

Normal
forest area
(ha)

Degraded
forest area
(ha)

Forest cover area (ha)
/
Percent of total area

Other land area
(ha)

Total area
(ha)

Finike
Elmalı
Akseki
Total

32,140.0
20,288.4
72,231.9
124,660.3

49,945.5
30,638.8
95,974.1
176,558.4

82,085.5 / 69.68
50,927.2 / 28.10
168,206.0 / 74.62
301,218.7 / 57.44

35,710.0
130,295.2
57,221.1
223,226.3

117,795.5
181,222.4
225,427.1
524,445.0
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0=39/<The production of a geographical database for Finike, Elmalı and Akseki requires a timeconsuming and heavy study. The layers of such a database will be the data that will define the land and
tree species. For the modelling of the land, the digital
contour lines at a scale of 1/25000 in the form of vector data were obtained from the National Mapping
Agency of Turkey. These elevation data are generated from coloured aerial photographs with digital
photogrammetric methods in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) European Datum 1950 projection system. The contour lines represent elevations of 10 m and the size of a sheet is around 11 km
x 14 km (longitude x latitude) [19]. 61 topographic
sheets were used to model the land in the study area.
The contour lines were connected using ArcGIS
(ver. 10.2.2) software and sampled at the pixel size
of 20 m x 20 m to produce digital elevation model
(DEM) data [20]. From the DEM data, slope and aspect maps were driven using the slope and aspect geoprocessing tools in the raster surface module in the
3D analyst tool.
The DEM, slope and aspect data was classified
using the reclassify tool in the 3D analyst tools. The
DEM data was divided into elevation classes of 100
meter each. The slope data was divided into 7 classes
of degrees as 0-2, 2-5, 5-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-45 and

>45. The aspect data was divided into 9 classes to
represent 8 different geographical direction (each
45°) with one being flat. This data obtained is in the
form of raster data. In order to intersect this data with
the stand type maps, raster to polygon conversion
was performed and vector forms were obtained.
These vector file maintained the class values of the
elevation, slope and aspect data as both shape area
and gridcode.
The stand type maps of the study area were obtained from Antalya Regional Directorate of Forestry. To generate these maps, aerial photographs are
assessed with photogrammetric methods and terrestrial verification and inventory studies are conducted
simultaneously. After the coloured infrared aerial
photographs of the region are captured, they are connected and balanced with photogrammetric software. Draft maps are produced by drawing stand
boundaries under 3D view on the geometrically corrected aerial photographs. The stands in the test
fields identified in a grid of 300 m x 300 m created
on these draft maps are checked, their corresponding
locations on the draft maps are verified and inventory measurements are performed in these test fields
(600 m2). The draft maps that are checked in the field
are finalized after the necessary corrections and
transferred to the geographical database in GIS. The
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tree species in each stand polygon, their crown closure, stand development stages and surface area etc.
are stored in this database. After the stand type maps
for Finike, Elmalı and Akseki were obtained, they
were checked topologically on ArcGIS software.
The symbols used in the stand type maps to describe
the stands also describe stand type, crown closure
and development stages. For example, the symbol
“Czb3” represents a stand polygon where  
  is the dominant species (presence of Pb is >90%)
with the development stage of “b” (diameter at breast
height = 8-19.9 cm) and crown closure of “3” (shading rate >70%). In order to find a tree species in a
stand symbol, the concerned tree species must be
present in that stand by 10%. To distinguish between
the tree species in a stand, a new field titled
“tree_species” was created in the attributes table of
the stand type layer and the tree species in pure
stands were selected and recorded. Those stand polygons where pure tree species are homogenously
distributed were used in the study.
Stand type, elevation, slope and aspect layers
were intersected using the “intersect” tool in the
“Overlay” tools of ArcGIS. As it requires a very
large scale data processing, each region is processed
separately. The attribute tables of the new layer are
transferred to excel and inquiries were performed for
Finike, Elmalı and Akseki. The areal correlations of

elevation, slope and aspect with tree species were determined and their spatial distribution maps were
produced.
$%'&% %'%%! 
%:,=4,6/4<=;4->=49891=;00<:0.40<Pb and Cl
are the dominant species in Finike while they are
present by 30% in Akseki. Forests in Akseki are established by juniper by 38%, Ac by 22%, Pn by 8%
and oak species by 2% (Figure 2). Juniper and Cl are
the dominant species in Elmalı which is not under
sea effect. In Elmalı, oak species are vertically distributed together with juniper and Cl. However, the
distribution of the oak species stop below the upper
forest zone (1500-1600 m) (Figure 2).
The spatial distribution and presence rat of the
target species are different in Finike and Akseki that
are located in the West Mediterranean region that is
under sea effect. Finike is a coastal district that is situated mainly on the seafront slopes of mountains;
therefore, it has typical Mediterranean climate [21].
[1] reported three important elevation-climate zones
in the West Mediterranean Region which were Pinus
brutia zone extending up to 1200 m, Taurus cedar
extending up to 1200-2000 m and above forest line
starting from 2000 m. In our study, we found that Pb
had a homogenous horizontal distribution and was
distributed up to 1300 m vertically slightly higher
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[23]. However, [24] found that Pb was distributed up
to 1700 m in the Taurus Mountains. In our study, we
also found that Pb was distributed up to 1700 m in
Finike. It has been reported that the vertical distribution of Taurus cedar is between 800 and 2100 m in
the Taurus Mountains and the lowest elevation
where its natural distribution could be observed on
an individual basis was found in Finike [25].
In this study, we described the areas where the
target species had a distribution area of more than
1000 hectares for each elevation layer as wide distribution areas. Hence, Pb was widely distributed at
200-1300 m and Cl at 1300-1900 m. [26] reported
that two thirds of the total area of pure Pb stands in
ARFD distributed at 800-1600 m. In Elmalı, juniper
species are widely distributed at 1100-2000 m, Cl at
1400-1900 m and oak species at 1200-1400 m. In
that region, juniper, cedar and oak species were vertically distributed, while it was understood that oak
species could not be distributed in large groups
above 1500 m. In Akseki, Pb was widely distributed
at 500-1300 m, juniper at 700-2100 m, Cl at 13002000 m, oak at 1100-1400 m, Ac at 1100-2000 m
and Pn at 1100-1500 m. Pb, Pn and oak species were
widely distributed below 1500 m in Akseki while Cl
and Ac were found to be widely distributed above
1500 m. Juniper species were distributed from 0 m
to 2400 m nearly at each elevation zone.
As regards the correlation between the target
species and aspect; in Finike, Pb was distributed on
sunny aspects by 54%, Cl by 51%; in Elmalı, Pb was
distributed on sunny aspects by 78%, Cl by 45%, juniper by 46% and oak species by 71%; while in
Akseki, Pb is distributed on sunny aspects by 52%,
Cl by 51%, juniper by 61%, oak by 66%, Ac by 45%
and Pn by 43% (Figure 4).
The distribution of tree species in 8 different
aspect classes was analysed for each elevation class
(Figure 5, 6). In Finike, throughout the vertical distribution of Pinus brutia starting from the sea level,
it was found to be distributed mainly on Eeastern aspects that were shady although it was not so marked
initially, while the total number of Pb trees was
higher than the average on each aspect at elevations
from 300 m to 1100 m. Above 1100 m, they were
densely distributed on sunny aspects and their highest areal distribution was found on south aspects.
Taurus cedar had a similar correlation with the vertical distribution of Pb as regards aspect. Its distribution started at 1000 m on shady aspects initially,
nearly on all aspects at 1400-1800 m and on south
and southwest aspects which were sunny above
1800 m.
In Elmalı, juniper species were mainly distributed on shady aspects at 1000-1700 m while they
were distributed on sunny aspects above 1700 m.
The vertical distribution of juniper species stopped
at 2400 m in this region where the largest areal distribution was found on northwest aspect. Taurus cedar’s vertical distribution extended from 1000 m to

than 1200 m, Cl was intensively distributed at an elevation of 1900 m slightly lower than 2000 m in Finike. Although Akseki is in the same habitat region,
its average distance from the sea is 55 km. In addition, the mountains in the region are sporadically
parallel to the sea, which diminishes the sea effect
significantly. Therefore, it can be argued that the
horizontal distribution of Pb in that region is limited
to a narrow area. Akseki contains the slopes of corridors formed in deep valleys of Manavgat stream
that feed Oymapınar and Manavgat Dams and transfers the sea effect into the inner parts [11]. Abies cilicica has a relatively homogenous horizontal distribution in Akseki while its vertical distribution extends up to 1100-2000 m mainly on shady aspects.
Pn and oak species have a vertical distribution up to
1100-1500 m while the oak species are distributed
markedly on sunny aspects.
The distribution of Pb in Elmalı is similar to
that in Akseki. As regards the local distribution of Pb
in Elmalı, it is distributed on the slopes of mountains
under the sea effect transmitted by the corridors that
were formed in a valley. Continental climate is dominant in Elmalı. [1] reported that juniper zone is located at lower elevations while cedar zone is located
at upper elevations in this region he described as a
closed basin. Our findings showed that juniper species were more densely distributed at lower elevations compared to Taurus cedar although there
wasn’t any significant difference between their surface area. Juniper species with very moderate temperature and soil requirements [22] determine the
highest limit of the forest.
&30 .9;;06,=498 -0=@008 =30 /4<=;4->=498 91
=;00<:0.40<,8/060?,=498,<:0.=,8/<69:0 
  is distributed at 0-1700 m, Taurus cedar is distributed at 1000-2100 m and juniper species are distributed at 800-2000 m in Finike (Figure 3a). In
Elmalı, Cl is distributed at 1000-2100 m, juniper species are distributed at 1000-2400 m, oak is distributed at 1000-1700 m while Pb is distributed at 13001500 m in a local area (Figure 3b). In Akseki, Pb is
distributed at 100-1500 m, Cl is distributed at 10002000 m, juniper is distributed at 300-2300 m, oak is
distributed at 600-2000 m, Abies cilicica is distributed at 1000-2100 m,     is distributed at
900-1800 m (Figure 3c). In Finike, the rate of Pb in
the entire forest area is 66%, that of Cl is 33% and
juniper is around 1%. In Elmalı, juniper is present by
48%, Cl by 36%, oak by 15% and Pb by 1%. In
Akseki, the rate of juniper is 37%, that of Pb is 28%
and Cl is 2%. Moreover,     is present by
22%, Pn by 8% and oak species by 2% in this region. 
In Finike, Pb has a vertical distribution starting
from 0 m to 1500 m and sometimes above, while Cl
stands are found above 1500 m. The distribution of
juniper species, however, starts from 1000 m. It has
been reported that the distribution of Pb is generally
limited to 0-1400 m in the Mediterranean Region
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2100 m but it was not concentrated on a specific aspect initially whereas their presence was obvious on
northwest aspects. Above 1900 m, its areal distribution decreased and was mainly concentrated on south
aspects. In this region, the oak species were mainly
distributed on sunny aspects starting from 1000 m.
Although oak species were found relatively on all aspects at 1200-1400 m, they were concentrated again
on sunny aspects starting from 1400 m.
In Akseki, the vertical distribution of Pb was
found on nearly all aspects at an elevation from 200
m to 1000 m. In this elevation range, it was mainly
distributed on north aspects. Above 1000 m, it was
concentrated mainly on sunny aspects and the highest distribution was found on southwest aspects. Juniper species were distributed markedly on sunny as-

pects at 400-2300 m, while they were mainly concentrated on southwest aspects. Taurus cedar was
were observed more on shady aspects at 1000 -1300
m while it was distributed mainly on sunny aspects
at elevations from 1300 m to 2100 m. In this region,
oak species found mainly at elevations from 700 m
to 2000 m were distributed markedly on south and
southwest aspects. In this region,     was
distributed at 1200-1250 m on north aspects where it
had the best development, and could also be distributed at 1500-1550 m on south aspects [27]. In our
study,     was found to be distributed on
shady aspects at 1000-1600 m and relatively on
sunny aspects above 1600 m.    was distributed on shady aspects at elevations from 900 m
to 1400 m and then mainly on sunny aspects up to
1800 m that was the upper limit of its distribution.
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and     species were distributed at elevations lower than 1500 m while the oak species were
mainly concentrated on sunny aspects and Pn mainly
on shady aspects. Pb in Finike and Akseki, Cl in each
of the three regions, juniper in Elmalı,    
and Pn in Akseki were mainly (relatively) distributed
on shady aspects at lower elevations where their natural distribution started while they preferred sunny
aspects at elevations towards the upper limit of their
natural distribution. However, this was not the case
for the oak species in Elmalı and Akseki. They most
of the time preferred sunny aspects.
The correlations between tree species and topographic variables such as elevation from sea level,
slope and aspect can be analysed with GIS software
by using digital data. While assessing the correlations found in such studies, other factors such as climate, abiotic and biotic elements and human impact
that influence the forest ecosystems in the relevant
region as well as the historical processes should be
analysed carefully [17, 28]. In this way, it is possible
to take decisions of forest management that will affect the future of forests in a way to avoid disrupting
the natural balance or cause minimum harm and take
accurate decisions. In order to use GIS as a decision
support system, the terrestrial data should be accurate, its accuracy should be verified, geographical
database should be sophisticated and expert
knowledge should be used for assessment.

Mini graphs (Figure 5, 6) show the aspects
where the tree species reached the highest (red triangle) and the lowest (blue point) areal size in the respective elevation class. Grey boxes show the aspects were the areal size exceeded the average size
(row average) in each elevation class, while the
green rectangles show the boxes where the areal size
exceeded the average (column average) in each aspect class. It is understood that the tree species
reached the highest vertical distribution in this green
region and is distributed equally at almost all aspects, and thus has a better survival.
As regards the correlation between the tree species and slope classes in Finike, Elmalı and Akseki;
it was found that they were mainly distributed at 1045 degrees (Figure 7). It was also observed that the
lands located at slopes lower than 10 degrees were
exposed to intensive human impact.
Finike has 36 settlement areas, while Elmalı
has 55 and Akseki has 59. When these values are
compared with the overall area of the regions, it is
understood that Finike is number one as regards settlement density with 3.06 per ten thousand, which is
followed by Elmalı with 3.04 and Akseki with 2.64.
It is thought that the settlement areas and the agricultural activities on relatively flat areas that are close
to the settlement areas have led to the destruction of
forests and thus they could survive on inclined lands.


! '%! 

 !( &%

The widest horizontal distribution of  
 was found in Finike, where it extended from 0 m
to 1500 m and partially up to 1700 m, whereas it
could be penetrating into the inner parts of Elmalı
and Akseki thanks to the corridors that were under
sea effect. Taurus cedar was found to be distributed
at elevations starting from 1500 m above the Pb zone
up to the upper forest limit. Juniper species were
found to be distributed moderately in vertical and
horizontal directions while they were mainly found
on sunny aspects and formed the upper limit of the
forest.      was markedly distributed on
south aspects in Akseki where its distribution continued vertically towards the upper forest limit. Oak
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This study was carried out in black pine ( 
  Arnold.) afforestation sites located in the
southwest of Turkey (Burdur). The study area has a
semi-arid climate type and has a transition climate
characteristic between the Mediterranean climate
and the continental climate. The relationship between tree height and soil nutrient concentrations (P,
K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu), other soil characteristics (texture, pH, EC, lime and organic matter), and tree needle nutrient concentrations (N, P, K,
Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu) were investigated in two
different soil depths (0-30 cm and 30-60 cm) in 15
sample plots. While there was statistically significant relationship between tree height and soil characteristics in five parameters for 0-30 cm soil depth
(positive with clay and organic matter, negative with
silt, pH and lime), a weaker correlation was found
between the three parameters (positive with clay,
negative with pH and lime) for the 30-60 cm depth.
A positive significant relationship was determined
between tree height and K, Mg, Mn and Cu concentrations at depths of 0-30 cm, and tree height and Na
at depths of 30-60 cm. P, N and Cu concentrations of
needle nutrients were found to have a significant
positive correlation with tree height.



sometimes mixes with steppe. This species is usually
distributed at an elevation from 400 meters to 2100
meters in Turkey [1]. It is one of the species that have
the highest penetration into the steppe areas in Anatolia. It is resistant to drought and high temperatures
in summers and cold weather in winters while it has
moderate soil requirements [5-6]. With these characteristics, black pine is often used for afforestation in
the Central Anatolia Region that has semi-arid climate. By the end of 2000, an area of 540 thousand
ha was afforested with this species in Turkey [7].
Soil properties are one of the most important
ecological factors that affect tree development. Several studies have demonstrated the association between tree development and soil properties [8-13].
Furthermore, some soil properties have an impact on
not only tree development but also the physical and
chemical properties of its wood [14].
Tree height is associated with not only soil
properties and soil nutrients but also leaf nutrients.
The impact of plant nutrients on height and development and their presence in the soil have been studied
for many years [15]. The biochemical properties of
plant nutrients vary considerably depending on their
biological control capabilities, chemical binding
properties and the source of the nutrient [16]. For example, the rate of photosynthesis is closely related
with needle nitrogen concentration [15]. Moreover,
several studies have demonstrated that plants take up
micronutrients and macronutrients quite differently.
Wood et al. [17] demonstrated that the uptake of micronutrients and macronutrients was varied significantly in different habitats in Costa Rica. Watanabe
et al. [18] also reported similar findings regarding
the variable uptake of micronutrients and macronutrients for 670 plant species across the world.
Kranabetter et al. [19] reported that the availability of, P, S, K, Mg, Cu, Fe, Mn and Zn for plants
varied significantly in the research of soils consisting
of different habitats and bedrocks although there was
a strong correlation between leaf nutrient concentrations and plant height. Besides, the uptake of nutrients in the soil also varied depending on plant species [16]. Paré et al. [20] stated that different plant
species took up Ca, Mg and K at varying

#"
  , afforestation, height, soil properties, nutrients

 ! 
Black pine (   Arnold) is distributed
in Turkey, the Balkans, Crimea, South Carpathians,
Cyprus, West Caucasia and Syria [1-3]. In Turkey, it
accounts for 19% of the total forestland of 22.34 million ha with 4.24 million ha [4]. It establishes pure
forests or mixed forests with the other tree species in
the Western Anatolia Region, northern slopes of the
Taurus Mountains, southern slopes of the Western
Black Sea Mountains and partially in the Central Anatolia and Thrace Regions in Turkey while it
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Sample site
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tree age
(year)
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
9
9
9
17

Tree height
(m)
4.98
3.83
3.91
1.70
1.39
2.26
1.78
4.69
4.60
4.85
5.25
2.17
3.22
2.61
5.77

Altitude
(m)
1190
1226
1243
1100
1049
981
1018
1107
1113
1128
1222
1429
1507
1541
1223

Slope
(°)
17
8
25
38
30
20
37
1
2
4
2
13
10
17
3

Aspect
W
W
N
S
SE
NW
E
NW
NW
NW
NW
W
NW
S
NE

Bedrock / Parent material
Claystone
Claystone
Claystone
Claystone - mudstone
Claystone
Claystone - mudstone
Claystone - siltstone
Pliocene sedimentary
Pliocene sedimentary
Pliocene sedimentary
Pliocene sedimentary
Claystone
Claystone
Claystone
Pliocene sedimentary

Relief
Upper middle slope
Upper slope
Upper slope
Lower slope
Lower slope
Lower slope
Lower slope
Plain
Plain
Plain
Lower slope
Lower slope
Upper slope
Upper slope
Plain

  

degrees. There may also be a variation as regards the
dependence of tree species on a specific nutrient. For
example; Pinno et al. [21] reported that it was important to observe the presence of Ca in the soil and
leaves for the productivity of Populus species in the
long run for afforestation purposes.
As is seen, several studies have demonstrated
that there is a strong association between soil properties and the nutrients in the soil and trees with plant
height or development. However, this association
may vary depending on several ecological factors
and site. This study was conducted to determine the
association between plant height and soil properties
and nutrient content of the soil and needles of black
pine, which is commonly used for afforestation especially in semiarid areas around Burdur province in
the Southeast Turkey where ecological conditions
are extreme.

(3($2&+ $2($ The study was performed in
black pine afforestation sites around Burdur province located in the inner part of the Mediterranean
Region in the south of Turkey (N37°11'- 37°49';
E29°49'-30°26') (Figure 1).
The study area is located in the inner parts of
the Western Taurus Mountains in the Mediterranean
Region and its elevation ranges from 981 m to 1541
m. It is situated in the mountainous zone, consists of
sedimentary rocks and materials and it has transition
climate between the Mediterranean climate and continental climate. In general, semiarid climate is dominant in the study area where the annual mean precipitation 564 mm and the annual mean temperature
is 12.2 °C according to the data of Burdur Meteorology Station. The highest precipitation is 235 mm in
December, January and February), while the lowest
precipitation is 44 mm July, August and September.
January is the coldest month with a mean temperature of 1.8 °C whereas July is the hottest month with
a mean temperature of 23,4 °C. The lowest
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Calcimeter Method [23-24]. As regards the analysis
of available soil nutrients; P analysis was conducted
according to Olsen [25] using the spectrophotometric method while the K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn and
Cu analyses were performed in the ICP-OES device.
The needle samples collected from three trees in
each sampling plot were blended at the lab and a
composite needle sample was created for each sampling plot. The needle samples were dried at 65 °C
until they reached the constant weight and then
ground for analysis. For the needle samples, N analysis was conducted using the Kjeldahl method, while
the P, K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu analyses were
performed in the ICP-OES device.
The correlations between tree height and the
soil properties at different depths and needle nutrients were subjected to statistical analysis. Regression analysis was conducted during the statistical assessment. Tree height selected as the dependent variable and the soil properties, soil nutrients and needle
nutrients selected as the independent variables were
analysed.


! 

temperature was recorded in February with -21 °C,
while the highest temperature was in July with 42.3
°C [22].
Some ecological characteristics of the study
area and the age and height of trees are presented in
Table 1. The mean age of the trees in the sampling
plots was 21. The measurements were performed in
the sampling plots that had 17 and 9-year old trees
(Table 1.). For statistical assessment, the heights of
17 and 9-year old trees were interpolated to 21 which
was the mean age. Interpolation was conducted by
dividing the height values to the age of the tree and
multiplying it with 21.
(4+0'3The field studies were performed in
15 sampling plots. The sampling plots were selected
from the existing black pine afforestation areas with
different elevations, slope gradients, aspects and
bedrock properties as much as possible to represent
the entire research site. Soil samples were taken from
the soil pits dug in each sampling plot at a depth of
0-30 cm and 30-60 cm. The height of 10 trees that
were the closest to the soil pits were measured. Three
trees with values that were the closest to the average
height of 10 trees were identified and needle samples
were taken from them at the end of the vegetation
period.
The soil samples transported to the laboratory
were dried until they became air-dry and then
ground, sieved through 2mm-screen for analysis.
The texture analysis of the soil samples was performed according to the Bouyoucos Hydrometer
Method, while the soil acidity was measured in pH
meter with distilled water at the ratio of 1:2.5 (w/v)
while the EC was measured with a mixture of distilled water at the ratio of 1:2.5. The organic matter
(OM) content of the soil samples was determined according to the Walkey Black method and lime content was determined according to the Scheibler

022(-$4,0/3 %(47((/ 42(( +(,*+4 $/' 30,-
1201(24,(3$/'30,-/542,(/43At the depth of 0-30
cm; the sand content of the soil was 19-55%, silt content was 14-50%, clay content was 21-64%, pH
(H2O) was 7.45-8.56, EC was 0.12-0.23 mS/cm,
lime content was 0.0-38.9% and the organic matter
concentration was 0.66-3.87%. As regards the
amount of nutrients at that depth; P was 0.01-4.02, K
was 82-345, Ca was 3117-6462, Mg was 115-3642,
Na was 1.20-53.18, Fe was 4.11-16.77, Mn was
2.39-30.94, Zn was 0.001-0.300 and Cu was 0.0502.130 mg kg-1 (Table 2).

 
0,-1201(24,(30)4+(345'83,4(3
Soil depth (cm)
Properties
Mean±SD
Sand (%)
33±10.3
Silt (%)
27±8.6
Clay (%)
40±11.8
pH (H2O)
8.23±0.32
EC (mS/cm)
0.16±0.03
Lime (%)
23.79±12.29
Orgcanic matter (%)
1.78±0.81
P (mg kg-1)
1.94±0.93
168±88.7
K (mg kg-1)
Ca (mg kg-1)
4875±1204.6
Mg (mg kg-1)
907±936.2
Na (mg kg-1)
11.20±11.96
Fe (mg kg-1)
8.01±3.37
Mn (mg kg-1)
9.41±7.71
Zn (mg kg-1)
0.021±0.075
Cu (mg kg-1)
0.862±0.582
Values are mean (n=15), ± is standard deviation.

0-30

30-60
Range
19-55
14-50
21-64
7.45-8.56
0.12-0.23
0.00-38.90
0.66-3.87
0.01-4.02
82-345
3117-6462
115-3642
1.20-53.18
4.11-16.77
2.39-30.94
0.001-0.300
0.050-2.130
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Mean±SD
31±11.5
30±11.4
39±11.2
8.26±0.31
0.16±0.05
25.99±14.23
1.03±0.45
1.84±0.75
94±43.7
4614±1100.9
1056±971.3
14.11±7.77
6.59±3.48
4.88±3.14
0.059±0.161
0.701±0.493

Range
16-55
13-48
23-67
7,31-8.69
0.11-0.33
1.50-53.80
0.41-1.70
0.72-3.72
54-229
2836-6773
117-3453
3.74-32.21
3.08-17.32
0.78-11.41
0.001-0.640
0.120-1.870
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At the depth of 30-60 cm; the sand content of
the soil was 16-55%, silt content was 13-48%, clay
content was 23-67%, pH (H2O) was 7.31-8.69, EC



was 0.11-0.33 mS/cm, lime content was 1.5-53.8%
and the organic matter concentration was 0.411.70%. As regards the amount of nutrients at that
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level, P (R2=0.6386, p=0.000), N (R2=0.4878,
p=0.004) and Cu (R2=0.3169, p=0.029), respectively, had a positive correlation with tree height
(Figure 4).


!!

depth; P was 0.72-3.72, K was 54-229, Ca was 28366773, Mg was 117-3453, Na was 3.74-32.21, Fe was
3.08-17.32, Mn was 0.78-11.41, Zn was 0.0010.640, Cu was 0.120-1.870 mg kg-1 (Table 2).
The regression graphs and equations regarding
the significant relations between the tree height and
soil properties and soil nutrients according to the regression analysis are shown in Figure 2. The highest
correlation between the tree height and soil properties were found at the depth of 0-30 cm. Tree height
had the highest correlation with pH at that depth but
it was negative (R2=0.6161, p=0.001). According to
the significance level, clay content (R2=0.6151,
p=0.001) and silt content (R2=0.3088, p=0.031) were
the other parameters that had a negative impact on
tree height at the depth of 0-30 cm. Clay content
(R2=0.4386, p=0.007) and organic matter concentration (R2=0.3995, p=0.011) had a positive impact on
tree height at the depth of 0-30 cm (Figure 2).
On the other hand, at the depth of 30-60 cm,
clay content (R2=0.3692, p=0.016) and pH
(R2=0.3253, p=0.026) had a negative impact on tree
height whereas clay content (R2=0.3322, p=0.025)
had a positive impact on tree height similar to the
depth of 0-30 cm (Figure 2).
A regards the correlation between the soil nutrients and tree height at the depth of 0-30 cm according to the significance level, K (R2=0.5279,
p=0.002), Mn (R2=0.4955, p=0.003), Cu
(R2=0.4413, p=0.007) and Mg (R2=0.279, p=0.043)
had a positive correlation. At the second depth layer
which was 30-60 cm, tree height had a positive correlation only with Na (R2=0.3086, p=0.032) (Figure
3).

022(-$4,0/3%(47((/42((+(,*+4$/'/(('-(
/542,(/43 The mean value were as follows: Tree
height 3.53 m, N= 0.75%, P= 0.07%, K= 0.45%, Ca=
0.17%, Mg= 0.13%, Fe= 74.42 mg kg-1, Mn= 15.51
mg kg-1, Zn= 20.34 mg kg-1 and Cu= 7.54 mg kg-1
(Table 3).
The regression analysis revealed that only three
needle nutrients (N, P, Cu) had a significant correlation with tree height. According to the significance

Our research showed that tree height had a negative correlation with the silt content of the soil,
whereas it had a positive correlation with clay content. Our findings are consistent with the literature.
It was found in a study conducted by Karatepe et al.
[11] that silt had a negative impact while clay content had a positive impact on tree height in cedar afforestation areas. Güner [26] reported a negative correlation between tree height and the silt content of
the soil in his study conducted in natural scotch pine
forests. The negative impact of silt content on tree
height can be explained by the fact that silt particles
affect the aeration of the soil negatively while the
positive impact of clay content can be explained by
the fact that clay minerals retain nutrients.
Our study revealed that there was a negative
correlation between pH and lime content of the soil
and tree height. Similarly, Karatepe et al. [11] found
a negative correlation between pH and lime content
of the soil on the height increase of cedar trees. In
the studies conducted by Yavuz et al. [10] and
Maden [27] on black pine, pH was found to affect
tree height negatively. The fact that the mean values
of pH and lime was high in the study area can be
suggested as the reason why tree height had a negative correlation with these parameters.
There are also other studies that reported similar findings as regards the correlation between tree
height and the organic matter concentration of the
soil. Güner [26] found a positive correlation between
top tree height value and the organic carbon content
of the soil in natural scotch pine forests. Polat et al.
[28] reported a positive correlation as regards the
same parameters in cedar afforestation areas.
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Variable
Height (m)
N (%)
P (%)
K (%)
Ca (%)
Mg (%)
Fe (mg kg-1)
Mn (mg kg-1)
Zn (mg kg-1)
Cu (mg kg-1)
Values are mean (n=15), ± is standard deviation.

Mean±SD
3.53±1.41
0.75±0.13
0.07±0.02
0.45±0.09
0.17±0.06
0.13±0.04
74.42±17.59
15.51±6.76
20.34±7.42
7.54±2.37
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Range
1.39-5.77
0.55-1.10
0.04-0.12
0.29-0.65
0.08-0.36
0.08-0.21
44.78-109.00
5.29-27.67
9.41-38.98
3.56-12.17
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[20] argued that the uptake of Ca, Mg and K might
vary depending on the plant species. Alban [31] reported that the Ca in the soil was taken up intensively
by trees. Similar to these findings; Lafleur et al. [16]
demonstrated that fast-growing poplar consumed
more calcium in the soil. The poor correlation between the nutrients in the soil and tree growth may
be caused by the growth strategy of the tree apart
from the buffering capacity of the soils [16].
Kranabetter et al. [19] stated that the availability of
N, P, S, K, Mg, Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn was not pronounced but variable in soils consisting of several
different habitats and different bedrocks.
Our study showed that there was a positive correlation between tree height and N, P and Cu content
of the needles. The positive impact of N and P on
tree height found in our research was consistent with
the literature. For example, Kranabetter et al. [19] reported a strong correlation between tree growth and
N, P and S concentrations in the needles of  
       and    . N, P
and K may limit the growth of plants in temperate
continental climate zones while other nutrients such
as S, Mg or Ca may be more effective in limiting the

There is a close correlation between plant nutrition and the concentrations of the chemical elements in the soil. For that reason, it is essential to
determine the nutrient content of the soils [15]. Besides, there are many factors that affect the presence
of nutrients in the soil, active uptake by plants and
their availability. As also demonstrated by the findings of our study; some of the nutrients have a significant correlation with tree height whereas some
don’t. For example, Güner [26] found a positive correlation between the top tree height and P in the soil
in natural scotch pine forests. Although we did not
find a correlation between P of the soil and tree
height in this study, tree height had a positive correlation with K, Mg, Mn, Cu at the depth of 0-30 cm
while only with Na at the depth 30-60 cm. Similar to
our findings, Çepel and Zech [29] found a positive
correlation between the Mn content and tree height
increase in young natural cedar trees aged 17. Cartan-Son et al. [30] found that N, P, K had a positive
impact on the increase of diameter in    
trees in coppice forests in the Southern France.
Plant species is an important determinant for
the uptake of nutrients from the soil [16]. Paré et al.
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plant growth compared to N, P and K [32-33]. It has
been reported that the use of nutrients in plant leaves
for the physiological, biological and growth functions is associated with several factors and habitat
conditions. For example, plants take up insufficient
amount of K in forest ecosystems extending from
temperate forest to tropical forests, which limits
growth [33-36].
In some cases apart from using nutrient concentrations in leaves as an indicator for height increase,
a high concentration of any nutrient may indicate
toxic effect. For example, high concentrations of Al
and Fe in plant leaves may be a sign of toxic effect.
Nosko et al. [37] reported that high Al concentration
decreased root growth in spruce seedlings. In another
study, the effect of high Al concentration on seedling
growth was shown [38].
Although we found a positive correlation between the height increase in black pine trees and N,
P, Mn and Cu concentrations in needles in our study,
some studies have reported that there may be uncertainties as regards the correlation between the nutrient concentrations in leaves and tree height. For example; Macdonald et al. [39] argued that low concentrations of P, K and Mn and high concentrations
of Fe and Al in the needles of spruce seedlings had
an unclear impact on survival and growth. Moreover,
although there is a strong correlation between the
leaf nutrient concentrations and height increase,
many macro and micro elements that limit specific
growth may hide the positive linear correlation with
growth. For example, Kranabetter et al. [19] found
that Mg limited the growth of     
while K was the limiting element for    
  and     .
In conclusion, this study was conducted in a
habitat that was relatively extreme in terms of climate (semiarid) and soil conditions (pH and lime
properties). We studied black pine that can naturally
be distributed in areas that are adjacent to steppe (extreme conditions). Therefore, the results of this study
may be useful to a certain extent for the afforestation
of areas that have similarly extreme conditions. In
this study, the parameters that could have an impact
on tree height were found to be silt, clay, pH, lime,
organic matter, K, Mg, Mn and Cu concentrations in
the soil for the depth of 0-30 cm and clay, pH, lime
and Na concentrations for the depth of 30-60 cm. N,
P and Cu concentrations in leaves may also affect
tree height. However, there are several factors that
affect the correlations between tree height and soil
and leaf nutrients as mentioned above. For that reason, future studies should focus on specific nutrition
interactions depending on tree species, habitat characteristics, water balance and water use, the effect of
soil nutrients on the physiological and biological
properties of trees, relations between the nutrients
and etc. for more robust results.
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physically or converted into nontoxic compounds
[3, 4].
A number of methods are used to remove these
metals from the environment, but the majority of
them are expensive or ineffective [5]. The use of
thermal and chemical technologies are expensive
and technically difficult to operate. They spoil the
soil and generate a huge amount of sludge [6]. The
limitations of chemical and thermal methods are severe labour, huge cost, irremediable variations in soil
and disturbance of local small plants. Chemical techniques also give rise to secondary pollutants. Therefore cost-effective, well organized and environmentfriendly purification techniques are needed to remediate heavy and light metal-polluted soils. The phytoremediation approach is considered as the most
suitable and green alternative for the remediation of
polluted soil [7, 8]. It is the most effective and affordable technique used to extract, remove or isolate
inactive metals and remediate the polluted soil as the
plants have a unique and selective uptake system and
have the capabilities of bioaccumulation, translocation, and degradation [9, 10].
Several phytoremediation techniques like phytoextraction, phytodesalination, phytodegradation,
phytofiltration, phytovolatilization, and phytostabilization are generally applied to remediate contaminated soil [11]. Amongst them, phytoextraction and
phytodesalination are considered to be superior to
others [12]. Owing to the importance of phytoremediation in cleaning of the soil, the present study was
aimed to analyze certain halophytes and glycophytes
for the mentioned purpose. Glycophytes are edible
plants and their high uptakes of metals would affect
the human health, therefore to establish a link between soil composition and metal uptake is very important. From ecological point of view the remediation of soil though halophytes is very important as it
a green method and have no adverse effects on environment.

The anthropogenic activities like smelting,
mining, municipal mess sludge, combustion of carbon-containing compounds and agricultural practices have led to the accumulation of toxic heavy
metals in water and soil. Most of the heavy metals
are carcinogenic and through the food chain, they
reach to human bodies. In this study, nine halophytes
and three glycophytes were investigated for the
heavy and light metals uptake from polluted and unpolluted soils. Six halophytes and three glycophytes
were selected from polluted areas while three halophytes were selected from the unpolluted areas. The
bioaccumulation of both heavy and light metals in
polluted and unpolluted area plants was concentration-dependent. The uptake of zinc was considerably
high as compared to other metals followed by copper. The uptake pattern of light metals was not uniform. In some cases, magnesium was high while in
other calcium and potassium. The bioconcentration
and translocation factors were also calculated.
$"
Heavy metals, light metals, phytoremediation, phytoextraction, halophytes, glycophytes, bioconcentration factor,
translocation factor



 ! 

Metal pollution adversely effects the biological
ecosystem as they are not biodegradable. Toxic
heavy metals like Cobalt (Co), Cadmium (Cd) and
Lead (Pb) can accumulate inside living organisms if
taken in food whereby causing different health complications [1]. Similarly, excess amounts of light
metals (elements having an atomic number less than
20 and metallic characters e.g. Na, K, Ca and Mg) in
the environment are harmful to all living organisms
[2]. As heavy or light metals are not biodegradable
thus they can be eliminated from the environment
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while sometime they became part of the soil by anthropogenic activities.
The soil samples of the polluted and unpolluted
areas under study were analysed for the concentration of heavy and light metals and compared in order
to determine whether they were the normal constituents of the soil or not (Table 1). In the polluted area
soil sample, zinc was present in high concentration
(0.5430 mgL-1) followed by lead (0.1760 mgL-1)
copper (0.1560 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0150
mgL-1). The amount of light metals in the selected
soil sample was in the order of Mg>Ca>Na>K.
In the unpolluted area soil samples, zinc concentration was comparatively high (1.3230 mgL-1)
followed by copper (0.2130 mgL-1), lead (0.0930
mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0110 mgL-1). Amongst the
light metals the amount of calcium was high
(51.6260 mgL-1) followed potassium (13.630
mgL-1), magnesium (12.360 mgL-1) and sodium
(6.1330 mgL-1). Both the heavy and light metals concentrations in polluted area soil samples were high
showing that they are not the normal constituents but
have been added through anthropogenic activities.

5*& 6*0*(7.32 Jabba Daudzai District Nowshera and Abuayub Ansari Town Charsada were selected in this study. The first one was selected due to
the fact that this area was badly affected by the 2010
flood and also salinity and waterlogging is prevalent
there. The area is also famous for the growth of a
number of halophytes and glycophytes. The Abuayub Ansari Town Charsada is an unpolluted area
and was selected for comparison purposes that is
near to the polluted area in the neighborhood. Also,
the same halophytes grow in this area as well.
&140* (300*(7.32 Six halophytes: 
  $       $
 $ $ #
and !, three glycophytes: 
 and$ along
with soil samples were collected from polluted site
of Jaba Daudzai District Nowshera while three halophytes $ "  $ $
 and     along with soil
sample were collected from non-contaminated site
of Charsada District. The plants were uprooted and
separated into roots and leaves. Soil samples were
collected in polythene bags.

-;73*:75&(7.323+-*&9;&2)0.,-71*7&06';
6*0*(7*)-&034-;7*6(300*(7*)+531430087*)&5*&
To use halophytic plant species as heavy metals
cleaning agents, several species of halophytes were
collected from the polluted areas of Jaba Daudzae
District Nowshehra and unpolluted area Abu Ayub
Ansari Model Town Charsada.
The amount of selected metals in the leaves and
root of  $ are given in Table
1. Amongst the heavy metals zinc was present in
highest concentration (0.4410 mgL-1) followed by
copper (0.0830 mgL-1), lead (0.0410 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0140 mgL-1). The light metals concentration in the leaves of  $ were
in the order of K (100.80 mgL-1)>Ca (92.240 mgL-1)
>Mg (72.870 mgL-1)>Na (11.780 mgL-1).
In the roots of  $ zinc
was present in highest amount (0.260mgL-1) followed by cupper (0.0840 mgL-1), lead (0.0320 mgL1
) and cadmium (0.0110 mgL-1). Amongst the light
metals calcium was present in the high amount
(58.220 mgL-1) followed by magnesium (56.090
mgL-1), potassium (43.580 mgL-1) and sodium
(26.640 mgL-1).
If we compare the composition of the soil sample from which the plants have been collected with
different parts of  $ we see
that high uptake of zinc has been taken place which
means that uptake is concentration-dependent.
Table 1 shows that both heavy and light metals
have been taken up by    . Again
zinc was present in highest concentration (0.3690
mgL-1) in leaves followed by lead (0.0910 mgL-1),
copper (0.0590 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0170
mgL-1). The light metals concentration in the selected sample was in the order of K (100.310 mgL-1)

5*4&5&7.32 3+ 6&140*6 +35 -*&9; 1*7&0
&2&0;6.6The roots and leaves of the collected plants
were carefully washed with tap water to remove soil
and dust constituents. The samples were dried in
shade for 28 days and then grinded into a fine powder. The powdered plant and soil samples were ovens dried and then subjected to digestion according
to the method of Awofolu [13]. About 0.5 g of each
sample was digested with 5 mL concentrated nitric
acid (HNO3) and 2 mL perchloric acid (HClO4) mixture. After digestion, the filtrates were introduced
into 50 mL conical flask and volume were raised to
50 mL mark by adding distilled water. These filtrates
were then subjected to Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometric (AAS Perkin Elmer USA) analysis.
From the concentration, bioconcentration and translocation factor were calculated [14, 15].
! !

32(*275&7.32 3+ -*&9; &2) 0.,-7 1*&06 .2
63.06 3+ 7-* 430087*) &2) 82430087*) &5*&6 The
composition of soil in which the plants grow is very
important as the plant takes their major food constituent water from the soil and if water-soluble substances are present in the soil they will be taken up
by plants. Generally, plants uptake is very specific
and only takes the required minerals from soil necessary for their growth. Some time they take unwanted constituents like metals from the soil as well.
These metals are normally present in the soil texture
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>Mg (79.060 mgL-1) >Ca (65.5960 mgL-1) >Na
(12.440 mgL-1).
In root sample (Table 1) of this plant the heavy
metal zinc was present in high amount (0.290mgL-1)
followed by copper (0.0470 mgL-1), lead (0.0280
mgL-1) and cadmium (0.00460 mgL-1). Amongst the
light metals magnesium was present in highest concentration (79.060 mgL-1) followed by potassium
(70.6160 mgL-1), calcium (56.1630 mgL-1) and sodium (35.60 mgL-1).
If we compare the composition of the soil sample from which the plant has been collected with different parts of      the high uptake of zinc has been taken place followed by lead
and copper which means that uptake is concentration-dependent.
The presence of heavy and light metals in the
leaves and roots of $  was confirmed through atomic absorption spectrophotometer and their numerical values have been shown in
Table 1. In leaves amongst the heavy metals zinc was
present in high amount (0.6570 mgL-1) followed by
lead (0.1280 mgL-1), copper (0.0490 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0190 mgL-1) while amongst light metals;
potassium was present in highest concentration
(100.860 mgL-1) followed by calcium (88.770
mgL-1), magnesium (74.560 mgL-1) and sodium
(57.320 mgL-1).
In root sample of $zinc was
present in highest concentration (0.4120 mgL-1) followed by lead (0.0850 mgL-1), copper (0.0690

mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0240 mgL-1). Amongst the
light metals magnesium was present in high amount
(76.1860 mgL-1) followed by calcium (75.7930
mgL-1), sodium (62.320 mgL-1) and potassium
(1.9380 mgL-1).
By comparing the composition of soil sample
collected from the natural habitat of this plant the
high uptake of zinc, lead and copper was found concentration-dependent.
From the Table 1 it is evident that zinc is present in highest concentration (0.3580 mgL-1) followed by copper (0.0880 mgL-1), lead (0.0730
mgL-1) and cadmium (0.0130 mgL-1) in leaves of 
$ $. The light metals concentration
in the selected sample was in the order of Mg
(74.0060 mgL-1) >Ca (63.250 mgL-1) >K (50.530
mgL-1) >Na 40.0430 mgL-1).
In root of this plant comparatively zinc was present in highest concentration (0.3990gL-1) followed
by copper (0.1300 mgL-1), lead (0.0680 mgL-1) and
cadmium (0.01500 mgL-1). The light metals concentration in root of $ $ were in the
order of K (101.160 mgL-1) >Ca (95.070 mgL-1)
>Mg (65.70 mgL-1) >Na (51.750 mgL-1).
If we correlate the composition of the soil sample from which the plant has been collected with different parts of $  $ we see that
high uptake of zinc has been taken place followed by
lead and copper.
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Polluted
Unpolluted
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root
Leaves
Root

8
0.156
0.213
0.083
0.084
0.059
0.047
0.049
0.069
0.088
0.13
0.048
0.069
0.025
0.114
0.068
0.063
0.115
0.133
0.098
0.073
0.023
0.068
0.018
0.072
0.022
0.051

*&9;1*7&06
'
%2
)
0.167 0.543
0.015
0.093 1.323
0.011
0.041 0.441
0.014
0.032
0.26
0.011
0.091 0.369
0.017
0.028
0.29
0.0046
0.128 0.657
0.019
0.085 0.412
0.024
0.073 0.358
0.013
0.068 0.399
0.015
0.037 0.273
0.012
0.025 0.141
0.006
0.038 0.352
0.003
0.137 0.686
0.002
0
0.701
0.026
0
0.822
0.002
0
0.972
0.007
0
0.921
0.014
0
0.738
0.014
0
0.703 0.0095
0.175 2.732
0.011
0.041 0.931
0
0.048
0.96
0.01
0.134 0.903
0.007
0.083 1.048
0.008
0.057 0.972
0.003
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24.13
6.133
11.78
26.64
12.44
35.6
57.32
62.32
48.043
51.75
28.43
36.13
28.39
49.44
8.975
8.83
13.12
300.99
7.06
6.88
1.897
1.801
7.44
8.149
0.311
3.689

.,-71*7&06

,
16.50
79.68
13.63
12.36
100.8
72.87
43.58
56.09
100.31
79.06
70.616
79.06
100.86
74.56
1.938
76.186
50.53
74.006
101.16
65.7
33.032
62.68
75.92
57.19
69.188
69.77
101.4
77.53
83.93
4.38
3.083
4.21
83.47
5.79
83.62
4.206
83.8
4.266
29.48
4.27
69.436
55.34
83.98
31.45
55.86
31.45
56.28
53.86
84.58
40.34
35.69
46.66

&
52.40
51.626
92.24
58.22
65.596
56.163
88.77
75.793
63.25
95.07
62.26
32.98
96.1
72.85
43.456
52.79
39.72
44.44
39.84
33.75
53.91
27.97
48.94
51.72
31.82
54.31
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The halophyte   # was also collected from polluted and was analysed for selected
heavy and light metals. In leaves samples, zinc with
concentration was 0.2770 mgL-1 and was ranked
highest followed by cupper (0.0480 mgL-1) and lead
(0.0370 mgL-1). The light metals concentration in the
selected sample was in the order of Mg>Ca>K>Na.
In the root of this plant, zinc was present in a
high amount (0.6860 mgL-1) followed by lead
(0.1370 mgL-1). Amongst light metals, potassium
with a concentration of 101.40 mgL-1 was highest
followed magnesium (Table 1).
In leaves samples of ! zinc
was present in a high amount. The uptake of lead and
copper was also significant. The light metals concentration was in the order of Ca>Mg>K while sodium
was present in trace amount.
In root samples of ! zinc
was again was present in high concentration followed by lead and copper. Potassium was found in
highest concentration amongst the light metals followed by magnesium and calcium (Table 1).
Again if we compare the soil composition and
plant uptake of light and heavy metals it is evident
that the uptake is concentration-dependent.

In root zinc amongst the heavy metals was present in a high concentration (0.921 mgL-1) followed
by copper (0.133 mgL-1). Amongst the light metals,
sodium with a concentration of 300.99 mgL-1 was
highest followed potassium.
The composition of metals in leaves of 
    collected from the unpolluted
area is shown in Table 1. From the table, it is evident
that zinc is present in high concentration (0.738
mgL-1) followed by copper (0.098 mgL-1). The light
metals concentration in the selected sample was in
the order of K (83.8 mgL-1) >Ca (39.84 mgL-1)>Na
(7.04 mgL-1).
In the roots of   comparatively zinc was present in high concentration
(0.703mgL-1) followed by copper (0.073 mgL-1) and
cadmium (0.095 mgL-1). The light metals concentration in the selected sample was in the order of Ca
(33.75 mgL-1) >K (29.48 mgL-1) >Na (6.88 mgL-1)
>Mg (4.27 mgL-1).
If we correlate the composition of soil the sample from which the plant has been collected with different parts of   we see that
high uptake of zinc has been taken place followed by
lead and copper which means that the uptake is concentration-dependent.

-;73*:75&(7.323+-*&9;&2)0.,-71*7&06';
6*0*(7*) -&034-;7*6 (300*(7*) +531 82430087*)
&5*&$" was collected from
the unpolluted area. This plant exhibited the uptake
of both heavy light metals. If we look into Table 1,
we see that high uptake of zinc (0.701 mgL-1) has
been taken place and accumulated in leaves. The uptake of copper and cadmium was also significant.
The light metals concentrations were in the order of
K (83.93 mgL-1) >Ca (43.456 mgL-1) >Na (8.975
mgL-1) while magnesium was up taken in trace
amount. 
In the roots of $ "  zinc
was present in high amount followed by copper. The
light metals concentrations were in the order of
Ca>Na>Mg, while potassium was up taken in trace
amount.
In the soil of unpolluted area, the concentration
zinc was highest followed by copper and in light
metals, calcium concentration was highest followed
by potassium (Table 1). Similar trends in the concentration of heavy and light metals in both leaves and
roots of $ "  were observed
which shows that the uptake was concentration dependent.
The halophyte $$ was collected
from the unpolluted area. The compositions of the
selected plant in terms of heavy and light metals
have been shown in Table 1. Zinc with a concentration value of 0.292 mgL-1 was ranked highest followed by copper (0.115 mgL-1). The light metals
concentration in the selected sample was in the order
of K>Ca>Na>Mg.

-;73*:75&(7.323+-*&9;&2)0.,-71*7&06';
6*0*(7*),0;(34-;7*6(300*(7*)+531430087*)&5*&
Glycophytes are plants/crops which are normally
cultivated and are used as food in daily life. The aim
of selection of them was to evaluate the uptake of
light and heavy metals and correlate it with the soil
composition in which they grow and to find out
whether the level of some heavy metals in their various parts were within the W.H.O permissible normal range or not. Three glycophytes in this category
were selected. 
The concentration of heavy and light metals in
the leaves and root samples of    was
estimated through atomic absorption spectrophotometer and their numerical values have been shown
in Table 1. In the leaves sample amongst the heavy
metals, zinc was present in a high concentration
(2.732 mgL-1) followed by lead (0.175 mgL-1), copper (0.023 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.011 mgL-1) while
in light metals, potassium was present in highest
concentration (69.436 mgL-1) followed by magnesium (55.34 mgL-1), calcium (53.19 mgL-1) and sodium (1.897 mgL-1).
In root samples of this plant, zinc was present
in highest concentration (0.96 mgL-1) followed by
copper (0.068 mgL-1) and lead (0.041 mgL-1).
Amongst the light metals potassium was present in
highest concentration (83.98 mgL-1) followed by
magnesium (31.45 mgL-1), calcium (27.97 mgL-1)
and potassium (1.801 mgL-1).
By comparing the composition of soil sample
from which the plant have been collected with different parts of    high uptake of zinc
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lected from the unpolluted area highest BCF (copper) was calculated for root sample of $
$ (0.624 mgL-1) while for the root sample of
$"  (0.295 mgL-1).
The BCF in term of Lead for the collected halophytes of the polluted area, was highest for the
leaves of $  (0.7660 mgL-1) while
lowest for root sample   # (0.1490
mgL-1). In case of glycophytes collected from the
polluted area, the BCF of leaves of   
was highest (1.047 mgL-1) while lowest for the root
sample of   (0.245 mgL-1).
The BCF values, in terms of zinc calculated for
collected halophytes from the polluted area, the
leaves of $exhibited highest BCF
(1.209 mgL-1) while lowest by the leaves samples of
$ $ (0.140 mgL-1). Amongst glycophytes collected from the polluted area, the highest BCF was exhibited by leaves of  
(5.03 mgL-1) while lowest by root sample of 
  (1.662 mgL-1). The BCF of halophytes collected from the unpolluted area, $
$ (0.734 mgL-1) exhibited highest BCF while
lowest by the leaves sample of $
"  (0.529 mgL-1).
In case of cadmium the highest BCF value
noted for halophytes collected from the polluted area
was shown by the leaves sample of $
 (1.266 mgL-1) while lowest for root sample of
 ! (0.133 mgL-1). For glycophytes, collected from the polluted area, the leaves
of    (0.733 mgL-1) exhibited highest
BCF while lowest for the root sample of $
(0.20 mgL-1). Amongst the halophytes collected
from the unpolluted area the highest BCF was noted
for the leaves sample of $ " 
(2.363 mgL-1) while lowest for the leaves of $
$ (0.0.636 mgL-1).
In case of light metal sodium the highest BCF
(Table 2) exhibited by $  (2.582
mgL-1) while the lowest by $(0.012 mgL-1).
In case of potassium the highest BCF was that
of $"  (6.157 mgL-1) while the
lowest by $(0.117 mgL-1).
In case of magnesium the highest BCF value
was shown by     (0.992 mgL-1)
while the lowest BCF by $" 
and $$.
In case calcium the highest BCF value was
shown by $  $ (1.814 mgL-1)
while the lowest by  (0.533 mgL-1).

has been taken place followed by lead and copper
which means that uptake is concentrationdependent.
The concentration of heavy and light metals in
the leaves and root of  is shown
in Table 1. Amongst the heavy metals zinc was present in a highest concentration (0.96 mgL-1) followed
by lead (0.048 mgL-1) and copper (0.018 mgL-1). The
light metals concentration in the leaves samples of
  was in the order of K (56.28
mgL-1)>Mg (50.45 mgL-1)>calcium (48.94 mgL-1)>
Na (7.44 mgL-1).
In the roots of   zinc was
present in highest concentration (0.903 mgL-1) followed by lead (0.134 mgL-1), copper (0.072 mgL-1)
and cadmium (0.007 mgL-1). Amongst the light metals potassium was present in the highest concentration (56.28 mgL-1) followed by magnesium (53.86
mgL-1), calcium (51.72 mgL-1) and sodium (8.149
mgL-1).
If we compare the composition of the soil sample from which the plant has been collected with different parts of   high uptake of
zinc has been taken place which means that uptake
is concentration-dependent.
The concentration of heavy and light metals in
the leaves and root of $ is shown in Table 1.
Amongst the heavy metals zinc was present in a high
concentration (0.972 mgL-1) followed by lead (0.57
mgL-1). The light metals concentration in the leaves
samples of $was in the order of Ca (100.8
mgL-1)>Mg (92.24 mgL-1)>K (72.87 mgL-1)>Na
(11.78 mgL-1).
In the roots of  $ zinc was present in
high amount (0.26 mgL-1) followed by cupper (0.084
mgL-1), lead (0.032 mgL-1) and cadmium (0.011
mgL-1). Amongst the light metals calcium was present in highest concentration (58.22 mgL-1) followed
by magnesium (56.09 mgL-1), potassium (43.58
mgL-1) and sodium (26.64 mgL-1).
If we compare the composition of soil sample
from which the plants have been collected with different parts of  $ high uptake of zinc has
been taken place which means that the Zn uptake is
concentration-dependent.
.3(32(*275&7.32 +&(735 The bioconcentration factor (BCF) shows the efﬁciency of a plant species to collect a metal into its tissues from the surrounding atmosphere.
The highest BCF value (Table 2) in term of
copper was observed for selected halophyte, 
 ! (1.6 mgL-1, leaves sample) while
lowest for  # (0.185 mgL-1, root sample).
In terms of copper amongst the glycophytic plants
collected from the polluted area, the highest BCF
was observed for   root sample
(0.461 mgL-1) while for the leaves sample of this
plant (0.115 mgL-1). Amongst the halophytes col-

5&2603(&7.32 +&(735 Translocation factor
(TF) indicates the efﬁciency of the plant in the translocation of the accumulated metal from its roots to
aerial parts.The TF valves can be used to estimate
the feasibility of corresponding plants for the phytoextraction of a specific metal. A higher translocation
i.e. greater than 1 indicates the effective transfer of
metals from roots of the plant to aerial parts.
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leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root
leaves
root

8
0.532
0.538
0.378
0.301
0.314
0.442
0.564
0.833
0.307
0.185
1.6
0.73
0.319
0.295
0.539
0.624
0.46
0.342
0.147
0.435
0.115
0.461
0.141
0.326

*&9;1*7&06
'
%2
0.245
0.812
0.191
0.478
0.544
0.679
0.167
0.534
0.766
1.209
0.508
0.758
0.437
0.14
0.407
0.734
0.221
0.502
0.149
0.259
0.227
0.648
0.82
1.263
0
0.529
0
0.621
0
0.734
0
0.696
0
0.557
0
0.531
1.047
5.031
0.245
1.714
0.287
1.767
0.802
1.662
0.497
1.93
0.341
1.79

)
0.933
0.733
1.133
0.306
1.266
1.6
0.866
1
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.133
2.363
0.181
0.636
1.272
1.272
0.863
0.733
0
0.666
0.466
0.533
0.2

&
0.488
1.1
0.515
1.475
2.375
2.582
1.99
2.144
1.178
1.497
1.176
2.048
1.463
1.439
2.139
49.07
1.151
1.121
0.078
0.074
0.308
0.337
0.012
0.152

.,-71*7&06

,
6.1
0.914
2.64
0.703
6.079
0.992
4.279
0.992
6.112
0.935
0.117
0.956
3.062
0.928
6.13
0.824
2.001
0.786
4.601
0.717
4.193
0.875
6.145
0.973
6.157
0.354
0.226
0.34
6.123
0.468
6.134
0.34
6.148
0.345
2.162
0.345
4.208
0.694
5.089
0.394
3.385
0.394
3.41
0.675
5.126
0.506
2.163
0.585

&
1.76
1.11
1.251
1.071
1.694
1.446
1.207
1.814
1.188
0.629
1.833
1.39
0.841
1.022
0.769
0.86
0.771
0.653
1.028
0.533
0.933
0.987
0.607
1.036
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8
0.988
1.255
0.71
0.676
1.655
0.219
1.079
0.864
1.342
0.338
0,25
0.431

*&9;1*7&06
'
%2
1.281
1.696
3.25
1.272
1.505
1.594
1.073
0.897
1.48
1.936
0.277
0.513
0
0.852
0
1.055
0
1.049
4.268
2.934
0.358
1.063
1.456
1.078



)
1.272
3.695
0.791
0.866
2
1.5
13
0.5
1.473
0.011
1.428
2.666

&
0.442
0.349
0.919
0.928
0.786
0.574
1.016
0.043
1.026
1.053
0.912
0.084

.,-71*7&06

,
2.312
1.299
1.42
1.00
52.043
0.978
0.499
1.126
0.435
1.095
0.682
0.899
27.223
1.04
0.998
1.376
2.842
0.999
0.826
1.759
0.992
0.583
2.369
0.864

&
1.584
1.167
1.171
0.665
1.887
1.319
0.823
0.893
1.18
1.927
0.946
0.585

  (4.268 mgL-1) exhibited highest TF followed
by $ (1.456 mgL-1).
In terms of zinc the TF values exhibited by halophytes collected from polluted area were in the order of      (1.696 mgL-1) = 
  $  (1.696 mgL-1)> 
# (1.936 mgL-1)> $  (1.594
mgL-1 while for unpolluted area halophytes species
$$(1.055 mgL-1)>  
  (1.049 mgL-1). Glycophytes species 
   (2.934 mgL-1) exhibited highest TF followed by  (1.063 mgL-1) and 
$ (1.078 mgL-1).
The effective values of TF shown by halophytes collected from polluted area in terms of cadmium translocation were in the order of  

Amongst the halophytic plants collected from
the polluted areas, the highest TF (Table 3) for copper was observed for   # (1.655 mgL-1)
followed by      (1.255 mgL-1)
while amongst the halophytes of unpolluted area
highest TF was observed for   
(1.342 mgL-1) followed $ " 
(1.079 mgL-1). All glycophytes showed TF values
lower than 1 showing that glycophytic plants do not
have high translocation capacities for Cu.
The effective values of TF shown by halophytes collected from polluted area in terms of Lead
were in the order of      (3.25
mgL-1)>   $  (1.281 mgL-1)>
 #(1.48 mgL-1)> $ $
(1.073 mgL-1) While glycophytes species 
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  (3.695 mgL-1)>  $
  (1.272 mgL-1)> #(2.0 mgL-1)>
 ! (1.5 mgL-1, for halophytes collected unpolluted area $ " 
(13.0 mgL-1)>    (1.473 mgL-1)
while for glycophytes   (1.428
mgL-1)>Zea mays (2.666 mgL-1).
In terms of light metal sodium the highest TF
valve (Table 3) exhibited by halophytes of the polluted area the order was; $ $ (0.043
mgL-1) <$ "  (1.016 mgL-1)<
   (1.026 mgL-1)<
  (1.053 mgL-1).
For pottasium the highest TF value was noted
for $ (52.043 mgL-1) while the lowest for  #(0.435 mgL-1).
For magnesium the highest TF value was
shown by    (1.759 mgL-1) while the
lowest by (0.583 mgL-1).
In case of calcium the highest TF value was
shown by   # (1.887 mgL-1) while the
lowest by $(0.585 mgL-1).

All the selected halophytes exhibited potentials
for the bioaccumulation of both heavy and light metals and are thus recommended to be planted in the
affected areas.
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The uptake of almost all metals (light and
heavy) was concentration-dependent and an increased uptake was observed with an increase in the
concentration of respective metal in soil. The highest
BCF in terms of copper was exhibited by leaves of
! (1.6 mgL-1), in terms of Lead
by leaves of   (1.047 mgL-1), in terms
of Zinc by leaves of    (5.03 mgL-1)
and in terms of Cadmium by leaves of $
"  (2.363 mgL-1). Similarly, highest BCF
valves in term of light metal sodium was observed in
root sample of $ $ (49.07 mgL-1)
while all other selected light metals showed moderate valves of BCF. The Translocation Factor valves
in terms of copper (Cu) were in order of  
# (1.655 mgL-1)>    
(1.342 mgL-1)>     (1.255 mgL-1)
>$"  (1.079 mgL-1). In terms
of Lead the order of TF values were:  
(4.268 mgL-1)>      (3.25
mgL-1)>   # (1.48 mgL-1)>Zea mays
(1.45 mgL-1)> $ $ (1.073 mgL-1).
In terms of the order was:    (2.934
mgL-1)>   # (1.936 mgL-1)> $ 
 (1.594 mgL-1),>  $ 
(1.063
(1.696 mgL-1)> 
mgL-1)> $ (1.078 mgL-1). In terms of Cadmium; $ "  (13.0 mgL-1)>
     (3.695 mgL-1)> $
(2.666 mgL-1)>  # (2.00 mgL-1)> 
  (1.428 mgL-1)>   
  (1.473 mgL-1)>  ! (1.5
mgL-1). All other species of the selected plants
showed lower TF valves.
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In this study, we report the decolorization of
drimarene blue by   As evident
from UV/Vis. spectroscopic results, the maximum
decolorization (95%) was achieved in 5 days under
normal atmospheric conditions. Similarly, the selected fungi () showed the best decolorization in presence of 0.5 g/L glucose as a supplement in the medium. The secondary metabolites
formed after the decolorization were characterized
by FTIR and Mass Spectrometry. Although the mass
spectra of the dye showed the same fragmentation
pattern for the samples studied under different experimental environments, it was not easy to understand
whether fragments are obtained during the course of
decolorization by   or result of ionization
within the machine. The FTIR results are interesting
which shows that the dye structure has not been entirely degraded by the fungal strain rather the chromophore has been disturbed by the reduction of C=O
groups which in turn disturbs the delocalized electrons throughout the structure and hence the dye decolorizes. From MS and FT-IR analysis, it was concluded that the reduction of C=O bond is the predominant reason for decolorization as extensive decomposition has not been observed.

[1]. In Pakistan, about 670 textile units are discharging their wastes into water bodies directly without
any wastewater treatment [2].
A number of chemical, physical and biological
methods are used for dyes removal from water. The
chemical and physical processes include coagulation/flocculation, membrane filtration, flotation, precipitation, adsorption, flotation, ion exchange, flotation, mineralization, ultrasonic electrolysis, chemical reduction and advanced chemical oxidation [3].
The Physical and chemical techniques used for the
treatments of dye are discouraged due to high cost,
inefficiency and chemical pollution. On the other
hand, the biological treatment of dyes decolorization
is a safe and cheap way for control of pollution [4,
5]. In biological methods, microorganisms are employed for the decolorization of the dyes. A number
of enzymes have been reported and isolated from
these microorganisms that have the potential of dyes
decolorization. For example, Andaleeb et al. [6] have
reported the degradation of drimarene blue K2RL
dye by  and according to them, the resultant
products were nontoxic. The white rot fungi produce
enzymes such as lignin peroxidase, manganese peroxidase, and laccases that decolorize a lot of aromatic compounds due to their nonspecific activity
[7-10]. Vujčić et al. [11] used horseradish peroxidase
for the remediation of reactive dyes. From 
, enzyme xylanase has been isolated having the ability to be used in bio bleaching as it is stable at high pH and temperature. Khan et al. [12] analyzed the degraded product of sulfonated azo dye
(degraded by bacterial consortium AR1) by FTIR,
HPTLC, and 1HNMR. Although a number of microorganisms have been used successfully for the decolorization of the dyes and the responsible enzymes
have been identified but little importance has been
given to the fragments (metabolites) of the dye
formed after degradation and mechanism of degradation. The identification and structural elucidation
of these fragments is important for two reasons: (i)
to determine whether the fragments formed are toxic
or not and (ii) to determine the mechanism of the
degradation.
In the present study,  was used as model
microorganism for the decolorization of drimarene
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Dyes are chemical compounds that are widely
used for coloring paper, textile fiber, hair, leather,
fur, plastic material, wax, and foodstuff. Over 10
thousand different textile pigments and dyes are
commonly used in industry and their productions in
the world is more than 100,000 tons per year. It is
estimated that 280,000 tons of textile dyes are discharged in industrial efﬂuents every year worldwide
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The decolorization was noted by the following
formula:
   


(1)

The best decolorization was obtained with 
 and was used in the subsequent experiments.

.;.9526*;276 7/ 78;25<5 ,76-2;276: /79
->. -.,74792?*;276 The effect of various physicochemical parameters like temperature, time, pH,
NaCl, glucose, and dye concentration was determined in order to establish the optimum conditions
for decolorization of the dye by selected fungal
strain. 
To determine optimum temperature, 5 mL of
dye stock solution was added to fungi incubated test
tubes and were kept at 25, 30, 37 and 50°C in an incubator for four weeks. After 4 weeks, the percent
decolorization at various temperatures was determined using formula 1. 
To determine the optimum NaCl concentration,
different amounts of NaCl in the range 0.1 to 0.5 g/L
were added to dye containing incubated test tubes
and were kept in an incubator at 37°C for four weeks.
For the determination of optimum glucose concentration, various incubated test tubes (containing
selected fungi) were added with 5 mL dye from the
stock dye solution and then different amount of glucose (0.1 to 0.5 g/L) was added to each test tube and
were kept in an incubator at 37°C for four weeks.
To determine the optimum time, various incubated test tubes containing  were added with
5 mL dye from the stock dyes solution. The test
tubes were then kept in an incubator at 37°C and the
aliquots were tested at an interval of 7, 14, 21 and 28
days to find out the optimum time for the decolorization.
For the determination the optimum pH, 5 mL
dye from the stock dye solution were added to inoculated test tubes and the pH were adjusted by adding
NaOH/HCl solutions (pH 4-14). The tubes were kept
in an incubator at 37°C. The percent decolorization
was determined using formula 1.
For the determination of the optimum dye concentration, the incubated test tubes containing 
 were added with 5 mL diluted dye solutions (1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 mg/L) and were
kept in an incubator at 37°C.
For every optimum sample described above,
the fungal mass present in test tube were crushed and
filtered. The filtrates were then subjected to FTIR
and mass analysis.

.,74792?*;2767/;1.->.*;,75+26.-78;2
5<5,76-2;276:The various optimum condition as
determined in the above experiments like optimum
pH, optimum temperature, optimum time, optimum
glucose concentration, optimum sodium chloride
concentration and optimum dye concentration were

blue and the metabolites formed after degradation
were analyzed through FTIR and Mass spectrometry. From an ecological point of view, the method
used is very important with no sludge formation and
is a green method of dyes remediation in water
bodies.
%#$% $

>.*6-,1.52,*4:Drimarene blue (reactive)
dye was obtained from the local market and used
without further purification. Glucose, NaCl, NaOH,
and HCl were obtained from Merk, Germany. PDA
(Potato Dextrose Agar) and Saboraud dextrose broth
(Oxide, USA) were used in different experiments for
the cultivation of fungal strain and studying the effect of different physiological parameters on decolorization abilities of the fungal strain. All the chemicals used were of analytical grade.

!9.8*9*;2767/->.:;7,3:74<;276A stock solution, 25 mg/L was initially prepared by dissolving
the required amount in distilled water and was used
as a stock solution in further experiments. Successive dilutions were done inorder to obtain dye solutions of required concentrations.

$.4.,;2767/;1.+.:;-.,74792?260/<602. The
fungal strains: ,  andFusarium specie were used to decolorize the selected dye. These
fungal strains were obtained from the Department of
Pharmacy University of Malakand, KPK, Pakistan.
Potato dextrose agar was used as growth media
which is commonly used for the growth of non-fastidious microorganisms. About 39 g of potato dextrose agar was dissolved in 1000 mL of distilled water to make 1 L potato dextrose agar aqueous solution (pH = 7). The growth media and the test tubes
along with dye solution were sterilized at 121°C for
15 minutes in an autoclave. The sterilized media
were poured into test tubes and were kept in an incubator for 24 hours at 37°C to see the involvement of
unwanted microorganisms in them. After 24 hours,
the test tubes were taken out from incubator and kept
in laminar flow hood to inoculate fungi and avoid
contamination. An aluminum loop was heated till
red hot to sterilize completely and then dipped in
each fungal strain culture and were then dipped into
all the tubes to inoculate which were kept in the incubator for 4 days at 37°C.
After the growth of fungi, 5 mL dye from the
stock dyes solution was added to the inoculated test
tubes and were then kept at 37°C for four weeks. After 4 weeks, the aliquots of the decolorize medium
were taken and centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10
minutes. The remaining concentration of dye in aliquots was determined by UV-Visible spectrophotometer.
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prominent shift in the resultant absorption and most
of the researchers have claimed them as degradation.
In this study, we have made an attempt to determine
whether it is degradation or decolorization. The details are describe as follow:

combined in a single experiment. The percent decolorization was determined using formula 1. The fungal mass was crushed and filtrates obtained were
subjected to FTIR and mass analysis.

%1.%#*6-5*::*6*4>:2:7/;1.5.;*+7
42;.:The filtrates obtained were subjected to FTIR
and mass analysis. The supernatants after decolorization process which might contain biotransformation products of dyes, were extracted with dichloromethane and dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate. These samples were then mixed with KBr
and pellets were made which were fixed in sample
holder and analyzed on Shimadzu FT-IR Spectrophotometer (FTIR-8400). The extracted samples
were also subjected to mass analysis by FAB technique.

$.4.,;2767/;1.+.:;/<60*4:;9*26The decolorizing ability of the selected fungal strains is evident from photograph shown in Figure 1. Amongst
the selected fungal strains, have shown the
best decolorization of 95% (Table 1) as compared to
the other fungal strains andwas therefore used in the
subsequent experiments. In literature   has
been reported as effective in dyes degradation studies [13].
8;25<5;.58.9*;<9.The best dyes decolorization was achieved at a temperature of 25°C (Table 2) with a decolorization value of 93.9%. At 30°C,
the decolorization was 62.8%. It means that at room
temperature the enzymes activities were maximum
that allows maximum growth and as a results high
decolorization was observed. Above 30°C temperature the decolorization activities/enzymatic functions of selected fungi gradually decreases and at
50°C, the decolorizing activity was significantly
suppressed that may be due to the deactivation of enzymes at elevated temperature [14].
% 
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;2767/925*9.6.+4<.
+>:.4.,;.-/<602

*

S. No
01
02
03

Fungal strain

 


De colorization %
70
95
68

% 
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;=*927<:;.58.9*;<9.
S. No
01
02
03
04

Temperature (°C)
25
30
37
50

Decolorization %
93.90
62.80
36.19
17.00

% 
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;-2//.9.6;,76,.6;9*;276
7/*4

+
&# 
.,74792?*;2767/->.+>;19..-2//.9.6;/<60*4
:;9*26:*./79.-.,74792?*;276
+/;.9-.,74792?*;276

S. No
01
02
03
04
05

#$&%$$&$$ 

NaCl (g)
0.1
0.2
0,3
0,4
0.5

Decolorization %
79.04
45.60
37.40
26.00
19.00

8;25<5*4,76,.6;9*;276For the determination of effect of NaCl concentration on dye decolorization, the NaCl concentration was varied in a
series of test tubes while other parameters were kept
constant. The best decolorization was observed at
0.1 g/L of NaCl concentration for which the percent

Very less is known about the exact phenomenon taking place during the course of dye decolorization/degradation by microorganisms. Most of the
studies (except very few), the decolorization processes have been monitored by UV/Vis. spectroscopy where a minute change in the structure cause
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8;25<58 To determine the optimum pH
value for the decolorization process, the decolorization experiments were carried out at acidic, basic,
and neutral pH. The efficient dye decolorization was
observed at neutral pH, as normally the fungal enzymes shows maximum activity at neutral pH. As is
evident from Table 6, the percent decolorization increases from pH 4 to 7 while above pH 7, a decline
was observed. This shows that fungus is able to grow
in a wide range of pH from 4 to 7, showing the dye
degradation efficiency of 80–99.04%. The fungi
shows maximum degradation at acidic and neutral
pH while the degradation was less at basic pH. Maximum degradation efficiency of 99.04% was observed at pH 7. This could be explained by the fact
that the fungal ligninolytic enzymes show maximal
activity at acidic and neutral pH. Similar results have
been observed by Senthilkumar et al [17] in which
95% decolorization was observed by them at pH 7
for amido black 10B. For the enzyme laccase (produced by various fungi), optimum pH is dependent
on substrate, oxygen, and the enzyme concentration.
Highest activity have been reported for this enzyme
is from pH 3 to 6 [18]. Enzymatic activity of this enzyme usually decreases at higher pH due to binding
of hydroxide anions to T2/T3 copper centers thus interrupting normal electron transfer [19].

decolorization was 79.04%. However, with increase
in NaCl concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 g/L, there was
a decrease in the decolorization ability of the fungi
which may be due to toxic effects of NaCl on the responsible enzymes (Table 3). At 0.5 g/L of NaCl
concentration the decolorization was suppressed up
to 19%. At 0.1 g/L NaCl concentration optimum decolorization was observed (79.04%). The general effect of NaCl was toxic one as even at optimum condition lower activities were recorded.
8;25<5 04<,7:.,76,.6;9*;276 Glucose is
consumed as a source of carbon by fungi and acts as
the primary nutrient in decolorization of dyes [15].
The effect of glucose on percent decolorization was
determined by changing the amount/concentration of
glucose from 0.1 to 0.5 g/L to get the optimum glucose concentration at which the best decolorization
occurs. With the increase in glucose concentration,
the growth of fungi increases and larger mass of mycelium were available for the decolorization activity.
Also enzymatic activity of fungi is high when glucose is present in high amount in growth media. The
high rate of decolorization was observed with the increase in the concentration of glucose from 0.1 to 0.5
g/L. The best decolorization (98%) was observed in
test tube containing 0.5 g/L glucose (Table 4). This
could be explained by the fact that at higher glucose
concentration the fungal mycelium growth was
higher and larger mass of mycelium were available
for the degradation of dye molecules [16].

% 
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;-2//.9.6;26;.9=*47/
;25.-*>:
S. No
01
02
03
04

% 
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;-2//.9.6;,76,.6;9*;276
7/04<,7:.
S. No
01
02
03
04
05

Glucose
concentration(g)
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Decolorization %

Time (days)
07
14
21
28

Decolorization%
41.8
61.9
78.5
95.0

%
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;-2//.9.6;8

23.80
41.00
58.00
78.00
98.00

S. No
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

8;25<5 %25. To determine the effect of
contact time and establish optimum time required for
decolorization, inoculated test tubes were incubated
for different interval of time. The aliquots were taken
from the incubated test tubes at various time intervals (days) and were analyzed for the dye concentration. The results are shown in Table 5. The best decolorization was achieved after 4 weeks. The week
wise results are as follow: first week = 41.8%, second week = 61.9%, third weeks = 78.5% while after
4th week the decolorization was 95% which was considered to be the optimum time. This could be explained by the fact that with passage of time the fungi
adopted itself for the changed environment and then
can utilize it with greater efficiency.

pH
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14

De-colorization %
80.00
85.00
90.00
99.04
62.00
28.00
29.00
30.00
32.30
39.00

8;25<5 ->. ,76,.6;9*;276 The effect of
dye concentration on dye decolorization is presented
in Table 7. It was observed that initially the rate of
decolorization increase with increase of dye concentration from 35 to 89.24% (1.0 to 5.0 mg/L) but after
that the growth of biomass decreased with increase
in dye concentration. With the increase in dye concentration, the growth of the fungal mycelium decreases and also the rate of decolorization decreases
which may be due to toxic effects of dye at higher
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&# 
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/792026*4->.925*9.6.4<.
%
!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;-2//.9.6;,76,.6;9*;276
7/->.:
S. No
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

Concentration(mg/L)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12



!.9,.6;-.,74792?*;276*;,75+26.-78;25*4
,76-2;276:The percent decolorization was 99.5%,
when all the optimal conditions were combined in a
single experiment. As enzymes are biological catalysts and have different optimum temperature, pH
etc. Thus under such conditions the fungal growth
and enzymatic activities are maximum.

%1. %# *6*4>:2: The FTIR spectra of the
original drimarene blue is shown in Figure 2 while
the chemical structure of the dye is shown in Figure
3. The spectrum, exhibits characteristic peaks corresponding to various bond stretching in their expected
regions. A peak at 3782 cm-1 is because of moisture
contents in the sample [21]. An extremely broad and
intense peak at 3448 cm-1 was observed, wherein
several signals come underneath. The characteristic
regions where secondary amines (3100-3500 cm-1)
and sp2-C-H (3100-3000 cm-1) appear, remained unresolved [22]. A peak of moderate intensity at 1732
can be assigned to carbonyl (C=O) group. An intense
peak at 1613 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1668 cm-1 can
be assigned to C=C contained in phenyl and pyrimidine rings. Peaks at 1219 and 1188 cm-1 can be assigned to Ar-F groups [23]. The FT-IR spectra of
treated dye samples under various conditions show
the same sequence of peaks with some shifts. The
major change observed in the spectra of treated dye
under different conditions was the disappearance of
the signal at 1732 cm-1. It clearly supports the fact
that the cleavage of C=O occurs in the molecule of
the dye. This cleavage interrupts the conjugation in
the dye unit and it decolorizes. Another change was
observed in the region of 1189-1219 cm-1 which can
be predominantly assigned to the substitution/removal of C-F function. The conversion of C=O
group possibly into C-OH cannot be confirmed from
the data because of the broad signal in the range of

Decolorization %
23.20
35.00
40.00
66.10
89.24
74.00
65.00
54.00
45.00
35.00
30.00
25.00


&# 
1.52,*4:;9<,;<9.7/-925*9.6.+4<.
concentration consequently effecting its decolorizing capabilities [20]. The class of dye and structure
also inﬂuence the dye degradation [21]. According
to Senthilkumar et al. [17] the growth of biomass decreases with increase in dye concentration which
may be due to the accumulation of growth inhibitory
factors like salt. This also leads to an increase in pH
that retard the growth of the fungal mycelium, thus
effecting the rate of decolorization. The class of the
dye which is deﬁned from its structure also
inﬂuences the dye degradation.
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3100-3600 cm-1, the same also appears in the spectra
of the original dye. From the data so obtained it can
be concluded that the main structure of the dye remains the same with minor changes and degradation
does not occurs as has been observed for other dyes
[24, 25]. It is concluded that the dye structure has not

been degraded by fungi entirely rather the chromophore has been disturbed by cleavage of C=O which
in turn disturb the delocalized electrons throughout
the structure and hence the dye decolorizes. The FTIR dada obtained under various -conditions are summarized in Table 8 and the respective spectra are represented in Figures 4 to 10.

%
%#8*;;.96:7/;1.792026*4->.*6-*/;.9-.09*-*;276<6-.9-2//.9.6;81>:274702,*4,76-2;276:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Functional group/bond
H2 O
NH
C=O
C=C
C-F

Original Dye
3782
3448
1732.08
1613.3
1188.5

NaCl
P
p
A
P
A

Glucose
p
p
A
P
A

Dye Conc
P
p
A
P
A

pH
A
p
A
A
A

Temp
A
p
A
P
A

Time
p
p
A
P
P

&# 
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5*4,76,.6;*;276

&# 
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<504<,7:.,76,.6;*;276
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&#
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<58

&#
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5%.58.9*;<9.
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&#
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5->.,76,.6;9*;276

&#
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5;25.
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&# 
%1.%#:8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;,75+26.-78;25<58*9*5.;.9:
*::$8.,;975.;92,6*4>:2:The mass spectra of the studied compound (dye) are shown in Figure 11-16 for dye degraded under optimum conditions of temperature, H, in the presence of NaCl,
glucose and dye concentration. The samples were
picked from the degraded/decolorized dye and the
mass spectrometric data were collected using FAB
ionization technique. The degraded/decolorized dye
shows similar fragmentation behavior as evident
from the respective spectra but none of the spectra
showed molecular ion peak (M+ 387) for starting material (actual dye) which confirms complete conversion of the parent dye into various constituents. Samples collected for the degraded/decolorized dye
show base peak at m/z = 185 for all samples. The
same can be a fragment with chemical formula,
C11H7NO2. A signal bearing m/z = 207 was also observed for all the samples. This peak has different
intensity for samples collected under different experimental conditions. It shows 30 and 19% intensity
for sample of the dye studied in the presence of NaCl
and under optimal conditions, respectively. The intensity of the same fragment is 56 and 40% for samples studied at optimum pH and dye concentration,
respectively. This m/z value corresponds to a fragment with proposed chemical composition of
C14H7O2 or can be sodium adduct of the fragment at
m/z = 185. A signal with m/z = 277 bearing relative
intensity of ca. 16% was obtained for all the samples
which can predominantly be assigned to a fragment
of chemical composition C17H13N2O2. A minor fragment of m/z = 223 was observed for samples studied



at optimum pH and under all optimal conditions (relative intensity 8%) and dye concentration (16%).
These fragments cannot be justified following the
expected fragmentation pattern of the parent dye.
This is probably the parent fragment of C14H7O2
(m/z = 207) by elimination of NH2. Since degradation is not a simples process and various compounds
are expected to appear in the sample as a result of
degradation (smaller molecules) or rearrangement of
various secondary products of dye molecules (larger
fragments). There are many other fragments with relative intensity of <5% bearing various m/z values
which cannot be assigned. The samples may have
more than one fractions and/or molecules with
higher molecular masses than the parent dye. It is not
easy to conclude on the bases of mass spectrometric
analysis whether the dye has been degraded to
smaller or bigger fragments or the fragments have
been obtained as a result of fragmentation as usually
happen in mass spectrometric analysis. On the bases
of this study, we can only say that the degradation/decolorization of the dye under various experimental conditions follow the same sequence as evident from some of the common fragments in different experimental samples. Although the mass spectra
of the dye showed same fragmentation pattern for the
samples studied under different experimental environment, but it is not easy to say whether fragments
are obtained during the course of decolorization or
they are the result of ionization within the machine. 
By analyzing the results obtained from MS
analysis and FT-IR studies we came to conclude that
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the delocalization of electrons are disturbed due to
the C=O bond cleavage which is the probable reason
of decolorization but extensive decomposition was
not observed. Further studies will be focused to collect information regarding the exact structure and to

extend the same to the possible conversion of C=O
containing persistent pollutants of environmental
concern.



&# 
*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5,76,.6;9*;276

&# 
*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<504<,7:.,76,.6;9*;276
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*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5*4,76,.6;9*;276


&# 
*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<58
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&# 
*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;78;25<5;25.


&# 
*:::8.,;9*7/;1.->.5.;*+742;.:*;,75+26.-78;25<58*9*5.;.9:
 &$ 

The current research work deals with the ability
of to decolorize dye drimarene blue. The decolorization experiments (monitored by UV/Vis.
spectroscopy) were carried out under different physiological conditions. The metabolites were collected
and characterized with the help of FTIR and Mass
spectrometry. The MS analysis showed that same





fragmentation pattern was achieved for samples collected under various conditions. However, it is not
easy to conclude whether fragmentation was due to
degradation of the dye or was the result of ionization
within the machine. The FTIR analysis was successful in explaining the decolorization pattern and
showed that the dye structure has not been extensively degraded by fungi rather the chromophore has
been disturbed by reduction of C=O bond. The re-
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distributed in different area of the world. Different
types of saline soil are developed in coastal areas
and arid and semi-arid areas of each country. Saline
soil will cause damage to the ecological environment and the human living environment. Under the
common impact of natural conditions and human
activities, saline soil is increasingly eroding the
living space of human.
The western part of Jilin lies in the southwest
of Songnen Plain. The saline soil with vertical
joints developments is widely distributed in this
area. It is rich in sodium carbonate and sodium
bicarbonate, and the main mineral components are
feldspar, quartz and illite. Due to historical weather,
environment and human activities and other factors,
the area of saline soil in the west of Jilin is increasing year by year. Now, the Western Jilin saline soil
area is about 1.53×106hm2. Among them, the
heavy salinization land area reached6.74×105hm2,
which is one of the three largest soda and alkaline
earth distribution areas in the world. It is also the
largest area of soda alkaline soil distribution in
China [1-4]. Soil salinization has caused agricultural land, grassland and grassland degradation in Jilin
Province, which has led to desertification and salinization of the land gradually ingravescence, serious deterioration of the ecological environment,
frequent occurrence of natural disasters and other
environmental geological problems. It has a bad
influence on the ecological environment and economic development in the northeast of China [5-9].
The western Jilin saline soil is scattered soil [10-13]
and seasonal frozen soil [14-18], and there are
complicated engineering problems such as dam,
channel slope instability, road pumping, pavement
frost heave, road slope erosion and pipe damage
[19-22].
In this paper, we studied the salinization characteristics, salt and water migration rule of saline
soil in Western Jilin by the material composition,
physical and chemical properties and structural
characteristics of saline soil in Western Jilin. This
will help to enrich the theory of soil salinization
and improve the ecological environment in the
salinization area.



The salinization of land in the west of Jilin
Province has led to the deterioration of the ecological environment and the decrease of the area of
agricultural cultivated land year by year, which has
seriously threatened the sustainable development of
agriculture and economy in the area. To change this
disadvantageous situation, the salinized soil of
Zhenlai, Qian’an, Da’an and Nong’an in western
Jilin province of China is collected for studying the
physicochemical properties, substance components,
structure characteristics and water-salt distribution
characteristics. The results show that: 1) The seasonal variation has a great influence on the physicochemical properties and substance components of
the saline soil. 2) The pore structure of soil shows
that the water migration and salt transport in the
near surface ground is not the decisive role of capillarity phenomenon. 3) Water migration and salt
transport are obviously seasonal. The water migration and salt transport of the soil near the surface
ground is caused by the evaporation and leaching
action. The salt content decreases with depth increasing when the evaporation takes a dominant
position. The salt content firstly increased then
decreased with depth increasing when the leaching
takes a dominant position, and the salt content of
the surface is more than that of the deep soil generally. Furthermore, it is important to understand the
salinization characteristics of salinized soil and to
help agricultural land and ecological environment
remediation.



)'"#
Saline soil, Moisture content, Salt content, Freezing and
thawing cycle, Unconfined compression strength

$"%$
Saline soil refers to the salt content exceeds a
certain amount of soil. The salt content of the saline
soil equal to the ratio of the mass of salt contained
in the saline soil to the mass of dry soil, which is
expressed as a percentage. Saline soil is widely
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$2//74713-+476.3;376:70;2/#;<.@9
/+ Jilin province of China, the general trend of
topography change is high in Southeast and low in
Northwest. According to the geomorphic shapes, it
can be divided into two units: mountain and plain.
Among them, the plain is divided into high plains,
low plains and piedmont inclined plain of Greater
Khingan Range. The study area is located in the
low plain area of Western Jilin province, the elevation is generally 120~200m. It belongs to the declining zone of the Mesozoic sag. Cretaceous continental strata and Quaternary, and lacustrine loose
sediments are accumulated here. The shallow surface of the surface consists mainly of lacustrine
viscidity and silty fine sand sediments. The loess
like soil with vertical joints developments is widely
distributed in this area. It is rich in sodium car-

bonate and sodium bicarbonate, and the main mineral components are feldspar, quartz and illite. So,
the loess like soil provides the parent rock foundation for the formation of saline soil.
The area is mainly surrounded by mountains
such as Changbai Mountain, Xiao Hinggan Mountains and Da Hinggan Mountains. The lithology of
the mountains range is igneous or metamorphic
rock. Rainwater, bedrock fissure water, alpine ice
and snow melt water carrying soluble salts through
the surface and underground runoff to low-lying
plains migration, the formation of the main salt
supply source of the study area. In addition, the
region distributed a large number of lakes (blisters),
forming a vast closed water area. These large and
small lakes (blisters) bring together the surface
runoff, providing the necessary conditions for
evaporation of water and concentration of soluble
salts [23].
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Through observation, combined with related research data and Jilin Meteorological Observatory's
relevant data [24, 25], the following conclusions are
obtained. Since 2003, the average annual temperature in the study area is about 5.7°C (Figure 1). The
earth's surface minimum temperature in the study
area generally occurs in January, and the average
temperature is -17°C; The highest temperature
appears in July, and the average temperature is
26°C (Figure 2).
In the study area, the evaporation effect is
strong in the spring and autumn, and the precipitation is mainly concentrated in 6-8 months. The
annual evaporation is about 2-3 times of the annual
precipitation. Under the strong evaporation, the
higher salinity groundwater migrates from the underground to the surface and accumulates salt on
the surface of the soil. The freezing time of the
earth's surface soil in winter in the study area is as
long as 5 months, and gradually melted at the end
of March or the beginning of April in the next year.
During the freezing process of the earth's surface
soil, the unfrozen water carries soluble salt move to
the relatively low frozen frontal under the action of
temperature potential; In the spring melting period,




due to the existence of two-direction fusion characteristics, making the salt to the frozen and unfrozen
zone boundary position migration, accumulation, so
that the earth's surface accumulated large amounts
of salt [26].
?8/935/6;+4 /;27. According to the different degree of salinization of saline soil in western Jilin Province, we set up four observation stations in the western region of Jilin Province, including Zhenlai, Da'an, Qian'an and Nong'an (Figure 3).
Each year, in spring (April - May), summer (June August) and autumn (September - November), the
soil samples in the experiment were collected from
vertical sections (0-180 cm) of sampling points at
four observation stations. Among them, Zhenlai,
Nong'an soil samples collected from 3 positions,
Qian'an soil samples collected in 2 positions, Da'an
soil samples collected from the same positions and
the position numbers are represented by I, II and III.
According to the "Specification of soil test (SL2371999)", the soil material composition, physical
properties and chemical composition, and the structural characteristics were tested.

%" 
3:;93,<;37670#+436/#73436;2/'/:;703436 97=36-/
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particles, and the intergranular gravitational force
decreases, resulting in the dispersion of the soil
particles.
The study area is near the surface soil, due to
the high salt content of exchangeable sodium, soil
agglomeration is poor, soluble in water after the
particles themselves have a strong dispersion, the
formation of thicker particles around the combination of water film, which will hinder the rise of
capillary water , So the water migration will be
more difficult; Because of the high content of clay
in the soil, the interaction between soil particles and
water is enhanced, which leads to the weakening of
soil permeability, so the soil permeability is poor,
and it has good water holding capacity. Therefore,
the effect of capillarity on water migration is very
weak in near-surface range.

+;/93+4 7587:3;376 70 ;2/ #734 36 #;<.@
9/+ 9+36 #3A/ 7587:3;376 The soil in the
study area is mainly silty clay, and the content of
clay is high. The soil clay content in the Zhenlai
area is relatively high, and Da'an, Qian'an and
Nong'an are relatively low.
After adding dispersant (SHMP) to the soil in
the study area, the content of silt decreased and the
content of clay increased, but the change was not
significant (Figure.4), content of clay and silt in the
soil are given in Table1.This is due to the study area
of soil with dispersed, and the clay with smaller
particles size are cemented together to form the
secondary silt with larger particle size. When the
dispersant (SHMP) is added, the exchangeable
sodium ion content increases, thus increased the
thickness of the electric double layer around the soil

Position

Zhenlai

Da'an

Qian'an

Nong'an

Depth
(cm)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
100
120
140
160
180
10
20
30
40
50
60
0
20
40
60
80
100
0
20
40
60
80
100


$
76;/6;70-4+@+6.:34;36;2/:734
Clay content (%)
Silt content (%)
Add dispersant
Without dispersant
Add dispersant
Without dispersant
28.82
28.82
57.63
57.63
42.45
42.97
49.18
48.65
45.59
40.35
46.93
52.17
42.45
39.31
47.59
50.73
47.69
42.45
44.30
49.54
42.45
38.26
49.34
53.53
42.45
38.26
49.82
54.01
41.40
40.35
52.94
53.99
42.45
41.93
50.27
50.80
39.31
35.11
53.98
58.17
37.21
34.06
54.55
57.70
27.78
24.63
57.04
60.29
30.92
26.73
56.25
60.44
37.21
29.87
47.26
54.60
31.72
28.14
60.99
64.57
33.07
29.52
58.69
62.24
41.66
40.43
53.44
54.68
40.61
34.98
55.08
60.71
40.61
40.43
54.24
54.43
44.81
45.67
51.17
50.31
8.71
5.48
82.00
93.66
13.11
10.68
78.09
88.28
16.00
13.61
80.48
85.53
16.72
12.88
80.59
86.44
16.00
12.88
78.70
86.51
24.52
20.11
67.66
79.28
8.71
5.48
82.00
85.23
13.11
10.68
78.09
80.51
16.00
13.61
80.48
82.87
16.72
12.88
80.59
86.44
16.00
12.88
78.70
81.82
24.52
20.11
67.66
72.07
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Position
Zhenlai
Da'an
Qian'an
Nong'an

Primary
mineral
(%)
89
77
91
85

Secondary
mineral
(%)
11
23
9
15

Relative content of various minerals(%)
Quartz

Feldspar

Plagioclase

Calcite

Illite

37
35
53
45

21
20
23
17

31
22
15
23

2
5
3
5

4
12
4
7

Kaolinite
3
6
2
3

Illite mixed
layer
2

36/9+4 7587:3;376 The mineral composition of the observation sites in the study area is
similar, mainly to the original mineral, and contains
a certain amount of secondary minerals. As the
study area is located in the temperate semi-arid
climate zone, the original mineral contains a large
amount of quartz minerals, but also contains a certain amount of feldspar, calcite. Clay minerals in
secondary minerals mainly contain illite, a certain
amount of kaolinite and imone mixed minerals, no
montmorillonite (Figure.6). The mineral composition of soil in the study area is given in Table 2. 

The variation law of clay content with depth in
the study area is opposite to that of silt particles.
Because the soils of the different observation sites
in the same season, the variation law of clay content
with depth is different, and the change is weak, and
the content of silt is the same too. Therefore, the
influence of seasons on the variation of clay and silt
content with depth in the study area is very weak
(Figure.5).
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Secondary mineral

b. Da'an
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d. Nong'an
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The illite crystal is connected by potassium
ions and sodium ions. If there is abundant sodium
ion in the soil water, the Illite also has the properties of sodium montmorillonite after a large number
of adsorption of sodium ions [27-29]. Because of
the existence of a certain amount of illite smectite
mixed layer mineral in the clay minerals of the
study area and the sodium ions in the pore water
content are very high, so the soil has strong hydrophilicity, expansibility and dispersion.
The mass fraction of secondary minerals in
soil of observation sites in the study area is from
5% to 30%, and the mass fraction shows a trend of
increasing with the increase of depth (Figure 7).

'+;/9 76;/6;The moisture content of soil
near surface is low, and the soil is hard plastic or
plastic. The value of Ip (plasticity index) is 7~17,
and that of individual soil is greater than 17. From
the plastic distribution map, it can be seen that the
near surface soil in the study area is low liquid limit
clay (Figure 8).
The natural moisture content of each observation site in the study area is mostly between 1.9%
and 31%, and both are lower. In the four study areas,

the moisture content of Da'an and Nong'an was
higher than that of Zhenlai and Qian'an (Figure 9).
In Zhenlai area (Figure 9a), the soil water content in the near surface area of spring increases with
the depth, after reaches the peak value, the change
of water content gradually tends to be stable with
the increase of depth; the soil water content in the
near surface area of summer decreases with the
depth, after reaches the peak value, the change of
water content gradually tends to be stable with the
increase of depth.
In Da'an area (Figure 9b), the soil water content in the near surface area of autumn increases
with the depth, after reaches the peak value, the
change of water content gradually tends to be stable
with the increase of depth.
It can be seen that the water content of nearsurface soils in the study area is influenced by the
season and shows different laws, which is mainly
due to the effect of evaporation (spring and autumn)
or rainfall leaching (summer). However, as the
depth increases, the effect of evaporation or rainfall
gradually decreases, and the change in moisture
content tends to stabilize generally (Figure 9).
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%"
"/4+;376:238,/;>//6:734791+63-5+;;/9-76;/6;+6../8;2
91+63- +;;/9 Organic matter refers to a
substance derived from life in the soil. These
include soil microorganisms, soil animals and their
secretions, as well as plant debris and plant
secretions in the soil. It has strong hydrophilicity,
can improve soil water storage capacity, and reduce
soil permeability.
The soil in the study area belongs to organic
soil, and the content of organic matter is generally
low (Figure 10): The content of organic matter in
Zhenlai area ranges from 0.1% to 0.97%; The content of organic matter in Da'an area varied from
0.09% to 0.94%; In Qian'an area , the highest organic matter content could reach 1.26%; Organic
matter content in Nong'an is highest, its maximum
value can reach 1.57%; The soil organic matter
content in the northern region is lower than that in
the southern region (From the north to the south,
followed by Zhenlai, Da'an, Qian'an and Nong'an).
The content of organic matter of near-surface
soils in the study area is higher than that in deep



soil. On the depth profile, the content of organic
matter on the whole shows a trend of decreasing
with the increase of depth. As the study area belongs to the semi-arid continental monsoon climate,
the winter is cold and long, and the other seasons
are dry, windy, and little rain, resulting in less debris is produced by the animals, plants and their
activity near the surface of the earth, and the
amount of humus formed by the debris is also less,
so the organic matter content is relatively low. As
the animals and plants are mainly in the nearsurface range of activities, so the formation of organic matter is mainly concentrated near the surface
soil of the profile, and the content of organic substance in the deep soil is relatively less.

2@:3-+4 +6. 2/53-+4 978/9;3/: 70 ;2/
#73436#;<.@9/+#74<,4/#+4;The soil mass in
the study area have dispersion, and the migration of
water and salt is mainly caused by freeze-thaw,
evaporation and leaching. Generally, within the
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(2) It is hot and full of rain in the summer, and
the air is humid. The leaching effect makes dominate role in this process. In the depth profile, the
soluble salt content will increase firstly in the nearsurface range, and then decrease with the increase
of depth. On the whole, the content of soluble salt
tends to decrease with the increase of depth. As
shown in Figure 12a, "Z I 2008-07" and other
curves. This is because, first of all, the dispersion of
soil near the ground surface is stronger, and the
pore of soil is smaller; Secondly, the organic content of soil near the ground surface is higher, and
the organic matter is hydrophilic, which can improve the water holding capacity of soil. As a result, soil permeability in the near-surface area is
relatively poor, and leaching can only affect the
near-surface range.
(3) It is drought and less of rain in the autumn.
With the evaporation, the salt of soil accumulates
again. Therefore, the soluble salt content of soil
appears to decrease trend with the increase of
depth. As shown in Figure 12b, "D 2009-11" and
other curves.
The soluble salt content of soil in the study area varies with depth (Figure.12).

#734 2 The soil pH values of each observation site in the study area are all greater than 7, and
the soil is in the alkaline environment. The pH
value of near-surface soil is higher than that of deep
soil, so the dispersion of near - surface soil is
stronger than that of deep soil.

depth range of the soil profile, the soluble salt
content of the near surface is generally greater than
that of the deep soil. If evaporation is dominant, the
content of soluble salts increases with depth and
shows a downward trend; If the leaching is
dominant, the content of soluble salt will increase
first and then decrease with the increase of the
depth. The contents of soluble salt in the spring and
autumn are the highest.
The cations in the near surface soil of the
study area mainly include Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, and
the anions mainly contain HCO3-, SO4-2, Cl-.
Among them, the exchangeable Na+ content is more
(Figure. 11). It can be seen that the content of sodium salt in the soil mass is higher, the presence of
sodium ions increases the thickness of the electric
double layer around the clay particles, reducing the
attractiveness between the particles, so that the near
surface soil mass has a strong dispersivity. Therefore, the capillary action of near surface soil mass is
very weak, and the transport of water and salt in
soil mass is mainly caused by freeze-thaw, evaporation and leaching.
(1) After nearly 5 months of long winter, during the freezing process, the water and salt in the
soil mass move to the surface, so that near the surface of the soil can be produced salt accumulation
in winter; In spring, there is more droughty and
more wind and less rain. The evaporation is dominant, and the salt is further accumulated to the
earth's surface. Therefore, the content of soluble
salt in soil decreases with the increase of depth, as
shown in Figure 12a, "Z I 2009-05" and other
curves.

a. Zhenlai

c. Qian'an

b. Da'an
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the greater the pH value of the solution, the greater
the thermodynamic potential, the thicker the diffusion layer, the smaller the attraction between soil
particles, the stronger the soil dispersion.
On the whole, the pH value of soil in study area shows a decreasing trend with the increase of
buried depth, which is basically the same law as
that of soluble salt with the burial depth (Figure.13).

This is because, in general, the greater the difference between the pH value of the solution and
the isoelectric pH value of the mineral, that is, the
greater the pH value of the solution, the greater the
thermodynamic potential, the thicker the diffusion
layer, The smaller the attraction, the stronger the
soil dispersion. This is because, in general, the
greater the difference between the pH of the solution and the isoelectric pH of the mineral. That is,
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The change of soil cation exchange capacity in the
study area is affected by the soil composition and
seasonal variation.
The cation exchange capacity of soil in
Zhenlai area (Figure 14a) is 7.91 ~ 18.64mmol / hg.
In spring and summer, the peak values of soil curve
appear in 20cm and 30cm respectively. The curve
increases firstly with the depth increasing, and
decreases with the increase of the depth after reaching the peak value.
The cation exchange capacity of soil in Qian'an area (Figure 14c) is 6.21-14.16mmol/hg. In
spring, the peak values of soil curve appear in 20cm
and 40cm respectively. The curve increases firstly
with the depth increasing, and decreases with the
increase of the depth after reaching the peak value.
In conclusion, the cation exchange capacity of
soil in the study area is between 2.52 and
20.95mmol/hg. In conclusion, the cation exchange
capacity tends to increase firstly and then decrease
in the soil depth profile. However, due to seasonal
variation and material composition of the different,
the peak value appears at different depth within the
range from 10cm to 40cm (Figure 14).

#;9<-;<9+4 2+9+-;/93:;3-: 70 ;2/ #734 36
#;<.@ 9/+ The water migration and frost heave
characteristics of soil are directly affected by pore

distribution characteristics [30]. The upward
transport of soil salt with water is one of the main
reasons for soil salinization. The capillary phenomenon of the soil usually refers to the movement of
water in the capillary pores. The rising height of
capillary water is mainly affected by the pore characteristics in soil. In the pores within a pore size of
2 to 500 um, capillary water is usually existed. If
the soil contains more large pores, the capillary
force is very weak, it is difficult to form capillary
waterIf the soil contains more tiny pores, the
bound water film around the soil particles may be
filled with pores, so that it will no longer have capillary water.
Wang [31, 32] uses a large amount of statistical data and the concept of scale-free property in
fractal geometry, and according to the pore distribution of the actual measurement soil, the criterion of
pore size division for cohesive soil is put forward.
In general, according to pore diameter nodes
0.04μm, 0.4μm, 4μm  40μm, the pores are divided into 5 pore sizes: micro pore, small pore, medium pore, large pore and extra-large pore. In this
paper, according to the above division principle, the
porosity of the original soil in the study area is
obtained, and the pore distribution condition of the
original sample in each interval is obtained, as
given in Table 3.
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Numbering
ZB2009-05
DB2009-11
NB2014-10

$ 
79/.3:;93,<;376-2+9+-;/93:;3-:70<6.3:;<9,/.:734:+584/:
Percent content (%) of different pore sizes (um)
Depth
Porosity
(cm)
(%)
<0.04
0.04-0.4
0.4-4
4-40
>40
30
28.71
7.29
9.30
49.55
19.01
14.85
30
30.51
22.20
9.29
21.13
24.19
23.19
30
19.72
14.67
9.40
11.99
55.67
8.27
generated around the soil particle, which results in
the block of the capillary water migration. Both
water migration and salt transport are weak. Thus,
the water migration and salt transport of the soil
near the surface ground is caused by rather the
evaporation, leaching and freeze-thaw action than
the capillarity effect which is considered as the
traditional view.


'$#

As can be seen from Table 1: the porosity of
Zhenlai, Qian'an and Nong'an are relatively low.
The porosity is between 19.72%-30.51%. The near
surface porosity of Zhenlai and Da'an greater than
Nong'an. The pores in the near surface soil are
mainly medium and large pores, however, the pore
size smaller than 2um of the micropores and fine
pores also account for a large proportion. Under
pore structure characteristics conditions mentioned
above, there will be a large amount of bound water
film around the soil particles to prevent the migration of capillary water, the capillary phenomenon of
the soil will be hampered, the migration phenomenon of water and salt in the soil will be very weak.
Therefore, the process of accumulation of salt in the
near surface range is not the traditional view that
the capillary phenomenon played a decisive role.
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In this paper, the characteristics of salinization
and the law of water and salt migration in the saline
soil of Western Jilin are studied, and some conclusion can be drawn., which are as follows:
(1) The soil of the study area is mainly composed of quartz, feldspar and illite. Some kaolinite
and illite smectite mixed layer are also included.
Also, the high content of Na+ leads the soil to have
the properties of sodium montmorillonite, such as
hydrophilia, expansibility and dispersity.
(2) The water content, organic content of the
soil near the surface ground is influenced by the
season heavily. With the depth increasing, the season influence decreases.
(3) In the study area, the salt content decreases
with depth increasing when the evaporation takes a
dominant position. The salt content firstly increased
then decreased with depth increasing when the
leaching takes a dominant position.
(4) The distribution characteristics of the soil
in the study area can be observed: In the vertical
direction, the salt content of the surface soil is more
than that of the deep soil generally. In the horizontal direction, the content of the organic matter in the
north part is more than that of the south part (From
north to south: Zhenlai, Da’an, Qian’an, Nong’an).
(5) The pores are mainly macropore and mesopore. And the pore less than 2mm also has large
proportion. The content of Na+ is high, thus the soil
particle has strong dispersibility when it is subjected to the water. As a result, the bound water film is
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Cd accumulation and translocation, chlorophyll
contents, photosynthetic parameters, and photosynthetic fluorescence parameters were investigated in
 ! exposed to 10, 50 and 100 μmol/L Cd
for 7, 14, 21 and 28 d. The results indicated that the
Cd contents of different organs increased with increasing of Cd concentration and prolonging of treatment. The contents of Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn decreased
significantly ( ). The low concentration of Cd
(10 μmol/L) did not significantly decreased the chlorophyll content of the leaves, net photosynthetic rate
(Pn) and photosynthetic fluorescence parameters
such as F0, Fm, Fv/Fm, qP and qN. While high concentration of Cd treatment (100 μmol/L) significantly reduced the content of chlorophyll a, b and
a+b ( ), Pn, F0, Fm, Fv/Fm, qP, qN and ETR.
The parameters of Pn, Fm, Fv/Fm and ETR were significantly changed in 50 μmol/L only after long-term
treatment (28 days) ( ).


$" 
Accumulation, photosynthesis, chlorophyll, Cd,
 !Koidz

oxygen species (ROS) by one electron transfer reaction, it can cause oxidative stress in plants by interfering with the redox system [7]. Cd inhibits photoactivation of photosystem 2 (PS;) by inhibiting
electron transfer, so Cd can indirectly produce ROS
by interfering with chloroplasts. In addition, Cd may
stimulate the production of ROS in mitochondrial
electron transport chain [8]. Excessive amount of
ROS in plants can lead to protein structure damage,
membrane lipid peroxidation, destruction of biofilm
system and disturbance of plant physiological metabolism, thus affecting the growth and development
of plants as a whole [9, 10].
There are more than 500 willow species in the
world, mainly distributed in temperate regions of the
northern hemisphere. The willows can adapt to a
wide ecological environment, are wide in geographical distribution, developed in root system, large in
biomass, easy to propagate and strong in adaptability, and have the effects of maintaining water and
soil and promoting environment. In recent years,
willow has been widely used in the remediation of
heavy metal contaminated soil and wastewater. The
European and American scientists used the developed root system of willow as the biological filter,
and planted short-rotation willow coppice (SRWC)
for soil remediation and wastewater renewal, and
transformed the biomass into energy. The willow
can replace coal and oil as fuel, and after the biomass
treatment is carried out, the metal is recovered from
the flue gas or the ash, the volume of the ash is small,
the heavy metal is concentrated, the recovery and the
pollution treatment are easy, and the secondary pollution is prevented. Therefore, the combination of biomass production and phytoremediation has both
ecological and economic benefits. Willow has been
used to remediate heavy metals polluted soils in
many European and American countries, such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, the
Netherlands and so on [11]. Many species and clones
of the genus are involved, such as #", 
$, ! , , ,
,  , , , 
,  #!,  !,  and so on
[12]. The results from Borišev et al. [13] showed that
the biomass and Cd enrichment rate of "

#

 ! 
The rapid development of industrial and agricultural production resulted in a sharp increase in the
pollution of heavy metals in the soil, especially cadmium (Cd)[1]. When Cd was absorbed by plants, the
absorption, transport and distribution of mineral elements were affected through antagonism or synergism, disturbing the normal physiological function
of plants [2]. Treatment of barley with 1 μmol/L Cd
reduced the contents of P, K, Ca, mg, Cu, Fe, Mn,
Zn, Mo and B in barley roots [3]. It was reported that
Cd treatment could reduce the contents of Ca and K
in Cd hyper-accumulated plant  #!
! [4]. Cd stress could inhibit the absorption of
Ca, Mn and Na by water floats [5]. Chen et al. [6]
indicated that Cd stress inhibited the uptake and accumulation of Ca, Mg, P and K in rice. Although Cd
is not a redox metal and does not produce reactive
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were relatively high. Both  $ and 
 ! sprouts had strong growth adaptability
when the concentration of Cd was less than 10 mg/L.
The Cd content accumulated in the aboveground part
and the transfer coefficient of Cd to the aboveground
part of  ! were higher than that of 
$, indicating that tolerance of  !to
Cd was higher than that of $[14]. There
are many varieties of willows, and it has been proved
by many studies that willows are the best choice for
phytoremediation [15].
In this investigation,  ! was used as
the research object, the accumulation and distribution of Cd in its different organs, the effects of Cd on
other elements such as Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn, and the
content of chlorophyll, the level of photosynthetic
parameters and photosynthetic fluorescence parameters in   ! under different concentrations
of Cd stress were studied, which will provide a scientific basis for the use of fast-growing woody plants
for the remediation of heavy metal polluted soil and
water.


  

3185, '10(-5-104 &0( 53)&5/)05 Healthy
and similar-sized woody cuttings of   !
approximately 20 cm long were germinated in plastic boxes filled with distilled water for two weeks
under glasshouse conditions of 23 ± 5 °C and 55 ±
10 % relative humidity. After the seedlings burgeoned, healthy (without leaf chlorotic spots and
withered) and uniform (similar height) plants were
transferred and cultivated to 1/2 Hoagland nutrient
solution spiked with different concentrations of Cd
(10, 50 and 100μmol/L) for 7, 14, 21 and 28 d. The
nutrient solution consisted of 0.75 mmol/L K2SO4,
0.65 mmol/L MgSO4, 0.01 mmol/L KCl, 0.25
mmol/L KH2PO4, 2 mmol/L Ca (NO3)2, 100 μmol/L
FeEDTA, 10 μmol/L H3BO3, 1 μmol/L MnSO4, 0.1
μmol/L CuSO4, 0.05 μmol/L (NH4)6Mo7O4 and 1
μmol/L ZnSO4, adjusted to pH 5.5. The solutions
were constantly aerated with an aquarium air pump
and replaced every week. All treatments were done
in five replicates. Macroscopic observations and all
determinations were conducted at the end of each
time interval (7 d).

the root surfaces. The plants were divided into four
parts: roots, leaves, new stems and old stems. All
dried plant samples were prepared using wet-digestion method [16]. Concentrations of Cd, Fe, Mn and
Zn were analyzed using atomic absorption spectrometer (Perkin Elmer Analyst 400, USA).
)&463)/)051*',.1312,:..'105)054After
measuring non-destructive traits (leaf gas exchange
and photosynthetic and chlorophyll fluorescence),
the same leaves of   ! were gathered to
measure their photosynthetic pigment concentrations after Cd treatment every 7 d. 0.2 g leaf samples
were homogenized in 10 mL of 80 % acetone. Mixture were poured into conical flask and sealed. Conical flasks were stored in the dark at 4 °C for 12 h
prior to spectrophotometric measurements. Pigmentation of the sample was centrifuged (4,000 g) for 20
min and the spectral absorbance of supernatant solution were estimated at 663, 646, and 470 nm using a
spectrophotometer (UV/Vis Spectrometer, Perkin
Elmer Lambda35, Boston, USA).
The chlorophyll contents were calculated as
follows:
Chl a (mg/gFW) = (12.21 × A663 – 2.81 ×
A646)/FW
Chl b (mg/gFW) = (20.13 × A646 – 5.03 ×
A663)/FW
Chl a+b (mg/gFW) =Chl a + Chl b
FW, leaf fresh weight
)&* +&4 )9',&0+) &0( 2,1514:05,)5-' 2&
3&/)5)34 /)&463)/)05 Leaf gas exchange and
photosynthetic parameters: net photosynthetic rate
(Pn), transpiration rate (Tr), stomatal conductance
(Gs) and intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci), were
measured in the fifth fully expanded leaf from the
top shoot of   ! at the end of each time
interval (7 d) with five replications per treatment, using portable photosynthesis system (LI-6400, LICOR, Lincoln, USA) at ambient relative humidity
(50 – 60 %), a reference CO2 of 380 μmol/mol, a
flow rate of 500 μmol/s, and photosynthetic active
radiation (PAR) of 1,000 μmol/m2/s. The measurements were performed between 10:00 and 12:00 a.m.
under the greenhouse conditions described above.
Data were given and recorded by the machine.
,.1312,:..*.613)4')0')2&3&/)5)34/)&4
63)/)05 Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters
quenching analysis was carried out at room temperature with a portable fluorometer (LI-6400, LI-COR,
Lincoln, USA). The plants each treatment were darkened for 12 h prior to measurement. The fifth fully
expanded leaf from the top shoot at the end of each
time interval (7 d) were selected to measure the chlorophyll fluorescence parameters with five replications per treatment. The minimal Chl fluorescence
(F0) level was measured after applying a far-red
pulse for 6 s and the maximal fluorescence (Fm) was 

)5)3/-0&5-10 1* ( &0( 15,)3 /-0)3&.4
Plants of  ! exposed to 10, 50, and 100
μmol/L Cd solutions for 28 d and control were harvested respectively based on uniformity of size and
color (removing the greatest and the smallest plants
and then selected randomly). The plants were
washed, thoroughly with running tap water, and then
with de-ionized water. After removal of necrotic and
putrid tissue, the roots were immersed in 20 mmol/L
EDTA-Na2 for 15 min and rinsed in de-ionized water, to remove traces of nutrients and Cd ions from
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**)'541*(-**)3)05('10')053&5-10410.)&*1*    &*5)3 (53)&5/)05
! 

The plants of control group grew well, the
branches were lush and the leaf color was bright
green. The number of branches in the 10 and 50
μmol/L Cd treatment groups was less, the leaf fading
phenomenon was obvious, and the branches in the
100 μmol/L Cd treatment group were sparse, and the
number of branches in the 100 μmol/L Cd treatment
group was less than those in the other groups. The
whole leaf yellowed seriously, and yellow spots appeared at the edge of leaf (Fig. 1).

registered after applying a 0.8 s saturating flash.
Maximal photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm)
was expressed as: Fv/Fm = (Fm – F0)/Fm. Efficiency
of energy harvesting by open reaction centres of photosystem II for light-adapted leaves were calculated
as follows: Fv’/Fm’ = (Fm’ – F0’)/Fm’, where, F0’ is
minimal fluorescence of a momentarily darkened
leaf, and Fm’ is maximal fluorescence during a saturating flash light of > 7 mmol/m2/s. Photochemical
quenching (qP) was calculated as indicated by the
manufacturer’s manual for the LI-6400 leaf chamber
fluorometer, qP = (Fm’ – Fs)/(Fm’ – F0’), where, Fs is
the Chl fluorescence yield during actinic illumination. Other fluorescence parameters were measured
on light-adapted leaves using the equations of Zou  
. [17] (quantum yield of PSII electron transport,
ФPSII = (Fm’ – Fs)/Fm’; apparent electron transport
rate, ETR = (Fm’ – Fs)/Fm’×PPFD×0.5×0.84; nonphotochemical quenching, qN = 1 – (Fm’ – F0’)/(Fm
– F0)). For the calculation of electron transport rate
(ETR), photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)
was the photosynthetic photon flux density of actinic
illumination, and 0.5 was assumed as the fraction of
the excitation energy distributed to PSII whereas
0.84 was the fractional light absorption of the leaf.

&(/-6/ &''6/6.&5-10 &0( -54 )**)'54 10
15,)3 /-0)3&.4 The accumulation of Cd in 
 ! roots and shoots varied with Cd concentration. The presence of significant correlations between the concentration of Cd and microelements
(Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn) was showed in Table 1. The Cd
content of the roots and shoots increased with increasing Cd concentration. Root was the main organ
accumulating. The levels of Cd in  !were
in the order as follows: roots > new stems ≈ old
stems > leaves. The transfer ratio of Cd in each group
was 30.2, 22.0 and 18.3 respectively after 28 d of Cd
treatment. Cd had inhibitory effects on uptake and
accumulation of Fe, Mn, and Zn except Cu. In the
presence of Cd, the contents of Fe decreased significantly ( ), except for the new stem and
phloem of old stem exposed to 10 μmol/L Cd. At low
concentration of Cd (10 μmol/L), Cd had no obvious
effects on Mn accumulation except for the phloem of
old stem. At high concentrations of Cd (50 and 100
μmol/L), Cd could inhibited Mn accumulation significantly ( ). At high concentration of Cd
(100 μmol/L), Cd had no obvious effect on Cu

5&5-45-'&.&0&.:4-4All statistical values were
calculated using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) program release 17.0 for Windows
(SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) and Sigma Plot 10.0 using means ± standard error (SE). For equality of averages the t-test was applied. Results were considered statistically significant at . Pearson’s
correlation coefficients were used when calculating
correlations between different studied parameters.
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(&0(/-0)3&.).)/)054'105)05-0(-**)3)0513+&041*    60()3(*13 (
Treatment
(µmol/L)

µg/g, DW±SE

Xylem of old
Phloem of old
stem
stem
0
0.00a
0.00a
0.00a
0.00a
0.00a
10
759.53±93.58b
129.94±7.23b
60.83±1.08b
17.32±1.08b
120.56±6.25b
Cd
50
1817.04±105.28c
214.37±8.69c
84.67±3.89c
58.39±3.89c
154.04±7.01c
100
2984.54±198.89d
253.24±9.25d
103.75±5.25d
129.36±5.25d
181.59±7.56d
0
832.00±16.74a
689.98±21.84a
421.67±2.95a
244.06±12.58a 470.09±43.79a
10
621.36±12.58b
641.44±13.47a 355.58±10.46b 183.26±10.32b 347.66±10.55a
Fe
50
554.14±12.57bc
268.24±13.86b 275.55±10.73c 158.46±10.82bc 226.94±10.81b
100
495.19±10.85c
135.27±16.79c 188.49±13.82d
109.27±6.70c
238.43±10.34b
0
34.88±2.43a
29.81±2.16a
47.95±3.10a
18.62±1.07a
35.14±1.84a
10
38.26±1.84a
31.77±1.29a
44.04±2.57a
18.02±1.21a
20.79±1.36b
Mn
50
22.08±1.23b
17.21±1.08b
32.49±1.87b
10.00±0.76b
7.03±0.24c
100
2.73±0.12c
9.92±0.37c
13.82±0.78c
7.05±0.16b
1.71±0.12d
0
16.34±1.82a
13.85±1.06a
13.29±1.43a
10.73±0.48a
12.89±1.07a
10
27.86±1.41b
19.65±0.78b
12.05±0.79a
12.00±061a
14.84±0.67a
Cu
50
33.02±1.81c
16.40±0.67b
18.37±0.85b
17.40±0.67b
15.93±2.41a
100
27.65±0.34b
10.26±0.46a
12.21±0.73a
9.41± 0.43a
14.26±0.86a
0
110.39±3.81a
117.51±4.68a
92.14±6.34a
52.09±2.20a
204.81±10.34a
10
103.39±6.37a
87.23±1.52b
84.4±1.38b
50.24±1.35a
190.23±4.38ab
Zn
50
86.30±1.38b
81.16±2.37b
82.08±1.45b
47.38±1.38ab
188.70±6.27b
100
66.64±1.37c
64.40±1.39c
80.01±2.41b
44.09±1.25b
137.95±4.85c
Data are means±SE (n= 3). Values in the same column followed by different letters differ significantly at .
Root

New stem

Leaf

TF
%
0
30.2
22.0
18.3

posed to 50 μmol/L Cd at 28th d. Compared with control, Ci was decreased significantly ( ) under
treatment with 50 and 100 μmol/L Cd for 14, 21 and
28 d. Tr in the groups exposed to all the Cd concentrations was higher than that of control group during
the 14 d treatment period ( ).

accumulation in comparison with control, except for
the roots. The data showed that Cd also had no effects on Cu accumulation in the phloem of old stem
group exposed to all the concentrations of Cd when
compared to control. 10 and 50 μmol/L Cd could
promoted Cu accumulation significantly ( ),
except for the groups the leaf and xylem of old stem
treated with 10 μmol/L Cd. As for Zn accumulation,
Cd inhibited Zn accumulation significantly
( ), except for the groups (roots, xylem of old
stem and phloem of old stem) exposed to 10 μmol/L
Cd.

**)'51*(102,1514:05,)5-'2-+/)05'10
5)054As can be seen from Fig.2, the high concentrations of Cd (50 and 100 μmol/L) significantly reduced the contents of chlorophyll a, b and a+b
( ) during the whole treatment time, except for
the chlorophyll b content exposed to 50 μmol/L Cd
at the 28th d. The low concentration of Cd (10
μmol/L) did not significantly change the chlorophyll
a, a+b contents. Chlorophyll b content in the group
treated with 10 μmol/L Cd was reduced significantly
during 21 d treatment period.

**)'541*(102,1514:05,)5-'*.613)4')0')
2&3&/)5)34Table 2 showed the changes of photosynthetic fluorescence parameters of   !
treated with different concentrations of Cd for 28 d.
Compared with the control, 10 μmol/L did not
change photosynthetic fluorescence parameters such
as F0, Fm, Fv/Fm, qP, qN and ETR, while 100 μmol/L
significantly changed F0, Fm, Fv/Fm, qP, qN and ETR.
The phenomenon was also observed in qN and ETR
of the groups exposed to 50 μmol/L Cd. The parameters of F0, Fm, Fv/Fm and qP were significantly
changed in 50 μmol/L only after long-term treatment
(28 d) ( ).
!
The most obvious effect of Cd stress on plants
was yellowing and shedding of leaves, disturbing the
photosynthesis process and decreasing of the biomass. When the concentration of Cd was too high, it
would cause the plant growth to stop and even water
loss wilting [18]. In this experiment, Cd had a certain
effect on the growth of  !, and there was

**)'541*(102,1514:05,)5-'2&3&/)5)34
As can be seen from Fig. 3, 100 μmol/L Cd could
significantly decreased the leaf net photosynthetic
rate (Pn) of  !( ) during the whole
treatment time when compared with control. The
phenomenon was also observed in the groups ex-
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no obvious inhibition of plant growth under low concentration of Cd (10 μmol/L) (Fig.1). Under the high
concentration (50 and 100 μmol/L) of Cd, the leaves
were yellowed, and the yellow phenomena increased
with the increase of the Cd concentration. The study
of Meng et al. [19] pointed out that low concentration of Cd did not affect the normal growth and metabolism process of plants, and the biomass even increased, while the high concentration of Cd stress
could obviously inhibit the growth of plants and the
photosynthesis process, which was similar to the results of our study.
The research results of Zhou [20] showed that
the contents of Cd in the organs of #$! were
as follows: root greater than the above-ground part,
stem larger than leaf, Cd mobility 7.4%-30%, and Cd
content of above-ground part more than 100 μg/kg.
Liao et al. [21] showed that the content of Cd in contaminated soil could be reduced 16.3% and 17.2% by
Su-Liu-795 and Su-Liu-172 after one year remediation, respectively, which showed great research and
application value in remediation of soil Cd pollution.
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In this investigation, the Cd contents in different organs of  ! also increased as the concentration of Cd stress increased and the treatment time
prolonged, the Cd contents in the organs of  !
were as follow: roots > new stems ≈ old stems
> leaves, and the highest transfer rate was 30.2% under 10 μmol/L Cd treatment (Table 1), which indicated that  !, like the above willows, also
have a high phytoremediation potential in Cd polluted soils and water.
Cd might affect the uptake and the utilization
of minerals by affecting the number of microorganisms in the soil [7]. Among them, Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu
are the necessary trace elements of plants, and play
a key role in the growth and development of plant
cells [22]. These trace elements can reduce the toxicity of Cd to plants, as they can activate certain resistance and defense mechanisms of the plant [23].
Many studies have shown that the addition of Fe and
Mn to a solution containing Cd can limit the absorption and transport of Cd by plants, while protecting
the chloroplasts and maintaining the activity of certain enzymes, thereby reducing the negative effect of
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Values with different letters differ significantly from each other ( ). Means ± SE, n = 5
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Values followed by different letters (a, b, c) differ significantly from each other ( ). Means ± SE, n= 5

Cd on plants to a certain extent [24]. Liu et al. [25]
and Kovács et al. [26] found that Cd was introduced
into plant cells by competing with the same membrane-binding sites and transporters as Fe and Mn.
In this experiment, the content of Fe and Mn in roots
was negatively correlated with the content of Cd, and
we can speculate that the absorption of Fe and Mn
decreased gradually because the Cd content was increasing all the time (Table 1). Zn, Cu and Cd were
all divalent cations and had similar chemical properties, which could affect the absorption, transport, accumulation of Zn, Cu by Cd through antagonism and
synergistic effects [27].
Many studies showed that the change of chlorophyll content and the damage of chloroplast structure would affect the photosynthesis ability of plants.
Cd treatment resulted in the decrease of chlorophyll
content in leaves, especially high concentration of
Cd. The specific organelle of energy conversion in
plant cells is chloroplast, which is more susceptible
to heavy metals. Cd could inhibit the synthesis of
light-trapping Chla/b-Pro complex in the thylakoid
of chloroplast [28]. When the Cd concentration in
the environment exceeded a certain critical level, the

chloroplast structure will be damaged. When plants
were stressed with high concentration of Cd, the activity of SOD in cells decreased, which weakened
their ability to differentiate O2·-, leading to the conversion of high concentration of O2·- to hydroxyl free
radical (·OH), which directly attacked the unsaturated fatty acids of membrane lipids and led to peroxidation, thus damaged the structure of chloroplast
[29]. Therefore, high concentration of Cd stress
could not only reduce chlorophyll contents, but also
cause irreversible damage to the normal structure of
chloroplasts, and ultimately seriously affect the normal course of photosynthesis in plants [28].
Photosynthetic capacity of plants was affected
by stomatal and non-stomatal factors [30]. This
study indicated that Pn, Gs decreased slightly and Ci
increased slightly under low concentration of Cd
treatment, which may be due to the fact that low concentration of Cd did not damage chloroplast structure of mesophyll cells, and the various stages of
photosynthesis were not significantly affected. Under low concentration of Cd stress, Gs decreased
slightly, which may be due to the failure to consume
CO2 into mesophyll cells in time, so Ci increased
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anism to deal with the damage caused by low concentration Cd stress. However, qP decreased significantly and qN increased significantly under high
concentration of Cd stress. The results showed that
the energy absorbed by antenna pigment decreased
under high concentration of Cd stress, and the energy
transferred to the reaction center and used for photochemical reaction also decreased, but the energy dissipated in the form of thermal energy increased on
the antenna pigment. We hypothesized that the high
concentration of Cd stress resulted in a sharp decrease in chlorophyll content in leaves of  !
 (Table 2), and a sharp decrease in the total
amount of light energy absorbed by it, and the destruction of PSII reaction center, which resulted in a
significant decrease in qP. The energy absorbed by
the antenna pigment increased the excitation pressure of PS;, which might transfer the energy to O2
and form destructive 1O2. At the same time, the decrease of Φ PS; showed that the decrease of carbon
assimilation rate in leaves of   ! under
high concentration Cd stress, which would resulted
in the decrease of demand for ATP and NADPH, and
the accumulation of NADPH and the deficiency of
NADP+. The electrons generated by the excess excitation energy might not be accepted by NADP+, but
transmitted to O2 to form O2·-(Mehler reaction) [32,
33]. O2·-was catalyzed by SOD to form H2O2. If too
much ROS was produced, the chloroplast structure
would be damaged and the photosynthetic efficiency
be reduced [34].

slightly, which may be caused by a protective mechanism of plant itself. However, Pn, Gs and Ci decreased significantly by high concentration of Cd
treatment. Gs decreased 85% and Ci decreased only
45.2%, indicating that the decrease of Pn was caused
by both stomatal and non-stomatal factors in the
leaves of  ![29, 31].
The determination of chlorophyll fluorescence
parameters improves our understanding of photochemical and non-photochemical processes in chloroplast thylakoid membranes. Fv/Fm is often used as
an indicator of photoinhibition or other types of photosystem ; (PS;). In this experiment, high concentration of Cd (100 μmol/L) decreased the Fv/Fm, indicating that the structure of PS; was damaged, and
the decrease of PS ; photochemical efficiency (Φ
PS;) could be partly attributed to the destruction of
antenna pigment. Fig.2 showed that Cd stress led to
a decrease in chlorophyll content, which proved the
above. As a result, the light energy captured and
transmitted to the reaction center of PS; was reduced. Cd stress resulted in a decrease in carbon assimilation and thus increased the reduction degree of
PQ pool in leaves, led to the obstruction of electron
transfer, which was consistent to the result of our investigation that Fv/Fm, Φ PS; and ETR decreased by
Cd stress [8]. The results showed that qP and qN in
the low concentration Cd treatment group changed
slightly (Table 2), which indicated that  !
did not need to initiate the energy dissipation mech-


**)'541*(-**)3)05('10')053&5-104102,1514:05,)5-'*.613)4')0')2&3&/)5)341*    '.10)4
Mean±SE

Time (d)

Treatment
(µmol/L)

7d

14d

21d

28d

F0

0
10
50
100

129.22±1.74a
129.04 ±3.86a
122.56±3.19a
115.53±7.58b

126.94±3.05a
123.70±8.56a
121.08±4.52a
112.94±7.32b

123.32±1.33a
121.73±7.17b
119.08±8.20b
109.49±4.72c

118.95±4.53a
114.73±7.17b
109.10±6.52a
105.53±3.26c

Fm

0
10
50
100

732.64±13.92a
721.65±27.69a
705.00±17.55b
690.34±37.70b

703.10±17.38a
695.62±51.91b
690.80±9.48a
657.12±56.00a

687.04±29.91a
676.21±23.12b
668.75±50.87b
646.31±39.37c

673.10±22.98a
664.95±52.35a
651.72±46.24b
634.95±52.35c

Fv/Fm

0
10
50
100

0.82±0.00a
0.82±0.00a
0.81±0.00a
0.78±0.00a

0.82±0.01a
0.81±0.00a
0.81±0.01a
0.78±0.00a

0.82±0.00a
0.81±0.01a
0.80±0.00a
0.72±0.00b

0.82±0.00a
0.81±0.00a
0.79±0.0b
0.71±0.01b

qP

0
10
50
100

0.90±0.03a
0.88±0.02a
0.83±0.02a
0.82±0.01a

0.85±0.01a
0.85±0.01a
0.83±0.00a
0.81±0.01a

0.83±0.01a
0.82±0.01a
0.81±0.01a
0.80±0.01a

0.81±0.02a
0.81±0.01a
0.79±0.02a
0.65±0.05b

qN

0
10
50
100

0.61±0.03a
0.62±0.02a
0.72±0.01a
0.89±0.02b

0.61±0.04a
0.63±0.04a
0.73±0.02b
0.91±0.05c

0.64±0.27a
0.63±0.05a
0.74±0.02a
0.94±0.07b

0.66±0.09a
0.68±0.02a
0.74±0.08a
0.98± 0.04b

ETR

0
10
50
100

78.73±1.72a
75.72±1.25a
69.45±1.00a
55.37±2.00a

71.36±7.45a
72.13±2.40b
65.64±0.96a
48.42±1.03b

71.79±0.76a
68.17±1.36a
58.42±1.03a
44.31±1.48b

71.63±1.58a
64.17±1.36a
51.45±3.97b
31.86±4.58b

Values followed by different letters (a, b, c) differ significantly from each other ( ). n= 5
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Based on the results got in this investigation, it
is concluded that:  !can be considered as
an efficient phytoextraction plant as it has considerable ability to accumulate Cd (Cd concentration in
shoot exceeding 0.01% (w/w)). Cd can inhibited the
uptake and accumulation of Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn in 
 !. 50 μmol/L and 100 μmol/L Cd significantly reduced the content of chlorophyll a, b and
a+b ( ). 10 μmol/L Cd did not significantly
change the chlorophyll content of the leaves. Pn was
significantly decreased by 100 μmol/L Cd, decreased significantly under 50 μmol/L Cd treatment
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crobiota by restoring suppressed bacteria and production of antimicrobial substances to inhibit the
growth of more pathogens, iv) being present in substantially high concentrations in the final product
(107-109 cfu mL-1 or g-1) by retaining viable/stable
during storage and use, v) being amenable to cultivation on an industrial scale, and vi) having welldocumented and approved beneficial health effects
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
In the search for functional foods and/or ingredients that can enhance health, particular attention
were drawn to some non-digestible ingredients,
called as “prebiotics”, mainly because of their ability
to manipulate the composition of colonic microbiota
in human gut and selectively stimulate the growth
and/or activity of probiotic bacteria in the colon.
Prebiotics cannot be digested by enzymes in the
small intestine but are fermented by probiotic bacteria in the large intestine. However, the ability of probiotic microorganisms to metabolise the prebiotics is
strain and substrate specific [13, 14, 15].
The prebiotic compounds, classified on the basis of their chemical nature, chain length or degree
of polymerization (DP) and mode of usage, are categorized as saccharide derivatives, proteins or peptides, and lipids. Most of these prebiotics are saccharide derivatives mainly of plant-origin including several oligosaccharides (namely fructo-, gluco-,
galacto-, isomalto-, xylo-, and soy-oligosaccharides), inulin, lactulose, lactosucrose, guar gum, resistant starch, pectin and chitosan [16, 17].
Mushrooms are widely consumed as a special
delicacy particularly for their specific organoleptic
properties [18, 19]. They become a great interest as
a functional food ingredient, as being high in dietary
fiber, minerals, vitamins and protein, and low in fat,
depending on anti-oxidant, anti-carcinogenic, antiinflammatory, anti-diabetic, anti-fungal, anti-viral,
anti-parasitic, anti-allergenic, immuno-modulating,
hypotensive and hypertensive properties with inhibition of platelet aggregation and lowering of blood
sugar [20, 21]. Recently, mushrooms have been recognized as promising source of prebiotics due to
their bioactive components that have been reported
to improve host health [4, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. The

Prebiotics are included in many food formulations, especially in dairy products, in order to promote the growth of probiotics along with improvement of the nutritional quality. In this study, the ability of !%#&& to ferment mushroom
extracts as a potential prebiotic substrate was investigated. It was found that & employed in the
current work was able to ferment selected mushroom
extracts.



)' "#
!%#&&, probiotic, prebiotic, mushroom

$" %$ 
Nowadays foods are no longer judged only for
supplementing necessary nutrients for development
and taste but also for their ability to improve health
and well-being of consumers and contribution to disease prevention. A food that contains biologically
active components which beneficially improves host
health, in particular gastrointestinal functions, along
with basic nutrition is known as "Functional food"
[1, 2, 3,4].
Probiotic bacteria are the most extensively
studied microorganisms for development of functional dairy products. Probiotic is derived from Latin
preposition “"#!” which means “for” and Greek adjective “!%!$” meaning “life” [5, 6]. The term
probiotic is currently used to name “live microorganisms which when administered in adequate amounts
confer a health benefit on the host” by Joint
FAO/WHO Working Group [7]. To achieve a successful outcome of the probiotic therapy, the culture
must comply certain requirements such as i) being a
non-pathogenic, non-toxigenic inhabitant of the intestine, ii) having the capacity to survive for efficient
gut colonization by resisting to gastric acidity, bile
and pancreatic enzymes (PE) and adhering to intestinal mucosa cells, iii) enhancing the intestinal mi-
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=*4<*;2767/8=*4<.:7/ 76;1.5.-2<5:<884.5.6;.->2;1-2//.9.6;5<:19775.?;9*,;:
;197<017<;/.95.6;*;276
Int., CA, USA, and  && 2 from ChangshaVigarous Tech. Co. Ltd., China. 

.;17-:97>;15.-2**6-,<4;<9.89.8*
9*;276To study the ability of !%#&
& (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany) to utilise
sugar-free TPY (Tryptone Peptone Yeast Extract)
broth was used as a basal growth medium. The basal
medium had the following components (concentrations in g per L); tryptone (10.00), peptone (5.00),
yeast extract (2.50), glucose (5.00), Tween 80 (1.00),
K2HPO4.3H2O (2.00), MgCl2 (0.50), ZnSO4.7H2O
(0.20), CaCl2 (0.15), FeCl3.6H2O (0.003) and L-cysteine HCl (0.50). The medium was sterilized at
121oC for 15 min. Stock solutions of glucose and
mushroom extracts were filter-sterilized by using
0.45 μm pore size membrane filters (Millipore).
Sterile substrate solutions were added into basal
TPY broth-medium to obtain final carbohydrate concentrations of 1% w/v for glucose and 0.5% w/v
mushroom extracts. Bacteria were routinely cultured
using MRS broth at 37°C, under anaerobic conditions (jars with AnaeroGen Gas Packs, Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK). &was activated from stock
cultures (-80oC) for overnight incubation at 37oC in
MRS broth [35]. The initial &concentration
was approximately 8-9 log cfu mL-1 for fermentation
on all treatments as i) negative control (control) containing only basal medium, ii) positive control containing basal medium+1% glucose, and iii) basal medium+0.5% individual mushroom extract. Fermentation was carried out in an incubator at 37oC for 48 h.
pH and optical density (OD600) was determined
throughout fermentation. All incubations were performed under anaerobic conditions.

.95.6;*;276 *6- 097>;1 .=*4<*;276 The
growth of  & was quantified by measuring
the OD at 600 nm using a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV 1800, Kyoto, Japan) against basal media.
The absorbency was recorded for the basal medium
inoculated with  & as initial absorbance (0
hour) and during fermentation (on 12, 24, 36 and 48th
hour). pH of the basal TPY media was determined
by direct measurement with a digital pH meter (pH
315i/ SET; WTW, Germany) at room temperature
(25°C). Growth rate (GR) was calculated according
to Azmi et al. [36] by using the following equation:

carbohydrate content of mushrooms, which are
mainly of polysaccharides or glycol-proteins, ranges
from 50 to 90%. They differ greatly in their configuration, chemical composition and physical properties. Major mushroom bioactive compounds are chitin, hemicelluloses, , and +glucan. ,-glucan, having a backbone of glucose residues linked by ,(1→3)-glycosidic bonds with attached ,-(1→6)
branch points, is a promising prebiotic compound
which exhibits anti-tumour and immuno-stimulating
properties [18, 27, 28, 29, 30].
The most cultivated mushrooms worldwide for
the medicinal purposes are #&$$"!#&$ (Button mushroom),  !#&& (Reishi), #
!#! !$(Maitake)  % &$!$ (Shiitake),
&#!%&$ !$%#%&$ (Oyster mushrooms), #&$
) (Hime matsutake), #& # !&$
(Lion’s Mane), !#("$%#$ (Caterpillar fungus), &#& &#& (Wood ear mushroom),
& '&%"$ (Winter mushroom) and !'
#'!' (Straw mushroom) [22].
Recent tendencies in food industry is the production of functional foods containing probiotics
and prebiotics. This is a very promising market, not
only for economic reasons but by scientific evidence
of its benefits on health and well-being. With an increased demand for probiotics and prebiotics introduction of innovative sources of prebiotics such as
mushroom extracts in food formulations seems to be
an attractive alternative, since mushrooms are a very
rich source of polysaccharides used as prebiotics.
However, there is very limited research addressing
the prebiotic effect of mushroom extracts [31, 32, 33,
34]. Therefore, the aim of our study was to evaluate
whether edible mushroom extracts, namely
!#("$ %#$,
#& # &$
 !# && 1 and  !# && 2
might act as growth-promoting substrate for
!%#&&.


$"#$ #

*;.92*4 Mushroom extract powder of
!#("$ %#$, #& # &$ and
 !#&&1 were obtained from Garuda
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GR:OD600 of latest fermentation time– OD600 of its previous fermentation time
OD600 of its previous fermentation time


#;*;2:;2,*4*6*4@:2:The results were tabulated
and graphs were constructed using the Microsoft Excel 7.0 (Version 2000). System ANOVA and Duncan's Multiple Range Test(DMRT) at  
were used to determine mean values and treatment
mean differences by SPSS 22.0, and different superscript lowercase letters denote significant differences between treatments.
Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA; clustering)
was conducted in order to evaluate the normality and
non-normality between the samples using JMP 9.02
for Windows (Version 14). The Ward Method, with
square Euclidean distance, was used to determine the
preliminary number of clusters. 

promoting the activation or development of %!
&$ and !%#& species [39, 40, 41].
Zhao et al. [42] found that mushroom could be used
as a prebiotic carbohydrate source in the catabolism
of   %$, and synbiotic functional foods could
be developed by using ,-glucans of mushroom in
combination with   %$ and other !%
#&species.
$ 
89.:<4;:7/;1.5.-2<5,76;*262605<:19775
.?;9*,;:*6- 26-<9260
;1./.95.6;*;2768.927-
#<+:;9*;.76,.6;9*;276
76;974
4<,7:.
!
   
    
    

"#%$##%## 
The fermentation and acidity-building activity
of & during the 48 h incubation period in the
medium containing mushroom extracts depending
on pH variations were given in Figure 1. The differences between the average pH values were found to
be statistically significant ( ). Examination
of acidity-building activity of  & showed a
progressive acidification and, hence, a relative decrease in pH values during fermentation. For all
mushroom extracts employed the maximum aciditybuilding activity in terms of pH decrease was observed on 36th hour of fermentation (Figure 1).
In Table 1 the effect of mushroom extracts on
average pH values of the medium containing 
&was given. Each mushroom extract was statistically different ( < 0.01) in terms of not only according to the variations in pH values but also depending
on the added substrate to the growth media. Control
group with no carbohydrate had the highest pH value
whereas medium with glucose displayed the lowest.
Among the mushroom extracts, the medium containing the !#("$%#$ extract had the lowest pH
value followed by the  !#&&1, 2and
#&# &$ extract, respectively. It could be
concluded that  & can metabolise carbohydrates and other components in the mushroom extracts as similar to glucose, and develop acidity.
Among the bioactive polysaccharides derived
from various foods, such as cereal, oats, herbs, chicory root, citrus and soybeans, polysaccharides of
mushrooms like #&$) &#&#&#
&#& !%&$ #(%#!"&$  !# &
& $%#&$ %& #& # &$
 % &$!$ &$ %&$and &#!%&$!$
%#%&$are gaining attention as new prebiotic alternatives [23, 28, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38]. Mushroom polysaccharides have been stated to significantly alter the
structure and composition of the intestinal flora by

=.9*0.8&*4<.:
5.49a
4.36e
4.80d
5.14b
4.83c
4.86c

Chou et al. [30] reported that low concentration
(0.1-0.5%) of polysaccharides from  % &
!$$%", &#!%&$#(  and & '
&%"$ enhanced the survival rate of %!&$
!"&$,  $, and !%#& ! &
subsp. ! & during cold storage of yogurt, as the
polysaccharides seemed to exert a synergistic effect
with the peptides and amino acids to maintain the
probiotic content.
 !# && crude polysaccharides
(GLCP) and polysaccharide-fraction number 2 (PF2) were used as carbon sources in the fermentation
with !%#& sp [43]. The extracts showed
potential prebiotic effects in batch-culture fermentation on the basis of increment in the growth of the
bacteria (0.4-1.5 log10 cfu mL-1) after 18 h fermentation.
It was determined that the cell density values of
& increased with increasing acidity during
fermentation. For each mushroom extract evaluated
cell density increased in parallel to the acidity increase (Figure 1, 2). The examination of the effect of
the fermentation period on the cell density values of
& in medium containing mushroom extracts
revealed that the OD600 values increased on the contrary to the decrease in pH during fermentation. The
highest average OD600 was found on 36th hour of fermentation and the lowest average OD600 was on zero
hour of fermentation (< 0.01; Figure 2).
The OD600 values of mushroom extracts observed by metabolism of supplementing 0.5% mushroom extract were statistically different (Table 2.).
The OD600 values of mushrooms extract supplementation had higher values than the control which was
prebiotic substrate free. The highest OD600 values
were determined in !#("$ %#$ and fol-
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& varied between 7.45- to 15.50-fold of its
original cell density over 48 h-fermentation (Table
3). The cell density of & was outstandingly
high for all mushroom extracts on the 36 h. Azmi et
al. [36] reported that ! & showed the highest
cell density after 48 h of incubation on media supplemented with polysaccharides extracted from 
 %!!'$shoots.
Hierarchical clustering is a data analysis tool
that provides dataset summaries by grouping similar
observations into one cluster [49]. In the present case
clustering was used to provide the figuration of utilisation of various mushroom extracts by &
as a potential prebiotic substrate regarding dissimilarities according to growth parameters (optical density and pH). The dendrogram (Figure 3) depicts two
major clusters; and the clustered extracts were notably fermented by the bacteria in a similar way and
enhanced the growth close to glucose-containing
medium. !#("$ %#$ #& # &$
and  !#&&1 were in same cluster and
they were close to glucose, namely positive control.

lowed by !#&&1,2and#&#
 &$ respectively. These findings indicated that
& were able to utilize all four mushroom extracts and could grow well on the medium comprising these extracts.
Foods that contain a mixture of probiotics and
prebiotics are designated as *$( !%”, of which
the prebiotic component selectively stimulates the
growth and/or activate the metabolism of one or a
limited number of probiotic bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract, and thus improving host welfare [44,
45, 46].
There are many factors that affect probiotic
bacteria viability as measured  '%#! or in milk matrix such as presence and utilization potential of
prebiotic substrates, storage temperature, additives,
acidity, formation of hydrogen peroxide, oxygen
content, available sugar concentration (osmotic
stress), water activity (w), and metabolites [47, 48].
In the present study !#("$ %#$ and
#& # &$ extracts were significantly effective on the growth of & in comparison to
 !#&&extracts. The growth rate of 
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reduction, selective catalytic reduction (SCR) as
well as photocatalytic oxidation, however, most of
these methods require high temperatures, specific
equipment or suffer from system contamination and
plugging [5]. Among these technologies, photocatalytic NOx oxidation is an advanced technology
which is attributed to its mild reaction condition and
high utilization efficiency of solar energy and environmental remediation [6, 7].
TiO2 and TiO2-based compounds are the stateof-the-art photocatalysts for the efficient decomposition of NOx due to its strong oxidation ability, high
thermal and chemical stability and low cost [8-11].
According to reported literatures, unique morphologies and structures of material can improve the catalytic activity significantly [12, 13]. For example, nanorods-CeO2-supported Ag exhibited the high catalytic activity toward HCHO oxidation due to the high
surface oxygen vacancy and reducibility [14]. The
reported paper stated that 3D flower-like TiO2 support showed high catalytic activity for the selective
catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxides, which is attributed to alter the surface atomic ratio of
Ce3+/(Ce3++Ce4+) and acid sites [15]. Hence, it is important to engineer TiO2 possessing unique morphologies for improving the photocatalytic property.
Among the many morphologies of TiO2, TiO2 nanotubes are more suitable as a photocatalyst due to
large specific surface area, high ion-exchangeability,
thermal and chemical stability as well as more light
absorption [16]. However, only using TiO2 nanotubes material cannot increase the photocatalytic efficiency observably. The ceramsite with sufficient
mechanical strength, high total porosity, large specific surface area and pore diameter could act as a
support in the ceramsite-modified semiconductor
photocatalyst [17, 18].
This study aims to evaluate the influence of different environmental conditions on the efficiency of
photocatalytic degradation of NOx over ceramsite
loaded TiO2 nanotubes photocatalyst. Obviously, the
evaluated experimental conditions explicitly influenced the removal efficiency of NOx including TiO2
nanotubes loading content, gas humidity, gas flow
rate and inlet gas concentration. It is hoped that the
conclusions deduced are very important for the

The titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanotubes (TiO2NT) coated on ceramsite photocatalyst was prepared
to evaluate photocatalytic degradation property of
nitrogen oxides (NOx). A series of experimental conditions were investigated about the influence of
loaded TiO2 nanotubes amount, NOx concentration,
gas pollutants’ flow rate and relative humidity level
on the photocatalytic activity. Results of the experimental program show that the optimal TiO2-NT content is 0.24 g, and suitable relative humidity (50%)
and low flow rate are beneficial to promote the photocatalytic activity for the degradation of NOx, suggesting that the experimental conditions have an obvious effect on the property of the photocatalyst in
the photocatalytic degradation of NOx.



+)"$%
Titanium dioxide, Nanotubes, Nitrogen oxides, Photocatalytic degradation, Environmental conditions
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Nitrogen oxides (NOx: mainly 90% NO and
10% NO2) in the atmosphere has bring serious environmental problems, such as acid rain, photochemical smog, global warming, haze, ozone accumulation, tropospheric ozone and ozone layer depletion,
which is emitted from automobile exhausts (55%),
chemical industry and fossil fuel combustion in
power plants (45%) [1, 2]. It is believed that NOx
have brought about various health problems of human beings including respiratory diseases (asthma,
pneumonia and lung cancer) and cardiovascular
mortality [3, 4]. Forced by rigorous laws that have
been imposed to protect the environment by establishing limiting values for the concentrations of the
most frequent air pollutants, hence, several efforts
are required to develop technical and non-technical
measures to reduce emission of NOx.
At present, some technologies have been
adopted such as selective non-catalytic reduction,
solid and liquid absorption, plasma assisted catalytic
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4-<-/>1<5D->5:9 :2 =-8;71= X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of sample was tested using CuKα radiation on a D/MAX-2500 X-ray diffractometer (40 kV, 15 mA,  = 0.15418 nm). The scan rate
is 4°/min.The morphology of sample was analyzed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on a
GG314-JEM-2100F equipment.

#4:>:/->-7C>5/ -/>5@5>C >1=> The self-design
experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2. The
test system consists of a set of test gases, a humidifier, three mass flow controllers, a photoreactor, a
light source and a chemiluminescent NOx analyzer.
The photocatalytic reactor, as the body apparatus, is constructed of a bubble column reactor covered with quartz tube. The applied light source is
composed of three fluorescent tube (25W), emitting
the high-intensity UV-A radiation in the range of
300~400 nm with maximum intensity at 365 nm. A
UV lamp covered by a quartz tube was vertically
placed at the center of the reactor. Three different
types of gas, filled in standard gas cylinders. The
model polluted gas is composed of nitric oxide (NO)
which is stabilized in nitrogen (N2). As transport
fluid synthetic air, being composed of oxygen (O2)
is used. The inlet and outlet concentrations of NOx
were measured using a flue gas analyzer (KM9106,
England). From the measurements, the maximum removal efficiency of NOx in the experiment can be
calculated from the equation:

development and application of NOx removal technology.
&$%! &"%

#<1;-<->5:9 :2 &5"  9-9:>?.1= 7:-010 :9
/1<-8=5>1 In a typical procedure, TiO2 nanotubes
(TiO2-NT) were synthesized by a hydrothermal
method as described previously [19]. Typically, P25
was added to 200 ml of 10 M NaOH solution, and
the mixture was hydrothermally reacted at 160 oC for
24 h under stirring. The obtained precipitates were
then washed with distilled water until the pH of the
washing solution reached 7, then the wet powder was
added to 100 ml of 0.1M HNO3 solution, and the
mixture was refluxed at 80 oC for 24 h. The precipitates were then washed with distilled water and
freeze dried. Ethanol solution with different TiO2NT content (0.12 g, 0.24 g and 0.36 g) was coated on
the ceramsite as a supporting substrate. They were
then dried at 80 °C for 1 h, the result is shown in
Figure 1.

NOx removal efficiency (%) =

[NOx ]inlet − [NOx ]outlet
× 100
[NOx ]inlet

Where,
CNOx,initial represents the inlet concentration of NOx;
CNOx,end represents the outlet concentration of NOx.

'$ 
535>-758-31=:2/1<-85=>1--90/1<-8=5>1
7:-010A5>4&5" !&.

$%'&%!%'%%"!

:<;4:7:3C-90=><?/>?<1The XRD pattern
of the as-synthesized TiO2 is shown in Figure 3. All
characteristic peaks of the TiO2 at 25.3°37.87°
48.09°, 53.9°, 55.15°, 62.81° correspond to the
(101), (004), (200), (105), (211), (204) planes, which
can be indexed as TiO2 tetragonal anatase structure
(JCPDS No. 21-1272) [8]. No additional peaks can
be observed, suggesting that the sample are composed of highly pure TiO2. Furthermore, the TEM
image shows that the morphology of as-synthesized
TiO2 is nanotubes structure, and they are well dispersed (Figure 3b).

&411221/>:2&5" 7:-0593/:9>19>To search
out the optimum catalyst for removing the NOx,
comparative experiments were performed under
identical experimental conditions. Figure 4 shows
the removal efficiency of NOx as a function of the
irradiation time for the TiO2-NT/ceramsite catalysts
with various TiO2 contents. It can be observed that
TiO2-NT/ceramsite catalyst with loading content of
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0.24g exhibits the highest catalytic performance, and
the removal efficiency can reach 93.1% under ultraviolet irradiation of 5 min, suggesting that the photocatalytic activity is governed by the loading content of TiO2 nanotubes. When TiO2-NT/ceramsite
catalyst with lower TiO2-NT content, it can act as the
separation centers of electrons and holes, and the
photocatalytic efficiency of the catalyst is improved
with increasing TiO2-NT content. However, excessive TiO2-NT loading contents enhance the recombination of the electrons and holes so that the photocatalytic efficiency of the catalyst is decreased to
some extent. Therefore, the optimal TiO2-NT content (0.24g) is used as the photocatalyst for the subsequent experiments.

&411221/>:2;:77?>-9>/:9/19><->5:9The influence of the pollutant concentration on the NOx
degradation plays an important role. Figure 5 shows
the influence of various NOx inlet concentrations on
the achievable degradation rates. It is obvious from
Figure 5 that the removal efficiency of NOx



decreases with increasing NOx inlet concentration.
Furthermore, the decrease trend of the removal efficiency of NOx is more faster when NOx inlet concentration ranges from 50 ppm to 100 ppm. However,
when NOx inlet concentration continuously increases to 250 ppm, the removal efficiency of NOx
shows slow decrease. Therefore, it also exists a limiting value for the removal efficiency. This is also in
line with the observations reported by Hüsken [20].

&411221/>:23-=27:A<->1Figure 6 presents
the effect of pollutant flow rate on NOx removal efficiency over the TiO2-NT/ceramsite catalyst. As
shown in this figure, the higher the flow rate is, the
faster the NOx passed through the photocatalyst is,
the lower the degradation efficiency of NOx is. It indicates that a certain residence time of the pollutant
gas is required for occurrence of the photocatalytic
degradation. Thus, when the polluted atmosphere
with higher flow rate through the surface, there will
be fewer NOx particles degraded, that is to say, resulting in a lower degradation rate of NOx.


'$ 
%/418->5/05-3<-8:2>411B;1<5819>-7-;;-<->?=2:<;4:>:/->-7C>5/>1=>
! .:>>71 " .:>>71 !".:>>71 41/6@-7@17:A/:9><:771<)->1<=->?<->:<
&18;1<->?<1=19=:<$1-/>:</177!"B-9-7CD1<
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&41<18:@-71225/519/C:2!"*:@1<&5" !&/1<-8=5>1/->-7C=>=A5>405221<19>&5" !&7:-0593/:9>19>=
Conditions: gas flow rate: 300 ml/min; initial NOx concentration: 50 ppm; relative humidity: 50%.



'$
&415927?19/1:2595>5-7!"B/:9/19><->5:9:9<18:@-71225/519/C
Conditions: gas flow rate: 300 ml/min; relative humidity: 50%.



'$
221/>:23-=;:77?>-9>27:A<->1:9!"B<18:@-71225/519/C
Conditions: relative humidity: 50%; initial NOx concentration: 50 ppm.
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Conditions: flow rate: 300 ml/min; initial NOx concentration: 50 ppm.



&411221/>:2<17->5@14?8505>CThe effect of
gas humidity on the removal efficiency of NOx was
investigated in detail. The results are shown in Figure 7. Humidity can have both a negative and positive effect on removal efficiency in which the optimum relative humidity is near 50%. When the humidity increases from 40% to 50%, the removal efficiency is enhanced from 60.7% to 63.5%. It is
mainly because the hydroxyl provided by water molecule can trap photogenerated holes, thereby generating hydroxyl radical (·OH) with very strong oxidizability, which accelerates the oxidation rate of
NOx. When the humidity is further increased from
50% to 80%, the removal efficiency decreases by
11.1%, which is attributed to more active cites occupied by water molecules due to the increase of humidity competing with NOx, thus affecting the removal efficiency of NOx [21]. In general, it can be
explained that TiO2 nanotubes have great surface
area, thus, easily adsorbing more water molecules
which provide more photogeneration holes trapped
from hydroxyl, furthermore, producing more hydroxyl free radical with high oxidizability and further promoting photocatalytic activity for degradation of NOx. However, excessive water vapor on the
catalyst surface will inhibit the reaction, because that
the presence of water vapor competes the adsorption
sites on the photocatalyst with gas pollutant. Therefore, the maximum NOx removal efficiency is obtained with a humidity of 50%.


"!'%"!%

concentration, gas pollutants’ flow rate, relative humidity level) on photocatalytic degradation performance of NOx were also carried out. The results
show that the optimal TiO2-NT content is 0.24 g and
suitable relative humidity is 50% which is due to existing of hydroxyl radical (·OH) with very strong oxidizability, thereby accelerating the oxidation rate of
NOx. Moreover, higher flow rate isn’t beneficial to
the degradation of NOx, which is related to short residence time of the pollutant gas on the surface of catalyst. It suggests that the suitable experimental conditions play a key role for improvement of the property in photocatalytic degradation of NOx.
$$!%
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The study performs a focalized study on urban
development, sustainable urban planning and the
positive impact of the households’ willingness to pay
(WTP) information for Quality Drinking Water Services (QDWS) for better planning in urban Peshawar, Pakistan. Quality drinking water problem exist
almost every developing country. However, in the
process of rapid urbanization and urban sprawl, researcher have focused merely on the physical infrastructure of the city development and ignored the importance of evidence based planning altogether. In
this study data was collected from 45 urban council
using Contingent Valuation (CV) survey Method.
Bid wise Logit Model was used to analyze the impact of each regressor in the model. Results shows
that most of the households (96.8) avail municipal
services, WSSP serve 89.8%, Cantonment Board 7%
and 3% have their own arrangements. Mainstream
(88.5%) are not satisfied and are WTP, PKR
278/month for QDWS. Result of the Logit Model reveals that respondents’ income, education and housing occupancy status are significant variables and
have positive impact whereas size of household has
a negative impact on the WTP for QDWS. For better
policy and sustainable planning this study suggest
CV survey to elicit households’ WTP for QDWS.
This information will not only generate more revenue, mitigate deadweight loss of the company but
also create a sense of ownership among the people to
cover the loophole between the planners and
end-users.

Legally state must provide Sufficient and safe
drinking water to its citizen [1]. In developing countries, with the passage of time broaden the tap water
supply still the quality of water availability is primary concerns [2]. The common man facing severe
challenges regarding both quality and quantity to fulfill their needs [3, 4]. The demand-supply gap caused
by rapid urban population expansion surpasses the
carrying capacity of the prevailing infrastructure at
current charges [3]. The income revenue from the
existing service charges, budget allocation for development programs and state subsidies are not sufficient to sustain sufficient water supply and ensure
safe water [5]. In such circumstances, the users often
resort to alternative sources, like digging out their
own borehole, hand pump and treatment. These are
much costly and less reliable than public tap system
[6, 7]. For sustainable services provision, the international financing agencies suggest that necessary
resources may be met by authorities from his own
sources [8]. However, people cannot attach the same
value to sufficient and safe drinking water availability and changes with time and place. These disparities in households’ perception are wide-ranging and
are not always elicited by the government organizations and development agencies in planning or implementing a project [9]. Therefore, the lack of demand side information on public preferences regarding desired level of is major obstacle to planner and
policy maker for the provision of quality drinking
water. Many time projects fails because the needs
and Willingness to Pay (WTP) of the community are
not properly signaled during designing stage [6, 10].
However, these Information are necessary in framing judicious policies for the preferred service level
and recovering the maintenance costs for efficient
and sustainable service provision [5]. Due to public
good nature and natural monopoly, the price of
drinking water service is not determined in the competitive market. Therefore the use of Contingent Valuation (CV) survey to create a hypothetical market
for eliciting WTP is frequently method [11]. This

('"#
Willingness to Pay, Quality Drinking Water Service, Logistic Regression Model, Contingent Valuation Model.
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method are more comprehensive and give each and
every detail, which has practiced in most developing
countries [12].
Foregoing in view, the use of CV as a survey
tool to elicit households’ WTP (e.g. in Peshawar) can
give key inputs to practitioners, planners and practitioners for sustainable planning for QDWS provision.


$"#$#

#;<,@9-))5, 96*3-4#;);-4-5;Peshawar’ as a historical and capital of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, has Economic, political, historical and military role. It is a dynamic and keeps 8th rank in population growth in the country. Geographically the
city is bounded by Nowshera, charsadda by East,
North, district Mohmand and Khyber are its north
west and Frontier Region of Kohat is to its south
[17]. Being a provincial capital, peculiar socio-economic and strategic characteristics, arrival of Afghan
immigrants and influx of internal migration the city
has experienced tremendous population growth. In
the absence of proper land use planning and institutional frame work the new development in the low
land area
Overburdened the existing carrying capacity of
the water infrastructure in the study area [13]. Resultantly, both quality and quantity of domestic water deteriorated with the passage of time [14]. Further the lack of financial resources, the rising demand for QDWS has not been met by the authorities.
The prevailing quality of drinking water is not up to
the standard and need further improvement [15].
The city planner usually ignored what actually people wants and how much they are WTP for QDWS.
The present study is an effort and carried out a comprehensive survey to investigate household’s demand/WTP for QDWS in the city of Peshawar not
only give input to city planner for sustainable planning but also make the authority self-autonomous in
revenue generation.

#)47315/Using the below Eq. 1 online sample calculator formulae, the sample size was calculated and allocated proportionally to each union
council.
     !      !

 

Where:
SS= Total No of survey Households.
Z = Z value and its table value is 1.96
p = percentage picking a choice
c = confidence interval (e.g., .04 = ±4)
Using Eq.1 the sample size for the given population ac be calculated as:
SS = (Z-score) ² * p*(1-p) / (margin of error) ²
SS = (1.96) ² * 0.5*(1-0.5) / (0.04) ²
SS = 3.8416 * 0.25 / 0.0016

SS = 600

#<9=-@-:1/5)5,);)+633-+;165For estimating respondents WTP for QDWS, literature suggest various survey methods namely Revealed Preference Approach by [28, 29], Hedonic Travel Cost
Method by [26, 27] and Contingent Valuation
Method by [21]. As QDWS are non-market and cannot be bought and sold like normal goods and services, therefore a well structure CV survey was carried out and data was collected through face to face
interview from the income earner member/head of
the HH in the line of [20]; [21] studies. Various application from developing countries like [22] in
mega city of India, [23] in Kathmandu (Nepal), [24]
in urban areas of Espirito Santo (Brazil), [3] in Mexico City (Mexico) and [25] in the Municipality of
Kissamos (Northwest Crete) give evidence of CVM
studies.
Keeping in view the replication of the above literature, the present survey was conducted in January
2018 and data was collected through face to face interview in line of [45]. Before the inception of Water
and Sanitation Service Company (WSSP) the municipal services were provided by various authorities
with overlapping function. Study [46] shows that
water quality is good at source level, however faulty
distribution and storage infrastructure, and their lack
of maintenance are main causes behind water contamination.
To decide that either data can be collected from
each and every respondent as suggested by [23; 24]
or head of the household as conducted by [47, 48].
This decision depends the payment vehicle of the region that either payment is made by each respondent
or by the head of household [49].
The present study is limited to 45 urban UCs
and as per 2017 census the total urban population
1,970,042 persons. Further the sample size was allocated proportionally to each union council in the line
of [18, 19] studies.

!<-:;1655)19--:1/5The data was collected
through a well-designed questionnaire using Contingent Valuation Survey (CVM) method. The questionnaire has two Parts the first part consist of the
demographic characteristics of the household. The
second part consist of information regarding to the
existing stat, practices and for various bids of WTP
for QDWS.
Before the inception of CV survey, respondents
were presented the proposed service improvement
plan of QDWS. Those who ridiculous to pay were
not further questioned. While those who agree with
the proposed service plan were asked to elicit their
WTP. The proposed QDWS plan for the present
study consisted of:
• The 7/24 water supply service at door step.
• Safe water provision without contamination.
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#6+16+65641+)5,>);-9+0)9)+;-91:;1+:6.%9*)5 -:0)>)9

#6+16+65641+0)9)+;-91:;1+:
Age of the Respondents (In Years)
Marital status of the Household (1=Married, 2=Unmarried)
Size of the Household (In Numbers)
Education of the respondent (0= illiterate, 1=Middle, 2= Matric, 3=
Intermediate, 4= Bachelor, 5= Master, 6=Higher)
Employment Status of the Respondents (1= Unemployed, 2= Govt.
Employee,3= Private Employee, 4= Own Business)
Income of Household (In PKR)(1= Up to 50000, 2=51000-100000,
3=100001-150000,
4=151000-200000, 5=200001-250000, 6=251000 and above)
Housing occupancy status (0=Rented. 1=Own)
Plot size of the Household (In Marla) (1=≤5 Marla, 2=6-10 Marla,
3=11-15 Marla, 4=16-20 Marla,5=> 20 Marla)

1514<4
20
1
2

)?14<4
91
2
30

-)5
55.5
1.92
6.41

#;,-=1);165
1.290
.269
3.699

0

6

1.54

1.350

1

4

2.98

.931

1

6

3.38

1.567

0

1

.80

.404

1

6

3.09

1.179

Total no of Respondents(N=600)

•

value ‘1’ if the HHs are willing to pay and ‘0’ otherwise.
Generally the probability of an event is given
by


   !  

And proper monitoring mechanism with
addressing complaints
In Peshawar, the urbanites are willing and do
pay more charges for QDWS. Since the authorities
usually propose the services and set the charges autocratically rather than by competitive market by involve the end-users. Therefore the prevailing service
and applied charges are not revealing the demand of
the majority end users. To make the services sustainable and cover the services charges we turn CV survey to estimate economic value of household willingness to for QDWS. A well-structured questionnaire showing the exact nature of the proposed service offered were defined in the questionnaire. Respondents were free to choose and could 'pay' for the
services through various offered bids. Further, they
were asked clearly that if they are willing for QDWS
service plan have to pay extra charges to authority.
Ranges of five (05) bids in PKR were offered
through bidding game method and household responses were recorded against each bid through double-bounded dichotomous choice questions ‘yes’
‘no’. Each household’s response was recorded from
higher bid value to lower bid value till the positive
answer. It is important to note that the lower benchmark for the bid value is 251-300 because already
the majority respondents pay PKR 200 at flat rate for
drinking water services. Ranges of bids were used to
estimate average demand curve and consumer surplus.

5)3@;1+)3 96+-,<9- )5, 6,-3 #7-+1.1+)
;165 Data was put SPSS software version 20 and
various statistical tools e.g. descriptive statistics and
bid wise logit models were used for analysis of data.
Models like Tobit Models [33], Logit Models [30],
Symmetrically Trimmed Least Squares [31, 32], Ordinary Least Square were used depends upon the nature of study. However, Logistic Model is the most
widely and commonly used techniques [34]. So, in
this study linear Logit Model was used for each bid
separately.
In the Logit Model depended variable was constructed as ‘WTP’ and dichotomous in nature. It take

Where Z denotes variables Y1, Y2……………. Yn


   !   !
The transform form to find the log of an event
is as:
Ln (probability in favor of an event/1-probibilty of
an event) =Z.
In present study
Z= β0 + β1In + β2Ed+ +β3HHs + β4 HO+ β5HOwn+ εi
Eq.2
In the above equation:
5 = Gross Income of the respondents and was
calculated from the expenditure. In the of literature
like [15] in Peshawar, Pakistan; [35] in Kenya; [38]
in the Volta Basin; [36] in Osun State, Nigeria; [37]
in Mali and [39] its value are positive.
,= Education of respondent is categorical
variable and its prior sign is positive in the line of
[19, 15, 36, 35, 40] studies. The educated respondents are more conscious about the water quality and
willing to pay more compared to uneducated persons.
:= Household Size, its prior sign is negative
from [35, 39].
=Household occupation. Its prior sign is
positive as proposed by [6, 41] in his studies.
>5=Housing ownership and its proposed
sign is positive and supported by [42, 19]. When respondents are sure that they will be permanent are
more likely to be willing for QDWS increases.
C1the effect of unmeasured variables.
"#%$##%##

#6+16+65641+)5,');-9#-9=1+-0)9)+
;-91:;1+:Table-1 give the details of various characteristics of the urbanites. The average age of the respondents was 55.5 and mostly are married. The size
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of the household varies from large size to very low
and the average size is 6.4 persons. Large family size
was mostly observed in low-income families. Education of the respondent are also skewed and varies
from uneducated to higher level. Most of them are
literate and have awareness the water born dieses
cause by low-quality drinking water.
The findings further show that average respondents are matriculate and has no formal education of attending higher level schooling. Literature
from various studies like [19, 15] reveals that educated respondents are more sensitized of his and
family member’s health, hygiene and WTP for
QDWS. About income of respondents’ it was observed during the pilot survey that interviewee conceal their real income due to many reasons. For this
purpose questions were asked and regarding various
expenditure and used as a proxy for their total income. Table-1 shows that financial status of the families fluctuates from low to high income HHs and extreme dualism was observed. According to Economic theory, consumer’s demand depends on their
total income [50]. This means rich people induce to
invest more on QDWS as compare to their counterpart poor respondents.
In contrary, employment of the respondents has
mix-up situation and average of them have their own
private job. The residential size also varies from
small to capacious size, subject to economic status
of the HHs. Table-1 shows that, majority of the respondents have their own housing occupancy and are
pakka make from break or cement blocks.

"-:765,-5;: -9+-7;165 65 ;0- 9-=)1315/
64-:;1+ ');-9 #-9=1+-: Table-2 gives an overview of the drinking water sources and people perception in urban Peshawar. In Peshawar besides CB
whose services are limited to cantonment area, most
urbanites are served by WSSP and have tap water facility at doorstep. Most of the respondents, 92.7 per
cent have drinking water from the protected source
(Protected drinking water means, ground water from
deep aquifer like public tap, private bore/hand
pumps). While minor population use water from
shallow and unprotected sources (Unprotected
means self-made shallow wells, spring, ponds and
canal and Khawar water). Since majority of respondents have water from improve source and are on
track to SDG goals 2030 still the water quality is issue of major concern. On the basis of Physical characteristics the water is good and free from contamination at source level. But water become contaminated at the distribution line due to old rusted pipes.
This result is also confirmed by [14, 13]. Faced with
such problems, only 6.3 percent of the people treat
water before using for domestic purpose (2.8 percent
boil water, 3 percent use water filters, and 0.5 percent bleach water).
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Analysis further reveals that households usually treat without advance water treatment and use
traditional methods (boiling, straining etc.) and moderate technologies like use filters. The use of low
grade technologies is due to lack of political interest
and poverty of people. In absence of proper water
meter system, the existing water charges are levied
on flat rate @ PKR 200/ month, which is totally injustice. In response of their WTP for QDWS, majority of them vote in favor ‘yes’ and were not satisfied
with the existing services.

6<:-063,:B 6;-5;1)3 '$  .69 !'#
Through bidding game method, the proposed QDWS
plan e.g. Sufficient tap water at door step with 24/7
water supply service, Safe water provision without
contamination and proper monitoring mechanism
with proper addressing complaints of the customer
were presented through hypothetical market. Respondents’ perception were documented against
each bid value for proposed services. Table-3 gives
a frequency of the dichotomous (Yes, No) responses
against each bid.
The above Table-3 shows that bid5 (251-300)
has the highest frequency and mean WTP is PKR
278. The consumer surplus against this bid is PKR
78 and the extra revenue which will be gain by the
service providers if the survey based charges
properly implemented. Further increasing the bid
values, subsequently the frequency of HHs willing
to pay diminishing in the line of demand law for normal commodities.
Based on Table-3, the average demand curve
given in Figure-1 was drawn by plotting the frequency of HHs responses on the vertical axis and the
value of mean WTP along the horizontal axis. The
demand curve is the intersection of mean value of
HHs WTP against frequency of HHs responses that
are WTP. Each point on the same demand curve
shows the preferences of HHs and downwards sloping. Suppose the QDWS is free commodity, then beneath the demand curve shows consumer’s surplus.
However, regional wise official data shows that each
locality has its own service charges. In University
Town and Hayatabad, the water charges are set in a
progressive rate depending on the plot size: For 3-7
Marla plots, it is PKR 200, for 10 Marla plot, it is
PKR 250, for 14 Marla plot, it is PKR 440 and for 1
Kanal PKR 550/month. In University Town these
charges are PKR 350/month. Beside Hayatabad,
most of the water charges PKR 200/month on flat
rate. Cantonment area has its own schedules and collect charges on quarterly basis PKR 230/connection
on. Currently, majority of the people in study area
pay PKR 200 per month for the provision of drinking
water services. Based on the collected information
from the field data the following demand curve was
drawn.
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6<:-063,9-:765:-:9-/)9,15/#;);-6.915215/>);-915%9*)5 -:0)>)9

915215/>);-9:-9=1+-:796=1,-915%9*)5 -:0)>)9
Frequency
Percentage
');-9)5,:)51;);165:-9=1+-+647)5@
539
89.8
)5;654-5;*6)9,
42
7.0
>5  91=);-:6<9+-:
19
3.2
$6;)3
600
100.0
#6<9+-6.>);-915<9*)5 -:0)>)9
Private bore/hand pump
18
3.0
Public tap
346
57.7
Both Public and private
192
32.0
Unprotected well
44
7.3
600
100.0
');-9;9-);4-5;
Boiling of water
18
3.0
water filter
17
2.8
Bleaching
3
0.5
$6;)3
38
6.3
#);1:.)+;1659-/)9,15/;0->);-9:-9=1+-
Satisfied
69
11.5
Not satisfied
531
88.5
"-:765:-:6.'$ .69!<)31;@915215/>);-9
No.
69
11.5
Yes
531
88.5
1
Presently the municipal services of Hayatabad and University Town Peshawar have been again delegated to Peshawar Development Authority (PDA).

$ 
&)916<:*1,:.69>13315/5-::;67)@.69!<)31;@');-9#-9=1+-15<9*)5 -:0)>)9

1,6
1
2
3
4
5



&)916<:*1,:
5 "
451-500
401-450
351-400
301-350
251-300
Total

9-8<-5+@6.
"-:765:-:)/)15:;-)+0*1,
12
16
19
53
432
532

-9+-5;
2.25
3.00
3.57
9.96
81.20
100.00

-)5'$ 
437
425
365
335
278

%" 
=-9)/-'$ .69!<)31;@915215/');-9#-9=1+-:15%9*)5 -:0)>)9

It is evident from the above Figure-1 that majority interviewees’ vote in favor of bid 5 and are
WTP PKR 278/month on average. The prevailing
service charges (PKR 200/month) on flat rate is
lower than the survey based PKR 278/months. The

65:<4-9
#<973<:
237
225
165
135
78



variance between two values (PKR 78) is consumer
surplus for which they are willing to pay. But this
sum of money become wasted every month without
democratic planning in the system. The monetary
benefits from this public participatory approach in
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$
"-:<3;6.6/1:;1+"-/9-::1656,-3.69!<)31;@915215/');-9#-9=1+-15%9*)5 -:0)>)9

-7-5,-5;&)91)*3-'$ .69'#);,1..-9-5;1,:1+06;646<:
PKR (251-300)
PKR (301-350)
:;14);-,
,,:
96*)*131;@
:;14);-,
,,:
+6-..1+1-5;:
9);16

+6-..1+1-5;:
9);16
4.296***
2.979***
72.77
19.59
95.1
0
(0.542)
(0.387)
1.409***
0.304*
,<
4.09
80.3
1.31
(0.1960)
(0.196)
-0.037
0.072
:
0.96
48.9
0.99
(0.620)
(0.102)
-0.027
0.279**
1.05
1.32
56.9

(0.250)
(0.152)
-0.436
0.103
6+7
.642
39.1
1.05
(0.490)
(0.630)
-34.344***
-55.824***
65:;)5;
.000
-.000
(4.403)
(6.966)
No of observation, N =432
No of observation, N=53
Pseudo R2=0.601
Pseudo R2=0.649
2
χ =252.897
χ2=178.734

Standard Error value are given in the parenthesis.

Above standard error value shows coefficient of variables(β)

*** significant at 1per cent

**significant at 5 per cent

* significant at 10 per cent
5,-7-5,-5;
=)91)*3-

96*)*131;@

98.64
56.71
49.75
51.29
51.15
---

Source: The table is based on Author own calculation from the field data.

bid1 is greater than bid 2. This means that educated
respondents demand the QDWS at lower bid to optimize his limited resources.
Household occupation ‘HO’ have also have a
positive and dominant role in household WTP for
IWS. It is clear from Table 5.17 that ‘HO’ value is
significant at P<0.05 only for bid1 where the odds
ratio value greater than ‘1’ means that changes in
‘HO’ by one rank have the chance of 57% to make
changes of households WTP for QDWS
The coefficient of ‘HHs’ has negative value,
this represent that besides this variable WTP for
QDWS is determined by other factors in the line of
[36]. Similarly, ‘HOwn’ has negative impacts on
WTP for QDWS, means rented household due to
other priorities are not sensitized as compare to respondent having their own ownership. As a conclusion for better policy option, policy makers and services provider authority before implementing and increase any water services tariff must consider income, education and occupation of the households
for more revenue collection and sustainable services
provision.

planning process is the sum of anticipated extra revenue in the form of consumer's surplus and the mitigation of dead weight loss of the public utility company in form of allocative efficiency. If the public
utility company consider the survey based competitive rate PKR 278/month for the proposed QDWS, it
will create more revenue in the form of extra consumer surplus but as well mitigate the dead weight
loss in the form of allocative efficiency of the public
utility company which foremost necessary for sustainable service provision.

1, >1:- 6/1; 6,-3 .69 !'# Table-4
presents various variable analysis through Logistic
Regression Model given in Eq. 2. The odds ratio values corresponding to each variable indicates the variable’s contribution to the odds in favor of WTP.
Analysis shows that only three (03) factors are dominant in determining of households WTP. These variables ‘In’ ‘Ed’ ‘HO’ and have loading greater than
50% and were selected as defining variables.
‘Ih’, are statistically significant for both bid1
and bid2 at P< 0.05 and P< 0.01. The odd-ratios column shows that 1 unit increase in ‘Ih’ leads to approximately 20 and 72 times increase in the household’s WTP for QDWS for bid1 and bid 2 respectively. This means that changes the ‘Ih’ by one unit
have chances of 95% to pay PKR (300-350) and 99%
chances to pay for PKR (351-400) for QDWS. The
demand theory also presents the importance of income and have directly related to WTP of the HHs
[51].
‘Likewise, ‘In’, ‘Ed’ both are significant at P<
0.01 for bid1 and at P< 0.01for bid2. The odd-ratio
value of education for bid1 is higher than in bid2
means that the probability of households WTP for

%#
This study concludes that majority urbanites
are not satisfied with existing QDWS and are WTP
average PKR 278 per month in spite PKR 200 for
QDWS. The extra amount PKR 78/month will make
the company financially atomized, lessen the
deadweight loss and make the services sustainable.
Furthermore, households’ income, education and occupation status have positive impact on WTP for
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QDWS. It is recommended that HHs WTP information may be used as policy instrument for efficient
and improved water quality services. Further the policy maker should change the centralize (supply
driven) approach to decentralize (demand-oriented)
to cover the gap which usually exists between the
planners and customer. So, this is a benchmark in
this regard and a spring board for the upcoming researchers in this field.
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The effects of reclamation on the water bird
community in Whenzhou estuary have been studied
for more than 7 months. There were significant differences in the bird diversity index among the earlier, later and reclaiming areas. The bird diversity index was the highest in the earlier reclaimed area, followed by the reclaiming and then the later reclaimed
areas. There were significant differences in the densities of "' %%#%!&,and% between the three survey sites, but not for % A
total of 37 species of zoobenthos where the density
decreased from %(&'"# +' &'%#$#
to ) )& were found. Only densities of %(&'
"and# +'in the later reclaimed area differed significantly from those in the other survey
sites. There were significant differences in the values
of all environmental variables, with the exception of
those in vegetation cover among the earlier and later
reclaimed areas, and biomass of zoobenthos, indicating environmental differences among them. With
different types of wetland birds being affected by
different environmental factors, reclamation affected
the distribution of water birds by changing these factors. The density of %%#%!&correlated significantly with that of %(&'" and # +'
suggested that these species were the main diet of
%%#%!& Reclamation affected the composition, density, and distribution of wetland bird communities by influencing environmental factors, including food abundance and availability, and foraging and roosting time at high tide.



or destroyed in a surprising speed due to unreasonable reclamation. With the most challenges concerning the population, resources and the environment,
China is facing the problem of increase of population
and decrease of farm land. Reclamation is therefore
one of most important measures of increasing the
area of farm land in China.
There being a centuries-old history in beach
reclamation in China, at present, the land covering
an area of more than 100,000 square km has been
obtained by reclamation. As population increases,
the conflict between the requirement of economic
development and a decrease in land area is becoming
more and more evident. Beaches are facing more
rapid reclamations at a larger scale with modern
measures.
As the most active parts of a wetland ecosystem, wetland birds are more susceptive to the effect
of reclamation in their community composition,
quantity, and distribution. Many factors influence
the distribution of wetland bird communities, such
as, food abundance [2, 3], food availability [4], feeding time [5], and roosting sites during high tide [6].
However, no studies have evaluated how the reclamation may affect wetland birds based on these factors.
In this study, we conducted a study of the wetland bird community and correlated environmental
factors in the different phases of reclamation to understand the mechanisms of reclamation affecting
wetland bird communities. We examined the effect
of the scale of reclamation, and discussed the effect
of reclamation on the whole wetland ecosystem to
find reasonable reclamation patterns with patterns
after reclamation on community composition and the
distribution of local wetland birds. Such information
is of significant importance for us to protect and use
the wetland birds and ecosystem sustainably.

$" 
Beach, diver, diversity, effect, reclamation, wetland bird

 



67):4*&5Situated to the south of the Wenzhou estuary (27°52′02″N, 120°50′55″E) in
Zhejiang Province, eastern China, the studies area
has a subtropical oceanic climate with an annual

Beach reclamation has been used as a strategy
to compensate land resources in many countries, or
in areas with deficient land [1]. Throughout the
whole world, the intertidal zone beaches, important
feeding habitats for wetland birds, are being changed
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.4) 27165 We selected three fixed plots
with areas of 25 ha (500 m×500 m) in the ERA,
LRA, and RIA from October, 2003 to March, 2004.
The plot in LRA was set in the middle to ensure a
shortest distance between the three samples of 1.8
km, which may reduce the possible effect of bird
flights between samples on the results. 

%22'*16-25 748*: We selected three plots
measuring 33 cm×30 cm×10 cm in the bird investigation sites. We removed the sediments in the samples by washing in a sieve set with a hole mesh of
1mm. We fixed many of the zoobenthos specimens
in formalin at a concentration of 10% g/l, and
brought them to the lab to be classified, counted, and
weighed.

*&574*0*16 2+ 18.4210*16&/ !&4.&'/*5
To investigate the factors influencing the bird distribution, four small samples measuring 25 m × 40 m
within the fixed plots, were selected to record species and number of birds. We also investigated environmental variables, such as the proximity to the tide
edge (m), vegetation coverage, water depth (0 cm, 05cm, and >5cm), exposed daytime of beach (h), and
density of zoobenthos (individuals/m2).

&6&1&/:5.5We analyzed the species diversity in the community using the Shannon-wiener diversity index: 0 ./$ #$, and the Pielou and
evenness index:  0 #
We used One-way ANOVA to analyze differences in variables, including the bird diversity index,
evenness index and density of zoobenthos, among
the three connected parts of the beach in different
reclamation phases. We determined the relationship
between different types of birds and the environmental variables with Spearman correlation analysis.

mean temperature of 18.8°C, ranging from –4.5°C to
38.1°C. The annual rainfall of the region is approximately 1746 mm and an annual mean relative humidity is 81%. The tide is semidiurnal and varies in magnitude and frequency, which means there are two
low tides and two high tides each day. The study area
consists of three connected parts of beach in different reclamation phases (Fig.1). The southern part reclaimed in the 1960s stretches over approximately 3
km. The inside of the reclamation bank has already
become farmland as having been isolated from sea
water for a long time. The upper tidal zone outside
the reclamation bank stretches approximately 400 m
away from the bank, which is covered with dense
$%'" '%" #%, while the high tide zone is approximately 800 m away from the bank. Similar to
the natural beach, this part of the study area is named
the earlier reclaimed area (ERA), for it was reclaimed such a long time ago.
The middle section named the later reclaimed
area (LRA) is reclaimed in the 1990s and measures
approximately 3.6 km by 1.2 km. Many breeding
pools here are used by %'%*!%'%*,""(*,
and +  &%%' with a water level above 60 cm
inside reclamation bank. This is the former upper
tidal zone and high tide zone before being reclaimed,
while the middle and low tidal zones are outside the
bank without plants. The northern section of the
study area is named as the Reclaiming area (RIA)
with its reclamation bank being built during our investigation. The bank's length will be 1.3 km after
completion. The former upper tidal flats and high
tide flats are mostly inland inside the bank and submerged, with a patch in the middle that remained exposed. This patch is covered by approximately 4
hm2, being similar to the natural high tidal flat but
exposed for longer.


 
2(&6.212+6-*5748*:&4*&
(ERA: earlier reclamation area, LRA: later reclaimed area, and RIA: reclaiming area)
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423246.212+).++*4*166:3*52+'.4)5.1).++*4*165748*:5.6*5



(Average numbers are indicated in the bars)


1*9&:!4*57/652+)*15.6.*52+).++*4*166:3*52+'.4)5'*69**16-*5748*:5.6*5
Water bird type
%
"'
%%#%!&
%

ERA vs LRA
(, )

0.99(1,85)
0.127
29.52(1,47
<0.01
8.13 (1,81)
<0.01
35.13 (1,41)
<0.01

ERA vs RIA
(, )

0.12(1,85)
0.559
3.59(1,47)
<0.05
4.82 (1,81)
<0.05
9.64 (1,41)
<0.01

LRA vs RIA
(, )

1.81(1,85)
0.09
45.33(1,47)
<0.01
7.21 (1,81)
<0.01
58.76(1,41)
<0.01

%%#%!&, and % among the survey
sites, with the exception of %

 

3*(.*5 20325.6.21 &1) 70'*4 2+ .4)
20071.6.*5.16-*748*:.6*5We observed 28
species of wetland birds during the investigation period. There were 13 species of %%#%!&,
eight species of "', five species of %,
and two species of %. Of these, 27 species
were distributed in ERA, nine in LRA, and 17 species in RIA, respectively.
The results of the   showed that there
were significant differences in both the bird diversity
index and evenness index among the three survey
sites. The results (Fig. 2) of the species diversity
analysis showed that the bird diversity index was
highest in the ERA, followed by RIA, and lowest in
LRA. The evenness index was highest in ERA, followed by LRA, and lowest in RIA, which was potentially related to the high densities of some types
of birds.
To investigate the effect of reclamation on different types of birds, we counted the distribution status of different types of birds at the three survey
sites. There were small differences in the %
density among the three sites. "' was only
found in ERA and RIA, with %%#%!& density being the highest in ERA, followed by RIA, and
lowest in LRA.
% density was highest in RIA, second
highest in ERA, and lowest in LRA.  on the
different types of bird density in the three survey
sites showed that there were significant, or extremely
significant, differences in the density of "'

%22'*16-25 :3*5 &1) .564.'76.21 There
were 37 species of zoobenthos in the survey sites, as
listed in Table 1. These were composed of five types
with eight species of gastropod, three species of bivalves, 15 species of crustacean, eight species of polychaetes, and three species of other types. As shown
in Fig. 3, there were differences in the zoobenthos
densities among the different survey sites.  
of the different types of zoobenthos density at the
survey sites showed that significant differences only
existed between the density of crustaceansandpolychaetes in LRA and the other two survey sites ( <
0.05), while there were insignificant differences in
the densities of the other types between the three survey sites ( > 0.05)

203&4.1, 18.4210*16&/ !&4.&'/*5 '*
69**16-*748*:.6*5The results of the 
on variables between the three survey sites showed
that there were significant, or extremely significant
differences in the density of "' %%
#%!&,and% among the three sites with the
exception of % Table 2 showed the results of
 of the environmental variables between the
survey sites. The differences in vegetation cover and
,##"'#& biomass between the survey sites were
not significant (P > 0.05). However, there were significant (P < 0.05), or extremely significant (P <
0.01) differences in the other variables among the
three survey sites.
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*15.6.*52+).++*4*16(&6*,24.*52+   .16-*).++*4*165748*:5.6*5

!4*57/652+*18.4210*16&/8&4.&'/*5.16-*).++*4*165748*:5.6*
ERA

Vegetation cover
Density of zoobenthos
Biomass of zoobenthos
proximity to tide edge
Proportion for 0cm water depth
Proportion for 0-5cm water depth
Proportion for >5 cm water depth
Exposing daytime

Vegetation cover
Density of zoobenthos
Biomass of zoobenthos
proximity to tide edge
Proportion for 0cm water depth
Proportion for 0-5cm water depth
Proportion for >5 cm water depth
Exposing daytime





LRA
Average value of variables (±SE)
8.12%±1.33%
0
141±11.12
117±9.82
37.8±4.89
34.5±3.63
25.3±3.48
4.32±0.48
21%±4.53%
14%±2.64%
57%±6.63%
84%±6.45%
22%±2.34%
2%±0.14%
9.4±1.23
6.5±0.88
F (df1, df2)
P
F (df1, df2)
P
(ERA vs. LRA )
(ERA vs. RIA)
0.01
0.01
85.58(1,131)
64.81(1,153)
12.22(1,73)
0.05
21.75(1,73)
0.01
1.77(1,73)
0.16
2.39(1,73)
0.08
0.05
0.01
15.60(1,81)
32.42(1,87)
0.05
0.05
6.36(1,87)
11.57(1,79)
11.88(1,87)
0.05
51.43(1,79)
0.01
43.79(1,87)
0.01
16.55(1,79)
0.05
0.01
0.05
53.63(1,135)
9.57(1,145)

RIA
7.12%±1.05%
135±10.74
35.9±5.21
45.4±5.63
42%±6.78%
6%±0.53%
52%±4.79%
8.3±1.17
F (df1, df2)
P
(LRA vs. RIA)
1.35(1,167)
0.09
9.98(1,73)
0.05
1.26(1,73)
0.21
0.01
29.24(1,93)
0.01
43.68(1,93)
68.31(1,93)
0.01
63.18(1,93)
0.01
0.05
5.68(1,165)

 
*57/652+  (244*/&6.21&1&/:5.5'*69**1)*15.6.*52+).++*4*166:3*52+'.4)5&1)*18.4210*16
8&4.&'/*5


Vegetation cover

Density of zoobenthos

Biomass of zoobenthos 
proximity to tide edge 
Proportion for 0cm water depth
Proportion for 0-5cm water depth
Proportion for >5 cm water depth
Exposing daytime for beach

Density of "'&&
%

"
0.85
0.05
72
0.05
0.82
60
0.02
0.89
60
0.13
0.46
72
0.45
0.09
72
0.15
0.17
72
0.05
0.76
72
0.01
0.87
72

Density of
%
0.03
0.74
0.33
0.63
0.44
0.56
0.35
0.69

%%#%!&

"
0.86
124
0.05
96
0.11
96
0.05
124
0.08
124
0.05
124
0.07
124
0.05
124

Density of %&
%

"
0.15
0.27
64
0.08
0.69
64
0.16
0.44
64
0.06
0.87
64
0.68
0.05
64
0.09
64
0.36
0.14
0.57
64
0.05
0.77
64




*/&6.215-.3 '*69**1 *15.6.*5 2+ .++*4*16
:3*52+.4)&1)6-*18.4210*16&/!&4.&'/*5
$%!" correlation analyzed the densities of the
different types of bird and the environmental variables (Table 3) showed that the density of "'
correlated significantly with the values of vegetation
cover and >5 cm water depth ( < 0.05). However,
the density of %%#%!& correlated significantly with the values of proximity to the tide edge,

density of zoobenthos, 0-5cm water depth, and daytime beach exposure ( < 0.05). The density of %
correlated significantly with the values for 0 cm
water depth ( < 0.05). These results indicated that
different types of water birds were affected by different environment factors, and reclamation affected
the distribution of water birds simply by changing
these factors.
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indicated that %(&'"and# +'composed
the main diet of %%#%!& The density of
these two types of zoobenthoswas also highest in the
research area. The feeding behaviors of %%
#%!& on a natural beachwere closed related with
benthos biomass based on feeding efficiency and energy metabolism [9, 10], while the density of
%%#%!& and benthos biomass may not be
related [11], which was because that the density of
%%#%!& may also be affected by the species
composition of benthic animals and its food availability. Our research showed a significant correlation
between the density of %%#%!& and the zoobenthos density rather than zoobenthos biomass.
This was probably the result of large differences in
biomass between specimens of different types of
benthic animals. For example, although the biomass
of a large crab was much greater than that of an eelworm, small individuals of %%#%!& preferred o eat eelworms as they are unable to use large
crabs as food. In general, the differences of
%%#%!& densities among survey sites were
approximately consistent with those of zoobenthos
densities. This indicated that reclamation most likely
affected the distribution and density of %%
#%!& by affecting its food abundance.
Food availability should be taken into consideration when the relationship between density and
food abundance of %%#%!&is analyzed [4].
Most individuals of %%#%!& preferred to
forage near the edge of the tide as a result of the coaction of zoobenthos density and the physical environmental conditions [12]. This was also found in
our research where there was a significant negative
correlation between %%#%!& density and the
minimum distance from the edge of the tide. Foraging shore birds tended to keep away from dry substrate [13]. Some research has also shown that substrate structure affected the bird’s ability to puncture
substrate, and the bird then spent less time foraging
on dry substrate. Food availability for birds increased near the edge of tidewater because the substrate was easier to puncture by the beak of shorebirds [14]. There were also more active benthic animals making them easier to find and consumed by
shorebirds [4]. At the same time, our field observations showed that some %%#%!& often
shook mud off the beak when they foraged on a
stickier substrate. Clearly, tidewater at the edge of
the tide helped the birds wash off the mud from their
beaks for the next successful foraging. Our results
also showed that %%#%!& density correlated
significantly with values for the 0-5 cm water depth,
suggesting that shallow water was important for
%%#%!&. Some research results have also
concluded that  %&  $" numbers increased
with the area of habitat with a water depth of 0-4 cm
[15]. These results suggested that the distance from
the edge of the tidewater and the amount of shallow
water were two important environmental factors that

244*/&6.21 2+      *15.6.*5
&1) *15.6.*5 2+ .8* :3*5 2+ %22'*16-25 To
find out the main composition of the diet of
%%#%!& and further identify the types of
benthic animals that affect its distribution, we conducted $%!" correlation analyzes on %%
#%!& densities and the densities of five types of
zoobenthos. The results demonstrated that the density of %%#%!&correlated significantly with
the density of %(&'"% 0.55, " 96, <
0.05)and# +'% 0.68, " 96, < 0.05),
and insignificantly with the density of &'%#$#
% 0.15, " 96, > 0.05), ) ) (% 0.29, "
 96, > 0.05), and others types% 0.08"
96,  > 0.05). This indicated that %(&'" and
# +' accounted for main part of the diet of
%%#%!& 
 

As one of the most important factors of human
disturbance in the study area, reclamation affected
birds by changing some of their environmental conditions [7]. The results of the correlation between environmental variables and bird densities showed that
the density of % correlated significantly with
values of vegetation cover and >5 cm water depth,
indicating that these two environmental variables
potentially affect the numbers and distribution of %
 As a dominant plant in the study area,
$%'"  '%" #% could provide shelter for %
without knowledge of this plant being a food
source for %. There were no % recorded in LRA without vegetation, which also indicated that vegetation played an important role in the
distribution of % while a certain amount of
water, with >5 cm water depth, may be an essential
condition for swimming birds, such as %The
density of %%#%!& correlated significantly
with the proximity to the tide edge, density of zoobenthos, 0-5 cm water depth, and daytime exposure
of the beach. The density of %correlated significantly with values for 0 cm water depth. These
results demonstrated that different types of water
birds were affected by different environmental factors, and reclamation affected the distribution of water birds by changing these factors.
Migrating %%#%!&foraged any available food to supply enough energy as fast as possible
during the short intertidal flat exposure time [8].
Some studies have also recorded %%
#%!& that selected food based on density of food,
instead of nutrition or energy of food [2, 3]. Different
species and groups of %%#%!& can therefore
exist in the same area, or coexist with species with
extremely similar diets [9]. In our research, the density of %%#%!&correlated significantly with
the density of %(&'" and # +', which
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influenced the food availability of %%#%!&,
and reclamation most likely affected the distribution
and density of %%#%!& by affecting its food
availability.
Sufficient foraging time is important for
shorebirds in the intertidal zone [5]. Human disturbance affects the habitat use of shorebirds by reducing
their foraging time [16], and shorebirds will give up
the use of the habitat if they are further disturbed
[17]. Unlike other types of human disturbance, reclamation affects the foraging time of shorebirds by
changing the exposure time of tidal land where
shorebirds forage. Our results showed that the types
and quantities of %%#%!& in LRA were significantly lower than those in the other two survey
sites. This was likely caused by differences in the exposure time among the three survey sites besides
food abundance and availability of %%#%!&.
This was also identified by our other research findings where %%#%!& density correlated significantly with exposure time and there were significant differences in exposure time among the three
survey sites.
According to our observations, the daytime exposure of the outside of the bank in LRA was approximately 1.5 h earlier than that in ERA. As mentioned in the introduction of the natural conditions of
the survey sites, breeding pools inside the reclamation bank could not be used as foraging sites but were
only suitable for roosting sites in high tide because
of the deep water during our investigation. Most
shorebirds forging in ERA roosted on the reclamation bank during high tide, which helped them to fly
to foraging sites as quickly as possible to ensure adequate feeding time. Where did the shorebirds that
foraged in LRA roost at high tide? If they roosted on
the bank of the breeding pool in ERA, they could
forage in the earliest time in ERA. However, they
needed to fly at least 1.8 km to the foraging sites in
LRA at last. For such small birds as %%
#%!&, this short flight would waste both their time
and more energy [18]. If they roosted on the bank of
the breeding pool in ERA, they would not have the
short flight with the associated energy cost, with foraging time getting reduced by approximately 1.5 h.
Therefore, no matter what the situation, foraging in
the LRA was not the best choice for %%
#%!&which was the reason why the exposure time
changed by the reclamation affected %%
#%!& density and distribution. Foraging in LRA
was most likely an adaptation strategy taken by small
numbers of %%#%!& as the result of limited
optimal feeding sources and their lack of competitiveness.
Shorebirds roost on salt marshes, or nearby, at
high tide [6] with large and dense clusters [19]. As
an important composition of the day time budget for
wintering birds, roosting time sometimes accounted
for 50% or more of the daytime due to tide. However, reclamation has led to the loss of the supratidal

flat where shorebirds roost was at high tide. Many
study results [13] showed that the population quantity decreased rapidly as a result of the disturbance
or loss of roosting sites at high tide. In our survey
sites, individuals of %%#%!& could not roost
on the supratidal flats with dense $%'" '%" #%
in ERA. Conversely, the supratidal flat had been lost
in the LRA as a result of reclamation. Therefore,
%%#%!& located in ERA and LRA had to
roost on the bank of the breeding pools. In RIA, although most of supratidal flat was submerged by water for a long time, a plot of bare tidal land with an
area of approximately 4 hm2 was caused by Cofferdam siltation during the reclamation process that
could be used as roosting sites for %%#%!&
and some % at high tide. This plot of bare tidal
land was also separated from the reclamation bank,
thus bringing minimal human disturbance for those
roosting shorebirds. The supratidal flat on the natural
beach provided both roosting sites and food for
%%#%!& where shorebirds could forage at
high tide to compensate for the lack of food obtained
on the intertidal flat [20]. Therefore, it was the most
ideal site for shorebirds to choose at high tide. The
banks of the breeding pools and the bottom of the
breeding pool with shallow water were the main
roosting sites in the survey sites. However, they had
a smaller area and were scattered, and could not provide a stable food source for shorebirds at high tide
because of pools drainage without rules to follow.
Therefore, they were not ideal roosting sites for
%%#%!& at high tide. The bare tideland in
RIA was the ideal roosting site created by reclamation for %%#%!& because it was exposed
even at high tide and the birds roosting here didn’t
have to fly too far to the foraging sites when the tide
ebbed. 
Similar to %%#%!&, %(& &("%&
also selected the appropriate roosting sites to cluster
at high tide [21]. In our survey sites, %(&&("%&
appeared only in RIA, which was most likely related
to the area of roosting sites at high tide. Some studies
[22, 23] have found that a large area of wetland attracted more birds than a few small areas of wetland
with the same total area. In general, compared with
a wetland with a larger area, the wetland with a small
area was often subject to interference from the surrounding environment. Different species require different areas of wetlands. With larger clusters and
greater sensitivity to environmental interference, 
%(&&("%& may require a relatively large area of
roosting sites. During a previous study of %(&
&("%&, the species disappeared for two years
from our study area with a greater population until
the reclamation, which may be related to roosting
sites with a larger area suitable for clusters of %(&
&("%& at high tide during the reclamation process.
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In conclusion, reclamation affects water birds
by changing their roosting sites. During the reclaiming process, optimal roosting sites for shorebirds
were formed but disappeared with the completion of
the reclamation. The role of roosting sites in ERA
and LRA was less than that in supratidal flats on natural beaches as a result of a smaller area and frequent
interference from the surrounding environment. In
general, reclamation caused the loss of natural roosting sites used by shorebirds, exerting negative effects on the shorebirds. However, optimal roosting
sites for shorebirds formed during the reclaiming
process suggested that we should retain or build similar artificial roosting sites in reclaimed areas to slow
down the decline of water birds caused by the loss of
natural supratidal flats.
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An increasing number of studies reveal that
rural tourism industry makes a substantial contribution towards socioeconomic growth and development of rural tourism led economies. However,
tourism steered economic growth and development
is achieved at the cost of environmental pollution
and degradation. The main objective of this study is
to examine the effect of rural tourists’ arrivals on
environmental pollution caused by Carbon Dioxide
emissions over the period of 1993–2017. Some
other regressors namely energy consumption and
income are also used in the multivariate model. The
empirical results reveal that countryside tourism has
a significant positive effect on environmental pollution. Policy recommendations is made.



tourism and leisure industry. In order to meet the
diversified demands of tourists from cities, a typical
form of rural tourism “Nongjiale” has been upgraded constantly. Nongjiale is a popular rural tourism
product, which allows urban tourists to enjoy rustic
meals and home-stay accommodation services and
amusements at the villagers' families [5]. As a result of the upgrading of Nongjiale, European-styled
manors and resorts, and homestay buildings with
exquisite decoration, which are totally different
from the local traditional rural landscape and operated and managed by exterior companies, can be
found easily in rural areas nowadays. The original
landscape and environment, as well as the social
and economic structure of rural areas are being
changed by tourism development in China. Rural
tourism development has become one of the major
forces to promote rural reconstruction [6]. Meanwhile, rural tourism is interrelated with rurality,
which is a term used to encapsulate rural features
perceived by people. Rural tourism, to some extent,
is to reproduce the rural features for tourist consumption [7, 8]. Rural features are the fundamental
element of rural tourism [9], and rurality is evolving with the rural tourism development [10, 11].
However, the other side of the picture is quite
dismal and gloomy. On one hand, tourism industry
serves as a catalyst for economic growth of tourism
led economies; whereas, the flip side of coin illustrates that there are numerous hazardous effects of
rapidly increasing tourism. Some of those hazards
are economic (uneven development, income inequality, geopolitical risks, rising costs of materials);
whereas, others are environmental (extreme weather conditions and climate change, emission of
greenhouse gases, water and other resources scarcity, excess consumption of energy) and social (child
labour and forced labour, human trafficking and sex
tourism, culture and heritage protection) in nature
[12]. It is immensely apprehended that positive
aspects of tourism would be overshadowed by the
aforementioned negative aspects if serious efforts
are not made towards promoting socioeconomically viable and environmentally sustainable tourism worldwide. Tourism has been attributed
as an environmentally damaging industry on account of the greenhouse gas discharges related with
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With rapid development of economy and urbanization, a growing number of urban residents in
China desire to leave the city and get close to the
nature; and many of them like to spend weekends
and holidays in rural areas. Under such a background, rural areas have become main destinations
to meet urban residents' growing demand for leisure
and tourism. According to the Big Data Report of
Rural Tourism [1], around 216 million of visitors
experienced rural tourism activities, of different
varieties, during the National Day and Mid-Autumn
Holiday in 2017. Over 40% of the surveyed visitors
claimed that they visited rural areas once a month
[2]. As an important part of the tourism industry in
China, rural tourism is regarded as an engine to
revive rural economy [3], because it can narrow the
gap between urban and rural areas, promote rural
employment, stimulate the development of related
industries and revitalize the rural culture [4]. China's No.1 Central Document of 2017 also stressed
that great effort must be made to promote the rural
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development. Besides, we have exhaustively discussed in the review section about the linkage between tourism and CO2 emission.
In the context of China, LGDP is positively
and insignificantly associated with CO2 emission
while LGDP square is negatively and significantly
associated with CO2 emission. This implies that
environmental Kuznets Curve hypothesis is not
valid for China context (Fig.3-5).

tourist mobility [13]. Wang et al. [14] expounds
that being one of the key CO2 emitter, industrial
sector has drawn substantial attention of the global
community regarding efficient energy usage and
CO2 reduction policies.
The study is structured as follows: Section 2
presents empirical methodology. Section 3 discusses empirical results. Policy implications and recommendations for future research are presented in
section 4. Lastly, section 5 presents conclusion.


$"#$ #

)7) )1+ 6285*, This study has employed
World Development Indicators data set of China of
1993–2017 to measure the dynamic impact of tourism on environmental pollution. For the environmental pollution proxy, we (the authors) have considered CO2 emissions per capita in metric tonnes.
This includes CO2 emission produced during consumption of gas flaring, solid, and liquid fuels.
Tourism is our concerned variable which is the total
number of arrivals in the host country per year.
Explanatory variables of the study include GDP per
capita. Moreover, we have considered energy use
(EU, kg of oil equivalent per capita). Fig. 1 shows
trend analysis of CO2 emissions for China, whereas,
Fig. 2 shows trend analysis of tourist arrivals during
1993–2017.
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We have scrutinized the impact of tourism on
CO2 emission in the context of China where tourism sector play a vital role in promoting economic
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Fig.6-8 show that energy use positively and
significantly fosters carbon emission. Regards to
the tourism, it negatively and significantly improves environmental pollution by reducing CO2
emission in China. Our finding is in line with the
anecdotal fact of China. The country adopted massive initiatives to decorate country with gardening
and planting more flora and fauna in the landscape
of China. Therefore, the earning from tourism industry is utilized for the betterment of the health of
environment in China.

!2/.*: 5,*200,1+)7.216 First, in the process of vigorously promoting the construction of
ecological civilization, many environmental indicators will be greatly improved. Second, planning



should be developed systematically and include
such items as ecological industry development
plans, and environmental protection and construction plans. Third, a national environmental protection program should be implemented. Based on
capital development goals and functional orientation, measures that take into consideration the following must be formulated: plans must take local
conditions into consideration, reduce pressure on
the environment, improve environmental status,
enhance environmental response, and increase
government investment support, financial transfer
payments and ecological compensation. Fourth, the
tourism industry should take into consideration the
characteristics of resources, ecology, environment,
location and transportation systems in their sub-
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areas to develop green services such as eco-tourism,
rural tourism, folk-custom tourism and leisure agriculture. The amount of land available for tourism
services and infrastructure should be increased to
promote the integration of tourism with other industries. Finally, coordination of the relationship between development of the tourism industry and the
ecological security grade should be handled scientifically, and a mechanism for ecological compensation for tourism industry activities should be
established. The economic benefits of tourism
should be used to fund ecological security construction and environmental protection work and to
provide ecological compensation for rural residents.
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An increasing number of studies reveal that
rural tourism industry makes a substantial contribution towards socioeconomic growth and development of rural tourism led economies. However,
tourism steered economic growth and development
is achieved at the cost of environmental pollution
and degradation. The main objective of this study is
to examine the effect of rural tourists’ arrivals on
environmental pollution caused by Carbon Dioxide
emissions over the period of 1993–2017. Some
other regressors namely energy consumption and
income are also used in the multivariate model. The
empirical results reveal that countryside tourism has
a significant positive effect on environmental pollution. Policy recommendations is made.
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Two sweet potato varieties suitable for different eating ways were selected to determine the ability to absorb trace elements and heavy metals. The
results is very interesting: eight trace elements in variety Yanshu 25 were much high than those in variety Jishu 26, which proved that different varieties
have different ability to absorb the trance elements.
The heavy metals contents were highly similar to the
contents of trace elements in two kinds of sweet Potato. When we choose sweet potato varieties with
different eating methods, we can choose them according to the content of trace elements or heavy
metals in them.



roasted food. Sweet potato contains starch, dietary
fiber, protein, carotene, VA, VC and more than 10
trace elements such as potassium, iron, copper, selenium and calcium. It has high nutritional value and
is called the most balanced natural health food by
nutritionists [1]. However, the differences in the
ability of sweet potatoes to accumulate heavy metals
and trace elements in different ways of use have not
been reported.
In this paper, two sweet potato varieties suitable for different eating methods were selected to
study the contents of trace elements and heavy metals, and to explore the differences in the ability of
different varieties to absorb and accumulate trace elements and heavy metals.
$"#$ #

&+<3/>3/=90>A9=A//>:9>+>9/=)+8=2? 
Yantai Academy of Agricultural Sciences has bred
"Tobacco Potato No. 25" through hybridization technology. It passed the national identification and
Shandong Province approval in March 2012. It is a
new fresh food variety with high quality, high yield
and good disease resistance [2].

3=2?  is a new high-quality fresh-eating
sweet potato cultivar bred by a research team led by
Wang Qingmei, Crop Research Institute of Shandong Academy of Agricultural Sciences. It passed
the national identification in March 2014 and has the
characteristics of high quality, high yield, disease resistance and storage resistance, suitable for baking
and cooking [3].

)' "#
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Sweet potato (
  ) is an
annual herb with edible roots in the underground
part. Its stems lie flat or rise, occasionally twisted
and multi-branched. The shape and color of its
leaves often vary from variety to variety. It is usually
broadly oval, with different petioles, axillary cymes,
oval or oblate capsules, 1-4 seeds, usually 2 grains,
hairless. Sweet potatoes are native to South America,
which are widely cultivated in tropical and subtropical regions of the world and in most parts of China.
Sweet potato is a high-yielding and adaptable food
crop, which is closely related to industrial and agricultural production and people's life. Block eradication is the main food.
Sweet potato is an important food crop after
rice, wheat and maize. Sweet potato is also known as
sweet potato, sweet potato, sweet potato, potato and
sweet potato. It can be divided into sweet potato,
white sweet potato and purple sweet potato according to the color of meat. According to its functions,
it can be divided into fresh food, steamed food and

/>/<73838190A296/=97/><+-//6/7/8>=38
=A//>:9>+>9/=The preparation and parameters of
instruments were referred to Zhang et al. (2017) and
Gui et al. (2015) [4, 5].

/>/<738381902/+@B7/>+6=38=A//>:9>+
>9/=The preparation and parameters of instruments
were referred to Rui et al. (2008a, 2008b, 2007)
[6-8].
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The contents of some wholesome trace elements in two kinds of sweet Potato varieties were
showed in the Table 1. All the eight determined
wholesome trace elements in variety Yanshu 25 are
much high than those in variety Jishu 26, which
proved that different varieties have different ability
to absorb the trance elements. When we select sweet
potato variety the trace elements should be one of the
most important parameters which is important for
our health.
The difference of trace elements content should
be resulted by many conditions, such as the soil, variety, and fertilizer, etc.
$ 
98>/8>=90=97/A296/=97/><+-//6/7/8>=38
>A9538.=90=A//>!9>+>9@+<3/>3/=71
1
&+<3/>B
+
1
/
8
*8

+
#/C1
1

)+8=2? 
25.36±0.15
14.21±1.31
0.63±0.05
0.13±0.01
0.18±0.02
140.92±3.92
30.46±0.97
0.58±0.07

3=2? 
22.36±0.36
13.67±1.29
0.49±0.04
0.12±0.01
0.16±0.04
130.85±2.37
27.62±1.27
0.45±0.09

$ 
98>/8>=90=97/2/+@B7/>+6=38>A9538.=90
=A//>!9>+>9@+<3/>3/=7151
&+<3/>B
!,
.
<
=
#8
?

)+8=2? 
0.64±0.12
0.11±0.01
0.59±0.11
0.67±0.07
0.02±0.01
2.13±0.09

3=2? 
0.81±0.24
0.09±0.02
0.46±0.09
0.51±0.09
0.01±0.01
1.38±010


Table 2 showed the contents of six kinds of
heavy metals, which have been paid much attention
about food safety in China even in the world. The
results proved that the heavy metals contents were
highly similar to the contents of wholesome trace elements in two kinds of sweet Potato. All the results
proved that there are obvious differences in metals
absorption between the two cultivars.
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The ocean currents during the periods of
spring, middle and neap tides at six stations near
Dafeng in Jiangsu Province are observed, the tidal
current characteristics in the survey area are discussed, and the quasi-harmonic analysis is carried
out. The harmonic co nstants and elliptical elements
of six main tidal components, O1, K1, M2, S2, M4
and MS4, are obtained. The north component of the
diurnal current and semidiurnal current amplitudes
at the observation stations are larger than the East
component. Among the tidal pattern coefficients of
each station, the discriminant coefficients of tidal
current types at each level are less than or equal to
0.5, which belongs to the normal half-day tidal
current. The main form of tidal current movement
at each station is the recirculation in the past. Most
stations' tidal currents rotate counterclockwise. The
maximum possible velocity of tidal current in the
survey area is 235.7cm/s, which appears on the
surface of B6 station, and its direction is 357 degrees. The maximum possible migration distance of
water particle points in the survey area is between
14454.4 and 36042.7 m. The residual current of
each station during observation period is obtained
by quasi-harmonic analysis. The vector diagram of
residual current is drawn, and the residual current
of each station layer is analyzed. During the spring
tide period, the observed residual current velocities
in each layer of each station ranged from 3.4 to 22.7
cm/s, in the middle tide period ranged from 8.9 to
23.5 cm/s, and in the neap tide period ranged from
0.8 to 20.9 cm/s. During the observation period, the
maximum residual current velocities appeared in
the surface layer of B4 station and flowed to 277
degrees, while the vertical residual current velocities gradually decreased from the surface to the
bottom, and the flow direction was basically identical.



The tide is one of the main forms of movement
of seawater. It is a cyclical fluctuation caused by
the gravitational force of the sun and the moon. The
horizontal horizontal movement of seawater is
called the trend [1]. In the shallow sea area of the
shelf, the tidal current is the primary factor for
shaping the seabed topography and the start of
seabed sediments, and has an important impact on
the marine engineering environment [2]. Therefore,
a large number of predecessors have done on the
observation methods and analysis techniques of
ocean currents and the characteristics of currents in
various sea areas [3-8]. The Yellow Sea is a marginal sea between the eastern part of China and
South Korea. It is a semi-enclosed sea area similar
to the north-south direction. It is connected to the
Bohai Sea in the north and the East China Sea in
the north. The average water depth is 44 m. Most of
the Yellow Sea is dominated by half-day tides, and
the trend is counterclockwise. Rotation is dominated [9]. In the study of the tidal wave system of the
Yellow Sea, numerical simulation and field observation are the main methods. In numerical simulation, Yu Xiaojie et al. studied the tidal current characteristics of the M2 tidal wave in the Yellow Sea
and the Yellow Sea based on the fvcom model. The
harmonic constant value of the M2 tidal wave and
the elliptical distribution of the surface tidal current
[10]; Feng Xingru et al. used the ADCIRC mode to
establish a two-dimensional tidal current numerical
model of the Yellow Sea, and obtained the harmonic constants of eight tidal waves, and thus built on
the MATLAB platform. The tide forecasting system [11]. In the research process of the Yellow Sea,
Wang Bin and the POM model established a threedimensional numerical model of the M2 tidal wave
in the southwest Yellow Sea, and gave the threedimensional characteristics of the tides and tidal
currents of the M2 tidal wave in the southwestern
Yellow Sea. Based on the ROMS ocean model, Zhu
Xueming and others numerically simulated the tides
and tidal currents of the Bohai Sea, the Yellow Sea
and the East China Sea, indicating that the tidal
current of the Yellow Sea is dominated by counterclockwise rotation, and the dissipation of tidal energy flux in the Yellow Sea is given [12]. In terms
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Tidal current, Quasi-harmonic Elliptic factors, Dafeng,
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of tidal current observation, the manor and other
data based on the ADCP observations near the
island of Zhangzidao in the North Yellow Sea, the
region is a regular half-day tide, and the harmonic
analysis and spectrum analysis are performed, and
the tidal power spectrum and the variation of the
tidal currents in the vertical direction are given.
Characteristics [9]; Yu Huaming et al. Decomposed
the continuous ADCP measured current data in the
southern North Yellow Sea in summer using a
harmonic analysis method to obtain periodic tidal
currents, which are then decomposed into positive
pressure tidal currents and baroclinic tidal currents,
combined with satellites at the same time. Data,
temperature, salinity section data, analysis of the
nature of currents [13].
Jiangsu Dafeng is located in the southwest of
the Yellow Sea and is affiliated to Yancheng City,
Jiangsu Province. Due to the accelerated pace of
local development and construction in recent years,
the research on the nature of the current flow based
on hydrological observation data is insufficient. In
this paper, the first oceanographic research institute
of the State Oceanic Administration conducted
hydrological analysis of the tidal current data from
six stations in the sea area near Dafeng, Jiangsu
Province from August 10, 2014 to August 21, 2014,
and analyzed the large and medium in detail. The
characteristics of the tidal current during the small
tide, and the quasi-modulation and analysis, the
harmonic constants, ellipse elements and residual
current of each tide, and the possible maximum
migration distance of the water quality point, the
maximum possible flow velocity of the tidal current, and the movement form of the tidal current

The nature of the trend, etc., can provide reference
and basis for hydrodynamics for local marine development and construction.


&$%! &"%
"-=0<@,>498/,>,,8/,8,6C=4=70>39/= The
current observation time is from August 10, 2014 to
August 21, 2014. The observation time of the tide is
from 18:00 on August 10, 2014 to 21:00 on the
11th; the observation time on the medium tide is at
21:00 on August 15, 2014. At 0:00 on the 17th; the
observation time of Xiaochao was from 13:00 on
August 21st to 16:00 on the 22nd. A total of 6
ocean current stations were set up in the test. Each
station (0.2H, 0.6H, 0.8H in B1 station) was observed by the six-point method, namely surface
layer, 0.2H, 0.4H, 0.6H, 0.8H and bottom layer.
The current observation instrument used was the
RCM9 type current meter produced by Norwegian
Andra, the Nortek small-gauge current meter and
the ADCP current profiler produced by American
RDI Company. The RCM9 current meter and
Xiaokuolong current meter collection time interval
are recorded once every minute. During the observation, the instrument is kept at each level for about
3 minutes. According to the change of the instrument pressure value, the measured flow velocity
and flow direction of each layer are selected. The
ADCP current profiler is fixedly mounted with a
measurement interval of 10 minutes. The position
of the observation station is shown in Figure 1,
Table 1.
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&<08/10,>?<0 After the measured ocean current data is processed, the flow velocity values of
the sea currents during the large, medium and small
tides are obtained. The maximum flow velocity
occurs mainly in the surface layer or 0.2 H layer,
and decreases downwards, and the flow direction is
compared in the vertical line distribution. Consistent, the tidal current characteristics are analyzed
by the average flow velocity of the vertical line, and
the average current vector of the vertical line is
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the figure that
the measured sea currents of each station show a
strong reciprocating flow in the N-S direction. The
average maximum flow velocity of the vertical line
of each station during the tide period is between
106 cm/s and 160 cm/s, and the maximum flow
velocity of the rising tide ranges from 87 cm/s to
158 cm/s, and the maximum value appears at the

Station
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

B6 station. The maximum flow velocity during the
ebb tide corresponds to a flow direction of 169, and
the maximum flow velocity during the high tide
corresponds to a flow direction of 355. During the
mid-tidal period, the maximum flow velocity of the
vertical tidal current varies from 89cm/s to 131
cm/s, and the maximum flow velocity of the vertical tidal range varies from 68cm/s to 138 cm/s, and
the maximum value also appears. At the B6 station,
the maximum flow velocity during the ebb tide
corresponds to a flow direction of 183° and a high
tide of 349. During the small tide period, the average vertical flow velocity of the vertical line varies
from 51cm/s to 103cm/s, and the maximum occurs
at the B5 station, with a flow direction of 185. The
average vertical flow velocity of the vertical line
varies from 52 cm/ s~88 cm/s, the maximum value
appears at the B2 station, and the flow direction is
3.

& 
?<<08>9-=0<@,>498=>,>498.99</48,>0=
Longitude
Latitude
121°02.741′
33°25.960′
121°07.457′
33°23.073′
121°04.054′
33°32.628′
121°07.308′
33°29.001′
120°59.223′
33°35.649′
121°07.519′
33°35.676′

Chart water depth (m)
2.4
12.0
8.5
13.0
13.5
14.0

,@0<,20>4/0.?<<08>=91>30=>,>498=/?<482>30>4/0:0<49/
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,<7984. ,8,6C=4= The ocean current data
after the magnetic difference correction is subjected
to quasi-modulation and analysis calculation [14],
and the harmonic constants of the six main tides of
O1, K1, M2, S2, M4, and MS4 are obtained, and
the elliptical elements are calculated therefrom, as
shown in the table. 2. The harmonic constant obtained by the harmonic analysis shows that the M2
and S2 tidal currents are most significant in the six
tidal currents, and the maximum amplitudes of the
east and north components of the half-day tidal
(M2, S2) are greater than the full daily tidal (O1,
K1). The amplitude indicates that the half-day tidal
wave dominates. In the harmonic constants of stations B2, B3, B4, B5, and B6, the amplitudes of the
half-day tides (M2, S2) in the north direction are
larger than those in the east direction, indicating
that the north component of the half-day tide is
from the north. The main role; in the B1 station, the


half-day tidal north component except the 0.2H
horizon is basically the north component is greater
than the east component, indicating that the tidal
current is basically a north-south reciprocating
flow; the amplitude component of the full-day tidal
harmonic constant is at each layer. The position is
also the same as the half-day tidal wave: the north
component is still much larger than the amplitude
east component; the shallow water tide (M4, MS4)
basically shows that the north component is smaller
than the east component, and the stations B1, B2,
B3, B4, and B5 are all north. The component is
smaller than the east component, while in the B6
station, the layers are different. The surface layer is
characterized by a north component smaller than
the east component, and the other layers are characterized by a north component greater than the east
component.


& 
 =>,>498169A3,<7984.=,8/0664:>4.,6060708>=
Harmonic constant

Level

0.2 H

0.6 H

0.8 H

Diffusion

North component

Elliptical element

East component
Epoch Amplitude

W

θ

Maximum
Direction
speed

T

(W)

K

Time

Minimum
speed

Rotation
rate

Epoch

Amplitude

O1

99.9

4.4

344.7

0.9

4.5

355.1

7.2

0.8

0.17

K1

167.9

6

52.7

1.2

6

355.1

11.2

1.1

0.17

M2

44.3

43.8

43.9

46.5

63.9

46.7

1.5

0.2

0

S2

89.3

14.6

88.9

15.5

21.3

46.7

3

0.1

0

M4

338.7

7.2

174.6

15.1

16.6

114.9

3

1.8

0.11

Ms4

23.7

4.8

219.6

10

11.1

294.9

0.6

1.2

0.11

O1

120.2

5.5

331.8

1.9

5.7

342.9

8.8

1

0.17

K1

188.2

7.4

39.8

2.6

7.8

162.9

0.7

1.3

0.17

M2

45.2

42.8

43.6

40.1

58.6

43.1

1.5

0.8

0.01

S2

90.2

14.3

88.6

13.4

19.5

43.1

3

0.3

0.01

M4

330.8

7.5

177.4

14.6

16.1

115.7

3

3

0.19

Ms4

15.8

5

222.4

.7

10.8

295.7

0.6

2

0.19

O1

96.7

3.4

304.8

1

3.5

345.7

7.1

0.4

0.13

K1

164.7

4.6

12.8

1.3

4.7

345.7

11.1

0.6

0.13

M2

42.5

39.1

42.3

35.3

52.6

42.1

1.5

0.1

0

S2

87.5

13

87.3

11.8

17.5

42.1

2.9

0

0

M4

318

6.6

172.7

13.4

14.5

113.6

2.9

3.5

0.24

Ms4

3

4.4

217.7

8.9

9.7

293.6

0.5

2.3

0.24
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Harmonic constant
Level Diffusion

Surface
layer

0.2 H

0.4 H

0.6 H

0.8 H

Bottom
layer

O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4

North component

Elliptical element

East component

Epoch

Amplitude

Epoch

134.3
202.3
62.1
107.1
5
50
132.5
200.5
61.8
106.8
358.4
43.4
128.4
196.4
61.8
106.8
357.3
42.3
134.8
202.8
61.1
106.1
352.3
37.3
135.6
203.6
59.7
104.7
356.6
41.6
137.6
205.6
60
105
3.1
48.1

8.9
12.1
97.5
32.5
8.3
5.5
9.4
12.7
90.5
30.2
7.9
5.3
9.4
12.7
84.1
28
7.9
5.3
8.3
11.2
78.5
26.2
7.5
5
8.1
11
69.7
23.2
6.8
4.6
7.3
9.9
58.4
19.5
6
4

354.5
62.5
260.5
305.5
122.2
167.2
340.3
48.3
261.6
306.6
131.6
176.6
35.4
103.4
263.6
308.6
123.3
168.3
66.6
134.6
278
323
123.7
168.7
330.3
38.3
267.4
312.4
126
171
39.1
107.1
266.2
311.2
125.6
170.6

W
θ
Maximum
Direction
Amplitude
speed

1.6
2.2
2.7
0.9
6.7
4.4
1.2
1.6
4.6
1.5
6.9
4.6
1.2
1.6
4.7
1.6
5.6
3.7
1
1.3
5.4
1.8
5.8
3.9
0.5
0.7
7.5
2.5
6.3
4.2
0.7
1
6
2
5.5
3.7

9
12.2
97.6
32.5
9.2
6.1
9.5
12.8
90.6
30.2
9.6
6.4
9.4
12.7
84.2
28.1
8.8
5.9
8.3
11.2
78.6
26.2
8.7
5.8
8.2
11
70
23.3
8.4
5.6
7.3
9.9
58.7
19.6
7.2
4.8
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351.9
171.9
358.5
358.5
147.7
327.7
353.8
173.8
357.2
357.2
140.6
320.6
359.6
179.6
357
357
151
331
2.5
182.5
356.9
356.9
145.3
325.3
356.5
176.5
354.5
354.5
138.5
318.5
359.2
179.2
354.7
354.7
139.2
319.2

T
Time

9.7
1.5
2.1
3.6
2.8
0.5
9.5
1.4
2.1
3.6
2.7
0.4
9.2
1.1
2.1
3.6
2.8
0.5
9.7
1.5
2.1
3.5
2.7
0.3
9.7
1.6
2.1
3.5
2.7
0.3
9.9
1.7
2.1
3.5
2.7
0.4

(W)
Minimum
speed

K
Rotation
rate

1
1.4
0.8
0.3
5.3
3.6
0.5
0.7
1.6
0.5
4.1
2.7
1.2
1.6
1.8
0.6
4.1
2.7
0.9
1.2
3.2
1.1
3.8
2.5
0.1
0.2
3.5
1.2
4
2.6
0.7
1
2.6
0.9
3.9
2.6

0.12
0.12
0.01
0.01
-0.58
-0.58
0.06
0.06
0.02
0.02
-0.43
-0.43
0.13
0.13
0.02
0.02
-0.46
-0.46
0.11
0.11
0.04
0.04
-0.43
-0.43
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
-0.47
-0.47
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
-0.54
-0.54
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 =>,>498169A3,<7984.=,8/0664:>4.,6060708>=
Harmonic constant
Level Diffusion

North component
Epoch

Surface
layer

0.2 H

0.4 H

0.6 H

0.8 H

Bottom
layer

O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4

133.3
201.3
50.7
95.7
83.7
128.7
139
207
50.2
95.2
85.7
130.7
138.9
206.9
49.6
94.6
95.1
140.1
140.1
208.1
48.4
93.4
92.7
137.7
138.5
206.5
46.9
91.9
68
113
134.6
202.6
47.4
92.4
60.1
105.1

Elliptical element

East component

Amplitude Epoch Amplitude

10.5
14.2
87
29
2.6
1.7
8.9
12.1
78.2
26.1
2.9
2
7.9
10.7
72.9
24.3
2.5
1.7
7.4
10
67.6
22.5
1.9
1.2
7.3
9.9
62.5
20.8
1.2
0.8
7.5
10.1
57.6
19.2
1.1
0.8

42.2
110.2
322
7
262.5
307.5
351.3
59.3
324.3
9.3
251.4
296.4
338.2
46.2
310.2
355.2
242.1
287.1
332
40
313.7
358.7
248.9
293.9
357.6
65.6
305.2
350.2
247
292
37.5
105.5
310.5
355.5
254.2
299.2

W
Maximum
speed

2.2
2.9
5.8
1.9
5.1
3.4
0.4
0.6
4.7
1.6
5.7
3.8
1.5
2.1
5.8
1.9
4.9
3.3
1.3
1.8
5.8
1.9
5.2
3.5
1.9
2.6
6.5
2.2
2.7
1.8
1.2
1.6
4.9
1.6
3.6
2.4

10.5
14.2
87
29
5.7
3.8
8.9
12.1
78.2
26.1
6.4
4.3
8
10.8
72.9
24.3
5.4
3.6
7.5
10.1
67.6
22.5
5.5
3.6
7.5
10.1
62.5
20.8
3
2
7.5
10.1
57.6
19.2
3.8
2.5
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θ

T

Direction

Time

359.8
179.8
0.1
0.1
297.3
297.3
357.6
177.6
0.2
0.2
296.8
296.8
349.7
169.7
359.3
359.3
294.7
294.7
350.2
170.2
359.6
359.6
288.5
288.5
348.4
168.4
358.8
358.8
294.4
294.4
358.8
178.8
359.4
359.4
287.1
287.1

9.6
1.4
1.7
3.2
1.4
2.2
10
1.8
1.7
3.2
1.3
2
10
1.8
1.7
3.2
1.2
1.9
10.1
1.9
1.7
3.1
1.2
2
10.1
1.9
1.6
3.1
1.2
1.9
9.7
1.5
1.6
3.1
1.3
2

(W)
Minimum
speed

K
Rotation
rate

2.2
2.9
5.8
1.9
0
0
0.2
0.3
4.6
1.5
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.7
5.7
1.9
1.3
0.8
0.3
0.4
5.8
1.9
0.7
0.5
1.2
1.6
6.4
2.1
0
0
1.2
1.6
4.9
1.6
0.3
0.2

0.21
0.21
0.07
0.07
-0.01
-0.01
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.06
-0.1
-0.1
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
-0.23
-0.23
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.09
-0.13
-0.13
0.16
0.16
0.1
0.1
-0.01
-0.01
0.16
0.16
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
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Harmonic constant
Level

Surface
layer

0.2 H

0.4 H

0.6 H

0.8 H

Bottom
layer

Diffusion

O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4

North component
Epoch

Amplitude

133.1
201.1
56.2
101.2
39.5
84.5
131.8
199.8
55.8
100.8
28.4
73.4
137.3
205.3
55.1
100.1
30.6
75.6
136.6
204.6
53.3
98.3
32.9
77.9
135.5
203.5
52.6
97.6
28.1
73.1
138.3
206.3
52.4
97.4
19.7
64.7

9
12.2
84.4
28.1
4
2.7
8.5
11.4
80.3
26.8
3.7
2.4
8.1
11
74.7
24.9
3.6
2.4
6.9
9.3
68.2
22.7
3.6
2.4
6.1
8.2
59.8
19.9
3
2
5.2
7
51.6
17.2
2.9
1.9

Elliptical element

East component

W

θ

T

Epoch Amplitude

Maximum
speed

Direction

Time

324.3
32.3
9
54
136.4
181.4
325.5
33.5
354.9
39.9
133.3
178.3
328.9
36.9
348.6
33.6
130.8
175.8
319.8
27.8
349.3
34.3
133.4
178.4
317.4
25.4
336.9
21.9
131
176
337.8
45.8
337.1
22.1
128.5
173.5

3.2
4.4
4.8
1.6
10.1
6.7
2.7
3.7
6.1
2
9.7
6.4
2.8
3.8
6.4
2.1
9.8
6.5
2.3
3.2
6.2
2.1
7.8
5.2
1.8
2.5
4.3
1.4
6.7
4.4
1.2
1.6
3.6
1.2
5.2
3.5
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9.5
12.9
84.4
28.1
10.1
6.8
8.9
12
80.4
26.8
9.7
6.5
8.6
11.6
74.7
24.9
9.8
6.5
7.2
9.8
68.3
22.8
7.8
5.2
6.4
8.6
59.8
19.9
6.7
4.5
5.3
7.2
51.6
17.2
5.3
3.6

340.5
160.5
2.2
2.2
93.3
273.3
342.6
162.6
2.1
2.1
96.4
276.4
341.1
161.1
2
2
94.2
94.2
341.2
161.2
2.3
2.3
96.2
276.2
343.3
163.3
1
1
97
97
347.6
167.6
1
1
103.7
283.7

9.6
1.5
1.9
3.4
2.4
0
9.5
1.4
1.9
3.4
2.3
0
9.9
1.8
1.9
3.3
2.3
3
9.8
1.7
1.8
3.3
2.4
0
9.7
1.6
1.8
3.2
2.3
3
10
1.8
1.8
3.2
2.3
0

(W)

K

Minimum Rotation
speed
rate

0.6
0.8
3.5
1.2
4
2.6
0.6
0.8
5.3
1.8
3.5
2.3
0.5
0.7
5.8
1.9
3.5
2.3
0.1
0.2
5.6
1.9
3.6
2.4
0.1
0.1
4.2
1.4
2.9
1.9
0.4
0.5
3.5
1.2
2.7
1.8

0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
-0.39
-0.39
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
-0.36
-0.36
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
-0.36
-0.36
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.08
-0.46
-0.46
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.07
-0.43
-0.43
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
-0.5
-0.5
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&
=>,>498169A3,<7984.=,8/0664:>4.,6060708>=
Harmonic constant
Level Diffusion

Surface
layer

0.2 H

0.4 H

0.6 H

0.8 H

Bottom
layer

O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4

North component
Epoch

Amplitude

110.3
178.3
64.9
109.9
222.4
267.4
105.6
173.6
64.7
109.7
219.1
264.1
98.5
166.5
63.4
108.4
215.1
260.1
90.7
158.7
62.6
107.6
215.2
260.2
90.4
158.4
61.3
106.3
213.4
258.4
92.6
160.6
62
107
196.4
241.4

7.2
9.8
105.5
35.2
6.9
4.6
7.6
10.3
99
33
7.5
5
7.7
10.4
93.7
31.2
7.5
5
8.4
11.3
87.9
29.3
6.4
4.2
7.6
10.2
79.2
26.4
5.5
3.7
6.8
9.2
67.5
22.5
3.8
2.5

Elliptical element

East component

W

Epoch Amplitude

47
115
69.6
114.6
161.1
206.1
41.8
109.8
71
116
168.8
213.8
37
105
67.8
112.8
171.3
216.3
31.5
99.5
60.4
105.4
163
208
26.9
94.9
61.5
106.5
158.6
203.6
25.7
93.7
58.1
103.1
159.8
204.8

4.7
6.4
21.2
7.1
7.7
5.1
4.6
6.2
20.1
6.7
8.1
5.4
3.9
5.3
17.7
5.9
8
5.3
3.4
4.5
13.7
4.6
7.1
4.7
2.3
3.2
13.3
4.4
6.9
4.6
2.6
3.5
11.9
4
5
3.4

Maximum
Direction
speed

7.7
10.4
107.6
35.9
8.9
5.9
8
10.8
101
33.7
10
6.7
8
10.8
95.4
31.8
10.1
6.8
8.6
11.6
89
29.7
8.6
5.7
7.6
10.3
80.3
26.8
7.9
5.3
6.9
9.3
68.5
22.8
6
4
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θ

22.6
22.6
11.3
11.3
231.7
231.7
19.9
19.9
11.4
11.4
228
228
16.6
16.6
10.7
10.7
227.7
227.7
13
13
8.9
8.9
230
230
8.5
8.5
9.5
9.5
55.4
235.4
9.7
9.7
10
10
54.7
234.7

T
Time

7
11
2.2
3.7
0.1
0.9
6.8
10.9
2.2
3.7
0.2
1
6.6
10.6
2.2
3.6
0.2
1
6.2
10.3
2.2
3.6
0.1
0.8
6.3
10.4
2.1
3.5
3.1
0.7
6.4
10.5
2.1
3.6
3
0.6

(W)

K

Minimum Rotation
speed
rate

4
5.4
1.7
0.6
5.2
3.5
4
5.3
2.2
0.7
4.7
3.1
3.3
4.5
1.3
0.4
4.1
2.7
2.8
3.8
0.5
0.2
4.2
2.8
2.1
2.8
0
0
3.9
2.6
2.4
3.2
0.8
0.3
1.9
1.3

0.52
0.52
-0.02
-0.02
0.58
0.58
0.49
0.49
-0.02
-0.02
0.47
0.47
0.42
0.42
-0.01
-0.01
0.4
0.4
0.33
0.33
0.01
0.01
0.48
0.48
0.27
0.27
0
0
0.5
0.5
0.34
0.34
0.01
0.01
0.32
0.32
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4.7
6.4
16.8
5.6
10.5
7
4.3
5.9
15.9
5.3
9.3
6.2
3.5
4.7
14.7
4.9
7.8
5.2
3.2
4.3
13.2
4.4
7.5
5
3.2
4.3
13.3
4.4
5.7
3.8
2.9
3.9
11
3.7
3.9
2.6

11.5
15.6
114
38
14.4
9.6
11.1
15
106.1
35.4
14.1
9.4
9.6
13
99.4
33.1
12.8
8.5
9.9
13.4
92.3
30.8
11.5
7.7
9.1
12.4
83.3
27.8
9.5
6.3
7.9
10.7
71.7
23.9
6.6
4.4

664:>4.,6060708> Through the calculation of
harmonic analysis, the tidal elements of the main
main tides of O1, K1, M2, S2, M4, and MS4 are
calculated by the harmonic constant. See Table 2-7
for details. The elliptic elements are used to further
analyze the nature of the tidal current.

351.9
171.9
351.7
351.7
225.8
225.8
358.3
178.3
351.5
351.5
220.5
220.5
353
173
351.6
351.6
217
217
355.1
175.1
351.8
351.8
220.3
220.3
352.4
172.4
350.8
350.8
216
216
358
358
351.3
351.3
215.7
215.7

9.4
1.3
2.4
3.8
0.5
1.2
9.1
1
2.4
3.8
0.4
1.1
8.8
0.7
2.3
3.8
0.5
1.2
8.4
0.4
2.3
3.7
0.5
1.2
8.5
0.4
2.3
3.7
0.4
1.2
8
11.9
2.2
3.7
0.3
1.1

Rotation
rate

21.5
89.5
236.8
281.8
198.4
243.4
32
100
238.4
283.4
191.3
236.3
12.3
80.3
239.2
284.2
197.1
242.1
11.7
79.8
243.8
288.8
198.6
243.6
5.4
73.4
243.1
288.1
193.5
238.5
15.6
83.6
254.2
299.2
202.5
247.5

Time

11.4
15.4
112.8
37.6
10.2
6.8
11.1
15
104.9
35
10.8
7.2
9.6
13
98.4
32.8
10.2
6.8
9.9
13.4
91.3
30.4
8.8
5.9
9.1
12.3
82.2
27.4
7.7
5.1
7.9
10.7
70.8
23.6
5.4
3.6

Direction

128.3
196.3
69.1
114.1
216.4
261.4
125.8
193.8
69.3
114.3
210.5
255.5
119.8
187.8
67.9
112.9
213.2
258.2
115.8
183.8
66.4
111.4
213.4
258.4
115.4
183.4
65.3
110.3
208.5
253.5
110.4
178.4
64.4
109.4
195.1
240.1

K

Minimum
speed

Bottom
layer

Maximum
speed

0.8
H

Amplitude

0.6
H

Epoch

0.4
H

Amplitude

0.2
H

O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4
O1
K1
M2
S2
M4
Ms4

&
=>,>498169A3,<7984.=,8/0664:>4.,6060708>=
Harmonic constant
Elliptical element
North component
East component
W
θ
T
(W)
Epoch

Surface
layer

Diffusion

Level



4.5
6.1
3.6
1.2
2.3
1.5
4.3
5.9
3
1
2.3
1.6
3.3
4.4
2.2
0.7
1.7
1.2
3.1
4.2
0.6
0.2
1.5
1
2.9
4
0.5
0.2
1.2
0.8
2.9
3.9
1.8
0.6
0.4
0.3

0.39
0.39
-0.03
-0.03
0.16
0.16
0.39
0.39
-0.03
-0.03
0.17
0.17
0.34
0.34
-0.02
-0.02
0.14
0.14
0.31
0.31
-0.01
-0.01
0.13
0.13
0.32
0.32
-0.01
-0.01
0.13
0.13
0.36
0.36
0.03
0.03
-0.06
-0.06

half-day tidal current. When 2.0<F≤4.0, it is an
irregular full-day trend; when F>4.0, it is a regular
full-day trend. The tide pattern coefficients of each
station are calculated by harmonic analysis, as
shown in Table 8.

&<08/8,>?<0 The nature of the tidal current
can be judged according to the tidal current coefficient. The tidal current coefficient F=(WO1+WK1)/
WM2 [15], when F≤0.5, it is the regular half-day
tidal current; when 0.5<F≤2.0, it is the irregular
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4=.<4748,>482:9A0<169A>C:0   +      910,.3=>,>498



Project/station number
(Wo1+Wk1)
/WM2

Surface layer
0.2H
0.4H
0.6H
0.8H
Bottom layer

B1
—
0.16
—
0.23
0.19
—

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

0.22

0.28

0.27

0.17

0.24

0.25
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.29

0.27
0.26
0.26
0.28
0.31

0.26
0.27
0.25
0.25
0.24

0.19
0.2
0.23
0.22
0.24

0.25
0.23
0.25
0.26
0.26

B5
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01

B6
-0.03
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0.03

&
&,-60915@,6?0=91 =?-169A=,>0,.3=>,>498
Project/station number
B1
B2
B3
B4
Surface layer
—
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.2H
0.00
0.02
0.06
0.07
0.4H
—
0.02
0.08
0.08
K
0.6H
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.08
0.8H
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.07
Bottom layer
—
0.05
0.08
0.07
It can be seen from Table 8 that in the tidal coefficient of each station, the number of power flow
types in each station is less than or equal to 0.5, and
therefore all belong to the regular half-day trend.

and the  value of the tidal current of each station
is between 0 and 0.50. Therefore, the tidal current
motion of each station is mainly reciprocating flow.
Since the sea area is a half-day trend, when discussing the direction of rotation of the trend, the direction of the tidal current of each station is discussed
by the change of the K value of the M2 sub-flow.
The K value in the table indicates that the layers
B1, B2, B3, and B4 are counterclockwise. Rotation;
B5, B6 station tidal current rotation direction is
inconsistent, B5 surface layer, 0.2H, 0.4H three
layers for clockwise rotation, 0.6H, 0.8H, bottom
layer for counterclockwise rotation; B6 for bottom
layer for counterclockwise rotation, above Each
layer is rotated clockwise.

&<08/19<79179@0708> The moving form
of the tidal current is divided into a rotating flow
and a reciprocating flow, which are usually judged
by the absolute value of the ellipticity K. At that
time  = 1, the tidal current is rounded and the
flow velocity is equal in all directions, which is a
pure rotating flow; at that time  = 0 , the tidal
current ellipse is a straight line, sea water flowing
back and forth on a straight line is a typical reciprocating flow. The  value is usually between 0-1.

?<<08> 169A <,>0 According to the Seaport
Hydrological Code, the maximum possible flow

velocity max of the tidal current is generally calculated according to the following formula:
In the regular half-day tidal sea area:







(1)
max = 1.295 + 1.245 +  +  +  + 

The larger the  value is, the more pronounced
the form of the swirling flow is. The smaller the
 value is, the more pronounced the form of the
reciprocating flow is. Since the observed sea area is
basically a regular half-day trend type, the elliptic
rate of the M2 sub-trend is mainly used to approximate the tidal movement form. The calculation
results of the elliptic rate of each sub-flow are
shown in Table 9. The direction of rotation of the
tidal current is usually judged by the sign in front of
the rotation rate K. The front of K is “+”, indicating
that the tide rotates counterclockwise (left-handed),
and the front of K is "-", indicating that the current
is clockwise (right-handed).
It can be seen from Table 9 that the  -values





In the above formula:  2 ,  2 , 1 , 1 ,


 4 ,  4 respectively means the maximum flow
2

2

1

1

4

4

rate of the flow of M2, S2 , O1, K1, M4, MS4 . Calculated according to the formula of the rule half-day
trend sea area, the calculation results are listed in
Table 10. It can be seen from the table that the
maximum possible flow velocity of the measurement zone is 235.7 cm/s in the surface layer of the
B6 station, and the direction is 357°.



of the tidal current rate of each station are small,
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&307,B47?7:9==4-60169A<,>0,8/A,>0<;?,64>C:948>910,.3=>,>4987,C-0>307,B47?7
742<,>498/4=>,8.0
Possible maximum flow rate
Station number / Level

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

0.2 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer

Flow rate
(cm/s)
126.7
115.3
102.9
200.3
189.5
178.5
165.4
149.8
126.8
177.2
159.1
146.8
135.6
125.9
117.6
166.6
159.2
148.5
134.2
118.2
102.6
212.3
204.1
194.7
182.4
163.9
140.0
235.7
222.7
207.2
193.5
174.6
148.6

Possible maximum migration distance

Direction ( ° )

Distance (m)

Direction ( ° )

55
50
51
356
354
355
355
352
352
357
357
355
355
355
356
354
354
353
354
353
355
15
15
14
12
13
13
357
357
356
356
355
355

17923.4
16612.8
14454.4
30336.9
28977.8
27403.3
25223.6
23057.0
19647.3
28193.6
25074.4
23078.3
21386.1
20090.3
18951.7
26436.3
25133.8
23560.7
21120.7
18594.5
16050.7
31667.4
30497.5
29168.2
27829.9
25019.5
21540.2
36042.7
33969.3
31369.0
29681.2
26882.8
23047.3

45
38
41
356
355
357
357
354
354
359
358
356
356
355
358
355
355
354
355
355
356
14
14
13
11
11
11
354
355
354
355
353
354

maximum possible migration distance of the water
quality point in the survey area is the largest at the
surface of the B6 station, which is 36042.7 m. The
distance between the maximum water transport
point and the maximum possible flow velocity is
corresponding to the maximum possible flow velocity. The larger the maximum possible flow velocity,
the farther the watermark may travel.

The maximum possible migration distance of
the tidal water quality point According to the “Seaport Hydrological Code”, the maximum possible

migration distance max of the tidal water quality
point is generally calculated according to the following
formula:
Regular
half-day
trend sea
area:






max = 184.3 2 + 171.2 2 + 274.31 + 295.91 + 71.2 4 + 69.9 4

(2)




In the above formula:  2 ,  2 , 1 , 1 ,

$0=4/?,6 169A From the harmonic analysis,
the residual current of each station during the observation period can be obtained. See Table 11, and
the residual flow vector of each station is shown in
Figure 3.



 4 ,  4 respectively means the maximum flow
rate of the flow of M2, S2 , O1, K1, M4, MS4 . Calculated according to the formula of the regular halfday tidal zone, the calculation results are shown in
Table 10. It can be seen from the table that the
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.&30-9>>976,C0<<0=4/?,6169A@0.>9<910,.3=>,>498 =>,>498>,50= 9>30<=>,>498=>,50>30
?8/0<6C482/,>,
'$ 
,.3=>,>498<0=4/?,6169A@0.>9<
& 
69A<,>091<0=4/?,6169A486,<2070/4?7,8/=7,66>4/0=910,.3=>,>498
Station number /
Level
B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

0.2 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer
Surface layer
0.2 H
0.4 H
0.6 H
0.8 H
Bottom layer

Tide period
Flow rate
Direction ( ° )
(cm/s)
12.2
288
13.3
300
5.2
241
22.0
106
20.8
107
17.1
106
17.2
116
17.4
105
16.2
108
20.4
276
21.2
284
16.1
281
15.5
287
14.3
292
14.1
303
22.7
78
20.8
75
20.5
73
17.6
68
16.1
71
13.2
77
21.4
80
20.5
77
19.2
75
18.4
75
15.8
84
14.0
75
3.8
354
4.8
2
4.9
322
4.9
313
3.4
282
4.5
322

Mid-tidal period
Flow rate
Direction ( ° )
(cm/s)
16.4
273
12.9
260
13.3
267
13.6
86
12.4
83
10.8
80
10.6
84
10.9
78
8.9
74
23.0
253
21.7
251
20.0
248
17.9
250
15.6
248
13.7
252
23.5
116
22.2
116
20.4
118
18.0
116
16.2
118
14.4
112
15.7
91
17.0
86
15.5
77
12.3
63
11.6
69
10.4
68
17.4
281
16.7
289
15.2
295
15.5
293
12.9
297
11.9
295

1508

Small tide period
Flow rate
Direction ( ° )
(cm/s)
2.7
349
1.3
18
1.0
56
14.6
48
14.5
46
12.8
47
11.8
41
10.5
47
8.2
50
20.9
277
19.8
276
19.0
276
17.6
277
15.9
278
13.9
276
12.3
59
11.5
59
10.9
56
9.9
53
9.1
54
8.4
57
19.6
114
19.9
110
18.3
112
13.7
114
12.8
118
11.2
116
7.6
340
5.8
317
4.3
313
5.9
300
4.0
302
2.9
312
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It can be seen from Table 11 and Figure 3 that
during the tide period, the residual flow velocity of
each station is between 3.4 and 22.7 cm/s, and the
maximum residual flow velocity appears at the
surface of the B4 station, with a flow direction of
78°; The residual flow rate is between 8.9 and 23.5
cm/s, the maximum residual flow rate appears at
the surface of the B4 station, and the flow direction
is 116. The residual flow velocity of each station in
the small tide period is between 0.8 and 20.9 cm/s,
and the maximum residual current. The flow rate
appears at the surface of the B3 station with a flow
direction of 277. During the tide period, the residual
flow of B1 and B3 stations is biased toward the W
direction, the remaining flows of B2, B4 and B5 are
shifted to the E direction, and the residual flow of
B6 is biased toward the N direction. The remaining
flows of B1, B3 and B6 during the middle tide
period are biased toward the S direction, B2 and
B4. The B5 residual current flows to the Edirection; during the small tide period, the B1 and
B6 residual flows flow to the N-direction, the B2,
B4, and B5 residual flows to the E-direction, and
the B3 residual flow to the E-direction. The flow
velocity of each layer in the vertical direction gradually decreases from the top to the bottom, and the
flow direction is basically the same.


"!'%"!%

tide period is between 8.9 and 23.5 cm/s, and the
residual flow velocity of each station in the small
tide period is between 0.8 and 20.9 cm/s, and the
residual flow velocity of each layer in the vertical
direction is The table to the bottom gradually decreases, and the flow direction is basically the
same.
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residual flow velocity of each station in the middle
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Owing to its characteristic structure, glorious
mechanical, barrier properties, and so on, graphene
is considered as a hopeful two-dimensional material
with enormous applications including batteries,
solar cells, nanocomposites, capacitors [11]. Additional studies have been done for graphene-based
coatings of great corrosion prevention because of
the barrier properties [12]. However, due to the
high surface area and strong van der Waals forces,
graphene layers are likely to aggregate together,
which impose restrictions on their extensive applications in many water-born compounds. Therefore,
many studies have been done to improve the decentrality of graphene in matrix through covalent functionalization and non-covalent functionalization.
Ramezanzadeh B et al. [13], grafted polyisocyanate
(PI) resin into graphene oxide (GO) through covalent bonding, and researched the improvement of
the protection properties of the well-dispersed graphene oxide/polyurethane(PU) coating. Shazali et
al. [14], reported that graphene nano-particle was
modified by environmentally friendly renewable
biomass citric acid and xylitol, which improved the
dispersion of graphene. Although the chemical
grafting modifications can improve the dispersity of
graphene layers, it always includes the oxidation of
graphene, which involves complicated and dangerous the experimental procedure. Moreover, it tends
to introduce the defects in graphene original structure, which will destroy their barrier properties. In
order to obtain low-defect graphene sheet, the noncovalent fictionalization is considered to be a preferred strategy. It is easy to exfoliate graphite into
graphene by liquid-phase exfoliation so as to retain
the complete sp2 planar structure of graphene.
Water is a desirable choice as an exfoliation medium, especially for waterborne epoxy resin/graphene
nanocomposites. According to previous studies, Gu
et al. [15] and Cao et al. [16] both reported efficient
dispersant to stabilize and disperse graphene in
dispersion by π-π interactions between dispersant
and graphene. Ding et al. [17] synthesized of an
efficient dispersant to stabilize graphene in aqueous
dispersion, and researched the anticorrosive property of well-dispersion graphene. Furthermore, welldispersed graphene layers prominently enhance the
anticorrosive ability of graphene waterborne coatings. However, current dispersant always includes
complex synthetic steps, which are often environ-

An innovative graphene (r GO) / polypyrrole
(PPy) / waterborne epoxy resin (WEP) was prepared using r GO/PPy and WEP as fillers and film
forming material, respectively. The modified in situ
polymerization method was applied to prepare
rGO/PPy. Corrosion inhibition properties of
polypyrrole/graphene coatings is studied. The result
show that compared with graphite / WEP and pure
WEP, owing to the well-dispersion of polypyrrole/graphene in the matrix, the composites coatings performed outstanding corrosion resistance at
the additive amount of only 0.5% and it is regulated. Good corrosion inhibition properties of polypyrrole/graphene coatings is present. This work provides a new way to enhance anticorrosive ability of
waterborne epoxy resin, and it also gives a noteworthy strategy for development of polypyrrole
application.



*)!$%
Graphene, composites, corrosion, dispersion

 &$!'&! 
In recently years, enormous corrosion of materials has caused much attention on account of the
huge economic losses. Because of their prominent
chemical inertness, epoxy resins have been used
widely for corrosion protection [1]. Nevertheless,
epoxy resin is currently organic solvent system
which is detrimental to environment and healthy
[2]. Waterborne coating has gained increasing attention for metal protection without the emissions
of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). However,
waterborne coating has lots of hydrophilic groups
to form polar channels to expedite the water permeation [3]. The water-based epoxy with good corrosion resistance is urgently needed to be developed.
Compounding is considered as a more efficient
method where many organic and inorganic nanofillers have been used to enhance the corrosion
protection performance of coatings by improving
their barrier properties [4], for example, montmorillonite, silica, boron nitride, polyaniline(PANI),
graphene and so on [5-10].
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mentally unfriendly. Zhang et al. [18], reported a
biomaterial silk nanofibers to prepare and disperse
the graphene, however, the process included harsh
experimental conditions. Thus, a natural environmental-friendly biomass dispersant, which can
replace the synthetic dispersant in a facile and green
way, is extremely attractive.
In this paper, we reported that an innovative
graphene (r GO)/polypyrrole (PPy)/waterborne
epoxy resin (EP) was prepared using r GO/PPy and
EP as fillers and film forming material, respectively. The modified in situ polymerization method was
applied to prepare r GO/PPy.


&$% &!%

below 30 °C to form a uniform system. In addition,
degassing was performed in a vacuum oven at room
temperature for 10 min to remove the air bubbles.
The mixture was coated on the surface of Q 235
steel with a bar coater and then dried at 80 °C for 3
h. The thickness of coatings was controlled at
50 ± 5 μm.


$%'&% %'%%! 
It is seen that from Fig. 1 and 2, it is determined that the amount of graphene oxide added is
8%, and the amount of curing agent added is 50%
(based on the mass of aqueous epoxy resin emulsion) to prepare a coating. In order to improve the
overall performance of the coating, other additives
(dispersant, defoamer) The thickener was added in
an amount of 2%. Compared with graphite/WEP
and pure WEP, owing to the well-dispersion of
polypyrrole/graphene in the matrix, the composites
coatings performed outstanding corrosion resistance
at the additive amount of only 0.5% and it is regulated.


":09,:,<487 81 <30 ,7<4.8::8;487 .8,<472;
A certain amount of r GO/PPy composite filler/graphene dispersion was added into the waterborne curing agent and then mixed for 5 min before
sonication for 5 min. The waterborne epoxy resin
and small amount of isopropanol were added to the
mixture with stirring and were then ice bath sonicated for 15 min with the temperature of the bath



'$ 
%=:1,.0"58<81#=,54<@81.8,<472;62>;

'$ 
%=:1,.0"58<81#=,54<@81.8,<472;62>;
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%.,77472050.<:8764.:8;.89@%46,20;81;=:1,.0,,7/.:8;;;0.<487-.81 ?<985@9@:
:850 2:,93070 )"!9<4.,564.:8;.89046,20!"81 ?<985@9@::850 2:,93070 )"/ 
?<2:,934<0 )"0,7/)"118:6,27414.,<487  BAB <460;

role/graphene layers were equably dispersed in the
0.3,74.,5 -03,>48: 81 985@9@::850
waterborne epoxy resin in the SEM images, where
2:,93070 )" Tensile tests were utilized to
no obvious agglomeration was observed. It was
evaluate the mechanical properties of the samples.
confirmed that the polypyrrole/graphene were wellThe results show that the tensile strengths, elastic
dispersed in epoxy compounds. In the Optical mimodulus and elongation at break of 0.5 wt%
croscope image (OPM) the same conclusion could
polypyrrole /graphene/WEP composites were rebe also obtained. The OPM images of 0.5 wt%
spectively 48.92 MPa, 1.49 GPa and 107.5%. In
polypyrrole /graphene/WEP in Fig. 3(e), 0.5 wt%
contrast to the neat WEP, it demonstrated the notagraphite/WEP in Fig. 3(d) and neat WEP in Fig.
ble improvement of the tensile strength of 0.5 wt%
3(f) were measured from magnification 200
polypyrrole /graphene/WEP composites. Moreover,
(10 × 20) times. The polypyrrole/graphene was
the addition of polypyrrole /graphene leaded to a
uniformly well-dispersed in epoxy composite for
reinforcement effect in the mechanical properties of
0.5 wt% polypyrrole/graphene/WEP. On the contraWEP composites. The result involved that the
ry, large graphite particle aggregates were found in
polypyrrole /graphene was highly dispersed in the
the 0.5 wt% graphite/WEP. In all, according to the
matrix, and restricted the movement of the crossmorphology of composites, polypyrrole/graphene
linked epoxy network. So, it could conclude that
was well-dispersed in epoxy resin in contrast with
these attractive improvements in the mechanical
the only graphite.
properties should be attributed to the excellent
compatibility of the polypyrrole /graphene with the
8::8;487 4734-4<487 9:890:<40; 81 985@9@:
matrix.
:850 2:,93070 .8,<472; Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were employed to evaluate the
8:93858240; 81 .8,<472; The morphology
of composite coatings was analyzed by SEM and
barrier and corrosion protection mechanism of
OPM. It was interested that only 0.5 wt% added
composite coatings under 3.5 wt% NaCl solution at
various time intervals. As well known, EIS is powamount of polypyrrole/graphene would greatly
erful way to estimate the coating anticorrosive
improve the corrosion resistance of the nanocompoability. The Bode plots of pure WEP and 0.5%
sites coating. In contrast, increasing the content of
polypyrrole /graphene/WEP were shown in Fig. 4.
polypyrrole/graphene brought no significant enIn general, the impedance modulus at the lowest
hancement for the anticorrosion, so the content of
frequency (Zf=0.01 Hz) in Bode plot could be used
polypyrrole/graphene was fixed at 0.5 wt% below
as a semi-quantitative indicator of coating's barrier
the study of composites. The SEM micrograph was
performance. For the neat WEP, the impedance
obtained from cross-section in Fig. 3(a) and surfacmodulus plots at Zf=0.01 Hz was 1.16 × 103 Ω cm2
es in Fig. 3(b, c) of 0.5 wt% polypyrrole/graphene/WEP composite. The polypyrat the onset of immersion for 2 h. However, the
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value immediately decreased to 7.90 × 102 Ω cm2
after 48 h of immersion, indicating the diffusion of
corrosive ion into WEP coatings, which led to the
loss of protective ability. In the case of 0.5 wt%
polypyrrole/graphene/WEP, the initial impedance
modulus at Zf=0.01 Hz were 7.94 × 104 Ω cm2.
After immersion for 24 h and 144 h, it only decreased to 3.98 × 104 Ω cm2 and 1.35 × 104 Ω cm2 in
Fig. 7 (a, b), respectively, which were one or two
orders of magnitude higher than that of pure WEP
during the whole immersion process. It suggested
that 0.5 wt% polypyrrole/graphene/WEP possessed
the better corrosion resistance performance.

This paper is supported by the Langfang Science and Technology Bureau (2018011010), PhD
Foundation of North China Institute of Aerospace
Engineering (BKY201810), Youth Fund of the
Hebei Natural Science Fund project (E2019409052)
and the Education Department Science Research
project of Hebei (2019104).
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! '%! 
Low defect graphene was successfully measured, and polypyrrole/ graphene /WEP nanocomposites were prepared in a facile, green, aqueous-only
production route. Compared with graphite/WEP
and pure WEP, owing to the well-dispersion of
polypyrrole/graphene in the matrix, the composites
coatings performed outstanding corrosion resistance
at the additive amount of only 0.5%. Good corrosion inhibition properties of polypyrrole/graphene
coatings is present.
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The aim of the present study is to extract and
characterize ascorbate peroxidase (APX) from kiwano (  ) and determine the effect of various inhibitors and metal ions on the enzyme activity. The enzyme activity was measured by
the decrease in absorbance at 285 nm during 1 min
with the spectrophotometric method. The optimum
pH and temperature were found to be 6.2 and 30°C
respectively. Km and Vmax of APX extracted from
kiwano were 0.2848 mM, 0.0035 U min-1 for aspartic acid (AsA), and 0.0649 mM, 0.0077 U min-1 for
H2O2, respectively. APX extracted from kiwano
was strongly inhibited by 2-nitrobenzoic acid
(1.48% residual activity, 1 mM), KCN (13.3% residual activity, 1 mM), and NaN3 (25.9% residual activity, 1 mM), but less inhibited by L-cysteine, 2mercaptoethanol, iodoacetamide, and EDTA. Analysis was performed for determining the effect of various metal ions, of which Fe2+ and Ba2+ activated
the activity of APX at the concentrations of 1, 5 and
10 mM and inhibited completely by Cu2+ and Sn2+
at above 5 mM. APX extracted from kiwano lost its
activity to some extent due to interacting with the
rest of the metal ions.
In this study, it was reported, for the first time,
the extraction and biochemical characterization of
the APX extracted from kiwano, which could be useful in potential applications.



is released from chloroplasts and mitochondria of
damaged cells [3]. An excess amount of H2O2 can
damage important cellular molecules such as DNA,
lipids, and proteins [4]. Specific mechanisms such as
antioxidants, ascorbate-glutathione cycle, enzymes
protect cells against ROS. One of the enzymes is
ascorbate peroxidase (APX; EC 1.1.1.11) that is
known to play a key role in scavenging excess hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) generated by several diverse
cellular reactions [5]. APX has several isoforms that
are located in chloroplasts, cytosol, mitochondria,
and peroxisomes [6].
APX has been extracted from different plant
sources like   , liverworts, cotton,
and    and its kinetic properties have
been studied. [7-10]. APX isoforms obtained various
sources may have different kinetic properties [8]. Kiwano (  ), one of the species of
 , is also known as African or horned melon.
It is grown natively in Africa but also in Australia,
New Zealand, Chile, and California. When the fruits
ripen, they are bright orange covered with sharp
spines. The taste of kiwano is similar to the mixture
of the taste of cucumber and banana. It is usually
consumed raw as a snack or cooking as food [11].
Kiwano comprises several bioactive molecules
such as minerals, vitamins, alkaloids, flavonoids, alkaloids, carbohydrates, cardiac glycosides, tannins,
which means that it has high nutritional value [1214]. According to the reports, it was seen that the kiwano increases the value of blood parameters like
packed cell volume, hemoglobin, red blood cell,
white blood cell counts [15]. Moreover, it has several
important properties such as antiviral [16] antimicrobial [15], anti-diabetic [14], anti-ulcer [17], and antiprotozoan [18].
The aim of the present study is to characterize
the APX enzyme extracted from kiwano and investigate inhibitor and metal ion effect.

(&!"
Ascorbate peroxidase, enzyme kinetics, inhibitor effect,
metal ion effect, kiwano,  

#!$#
The exposure to adverse environmental conditions such as pollutants, herbicides, drought, excessive light, salt tolerance, and low or high temperatures causes the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in aerobic organisms. ROS consists of
the superoxide ion (O2–·), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), and the hydroxyl radical (OH·) [1, 2]. H2O2
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6A@5.326.;2,:In kinetic studies, the different concentrations of AsA solution ranging from
0.01 mM to 1 mM and a fixed concentration of H2O2
(0.02 mM) were used for the determination of the
maximum velocity (Vmax) and Michaelis˗Menten
constant (Km). APX activity was measured at standard assay conditions and determined as unit activity
(U). Km and Vmax were calculated as per the Lineweaver-Burk graph [20]. According to the procedure by Ishikawa et al. [21], double-reciprocal plots
of AsA versus reaction velocity of different H2O2
concentrations were drawn and this graph gave parallel straight lines. This showed that APX reaction
proceeds by a Ping-Pong mechanism, stated by reports [22]. Secondary plots of intercepts obtained
from parallel straight lines were used to calculate the
kinetic values.

#!"#"
4*6;5*;.92*4: *6-,1.52,*4: Kiwano was
obtained from a local market (Istanbul, Turkey)
freshly. It was stored at ˗20°C until the day of experiments. All chemicals were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). In the experiments,
it was used the Shimatzu UV 2401 PC UV-vis spectrophotometer.
?;9*,;2767/ 'Kiwano was cut into small
pieces excluding the outer shell after being washed
with distilled water. In the preparation of crude enzyme extract, it was mixed 10 g of kiwano sample
with 30 mL of 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0),
0.5% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 0.2 mM
ascorbic acid. The mixture was stirred with a blender
at room temperature for 5 min. Next, the homogenate
was ﬁltered through three layers of cheesecloth and
centrifuged at 5000 ×  for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected for further assays.

//.,;7/:75.2612+2;79:A wide range of inhibitors, sodium azide (NaN3; 1 mM), KCN (1 mM),
2-mercaptoethanol (1 mM), l-cysteine (1 mM), iodoacetamide (1 mM), 2-nitrobenzoic acid (1 mM), and
EDTA (10 mM), were tested in order to determine
their inhibitory effects on APX extracted from kiwano. Each inhibitor was added to the reaction mixture containing phosphate buffer (pH 6.2), 0.02 mM
H2O2, 0.5 mM AsA, and 100 µL of the crude enzyme
solution. Next, it was vortexed gently and incubated
for 60 min at room temperature. The enzyme activity was determined under standard assay conditions.
The percentage of the remaining enzyme activity
samples was calculated under the assumption that
the activity of the control sample is at 100%.

 '*,;2=2;@*::*@In the APX activity assay,
100 µL of the crude enzyme solution was mixed with
2690 µL of 0.1 M of the appropriate buffer, 60 µL of
0.02 mM H2O2 and 150 µL of 0.5 mM AsA at room
temperature. According to the procedure by Shigeoka  . (1980), the enzyme activity was measured by the decrease in absorbance at 285 nm during
1 min due to ascorbate oxidation [19]. The sample
blank contained all the reagents except that the crude
enzyme solution was replaced by the appropriate
buffer.

//.,;7/:75.5.;*4276:The effects of several metal ions, comprising Fe3+, Fe2+, Cu2+, Zn2+,
Mg2+, Hg2+, Ba2+, Ca2+, Li+, Co2+, Mn2+, Pb2+, Sn2+,
Na+, K+, Ni2+, Cd2+, and Al3+, on APX extracted from
kiwano were investigated at different concentrations
(1 mM, 5 mM, and 10 mM). Each metal ion was
added to the reaction mixture at these concentrations
and incubated for 60 min at room temperature. A
control sample containing only enzyme solution was
incubated at the same conditions. After incubation,
the enzyme activity was measured at standard assay
condition. The percentage 4relative activity of samples was calculated under the assumption that the
activity of the control sample is at 100%.

8;25<58The effect of eight different pH
values (3.0-9.0) on enzyme activity was measured in
0.05 M buffers of citrate buffer (3.0-6.0), phosphate
buffer (6.0-8.0), and Tris-HCl (pH 8.0-9.0) at standard assay conditions. The highest activity of APX
was accepted as 100% and the other activity values
were calculated as the relative activity (%). The optimum pH graph was obtained by plotting the relative activity (%) value calculated for each pH versus
related pH.
8;25<5;.58.9*;<9.So as to determine the
optimum temperature of the APX extracted from kiwano, the enzyme activity was measured at ten different temperature values (5°C˗90°C). The water
bath was used for high temperatures and an ice bath
for low temperatures. The mixture, comprising the
0.05 M buffer at appropriate optimum pH and enzyme extract, was heated or cooled in test tubes. The
temperature was monitored using a stainless steel
stem digital thermometer. After reaching a temperature equilibrium, enzyme activity was measured at
standard assay conditions. The activity of the optimal temperature was accepted as 100% and the activities of other samples were calculated as the residual activity (%).

";*;2:;2,*4 *6*4@:2: Statistical analyses were
executed using GraphPad Prism version 5
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA) and Excel (Microsoft Co, Redmond, WA, USA). All results
were expressed as means with their standard deviations (SDs).
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APX extracted from     had an
optimum temperature at 32°C ˗ 34°C [23]. The optimum temperature of APX extracted from   
  was found as 38°C [21]. The APX extracted
from the liverwort       had an optimum temperature at 40°C [8]. The optimum temperature of APX extracted from  was
45°C [7]. A broad temperature optimum (over 90%
of maximum activity) of proxidomal APX extracted
from   was found to be between
35°C and 45°C [24].

!"$#""$""
.;.9526*;2767/78;25<58The effect of
pH on APX extracted from kiwano was investigated
in the pH range of 3.0 ˗ 9.0. APX extracted from kiwano showed the highest activity at pH 6.2 (100%)
as drawn in Figure 1.

6A@5.326.;2,:According to the results obtained from the kinetic analysis of APX extracted
from kiwano, Km and Vmax were 0.2848 mM, 0.0035
U min-1 for AsA, and 0.0649 mM, 0.0077 U min-1 for
H2O2, respectively. The analyses were shown as a
graph in Figure 3 and 4.
$! 
8;25<587/ '.?;9*,;.-/97532>*67
The optimum pH of cytosolic APX extracted
from  was 4.5 ˗ 5.0 [7]. The APX
from the liverwort       showed the
maximum activity in pH 6.0 [8]. The optimum pH of
APX from   was 6.5 [9]. APX
from dormant     L. corm had a maximum activity in the pH 8.0 [10]. In previous literature, the optimum pH values of APX enzymes has
been recorded in the pH range of 4.5 ˗ 8.0. However,
the enzyme activity decreased significantly at above
pH 8.0.

$! 
26.>.*=.9B<93847;7/ '.?;9*,;.-
/97532>*67

.;.9526*;276 7/ 78;25<5 ;.58.9*;<9.
The effect of temperature on APX extracted from kiwano was investigated at different temperatures in
the range of 5°C ˗ 90°C. The optimum temperature
for APX extracted from kiwano was at 30°C, presented as a graph in Figure 2. Also, the activity of
APX extracted from kiwano maintained at high temperatures.

$! 
#1.78;25<5;.58.9*;<9.7/ '.?;9*,;.-
/97532>*67

(Activities were assayed at H2O2 (0.02 mM) using variable
concentrations of A)

According to Sajitha Rajan et al. [8], the Km
values of APX extracted from liverwort     
 for AsA and H2O2 were as follows: 123 mM
and 28.7 mM. Cao et al. [7] reported that APX gene
obtained from  were 0.5 mM and
3.426 mM. Ishikawa et al. [21] mentioned that the
Km values of APX extracted from komatsuna for
AsA and H2O2 substrates were 0.402 mM and 0.024
mM. Leonardis et al. [25] reported that APX extracted from potato tuber for these substrates were
0.0761 mM and 0.0803 mM, respectively.
As per this present study, Km values of APX
extracted from kiwano for AsA and H2O2 substrates
have relatively low when compared with the documented results from previous research. The results of
the present research, therefore, indicate that kiwano
has a high affinity toward substrates.
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26.;2,:;<-@7/;1.*,;2=2;@7/ '.?;9*,;.-/97532>*67>2;1:*6-  -7<+4.9.,2897,*4
847;:7/262;2*4=.47,2;@*0*26:;/7<9:,76,.6;9*;276: 55 5*6- 5*;/7<9
/2?.-  ,76,.6;9*;276: 5 5 5*6- 5:.,76-*9@847;:7/26;.9,.8;:
*0*26:;;1.9.,2897,*47/  ,76,.6;9*;276
# 
//.,;7/:75.2612+2;79:76;1.*,;2=2;@7/ '
.?;9*,;.-/97532>*67
Inhibitor
Control
NaN3
KCN
2-Mercaptoethanol
L- cysteine
Iodoacetamide
2-Nitrobenzoic acid
EDTA

Concentration
(mM)
*
1
1
1
1
1
1
10

Leonardis et al. (2000) reported that iodoacetamide (1 mM) and NaN3 (1 mM) inhibited the
APX from potato tuber (   .) with
the residual activity 70% and 20%, respectively.
Moreover, KCN (0.5 mM), and L-cysteine (5 mM)
completely inhibited this enzyme activity [25]. It
was established that EDTA (1 mM) and iodoacetamide (2.5 mM) not inhibited APX from roots of Japanese radish whereas 2-mercaptoethanol (5.0 mM)
and L-cysteine (5.0 mM) inhibited with the residual
activities being 69% and 50%, respectively [27].
APX from liverwort     was inhibited
by iodoacetamide (1 mM), L-cysteine (1 mM), and
2-mercaptoethanol (1 mM) with the residual activities were 81%, 83%, and 82%, respectively [8]. Furthermore, the APX from Pea Leaves lost 50% of its
activity after exposure to 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol
[28].

Residual activity
(%)a
100 ± 0.00
25.9 ± 5.23
13.3 ± 0.89
70.3 ± 5.23
51.8 ± 5.23
92.5 ± 5.23
1.48 ± 0.52
85.1 ± 5.23

a
Values represent the mean ± SD of three replicates. * no
inhibitor.

//.,;: 7/ :75. 2612+2;79: 76 ;1.  ' .?
;9*,;.-/97532>*67The results of the inhibition
effect are shown in Table 1. It was established that
2-nitrobenzoic acid had the strongest inhibitory effect with 1.48% residual activity at 1 mM concentration. Next inhibitory effect was showed at KCN with
13.3% residual activity at 1 mM concentration followed by NaN3 (25.9%, 1 mM), L-cysteine (51.8%,
1 mM), 2-mercaptoethanol (70.3%, 1 mM), iodoacetamide (92.5%, 1 mM), and EDTA (85.1%, 10
mM).
In previous literature, the residual activities of
APX extracted from     inhibited by
KCN (1 mM), NaN3 (1 mM), and EDTA (1 mM)
were recorded as 3.6%, 8.5%, and 83.1%, respectively [23]. Koshiba (1993) reported that KCN (1
mM) and NaN3 (5 mM) inhibited the APX from
maize (    .) with the residual activity being 13%, and 87%, respectively [26]. The residual
activity of APX from liverwort     inhibited by KCN (0.5 mM) was %32 and it was completely inhibited at 1 mM concentration. In the same
report, NaN3 (0.1 mM and 0.5 mM) inhibited with
the residual activity being 77% and 54%, respectively. Also, EDTA (1 mM) inhibited with its remaining activity being 35% [8].

//.,;: 7/ :75. 5.;*4 276: 76 ;1. 32>*67
 'The effect of metal ions is shown in Figure 5.
As per the results, Fe2+ and Ba2+ activated the activity of APX from kiwano at 1 mM, 5 mM, and 10 mM
concentrations. Other metal ions inhibited the enzyme activity at all concentrations. It was seen that
the residual activity of APX from kiwano inhibited
by all metal ions was decreased as increased their
concentrations. Moreover, APX from kiwano lost its
activity completely after exposure to above 5 mM
Cu2+ and Sn2+ metal ions.
In previous literature, Shigeoka at al. (1980) reported that APX enzyme activity from Eugiena gracilis inhibited completely by Hg2+ (1 mM), whereas
Mn2+ inhibited markedly. Moreover, Al3+, Zn2+,
Mg2+, Ca2+, Li+, and Ni2+ inhibited partially, but Co2+
had no inhibitory effect on the enzyme activity [23].
Sharma et al. (2004) demonstrated that APX from
rice seedlings was activated by Ni2+ at below 0.01
mM but inhibited at above 0.01 mM. Moreover,
APX from rice seedlings was inhibited by Al3+ with
a concentration range of 0.01 mM ˗ 0.5 mM [29].
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were determined. The effects of various inhibitors
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from different sources.
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basic morphological characteristics of pollen grains
among them, and the relationship between Mihong
and Fuqing No.01, Xixianghong and Changle
No.01, Ershui and Changle No.02, Fuguihong and
Fuqing No.02, Chilong and Meiguilong, Guihonglong and Hongguan were closer.



The morphological characteristics of the pollen grains from the Pitaya germplasms and the
genetic relationship of the germplasms were analyzed through experiments, to provide the palynological basis for the systematic classification and
identification of the Pitaya germplasms. The pollen
morphology of 16 germplasms from 9 areas of
Fujian Province was observed by JSM-6380LV
scanning electron microscope after fixed, cleaned,
dehydrated step by step, dried, and coated with
gold. The ultrastructural characteristics of pollen
grain population (enlarged by 200 times), pollen
grain individuals (1300 times larger) and outer wall
ornaments in the middle of the equatorial surface of
the pollen grains (3000 times magnified) were observed and taken photomicrograph from the representative field of vision. The comprehensive data
obtained by the experiment were statistically analyzed by the DPS data processing system (Duncan
new repolarization difference method) and
SPSS19.0 software was used for analysis of a clustering component, which is based on the sum of
squares of deviations, and a tree of 16 taxonomic
units was made. The results showed that the pollen
grains were nearly spherical (0.92<P/E< 0.96), the
polar axis length of pollen grains was 53.07 - 62.82
μm and the equatorial axis length was 56.79 -66.43
μm. The pollen grains belonged to the equatorial
triangulation type (N3P4C3), and there were three
germinating ditches with symmetrical radiation
distribution and no intersecting in the polar surface.
There were a furrow boundary and a polar region.
The outer wall ornaments were white spiny protrusions, and the differences among pollen of different
germplasm were mainly in the minor changes in
size, shape, outer wall ornamentation and germinating groove characters. The morphological characteristics of the Pitaya pollen grains are consistent
and diverse. The results of cluster analysis of 6
quantitative characters showed that the observed
pollen was divided into 3 groups: (1) Mihong,
Fuqing No.01, Zilongguo, Zishuijing, Xixianghong,
Changle No.01; (2) Fuguihong, Fuqing No.02,
Chilong, Meiguilong and Fuqing No.03; (3) Ershui,
Changle No.02, Mixiang, Guihonglong and
Hongguan. There were significant differences in the

#! 
Pitaya, pollen grain, submicro-morphology, cluster analysis

 
Pollen is a male organ of flowering plants. It is
a germ cell in the stamens. Its appearance is powdery. Its individual is called “pollen grain”. The
pollen of plants is a conservative organ, and its
morphological characteristics are highly heritable.
And one of the important basis for classification
[1]. In the field of genetic research of fruit trees,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to
observe the morphological characteristics of
germplasm resources and to identify and systematically classify them, such as grapefruit [2], olive [3],
peach [4-8], Eriobotrya japonica [9], Prunus salicina [10], apple [11], pear [12-14], apricot [15-17],
cherry [18], raspberry [19], arbutus [20] , jujube
[21] and so on. Hylocereus undulatus Britt. is a
perennial climbing succulent plant of the family
Cactaceae (Hylocereus undatus). It is a tropical and
subtropical fruit tree. It originated in Central America. For nearly 50 years, mainland China has been
from Taiwan and Foreign countries such as Vietnam, Thailand, Colombia and other countries
have introduced many varieties of resources. After
long-term artificial breeding, introduction, domestication and natural variation, they have formed
germplasm resources with diverse genetic traits.
The scientific research department has carried out
in the field of breeding and cultivation techniques
of dragon fruit. A large number of studies have
been carried out for the first time in the field of
classification of superfine morphological features
of dragon fruit pollen grains. The morphological
characteristics of pollen are controlled by genes,
which are little affected by external environmental
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min; 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% ethanol dehydrated step by step, each interval 10-15min, which
is replaced with 100% ethanol 3 times; naturally
dry; with ion sputtering instrument (Model: EIKO
IB-5 Spray gold, so that the surface of the dragon
fruit pollen is coated with a gold film; under the
JSM-6380LV scanning electron microscope, the
representative field of view is selected to observe
the morphological characteristics of the dragon fruit
pollen grain (magnification 200 times), single pollen The morphological characteristics of the granules (magnification 1300 times) and the outer wall
surface of the pollen grains in the middle of the
equatorial plane (magnification 3000 times) were
separately photographed and recorded. The test data
are the average of the measured values of 30 pollen
grains related quantitative indicators for each
germplasm.

$5$231&(44,0* Take the pollen grains of the
test dragon fruit germplasm as the unit of operation,
and measure 10 indicators, namely 6 quantitative
indicators (polar axis length P, equatorial axis
length E, P/E, germination groove length, germination groove width, surface thorn Shaped convex
density), 4 qualitative indicators (pollen grain
shape, polar face shape, equatorial face shape, outer
wall ornamentation). The trait quantification method takes the numerical value directly for the quantitative trait, and the comprehensive data obtained by
the experiment is statistically analyzed by the DPS
data processing system (Duncan new complex
range method). The SPSS19.0 software was used to
perform cluster analysis using the squared sum of
dispersion method to create a tree diagram using
ward linkage.

conditions and have strong genetic stability [22-24].
The morphological characteristics of pollen are
long-term evolution, carrying a lot of information
about evolution, and the palynological study on
germplasm classification and genetic relationship is
of great significance. However, there have been no
reports on the observation of the ultrastructural
characteristics of pollen grains of different dragon
germs in China and abroad.
In this paper, the pollen of 16 Pitaya cultivars
was observed with scanning electron microscopy
for comparing their pollen morphology, exine ornamentation and germinal aperture. Based on the
data of pollen grain traits, 16 clusters were classified by cluster analysis method, aiming at providing
palynological basis for systematic classification and
identification of dragon fruit germplasm resources.


   

$/2.(1..(&5,10. From 2016 to 2017, in the
dragon fruit producing area of Fujian Province,
select 18 dragon fruit production points and 16
well-preserved adult fruit trees. The pollen collection area is shown in Table 1. The top and bottom of
the dragon fruit plant are collected and the growth
results are strong. Strong, open the flower buds that
night, open the petals, collect the anthers, fix them
with 5% glutaraldehyde, and store them at a low
temperature of about 5°C.
92(3,/(05$. /(5+1' Pitaya pollen was
fixed with 5% glutaraldehyde for 4 h, washed with
phosphate buffer for 3 times at intervals of 10-15
min; fixed with 1% citric acid for 4 h, washed with
distilled water for 3 times, each interval of 10-15



 
163&(1)5(45/$5(3,$.4)13 2,5$:$

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Germplasm
Mihong
Fuguihong
Fuqing 01
Zilongguo
Zishuijing
Xixianghong
Guihonglong
Hongguan
Ershui
Mixiang
Chilong
Fuqing 02
Fuqing 03
Changle 01
Changle 02
Meiguilong



Region
Suian Town, Zhangpu County, Fujian Province
Qiantianwei Village, Chengtou Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province
Qiantianwei Village, Chengtou Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province
Shuichao Village, Shajiang Town, Xiapu County, Fujian Province
Shuichao Village, Shajiang Town, Xiapu County, Fujian Province
Dazhai Village, Xindian Town, Xiamen City, Fujian Province
Shuichao Village, Shajiang Town, Xiapu County, Fujian Province
Dazhai Village, Xindian Town, Xiamen City, Fujian Province
Licheng Village, Songgang Street, Xiapu County, Fujian Province
Licheng Village, Songgang Street, Xiapu County, Fujian Province
Qiantianwei Village, Chengtou Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province
Qiantianwei Village, Chengtou Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province
Sanxing Village, Dongzhang Town, Fuqing City, Fujian Province
Heshang Town, Changle City, Fujian Province
Jiangtian Town, Changle City, Fujian Province
Tieshan Town, Zhenghe County, Fujian Province
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is/equatorial axis (P/E) is 0.94. Among the 16
germplasms, the polar shape of the pollen grains is
3 cracked triangles with 12 germplasms such as
Mihong and Fuguihong, and the 3 cracks are nearly
circular. There are 4 germplasms such as Fuqing 01
and Zishuijing. The differences in the shape and
size of Pitaya pollen grains are shown in Table 2
and Fig.1. Through Duncan's new complex range
method, the length of Guihonglong pollen polar
axis is significantly different from that of 14 other
test germplasms except Mixiang. The length of
Guihonglong pollen equatorial axis is significantly
different from that of the other 15 tested
germplasm. There was a significant difference between Mihong and Zishuijing polar axis/equatorial
axis (P/E). There was no significant difference
between the other 14 tested germplasms in the polar
axis/equatorial axis (P/E). According to the classification of G. Aitman, dragon fruit pollen belongs to
the equatorial three-groove type (N3P4C3).

+( 4,;( $0' 4+$2( 1) '3$*10 )36,5 21..(0
*3$,04 The average length of the dragon fruit pollen grains is 58.13 μm, the average length of the
equatorial axis is 61.88 μm, and the polar axis/equator axis (P/E) is 0.920.96, according to the
grading standard of G.Erdtman (1969) [19,23 ],
dragon fruit pollen grains belong to a large grade
(50 to 100 μm in diameter). The shape of the pollen
grains is nearly spherical (0.88<P/E<1.14) (Fig. 1a16a). The polar view is 3 cracked triangles or 3
cracks near the circle (Fig. 1b ~ 16b), and the equatorial plane is nearly circular (Fig. 1c ~ 16c). The
maximum value of the polar axis is Fuqing 03,
which is 62.82 μm, and the minimum value is Guihonglong, which is 53.07 μm. The maximum value
of the equatorial axis is Zishuijing, which is 66.43
μm, and the minimum value is Guihonglong, which
is 56.79 μm. The average value of the polar ax-


 
1/2$3,41041)21..(0*3$,0/132+1.1*,&$.&+$3$&5(34$/10*2,5$:$*(3/2.$4/

N Ger
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Pollen grain size (μm)
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grain
Shap
e

Polar
axis

Equatorial
axis

1
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59.57±1.
30bcdAB
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Fuguihong
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view
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torial
view
Shap
e

Germinal furrow
Length
Width
(μm)
(μm)

62.27±1.
22cdeBC
D(60.3463.49)

0.96
±0.0
4aA(
0.921.02)

Near
spher
e

58.90±1.
53cdefB
CDEF(56
.6060.79)

62.52±2.
98bcdBC
D(59.0565.87)

0.93
±0.0
2abA
(0.90
0.96)

Fuqi
ng
01

59.39±0.
98bcdeB
CDE(58.
10-60.49)

64.01±0.
61abcAB
C(62.9864.58)

Zilong
guo

59.24±1.
13cdeBC
DE(57.54
-60.22)

62.07±1.
72cdefB
CD(60.2
0-63.76)

Near
ly
roun
d

51.38±7.40
abcA
(44.2861.87)

1.04±0.
55bB
(0.581.98)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

42.65±8.40
abcA
(34.2355.28)

1.35±0.
38bB
(0.691.69)

1.66±0.21c
dAB
(1.4-1.9)

0.93
±0.0
1abA
(0.91
0.94)

Near
spher
e

3
crack
ed
roun
d

Near
ly
roun
d

50.62±3.31
abcA
(45.2353.08)

1.70±0.
63bB
(1.132.48)

1.78±0.32b
cdAB
(1.4-2.2)

0.95
±0.0
2abA
(0.92
0.98)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

48.31±8.91
abcA
(38.0059.05)

0.87±0.
41bB
(0.461.48)

1.66±0.42c
dAB
(1.3-2.3)

1524

Surface
prickly
protruding
density
(
individu2
al/μm )
1.86±0.42a
bcdAB
(1.4-2.4)

Exine
tion

ornamenta-

The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly pointed,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is more
open.
The white thornlike
pattern
is
obvious, the distribution
is
thin,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly blunt,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
closed.
The white thornlike pattern is more
obvious, the protrusions are slightly
pointed, the distribution
is
thin,
irregular, the protrusions are slightly
pointed, most of
them fall off, and
the holes are closed.
The white thornlike pattern is more
obvious, the distribution is thinner,
irregular, the protrusion is slightly
pointed, most of it
falls off, and the
hole is closed.
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N Ger
o mpla
. sm

Pollen grain size (μm)

P/E

Pollen
grain
Shap
e

Extrem
e
view
Shap
e
3
crack
ed
roun
d

Equa
torial
view
Shap
e

Germinal furrow
Length
Width
(μm)
(μm)

Polar
axis

Equatorial
axis

5

Zishuijing

60.38±2.
13abcAB
C(58.2963.38)

66.43±0.
99aA(65.
45-68.01)

0.92
±0.0
4bA(
0.860.96)

Near
spher
e

6

Xixi
angh
ong

56.96±3.
22efghC
DEFG(54
.0862.13)

59.57±2.
47fgDE(
57.5463.34)

0.95
±0.0
2abA
(0.92
0.98)

7

Guihong
long

53.07±0.
53iH(52.
13-53.41)

56.79±1.
30hE(54.
49-57.49)

8

Hon
ggua
n

55.54±2.
05ghFG
H(53.9959.68)

9

Ersh
ui

1
0

Near
ly
roun
d

52.95±7.01
aA
(45.5463.13)

4.14±2.
15aA
(0.906.71)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

51.26±10.6
6abcA
(42.0965.95)

1.06±0.
66bB
(0.402.20)

1.88±0.33a
bcdAB
(1.5-2.5)

0.94
±0.0
1abA
(0.93
0.96)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

40.75±8.37
cA
(27.8648.68)

0.9±0.4
3bB
(0.511.44)

2.38±0.50a
A
(1.8-2.9)

59.49±2.
76fgDE(
56.3161.99)

0.94
±0.0
4abA
(0.89
0.99)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

41.15±6.42
bcA
(35.1855.59)

0.73±0.
35bB
(0.411.55)

2.24±0.41a
bA
(1.7-2.6)

56.06±1.
75ghEFG
H(54.2458.39)

59.79±1.
19efgDE(
58.0960.96)

0.94
±0.0
2abA
(0.92
0.98)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

45.85±8.98
abcA
(37.0658.10)

0.80±0.
31bB
(0.451.10)

2.28±0.55a
bA
(1.8-3.2)

Mixiang

54.87±2.
18hiGH(
51.1456.61)

59.23±1.
61gDE(5
6.9561.26)

0.93
±0.0
2abA
(0.90
0.95)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

47.43±4.51
abcA
(40.5250.88)

0.81±0.
17bB
(0.651.00)

1.92±0.34a
bcdAB
(1.5-2.3)

1
1

Chilong

61.09±2.
72abcAB
(58.063.67)

64.93±1.
89abAB(
62.6466.82)

0.94
±0.0
2abA
(0.92
0.97)

Near
spher
e

3
crack
ed
roun
d

Near
ly
roun
d

46.42±8.31
abcA
(38.9456.85)

0.88±0.
42bB
(0.371.42)

1.42±0.26d
B
(1.1-1.7)

1
2

Fuqi
ng
02

57.58±1.
31defgC
DEFG(56
.3159.37)

61.22±2.
08defgC
D(58.7063.88)

0.94
±0.0
1abA
(0.92
0.96)

Near
spher
e

3
crack
ed
roun
d

Near
ly
roun
d

39.82±4.73
cA
(31.7243.34)

1.40±0.
53bB
(0.822.06)

1.8±0.4bcd
AB
(1.4-2.4)

1525

Surface
prickly
protruding
density
(
individual/μm2)
1.92±0.26a
bcdAB
(1.6-2.3)

Exine
tion

ornamenta-

The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly pointed,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
closed.
The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly pointed,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
closed.
The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly blunt,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is more
open.
The white thornlike ornamentation
is obvious, the
distribution
is
dense, irregular, the
bulge is blunt, most
of them fall off, and
the holes are closed.
The white thornlike ornamentation
is obvious, the
distribution
is
dense, irregular, the
bulge is blunt, most
of them fall off, and
the holes are more
open.
The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is blunt, most of it
falls off, and the
hole is open.
The white thornlike
pattern
is
obvious, the distribution
is
thin,
irregular, the bulge
is blunt, most of it
falls off, and the
hole is closed.
The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly blunt,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
closed.
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N Ger
o mpla
. sm

Pollen grain size (μm)

P/E

Pollen
grain
Shap
e

Extrem
e
view
Shap
e

Equa
torial
view
Shap
e

Germinal furrow
Length
Width
(μm)
(μm)

Surface
prickly
protruding
density
(
individual/μm2)

Exine
tion

Polar
axis

Equatorial
axis

1
3

Fuqi
ng
03

62.82±1.
69aA(60.
15-64.60)

1
4

Chan
gle
01

1
5

1
6

ornamenta-

66.24±1.
71aA(63.
81-67.61)

0.95
±0.0
1abA
(0.94
0.96)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

41.77±6.56
abcA
(30.4646.80)

1.16±0.
67bB
(0.532.24)

1.66±0.21c
dAB
(1.3-1.8)

56.41±1.
83fghDE
FGH(54.
20-58.62)

60.29±2.
07defgD(
57.2162.37)

0.94
±0.0
1abA
(0.92
0.95)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

52.64±6.43
abA
(44.9158.73)

1.27±0.
57bB
(0.441.99)

2.04±0.36a
bcAB
(1.6-2.3)

Chan
gle
02

56.33±1.
79ghDEF
GH(53.8
7-58.56)

60.25±1.
77defgD(
58.3162.28)

0.94
±0.0
3abA
(0.92
0.99)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

46.73±8.46
abcA
(36.7558.10)

1.32±0.
62bB
(0.712.09)

2.08±0.36a
bcAB
(1.8-2.7)

Meig
uilong

61.87±1.
10abAB(
61.2163.83)

64.98±1.
44abAB(
62.9266.86)

0.96
±0.0
2abA
(0.94
0.99)

Near
spher
e

3
split
roun
d
triangle

Near
ly
roun
d

48.93±9.15
abcA
(38.0056.22)

1.11±0.
36bB
(0.761.98)

1.66±0.28c
dAB
(1.2-1.9)

The white thornlike
pattern
is
obvious, the protrusions are blunt, the
distribution is thin,
irregular, the bulge
is blunt, most of
them fall off, and
the holes are closed.
The white thornlike ornament is
obvious, the distribution is dense,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly blunt,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
open.
The white thornlike ornamentation
is obvious, the
distribution
is
dense, irregular, the
bulge is blunt, most
of them fall off, and
the holes are more
open.
The white thornlike
pattern
is
obvious, the distribution
is
thin,
irregular, the bulge
is slightly blunt,
most of it falls off,
and the hole is
closed.

Note: different small letters mean significant different at 5% leveldifferent capital letters mean extremely significant different at 1% level.Numerical value in the bracket indicate the rangeability from minimum to maximum.

(3/,0$5,10 *3117( There are three simple
germination grooves on the surface of the dragon
fruit pollen grains, which radiate to the two extremes on the equatorial plane along the polar axis
direction, and are distributed at equal intervals. The
germination grooves do not meet each other and
have a groove boundary zone. Three can be observed from the polar view, and one or two can be
observed on the equatorial view, belonging to the 3
ditch type pollen. The groove is long and narrow,
and the end of the groove is blunt. The gully membrane has irregular granules and irregular ridges,
and the grooves are different in depth. The gullies
have long grooves and crack-like grooves. For
example, rich red, red dragon and other germplasm
are long-shaped ditch, hi red, red crown, The
germplasms such as Ershui, Changle 01 and Rose
Dragon are crack-like grooves, and the ditch is
deep. According to the structure of the edge of the
ditch, the outer wall is not thin at the ditch, such as
Fuguihong, Fuqing 01, Zilongguo, Chilong For the
germplasm, the outer wall is formed with a small
embankment thickened at the edge of the ditch,

such as honey germplasm and other germplasm,
and the outer wall is inverted into a lip-like
germplasm such as honey red at the edge of the
ditch.
Different dragon fruit germplasms differed in
terms of germination groove width, germination
groove length and density of thorn-like protrusions
on the outer wall surface. The average groove
length of the germination groove is 46.79 μm and
the average groove width is 1.28 μm; the germination groove of the germplasm amethyst is the longest, which is 52.95 μm, and the shortest germplasm
is Fuqing 02, which is 39.82 μm; the widest
germplasm of the germination groove is amethyst. ,
4.14 μm, the narrowest germplasm is red crown,
0.73 μm; the length of amethyst pollen germination
groove is significantly different from that of Guihonglong, Hongguan and Fuqing 02, and the other
12 tested germplasms are not significantly different
from each other. Sexual difference, the width of
amethyst pollen germination groove was significantly different from that of the other 15 tested
germplasms. There were no significant differences
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among the other 15 tested germplasms; the number
of bulging particles in different germplasm germination grooves was different. The germplasm with
many granules is rich red, amethyst, Fuqing 02,
etc.; the germplasm with less granules in the germination
groove
has
Mihong,
Zilongguo,
Xixianghong,Meiguilong, etc. (Fig. 1e16e).

divided into the following three types: (1) The density of the thorn-like bulge is small: the outer wall
is obviously decorated, the white thorn-like bulge is
small in density, the distribution is irregular, the
bulge is slightly blunt, and most white thorns fall
off. The pores formed at the base are mostly closed,
such as Chilong (Fig. 1-11d), Fuqing 02 (Fig. 112d), and the like. (2) The density of the thornshaped bulge is moderate: the outer wall texture is
more obvious, the white thorn-like bulge is medium
in density, the protrusion is slightly pointed, the
distribution is irregular, most white thorns fall off,
and the holes formed at the base are mostly closed,
such as amethyst (figure 1-5d), Xixianghong (Fig.
1-6d), etc. (3) Density of thorn-like bulge: The
outer wall is obviously decorated, the white thornlike bulge is dense, the distribution is irregular, the
bulge is blunt, most of the white thorns fall off, and
the holes formed at the base are mostly open, such
as Guihonglong. 1-7d), honey (Figure 1-10d) and
so on. The white thorn-like convex pattern on the
outer wall surface of the dragon fruit pollen grain is
shown in Figure 1 (1d ~ 16d).

(9563( 1) 5+( 165(3 8$.. 1) 21..(0 *3$,04
The outer surface of the dragon fruit pollen grains
has white thorn-like protrusions. The highest density of white thorn-like bulge on the surface is Guihonglong, which is 2.38/μm2, and the lowest density is Chilong, which is 1.42/μm2. The surface of the
red dragon and the red dragon, red crown and the
second water pollen There is a very significant
difference in density. In the long-term evolution
process, the surface of the dragon fruit pollen grains
showed a variety of variations. The pollen grain
outer wall pattern of different dragon fruit
germplasms changed due to the density of white
thorn-like protrusions, the closure of the spur hole,
and the blunt tip of the thorn. In addition, it can be



1a



1b



1c



1d



1e

2a

2b

2c

2d

2e

3a

3b

3c

3d

3e

4a

4b

4c

4d

4e

5a

5b

5c

5d

5e
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6a

6b

6c

6d

6e

7a

7b

7c

7d

7e

8a

8b

8c

8d

8e

9a

9b

9c

9d

9e

10a

10b

10c

10d

10e

11a

11b

11c

11d

11e

12a

12b

12c

12d

12e

13a

13b

13c

13d

13e

14a

14b

14c

14d

14e
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15a

15b

16a

16b

15c

15d

15e

16c
16d
16e
 
1..(0*3$,0/132+1.1*:1) 2,5$:$*(3/2.$4/4
Codes were keeping with Table 1 code; a: pollen grain in holistic view (200 × ), b: pollen grain in polar view(1300 × ),
c: Pollen grain in equatorial view (1300 ×), d: Pollen grain exine ornamentation (3000 × ), e: Germination sulcus (3000 × )



.645(3,0* 3(46.54 $0' $0$.:4,4 The 6 traits
of Pitaya pollen grains were clustered by the method of squared deviation (Ward method). The results
are shown in Fig. 2. Sixteen dragon fruit germplasm
resources were divided into the following three
categories at the level binding line L1 (genetic
distance 10):
The first category includes six dragon fruit
germplasms such as honey red, Fuqing 01, purple
dragon fruit, amethyst, Xixiang red, and Changle
01. The morphological characteristics are roughly
the polar axis and the equatorial axis are long, the
polar axis and the equatorial axis. The ratio is medium, the germination groove is long and wide, the
outer wall texture is more obvious, the white thornlike bulge is medium in density, the distribution is
irregular, the bulge is slightly pointed, most of the
white thorns fall off, and the holes formed at the
base are mostly closed.
The second category includes five dragon fruit
germplasm resources such as Fuguihong, Fuqing
02, Chilong, Rose Dragon and Fuqing 03. The
morphological characteristics are roughly polar
length, equatorial axis length, medium polar axis
and equatorial axis ratio, and germination groove.
Short, wide, the outer wall texture is obvious, the
white thorn-like convex density is small, the distribution is irregular, the convex is slightly blunt,
most white thorns fall off, and the holes formed at
the base are mostly closed.
The third category includes five dragon fruit
germplasm resources such as dihydrate, Changle
02, honey, guihong, and red crown. Its morphological characteristics are generally shorter than the
polar axis and the equatorial axis, and the ratio
between the polar axis and the equatorial axis is
medium. The germination groove is short and narrow, and the outer wall texture is obvious. The
white thorn-like bulge has a large density, irregular
distribution, and the bulge is blunt. Most of the
white thorns fall off, and the holes formed at the
base are mostly open.

The whole observation group is divided into
two categories at the level binding line L2 (genetic
distance about 22.5), in which the first category and
the second category are grouped into one group, the
third group is clustered into another group, and the
third category is The first category and the second
category are far away. At the genetic distance of 1,
the relationship between honey red and Fuqing 01,
Xixianghong and Changle 01, Ershui and Changle
02 is relatively close; at the genetic distance of 1.5,
Fuguihong and Fuqing 02, Chilong Closer to the
Rose Dragon, Guihong Dragon and Red Crown. In
summary, the difference in morphological characteristics of dragon fruit pollen can reflect the genetic relationship among germplasm resources. A brief
classification of 16 dragon fruit germplasm resources is shown in Table 3.
In this study, the ultrastructural characteristics
of pollen grains from different species of dragon
fruit were studied by scanning electron microscopy.
The results showed that the pollen morphological
characteristics of 16 dragon fruit germplasms were
consistent, and the pollen was in the form of single
particles. size 53.07 ~ 62.82 μm × 56.79 ~ 66.43
μm, there are 3 germination grooves, extending
along the polar axis direction to the three ends of
the ditch, the radiation is symmetrical, the distribution is equal, the three grooves will not meet at the
pole face, there is a ditch boundary In the polar
region, three strips can be observed from the polar
surface, and the shape is a 3-split round triangle or
a 3-cracked near-circular shape. From the equatorial plane, one or two strips can be observed, which
are nearly circular and belong to the 3-ditch type
pollen. The germination groove is long and narrow,
and the groove exhibits irregular shapes and a number of rough protrusions. The white thorn-like bulge
is the morphological feature of the outer wall surface of the dragon fruit pollen granules, which is
irregularly distributed. Most of the white thorns fall
off, and the pores formed at the base are open or
closed.
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+$3$&5(3,45,&41)&.645(3$0$.:4,4
Group

Pollen
(μm)

grain

Polar
axis
58.66

Equatorial
axis
62.44

Category 2
(5)

60.45

Category 3
(5)

55.17

Category 1
(6)

size

P Germinal furrow
/ Length
Width
E (μm)
(μm)

Surface prickly
protruding
Density
(One/μm2)

Prickly ornamentation

Distribution

Shedding of
white
thorn

0
.
9
4

51.19

1.68

1.86

obvious

irregular

63.98

0
.
9
4

43.92

1.18

1.64

obvious

irregular

59.11

0
.
9
4

44.38

0.91

2.18

obvious

irregular

The
bulge is
slightly
pointed,
most of
it falls
off, and
the hole
is
closed.
The
bulge is
slightly
blunt,
most of
it falls
off, and
the hole
is
closed.
The
bulge is
blunt,
most of
it falls
off, and
the hole
is open.

 
.645(3$0$.:4,41)',))(3(05*(3/2.$4/3(4163&(41)2,5$:$%$4('1021..(0*3$,053$,54
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Representative
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Fuqing
02

Changle
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The unique microscopic morphological characteristics of each germplasm pollen can provide
scientific basis for germplasm relationship analysis,
germplasm identification and systematic classification. Based on the relationship between ornamental
peach pollen and kinship, the phylogenetic relationship and evolution pattern of 22 ornamental peach
varieties were inferred [5]. The introduced raspberry populations are closely related to the wild fine
germplasm of China and the wild raspberry, which
provides a palynological basis for the development
and utilization of wild raspberry resources in China
[19]. The results of cluster analysis of six quantitative traits of Pitaya pollen morphology indicated
that honey red and Fuqing 01, Xixianghong and
Changle 01, Ershui and Changle 02, Fuguihong and
Fuqing 02, Chilong and Rose Dragon, Guihonglong
Closer to the red crown. This study provides palynological evidence for the study of the genetic
relationship between the dragon fruit germplasm
resources.
The dragon fruit pollen used in this experiment
is taken from the flowers that will be opened tonight. The flowers are large and the amount of
pollen is large. The fresh pollen is fixed with 5%
glutaraldehyde and stored in low temperature environment, which can keep every well. The unique
morphological characteristics of pollen; the dragon
fruit pollen grains are explored under scanning
electron microscope after washing, step-by-step
dehydration, drying, gold spray coating, etc., which
may cause shrinkage deformation due to the thin
pollen wall of dragon fruit. This is consistent with
the research of Wei Xiaoxia et al. [3], Chen Changzhen et al. [26], we should try to avoid the influence
of pre-treatment methods and collection time on the
observation of the shape of dragon fruit pollen
grains, and reduce the experimental error. Although
the study used the palynology of dragon fruit
germplasm resources to be classified, the correlation between the morphological characteristics of
different pollen grains and its botanical traits of
dragon fruit has yet to be further explored.


 

The obvious difference between the pollen
grains of different species of Pitaya is mainly reflected in many subtle morphological features. The
pollen grains of Fuqing 03, Rose Dragon, Chilong
and other germplasms are larger, and the pollen
grains with smaller pollen grains are honey, red
crown and Guihonglong. The germination groove
length, groove width and surface thorn-like protrusion density of different dragon fruit germplasm
pollen grains were different. Through cluster analysis, 16 dragon fruit germplasm resources can be
roughly divided into 3 categories at a genetic distance of 10, and the general morphological characteristics, mutual relationship and germplasm representation of various germplasm pollen grains are
summarized through analysis.
The flowers of dragon fruit are bisexual flowers. The morphological characteristics of dragon
fruit pollen grains from different producing areas in
Fujian Province are consistent in size, shape, characteristics of germinating organs and fine structure
of outer wall decoration (for example, the shape of
pollen grains is nearly spherical, The shape of the
equatorial view is nearly circular), the diversity
(such as the shape of the polar face is 3 split triangles or 3 cracks near the circle) and the complexity
(such as the surface texture of pollen grains), which
may be related to the variety of dragon fruit. The
introduction of different places, the regional distribution of germplasm resources, natural variation
and artificial breeding are related. Pollen outer wall
decoration is one of the important basis for plant
micro-classification. Some people visually describe
the surface texture of pollen as the “fingerprint” of
the variety (line) [25]. The results of electron microscopy observation on the outer wall of the dragon fruit pollen grains can be used as an important
basis for identifying the evolutionary relationship
between the dragon fruit varieties. The traditional
morphological classification of pitaya is greatly
influenced by the external growth environment,
while the morphological characteristics of pollen
grains are controlled by internal genes, which are
less affected by external conditions and have strong
genetic stability. The morphological characteristics
of dragon fruit pollen grains are constantly evolving
and developing in a long period of evolution, with a
large amount of genetic evolution information, and
the palynological study on the identification and
systematic classification of dragon fruit germplasm
resources is of great significance. However, only
the palynological identification is not comprehensive enough, and it is necessary to continue to expand the number of dragon fruit pollen samples and
combine it with molecular biology, cytology, biochemistry, genetics and fruit morphological indicators to conduct a comprehensive, in-depth and systematic analysis. In order to draw close to objective
conclusions.

The pollen of 16 Pitaya cultivars was observed
with scanning electron microscopy for comparing
their pollen morphology, exine ornamentation and
germinal aperture. The results showed that the
pollen grains were nearly spherical (0.92<P/E<
0.96), the polar axis length of pollen grains was
53.07 - 62.82 μm and the equatorial axis length was
56.79 -66.43 μm. The pollen grains belonged to the
equatorial triangulation type (N3P4C3), and there
were three germinating ditches with symmetrical
radiation distribution and no intersecting in the
polar surface. There were a furrow boundary and a
polar region. Clustering results and analysis show
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that the first category includes six dragon fruit
germplasms such as honey red, Fuqing 01, purple
dragon fruit, amethyst, Xixiang red, and Changle
01. The second category includes five dragon fruit
germplasm resources such as Fuguihong, Fuqing
02, Chilong, Rose Dragon and Fuqing 03. The third
category includes five dragon fruit germplasm
resources such as dihydrate, Changle 02, honey,
guihong, and red crown.
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tions regarding the pores, including the classification of pores and isotherms [21].
In the IUPAC pore classifications, the pores
are divided into micropore (d<2 nm), mesopore
(2<d<50 nm) and macropore (d>50 nm). The IUPAC isotherm classification, which could give an
guidance on how to explain adsorption isotherms
for the purpose of pore structure, are six types in
total. PSD plays a crucial role in the adsorption
behavior of a porous material. Therefore, a few
methods for the calculation of PSD from adsorption
data have been proposed [22].
Dubinin [23] pointed out that when the pore
size is comparable to the diameter of the adsorbed
molecules, the molecules can go into the tubes of
adsorbent, what is the famous theory of volume
filling of micropores (TVFM). The TVFM has
found a wide field of applications, appears to be a
rational basis for the description of the microporous
structure in carbonaceous adsorbents.
The parameters of the microporous structure
as well as the adsorbate-adsorbent interactions [24]
are important for the analysis of CNTs adsorption.
Dubinin [25] proposed DR equation for describing
the physical adsorption of gases in micropores. The
other equations, such as DS [26], DJ [27] and DA
[28] were proposed for describing the pores more
accurately. The DA equation has been used widely
in the microporous structure analysis [29,30]. In
mesopore and macropore, both of the multi-layers
adsorption and capillary condensation exist. Langmuir (1916) proposed monolayer adsorption model.
Later, The Brunauer-Ermitt-Teller (BET) model
was proposed by Brunauer, Ermitt and Teller
in1938 for describing multi-molecular layer adsorption based on the theory of monolayer adsorption.
The BET equation is often used to deal with the
adsorption data corresponding relative pressure
from 0.05 to 0.35. Japanese scholars, Horvath and
Kawazoe [31] derived the relationship between the
effective pore radius and the adsorption equilibrium
pressure of the slit-type pore from the viewpoint of
the intermolecular force of the adsorption basis, and
successfully applied to activated carbon. This
method allows one to evaluate the PSD from the
experimental adsorption data. Subsequently, the
improved HK models have been proposed succes-

In order to study the characteristics of carbon
nanotubes, a series of N2 at 77.4 K adsorption experiment were carried out in the laboratory, and the
adsorption isotherms of different types of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) were obtained. The micropore
and mesopore size distributions of CNTs were
determined using the modified Horvath-Kawazoe
and BJH models based on the adsorption-desorption
isotherms. And the adsorption capacities of CNTs
in different adsorption stages, such as the micropore
volume filling stage, multi-layer adsorption stage
and capillary condensation stage, were evaluated
based on the adsorption isotherms. The results show
that the maximum pore size of CNTs corresponding
to the pore volume filling is about 9 nm. The
amount of N2 adsorbed in the tube of CNTs is negative with the pore size. However, the amount of N2
in the status of capillary condensation is positive
with the pore size of CNTs.
,*$&'
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), N2 at 77.4 K adsorption experiment, pore size distribution, pore volume filling,
capillary condensation, adsorption capacity

#(&$)($#
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a new kind of porous carbon, have the remarkable mechanical properties [1], unique electrical property [2], highly
chemical stability and large specific surface area
since they were discovered [3]. The CNTs are used
widely for removal of pollutant gases [4-7], membranes [8-10], hydrogen storage [11-14] for fuel
cell technology. The characterization of nanotube
pore structure and adsorption capacity is important
for all these applications. Many researches have
alrealy been reported on the pore size distribution
(PSD) [15-17] and capacity [18-20] of various
CNTs, including SWCNTs, DWCNTs and
MWCNTs.
The International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) has published recommenda-
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based on the changes of adsorption isotherms. And
the adsorption amount of gas in the tube of CNTs at
different stages was calculated. In addition, the
influence of PSD on the amount of N2 adsorbed in
CNTs was discussed in detail. Due to the chemical
stability of N2 at 77.4 K, so that, it is selected as the
adsorbate in the ASAP2020M physical & chemical
adsorption experimental instrument manufactured
by Micromeritics of the United States.


"(&!'#"($'

".@2>6.8? :3;>9.@6;: ;3 0.>/;: :.:;
@A/2?The experimental materials are single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), double-walled carbon
nanotubes (DWNTs) and multi-walled carbon
nanotubes produced (MWNTs) by Nanjing
Xianfeng Nanomaterials Technology Co., Ltd. The
specific parameters of the CNTs are listed in Table
1. The CNTs with different diameters are determined experimentally to study the effect of pore
size on the adsorption capacity.

&286./686@E;3D<2>692:@.8:?@>A92:@The
experimental instrument ASAP2020M manufactured by Micromeritics of the United States is used
for the experiment. Two sets of experiment were
conducted for investigating the reliability of the
experimental instrument with SWNTs xfs05 and
MWNTs xfm28 at the temperature of 77.4 K, respectively. The experimental information is listed
in Table 2, and the adsorption isotherms are shown
in Figure 1.

sively for cylindrical pore and spherical holes [32,
33]. The HK method has been widely used for
micropore size distribution. In addition, a standard
method to obtain the mesopore size distribution of
materials is the Barrett, Joyner and Helena (BJH)
[34, 35] analysis of the N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherm at 77 K based on the Kelvin equation. The
BJH method overestimates the capillary condensation/ evaporation pressure and subsequently the
pore size is underestimated. It is up to 25% for
mesoporous materials consisting of pores with
diameter less than 10 nm [36-38].
In recent years, a most used method for the
calculation of PSD is based on the Non-Local Density Functional Theory (NLDFT) [39], which describes the configuration of the adsorbed phase at
molecular level. The full PSD from micropore to
macropore can be obtained by NLDFT method.
From the calculated PSD range, we know that the
HK model is one variation of DFT models. However, for a porous material containing only microporous pores, the PSD obtained by the HK
method are more accurate than that by the DFT
method.
Despite the great progress that has been made
in characterizing the adsorption capacity and calculating the PSD, little attention has been paid on the
influence of pore size on the adsorption amount of
gas in different adsorption stages where the adsorption modes are different. In this paper, we conducted a few sets of low temperature N2 (77.4 K) adsorption and desorption experiment. The PSDs of
CNTs were determined by the Horvath-Kawazoe
and BJH methods based on the experimental adsorption data. The adsorption stages were divided
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Number

Types of
CNTs

Outer diameter/
nm

Inner diameter
/nm

Thickness of
wall/nm

xfs05
xfd04
xfm04
xfm10
xfm16
xfm22
xfm28
xfp03

SWNTs
DWNTs
MWNTs
MWNTs
MWNTs
MWNTs
MWNTs
CMK-3

1~2
2~4
<8
8~15
10~20
20~30
30~50
—

0.8~1.6
1~3
2~5
3~5
5~10
5~10
5~12
3.8~4

0.2
1
<3
5~10
5~10
15~20
25~38
—

Specific
surface area
/m2g-1
>580
>350
>500
>233
>200
>110
>60
>500

The true densities of CNTs used in the experiment are all about 2.1g/cm3 and the masses of CNTs are nearly 0.1 g.

Number
xfs05-1
xfs05-2
xfm28-1
xfm28-2


(! 
D<2>692:@.86:3;>9.@6;:;3'*#(?D3? .:1"*#(?D39 
Mass after degassing/g Degassing temperature/K Degassing time/h
Relative pressure
0.0946
378.15
>12
7.301×10-7~1.08×10-2
0.1021
378.15
>12
7.698×10-7~0.99×10-2
0.1040
378.15
>12
0.009831~0.988677
0.1209
378.15
>12
0.0000249~0.987701
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100
0.6

xfs05
standard deviation

60

0.4

40
0.2

Standard deviation

Adsorption capacity (cm3/g)

80

20

0
0.000

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.010

0.0
0.012

p/p0

.
12

xfm28
standard deviation

11
10

300
250

8
7

200

6
5

150

4
100

Standard deviation

9

3

Adsorption capacity (cm /g)

350

3
2

50

1
0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0
1.0

p/p0

/
)& 
1?;><@6;:6?;@52>9?;3'*#(?.:1"*#(?.6?@52.1?;><@6;:6?;@52>9?;3'*#(?D3? 6:8;C
<>2??A>2/6?@52.1?;><@6;:6?;@52>9?;3"*#(?D39 .@<< H G 

(! 
D<2>692:@.86:3;>9.@6;:
Number
Mass after degassing /g
Test mode
Relative pressure
xfs05
0.1021
micropore
7.70×10-7~0.050091
xfd04
0.1010
micropore
2.264 ×10-6~0.099065
xfd04
0.1045
mesopore
0.010769~0.994488
xfm04
0.1371
micropore & mesopore
5.568 ×10-6~0.994829
xfm10
0.1263
micropore & mesopore
1.407×10-5~0.988710
xfm16
0.1164
micropore & mesopore
9.788×10-6~0.992642
xfm22
0.1056
mesopore
0.010603~0.990347
xfm28
0.9959
micropore& mesopore
2.486×10-5~0.987701
From the adsorption isotherm, we know that the
adsorption capacity in this part is greatly affected
by the pressure. Generally, the adsorption isotherms
and its standard deviations of CNTs in two sets of
experiment indicates that the data fluctuation is
small. The specific surface areas of these two kinds

The average adsorption capacities of xfs05
and xfm28 at different relative pressure ranges are
shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). The standard deviation of xfs05 is less than 0.6 and that of xfm28 is
less 11. In Figure 1 (b), the maximum standard
deviation occurs at the relative pressure nearly one.
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of CNTs, which are available in a little quantities
(about 0.1 g), were calculated from the N2 experimental adsorption isotherm data by means of BET
equation. The specific surface areas on xfs05 and
xfm28 samples are 598.34 m2/g and 62.15 m2/g
within a given range of >500 m2/g and >60 m2/g,
respectively. Based on the above analysis, we can
get a conclusion that the reliability of the experimental instrument is credible.

=

(6)

 ln( )
0
Where γ is the surface tension of the liquid,
m is the molar volume of the liquid,
is the gas constant,
the absolute temperature,
 is the saturated vapor pressure,
0 is the saturated vapor pressure of the flat
surface.
The pore radius p is the sum of p and , as
shown
(7)
p =  + 

(1)


(8)
m
Where m is the thickness of the single layer
adsorption, for N2m=0.354 nm,
 = m


is the number of adsorbed layers at a
m

(2)

given pressure, which can be obtained by the -n
method.
Thus, the BJH equation can be represented by

Similarly, for the  layer (>1), the potential
equation can be expressed as
3  
 = π  4 
4


∞
⎡ 21 10 ∞
2
4
2 ⎤
⎢ 32  ∑ α  −  ∑ β  ⎥
=0
=0
⎣
⎦
 −  0 − ( − 1) 

,  =
 =
 −  0 − ( − 2) 
 −  0 − ( − 2) 

 −1

Δ  =   [Δ  − (  −1 −   )∑   ]

(3)

 = (

For the  layer of adsorbate molecules within
the pore, the molecules lie along a circle of diameter 2[  −  0 − ( − 1)   ] , and, the maximum

 =

number of molecules of diameter dA that are present in a horizontal cross-section of the  layer is
presented as
(4)
π
 =



2γm

k =

Since it is assumed that the adsorbate molecules occupy positions where the molecules on the
first layer is considered at a radius of ( ) from
the center of cylindrical pore. Therefore, the potential of the first layer  can be get by
∞
⎡ 21 10 ∞
2
4
2 ⎤
⎢ 32 1 ∑ α  1 − 1 ∑ β  1 ⎥
 =0
 =0
⎣
⎦
0
 − 0
1 = , 1 =



∑

(5)

If [  ln(  / 0 )] =    , then, the effective
pore diameter=(2 ).

 9;128 3;>92?;<;>2? The Kelvin radius of adsorbate can be obtained as follows.

"2@5;1?";163621 9;1283;>E86:1>6
0.8 <;>2? Assume a cylindrical pore with a radius
. The diameter of the sorbent molecules is denoted
as and that of the adsorbent molecules as , then
the total number of concentric molecule layers 
that can be accommodated laterally is estimated as

3  
1 = π 4
0
4

 

 =1


 =1

!;C @29<2>.@A>2 #  .1?;><@6;: 2D<2>6
92:@In the low temperature N2 at 77.4 K adsorption experiment, the CNTs were in different test
mode according to the pore size of CNTs. The
experimental information is listed in Table 3.
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Opposite of this, if   > 2[  −  0 − ( − 1)  ],
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2Δ 

  +   , −1
2
 +  −1
2

Where Δ  is the volume of the  pore,

We can obtain the average interaction energy
 , which can be written down by a populationweighted average as follows

Δ  is the measured adsorption or desorption volume by experiment.
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41]. The fact that the SWNTs has a large amount at
the low pressure reflects this two kinds of CNTs
containing plenty of micropores, where the N2 molecules are adsorbed under the action of adsorption
potential.
The two adsorption isotherms in Figure 2 have
the same trend: rising sharply at the original point,
and then growing slowly. At the initial stage of the
experiment, almost all of the N2 injected was adsorbed in the tubes of the CNTs, and no additional
gas exerted pressure on the sample tube. The adsorption isotherms in Figure 2 belong to the type I
in the classification of adsorption isotherms [40,
41]. The fact that the SWNTs has a large amount at
the low pressure reflects this two kinds of CNTs
containing plenty of micropores, where the N2 molecules are adsorbed under the action of adsorption
potential.

The experimental adsorption isotherms are divided into intervals, that is, groups of pores.
Starting from the highest relative pressure interval,
calculate , and ,  under the relative pressure of the two ends of each interval. Then, the  
and   are obtained. The PSD of the adsorbent can
be obtained by equation (9).


&')!('
The two adsorption isotherms in Figure 2 have
the same trend: rising sharply at the original point,
and then growing slowly. At the initial stage of the
experiment, almost all of the N2 injected was adsorbed in the tubes of the CNTs, and no additional
gas exerted pressure on the sample tube. The adsorption isotherms in Figure 2 belong to the type I
in the classification of adsorption isotherms [40,
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%;>2 ?6F2 16?@>6/A@6;: ;3 16332>2:@ 0.>/;:
:.:;@A/2? The inner diameter of SWNTs xfs05
given in Table 1 is less than 2 nm. For the PSD of
CNTs, the modified HK method is better than BJH
model. The PSD of SWNTs xfs05 is shown in
Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the highest peak of the PSD curve
appears at d≈0.5 nm. It is an indication that the
SWNTs xfs05 contains a number of micropores
with the diameter of about 0.5 nm. Compared with

The trends of the adsorption and desorption
isotherms in Figure 3 (a) and (b) are the same. And
that of the adsorption and desorption isotherms in
Figure 3 (c) ~ (f) are also the same. The hysteresis
loop has been classified into four types of H1~H4
by the IUPAC. The hysteresis loops in Figure 3 (a)
and (b) belong to the type of H4, indicating that the
two kinds of CNTs contain a large number of micropores and mesopores. The hysteresis loops of (c)
to (f) belong to the type of H1, reflecting the cylindrical pore contained in this four CNTs.
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the maximum inner diameter of the SWNTs xfs05
1.6 nm, its PSD obtained with modified HK method
is 0.41 ~1.25 nm. It obviously indicates that the N2
molecules are adsorbed in the tubes of SWNTs, and
a large number of pores, of which diameters are
smaller than 0.8 nm exist in tubes of the SWNTs.
The PSD of the other CNTs are calculated by
the BJH model, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
In Figure 5, the PSDs of xfp03, xfd04, xfm04
are 3.4~5.6 nm, 3.4~6.6 nm, 3.6~5.6 nm. The diameters corresponding to their maximum peak are
all about 4.0 nm. The peak of the PSD xfp03 is the
largest and the widest, indicating that the xfp03
contains a great deal of pores with d≈4nm, followed

by xfm04 and xfd04.The PSD curve of xfd04 is the
widest and the peak is the smallest, indicating that
the PSD of xfd04 is uniform except for the pore of
d=4nm. The d /d of xfm04 and xfp03 are both
greater than 0.2. For xfd04, when the pore size is
greater than 6 nm, d /d becomes smaller and
gradually approaches zero.
In Figure 6, the xfm10, xfm16 and xfm22
have the similar PSD curves. The xfm28 is different
with them in the shapes. For the PSD curve of
xfm10, the d /d increases rapidly with the pore
diameter over 17.5 nm, and the maximum peak
appears at d≈23 nm.
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Given inner diameter
Calculated pore
Highest
by manufacturer/nm
diameter/nm
peak /nm
0.8~1.6
0.41~1.25
0.5
1~3
2.84~6.55
4
2~5
2.9~5.6
4.1
3~5
2~23
23
5~10
2~32.5
23
5~10
2~32
22.5
5~12
2~32.5
32.5
3.8~4
3.1~5.63
3.9~4.3

Standard
deviation
0.02~0.08
0.10~0.53
0.16~0.47
0.31~0.78
0.18~1.18
0.06~1.54
0.29~1.69
0.12~0.37



Figure 7. The smaller peaks corresponding to d=9
nm in PSD curves of xfm16, xfm22 and xfm28 are
the manifestations of gas adsorption in the tubes.
The formation of the other two peaks is closely
related to the new pores formed by the accumulation of CNTs.


The maximum peak of xfm16 appears at
d=22.5 nm, and that of xfm22 is at d=23 nm.
The d /d of xfm28 continuously rises with
over 11 nm, and the PSD curve has a small peak at
d=9 nm. The other three MWNTs xfm10, xfm16
and xfm22 have small peaks at d=9 nm and 15 nm.
Compared the highest peak with the given inner diameter by manufacturer of CNTs, in Table 4,
it was found that the adsorption sites of N2 were not
the tubes of xfp03, xfd04, and xfm10. The N2 molecules are mainly adsorbed in the tube of the
xfm04, and a little amount of N2 exists in the new
tubes formed by the accumulation of xfm04 itself.
Due to strong van der Waals interactions, CNTs
usually adhere to each other and form bundles or
ropes. Workers [42], find that the adsorption on
arrays and/or bundles of CNTs not only can occur
inside the individual nanotubes and in the interstitial spaces between nanotubes, but also can occur
on the outer grooves present on the peripheral surfaces of the arrays where neighboring nanotubes
meet and on the remaining peripheral surfaces of
the arrays. Molecules could interact with CNTs via
the outer surfaces of bundles, the interstitial channels, and the inside of CNTs [43], as shown in
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We find that the maximum pore size corresponding to the volume filling is d=9 nm. The pore
size corresponding to the maximum peak is larger
than the given inner diameter of CNTs. In this paper, for N2 adsorption, the maximum pore diameter
that can be filled with the form of volume filling in
the pores is about 9 nm.

The adsorption isotherms have the same trend:
the ascending gradient is large at p/p0 range from 0
to 0.001; when p/p0 is greater than 0.001, the ascending gradient sharply decreases. The adsorption
rate changing is related to the adsorption behaviors
from micropore volume filling to monolayer adsorption. Thus, the relative pressure p/p0=0.001 can
be considered the turning point of the adsorption
behaviors transition. The adsorption isotherms
measured in Figure 8 follow approximately the
Langmuir adsorption model. So, the Langmuir
equation is used for fitting the data. The results are
listed in Table 5.

Adsorption
 amou nt /cm g

3 -1

1?;><@6;: 0.<.06@E ;3 16332>2:@ 0.>/;:
:.:;@A/2? 1?;><@6;: 0.<.06@E .@ 8;C >28.@6B2
<>2??A>2The adsorption isotherms of the different
CNTs in low pressure (p/p0 less than 0.1) are as
shown in Figure 8.
The adsorption isotherms of different CNTs in
low pressure (in Figure 8) belong to the type I isotherm, according to the classifications of IUPAC.
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of N2 could be adsorbed on the surface. We can
conclude that the adsorbed N2 is mainly concentrated inside the micropores in the low pressure (p/p0
less than 0.01).

1?;><@6;: 0.<.06@E .@ 5645 >28.@6B2 <>2?
?A>2 The low temperature N2 adsorption isotherm
reflects the relationship between the adsorption
capacity of the adsorbent and the relative pressure.
The type of the adsorption isotherm can also reflect
the pore structure characteristics and adsorption
mechanism of the adsorbent.
The adsorption isotherms of the seven kinds of
CNTs in high pressure are shown in Figure 10. In
summary, the seven adsorption isotherms can be
divided into two types.
One type of adsorption isotherms belongs to
the type VI, including the adsorption isotherms of
xfp03, xfd04 and xfm04. While adsorbing N2, a
monolayer on the surface active site of the adsorbent is firstly formed. And then the adsorption
layers could not increase layer by layer until the
capillary condensation occurs. The ascending gradient in the adsorption amount is positive to the
number of active sites on the surface of the adsorbent layer.
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1?;><@6;:.9;A:@;316332>2:@#(?.@<;6:@
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the adsorption capacity of xfp03 at point B is the strongest,
reaching 178.44 cm3/g (STP). The adsorption
amount of MWNTs xfm10, xfm16 and xfm28 at
point B is smaller than that of the others. It is because the CNTs, xfs05, xfd04, xfp03 and xfm04,
contains plenty of micropores and the micropore
volume filling could be occurred at the low relative
pressure. In contrast, the pore size of CNTs, xfm10,
xfm16 and xfm28, is large, and only a little amount
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xfs05
xfd04
xfp03
xfm04
xfm10
xfm16
xfm28

Fitted equation V=a*b*(p/p0)/(1+b*(p/p0))
a
b
86.65
13435
67. 80
3493.7
262.31
2127.7
84.39
3713.4
34.93
2049.2
44.86
2505.4
28.49
2488.9

Amount at B
point/cm3·g-1
80.65
52.71
178.44
66.49
23.48
32.07
20.33

R2
0.9417
0.9753
0.9696
0.9838
0.9926
0.9889
0.9960

Experimental value at
B point/cm3·g-1
72.68
47.34
164.89
60.16
23.20
29.78
20.56
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Number
xfm04
xfd04
xfm10
xfm16
xfm22
xfm28

Adsorption amount /cm3g-1(STP)
/0≈0.01 /0≈0.40 /0≈0.70 /0≈0.99
78.69
163.03
186.19
368.14
62.73
125.12
236.10
270.61
31.35
61.83
90.78
564.72
40.57
81.60
121.85
515.04
36.18
71.30
106.85
530.26
31.73
49.73
72.09
399.90

Multi-layer adsorption
amount /cm3g-1(STP)
84.34
62.39
59.43
81.28
70.67
40.36

Capillary condensation
amount /cm3g-1(STP)
205.11
145.49
473.94
393.19
423.41
327.81

area and provides more adsorption sites for N2. The
pore diameters of the latter four CNTs are larger
than the former two CNTs, what makes them have
smaller specific surface area, furthermore, resulting
in the volume of micropore filling and multimolecular layer adsorption amount less than that of
the former two CNTs. With the pressure rising, the
capillary condensation occurs gradually in the tubes
of CNTs. The latter four CNTs have a larger volume of tubes, providing a space for N2 to be stored.
As for CMK-3 xfp03, it has a very large specific
surface area and a pore with an average diameter of
3.9 nm. The adsorption amount is much larger than
other CNTs.


$#!)'$#

The other type of adsorption isotherm is of
type III, including adsorption isotherms of xfm16,
xfm22, xfm10, and xfm28. The adsorption amount
of these four CNTs at p/p0=0.01 is approximately
equal to the maximum value of the adsorption isotherm in low pressure. It can be inferred that the
adsorption isotherms of the four multi-walled CNTs
are a combination of type I and type III adsorption
isotherms. The four adsorption isotherms have the
same changing trend: the adsorption isotherm is
relatively flat at p/p0 less than 0.8, and the adsorption amount increasing is not obvious with the
pressure. It is obviously that the adsorption amount
increases at p/p0 greater than 0.8. The adsorption
amount rises sharply with the pressure, at p/p0 over
0.9.
Adsorption isotherms are also macroscopic
characterizations of different adsorption behaviors
in pores. At the initial stage, micropore volume
filling occurs inside the tubes; in the middle, monolayer and multi-molecular layer adsorption happen
on the surface of CNTs, and the adsorption rate is
approximately constant; in the final stage, capillary
condensation exists in the tube under the pressure
nearly saturated vapor pressure, resulting in the
total adsorption amount increasing rapidly.
Combined with the adsorption and desorption
isotherms in Figure 3 (a) ~ (f), we can determine
the relative pressure corresponding to the capillary
condensation of xfd04 and xfm04 is about 0.4, and
that of the xfm10, xfm16 xfm22, xfm28 is about
0.7.
Before the capillary condensation phenomenon occurring, the force is mainly the adsorption
potential and the van der Waals force, and the main
force that causes the capillary condensation phenomenon is the external pressure. According to the
different force in the adsorption process, the adsorption amount of four points with the relative
pressure of 0.01, 0.40, 0.70 and 0.99 are shown in
Table 6.
It can be seen from the Table 6 that in the low
pressure (p/p0<0.01), the volume of N2 filled in
micropores of xfm04 and xfd04 is larger than that
of xfm10, xfm16, xfm22 and xfm28. In the medium
pressure, the volume of N2 adsorbed on the surface
of xfm04 and xfd04 is also larger than that of
xfm10, xfm16, xfm22 and xfm28. This is because
the CNTs xfm04 and xfd04 contain a large number
of small pores, which increases the specific surface

Different CNTs have different types of adsorption sites and adsorption capacity. We have
founded that there existed tube packing phenomenon inside the CNTs, forming new pores and increasing the adsorption capacity. The pore sizes in
which N2 can be filled inside the CNTs range from
0.41 to 0.9 nm. The amount of N2 adsorbed in the
micropore filling and on the multi-molecular layer
is inversely related to the pore size, and the amount
of N2 in the capillary condensation is positively
correlated with the pore size. We believe that this
study on the characterization of adsorption sites and
the adsorption capacity in different adsorption behaviors is meaningful for researchers to understand
the structure of CNTs and the relationship between
pore size and adsorption force.
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In order to reduce the salinity after treatment of
steel industry wastewater and improve the use value
after wastewater treatment, this study completed the
deep treatment of high-salt wastewater in steel industry through membrane combination process. After the operation of the whole membrane combination process, the pretreatment of the MBR membrane
keeps the pollution index of the wastewater within
the range of 4-5; then, using the ultrafiltration membrane synergistic treatment process, the pollution index is reduced to less than 3, which can completely
satisfy the reverse osmosis. The system's demand for
influent pollution index. By operating the pressure
conditions, the maximum flux of the membrane has
a corresponding frequency, and the maximum membrane flux at which the pump operating pressure is
high lags behind the pump operating pressure. During the whole process operation, it can be seen that
the desalination of high-salt wastewater is close to
the wastewater treatment cost, and the benefits generated by the desalinated wastewater reuse are basically balanced, and the operating cost of the enterprise is no longer increased. In the protection of the
environment, the company's benefits and costs are
taken into account.



wastewater, and the types of pollutants and pollution
generated are also different. Some of them can be
treated by anti-pollution through cheap means [3],
but still include Many high-salt wastewaters such as
coking wastewater, blast furnace gas washing water,
converter flue gas wastewater and steel rolling
wastewater cannot be effectively treated, which not
only has a bad impact on the environment, but also
causes great economic pressure on steel mill enterprises [4].
In the advanced treatment of high-salt
wastewater in steel plants, the earliest use of microfiltration, ultrafiltration and other means to remove a
large amount of suspended solids, colloids and microorganisms in wastewater [5]. With the continuous
innovation of technical means, the modern means of
treating high-salt wastewater gradually adopts the
reverse osmosis method, which forms a membrane
separation technology by using the pressure difference as a driving force, thereby well treating various
salt ions in the wastewater [6]. In reverse osmosis
system, reverse osmosis membrane is the key technology of salt ion separation. Its performance depends mainly on the material and process of membrane. In addition to ensuring high membrane flux,
it also needs to have acid and alkali resistance, oxidation resistance and antibacterial, resistance to
stress and other capabilities [7]. In order to fully and
comprehensively analyze the membrane combination process in the reverse osmosis system in highsalt wastewater, this study analyzed the ultrafiltration effect, frequency, pressure, membrane life, salt
concentration and operational effects of the membrane combination public camp separately by various data. And the effect of the membrane combination process to remove Cl- and Na+ ions. Finally, by
analyzing membrane cleaning and flux recovery, the
economic advantages of reverse osmosis system
based on membrane combination process in deep
high salt wastewater treatment are analyzed.

)( #$
Membrane combination process, MBR membrane treatment, ultrafiltration membrane synergy, pollution index,
high salt wastewater
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The steel industry is often an important industry in many fields, such as the national economy, the
national economy and the people's livelihood, and is
the foundation of the pillar industries of manufacturing and processing of the country and society [1].
With the development of society, the quantity and
output of steel plants are increasing, and the industrial wastewater produced by them will cause a lot of
environmental impact [2]. In the production of steel
plants, various sectors produce more types of
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no effect on the inorganic salt ions, so it is also necessary to remove the inorganic salt ions through the
salt removal process.
After MBR treatment and ultrafiltration process, only the inorganic salt material remains in the
high-salt wastewater. Through the treatment of the
reverse osmosis system, the salinity of the effluent
can be significantly reduced, thereby improving the
utilization rate of the wastewater. The reverse osmosis system forces the ions to pass through the reverse
osmosis membrane by pressure to achieve the purpose of separating the high salt ions from the water
ions. During the operation of the reverse osmosis
system, there is a correlation between the pump output frequency and the membrane flux under different
pump pressure conditions. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the pump output frequency and the
membrane flux during the experiment.
It can be seen from the results in Figure 2 that
the maximum flux of the membrane has a corresponding output frequency under certain pressure
conditions. When the operating pressure is maintained at 0.7 MPa, the maximum membrane flux is
9.8 L/(m2h), the output frequency at this time is 41
Hz; when the operating pressure is maintained at 0.9
MPa, the maximum membrane flux is 15.7 L/(m2h),
the output frequency at this time is 48 Hz. It can be
seen that when the output pressure of the pump is
high, its corresponding maximum membrane flux
appears at a more lag frequency. The main reason is
that the output pressure is higher, which can bring
about a larger tangential flow rate, so that the particles and the dissolution medium attached to the
membrane can be taken away, thereby increasing the
membrane flux. Under the same operating pressure,
the increase in membrane flux causes an increase in
the pressure difference between the two sides, causing particles corresponding to the pore size of the
membrane to block the pores of the membrane,
which in turn causes side effects of decreased membrane flux [9]. Therefore, although the output pressure of the pump can control the increase of the

!*9*4.;.9
7;242A*;265 6/ .4+9*5.
64+25.-!96,.::/69%9.*;4.5;6/201$*325.
(*:;.>*;.9 &3;9*/23;9*;265 .//.,; 6/ 4.4+9*5.
,64+25*;265796,.::*5-2;:/9.8<.5,@*5-79.:
:<9..//.,;:The ultra-filtration process is a pretreatment process of the reverse osmosis system through
the membrane combination process. The ultrafiltration of the high-salt wastewater can remove the suspended solids and reduce the pollution index in the
wastewater (SDI). Before the ultrafiltration treatment of high-salt wastewater, it is necessary to pass
through the membrane separation bioreactor (MBR)
process to intercept and degrade the organic matter
in the wastewater and the larger particulate inorganic
salt [8].


#$&%$$&$$ 
After the MBR process, the study gives the results of the SDI and pressure changes in the
wastewater treatment by the ultrafiltration process
shown in Figure 1.
It can be seen from the results in Figure 1 that
the SDI of the high-salt wastewater after MBR treatment is concentrated around 4-5; after the ultrafiltration process, the SDI value can be reduced to below
2, which can meet the demand of the reverse osmosis
system. In addition, it can be seen from the comparison of the pressure that the pressure of the ultrafiltration process can be stably maintained at 0.065
MPa. The main reason is that we have intercepted
and degraded organic matter and larger granular inorganic salts by MBR in the pretreatment, which reduces the burden of the ultrafiltration process. In the
ultrafiltration process, fine particles having a pore diameter of less than 0.01 μm are intercepted by a micro-aperture membrane. Although the ultrafiltration
process can further intercept the fine particles, it has
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increased from 6.9 L/(m2h) to 16.6 L/(m2h). By linear fitting the result, it can be seen that the relationship between the two is consistent with the following
linear equation:
 =35.5  − 14.62,  ∈ [0.6, 0.8]
(1)

membrane flux, the working efficiency of the membrane is improved. However, in order to reduce the
side effects caused by the increase of membrane
flux, it is also necessary to solve the pressure on both
sides of the membrane by frequency conversion
technology in actual use, and improve the actual efficiency of the reverse osmosis system under the optimal flow parameters.
It can be seen from the above analysis that the
increase in pressure on both sides of the membrane
affects the working efficiency of the reverse osmosis
system. Therefore, Figure 3 shows the effect of
changing the pressure on both sides of the membrane
on the membrane flux and desalting effect in the experiment. It can be seen from the experimental results in Fig. 3 that when the pressure of the reverse
osmosis system is increased from 0.6 MPa to 1.0
MPa, the corresponding membrane maximum flux is

 =13.0 − 3.77,  ∈ [0.8,1.0]
 indicates the pressure of the reverse osmosis system and  represents the maximum flux of
the membrane. Corresponding correlation coefficient is  = 0.976 .
It can be seen from the fitting results that the
pressure of the reverse osmosis system has a limited
effect on the membrane flux, and the main reason is
that the polarization phenomenon of the concentration difference is not significant when the concentration is low, resulting in a lower water permeability.
However, the polarization phenomenon of the concentration difference is a reversible process, which
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can cause the dissolution medium and the water ions
to diffuse in opposite directions by the concentration
gradient, and form a distribution boundary layer
when the equilibrium state is reached, thereby improving the water permeability and forming the film
itself and Resistance to membrane fouling. In the
process of reverse osmosis, the membrane resistance
plays a leading role. When the pressure rises rapidly,
the rate of the dissolution medium trapped in the
pores of the membrane increases, which significantly increases the polarization of the concentration
difference, thereby slowing the slowing down of the
membrane flux.
In addition, it can be seen from the salt rejection
rate that when the reverse osmosis pressure is increased from 0.6 MPa to 0.8 MPa, the salt rejection
rate increases by more than 15%; but when the reverse osmosis pressure is increased from 0.8 MPa to
1.0 MPa, the salt rejection rate only rises 3%. The
main reason is that when the reverse osmosis pressure is small, the increase of the inlet pressure is the
net pressure of reverse osmosis. When the water production is increased, the salt flux remains unchanged, so the salt permeating through the membrane is more. The amount of water produced is diluted, which reduces the salt penetration rate and increases the salt rejection rate. However, when the reverse osmotic pressure is large and exceeds the
threshold, the polarization phenomenon of the concentration difference will continue to increase, resulting in an excessive increase in the salt permeability, which in turn offsets the increase in water production and maintains the salt rejection rate at the
same level.

wastewater treatment. When the membrane life is
short, it is necessary to change the membrane frequently when treating the wastewater. In the process
of membrane replacement, the cost of replacing the
membrane on the one hand will be added to the
wastewater treatment cost; on the other hand, the
membrane replacement process will lead to the interruption of wastewater treatment, and the repeated interruption of treatment will lead to the waste water
of the enterprise. More accumulation, which in turn
affects the normal production of enterprises [10].
Therefore, the primary condition for treating
wastewater using a membrane combination process
is to increase the life of the membrane, which usually
has a large relationship with the production material.
Before making the membrane assembly process, it is
necessary to fully select the material of the membrane, select the membrane material that is most suitable for high-salt wastewater, and fully pre-treat it
before use to reduce the membrane load and improve
membrane life. On this basis, operating pressure has
become a major factor affecting membrane life.
Therefore, the variation of membrane flux under different pressures is given in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the membrane flux can be used as
a measure of membrane life. As can be seen from the
results in Figure 4, the decrease in membrane flux is
positively correlated with the pressure rise in the reverse osmosis system. When the pressure in the reverse osmosis system is higher, the contamination of
the membrane combination process is accelerated
and the corresponding membrane life will be reduced. Among them, when the pressure is greater
than 0.8 MPa, the desalination efficiency of the reverse osmosis system is in a stable position. Therefore, 0.8 MPa should be set as the threshold during
the actual treatment of high-salt wastewater, and the
pressure of the reverse osmosis system should be
kept below.

.4+9*5. 32/. 4.4+9*5. ,65,.5;9*;265
*5- 67.9*;265*3 .//.,;: 6/ 4.4+9*5. ,64+25.-
796,.:: In the high-salt wastewater treatment of
steel plants using a membrane combination process,
membrane life will directly affect the cost of
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%19.:163- However, too low a reverse osmosis system pressure will further inhibit the system
and reduce the desalination efficiency. Therefore, in
this study, the pressure of the reverse osmosis system
was selected to be 0.7 MPa under the same working
conditions.
On the basis of determining the membrane life,
in order to reduce the salinity of the wastewater in
the reverse osmosis system treatment, it is also necessary to consider the effect of the salinity in the
wastewater on the treatment effect of the reverse osmosis membrane. By analyzing the laws and effects,
Figure 5 shows the changes in different salt concentrations and membrane fluxes.
It can be seen from the results in Fig. 5 that as
the conductivity of the influent water increases, the
membrane flux and the desalination rate gradually
decrease. More detailed data showed that when the
conductivity of the influent increased from 12
mS/cm to 24 mS/cm, the membrane flux decreased
by 11.2 L/(m2h), and the corresponding desalination
rate also decreased by 19.92%.

Finally, the recovery rate of the reverse osmosis
system is one of its most important parameters, and
it also needs to be analyzed and controlled by experimental data. Under normal circumstances, increasing the recovery rate is conducive to increasing water production and reducing the company's high-salt
wastewater discharge, but too high recovery rate will
lead to excessive pressure in the reverse osmosis system, resulting in polarization difference in the production water concentration, which in turn leads to
an increase in salt permeation and an increase in the
rate of membrane fouling [11]. Therefore, in this
study, the recovery rates of pressure and conductivity of the reverse osmosis system were analyzed and
studied by selecting three different recovery rates.
Under the same reverse osmosis system pressure, the most suitable recovery rate was analyzed
and studied. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 6.
In Figure 6, three different recovery rates of
60%, 70%, and 80% were selected. Among them,
when the recovery rate is 60%, 70%, the pressure of
the reverse osmosis system is stable at 0.8 MPa;
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9.46=*3 6/ 3 *5- * 265: In enterprise
wastewater, Cl- and Na+ ions are strong sources of
pollution. Therefore, in the treatment of high-salt
wastewater, the indicators of Cl- and Na+ ions should
be controlled [13]. In fact, since the Cl- and Na+ ions
are monovalent ions, it is very easy to pass through
the reverse osmosis system membrane, and the passage of the two types of ions will largely affect the
overall desalination efficiency of the reverse osmosis system. Therefore, in the membrane assembly
process, it is very important to explore the effect of
reverse osmosis system on remove Cl- and Na+ ions.
First, in this study, the effect of the membrane of the
reverse osmosis system on de-Cl- ion was explored
under the condition of a recovery rate of 80%. The
results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen from the
results in Fig. 8 that the reverse osmosis system has
a very good effect on the removal of Cl- ions under
the condition of 80% recovery. After 60 days of reverse osmosis system operation, the high-salt
wastewater has a lower Cl- ion content in the effluent
after the deep treatment, and the ion removal rate exceeds 99.5%. The membrane combination process
used in this study is for Cl in high-salt wastewater.
The ions have a strong removal ability.
In addition, for the removal of Na+ ions, the effect of the reverse osmosis system membrane on Na+
ion removal was also investigated under the condition of a recovery rate of 80%. The results are shown
in Fig. 9. It can be seen from the results in Fig. 9 that
after 60 days of operation of the reverse osmosis system, the Na+ ion content of the high-salt wastewater
after the advanced treatment is lower than that of the
Na+ ion, and the ion removal rate exceeds 96%. The
membrane combination used in this study. The process also has a strong removal ability for Na+ ions in
high-salt wastewater.

however, when the recovery rate exceeds 80%, the
pressure of the reverse osmosis system fluctuates,
mainly because Because of the influence of changes
in conductivity on the pressure of the reverse osmosis system [12]. In addition, we can also conclude
that the pressure of the reverse osmosis system membrane is proportional to the change in conductivity,
and the higher the conductivity, the greater the pressure, and the greater the thrust generated for
wastewater treatment. When the conductivity is at a
stable level, the stability of the membrane of the reverse osmosis system is ensured.
In the high-salt wastewater treatment process of
the steel plant by the membrane combination process, the desalination process of the high-salt
wastewater is equivalent to the process of reducing
the conductivity of the wastewater. In this study, the
reverse osmosis system is used to complete the process. Therefore, the influence factor of monitoring
the operational effect of the reverse osmosis system
during the desalination process is another key point.
In Figure 7, we still monitor the relationship between
the conductivity of the reverse osmosis system and
the desalination effect in real time under three different recovery conditions.
It can be seen from the results in Fig. 7 that under three different recovery conditions, the conductivity of the reverse osmosis system can be less than
0.025 mS/cm, and the corresponding salt rejection
rate is maintained above 95%. Therefore, the recovery rate of the reverse osmosis system does not significantly affect the water conductivity and the desalination rate. In addition, in the influent conductivity, the recovery rate of the reverse osmosis system
will increase from 1.5 mS/cm to 1.8 mS/cm at 80%,
while the salt rejection rate is not affected by the
peak fluctuation. The influence indicates that the reverse osmosis system used in this study has high robustness and can resist certain impacts.
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:<3;: After the deep treatment of the high-salt
wastewater in the steel plant is completed by the reverse osmosis system using the membrane combination process, the analysis of the membrane cleaning
and flux recovery needs to be analyzed. In the membrane cleaning process, the reverse osmosis system
is first stopped, and the concentrate is drained, then
the washing pump is turned on to access the circulating tap water, and the membrane is subjected to
coarse cleaning for 10 minutes by circulating tap water. During the rough cleaning process, the wall of
the reverse osmosis system and the contaminants attached to the surface of the membrane assembly process are cleaned by the impulse of tap water. After
10 minutes of cleaning, the turbid liquid with a large
amount of oily substance was removed.


Subsequently, the chemical cleaning was
started at a high temperature of 85°C. In the fine
cleaning process, it is washed with sodium hydroxide at a concentration of 2% for 30 min to clean the
organic contaminants attached to the surface of the
membrane and inside the membrane pores. Therefore, the cleaning solution is more turbid, and the alkali washing is completed. Rinsing controls the pH
to neutral. Subsequently, it is acid-washed by a concentration of 2% nitric acid for 30 minutes at a temperature of 50 °C for cleaning the cation deposition
salt attached to the surface of the membrane and inside the pores of the membrane. After the acid washing is completed, the pH is also controlled to be neutral by rinsing [14]. Finally, the final cleaning was
carried out for 30 min using pure water of conductivity.
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Contrast indicator

Distillation

Reliability
Pretreatment demand
Formal processing of requirements
Antibacterial ability
Installation difficulty
Cost of investment
Energy cost
Mass case
Desalting effect

Better
General
General
Weak
Relatively simple
Great
Very high
Small amount
Lower

Electrodialysis
Very good
Higher
Higher
No
Very complicated
Greater
Very high
General
Higher

Ion exchange
method
Better
General
Renewable
Very weak
Very complicated
Great
Higher
Small amount
General

Membrane combination
process
Very good
Very high
Very high
Very strong
Very easy
Greater
General
Mass
Very high

% 
5*3@:2:6/;1.,6:;6/71*94*,.<;2,*3:<:.-25;1.4.4+9*5.,64+25*;265796,.::
Pharmacy
name
NaOH
Inhibitor
NaClO
NaHSO3

Dosage
(ppm)
0.032
3.137
1.264
3.234

Unit price
(yuan/kg)
0.63
50.00
1.00
7.00

Average water
production (yuan/ton)
0.000054
0.0164
0.0132
0.0221


% 
;1.9,6:;*5*3@:2:25;1.4.4+9*5.*::.4+3@796,.::
Cost
item
Ultrafiltration membrane
Electricity fee
Reverse osmosis membrane

Project unit
price
Replaced in 3 years
0.83 yuan per kilowatt hour
Replaced in 3 years

Frequency of
replacement
18,000 yuan / piece
One degree of electricity for per ton of water
5,500 yuan / piece

In the actual data recording process, the reverse
osmosis system for the membrane combination process is cleaned every day by rough cleaning and fine
cleaning. After 10 days, the initial membrane flux
was 96.8%, and the membrane flux decay rate
slowed down in the next 50 days. The initial membrane flux tested on day 50 was 91.7%, and the membrane flux was only attenuated by 5.1%. Through the
recording and analysis of the membrane flux, it can
be known that the combination of rough cleaning and
fine cleaning can effectively alleviate the reversible
pollution of the membrane in the reverse osmosis
system, and can ensure the membrane flux of the
membrane combination process in actual use. Compared with the traditional method, the membrane after cleaning can achieve a life span of up to two
years, which not only maintains good business economic benefits but also protects the environment
from pollution.

Average water
production (yuan/ton)
0.268
0.839
0.137

gives a comparison of the four mainstream desalination processes from the technical requirements, economic costs and treatment effects.
As can be seen from Table 1, the performance
of the reverse osmosis method based on the membrane combination process has a higher effect than
the conventional desalination process. At the same
time, because this study is aimed at the advanced
treatment of high-salt wastewater in steel plants, and
only requires low-salt content after wastewater treatment, the reverse osmosis method based on membrane combination process can be used for advanced
treatment of high-salt wastewater in steel plants.
Bring the best results.
,65642, 6:; 5*3@:2: 6/ 201 $*3;
(*:;.>*;.9%9.*;4.5;+@.4+9*5.64+25.-
!96,.::In the high-salt wastewater treatment of the
reverse osmosis system based on the membrane
combination process, in addition to the investment
costs necessary for the previous and other methods,
the added chemicals and energy consumption in the
subsequent operation of the membrane combination
process are economic costs that need to be analyzed.
Cost analysis in Tables 2 and 3 below can be obtained based on data tracking and statistics. Among
them, Table 2 shows the cost analysis of the medicament used in the membrane assembly process. Table 3 gives additional cost analysis in the membrane
combination process.

,65642,5*3@:2:6/201:*3;(*:;.>*;.9
%9.*;4.5; 25 $;..3 !3*5; *:.- 65 .4+9*5.
64+25*;265!96,.:: -=*5;*0.: 6/ 4.4+9*5.
,64+25*;265 796,.:: ,647*9.- >2;1 ;9*-2;265*3
-.:*325*;265796,.::;.,156360@In the continuous
development of modern industrial and wastewater
treatment methods, there are many ways to desalinate the industrial high-salt wastewater. The current
mainstream methods include distillation, electrodialysis, ion exchange and reverse osmosis based on
membrane combination process [15]. Table 1 below
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From the statistics in Table 2 and 3, it can be
seen that the combined cost of the pharmaceutical
and membrane combination process and the additional cost of electricity, we can obtain a comprehensive cost of about 1.42 yuan to treat one ton of highsalt wastewater from steel plants. In fact, the current
unit price of tap water in most cities is 3.00 yuan per
ton, and the tap water contained in tap water is usually very high and cannot be directly used in the production of steel plants. Therefore, if the steel plant
directly uses tap water to perform pretreatment of Clions, the unit price per ton of water will exceed 3.60
yuan, resulting in excessive use of tap water to complete the production cost of the steel plant. Combined with the current economic benefits of the steel
plant, the cost per ton of high-salt wastewater is
about 1.42 yuan, plus the depreciation of labor and
equipment, which can basically reach the same level
of 3.6 yuan per ton. Therefore, through statistics and
calculations, it can be concluded that the benefits of
high-salt wastewater treatment in steel plants and the
cost of high-salt wastewater treatment can be basically the same. The use of a reverse osmosis system
based on a membrane combination process to treat
high-salt wastewater in a steel plant does not increase the cost of the enterprise and has a good economic benefit.


 &$ 

In this paper, the effects of ultrafiltration, frequency, pressure, membrane life, salt concentration
and operating effect of membrane-combined public
camps, as well as the effect of membrane combination process on the removal of Cl- and Na+ ions,
were analyzed by various data. The research results
show that the ultra-filtration membrane synergistic
treatment process reduces the pollution index to less
than 3, which can fully meet the demand of the reverse osmosis system for the influent pollution index. By operating the pressure conditions, the maximum flux of the membrane has a corresponding frequency, and the maximum membrane flux at which
the pump operating pressure is high lags behind the
pump operating pressure. In addition, according to
the analysis of the advantages and sustainable development characteristics of the membrane combination process, as well as the indicators of Cl-, Na+,
etc., it can be seen that the desalination of high-salt
wastewater is close to the cost of wastewater treatment, and the benefits after the desalinated
wastewater is reused. The basic balance will no
longer increase the operating costs of the company,
while taking into account the benefits and costs of
the enterprise while protecting the environment.
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thus contains enormous variability in which salinity
tolerance may exist [3, 4, 5, 6].
Salinity has reached a level of 19.5 % of all irrigated-land (230 million ha of irrigated land, 45
million ha are salt-affected soils and 2.1 % of dryland (1500 million ha of dryland agriculture, 32
million are salt-affected soils) agriculture worldwide. According to the FAO, around 1.5 million ha
of land have both salinity and sodicity problems
[7].
Maize, which belongs to the plants with C4
metabolism, is also classified as moderately sensitive to salinity. For maize grown under salinity,
reduction in growth characters and yield were observed [8].
This study was conducted to determine the silage maize cultivars resistant to salt stress which
can be grown on cultivated lands having salt problems.

This research aimed to determine the effects
of salt stress on seedling growth of four silage
maize (   L.) cultivars (Ozgem, Efe, Safak
and Side). The degree of salinity tolerance among
these cultivars were evaluated at seedling growth
stage at four different salt concentrations (0, 4, 8
and 12 dS m-1 NaCl). Root length, shoot length,
shoot dry weight, root dry weight, chlorophyll content, crude protein ratio, ADF and NDF ratios were
determined in this research. According to results, as
the salt concentration increased, root length, shoot
length, shoot dry weight, root dry weight, relative
chlorophyll content and crude protein ratio decreased significantly. Responses of cultivars to salt
stress indicated differences. Cultivar Efe and Safak
had the highest shoot length. The highest shoot dry
weights were obtained from cultivars Efe and Safak
while the lowest shoot dry weight was obtained
from cultivar Side. The results showed that Efe is
the cultivar to be recommended for saline soils.
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This research was conducted in Isparta University of Applied Sciences, Faculty of Agricultural
Sciences and Tecnologies, Field Crops Department,
Turkey in 2011. Four cultivars (Ozgem, Efe, Safak
and Side) of silage maize (  L.) were used
and their seeds were obtained from the Bati Akdeniz Agricultural Research Institute. These cultivars
are largely grown in Mediterranean Region by the
farmers.
The experiment was established in a randomised complete block design with three replications.
Salt stress was realized by subjecting the seeds to
15 ml salt solutions of 0, 4, 8 and 12 dS m-1 NaCl.
In addition, 15 ml of distilled water without NaCl
was used as control. Six seeds per pot were used.
The nutrient solution was prepared according to
Maas et al. [9] and contained 2.5 mM Ca (NO3)2,
3.0 mM KH2PO4, 1.5 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM KNO3,
0.1 mM Fe-EDTA, 0.023 mM H3BO3, 0.005 mM
CuSO4 and 0.01 mM H24Mo7N6O24.4H2O.
Root and shoot lengths were measured using
scale meter. The dry weights were measured after
drying the roots and shoots at 78°C for 48 h [10].
The Minolta SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter was
used, as per Markwell et al. [11], to acquire a rapid
estimate of leaf chlorophyll content. Nitrogen con-

'&!"
ADF, chlorophyll, maize, shoot dry weight, root dry
weight
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Soil salinity is one of the major environmental
abiotic stresses that limit agricultural productivity
and food supply worldwide. Salinity affects plants
in different ways such as osmotic effects, specificion toxicity and/or nutritional disorders. It is not
only affects the morphology, but also modifies the
metabolisms of plants by limiting their growth.
Salinity affects both vegetative and reproductive
development, which has profound implications
depending on whether the harvest organ is a stem,
leaf, root, shoot, fruit, fiber or grain. Salinity often
reduces shoot growth more than root growth [1].
Corn (   L.), is one of the most important cereal crops growing in the world. It is used
as food for human consumption as well as food
grain for animals [2]. Being highly cross pollinated,
maize has become highly polymorphic through the
course of natural and domesticated evolution and
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ysis of the data showed that maximum root length
of 35.5 cm was measured at control treatment while
the shoot length was minimum (9.5 cm) when the
plants were exposed to high levels of salinity (12
dS m-1). Pessarakli and Kopec [13] found that shoot
length decreased by the increasing salt concentrations. Similar results were observed in pearl millet
by Hussain et al. [14]. There were no statistically
significant differences in root lengths among cultivars.
Shoot lengths of cultivars decreased significantly as the levels of salinity increased from 0 to
12 dS m-1 NaCl (Figure 2). The highest shoot length
was obtained from control treatment, while the
lowest value was obtained from 12 dS m-1. There
were statistically significant differences in shoot
lengths among cultivars. The highest shoot lengths
(30.3 and 29.3 cm) were obtained from cultivars
Efe and Safak while the lowest shoot lengths (25.7
cm) was obtained from cultivar Side.

tent was calculated by the Kjeldahl method; The
ANKOM Fiber Analyzer was used for NDF and
ADF analysis. ANKOM F57 filter bags were used
for ADF and NDF analysis in this study.
The data were analyzed together using the
Proc GLM [12]. Means were separated by LSD at
the 5 % level of significance.
!"$#""$""
As shown in Table 1, salt concentrations had
significant effects on root length, shoot length, root
dry weight, shoot dry weight, chlorophyll content
and crude protein ratios while cultivars had significant effects on shoot length and shoot dry weight.
Statistical analysis of the data indicated that salinity
levels had a significant effect on root length. The
root lengths of cultivars were significantly reduced
with an increase in salinity levels (Figure 1). Anal-
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Root
Shoot Dry
Chlorophyll
Dry
Weight
Weight
Salt Concent.(S)
3
**
**
**
**
*
Cultivars (C)
3
ns
*
ns
*
ns
S x C int.
9
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
*, **, -test significant at < 0.05 and <0.01, respectively. ns, not significant.
Sources of
Variation

df

Root
Length

Shoot
Length

Crude
Protein

ADF

NDF

**
ns
ns

ns
ns
ns

ns
ns
ns
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27.4 b
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30.3 a

29.3 a
25.7 c

Efe

Şafak

Side

Cultivars
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25.26 mg plant-1 at 4000 ppm. The same results
were also obtained by other researchers [18,
19, 20].

Root dry weight of cultivars decreased significantly as the levels of salinity increased from 0 to
12 dS m-1 NaCl. Thus, the highest root dry weight
(3.76 g plant-1) was determined at control and the
lowest root dry weight (1.01 g plant-1) at the highest
salinity level (Figure 3). There were no statistically
significant differences in root dry weight among
cultivars. Hoque et al. [15], Mirosavljevic et al. [16]
and Akram et al. [17] reported that root dry weight
of all corn hybrids showed a decline towards increase in salinity level.

$! 
#/,8/559+7=<,0./985-802).,3)0>,*:290;)78
)9+0--,7,498)29*54*,497)9054

$! 
#/,7559+7=<,0./985-802).,3)0>,*:290;)78)9
+0--,7,498)29*54*,497)9054
In this study, the responses of cultivars to different salt concentrations were found to be significantly different. Shoot dry weights of cultivars were
negatively affected by increasing salt treatments
(Figure 4). The average shoot dry weight of cultivars was 3.97 g plant-1 at control and this value
gradually decreased throughout the increasing salt
concentrations, and reached to 1.06 g plant-1 at 12
dS m-1. The highest shoot dry weights (2.52 and
2.45 g plant-1) were obtained from cultivars Efe and
Safak while the lowest shoot dry weight (2.21 g
plant-1) was obtained from cultivar Side. This
means that there are genetical differences among
cultivars with respect to tolerance to salt stress. Our
results are in agreement with the results of other
researchers. For example, Hoque et al. [15] reported
that a negative relationship was detected between
vegetative growth parameters and increasing salinity. In same study, shoot dry weight was 52.01 mg
plant-1 at control while it decreased linearly to

$! 
#/,*/25756/=22*549,4985-802).,3)0>,
*:290;)78)9+0--,7,498)29*54*,497)9054
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The leaf is a very important photosynthetic
organ, in which light energy is transformed through
the green pigment chlorophyll into the potential
energy of assimilates. Our results show that the
chlorophyll content concentration was significantly
changed under different salinity concentrations. The
chlorophyll content decreased from 36.75 to 25.00
depending on increase in salinity level (Figure 5).
There were no statistically significant differences in
chlorophyll content among cultivars. Salinity
caused decreases in chlorophyll contents. Carpici et
al. [21] reported that a negative relationship was
detected between chlorophyll content and increasing salinity. Similar results were also reported by
Iqbal et al. [22], Ashraf et al. [23], Khan et al. [24],
Aliu et al. [25].
The crude protein ratio of cultivars were significantly reduced with an increase in salinity levels. The CP ratio decreased from 11.94 % to 7.26 %
depending on increase in salinity level (Figure 6).
There were no statistically significant differences in
CP ratio among cultivars.
$!
#/,7)90585-802).,3)0>,*:290;)78)9
+0--,7,498)29*54*,497)9054

$! 
#/,*7:+,6759,047)90585-802).,3)0>,*:290;)78
)9+0--,7,498)29*54*,497)9054
There were no statistically significant differences in ADF and NDF contents among cultivars.
ADF ratios ranged from 15.3 to 17.5 % depending
on salt treatments (Figure 7). NDF ratios ranged
from 21.9 to 24.1 % depending on salt concentrations (Figure 8).

$!
#/,7)90585-802).,3)0>,*:290;)78)9
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The results from the effects of salt stress on
seedling growth of four silage maize in Mediterranean conditions of Turkey can be summarized as
follows:
1. Increasing salt concentrations resulted in
decreased root length, shoot length, shoot dry
weight, root dry weight, chlorophyll content and
crude protein ratio.
2. Cultivar Efe and Safak had the highest
shoot length and shoot dry weight.
3. The lowest shoot dry weight was obtained
from cultivar Side.
4. There were no statistically significant differences in root length, root dry weight, total chlorophyll, CP, ADF and NDF contents among cultivars.
The results showed that Efe is the cultivar to
be recommended for saline soils.
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spreading, a continent-ocean transitional zone with a
certain width will form around the margins of the initial oceanic basin (also the continental margin). It is
divided into extensional continental crust and basaltic oceanic crust [4]. With continental rifting, a number of extensional basins developed around the continental margins [5]. The tectonic evolution of continental margin basins preserves vital information of
oceanic spreading and drift. The evolution history of
continental margin basins is a cornerstone for understanding the process of seafloor spreading and interaction of plates movement.
The South China Sea (SCS), a well-studied
magma-poor Sea [6], has considerably attracted focus on timing and processes of formation in the last
few decades. Previous studies proposed many interpretations by methods of balanced section [7,8], numerical simulation [9], etc. [10-17] generally based
on seismic profiles, drilling results, cores, magnetic
anomalies, gravity anomalies, geomagnetic data, microfossils, etc. It was widely accepted that the
spreading of SCS occurred from 32 to 16 Ma as evidenced by anomaly 11-5C [18, 19].
The continent-ocean transition (COT) zone in
the northern continental margin, the only extensional
margin of the SCS, is dotted with many faulted depressions. However, the tectonic evolution of the
northeastern SCS has been perplexing and controversial. Its magnetic anomaly, Hsu et al. [14] named
C12-17, are not evidently compared to the central
SCS basin [20]. Due to the lack of geological prospecting data, the exact tectonic evolution still remains ambiguous, especially in the process of tectonic interaction that was cause by the eastward retreating of Eurasia plate, the subduction of Philippines Sea plate, and the spreading of SCS at their intersection zone in Cenozoic.
Jieyang depression is located in the northeastern part of the SCS continental margin. In this study,
I present a balanced section analysis, as well as the
calculation of horizontal tectonic movement rates,
and place constraints on understanding the abovementioned queries, combining with four seismic profiles selected from multichannel seismic data covering a work area of 15,000 square kilometers, acquired by Tainan-Chaoshan petroleum operating

The Jieyang depression is located in northeastern South China Sea (SCS) continental margin,
where is the intersection zone of plates (Eurasia
plate, Pacific plate/Philippines Sea plate). The structural features and tectonic evolution of this depression provides important clues on the lithosphere
thinning histories and tectonic evolution of northern
SCS margin, as well as non-volcanic types of passive
continental margin. The Jieyang depression is not
only controlled by Cenozoic stress field, but also by
preexisting structures formed in Late Mesozoic.
Landward-dipping deep listric faults involved basement and massive flower structures were separated
by an unconformity, implying there are two sets of
different tectonic stresses. Cross sections restoration
results revealed that Cenozoic tectonic evolution experienced three stages (syn-rifting, transformation
and post-rifting) and five units were formed as indicated by the four significant geological boundaries
(~32 Ma, 23 Ma, 18.5 Ma and 16.5 Ma). Combining
with balanced section data calculation, tectonic
forces implications firstly interpreted by the extension rate that the SCS opening took place under the
tectonic influence of the Pacific plate eastward retreating in the area in Oligocene and 16.5 Ma marks
the time of cessation of the processes that led to lithosphere thinning and destruction of the continental
margin of the South China block, appearing slope
jumping from sea to mainland.
)(!#$
Jieyang depression, South China Sea, Tectonic evolution,
Balanced section, Extension rate, Slope jumping
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With the continental lithospheric extending and
thinning, mantle asthenosphere rises significantly
and even approaches to the earth's surface. Rifted
continental margins are created in virtue of extension, thinning and breakup of continental lithosphere
that ultimately leads to seafloor spreading and formation of a new oceanic basin [1-3]. Before oceanic
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River Mouth basin to the northeast, and the Taixinan
basin to the southwest. The water depth ranges from
876 m to 5850 m. The bathymetric contours distribute relatively dense (Fig. 1b). Jieyang depression had
a crust thickness of about 17km (Fig. 1c), about 23
km in shelf of continental crust and 7~10 km in SCS
oceanic crust, belonging to the COT continental
crust. The free air gravity anomaly values [28] in it
are much lower than in surrounding areas (Fig. 1b).
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*<**6-5.<17-;By using drilling data and
seismic profiles, previous studies on tectonics, sedimentary environment and plate evolution in the SCS
show that most of the SCS region have several seismic reflection surfaces (e.g. T6, T7 and Tg, etc.) [2932] that can be correlated with each other [33]. Tg
represents the unconformity surface on the acoustic
basement [34], also known as the seismic basement,
and the seismic energy below it is poor or even deficient.

company limited, free air gravity anomaly and published P-wave velocity data [21].
.74702,;.<<260*6-+*,30:7=6-The northeast SCS continental margin (Fig. 1) is located at the
junction of three major tectonic regimes with distinct
evolutionary histories. Since Late Cretaceous, the
eastern Eurasia plate continental margin changed
from the Andean type to the Western Pacific type
caused by eastward retreat of West Pacific plate [22,
23]. A series of EN-WS trending half-grabens, grabens and basement highs developed at continental
margin and intracontinental rift along with the retreating of West Pacific plate [24, 25], roughly parallel to the South China shoreline. From the Early
Oligocene to Middle Miocene, the SCS was initiated
and continued spreading. Since the Middle Miocene,
owing to the Philippines Sea plate colliding and subducting to the eastern Eurasia plate continental margin, and the India-Australia Plate moving northward,
the SCS basin was confined and spreading and thermal subsidence stopped. The eastern basin of SCS
has subducted beneath the Philippines Sea Plate
along the Manila Trench (Fig.2) [26, 27].
Jieyang depression is located in the northeastern SCS (Fig. 1a) continental slope (Fig. 1b), Pearl

&# 
*87/47,*<276*6-;<:=,<=:*4.4.5.6<;7/<1.67:<1.*;<$7=<1126*$.*
(a) Location map of Jieyang depression and its adjacent area. The red solid line indicates the locations of Jieyang depression.
(b) Free air gravity anomaly map matching Fig. 1a. The red solid line indicates the locations of Jieyang depression. The COT
(continent-ocean transition) zone in green line was interpreted by mean P-wave velocity-interface profiles of L1-L3, L7, L9L11, L13 and L14, seismic profiles of L4-L6, L8 and L12, and free air gravity anomaly data. The gray contours are the bathymetry in meters. (c) Mean P-wave velocity-interface model along profile O-O’ (L11), see location in Fig. 1a and b. The
black solid lines mean seismic profiles of A-A’, B-B’, C-C’ and D-D’ cross over Jieyang depression in red solid line.
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Combined with drilling and seismic profiles in
adjacent area [35-37], six major sedimentary sequence boundaries were identified in seismic profiles that obtained from petroleum exploration company. Those sedimentary sequence boundaries are
consistent with global sea-level change curves (Fig.
1c and Fig. 2) [38-41]. The sequence boundaries include rifting unconformity Tg (~66 Ma), sequence
boundary/ unconformity T8 (~39 Ma), fracture unconformity T7 (~32 Ma), unconformity T6 (~23

Ma), sequence boundary or unconformity T5 (~18.5
Ma), and fracture unconformity T4 (~16.5 Ma).
*4*6,.- ;.,<276The balanced section is an
auxiliary technique for seismic geological interpretation, which can be used to reconstruct the history
of tectonic evolution. Chamberlain [42] firstly put
forward the idea of balanced section, assuming the
conservation of vertical section area before and after
the tectonic deformation. In this study, the software
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*4*6,.- ;.,<276 -*<*,*4,=4*<276 26,4=-260
<1. *57=6< :*<27 *6- :*<. 7/ .@<.6;276 The
amount of estimated extension from cross section
restoration ranges of each mega-sequence during
each age. It is equal to the line length of original seismic section minus the line length of deformed phase
of seismic section. The amount of horizontal changes
during each stage is simply estimated by the sum of
horizontal offset for all faults; accordingly, they represent apparent displacements. The positive value
represents extension, and the negative value reflects
compression. Extension ratio is equal to the amount
of estimated extension divides by the line length of
deformed phase of seismic section. The value of extension rate value is equal to the extension ratio divides by the age of the mega-sequence. The direction
of extension rate is along the trend of seismic section. Extension rate reflects the speed of horizontal
tectonic movements; thus, they represent characteristics of tectonic stress.

of 2/3D Move was used to balance four seismic profiles selected from multichannel seismic data of
Jieyang survey area, named Line A-A’, Line B-B’,
Line C-C’, Line D-D’, the location was showed in
Fig. 1c. It follows laws that keep the form conserved
when rigid body moves, keep the area conserved
when plastic shape changes, keep lithology conserved when compaction deforms, and on the basis
of following assumptions: (1) sediments keep its
area in the process of deformation; (2) an area of sediments affected only by erosion and sediment compaction; (3) the main deformation mode is brittle
fracture; (4) folds develop with faults; (5) loss of
sediments area by pressure dissolution and tectonic
compaction is considered to be very small, with little
influence. Faults were restored under an assumption
that the hanging wall deforms and the footwall remains [43]. Because there are no drilling wells in
Jieyang depression, decompaction correction and
paleo-water depth will not be discussed here.


&# 
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(See Fig. 1c for location)
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(See Fig. 1c for location)
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1) in Cenozoic. The depocenter changed from the
center of basement to the northwestern part of the
depression throughout the evolution of this line.
There is hiatus during Paleocene to Oligocene (Fig.
3-6 b-d, g and h).
The cross section restoration is fundamental to
interpret tectonic evolution, especially for the process of changes of the tectonic interaction cause by
plates on continental margin, although the restoration does not necessarily provide a unique tectonic
evolution interpretation [45]. The restoration of four
representative cross sections suggests there are five
stages of basin evolution in the study area: Unit 1,
syn-rifting stage (66-32 Ma), Unit 2, transition stage
(32-23 Ma), Unit 3, post-rifting I stage (23-18.5 Ma),
Unit 4, post-rifting II stage (18.5-16.5 Ma), Unit 5,
post-rifting III stage (16.5 Ma - now).


Line A-A’ (Fig. 3), Line B-B’ (Fig. 4) and Line
C-C’ (Fig. 5) traverse the Jieyang depression in a
NW–SE direction, and Line D-D’ (Fig. 6) traverses
it in a SW–NE direction (Fig. 1c). The shallow
acoustic basement showed a half-graben controlled
by northwest-dipping listric faults involve basement
(Fig.3-6 a,b,g and h) developed during the syn-rifting phase (the amount, ratio and rate of extension are
calculated about 4.3~10.7 km, 13.2~34.6%, and
157.1~309.1 m/my respectively, see Fig.3~7 and Table 1). Some thrust faults appeared in Oligocene,
though all of faults are normal faults at present. A
large number of new faults developed in the northwestern part in Miocene (Fig.3-6 e-h) and the sediments were thick. From southwest to northeast (from
Line C-C’ to Line A-A’), slight extension occurred
gradually in the younger strata from T6 to T8 (Table
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&62< ;A6:2/<260;<*0. *The first
phase of rifting created NE-trending faulted depression in the study area (Fig. 3a, b and c, 4a, b and c,
5a, b and c, 6a, b and c). The landform is mainly controlled by the NE-trending deep faulted structures
[45], which suggest NW–SE directed extension.
However, the extension in the northeastern part
(24.4%~34.6%) (Table 1, Tg-T8 in Line A-A’ and
Line D-D’) of the Jieyang depression is greater than
in the southwestern part (13.2%) (Table 1, Tg-T8 in
Line C-C’), suggesting the depocenter is in the
northeastern part of the Jieyang depression in unit 1
(Fig. 7, Tg-T7). The depocenter is mainly controlled
by the terrain of faulted depression.
The cross section restoration suggests that the
basement extending and thinning mainly occurred
during the syn-rifting phase during the formation of

the basin (Table 1, Tg-T8). Upper crust extension associated with faulting is eventually balanced by an
equal amount at the lithosphere scale. The extension
at intraplate continental rifts is generally depth-uniform [46], while continental margins rift shows
depth-dependent extension. The upper crust extending and thinning accompanying with significantly
greater extending and thinning of lower crust, which
is observed at non-volcanic, volcanic and other types
of rifted continental margins [47-50]. Though the average crustal thickness of the shelf on the SCS is
about 25 km, the crustal thickness of slope is about
17 km estimated from mean P-wave velocity-interface model (Fig. 1c), with extensive crustal extending and thinning. The thinning amount of the lower
crust is much larger than that of the upper crust in
slope and representing depth-dependent extension.

&# 
$.9=.6<2*4:.;<7:*<2767/26.C26.C<:*>.:;.;2.A*60-.8:.;;27626* (B$-2:.,<276
(See Fig. 1c for location)
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(See Fig. 1c for location)
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Extension ratio (%)
Line A-A’
Line B-B’
Line C-C’
Line D-D’

Tg NW-SE
29.0
16.4
12.4
21.7

T8 NW-SE
5.6
4.2
0.8
2.7

T7
1.3
0.3
1.3
-0.2

T6 W-S
1.1
1.7
3.6
1.0

T5 W-S
3.1
1.9
2.9
2.6

T4
0.9
1.8
0.5
1.6

Total (%)
41.0
26.3
21.5
29.4

the footwall, so tectonic inversion took place
(Fig.5e’ and g’). The tectonic inversion disappears
as the depression extended again. (2) The surroundings of extensional zone will be uplifted and the riftshoulder will be extruded due to the upwelling of
mantle before SCS opening [62-64]. During Eocene
to mid-Miocene (Tg-T5, Table 1), the diachronism
of minimum extension ratio from Line C-C’ to Line
A-A’ indicates the influence of the SCS opening on
the Jieyang depression is from sea to land. From the
Late Eocene to the Early Oligocene, the tectonic
stress in East Asia changed dramatically, showing
active plate movement, including the subduction of
the west Pacific plate from NWW to NNW and the
SCS opening [65]. So the changes of the tectonic
stress in Jieyang depression coincides with the
change of regional tectonic stress in eastern Asia in
this stage.

As extensional faulted depression forming in
study area in unit 1, extending and thinning amount
of the lithosphere exceed greatly than that of the upper crust, characterized by mantle upwelling and
Moho upheaving (Fig. 1c).
The eastern Eurasia plate was under the regional extensional stress field during the Late Cretaceous to Late Eocene, which was caused by the Pacific plate eastward retreat. Controlled by crustal
preexisted structure that formed in orogenic period
[51, 52], with the ancient faults reactivated in the rift
and drift phases [53], most of the landward dipping
deep faults or listric faults involve basement became
the boundary faults of half-grabens, when brittle deformation occurred in Qiongdongnan basin, Pearl
River Mouth basin, the study area of this paper,
Taixinan basin, Taixi basin, western depressions of
the East China Sea shelf basin, etc. [54-56]. It is distinguished from other extensional basins which
mainly developed as grabens or half-grabens controlled by seaward dipping boundary faults in synrifting stage rather than post-rifting stage and riftshoulder settlement on the non-volcanic (eg. Newfoundland-Iberia conjugate rifted margins) and volcanic types of passive continental margin (eg. Namibian margin just before oceanic crust opening)
[57-61]. The upper crust had suffered brittle deformation for a long-term during the Mesozoic, while
the whole crust extended and drifted enormously
from the Late Cretaceous to Late Eocene. Those processes are the tectonic origin of broad shelf and a
large number of basins on the northern continental
margin of SCS.

&62<  87;<:2/<260  ;<*0.     * In
post-rifting I stage (Fig. 3e, 4e, 5e and 6e), the
amount and rate of extension increased gradually
(Table 1, T6 and Fig. 7, T6-T5) under the nearly SN directed stress field, as almost the same direction
of the spreading direction of the central basin of SCS
[66]. As Fig.7 shown, the largest rate of extension is
in Line A during Tg-T7, but change to Line C during
T6-T5. Therefore the extensional center changed
from northeast to southwest in the depression (Fig.
3e, 4e, 5e and 6e, Fig. 7, from Tg-T7 to T6-T5). I
analyzed the hiatus area of Oligocene strata on the
basis of seismic profiles (Fig. 1c, Fig. 3d, 4d, 5d and
6d) and the results showed that the coastline was still
located far offshore from the present upper slope.
However, the hiatus area mapped from Huang (Fig.
1c) suggested that the coastline lied on the present
upper slope nearby [67]. In brief, the hiatus (Fig. 3bd, 4 b-d, 5 b-d and 6 b-d) showed prevailing denudate
condition during Paleogene (~66-32 Ma).

&62<  87;<:2/<260  ;<*0.      *
Lots of S-N trending strike-slip faults developed in
the southwestern Jieyang depression in post-rifting
II stage (Fig. 3f, 4f, 5f and 6f). With the spreading of
SCS, the crust extended and thinned (Table 1, T5)
and sea level rose. The study area subsided under the
seawater lying on continental shelf during Eocene.
In Early Miocene, the shoulders of Jieyang depression were completely un-eroded and began to
deposit. 
The arithmetic average rate of extension in
Jieyang depression during post-rifting II stage (Fig.

&62<  <:*6;2<276 ;<*0.    * Transition stage, filled in overlap deposition, is reflected an
unconformity, and characterized by minimal horizontal extension (Table 1, Line A-A’- Line C-C’ in
T7). Local compression occurs at the depression
shoulder on the side of land without obvious folding
(Table 1, Line D-D’ in T7, Fig. 3d, 4d, 5d and 6d).
Some new W-E trending faults develop in the center
of the depression which indicate S-N trending stress
exists if it is in extensional environment, though
boundary faults presents inherited activity. I suggest
two possible causes for the structure inversion in Oligocene: (1) The stress direction changes leaded to
rocks strike-slip alone faults. The sequence interface
on the both sides of fault is neither continuous nor
equal thickness in seismic profiles. The thicker sedimentary layers in the hanging wall of strike-slip
fault moved to adjacent thinner sedimentary layer in
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7, T5-T4) is about 1.43 times faster than that of
faulted depression stage (Fig. 7, Tg-T8) and other
units (Fig. 7, T8-T6 and T4-now). The thickness of
sediments (Fig. 2) in post-rifting II stage (T5-T4) is
almost as the same as in faulted depression stage
(Tg-T8), indicating massively continuous deposition. Short period (about 2Ma) of such strongly extending shows a sharply unprecedented deformation.
New faults developed in the northwest of the depression were much more than that in the southeastern
(Fig. 3f, 4f and 6f), implying the extensional center
changed from southwest to center and northwest of
the depression (Fig.7, from T6-T5 to T5-T4). Negative flower structures (Fig. 3f, 4f, 5f and 6f) reveal
strike-slip or collapsing movement. Furthermore, the
amount of sediment deposition was much more than
that of any other units (Fig. 2, Fig. 3-6). In this stage,
with depocenter migrating northwestward, farsourced sediments changed from dryness in Oligocene to wetness in Miocene and terrain changes in
East Asian due to the changes of climatic conditions
[68-72]. The depocenter was controlled by new fault
structures and material sources.
The Jieyang depression on the northeast SCS
continental margin of plates intersection zone was an
active participant in these geological and climatic
events. It is a faithful record of preserving structures
and sediment features. I suggest the slope with northwest-trending transited to the northwestern study
area in post-rifting III stage (18.5-16.5 Ma), named
upper slope to distinguish from pre-existing slope
(lower slope) (Fig. 1c). The steep upper slope faulted
fracture belt corresponds to lithosphere necking edge
(Fig. 1c), indicating the evolution in deep earth partially controlled the slope jumping from sea to mainland. Therefore, the Cenozoic time, especially 16.5
Ma marks the time of cessation of the processes that
led to lithosphere thinning and destruction of the
continental margin of the South China block.

parallel to the preexisting structure formed in orogenic period. Some negative flower structures developed during Eocene, indicating strike slip movements and tectonic stress changing. In tectonic evolution respect, combining with the extension
amount, ratio and rate calculating from balanced section data, extension started in the Late Cretaceous
and stopped at the Early Oligocene caused by Pacific
plate eastward retreat (~66-32Ma). Extension was
greatest during the syn-rifting stage of basin formation (~66-32Ma), at least in the transition stage
(~32-23Ma), and fastest in the end of Early Miocene
(during the post-rifting II stage, ~18.5-16.5Ma), with
slope jumping from sea to mainland. I suggest the
slope northwest trending transited to the northwestern of study area in post-rifting III stage (~18.5-16.5
Ma), named upper slope to distinguish from pre-existing slope (lower slope). These geophysical constraints and tectonic evolution implicated that the
SCS opening took place as a result of the eastward
retreating of Pacific plate in Jieyang depression,
northeastern SCS in Oligocene.
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&62< 87;<:2/<260;<*0.  *67?
After Middle Miocene, the strata were strongly
eroded by water currents or unconsolidated. So, I
won't discuss it further in this article.
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biogeochemical cycles in the Earth system include
oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, carbon and phosphorus
[7]. Carbon is naturally contained in all of Earth’s
compartments, and the importance of research focusing carbon is growing in the context of the ongoing
and predicted global climate changes. Carbon, which
is removed from the atmosphere by forest ecosystem
processes, is stored both in vegetation and soils [8].
These carbon stocks also affect the state of forests
ecosystems [9]. The carbon content of the atmosphere is reduced accordingly with the build-up of
carbon stocks [10].
This contribution presents the results of the research on stocks of the stored carbon in the Czechia
combined with a description of the appropriate cartographic visualisation of the results obtained. This
multidisciplinary approach is based on the latest approaches to map-user issues and the advice for
proper geovisualisation by International Cartographic Association.
Presented research is a part of interdisciplinary
project CzechAdapt. The maps introduced in this paper present the amount of carbon in tonnes per hectare, stored in four main reservoirs: aboveground biomass, underground biomass, dead organic matter
and soil carbon.

The visualisation of environmental data has a
great importance not only for the presentation of the
research results but also for decision-making processes, which are often based on using maps. This
paper presents the research on the stocks of the
stored carbon in Czechia with the focus on the proper
methods of data visualisation. Within the study, the
existing carbon stocks and their development in time
using four aboveground biomass, underground biomass, dead organic matter and soil carbon, was determined. For each analysed landscape segment individual carbon pools, based on the mapping of current land use, topography and vegetation state, were
identified. Subsequently, the methods of visualising
the partial results and the resulting data of the stored
carbon were selected. The contribution includes the
justification of the chosen visualisation methods,
with an emphasis on the accurate visualisation of environmental data and consequent correct interpretation by the map user.
&% !
Stored carbon, environmental data, cartography, visualisation, map user
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(9)65:;6*2:+,;,9405(;065 Terrestrial carbon stocks is the term used for the carbon stored in
terrestrial ecosystems, as living or dead plant biomass and in the soul, along with usually negligible
quantities and animal biomass [11]. Estimating the
carbon stock in an area can be achieved by measuring the carbon in all components over the entire area.
The concept of model InVEST 3 – Carbon was
applied to determine the existing carbon stocks and
their development in time using four aboveground
biomass, underground biomass, dead organic matter
and soil carbon. The InVEST Carbon Storage and
Sequestration model estimates the current amount of
carbon stored in a landscape and values the amount
of sequestered carbon over time [12]. Figure 1 illustrates the model implementation. For each analysed
landscape segment (one landscape segment is presented by one pixel) individual carbon pools, based

Modern technologies, such as remote sensing,
computer mapping, and geographic information systems, have significantly increased the quantity and
quality of data available to characterise existing and
projected environmental conditions [1, 2, 3]. There
are almost countless available data sources concerning environmental phenomena. Considerable attention should be paid not only to data accuracy, timeliness and integrity but also to the form of their visualisation [4]. The environmental management decisions are mostly based on data visualisations. Therefore it is important that the visualisation of the environmental data is correct and does not lead to a misinterpretation [5, 6].
Biogeochemical cycles cause the exchange of
molecules containing a given atom between various
reservoirs within the Earth system, while important
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information and that the right information is also
gaining by the user. The essential important prerequisite for the successful information transfer from
the map to the user is to have the relevant data and
to use a suitable method of cartographic visualisation. 
Selection of the appropriate methods of cartographic visualisation and related parameters of each
method is the primary task for cartographers. It is
necessary to perform user testing to achieve this
goal. Selection of appropriate methods is a challenge
for the cartographer, and usually, there is no problem. More often the problem arises with the use of
colours. The research focusing the proper use of colours in the spatial data visualisation was held for example by [17, 18]. There is defined the influence to
the map-user perception, linkage to the map styles
and there is presented the new tool to the proper selection of colours during the map creation.

on the mapping of current land use, topography and
vegetation state, were identified. In each segment,
the representation of natural, near to nature and more
antropically influenced habitats was analysed. According to the prevailing type of habitat, the relevant
values (coefficients) of carbon were assigned to each
pool, multiplied by the area of individual pools and
finally summed for each segment.
Average values of carbon for individual pools
were derived from literature and own experimental
measurements [12, 13]. Possible predictions of
stocks over time would be based on the changes of
land cover.
967,9*/60*,6-=0:<(30:(;0654,;/6+: The
graphical display of environmental data can help interpret their meaning, and powerful computer tools
enable wonderful data presentations, limited primarily by the creativity of the presenter [5]. But the
availability of appropriate software does not replace
cartographic education that is needed to create highquality visualisations [14].

!@4)630A(;065 (5+ 636<9: Colours have a
unique position among all the principles of spatial
data visualisation. Colours carry the information
value and they are used for creating the hierarchy of
map elements by distinguishing the important from
the unimportant. Symbolization in cartography gives
a relationship between visual symbols that are systematically linked to the data presented on a map.
Map symbols can intuitively suggest general kinds
of data, and according to different sizes or colour saturation, the user can read the variability in the dataset. Some symbols are made by convention, but for
such a large area as environmental data, there is no
single principle to follow. 

#:,9::<,:The research focusing user issues
in cartography represents one of the modern trends
in GIScience. In general, user issues are determined
by the users of cartographic works and represent the
most significant influence in the process of map creation [15]. It is needed to take particular attention to
the user requirements and their preferences [16].
Maps help their users to understand better geospatial
relationships and users can get and quantify relations
and information [4]. Therefore it is important to ensure that user is provided with the correct

#  
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The colour depth intuitively suggests that yellow area is “less” than, for example, dark violet, or light blue is “less” than dark
blue, but it is not true and this choice of colour scheme usually leads to misinterpretation.

The dates of the amount of carbon stocks are
quantitative and do not have a centre-value. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a proper convergent
sequent colour scheme and not a qualitative or default multi-colour scheme (Fig. 2 – applied on the
vectorised outcome of raster calculation). But also
the choice of convergent colour scheme (Fig. 3A)
can be wrong because of defined characteristics.
The most common mistake is the use of completely invalid colour scheme as shown in Figure 2.
However, also while the user uses the "correct" convergence sequential colour scheme (Fig. 3A), the resulting visualisation may be incorrect because of the
colour distance and ability of the user to distinguish
colours, or simply because the distribution of the
presented values does not have a normal frequency
distribution. It is therefore always necessary to make
basic statistics and adjust the values and the boundary points of the colour scale so that the spatial variability of the data displayed is correctly visible (Fig.
3B and Fig. 4).

Colour is one of the visual variables. It is also a
significant contribution to the cartographic style and
perception of maps user [19]. We distinguish between two basic types of colours used in maps: sequential colour schemes for the presentation of quantitative data and colour palettes for the presentation
of qualitative data.

967,9*/60*,6-*636<9:Many professionals
and cartographers, same as many non-professionals
in cartography, create a lot of various maps every
day with the use of particular representation methods
for several elements. Incorrectly use of colours in
maps is a significant problem and leads to the wrong
interpretation of data. One of the frequent mistakes
is the use of diverging colour schemes for convergent values, lowering colour intensity or impossibility to distinguish the colours.
Focusing the environmental data visualisation,
the relationship between presented phenomena and
map symbol is the most important. Following principles of cartographic semiology, the map symbol
should be in its visual variables as close as possible
to the presented phenomenon. For example, black
coal is represented by a black cube, or the river's
spring is represented by a blue point-symbol.
In the presented research, it is not possible to
directly illustrate the presented phenomena by the
colour, because the primary information is not about
quality (occurrence or not-occurrence in the area),
but about the quantity of one selected element – carbon. The main aim of the maps is to present the carbon amounts correctly.

!#"!

The map (Fig. 5) shows the total amount of carbon stored in four reservoirs. A numeric value indicates the carbon storage in tonnes per hectare. The
total carbon stock in the Czechia is 972,475,502
tonnes. The stored carbon is deposited in the soil
pool 58, in the aboveground biomass pool 31%, in
the underground biomass pool 8%, and in the dead
organic matter pool 3%.
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The default colour scale does not reflect the frequency distribution. It is necessary to visualise the differences and spatial
variability of the values correctly by individually adapted colour scale.



!#!!#!

Most carbon is stored in forests and semi-natural areas (61%), followed by agricultural areas
(35%), artificial surfaces (3%), water bodies (0.5%)
and wetlands (0.5%). In all classes of land cover, the
proportion of stored carbon between the individual
pools is maintained. The most important reservoir is
the soil carbon pool of the agricultural areas, followed by the soil carbon of the forest and semi-natural areas and the aboveground biomass of the forest
and seminary areas. A key role in the evaluation of
carbon stocks is the area-size of the individual stock.

Stocks of carbon are the important topic primarily because of the climate change monitoring, but
it is also essential characteristics in the environmental model of the land. The aim of this contribution
was to provide basic information about the research
on stocks of the stored carbon in the Czechia combined with a description of the appropriate cartographic visualisation of the results obtained.
The main focus of the cartographic part of this
paper is on the use of colours and colour schemes.
There are many available tools for the colour
schemes choice in cartographic visualisation:
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CIEDE2000 method [21]; or Color Schemes, with
pre-designed colours for a specific number of intervals using the selection according to characteristics
qualitative/quantitative, by style/by colour, and colour mode RGB or CMYK [18]. There are, of course,

ColorBrewer 2.0, with pre-designed colours for
a specific number of intervals, widely used around
the world [20]; Sequential Color Scheme Generator
1.0, used for colour schemes using visual differences
and applying colour distance steps defined by
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[3] Pechanec, V., Vávra, A., Hovorková, M., Brus,
J., Kilianová, H. (2014) Analyses of moisture
parameters and biomass of vegetation cover in
southeast Moravia. International Journal of Remote Sensing. 35(3), 967-987.
[4] Kraak, M.J., Ormeling, F. (2011) Cartography:
visualization of spatial data. 3rd edition. Guilford Press, 1-199.
[5] Shifrin, N. (2014) Environmental data visualization. In: Environmental perspectives. Springer
International Publishing, 35–41.
[6] Brus, J., Dobešová, Z., Kanok, J., Pechanec, V.
(2010) Design of Intelligent System in Cartography. In: Brad, R. (Ed.) 9th Roedunet IEEE International Conference. 112-117
[7] Seinfeld, J.H., Pandis, S.N. (2016) Atmospheric
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Climate Change. John Wiley and Sons.
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CO2, climate and land use effects with fourprocess-based ecosystem models. Global Biogeochem. Cy. 30, 183–206.
 Cudlín, P., Pechanec, V., Cudlín, O., Štěrbová,
L., Purkyt, J. (2017) The Projection of Global
and Regional Climate Change Models into Selected Ecosystem Functions and Services (Case
Study Czech Republic) In: Westra, L., Gray, J.,
Gottwald, F.T. (Eds.) The Role of Integrity in
the Governance of the Commons. Springer International Publishing AG. 2017, 141-154.
[10]Reich, P.B. (2011) Biogeochemistry: Taking
stock of forest carbon. Nature Climate Change.
1(7), 346–347.
[11]Hairiah, K., Dewi, S., Agus, F., Velarde, S.,
Ekadinata, A., Rahayu, S. (2001) Measuring
Carbon Stocks Across Land Use Systems: A
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[12]Pechanec, V., Purkyt, J., Benc, A., Nwaogu, C.,
Štěrbová, L., Cudlín, P. (2018) Modelling of the
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many other tools, but tools presented above have
been used during the research. However, no tool by
itself, no matter how intuitive, cannot replace the
need for cartographic education.
Designs of sequential schemes are in the focus
of usability studies in GIScience. Searching for the
optimal number of classes and proper base hue is one
of the most asked questions in the colour theory in
cartography.
The main aim of this contribution was to present the research on stocks of the stored carbon in the
Czechia and to present the multidisciplinary approach where the attention is paid to the appropriate
creation of cartographic visualisation of the results
obtained.
The maps on the map poster (Fig. 6) show the
total amount of carbon stored in four reservoirs
(leading map in the map layout) and the amount of
stored carbon in individual pools: aboveground biomass, underground biomass, dead organic matter,
and soil carbon. A numeric value indicates the carbon storage in tonnes per hectare.
The concept of model InVEST 3: Carbon Storage and Sequestration was applied to determine the
existing carbon stocks. The total carbon stock in the
Czechia is 972,475,502 tonnes. In the soil pool is deposited 58% of stored carbon, in the aboveground biomass pool 31%, in the underground biomass pool
8%, and the lowest amount of carbon 3% is deposited in the dead organic matter pool.
Part of the paper focusing the visualisation of
environmental data points out that it is very important to choose appropriate colour schemes not
only with regard to cartographic semantics but also
with regard to the basic statistical characteristics of
presented data.
%"!
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Present study was carried out to determine the
chemical composition, relative feed value (RFV),
net energy lactation (NEL) and metabolic energy
(ME) contents of the alfalfa (   L).
The beginning of flowering period in first and second harvest alfalfa grown in a private family farm in
Hürrempalangası Village of Erzincan Province in
2018 was used as a research material. At the beginning of the flowering period, the alfalfa was harvested twice during the experimental period. In each
harvest, the RFV of the alfalfa were calculated by
using the chemical composition, the dry matter digestibility (DMD) and dry matter consumption
(DMC) parameters. At the same time, NEL and ME
contents were calculated using the nutrient composition of the alfalfa.
In the first and second harvest, the mean crude
protein, RFV, NEL, ME and TDN contents of the alfalfa were determined 18.06% and 17.50%; 86.36
and 90.79; 1569.8 and 1548.5 Kcal; 2316.5 and
2285.2 Kcal; 53.96 and 52.15, respectively. Although there was no difference between the first and
second harvest in terms of CP, NEL and ME contents,
the difference in the relative feed values was found
significant (P<0.01) in favor of the second harvest.
In conclusion, results from the present study
showed that taking both TDN and nutrient contents
such as NFE, hemicellulose, NDF into consideration
based on Erzincan’s conditions, the second harvest
at the beginning of flowering of alfalfa used in ruminant ration as a forage source may be recommended
to first harvest.



humans. Forages are attained from natural or artificial meadows and the forage plants. The economic
value of the culture of forage plants is especially
seen in the animal production matters. The products
attained from the animals feeding with the forages
with high nutritive value have a high value in terms
of quality, and it also has a great importance for the
human life and economy of the state.
Forage production is necessary and very important for nutrition of ruminant animals. Rations for
the ruminant animals usually comprise two different
types of food; forage and concentrates. Forages
partly meet the nutrient needs of the animals and also
protect them against certain metabolic diseases. Necessary importance should be given to the cultivation
of forage plants for an efficient and profitable animal
production activity and the cultivated areas should
be extended. One of the easiest ways for meeting the
feed needs of the ruminant animals country-wide is
the agriculture of forage plants. For this reason; the
fact that the animal production activities conducting
forage production could meet the needs has a great
significance [1].
Agriculture of forage plants conducted within
the Turkey and field area being another resource of
the qualified forage production is insufficient and the
plantation area of the forage plants is 207 178 decares in Erzincan city and 556 638 da in the districts
[2]. Erzincan has an important potential in the animal
sector with big ruminant property of 93.076 and with
the small ruminant property of 417.074 [3].
There are many problems necessary to be
solved in the ruminant livestock of our country today. The most urgent and important one of these
problems is the inability of the provision of forages
in sufficient level in ruminant nutrition. It is highly
necessary that qualified feed and mixed feed resources be used in the rations and environmental factors should be improved to be able to get efficiency
from the ruminant animals at a level allowed by their
genetic capacities.
Alfalfa from the forages is a main hay because
of its feed value and it includes high protein and vitamins (E, A, K), stimulates cellulose digestion, and
has higher energy and lower cell wall contents than
other hays. Also, alfalfa is a perennial forage enabling multiple harvest in a year. It is cultivated as a
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Forages form a significant part of the feeds being the main resource for the production of animal
proteins forming the main element in the nutrition of
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( L.) in first and second harvest at
the beginning of the flowering period under Erzincan
climate conditions in 2018.


#!"#"

,,+(9,70(2The feed material of the study
has been formed by the alfalfa ( L.)
whose plantation and harvest are conducted in 5-decare agricultural field belonging to Erzincan Central
district Hurrempalangasi Village. The seed plantation of alfalfa has been conducted with sowing machine at a row spacing of 15 cm with the depth of
1,5-2 cm in a way that there will be 5 kg seeds per
decare and roller has passed on them. Seed plantation was conducted on 28.10.2016 by monitoring
their growth states during the study; while their
lengths were between 70-80 cm during the flowering
period, alfalfa was harvested for two times in total
on 23.06.2017 and 03.08.2017 with drummed grass
mower. Surface irrigation has been conducted 2
weeks after every harvest. In each harvest period, 0,5
kg feed sample has been taken with the chargeable
drill and drencher according to the sampling method
from the forage bales in a way that they will be able
to represent the party from 10 bales carried to the
forage warehouse after bailing (in rectangular shape)
under convenient conditions and they have been put
inside the fabric bags on which the harvest date and
sample number are written. The forage samples
taken for each period according to the procedures
have been numbered by grinding in a way that they
will pass through 1 mm sifter in Ataturk University
Faculty of Agriculture Department of Field Crops
Feed Analysis Lab and putting in transparent plastic
bags and they have been made ready for the analyses
to be conducted afterwards [8, 9].

/,30*(2 4(2=8,8 Crude nutrients such as
CP, EE, CF and Ash from chemical nutritions were
determined by the Weende method [10]. NDF and
ADF assignments were determined by the method
specified by using ANKOM 200 Fiber Analyzer
[11]. TDN, RFV, NEL and ME values of the feeds
have been calculated using the following equations:

special forage in all around the world and used for
silage, hay and grazing. It is wide North America,
United Kingdom, South Africa, Australia, New
Zealand and Anatolia. Alfalfa has small purple flowers and might has 10-20 seeds. In the most climates,
alfalfa is cut three to four times a year. The plants
grow to height of up to 100 cm and roots to reach
groundwater can grow 1500 cm. But typically the
roots grow to 2 or 3 m. Alfalfa is not only very important for feeding high production dairy cows but
also because of the high protein and digestible fiber
is essential for cattle, horse, sheep and goats. It
adapts to all kinds of soils, leaves intensive organic
substances to the soil and also preferred in alternate
plantation. However; it shows its best growth in the
soils very well processed and supported with animal
fertilizer. It is widely used in the production of silage
and dry grass. It grows in fall and spring in the regions where it shows and they hibernate in winter
[4].
As a result of many studies in which the quality
of forages has been tried to be determined, various
quality methods have been developed such as nutritive value index, digestible energy intake, relative
feed value and relative forage quality.
Relative Feed Value out of them is an index
which is used in the USA for long years in forage
assessment and marketing and which is based on the
existence of the fiber compounds such as NDF and
ADF the acid solvents contained NDF and the estimation of the energy value to be provided by the consumption potential of the forage by the ruminant animal. Relative feed value is an important tool for the
marketing of the existent forage and the determination of the forage quality [5, 6].
Crude or digestible nutrients belonging to the
feeds are used in the detection of the metabolic energy (ME) contents of the forages. Due to the fact
that the forages could only be digested at certain levels only by the ruminants, ME energy contents of
these forages are valid just for ruminants. Metabolic
energy contents of the concentrate feeds change depending on the animal species due to the difference
of the digestion system. ME value of the same feed
is different in monogastric and ruminant animals.
Net Energy Lactation (NEL) is the part remaining
from the metabolic energy after the extraction of the
energy occurring as increase of specific dynamic action in heat. Net energy is the energy used by the organism to sustain its life, give product (milk) and
conduct mechanical works. Net energy existence
level of each forage matter shows changes depending on the productivity direction of the animal. Net
energy is classically the net amount of the energy accumulated in the animal products [7].
The aim of present study was to determine the
chemical composition, relative feed value, net energy lactation, metabolic energy and total digestible
nutrient parameters of alfalfa (  L.)
being the most one of the legume forage plants

TDN %= 82,38 – (0,7515 x %ADF) [12],
DMD %= 88,9 - (0,779 x ADF %), DMC % = 120 /
NDF,
RFV = DMD % x DMC %x 0,775 [13],
NEL, ME (Mcal/Kg DM) = 0,82 DE and NEL
(Mcal/Kg DM) = 0,5557 DE – 0,12
ME=3303 + 96,08 EE % + 37,05 CF % – 32,27 A %
[14].
"9(90890*(2 4(2=8,8 The data obtained from
the present study were subjected to the variance analysis in SPSS 12.0 package program. T test was used
in the comparison of the means belonging to the first
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ADF is composed of cellulose and lignin, and
and second harvest [15].
there is an inverse relationship between ADF and di
gestibility. The difference between ADF ratios for

the alfalfa concerning the harvest number was found
!"$#""$""
significant (P<0.01). It has been observed that the re
sults obtained from the study were in agreement with
/,30*(2 *5365809054 5- (2-(2-( Nutrient
those reports by some researchers [19, 28], and
composition of forages depends on hay traits, harhigher than the values expressed by [9, 16, 31, 33].
vest time and period, the number of harvest and storNDF is consisted of hemicellulose, cellulose
age methods. When dry matter amount, leafstalk rate
and lignin. It has been determined that the NDF conincrease, leaf percentage decreases with advancing
tent of alfalfa is 64,02% in the first harvest and
maturity.         
58,99% in the second harvest. The difference be  harvested of the beginning of
tween the NDF ratios was significant with respect to
flowering period is given in Table 1.
the harvest number (P<0.01). The results attained
The dry matter content of the alfalfa was
from the current study were higher than the findings
92,50% in the first harvest and 93,21% in the second
of some researchers [9, 17, 19, 21, 22, 31, 32, 34].
harvest. The differences between the harvest numWhile a decrease was observed in ash, CP,
bers were significant (P<0.01). Dry matter values
NDF and hemicellulose values of the alfalfa in the
showed similarities with results reported by [9, 16,
second harvest when compared to the first harvest, it
17] and higher than the findings statements of some
has been detected that there was an increase in the
researchers [18-20].
DM, EE, ADF, CF and NFE values.
Ash contents of alfalfa was determined to be
The fact that the nutrient values of alfalfa in
7,83% and 7,73%. No difference was found between
first
and
second harvest obtained from the current
the first and second harvest in terms of ash values
study were different from the statements of other re(P>0.05). The attained results showed similarities
searchers may derive from the differences in the facwith the findings of [5, 16, 19], lower than the statetors such as seed type, different harvesting time of
ments of some researches [16, 21-28], and higher
the forage, the number of harvest, different maturathan those of [6, 16].
tion time, vegetation period, climate, soil, plant type
Ether extract (EE) contents were determined as
and species.
4,41% and 5,20% for the first and second harvest.
The difference in terms of the EE ratios detected for
7= (99,7 548:369054 7= (99,7 0
the alfalfa was significant according to the harvest
.,890)0209= (4+ !,2(90;, ,,+ %(2:,8 5- 2-(2-(
number (P<0.01). It has been seen in Table 1, EE
DMD, DMC and RFVs determined for first and secvalues were found higher than the values determined
ond harvest number of alfalfa are given in Table 2.
by some researchers [8, 9, 16, 22].
The differences occurring in terms of DMC,
Crude protein (CP) content was 18,06% and
DMD,
RFV values determined for the alfalfa accord17,50% according to the harvest number. No differing
to
the
harvest number (first and second harvest)
ence was found between harvests in terms of crude
were
found
significant (P<0.01). It has been deterprotein values (P>0.05). The results from the study
mined
that
the
DMC and RFV values of the alfalfa
were similar to the findings of some researchers [8,
have increased in the first harvest when DMD of the
9, 16, 23, 28-30], higher than the statements of some
alfalfa decreased in the second harvest.
researchers [17, 22] and lower than the statements of
DMC values of alfalfa were calculated as
some researchers [18, 19, 26, 31, 32].
1,87% in the first harvest and as 2,03% in the second
ADF content from the cellular wall structure elharvest. The obtained results were found lower than
ements related to the alfalfa samples was detected as
the
findings of researchers [9, 18, 19].
37,82% and 40,23%; NDF content has been found to
DMD values related to the alfalfa were deterbe 64,02% and 58,99%; crude fibre (CF) content was
mined
as 59,44% for the first harvest and 57,56% for
determined as 31,25% and 32,79%; NFE content
the second harvest. The attained results were in
was calculated as 75,83% and 76,94% and hemicelagreement with the findings of researchers [9, 18,
lulose content was detected as 26,20% and 18,76%
19], and higher than the statements of [35].
according to the first and second harvest number.

# 
/,30*(2*53658090545-(2-(2-((**57+04.959/,/(7;,894:3),7
(7;,89
:3),7
0789/(7;,89
",*54+/(7;,89
"


7=
(99,7
92,50
93,21
0,123
0,001

8/
7,83
7,73
0,167
0,679

9/,7
<97(*9

7:+,
759,04





7:+,
0)7,



,30*,22:258,

4,41
5,20
0,184
0,009

18,06
17,50
0,276
0,205

37,82
40,23
0,248
0,000

64,02
58,99
0,291
0,000

31,26
32,79
0,124
0,000

44,58
42,72
0,386
0,004

26,20
18,76
0,371
0,000

NDF: Neutral Detergent Fiber, ADF: Acid Detergent Fiber, NFE: N-free Extract, SEM: Standard Error Mean
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# 
#/,+7=3(99,7*548:369054+7=3(99,7+0.,890)0209=(4+7,2(90;,-,,+;(2:,85-(2-(2-(

(7;,894:3),7


!%
0789/(7;,89
1,87
59,44
86,36
",*54+/(7;,89
2,03
57,56
90,79
"
0,010
0,193
0,696

0.000
0.000
0.000
DMC: Dry Matter Consumption, DMD: Dry Matter Digestibility, RFV: Relative Feed Value, SEM: Standard Error Mean

# 
,94,7.=(*9(9054*(2 .,9()520*4,7.=*(2 .(4+#59(20.,890)2,:970,498
;(2:,85-2-(2-(

(7;,894:3),7


#
0789/(7;,89
1569,8
2316,5
53,96
",*54+/(7;,89
1548,5
2285,2
52,15
"
13,16
19,43
0.186

0,284
0,284
0.000
NEL: Net Energy Lactation, ME: Metabolic Energy, TDN: Total Digestible Nutrients SEM: Standard Error Mean

No difference was found between the first and
second harvest in terms of NEL and ME values calculated to the methods given for legume forages
(P>0.05) but TDN was affected by the harvest number (P<0.01). NEL and ME values attained from the
current studies were higher than the findings of [9]
and lower than statements of [8].
The highest value of average TDN was determined in the first harvest (53,96%), and second harvest had 52,15% TDN value. The values of TDN decreased with harvest number and the differences between the harvest numbers were significant
(P<0.01). The attained results were similar to the
findings of researchers [37]. The fact that the results
related to NEL, ME and TDN were different from the
values expressed by some researchers may originate
from the differences in the factors such as the harvest
time of the plant, vegetation period, climate, soil,
plant type and species, the number of harvest, maturating levels of plant.


$"

When the findings related to alfalfa’s chemical
composition, RFV, NEL and ME values are taken
into consideration and assessed altogether, it could
be said that the second harvest at the beginning of
flowering period of alfalfa grown under the conditions of Erzincan and used in ruminant rations as forage source may be recommended to first harvest in
present study.
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for reversed hydrolysis or transglycosylation [1-6].
The alkyl glycosides produced normally only have
one monosaccharide residue [7-10]. Endo-acting enzymes are of special interest for the synthesis of alkyl glycosides having more than one monosaccharide residue. α-Amylases are endo-acting enzymes
that are widely used for the degradation of starch. It
has been reported that α-amylases can produce methyl glycosides in addition to maltooligosaccharides
when degrading starch in the presence of methanol
[11-14]. In the reaction catalysed by Aspergillus niger α-amylase, all alkyl glycosides from methyl glucoside to methyl maltopentaoside were detected.
Furthermore, benzyl glucoside and benzyl maltoside
have been detected in the degradation of starch in the
presence of benzyl alcohol and α-amylase from Aspergillus oryzae, barley malt or porcine pancreas
[15].
In the present study, several alcohols were evaluated as acceptors in the alcoholysis of starch catalysed by A. oryzae α-amylase.
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-=0;4-6< α-Amylase from A. oryzae, amyloglucosidase from China and soluble starch were
purchased from China. Other chemicals were of p.a.
quality.

A7@6-<0.-=-6@<0/;0-.=498< The reaction
mixtures contained soluble starch (45 g/l), methanol:
15%–40% (v/v), and A. oryzae α-amylase: (50 U/ml)
in aqueous buffer (pH 4.0–5.0: 50 mM potassium acetate or pH 6.0–7.0: 50 mM sodium phosphate). Reactions were carried out at 50°C with a total reaction
volume of 2.5 ml. Samples were analysed using
high-performance thin layer chromatography
(HPTLC), either directly or after degradation with
glucoamylase.







Alkyl glycosides were synthesised from starch
and alcohols using Aspergillus oryzae α-amylase as
catalyst. The surface plot of objective function is
drawn by Minitab in order to more directly reflect
the interaction between the various factors that affect
the sugar conversion rate and the role of strength for
interaction between the various experimental factors. The result shows that in the reaction with methanol, methyl maltoside and methyl maltotrioside
were the main alcoholysis products. It is seen that
there is strong interaction among the various experimental factors. When catalyst mass concentration is
10%, reaction time is 1 h, reaction ratio is 1, sugar
conversion rate is 98.80%. Response surface methodology (RSM) could be effectively adopted to optimize the operating multifactor in synthesis of alkyl
glycosides nonionic surfactant process.
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Alkyl glycoside, Alcoholysis, Nonionic surfactant, RSM
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In addition to hydrolysis reactions, some glycosyl hydrolases also catalyse various types of
transglycosylation reactions. In general, these reactions proceed via a glycosyl-enzyme intermediate,
which is deglycosylated either by water (hydrolysis)
or another glycosyl acceptor (transglycosylation). In
most cases studied to date the acceptors in transglycosylation reactions are carbohydrates, but simple
alcohols and other nucleophiles can also react in this
way. The transglycosylation reactions with simple
alcohols produce alkyl glycosides. Some alkyl glycosides (e.g. octyl glucopyranoside and dodecyl
maltoside) are widely used as surfactants, but many
potentially interesting alkyl glycosides have not
been evaluated as surfactants because of difficulties
in synthesising them. Enzymatic methods constitute
an attractive synthesis route to alkyl glycosides
which has been explored only to a minor extent.
Most investigations on enzymatic synthesis of alkyl
glycosides have used exo-acting glycosidases either
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For Fig. 1, it is shown that reaction time and
reaction ratio have obvious effects on sugar conversion rate. When reaction time is closed to 2 h and
reaction ratio is 2, sugar conversion rate is 75.34%.
However, reaction time is closed to 1 h and reaction
ratio is 1, sugar conversion rate is above 90%.
For Fig.2, it is shown that higher catalyst mass
concentration is, higher sugar conversion rate is.
When catalyst mass concentration is 10%, sugar conversion rate is 98.80%.
For Fig. 3, it is seen that there is strong interaction between reaction ratio and catalyst mass concentration. When catalyst mass concentration increases, sugar conversion rate increases. However,
sugar conversion rate reduces when reaction ratio increases.

In the reaction with methanol, methyl maltoside and methyl maltotrioside were the main alcoholysis products. The surface plot of objective function is drawn by Minitab in order to more directly
reflect the interaction between the various factors
that affect the sugar conversion rate and the role of
strength for interaction between the various experimental factors.
Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the response surface plots for the variations of sugar conversion rate
according to temperature, reaction ratio, reaction
time and catalyst mass concentration. In each plot,
two factors are varied, while the rest is kept constant.

(% 
&>;1-.0#69=91<>2-;.98?0;<498;-=0?<

(% 
&>;1-.0#69=91<>2-;.98?0;<498;-=0?<
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For Fig. 4, it is seen that there is strong interacwhen reaction ratio increases.
tion between reaction ratio and temperature. When
For Fig. 5 and 6, it is shown that when tempertemperature increases, sugar conversion rate inature increases, sugar conversion rate increases.
creases. However, sugar conversion rate reduces
Temperature plays the main role in sugar conversion
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rate when reaction time and catalyst mass concentration changes little. It is seen that there is strong interaction between temperature and reaction time,
catalyst mass concentration.
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Alkyl glycosides were synthesised from starch
and alcohols using Aspergillus oryzae α-amylase as
catalyst. The surface plot of objective function is
drawn by Minitab in order to more directly reflect
the interaction between the various factors that affect
the sugar conversion rate and the role of strength for
interaction between the various experimental factors. The result shows that in the reaction with methanol, methyl maltoside and methyl maltotrioside
were the main alcoholysis products. It is seen that
there is strong interaction among the various experimental factors. When catalyst mass concentration is
10%, reaction time is, 1 h, reaction ratio is 1, sugar
conversion rate is 98.80%. RSM could be effectively
adopted to optimize the operating multifactor in synthesis of alkyl glycosides nonionic surfactant process.
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&H NBCM JLID?=N  QBC=B CM ;CG?> NI >?N?LGCH?
NB? JL?M?H=? I@ IFCP? NL??M  NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI>
QBC=B CM ;JJFC?> G;HO;FFS M=L??H >CACNCT? ;H>
,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? QBC=B =;H G;E? M?GC
;ONIG;NC= =IOHNCHA  ? IAHCNCIH MI@NQ;L? QBC=B CM
;HI<D?=N <;M?>;JJLI;=B ;H>H?Q* ,)& ,2+1
G?NBI>M =L?;N?> <S GI>C@SCHA NB? ,)& ,2+1
Q?L? =IGJ;L?>  &H NBCM MNO>S    =G L?MIFONCIH
CG;A?M I@ .OC=E<CL> M;N?FFCN?CH=FO>CHA +&/ Q;P?
F?HANB ?H?LAS Q?L? OM?>  &H IL>?L NI JL?P?HN NB?
>?=L?;M?I@;==OL;=S<SINB?LNL??MGCRCHAQCNBNB?
IFCP? NL??M  NB? CG;A? I@ NB? QCHN?L GIHNBM QB?H
NB? NL??M MB?> NB?CL F?;P?M Q;M OM?>  M NB? MNO>S
;L?;  (;L;IN 3CFF;A? ;H> CNM ?HPCLIHM CH NB? HILNB
?;MNI@1IL<;Fe>CMNLC=NI@mTGCLJLIPCH=? PCFF;A?MCH
NB? =?HN?L ;H> MOLLIOH>CHA I@ 2LF; !CMNLC=N ;H>
F;H>M CH *IL>Il;H 1IQH I@ (;L;<OLOH !CMNLC=N
QB?L? NB? IFCP? =IP?L CM QC>?MJL?;> Q?L? =BIM?H 
M;L?MOFN CNQ;M>?N?LGCH?>NB;NNB?;==OL;=SL;N?
I@G;HO;F=IOHNCHAG?NBI>Q;MBCAB?LCH=IGJ;LC
MIH QCNB INB?L G?NBI>M CH NB? ;L?;M QB?L? IFCP?
NL??M Q?L? @IOH> GCR?> QCNB H;NOL;F P?A?N;NCIH
QB?L?NB?NIJIAL;JBSQ;MMFIJ?> OH>?LNB?=IH>C
NCIHM I@ ?A?;H /?ACIH ;H> NB?L?@IL? NB? MB;>IQ
?@@?=N Q;M BCAB  1B? INB?L NBL?? G?NBI>M Q?L?
@IOH> NI JLIPC>? <?NN?L J?L@ILG;H=? CH N?LGM I@
NCG? F;<IL;H>=IMNCH;L?;MQBC=B;L?@F;N;H>QCNB
; MFIJ? NB;N CM =FIM? NI <?CHA @F;N ;H> QB?L? NB?
IFCP?NL??=OFNCP;NCIHCMG;>?;M;HIL=B;L>JLI>O=
NCIH 





&TGCL 1OLE?S

FS CH NB? L?ACIH <?NQ??H *;L>CH  (;BL;G;HG;L;n 
;H>%;N;S89 1B?1OLECMBH;G?I@NB?JF;HNILCAC
H;N?M @LIG NB? ILCACH;F 0?GCNC= QIL> T;SCN  1B?
H;G?I@NB?IFCP?ICFCM;FMI>?LCP?>@LIGNB?0?GCN
C=ILCACH;FH;G?2FO89 
,FCP?B;M;QC>?MJL?;>CH;FGIMN =IOHNLC?M
IH  =IHNCH?HNM CH *?>CN?LL;H?;H >IGCH;N?> ;L?;M 
%IQ?P?L  CN CM ALIQH ?=IHIGC=;FFS CH OJ NI  
=IOHNLC?M 1OLE?S +ILNB;H>0IONB SJLOM $L??=? 
F<;HC;  LI;NC;  *IHN?H?ALI  0FIP?HC;  &N;FS 
*;FN;  #L;H=?  0J;CH  -ILNOA;F  +ILNB @LC=; 
"ASJN *ILI==I 1OHCMC; FA?LC; ";MNI@*?>CN?L
L;H?;H0SLC; 'IL>;H )?<;HIH -;F?MNCH? ;H>&ML;?F
;L? NB? =IOHNLC?M QB?L? IFCP?M ;L? ALIQH CH NB?
*?>CN?LL;H?;H;MCH &N;FMIALIQMCH@AB;HCMN;H 
-;ECMN;H  OMNL;FC;  NB? 2HCN?> 0N;N?M I@ G?LC=;
 ;FC@ILHC; LA?HNCH; -?LO ;H> BCF? 
==IL>CHA NI   >;N;  IFCP? JLI>O=NCIH CH
NB? QILF> CM =;LLC?> ION IH ;H ;L?; I@    
B?=N;L?M QCNB     GCFFCIH NIHM I@ JLI>O=
NCIH    I@ NBCM JLI>O=NCIH CM G;>? <S @IOL
*?>CN?LL;H?;H =IOHNLC?M 0J;CH    $L??=?
   &N;FS     ;H> 1OLE?S   89 
==IL>CHA NI NB? 12&(   >;N;  NB? HOG<?L I@
IFCP?NL??MCHIOL=IOHNLSCM 
 I@
NIN;F JLI>O=NCIH CM OM?> @IL N;<F? JLI>O=NCIH ;H>
 CMOM?>@ILICFJLI>O=NCIH89 4CNB;HIFCP?
JLI>O=NCIH  QBC=B B;M ;H CGJILN;HN JF;=? CH NB?
?=IHIGS I@ IOL =IOHNLS  
 @;LG?L @;GCFC?M 
QCNB ?;=B @;GCFS <?CHA =IHMC>?L?> ;M B;PCHA ;H
;P?L;A? I@ @CP? J?IJF?  ;JJLIRCG;N?FS 

J?IJF? ?;LH NB?CL FCPCHA  &H ;>>CNCIH  NB? M?=NIL
?GJFISM  GCFFCIHJ?IJF?>CL?=NFS;H>CH>CL?=NFS
CH;QC>?;L?;CH=FO>CHAL?@CHCHA J;=E;ACHA@;=CFC
NC?M  ;H> MI;J CH>OMNLC?M MN;LNCHA QCNB IFCP? JLI
=?MMCHA @;=CFCNC?M  1B?L?@IL? IFCP? =OFNCP;NCIH CM ;H
CGJILN;HN ;ALC=OFNOL;F  CH>OMNLC;F  =IGG?L=C;F ;H>
?GJFISG?HN;L?;CHIOL=IOHNLS89 
@N?LNB?L;JC>>CM;JJ?;L;H=?I@IFCP?JF;HN?>
;L?;M OH>?L JL?MMOL? >O? NI OHCHN?H>?> OM?M  IFCP?
JF;HNCHA B;M CHN?HMC@C?> ;A;CH ;H> MJL?;> NI F;LA?
;L?;MQCNBNB?CGJILN;HNCH=?HNCP?MJLIPC>?>QCNBCH
NB?@L;G?QILEI@;ALC=OFNOL;FJIFC=S@ILNB?F;MN@?Q
S?;LM  M ; L?MOFN I@ NB?M? P;LC;<F? JIFC=C?M ;H>
JL;=NC=?M L?A;L>CHA NB? ?RCMN?H=? I@ IFCP? NL??M CH
IOL L?ACIH ;H> ?P?H CH IOL =IOHNLS  IFCP? JF;HN;
NCIHM ;H> NL?? CHP?HNILS CH@ILG;NCIH B;P? <??H
L?JILN?> <S >C@@?L?HN MIOL=?M ;H> CH >C@@?L?HN HO
G?LC=;F KO;HNCNC?M  &H IL>?L NI JOLMO? ;H ?@@?=NCP?
H;NCIH;F;H>CHN?LH;NCIH;FIFCP?;H>IFCP?ICFJIFC=S 
CN CM CGJILN;HN NI EHIQ NB? IFCP? CHP?HNILS A?I
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IOHNCHA IFCP? NL??  L?GIN? M?HMCHA  .OC=E<CL> 
,)& ,2+1 ? IAHCNCIH 
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#ILGCFFCIHMI@S?;LM aIFCP?bB;M<??H;MSG
<IFI@J?;=?;H>BIJ?CHG;HS=OFNOL?M;H>;MSG
<IF I@ *?>CN?LL;H?;H =IOHNLC?M ;H> =CPCFCT;NCIH  &H
MIG? =OFNOL?M  IFCP? NL?? ;H> IFCP? @LOCN B;P? <??H
>?M=LC<?> ;M M;=L?>  &N CM EHIQH NB;N IFCP?  QBC=B
<?FIHAM NI NB? ,F?;=?;? @;GCFS  ILCACH;N?M @LIG
$L??E ?F;C; ;H> );NCH IF?; ;H> CNM BIG?F;H> CM
;==?JN?>;M0IONBMC;*CHIL89 &H>C@@?L?HNMNO>
C?M  CN B;M ;FMI <??H L?P?;F?> NB;N ,F?; "OLIJ;?;M
;=NO;FBIG?F;H>CMNB?0IONB?;MNH;NIFC; ?MJ?=C;F
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,& B;M <??H ;H ?@@?=NCP? ;H> QILF>QC>? JL?
@?LL?> G?NBI> @IL C>?HNC@SCHA NL?? =LIQH MNLO=
NOL?M MJ?=C?M8   9 ,&=IHMCMNMI@NQI
MN?JMCG;A?M?AG?HN;NCIH;H>CG;A?=F;MMC@C=;NCIH 
? IAHCNCIHMI@NQ;L?=IG?M@ILQ;L>;M;=IGGIHFS
OM?> MI@NQ;L? CH I<D?=N <;M?> CG;A? ;H;FSMCM 8 
9 
FNBIOAB CN =IHN;CHM ; P?LS CGJILN;HN ;L?; CH
NB? =IOHNLSM ?=IHIGS ;H> BOG;H HONLCNCIH QCNB ;
FIHA FC@? JLI=?MM ;H> CM CH=FO>?> CH NB? aMJ?=C;F
JLI>O=N ALIOJ NB;N H??>M NI <? JLIN?=N?>b  IFCP?
JF;HN?> ;L?;M ;L? FIMN ?P?LS S?;L >O? NI P;LCIOM
L?;MIHM  4CNB NBCM L?M?;L=B JLID?=N  CN CM ;CG?> NI
>?N?LGCH?NB?IFCP?JF;HN?>;L?;M QBC=BB;P?<??H
>?N?LGCH?> <S NL;>CNCIH;F G?NBI>M NI >;N? ;H>
QBIM?CHP?HNILSP;FO?M;L?;JJLIRCG;N?;H>CHNB?
@ILGI@N?RN>;N; =;H<?MBIQHIHNB?G;JQCNB;
BCAB ;==OL;=S G?NBI>  (;L;IN 3CFF;A? ;H> CNM MOL
LIOH>CHA F;H>M FI=;N?> CH NB? +ILNB?;MN I@ 1IL<;Fe
>CMNLC=NI@mTGCLJLIPCH=? NB?PCFF;A?MI@2LF;!CM
NLC=N=?HN?L;H>CNMMOLLIOH>CHA;L?;M;H>*IL>Il;H
1IQHI@(;L;<OLOH!CMNLC=N QBC=BCH=FO>?MFIJJ?>
F;H> NIJIAL;JBS ;H> GCR?> P?A?N;NCIH NB;N G;E?
NB?;JJFC=;NCIHI@L?GIN?M?HMCHAN?=BHCKO?>C@@C=OFN
;H> B;P? >?HM? IFCP? P?A?N;NCIH  ;L? M?F?=N?>  1B?
JOLJIM? I@ MNO>SCHA NB? G?NBI> >?P?FIJ?> CH NB?
L?M?;L=BCH;L?;MQB?L?NB?L?;L?INB?LH;NOL;F@;=
NILM NB;N G;S =;OM? ?LLILM CM NI >?N?LGCH? NB? J?L
@ILG;H=?I@NB?G?NBI>L?;FCMNC=;FFS 
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#:;,= 8-) 1B? L?M?;L=B ;L?; =IHMCMNM I@
NBL?? >C@@?L?HN N?MN ;L?;M MBIQCHA NB? >C@@?L?HN NI
JIAL;JBS ;H> MICF =B;L;=N?LCMNC=M CH NB? ?A?;H
/?ACIH #CA   1B? L?ACIH  QBC=B @ILGM ; J;LN I@
NB?L?M?;L=B;L?; CH=FO>?MNB?HILNB?LHJ;LNMI@NB?
1IL<;Fe >CMNLC=N ;H> NB? MIONB?LH J;LNM I@ NB? (?
G;FJ;n; >CMNLC=N ;H> CM FI=;N?> QCNBCH NB? (]Y]E
*?H>?L?M <;MCH  (;L;<OLOH -?HCHMOF;  QBC=B =I
P?LM NB? 2LF; ;H> (;L;<OLOH >CMNLC=NM I@ NB? L?
M?;L=B;L?; =IHMNCNON?MNB?HILNB?LHJ;LNI@NB?2LF;
-?HCHMOF;  NB? GIMN JLINLO>CHA F;H> J;LN I@ NB?
?A?;H /?ACIH  QBC=B @ILGM ; F;LA? J;LN I@ NB?
Q?MN?LH J;LN I@ NB? H;NIFC; 1B? J?HCHMOF; CM MOL
LIOH>?> <S NB? $OF@ I@ $?L?H=? @LIG NB? MIONB
Q?MN  NB? ?A?;H 0?; @LIG NB? HILNBQ?MN  HILNB 
;H> HILNB?;MN  ;H> NB? $OF@ I@ $]F<;BY? @LIG NB?
MIONB?;MN  1B? NSJC=;F *?>CN?LL;H?;H =FCG;N? 
QBC=B@ILGMNB?B;<CN;NI@IFCP?NL??MCH;FF;L?;M CM
JLIGCH?HN  1B? G;CH =B;L;=N?LCMNC= I@ NBCM =FCG;N?
NSJ?CMBIN;H>>LSCHMOGG?LM;H>Q;LG;H>L;CHS
CHQCHN?LM 1B?BINN?MNIL>LC?MNGIHNBM;L?'OFS;H>
OAOMN  QBCF? NB? =IF>?MN GIHNBM ;L? ';HO;LS ;H>
#?<LO;LS HHO;FL;CH@;FFA?H?L;FFS@;FFMCHNB?@ILG
I@L;CHCHQCHN?L;H>CH!?=?G<?L;H>';HO;LS QCNB
;H ;P?L;A? L;CH@;FF I@ GIL? NB;H   GG CH NB?M?
GIHNBM  #IL G;HS S?;LM  NB? ;GIOHN I@ JL?=CJCN;
NCIH CM    GG  !O? NI NB? L?ACIH <?CHA ?R

AL;JBC=;FFS &HIL>?LNIL?;=BNB?<;MC=CH@ILG;NCIH
L?A;L>CHA NB? MO<D?=NM IFCP? P;LC?NC?M  NB? HOG<?L
I@NL??M;H>>CMNLC<ONCIHI@IFCP?P;LC?NC?M;==IL>CHA
NIL?ACIHM SC?F>;>;JN;NCIHM I@P;LC?NC?M JF;HN?> CH
NB? L?ACIHM  JLI>O=N B;LP?MN  ?N=  IFCP? G;JM ;L?
H??>?>;M;<;M? 
+IQ;>;SM  CN CM JIMMC<F? NI C>?HNC@S IFCP?
JF;HNCHA;L?;M;H>INB?LNL?? @IL?MNMJ?=C?MNIA?NB?L
QCNB L?GIN? M?HMCHA N?=BHCKO?M ;H> >C@@?L?HN MI@N
Q;L? CH ; MBILN?L NCG? J?LCI> QCNB FIQ =IMN ;H>
F;<IL  &H G;HS MNO>C?M  CN B;M <??H JL?M?HN?> NB;N
NB? NL?? CMMO? =;H<? >?N?LGCH?> CH >?N;CF <S OMCHA
BCABL?MIFONCIHM;N?FFCN?CG;A?M8      
  9 ;?LC;FJBINIAL;JBM8    9
;H>)C>;L)CABN!?N?=NCIH;H>/;HACHA8 9 
0IG? =IOHNLC?M NB;N JLI>O=? IFCP? CH "OLIJ?
OM? ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? >?P?FIJ?> <S NB? 'ICHN
/?M?;L=B ?HN?L '/  &N;FSNI KO;HNC@S IFCP? NL??
CHP?HNILS89 &H;MNO>S=IH>O=N?>CH&N;FS CNQ;M
MN;N?> NB;N ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? CM ; MCGJF? ;H>
?@@?=NCP? NIIF @IL M?GC ;ONIG;NC= =IOHNCHA I@ IFCP?
NL??M IH =IHALO?HN N?LL?MNLC;F L?MIFONCIH J;H=BLI
G;NC= >CACN;F CG;A?M  &N Q;M ?GJB;MCT?> NB;N NB?
;FAILCNBG J?L@ILG;H=?  QBC=B CM =IG<CH?> QCNB
MN;H>;L> $&0 ;JJFC=;NCIHM  CM?@@?=NCP? ;H> NB? M?NM
JL?=?>?HN;M<?CHA;H?R?GJF;LSJLIAL;G@ILMCGC
F;L JLID?=N NSJ?M 89  89 ?GJB;MCT?> NB;N >?N?L
GCHCHANB?HOG<?LI@IFCP?NL??MCMP?LSCGJILN;HN
@ILMOJJILNCHA NB?"OLIJ?;H2HCIHcMIFCP?JLI>O=
NCIH ;H> OM?> ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? OMCHA P;LCIOM
CG;A? JLI=?MMCHA N?=BHCKO?M @IL IFCP? NL?? =IOHN
CHA  &H ;HINB?L MNO>S  NB? OM? I@ 3%/ 3?LS %CAB
/?MIFONCIH CG;A?M @IL NB? C>?HNC@C=;NCIH I@ @LOCN
NL??M@ILNBL??>C@@?L?HNN?MNMCN?MG;CHFSIFCP?NL??M
CH $L??=?  MIONB ?;MN #L;H=?  ;H> =CNLOM NL??M CH
#FILC>; Q;M ;H;FST?>  ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? CM
=IGJ;L?> QCNB NQI INB?L ;ONIG;NC= NL?? =IOHNCHA
G?NBI>M  ,NB?L G?NBI>M ;L? NB? /&0- MI@NQ;L?
OM?>NIC>?HNC@S=CNLOMNL??M;H>NB?INB?LCM;@OFFS
;ONIG;NC=<;M?>GILJBIFIAC=;FCG;A?;H;FSMCM89 
&H ;HINB?L MNO>S =IH>O=N?> CH LI;NC;  IFCP? NL??M
Q?L? C>?HNC@C?> QCNB ;H ;==OL;=S L;N? I@  
OMCHA ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? 89  1I >;N?  M?P?L;F
MNO>C?M B;P? <??H =;LLC?> ION CH IOL =IOHNLS CH
J;L;FF?F QCNB MCGCF;L JLID?=NM CGJF?G?HN?> <S M?P
?L;F *?>CN?LL;H?;H =IOHNLC?M QCNB ;>P;H=?> N?=B
HIFIAS &H; MNO>S=IH>O=N?> <SNB? /?GIN? 0?HM
CHA);<IL;NILSI@NB? ?HNL;F/?M?;L=B&HMNCNON?@IL
#C?F> LIJM  *CHCMNLS I@ ALC=OFNOL? ;H> /OL;F
@@;CLM ,FC=IOHNMI@NQ;L?Q;MOM?>;H>IFCP?NL??M
Q?L? =IOHN?> CH ; JCFIN ;L?; CH ">L?GCN  1B? @F;N
;L?;M  QBC=B ;L? >?@CH?> ;M a,L=B;L> @;=CFCNC?Mb 
Q?L? =IHMNLO=N?> IHFS @LIG IFCP? NL??M ;H> Q?L?
M?F?=N?> ;M JCFIN ;L?;M  0CH=?HI INB?L NL??M =;H <?
GCR?> QCNBIFCP?CH NB?JCFIN;L?; ;BCAB;==OL;=S
L;N?Q;MI<N;CH?>89 
&H L?=?HN S?;LM  NB? CGJLIP?G?HN CH CG;A?
KO;FCNS QCNB NB? >?P?FIJCHA N?=BHIFIAS B;M F?> NI
NB? ?P;FO;NCIH I@ MO=B CG;A?M  ?MJ?=C;FFS QCNB >C@
@?L?HN G?NBI>M  ,<D?=N <;M?> CG;A? ;H;FSMCM
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JIM?>NINB??@@?=NMI@;CLG;MM?M=IGCHA@LIGNB?
HILNB CH N?LGM I@ N?GJ?L;NOL? =IH>CNCIHM  CN B;M
<??HM??HNB;NNB?L?ACIHCM?RJIM?>NINB?=IF>;CL
@FIQM  &H NBCM =FCG;N? NSJ?  @LIMN CH=C>?HNM ;H>
MHIQ@;FF ?R=?JNCHBCABJ;LNMI@NB?GIOHN;CHM ;L?
P?LSL;L? 

):-81)3 .OC=ECL> M;N?FFCN? CG;A?M I@
R  G L?MIFONCIH CH NB? J;H MB;LJ?H?> ;L
=BCP?@LIGJCFIN;L?;M I@1IL<;Fe>CMNLC=N  2LF;>CM
NLC=N ;H> (;L;<OLOH L?ACIH <?FIHACHA *;S   
#?<LO;LS   ;H> +IP?G<?L   L?MJ?=NCP?FS
Q?L? OM?> @IL NB? >?N?LGCH;NCIH I@ IFCP? JF;HN?>
;L?;M 0N;H>;L>NIJIAL;JBC= MICF;H>A?IFIASG;JM
 Q?L? OM?> CH NB? JL?J;L;
QCNB ; M=;F? I@ 
NCIHI@NB?<;M?G;JL?KOCL?>@ILNB?MNO>S !OLCHA
NB?L?M?;L=B 1LCG<F?$?I?RJFIL?L M?LC?M$-0
Q;MOM?> @ILNB? >?N?LGCH;NCIHI@JICHN=IIL>CH;N?
CH@ILG;NCIH <INB CH JL?FCGCH;LS @C?F> MNO>C?M ;H>
ILNBIL?=NC@C=;NCIH  ;M Q?FF ;M CH ALIOH> NLONB ;==O
L;=S;H;FSMCMMNO>C?M   
M=;F?J;L=?F G;JQ;M
JLIPC>?>@IL2LF;>CMNLC=N;H>;>>?>NINB?>;N;<;M? 
-;L=?F G;J =IOF> HIN <? JLIPC>?> @IL INB?L JCFIN
L?ACIHM ;H> JIFSAIH <IOH>;LC?M Q?L? >CACNCT?> IH
ILNBIL?=NC@C?> M;N?FFCN? CG;A?M CH ;==IL>;H=? QCNB
NB? N?LL;CH  $?IG?>C;   &HN?LAL;JB  ; $&0
?H;<F?> MI@NQ;L? @IL NB? >CACNCT;NCIH I@ <;M? G;JM
;H> ?HN?LCHA INB?L @C?F> CH@ILG;NCIH  ;H> "+3&
MI@NQ;L?@ILNB?=L?;NCIHI@;>CACN;F?F?P;NCIHGI>
?F!"*I@NB?JCFINL?ACIHMOMCHA=IHNIOL=OLP?M
;H>- &MI@NQ;L?@ILNB?ILNBIL?=NC@C=;NCIHI@CG;A
?M Q?L? OM?>  #IL IFCP? NL?? =IOHNCHA G?NBI>M 
&G;A?H;FSMN;H>*C=LI0N;NCIHMI@NQ;L?@ILM;N?F
FCN? CG;A? JLI=?MMCHA ;H> NB?CL =IOHNCHA <S NB?
N?GJF;N? G?NBI>  ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? >?P?FIJ?>
<S'/ @ILM?GC ;ONIG;NC==IOHNCHAI@NL??M ? IA
HCNCIHMI@NQ;L?;H>M?GC ;ONIG;NC=* ,)& ,2+1
MI@NQ;L? >?P?FIJ?> ;M ;H ;FN?LH;NCP? NI
,)& ,2+1@ILI<D?=N <;M?>=IOHNCHAQ?L?OM?> 


-:06,9 1B?  G?NBI>  QBC=B =;H
=IOHN IFCP? NL??M G;HO;FFS =IHMC>?LCHA NB? L?@F?=
NCIH=B;L;=N?LCMNC=MI@JF;HNM Q;M>?P?FIJ?><S"A?
2HCP?LMCNS #;=OFNS I@ ALC=OFNOL?  !?J;LNG?HN I@
0ICF0=C?H=?;H>-F;HN+ONLCNCIH a/?GIN?0?HMCHA
;H> $?IAL;JBC= &H@ILG;NCIH 0SMN?G "m)1"*
0;N?FFCN? );<IL;NILS  &H NB? *C=LI0N;NCIH MI@NQ;L? 
M?P?H ALIOJM I@ =CL=F? N?GJF;N?M ;L? =L?;N?> CH
>C@@?L?HNF;S?LM;H>=IFILM<?NQ??H       
       G QCNBG<?CHANB?G;RCGOG
MCT?  4CNB NBCM G?NBI>  NL??M ;L? =F;MMC@C?> ;==IL>
CHANI=LIQHQC>NBMIHNB?M;N?FFCN?CG;A?<SN;ECHA
CHNI =IHMC>?L;NCIH NB? >?P?FIJG?HN =B;L;=N?LCMNC=M 
L?@F?=NCIHP;FO?I@IFCP?;H>INB?LNL??MJ?=C?M MICF
MNLO=NOL? ;H>P?A?N;NCIH;H>H?=?MM;LS=ILL?=NCIHM
=;H<?G;>?QCNB@C?F>I<M?LP;NCIHM@IL=IHNLIF;H>
;==OL;=S ;H;FSMCM  1BOM  NB? C>?HNC@C=;NCIH I@ IFCP?
NL??M ;H> INB?L NL?? MJ?=C?M <S NB? OM?L ;H> NB?
=IOHNCHA I@ IFCP? ;H> IL INB?L NL?? MJ?=C?M =;H <?
J?L@ILG?>QCNBBCAB;==OL;=S89 

 CM ; M?GC ;ONIG;NC= MI@NQ;L? @IL
IFCP?NL??M>?P?FIJ?><SNB?'ICHN /?M?;L=B ?HN?L
I@NB?"OLIJ?;H2HCIH'/ CHIFCP?NL??=IOHNCHA 
1BCMG?NBI>CM<;M?>IHMN;NCMNC=;F;FAILCNBGMIJ?L
;NCHAQCNBCG;A?L?@F?=NCIHJLIJ?LNC?M;H>GILJBI
FIAC=;F J;L;G?N?LM  1B? MI@NQ;L? CM >?MCAH?> @IL
IFCP? NL??M IHFS ;H> QILEM IH L=PC?Q  MI@NQ;L?
OMCHA<CN;H>GL?MIFONCIHJ;H=BLIG;NC=CG;A
?M  1B? MI@NQ;L? CH=FO>?M @IOL CGJILN;HN ;FAI
LCNBGM $L;S P;FO? NBL?MBIF> G;R  GCH  1L??
=LIQH >C;G?N?L G;R  GCH  1L?? =LIQH >?HMCNS
G;R  GCH  MJ?=N L;NCI  1B? MI@NQ;L? ;FFIQM NB?
OM?LNI?HN?LNB?<;MC=J;L;G?N?LMI@NB?=B;L;=N?LCM
NC=MI@NB?IFCP?NL??MNI<?=IOHN?>;M=LCN?LC;89 
1B?M?J;L;G?N?LM=;H<?=L?;N?><SI<D?=N ILC?HN?>
M;GJFCHA @LIG NB? NL??M NB;N G;E? OJ NB? L?M?;L=B
;L?; CH NB? MI@NQ;L? IL G;HO;FFS ?HN?L?> <S OMCHA
JL?PCIOMI<M?LP;NCIHM 
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MI@NQ;L?CM>?MCAH?>NI;==?F?L;N? 
?HB;H=?;H>;ONIG;N?CG;A?CHN?LJL?N;NCIH ;MQ?FF
;MNII<N;CHA?IAL;JBC=>;N;IH?HPCLIHG?HN;FGIH
CNILCHA  L?MIOL=? >?P?FIJG?HN  CH@L;MNLO=NOL? G;H
;A?G?HN  ;H> AFI<;F M?=OLCNS 89  1B? MO==?MMCP?
@OH=NCIH;F;FAILCNBGMCHNB?MI@NQ;L?;L?;M@IFFIQM
0?AG?HN;NCIH  F;MMC@C=;NCIH -L? JLI=?MMCHA );S?L
IJ?L;NCIHM  /?MB;JCHA  3;LC;<F?M IJ?L;NCIH  0;G
JFCHA IJ?L;NCIHM  1B?G;NC= F;S?L IJ?L;NCIHM  -LI
=?MM L?F;N?> IJ?L;NCIHM 89  1B? MI@NQ;L? ?H;<F?M
NB?M?AG?HN;NCIHG?NBI>NI<?OM?>MO==?MM@OFFSCH
NB?=F;MMC@C=;NCIHI@M;N?FFCN?>;N;MO=B;M&(,+,0
;H> .OC=ECL> NB;N B;P? ; BCAB MJ;NC;F L?MIFONCIH 
8 9 1B?;FAILCNBGMOM?>CHMO=BMI@NQ;L?I@@?L
GIL?;JJLIJLC;N?MIFONCIHMQCNB;>>CNCIH;FMNLO=NOL
;F IL N?RNOL;F CH@ILG;NCIH CH ;>>CNCIH NI MJ?=NL;F
CH@ILG;NCIHNIG;E?NB?M?AG?HNMGIL?MOCN;<F?@IL
NB?L?AOF;NCIHI@=F;MMC@C=;NCIHM89 
 
   
 MI@N
Q;L?Q;M"A?2HCP?LMCNS#;=
OFNSI@ALC=OFNOL? !?J;LNG?HNI@0ICF0=C?H=?;H>
-F;HN +ONLCNCIH  a/?GIN? 0?HMCHA ;H> $?IAL;JBC=
&H@ILG;NCIH 0SMN?G "m)1"* 0;N?FFCN? );<IL;NI
LSb ;H> "A? 2HCP?LMCNS &HN?LH;NCIH;F IGJON?L
&HMNCNON? a&H@ILG;NCIH 1?=BHIFIAS !?J;LNG?HNb
89  S CHN?L@?LCHA NB? IJ?H MIOL=? =I>? I@
,)& ,2+1 P 89  NB? @IFFIQCHA =B;HA?M B;P?
<??HG;>?;1B?NL??NL;CHCHAGI>OF?
B;M <??H GI>C@C?> NI IJ?L;N? QCNB GOFNCJF? <;H>M 
MG;HS<;H>M;M>?MCL?>=;H<?OM?>;MFIHA;MCN
MBIQM NB? M;G? A?IAL;JBC=;F L?ACIH  NB?L? CM HI
FCGCNNINB?HOG<?LI@<;H>M ,HNB?G;CHM=L??HI@
NB? MI@NQ;L?  ; =IGJIMCN? CG;A? CM <?CHA OM?> 
QB?L?NBL??<;H>M=;H<?I<M?LP?> <1B?JLID?=N
@CF?IFC=IOHN ;JLB;M;G;AHC@SCHA@?;NOL?;>>?>NI
NB?NL??NL;CHCHAQCH>IQ 1BOM NB?M;GJFCHAI@NB?
L?@F?=NCIH P;FO?M I@ NB? JCR?FM NI <? M?F?=N?> @IL
?>O=;NCIH CM ;FMI JL?P?HN?> @LIG A?NNCHA GCR?> <S
NB? L?@F?=NCIHM I@ NB? FIQ?L P?A?N;NCIH IL MICF MOL
@;=?  = &H NB? ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L?  NB? L;>COM
CH@ILG;NCIH I@ NB? NL??M ;ONIG;NC=;FFS >?N?LGCH?>
<S NB? MSMN?G Q;M HIN M?HN <;=E NI NB? QILECHA
?HPCLIHG?HNJLID?=NM=L??H &HIL>?LNI?HMOL?NBCM



L?NOLH  ;FF NB?M? L;>COM CH@ILG;NCIH CM N;E?H ;H>
JLI=?MM?>CHNINB?L?KOCL?>N;<F?MCHNB?@CLMNMN;A? 
> FNBIOAB NB? L;>COM CH@ILG;NCIH L?NOLH?> @LIG
NB? MSMN?G Q;M HIN >CMJF;S?> NI NB? OM?L  IHFS NB?
=?HN?LM I@ NB? =IOHN?> NL??M Q?L? G;LE?>  M NB?
M?=IH> MN;A? JLI=?MM L?A;L>CHA NL?? L;>CC  <S =CL
=FCHA NB?M? HIN S?N ;JJLIP?>NL??M  NB? CH@ILG;NCIH
;<IONQBC=B;L?;CMG;LE?>;MNB?IFCP?NL??;H>NB?
LIN;NCHACH@ILG;NCIH;<IONNB?L;>CC=;H<?PCMO;FFS
MBIQH NI NB? OM?L  ? 1B? =CL=OF;L ;L?; M?F?=NCIH
OM?> CH NB? NL;CHCHA M=L??H B;M <??H GIP?> NI NB?
G;CHM=L??HQCNBNB?M;G? FIAC= 1BOM  CH;>>CNCIH
NINB?=?HNL;FCH@ILG;NCIHI@?;=BM?F?=N?>NL?? NB?
L;>COMCM;FMIL?=IL>?>CHNB?N;<F?M 
>CACN;F?F?P;NCIHGI>?F!"*Q;M=L?;N?>
@ILILNBIL?=NC@C=;NCIHI@M;N?FFCN?CG;A?MNI<?OM?>
CH ?;=B G?NBI>  ,LNBIL?=NC@C?> CG;A?M Q?L? NL;HM
@ILG?> CHNI J;H MB;LJ?H?> CG;A?M <S a$L;G
0=BGC> 0J?=NL;F 0B;LJ?HCHAb G?NBI>  &H IL>?L NI
=IGJ;L? NB? ;==OL;=S ;H> IJ?L;<CFCNS I@ ?;=B
G?NBI> IH M;N?FFCN? CG;A?M <?FIHACHA NI 1IL<;Fe 
(;L;<OLOH ;H> 2LF; >CMNLC=NM  N?MN J;L=?FM Q?L?
=L?;N?> <S =IHMC>?LCHA >C@@?L?HN NIJIAL;JBS  P?A?
N;NCIH  MICF JLIJ?LNC?M  ;H> F;H> MFIJ?  0CH=?
,)& ,2+1 ;H> * ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? CM LOH
HCHA IH L=PC?Q  MI@NQ;L?  CH IL>?L @IL NB? MI@N
Q;L?NI=IOHNNB?IFCP?NL??MCNH??>M;P?=NIL>;N;
@?;NOL?><;M?G;JQCNB; MBJ?RN?HMCIH@ILG?><S
JIFSAIHM  0CH=? NB?  
 M=;F? =;>;MNL;F J;L=?F
G;J@ILNB?;L?;MCH2LF;>CMNLC=NQ;MI<N;CH?>@LIG
NB?L?F;N?>CHMNCNONCIHM NBCMG;JQ;MOM?>;M;>CAC
N;F <;M? @IL NBCM L?ACIH ;H> NB? N?MN J;L=?FM Q?L?
>CACNCT?>IH NB?<;MCM I@ NBCM<;M?  ,HNB?L?=NC@C?>
M;N?FFCN? CG;A?M @IL NB? N?MN MCN?M CH (;L;<OLOH ;H>
1IL<;Fe >CMNLC=NM  NB? J;L=?F G;J Q;M =L?;N?> <S
$?IG?>C;M=L??H>CACNCT;NCIHG?NBI>;H>=IHP?LN?>
NI MBJ@ILG;N 1B?>CACN;FJ;L=?FG;JM=L?;N?>@IL
NB? L?M?;L=B ;L?;M Q?L? =IHP?LN?> NI  >AH @ILG;N
;H> G;>? L?;>S @IL =IOHNCHA QCNB NB? N?GJF;N?
G?NBI>CH&G;A?H;FSMN;H>*C=LI0N;NCIH  N?MN
J;L=?FMCH2LF;;H>1IL<;Fe;L?;M;H>N?MNJ;L=?FM
CH(;L;<OLOHQ?L?>?N?LGCH?>#CA 
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&H $&0  NB? @?;NOL?M I@ MICF ;H> A?IFIAC=;F
@ILG;NCIHQ?L?;MMCAH?>CHNINB?J;L=?FM;M;NNLC<ON?
CH@ILG;NCIH ;==IL>CHA NI NB? aMJ;NC;F CHN?LM?=NCIHb
G?NBI>  ==IL>CHA NI NB?G  NB?G;NC= G;JM Q?L?
JLI>O=?> ;H> ;L?;M I@ ?;=B ;NNLC<ON? CH@ILG;NCIH
Q?L?=;F=OF;N?> >>CNCIH;FFS CNCM;FMIG;>?JIMMC
<F? NI CHN?LJL?N NB? JIMMC<F? ?@@?=NM =IGCHA @LIG
MICF IL A?IFIAC=;F G;N?LC;F CH NB? =IGJ;LCMIH I@
=IOHNCHA G?NBI>M  0CH=? NB? M;N?FFCN? CG;A? NI <?
OM?> CH ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? CM CHN?H>?> NI <?
J;H=BLIG;NC=;H> <CN NB?CG;A?M;L?=IHP?LN?>NI
 <CN ;H> M;P?> QCNB  NC@ ?RN?HMCIH  &H IL>?L NI
<?NN?L C>?HNC@S NB? IFCP? NL??M ;H> NB? NL?? MJ?=C?M
NB;N=;H<?GCR?>QCNBNB?IFCP?MCHNB?MNO>S;L?; 
NB?M;N?FFCN?CG;A?Q;MOM?>;M;+&/ /"! $/""+
<;H> =IG<CH;NCIH OMCHA ; H?;L CH@L;L?> <;H>  N
NBCM MN;A?  ; MCAHC@C=;HN J;LN I@ NB? >;N; =IFF?=NCIH
MNO>C?M Q;M =;LLC?> ION ;M ; L?MOFN I@ @C?F> MNO>C?M 
&>?HNC@C?>;>>CNCIH;FNL??MJ?=C?MJCH? ;FGIH> @CA 
I;E@IOH>CHNB?MNO>S;L?;NB;N=;H<?GCR?>QCNB
IFCP?NL??MQ?L?G;LE?>IHM;N?FFCN?CG;A?M;H>NB?
NBL?MBIF> P;FO?M I@ NB?CL MJ?=NL;F L?@F?=NCIH P;FO?M
Q?L?>?N?LGCH?>#CAOL? 1L??MQ?L?=IOHN?>IH
NB? M;N?FFCN? CG;A? CH MOJJILN I@ NB? CH@ILG;NCIH
I<N;CH?>@LIG@C?F>I<M?LP;NCIHM 1B?NL??=IOHNCHA
;NNBCMMN;A?Q;MNB?G;CHQILEFI;>I@NB?L?M?;L=B 
1L?? =IOHNM Q?L? =;N?AILCT?> ;==IL>CHA NI =LIQH
QC>NBI@NL??M               
 G CH NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI>  &H ,)& ,2+1
MI@NQ;L?  J;L=?FM >?@CH?> IH M;N?FFCN? CG;A?M Q?L?
M?F?=N?> ;H> L?@F?=NCIHM I@ IFCP? NL??M Q?L? CHNLI
>O=?>  @N?L NL?? =IOHNCHA  NB? L?;LL;HA?G?HN
=IGG;H>M Q?L? OM?> NI CH=L?;M? NB? ;==OL;=S <S
L?GIPCHANB? NL??M QBC=BQ?L?=IHMC>?L?>;M IFCP?
NL??M<ONQBC=BQ?L?GI>;FFS>?N?LGCH?>HINNI<?
IFCP?NL??M 0CH=?? IAHCNCIHMI@NQ;L?CMOM?>QCNB
P?A?N;NCIH  NB? <;H> Q?CABN CM ACP?H NI NB? +&/
<;H> &H;FFJ;L=?FM aGOFNCL?MIFONCIHM?AG?HN;NCIHb
G?NBI>Q;MOM?>;H>M?AG?HN;NCIHQ;MJ?L@ILG?>
<S NB? =B;HA? I@ NB? M=;F? J;L;G?N?L <?NQ??H NB?



P;FO?M I@    IFIL ;H> @ILG J;L;G?N?LM Q?L?
;JJFC?> ;M  ;H>   L?MJ?=NCP?FS  QB?L?;M   
;H> P;FO?MQ?L?;JJFC?>@ILCHN?ALCNS;H>MI@NH?MM
J;L;G?N?LM  S OMCHA NB? +?;L?MN +?CAB<ILBII>
=F;MMC@C=;NCIH @?;NOL?  IFCP? ,)&3"  ;H> NI CH
=L?;M? NB? ;==OL;=S I@ NB? =F;MMC@C=;NCIH IFCP? 
FIQ?L P?A?N;NCIH ,)&3":)3  MB;>IQ 0%!
,4 INB?LNL??M,1%"/ FIQ?LP?A?N;NCIH)3
;H>?GJNS"*-16Q?L? =L?;N?> #IL?;=B=F;MM 
M;GJF?MQ?L?G;>?IHNB?J;L=?F ;H>NB?GCM=C<CF
CNSI@NB?;P?L;A?L?@F?=NCIHP;FO?M<?FIHACHANINB?
M?AG?HN?>I<D?=NM=IOF><?I<M?LP?>QCNBNB?B?FJ
I@ M;GJF? ?>CNIL  @N?L NB? M;GJFCHA I@ IFCP? NL??M
CH * ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L?  <S CHNLI>O=CHA NB?
N;LA?N J;L=?FM IFCP? NL??M Q?L? =IOHN?>  &H NB? *
,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L?  NL??M ;L? MBIQH HIN IHFS ;M
JICHN >;N; <ON QCNB JIFSAIHM I@ =LIQH >C;G?N?LM 
@N?LNB?=IOHNCHAQ;M=;LLC?>ION  CNQ;M=B?=E?>
QB?NB?L NB? IJ?L;NCIH Q;M J?L@ILG?> =ILL?=NFS CH
;==IL>;H=? QCNB NB? ?HN?L?> J;L;G?N?LM  ;H> C@
H?=?MM;LS NB?NL??MNB;NQ?L?=IOHN?>CH=ILL?=NFSIL
HIN=IOHN?>IHNB?=IOHNCHAJLI=?MMQ?L?=ILL?=N?>
G;HO;FFS QCNB NB? H?QFS ;>>?> @?;NOL? <S ;FMI
CHNLI>O=CHANB?>C;G?N?LQC>NBM 
#ILNB?;==OL;=S ;H;FSMCMI@ NB?=IOHNM CHNB?
L?M?;L=B ;L?;M  =IHNLIF I<M?LP;NCIHM Q?L? G;>? <S
L;H>IGFSM?F?=NCHANL??MCH@C?F>MNO>C?M#CA  S
NB??P;FO;NCIHI@;FF>;N;;H>;==OL;=S;H;FST?MNB?
HOG<?L I@ IFCP? NL??M <?FIHACHA NI NB? MNO>S ;L?;
;H> NB? KO;HNCN;NCP? ;==OL;=S I@ NB? MNO>S Q?L?
>?N?LGCH?> @IL ?;=B G?NBI>  M ; L?MOFN I@ NB?
I<M?LP;NCIHM G;>? QCNB   NL?? =IHNLIF JICHNM
>?N?LGCH?> @IL ?;=B L?ACIH  NB? ;==OL;=S L;N? @IL
2LF; 1IL<;Fe;H>(;L;<OLOHN?MNJ;L=?FM;==IL>CHA
NI NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> Q;M >?N?LGCH?> ;M  
  L?MJ?=NCP?FS  0CH=? NB? ;==OL;=S I@ NB?
L?MOFNM ;==IL>CHA NI NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> CM KOCN?
BCAB CNQ;M N;E?H;M ;<;MCM@ILNB? =IGJ;LCMIHI@
NB?INB?L=IOHNCHAL?MOFNM 
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647)81965 6. 6;5:15/ "-9;3:9 6. %83)
"-/165 ==IL>CHA NI NB? =IGJ;L;NCP? =IOHNCHA
L?MOFNM I@ NB? N?MN J;L=?FM >?N?LGCH?> CH NB? 2LF;
L?ACIH  CN Q;M >?N?LGCH?> NB;N NB? NIN;F HOG<?L I@
NL??M Q;M  ;==IL>CHA NI NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> 
CHNB?=IOHNQCNB,)& ,2+1  ;==IL>
CHANINB?aIFCP?b=F;MMCHNB?? IAHCNCIH=IOHN ;H>
 CH NB? aMB;>IQb =F;MM ;H> F;MNFS  CH NB?
* ,)& ,2+1=IOHN 1;< #CA  
IOHNCHAL?MOFNMI@NB?N?GJF;N? ,)& ,2+1
;H>* ,)& ,2+1P;FO?MI@J;L=?FMHI    
        ;H> ;L?=FIM?NI?;=B
INB?L  %IQ?P?L  ? IAHCNCIH =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM Q?L?
KOCN? BCAB  1B? L?;MIH @IL NBCM CM NBIOABN NI <?
=;OM?> <S NB? MG;FF M=;F? J;L;G?N?L OM?> CH M?A
G?HN;NCIH NI >?N?LGCH? NB? I<D?=NM  0CH=? ; MCHAF?
NL?? CM >CPC>?> CHNI GIL? NB;H IH? L?ACIH  ?;=B
M?AG?HN =IHMNCNONCHA NB? NL?? CM =IHMC>?L?> ;M ;
=IOHNCHAL?MOFN 1B?BCABHOG<?LI@M?AG?HNM=F;M
MC@C?> ;M aMB;>IQa=;H ;FMI <? ?RJF;CH?> CH NBCM
=;OM? ?@@?=N L?F;NCIHMBCJ  N NB? M;G? NCG?  MCH=?
HIN ;FF J;L=?FM =IHMCMN I@ J;L=?FM OM?> @IL IL=B;L>
JLI>O=NCIH  NB? MB;>IQM I@ INB?L NL?? MJ?=C?M ;H>
I<D?=NM CH NB? J;L=?F ;L? ;FMI G;LE?>  &H NB? N?MN
J;L=?FM HI       NB? L?MOFNM I@ ;FF G?NBI>M
SC?F>?>P?LS=FIM?L?MOFNM 1B?M?J;L=?FM;L?J;L=?FM
NB;N ;L? @OFFS OM?> @IL IL=B;L> A;L>?HM  1B?L? CM ;
=?LN;CH >CMN;H=? <?NQ??H NB? LIQM ;H> ;<IP? NB?
LIQCHNB?JF;HNCHAI@IFCP?NL??M &HN?MNJ;L=?FMHI
 ;H>   NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> A;P? NB? BCAB?MN
=IOHNCHA P;FO?  0CH=? NB?M? J;L=?FM ;L? H?Q JF;HN
;L?;M  MIG? IFCP? NL??M ;L? >?P?FIJCHA ;N  G ;H>
<?FIQ  1B?L?@IL?  NB? ,)& ,2+1 ;H> *
,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? =;HHIN <? =IOHN?> <?=;OM?
NB? =LIQH QC>NBM ;L? NII MG;FF ;H> HOG?LC=;F L?
@F?=NCIH L;HA?M =;HHIN <? >?N?LGCH?>  &H ? IAHC
NCIH NB?M?NL??M=IOF>HIN<?=IOHN?><?=;OM?NL??M
QCNB ; MG;FF =LIQH >C;G?N?L ;M MO< P?A?N;NCIH CH
NB?M?AG?HN;NCIHM=;F?=BIM?H &HNB?J;L=?FM HI
;H>   NB? P;FO?M I@ ,)& ,2+1 ;H> *
,)& ,2+1 ;L? P?LS =FIM? NI ?;=B INB?L  ;H> NB?
=IOHNCHA <S NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> CM =IHMC>?L;<FS
BCAB?LNB;HNBCMP;FO? &HNB?? IAHCNCIH=IOHN NB?
aMB;>IQb =IOHN CM P?LS =FIM? NI NB? P;FO? CH NB?
N?GJF;N? G?NBI>  FNBIOAB GIMN I@ NB? J;L=?F HI
 CM CH NB? @ILG I@ ;H IL=B;L> A;L>?H  NB?L? ;L?
GCR?> ;H> @L?KO?HN NL??M CH NB? ?;MN?LH J;LN I@ NB?
J;L=?F  QB?L?;M J;L=?F HI  CM =IP?L?> @OFFS QCNB
IFCP? NL??M NB;N ;L? @L?KO?HN ;H> CH >CMILA;HCT?>
MNLO=NOL? 0CH=?NB?NL??L?@F?=NCIHM=;H<??P;FO;N?>
;N NB? NCG? I@ =IOHNCHA QCNB NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> 
NL??MQCNBCHNBCMGCR?>;L?;=;H;FMI<?=IOHN?> CH
NB? ,)& ,2+1 ;H> * ,)& ,2+1 =IOHNM  MCH=?
NB? L?@F?=NCIH P;FO?M I@ NB?M? NL??M =IOF> HIN <?
CHN?LJL?N?>  NB?S Q?L? HIN ?P;FO;N?> MI ;M HIN NI
L?>O=?NB?;==OL;=SI@NB?=IOHN 0CH=?CH? IAHC
NCIH NB? =F;MM  QBC=B CM =IHMC>?L?> ;M IFCP?  B;M
<??H =L?;N?> <S N;ECHA CHNI ;==IOHN NB? L?@F?=NCIH

P;FO?M =FIM?LL?MOFNM=IOF><?I<N;CH?><ONL?A;L>
CHANB?M=;F?J;L;G?N?L NB?L?MOFNMI@NB?aMB;>IQb
=F;MM B;P? <??H @IOH> NI <? GIL? MO==?MM@OF ;M ;
MCHAF? NL?? =IHMCMNM I@ M?P?L;F L?ACIHM  &H NB? J;L
=?FM  HI            ;H>   ? IAHCNCIH
A;P?NB?=FIM?MNL?MOFNMNINB?N?GJF;N?G?NBI> FF
I@ NB?M? J;L=?FM ;L? NB? ;L?;M OM?> ;M IL=B;L> A;L
>?HM@ILIFCP?=OFNCP;NCIH %IQ?P?L >O?NINB?@;=N
NB;N CH MIG?;L?;M NL?? =LIQH QC>NBM ;H> >?P?FIJ
G?HN F?P?FM >C@@?L?> @LIG ?;=B INB?L  NB?M? NL??M
=IOF> HIN <? =IOHN?> @IL MN;SCHA IONMC>? I@ NB?
>?@CH?> J;L;G?N?LM CH NB? ,)& ,2+1 ;H> *
,)& ,2+1 =IOHNM  0CH=? NB? L?@F?=NCIHM I@ IFCP?
NL??M ;L? C>?HNC@C?> <S NB? =F;MMC@C=;NCIH JLI=?MM
;@N?LM?AG?HN;NCIHCH? IAHCNCIHG?NBI> NB?;==O
L;=S I@ NB? =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM CM P?LS =FIM? NI NB?
N?GJF;N?G?NBI> 1B?>C@@?L?H=?<?NQ??HNB?G?NB
I>M CH =IOHNCHA J;L=?FM HI  ;H>  CM KOCN? L?
G;LE;<F?  FNBIOAB NB? G?HNCIH?> J;L=?FM Q?L?
>?M=LC<?> ;M IL=B;L> A;L>?HM  NB? =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM
>C> HIN L?;=B NB? ?RJ?=N?> ;==OL;=S F?P?F CH INB?L
G?NBI>M?R=?JNNB?N?GJF;N?G?NBI>>O?NINB?H?Q
JF;HNCHAMCHNB??GJNS;L?;M 
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"-/165 1B? NIN;F HOG<?L I@ NL??M CH NB? 1IL<;Fe
L?ACIH Q;M  CH NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI>   CH
NB?=IOHNQCNB,) ,2+1 ;==IL>CHANINB?
aIFCP?b =F;MM CH NB? ? IAHCNCIH =IOHN  ;H> 
;==IL>CHANINB?aMB;>IQb=F;MM;H>CHNB?*
,)& ,2+1=IOHN1;< #CA  
IOHNCHAL?MOFNMI@NB?N?GJF;N? ,)& ,2+1
;H>* ,)& ,2+1P;FO?MI@J;L=?FMHI    
           ;H>
;L?=FIM?NI?;=BINB?L %IQ?P?L ? IAHCNCIH=IOHN
CHA L?MOFNM Q?L? KOCN? BCAB  1B? L?;MIH @IL NBCM CM
NBIOABNNI<?=;OM?><SNB?M=;F?J;L;G?N?LOM?>CH
M?AG?HN;NCIHNI >?N?LGCH? NB?I<D?=NM<?CHAMG;FF 
0CH=? ; MCHAF? NL?? CM >CPC>?> CHNI GIL? NB;H IH?
L?ACIH ?;=BM?AG?HN=IHMNCNONCHANB?NL??CM=IHMC>
?L?>;M;=IOHNCHAL?MOFN &HNB?J;L=?FMHI    
   ;H>   =IHMCMNCHA I@ NB? IL=B;L> ;H> M=;N
N?L?> A;L>?HM  NB? L?MOFNM I@ NB? N?GJF;N? 
,)& ,2+1 ;H> * ,)& ,+1 ;H> NB? L?MOFNM I@
NB? ? IAHCNCIH =IOHN I@ NB? aMB;>IQb =F;MM Q?L?
@IOH> =FIM? NI ?;=B INB?L  &N Q;M >?N?LGCH?> NB;N
NB? I<D?=NM  QBC=B Q?L? ?P;FO;N?> ;M IFCP?  Q?L?
KOCN?BCAB;H>NB?L?;MIH@ILCNCMNBIOABNNI<?>O?
NI NB? M=;F? J;L;G?N?L CH NB? M?AG?HN;NCIH JLI=?MM
<?CHAMG;FF 0CH=?;MCHAF?NL??CM>CPC>?>CHNIGIL?
NB;HIH?L?ACIH ?;=BM?AG?HN=IHMNCNONCHANB?NL??
CM =IHMC>?L?> ;M ; =IOHNCHA L?MOFN  %IQ?P?L  NB?
;<M?H=? I@ >C@@?L?HN NL?? MJ?=C?M IL I<D?=NM CH NB?
J;L=?FM CH>C=;N?M NB;N NB? =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM I@ NB?
aMB;>IQb=F;MM;L?;==?JN;<F? &HN?MNJ;L=?FHI  
NB? =FIM?MN P;FO? NI NB? N?GJF;N? =IOHNCHA L?MOFN CM
NB?P;FO?MI@NB? =IOHNCHAL?MOFNM G;>?CH? IAHC
NCIH  &H NB? J;L=?F  QBC=B =;H <? >?M=LC<?> ;M ;
M=;NN?L?> IFCP? A;L>?H  NL??M ;L? @IOH> CH MIG?
JF;=?M P?LS @L?KO?HNFS ;H> =LIQH >C;G?N?LM ;L?
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P?LS=FIM?NI?;=BINB?L %IQ?P?L >O?NINB?FIQ?L
CM=IHMC>?L?> NB?>C@@?L?H=?<?NQ??HNB?=IOHNM
P?A?N;NCIH <?CHA >?HM? CH MIG? JF;=?M  ;H> <?CHA
G;>?<SINB?LMI@NQ;L?;H>NB?N?GJF;N?G?NBI>CM
MNLCECHA FNBIOABNB?=IOHNCHA L?MOFNMI@NB?NBL??
HIH ?RCMN?HN CH INB?LM B;M =;OM?> NB? HOG?LC=;F
G?NBI>MINB?LNB;HNB?N?GJF;N?G?NBI>MBIQ=IH
L?@F?=NCIH P;FO?M I@ IFCP? NL??M NI =IHN;CH >C@@?L?HN
P;FO?M  -;L;G?N?LM CH NB? =IOHNM G;>? QCNB
MCMN?H=SCHCNM?F@ NB?=IOHNCHA;==OL;=SCMMNCFFFIQ 
4B?HNB?MICF;H>F;H>OM?Q?L?KO?MNCIH?> CNQ;M
,)& ,2+1 ;H> * ,)& ,2+1 G?NBI>M Q?L?
>?N?LGCH?> NB;N NBCM J;L=?F Q;M ;H ;L?; =IHP?LN?>
CHMO@@C=C?HN  &H NB? J;L=?FM HI        ;H>  
@LIG ; @IL?MN NI ; M=;NN?L?> IFCP? A;L>?H  1B?
NB?=FIM?MNL?MOFNMNINB?N?GJF;N?G?NBI>;L?NBIM?
=B;HA?CHNB?>?HMCNSI@NB?FIQ?LP?A?N;NCIHCHNB?
I<N;CH?> CH NB? * ,)& ,2+1 =IOHN  1B? =?HMOM
J;L=?F ;H> B;PCHA JCH?  G;KOCM MBLO<  ;H> ?N=  ;M
L?MOFNM I@ INB?L ;JJFC=;NCIHM Q?L? HIN M;NCM@;=NILS 
H;NOL;F @FIL; QCNBCH NB? J;L=?F CM NBIOABN NI B;P?
,FCP? NL??M CH NB? N?MN J;L=?FM =;H <? =B;L;=N?LCT?>
;@@?=N?>NB?=IOHNCHAL?MOFNM 
;MM=;NN?L?>A;L>?HJLI>O=NCIH>O?NINB?>C@@?L?H=?

CH NB?CL >C;G?N?LM ;H> >?P?FIJG?HN F?P?FM  &H NBCM
647)81965 6. 6;5:15/ "-9;3:9 6. )8)
=IHN?RN  >C@@?L?H=?M CH NB? CHN?HMCNS I@ MO<
P?A?N;NCIH  H;NOL;F P?A?N;NCIH  ;H> NB? JL?M?H=? I@
*;8;5"-/165 1B?NIN;FHOG<?LI@ NL??M CH(;L;
IFCP?NL??MQCNBINB?LNL??MJ?=C?M@IOH>CHNB?F;H>M
<OLOH L?ACIH Q;M>?N?LGCH?>;M  ;==IL>CHANI
B;P? L?>O=?> NB? ;==OL;=S I@ NB? ? IAHCNCIH ;H>
NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI>   CH NB? =IOHN QCNB ,)
,)& ,2+1 =IOHNM  1B? >?MCAH I@ NB? *
,2+1    ;==IL>CHA NI NB? aIFCP?b =F;MM ;H>
;==IL>CHANINB?aMB;>IQb=F;MMCHNB?? IA
,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L?cM AOC>?FCH? ;M ; NBL?? <;H>
HCNCIH =IOHN ;H>  ;==IL>CHA NI NB? *
=IGJIMCN?CG;A?G;>?CNJIMMC<F?NIC>?HNC@S>C@@?L
?HNNL??M 4B?HNB?=IOHNCHAL?MOFNI@NB?J;L=?FHI 
,)& ,2+1=IOHN1;< #CA  
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FNBIOAB NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI>  ,)& ,2+1
;H>* ,)& ,2+1=IOHNMI@J;L=?FMHI    
;H>Q?L?=FIM?NI?;=BINB?L ? IAHCNCIH=IOHN
CHAL?MOFNMQ?L?KOCN?BCAB 1BCMCM?RJF;CH?><SNB?
MG;FF M=;F? J;L;G?N?L P;FO? CH NB? M?AG?HN;NCIH
JLI=?MM  0CH=? ; MCHAF? NL?? CM >CPC>?> CHNI GIL?
NB;HIH?L?ACIH ?;=BM?AG?HN=IHMNCNONCHANB?NL??
CM=IHMC>?L?>;M;=IOHNCHAL?MOFN 1B?BCABHOG<?L
I@ M?AG?HNM =F;MMC@C?> ;M aMB;>IQa =;H ;FMI <?
?RJF;CH?> CH NBCM =;OM? ?@@?=N L?F;NCIHMBCJ  N NB?
M;G? NCG?  MCH=? HIN ;FF J;L=?FM =IHMCMN I@ J;L=?FM
NB;N;L?OM?>;MIL=B;L>JLI>O=NCIH NB?MB;>IQMI@
INB?LNL??MJ?=C?M;H>I<D?=NMCHNB?J;L=?F;L?;FMI
G;LE?>  4B?H NB? L?MOFNM I@ NB? N?MN J;L=?F HI 
Q?L? =IGJ;L?>  CN Q;M @IOH> NB;N NB? N?GJF;N? 
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? IAHCNCIH aMB;>IQb =F;MM  ;H> * ,)& ,2+1
=IOHNM Q?L? =FIM? NI ?;=B INB?L  &H NBCM J;L=?F 
QBC=B =;H <? =IHMC>?L?> ;M ;H IL=B;L>  NB?L?MOFNM
I@NB?,)& ,2+1=IOHNQ?L?@IOH>NI<?BCAB &N
CM NBIOABN NB;N INB?L NL?? MJ?=C?M GCR?> QCNB IFCP?
CH NB? NL?? =FOMN?L FI=;N?> CH NB? MIONB?;MN I@ NB?
J;L=?F=;H<?=IOHN?>;MIFCP?NL??M #IL?;=BG?NB
I>OM?>CHL?M?;L=B@IL=IOHNCHAL?MOFNMI@N?MNJ;L
=?FM HI        ;H>   NB? P;FO?M ;L? >?N?L
GCH?>NI<?=FIM? 1B?M?J;L=?FM;L?J;L=?FMNB;N;L?
=B;L;=N?LCT?>;M;HIL=B;L> QBC=B;L?MG;FF?LNB;H
 >?=;L?M 4B?HNB?=IOHNCHAL?MOFNMI@J;L=?FM
;H>  Q?L? ?R;GCH?>  NB? N?GJF;N? ;H> *
,)& ,2+1 =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM Q?L? @IOH> NI <?
=IHMCMN?HNQCNB?;=BINB?L 
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NBIOABN NB;N CN CM >O? NI NB? M=;F? J;L;G?N?L <?CHA
1B? J;L=?FM CH KO?MNCIH ;L? J;L=?FM NB;N ;L?
MG;FF 0CH=?;MCHAF?NL??CM>CPC>?>CHNIGIL?NB;H
OM?> @IL IL=B;L> =OFNCP;NCIH <ON B;P? GCR?> ;H>
IH? L?ACIH  ?;=B M?AG?HN =IHMNCNONCHA NB? NL?? CM
>?HM? NL?? =IP?L ;FIHA NB? J;L=?F <IL>?LM  &H NBCM
=IHMC>?L?> ;M ; =IOHNCHA L?MOFN  %IQ?P?L  NB? ;<
=IHN?RN  ? IAHCNCIH ;H> ,)& ,2+1 Q?L? HIN
M?H=? I@ >C@@?L?HN NL?? MJ?=C?M IL I<D?=NM CH NB?
MO==?MM@OF ?HIOAB CH NB? =IOHNCHA  &H ;>>CNCIH NI
J;L=?FM CH>C=;N?M NB;N NB? =IOHNCHA L?MOFNM I@ NB?
G;ECHAIL=B;L>;H>M=;NN?L?>=OFNCP;NCIHCHJ;L=?FM
aMB;>IQb=F;MM;L?QCNBCH;H;==?JN;<F?F?P?F 1B?
HI              
@;=N NB;NNB?N?MN ;L?;M;L?=B;L;=N?LCT?>;MIL=B;L>
;H> CHNB?M?J;L=?FM INB?LNL??NSJ?M;H>H;NOL;F
A;L>?H;H>NB?JL?M?H=?I@MO< P?A?N;NCIH;H>INB?L
P?A?N;NCIH ?RCMN QCNB IFCP? NL??M  "MJ?=C;FFS NB?
NL??MJ?=C?MCH;Q;SNB;N>I?MHIN;@@?=NNB?=IOHN
>?HM? ;H> GCR?> NL??M FI=;N?> IH NB? MC>?M I@ NB?
CHAB;M <??H?@@?=NCP?CH ;=BC?PCHAL?MOFNMNB;N=;H
J;L=?FM Q?L? =IOHN?> ;M IFCP? NL??M >O? NI NB? L?
<? =IHMC>?L?> MO==?MM@OF  &H NB? J;L=?F HI    NB?
@F?=NCIH P;FO?M HIN <?CHA ;<F? NI <? >?N?LGCH?> CH
? IAHCNCIHaIFCP?b=F;MMQ;M@IOH>NI<?=FIM?MNNI
>?N;CF CH INB?L G?NBI>M  1B?L?@IL?  ;FNBIOAB NB?
NB? N?GJF;N? =IOHNCHA L?MOFN  1B? J;L=?F  QBC=B CM
,)& ,2+1  ? IAHCNCIH ;H> * ,)& ,2+1 MI@N
Q;L? JLIPC>? =IHMCMN?HN L?MOFNM CH NB?GM?FP?M  NB?
I<M?LP?> ;M ;H IL=B;L> ;L?;  >I?M HIN CH=FO>? ;HS
=IOHN P;FO?M ;L? BCAB?L NB;H NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> 
INB?LNL??MNB;NF;=ENB?FIQ?LP?A?N;NCIH;H>=;H<?
GCR?>QCNBNB?IFCP?NL?? &HNB?J;L=?FMHI;H>
&H NB? J;L=?FM HI       ;H>   NB? N?GJF;N? 
  NB? =FIM?MN P;FO? NI NB? N?GJF;N? G?NBI> Q;M
? IAHCNCIH aMB;>IQb =F;MM  ,)& ,2+1 ;H> *
@IOH> NI <? ? IAHCNCIH aMB;>IQb =F;MM P;FO?M 
,)& ,2+1=IOHNMQ?L?@IOH>NI<?P?LS=FIM?NI
0CH=? NB?L? CM HI MO< P?A?N;NCIH CH NB? J;L=?FM ;H>
?;=BINB?L &H? IAHCNCIH NB?aIFCP?b=F;MMB;MP?LS
<?=;OM? NB? NL??M <?FIHACHA NI INB?L MJ?=C?M CH NB?
BCAB =IOHN P;FO?M  M CH INB?L N?MN ;L?;M  NBCM CM
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J;L=?FQ?L?>?N?LGCH?>;==IL>CHANINB?=F;MMC@C=;
NCIHL?MOFNM NB?aMB;>IQb=F;MMA;P?GIL?MO==?MM
@OFL?MOFNMNB;HNB?INB?L=IOHNCHAL?MOFNM 
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&HL?=?HNS?;LM IFCP?ALIP?MB;P??RJ;H>?>NI
;L?;M NB;N ;L? =B;L;=N?LCT?> ;M G;LACH;F ;L?;M  1B?
IFCP? JF;HN?> ;L?;M ;L? >?MNLIS?> ;H> NB? JLI>O=NM
QBC=B;L?NBIOABNNI<?GIL?JLI@CN;<F?;L?IJ?H?>
NIOHCHN?H>?>OM?MO=B;MM?NNF?G?HN;H>CH>OMNLC;F
;L?;M  &H IL>?L NI MIFP? NB? JLI<F?GM @;=?> <S NB?
MN;E?BIF>?LMCHNB?IFCP?M?=NIL;H>NIIJNCGCT?NB?
JLI>O=NCIH F?P?F NB? JL?M?H=?I@IFCP?NL??MCH IOL
=IOHNLS MBIOF><?>?N?LGCH?> ;H> JF;HHCHA MBIOF>
<?G;>?CHIL>?LNIG;RCGCT?NBCMJIN?HNC;F 
4CNB NBCM L?M?;L=B JLID?=N  CN CM ;CG?> NI >?
N?LGCH? NB? IFCP? JF;HN?> ;L?;M  QBC=B B;P? <??H
>?N?LGCH?> <S NL;>CNCIH;F G?NBI>M NI >;N? ;H>
QBIM? CHP?HNILS P;FO?M B;P? <??H @ILG?> CH NB?
@ILGI@N?RN>;N; =;H<?MBIQHIHNB?G;JQCNB;
BCAB;==OL;=SG?NBI> 1B?N?GJF;N?G?NBI> QBC=B
=;H<?=F;MMC@C?>CH>C@@?L?HNF;S?LM;==IL>CHANINB?
NL?? =LIQH QC>NBM  ,)& ,2+1 MI@NQ;L? NB;N =;H
=IOHN IFCP? NL??M M?GC ;ONIG;NC=;FFS CH JIFSAIH
>;N;  ? IAHCNCIHMI@NQ;L?QCNB I<D?=N <;M?>=F;MMC
@C=;NCIH @?;NOL?  ;H> L?GI>C@C?> * ,)& ,2+1
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The present study aimed towards the utilization of the approaches for the effective treatment of
real pharmaceutical industry wastewater. Oxidation
of pharmaceutical wastewater was studied in a high
pressure reactor, operated at temperatures between
450 and 600°C. The parameters used were the temperature, pharmaceutical wastewater concentration,
oxidant concentration and residence time. The results demonstrated that the supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) process decreases the TOC up to
more than 80% in very short reaction times (at a
residence time of 3–12 min). This investigation will
provide fundamental method for developing a pretreatment method of pharmaceutical industry
wastewater with flexibility, simplicity and high
activity.

as well as salts, which lead to complex wastewater
composition and the fluctuations of pollutants concentrations. The wastewater of aforementioned
chemical synthesis industries always has the chemical oxygen demand (COD) concentration up to
10000 mg/L [4, 5] and has the inferior biochemical
property, and the treatment of pharmaceutical
wastewater has always been troublesome to reach
the desired effluent standards. The conventional
biological treatment is difficult to achieve the ideal
disposing effect due to the non-biodegradation and
toxicity of the wastewater, therefore the advanced
oxidation methods are required [6]. Pharmaceutical
wastewater treatment is of great significance to
ecological environment. It has important practical
significance and environmental protection value for
guiding similar enterprises to achieve wastewater
discharge and wastewater reuse.
Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have
been widely used in water and wastewater treatment for the removal of organic and inorganic contaminants as well as to improve the biodegradability of industrial wastewater. In the last years, different AOPs have been investigated in the removal of
emerging contaminants from urban wastewater
effluents [7]. AOPs have also been used as pretreatment of industrial wastewater to improve the
biodegradability before the subsequent biological
process [8].
Supercritical water oxidation is an environmentally friendly alternative for the treatment of
industrial wastes [9-12]. The particular characteristics of supercritical water (SCW, Pc = 22.1 MPa,
Tc = 374.1 °C), low hydrogen bond density, dielectric constant and ion product, make it as an excellent nonpolar medium. The organics and oxidant
can be completely dissolved in the SCW and form a
homogeneous reaction system, eliminating the
interphase mass transfer resistance, and guarantee
the effective mineralization of pollutants [13, 14].
Accordingly, this study aims to explore the effect of different parameters on SCWO of pharmaceutical wastewater at a wide range of concentration. The investigation results would provide a new
approach to solve the problems for SCWO of
pharmaceutical wastewater from the source.

)' "#
Pharmaceutical industry wastewater, SCWO, TOC removal, Flexibility
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Complicated and non-biodegradable compounds available in municipal and industrial
wastewaters have turned them into very critical
environmental issues, one growing concern in recent years is the health risk of emission of pharmaceutical residues into natural environments [1]. The
major pathway of pharmaceuticals presence in the
environment is considered to be wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) as they collect the discharge
from hospitals, pharmaceutical industries, household discharges, veterinaries and pharmacies [2],
especially in chemical synthetic pharmacy industrial [3]. Pharmaceutical companies always constantly
produce wide variety of products and have batch
process, and the substances synthesized in pharmaceutical industry are structurally complex organic
chemicals with non-biodegradability. These processes generate the larger amount of wastewater
which usually contains high levels of spent solvents, recalcitrant organics, residue pharmaceuticals
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3 to 9 min, then the growth tended to be steady
after 12 min. The results were also in agreement
with the previous study.
It is indicated that during the reaction process
of oxidation of pharmaceutical wastewater, the
initial reaction occurs faster due to the high temperature, and the residence time increases gradually as
the reaction proceeds. The degradation and oxidation of organic pollutants also increases. The removal rate increased.

..-+95.9-36-7*9:7-As shown in Fig.3 and
4, TOC removal of pharmaceutical wastewater had
a sharp increase as temperature ranged from 450 to
600 °C. At supcritical condition, water undergoes
ionization with a potential to generate hydronium
and hydroxide ions that act as catalysts. The higher
the temperature is, the faster the reaction rate is,
and the more thorough the reaction proceeds. The
increase in temperature helps to increase the
amount of dissolved oxygen and mass transfer rate,
which is beneficial to the oxidation reaction of
pollutants.
At the lowest operated temperature (450 °C)
where the ionic mechanisms dominate, the organics
were attacked by the ionic species generated from
aqueous oxidant solution. Due to the catalytic activity of the water on heterocyclic components, the
pharmaceutics present in the water sample undergo
degradation into stable intermediates which require
higher temperature to convert them.

SCWO experiments were performed in a high
pressure reactor. The experimental apparatus consists of a coiled reactor, the wastewater pre-heating
line and the oxidant pre-heating line, which are
placed into a PID controlled split furnace. All wetted parts (tubing, fittings, etc.) of the system, from
the feeding pumps to the gas–liquid separator, were
made of 316 SS. The oxidant feed stream was prepared by dissolving hydrogen peroxide with deionized water in a feed tank. Another feed tank was
loaded with a model dye solution as wastewater.
The two feed streams were pressurized in two different lines by two high-pressure pumps (Autoclave
Engineers) and then separately pre-heated, after the
reactor temperature reached the desired value (±0.1
°C). Therefore, H2O2 decomposes to oxygen and
water completely when it is heated in the pre-heater
section, before being mixed with the wastewater
stream at the reactor inlet. After pre-heating, two
lines were mixed at the reactor inlet using a mixing
tee. Upon exiting the reactor, the effluent was
cooled rapidly by passing through a heat exchanger.
Afterwards the particles, which would be formed
presumably, were filtered out by a 0.5 μm inline
filter, before the effluent was depressurized by a
back-pressure regulator (BPR) (GO REGULATOR
Inc.). The flow rates of oxidant and wastewater
were ranged from 1 to 5 mL/min at pump conditions. The system pressure was maintained at 25 ±
0.1 MPa by the BPR. The product stream was then
separated into liquid and vapor phases. The liquid
products were collected in a graduated cylinder.
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..-+9 5.   ,58*/- Fig. 4 shows that
TOC removal is affected by H2O2 dosage. The TOC
removal increased with increasing H2O2 dosage
from Fig. 4, the COD removal increasing trend is
gentle when H2O2 dosage is over 1000 mg/L, so the
appreciate H2O2 dosage is 1000 mg/L.
Supercritical water acts as an excellent resource of free radicals. Further, the addition of
H2O2 enhances the hydroxyl radicals to a greater
extent resulting in the cleavage of bonds associated
within the organic molecules. At the highest

..-+9 5. 7-81,-4+- 913- TOC removal of
pharmaceutical wastewater under different residence time with a constant temperature of 450 °C
were presented in Fig. 1 and 2. The TOC removal
rates raised largely as reaction time prolonged from
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operated temperature of 600°C, the generated free
active radicals act upon the molecules to degrade
them into simple gases contributing to the overall
TOC conversion, which was possibly due to that
the HO free radical reacted with excessive H2O2,
and the active site on the surface of catalyst was
occupied by excessive H2O2 completely, resulting
in limited HO free radical generation rate.

This paper deals with treating pharmaceutical
wastewater by supercritical water oxidation
(SCWO). The parameters used were the temperature, pharmaceutical wastewater concentration,
oxidant concentration and residence time. The results demonstrated that the supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) process decreases the TOC up to
more than 80% in very short reaction times (at a
residence time of 3–12 min). This investigation will
provide fundamental method for developing a pretreatment method of pharmaceutical industry
wastewater with flexibility, simplicity and high
activity.

..-+9 5. 60*73*+-:91+*2 <*89-<*9-7 +54
+-497*915454$ 7-35;*2Fig.5 and 6 show the
TOC removal of pharmaceutical wastewater in
supercritical water oxidation in relation to the effect
of pharmaceutical wastewater concentration from
100 to 400 mg/L. Experimental results show that
pharmaceutical wastewater concentration had a
important impact the TOC removal. The high concentration of wastewater causes the TOC removal
for 94.29% when temperature is 600°C, residence
time is 12 min, pharmaceutical wastewater concentration is 400 mg/L and H2O2 dosage is 1000 mg/L.
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sustainable development.
China's urbanization and industrialization, being distinguished by a remarkable rate of economic
growth and urban population growth, have sped up
significantly since the reform and opening up in
1978 [3]. At the same time, it also produced severe
challenges, including regional economic disparity,
intensification of environmental pollution, excessive resources consumption, and greenhouse effect
[4]. Thence, the conflict between social economy
(SE) and ecological environment (EE) has become
acuter every day, impeding the sustainable urban
development. It is, therefore, urgent to develop
methods of keeping fast growth in a sustainable
way, which could maintain a high quality of life
through coordinated development between social
economic subsystem and ecological environmental
subsystem. The first step to promote sustainable
development is to evaluate the coordinated development between SE and EE.
Coupling, originating from physics, is a phenomenon in which two or more subsystems in a
whole physical system affect each other via miscellaneous interactions [5,6]. Coordination, including a
sound interaction among various sectors of a system, can explain sustainable development of the
system [7,8]. Complex nonlinear coupling relationships, commonly, exist between the elements or
subsystems [9]. The coordinated development of a
system refers to the harmonious and consistent
development of its subsystems and the relationships
between them [10-12].
Many researches have disclosed interactions
and the significance of background in a coupled
human-environment system or social-ecological
system, concentrating on some important environmental problems caused by overpopulation and
rapid urbanization in urban areas [13-15]. In addition, the coordinated development between SE and
EE has been a research hotspot both in China and
abroad [16]. However, most of these studies only
focus on one region or one city, and only consider a
part of aspects of the whole urban system, lacking
integrity and systematic thinking.
It is urgent to develop clear information evaluation models to simulate the relationship between

Facing the challenge of both resources scarcity
and environmental pollution, coordinated development of eco-environment and ethnic region Economy has been adopted by the government as a strategy for pursuing sustainable development. In order
to provide more valuable policy implications to
other Chinese regions with more minority residents,
two questionnaire surveys were carried out, respectively in 2012 and 2017, covering responses from
500 interviewees. The results show that, while
residents' understanding toward sustainable development increased from 10.5% in 2012 to 58.7% in
2017, only 39% of the interviewees knew the concept of coordinated development indicating residents' limited understanding on coordinated development. Using the coupling coordination model, 26
indexes of ecological environment system and
economic system were selected to evaluate the
ecological environment and economic coupling of
Inner Mongolia from 2012 to 2017. The results
show that the overall ecological environment and
economic coupling of Inner Mongolia are relatively
low, but overall goes to the good direction.


!  
Coupling evaluation mode, Public awareness, Ecological
environment, Economic development, China





Since the late 1970s, fueled by transforming
from planning economy to market-based economy
as well as open to the outside world, China has
experienced a remarkable growth and now has
become one of the most important world economies. However, such a rapid development induced
serious natural resource depletion and environmental pollution [1]. Under the current economic development pattern, China's environmental problems
are expected to become more serious in the near
future [2]. Under such a circumstance, innovative
efforts should be made in order to realize long-term
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lution and environmental governance in the environment subsystem.

#4# 12'120%'33+/) To render the results
comparable and eliminate the impact of dimension,
we use the following two formulas to standardise
the indicators:
Positive indicator:
(1)
rij=(Xij−minXj)/(maxXj−minXj),
Negative indicator:
(2)
rij=(maxXj−Xij)/(maxXj−minXj),
Where maxXj and minXj is the maximum and
minimum, respectively, of indicator j in all years;
Xij and rij are the original and standardised values
of indicator j in year i. A positive indicator means
that the greater the value is, the better the implication for the development of the system and vice
versa.

6#-5#4+0/ 0( 4*' '%0/0.9 2'3052%' #/&
'/6+20/.'/4 35$3934'.3 The weights of each
indicator in Table 1 are determined by the entropy
method (EM) in this work. In ‘entropy’ theory,
‘entropy’ is a measure of the degree of disorder in a
system that can be used to measure the amount of
information and the weight of the known data. That
is, the more useful information an indicator provides, the greater the weight it will play in decisionmaking. EM is an objective weight determination
method that has been widely used in comprehensive
evaluation. The detailed steps of calculating the
weights by EM are as follows:
Proportion (P) of the indicator j in year i:

Eco-environment and Ethnic Region Economy for
management and decision-making basis. Application of the coordinated model on simulation the
relationship between ecological environment and
economic development was less reported.
   
'3'#2%* (2#.'702, Data used for this
study were derived from two household questionnaire surveys carried out by the authors and the
local partners in 2012 and 2017 respectively. One
key target of these two surveys was to study public
understanding, attitudes and behaviors on coordination development. According to the confidential
agreement between our research team and the local
partners, the original questionnaires could not be
released directly. For the first survey carried out in
2012, a detailed analysis report with correlation
analysis results was provided by the local partners;
for the second survey carried out in 2017, a SPSS
database with original data was provided by the
local partners. Data and information used for this
study were mostly based on those documents and
database. In order to keep the consistency of two
questionnaire surveys, the questionnaire for the
second survey had been revised according to the
latest contributions from other scientists so that the
public coordination awareness and behaviors could
be better examined.

6#-5#4+0/0(4*'%051-+/)%002&+/#4+0/&'

)2'' 33'33.'/4 +/&+%#402 3934'. (02 4*' '%0/
(3)
Pij =  / ∑ ri j
0.9:'/6+20/.'/4 3934'. We constructed an
 =1
indicator system based on previous case studies and
Information entropy (e) of each indicator j:

the structure of our established SD model to syn1
(4)
,
 = / ∑ (Pij • lnPij ) (0 ≤   ≤ 1)
thetically analyse the development level of each
lnm  =1
subsystem and the coupling relationships of the
Entropy redundancy (e) of each indicator j:
economy–environment system. Table 1 shows the
(5)
dj=1−ej,
structure of the indicator system, which contains 9
Weight (W) of each indicator j:
indicators. The indicator system synthetically re
(6)
flects economic production and industrial structure
W =   / ∑   ,
 =1
in the economy subsystem and environmental pol
 
/&+%#4023934'.53'&40#33'330(4*''%0/0.9:'/6+20/.'/43934'.
Subsystem

Indicator
Direction
Per capita GDP
+
Per capita built-up area
+
Proportion of the secondary
+
Economy subsystem
industry
Proportion of the tertiary
+
industry
Discharge of COD
–
Discharge of SO2
–
Discharge of solid waste
–
Environment subsystem
Environmental protection
+
investment
Pollution Index
–
Notes: ‘+’ and ‘−’ represent the positive and negative indicators, respectively.
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Unit
Yuan/capita
Km2/capita

Weight
0.1562
0.1474

%

0.1717

%

0.1147

Tons/capita
Tons/capita
Tons/capita

0.0735
0.1122
0.1528

Yuan/capita

0.1201

Dimensionless

0.1404
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Evaluation of the level (L) of indicator j in
year i:
(7)
Lij=Wj×rij,
Comprehensive level (CL) of the subsystem in
year i:

/&'234#/&+/) 0/ %002&+/#4'& &'6'-01
.'/4 Results of public understanding on coordinated development in Inner Mongolia show that
only 39% of the respondents had heard of the concept of coordinated development, and nearly 61%
of the respondents had no ideas about coordinated
development. Such results indicate that the public's
coordinated development understanding level in
Inner Mongolia was much lower than that of other
cities. A similar study carried out in October 2006
showed that more than 71% of the interviewees in
Tianjin had understood well or heard of coordinated
development, which was 30% higher than in Inner
Mongolia. Another study in Hengyang city showed
that more than 64% of the interviewees heard of it
in 2011, which was also higher than that of Inner
Mongolia. The main reason may be that the education level of interviewees in Inner Mongolia was
lower than that in Tianjin and Hengyang. Such a
fact confirms that people's coordinated development awareness has a positive correlation with their
education level.
It is clear that residents in Inner Mongolia had
less understanding on coordination development,
comparing with residents in Hengyang and Tianjin.
This reflects that the dissemination of coordination
development concept by the government was insufficient. For instance, on every June 5th, Inner Mongolia government would organize a variety of activities to commemorate the World Environment Day
(WED), a major initiative led by the United Nations
to encourage environmental protection. Among
those commemorative activities, many environmental concepts were disseminated, such as “environment protection”, “pollution mitigation”, “emission
reduction”, “energy conservation”, “water saving”,
“protection of wild animals”, “low carbon development”, etc. However, few attentions related with
coordination development, such as circular economy, green products, appropriate waste separation,
etc. The main reason is that Inner Mongolia is still
in its early stage of economic development. Both
public awareness and governmental concerns on
circular economy are weak. The “pollution first,
treatment later” philosophy is still popular. It is
extremely difficult for them to accept new concepts
such as pollution prevention, eco-design, and circular economy. Without a concerted effort, it is difficult for different stakeholders to achieve the same
target. 



CL i = ∑ S  ,

(8)

 =1

Where n is the number of indicators in a subsystem, m denotes the number of years and rij is
calculated by Formulas (1) or (2). According to
Formulas (3)–(6), we obtained the weights of each
indicator in Table 1. The comprehensive level of
each subsystem are calculated through Formulas
(7)–(8).
051-+/) %002&+/#4+0/ &')2'' .0&'- Coupling, which originates from the physical science, is
a phenomenon in which two or more systems influence each other through various interactions. In
recent years, this concept is often used in studies of
eco-environment and urbanisation. For example,
CCDM has been used for the compound system of
the eco-environment–urbanisation system, the socio-economy–carbon emission system and the lowcarbon development–urbanisation system. However, CCDM is often used in situations with two subsystems and this method is rarely applied to the
case of multi-subsystems coupling. The general
form indicates that CCDM of the three subsystems
is provided in Formula (9):
1

⎧
⎫3
⎪
⎪
⎪ f(X) • g(Y) • h(Z) ⎪ ,
C=⎨
3⎬
⎪ ⎡ f(X) + g(Y) + h(Z) ⎤ ⎪
⎥⎦ ⎪
⎪⎩ ⎢⎣
3
⎭

 =  •

and

T=αf(X)+βg(Y)+γh(Z)
(9)
Where C is the coupling degree, whilst f(X),
g(Y) and h(Z) are the comprehensive levels of the
economy, resource and environment subsystems,
respectively. Here, the value of f(X), g(Y) and h(Z)
is determined by Si as indicated in Formula (8). D
is the CCD and T reflects the overall development
level of the economy–environment system. α, β and
γ represent the contribution of each subsystem. This
study assumes that each subsystem is equally important to the coordinated development of the
economy–environment system. Thus, α=β=γ=13.
After calculating the CCD, scholars often divide CCD into several levels in a subjective manner. The current study applies the quartile method
to divide CCD. Accordingly, this method may be
more objective for measuring the CCD level. Table
2 shows the division of CCD.

 
+6+3+0/0(4*'&'6'-01.'/434#)'30(4*''%0/0.9:'/6+20/.'/43934'.
Value of D
0≤D<0.25
0.25≤D<0.5
0.5≤D<0.75
0.75≤D≤1
Development
Seriously
Slightly
Barely
With superior
stages
unbalanced
unbalanced
balanced
balance
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%0/0.+%#/&/6+20/.'/4#-0.12'*'/3+6' '/'(+4/&'8#/&43002&+/#4+0/
')2''0(//'20/)0-+#
Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

Comprehensive
economic benefits
0.9917
0.9848
0.9624
0.9448
0.9158
0.8758

Comprehensive
environmental benefits
0.9788
0.9438
0.9228
0.8978
0.8898
0.8688

Coordination

Type

0.9588
0.8898
0.8508
0.8058
0.7908
0.7568

Quality coordination
Quality coordination
Quality coordination
Quality coordination
Quality coordination
Quality coordination


002&+/#4+0/0(//'20/)0-+#(02/6+20/.'/4#-934'.#/&%0/0.+%934'.



the ecological environment and economic coupling
of Inner Mongolia from 2012 to 2017. The results
show that the overall ecological environment and
economic coupling of Inner Mongolia are relatively
low, but overall goes to the good direction.
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Table 3 and Figure 1 show that Inner Mongolia's annual economic comprehensive benefits
and environmental comprehensive benefits have
increased in 2012-2017, and the annual gap between the two is not much different; in addition, the
degree of coordination of economic and environmental development is above 0.9, compared with
the criteria given in Table 3, are all in the category
of quality coordination.



In order to provide more valuable policy implications to other Chinese regions with more minority residents, two questionnaire surveys were
carried out, respectively in 2012 and 2017, covering
responses from 500 interviewees. The results show
that, while residents' understanding toward sustainable development increased from 10.5% in 2012 to
58.7% in 2017, only 39% of the interviewees knew
the concept of coordinated development indicating
residents' limited understanding on coordinated
development. Using the coupling coordination
model, 26 indexes of ecological environment system and economic system were selected to evaluate
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Unripe banana peel flour of Dwarf Cavendish
banana (Musa spp. AAA) peel (Gazipaşa, Turkey) of
different particle sizes (<212 µm, 212-315 µm, 316500 µm, 501-700 µm) were investigated for their
physicochemical, functional properties and antioxidant activity and data were analyzed by SAS Statistical Programme using Completely Randomized Design Proc Glm prosedure. Particle size mostly affected L* value (60.60 - 65.03), bulk density (71.87
– 74.78 kg m-3), tapped density (294.25 – 357.29 kg
m-3), wettability (1.19 – 9.72 s), antioxidant activity
(159.86 – 198.57 mmol Fe (II) / g dry peel flour;
40.11 – 44.79 mg Trolox equivalent / g dry peel
flour) and phenolic content (2.17 – 2.64 mg GAE / g
dry peel flour) of unripe banana peel flour. L* value,
tapped density and wettability decreased; bulk density, water absorbtion index and oil holding capacity
increased as particle size increased. Antioxidant activity (FRAP and DPPH methods) and total phenolic
content of unripe banana peel flour also increased by
increasing particle size. This study is the first study
mentioning the effect of particle size on quality of
unripe banana peel. To the best of authors’
knowledge, the study also provided the first data on
some handling properties of unripe banana peel flour
in terms of tapped density, Hausner ratio, Carr Index
and wettability.

product is valuable and it is also a promising ingredient for food industry in consequence of its high nutritional value when ripe or unripe. This is represented by some scientists who studied bioactive
components of ripe banana pulp and peel [3], dietary
fiber and chemical composition of banana peel in the
ripening stages [1], functional properties and phytosterols of unripe banana peel [4], physicochemical
properties of ripe and unripe banana peel and pulp
flour [5], chemical composition of banana peel [6]
and antioxidant potential of banana peel [7]. Some
studies involve use of unripe banana peel in noodle
[8] and ice cream [9]. Ramli et al. [8] pointed out
banana peel flour as an alternate of banana pulp flour
for control of starch hydrolysis.
As it is clearly seen from the above mentioned
studies, scientist focused on primarily the antioxidant and chemical properties of banana peel in the
last ten years. Studies on determination of the
amount of bioactive components in banana peel revealed the fact that banana peel was a better antioxidant source than banana pulp. Choo and Aziz [10]
stated that gallocatechin and dopamine was higly
present in banana peel. Similarly, Someya et al. [11]
stated that ripe banana contained more gallocatechin
(158 mg/100 g dry matter) than banana pulp (29.6
mg/100 g dry matter).
Studies in this research area show that there is
a gap in the literature on physical, physicochemical,
reconstitution and handling properties. In the lights
of these studies, it is not wrong to say that unripe banana peel has a great potential as ingredient for foods
and scientists should pay special attention to this
area. However, there is hardly very few literature
mentioning bulk density [7], water holding capacity
[5, 7] oil holding capacity [5] of banana peel flour.
There is no research investigating wettability and
tapped density of unripe and ripe banana peel flour
at all. Moreover, although antioxidant properties of
ripe banana peel were investigated, there is lack of
research on antioxidant properties of unripe banana
peel. Only one study [12] concerned antioxidant activity of unripe plantain peel flour. However, plantain used in that study was a cooking banana different from    . Moreover, to the best of
authors’ knowledge, no reports are available on
physical, functional and antioxidant properties of unripe banana peel flour for different particle size distributions.

+)"$%
Functional properties, green banana peel, particle size, unripe banana peel
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Banana is an important tropical food crop of the
World. In the recent years, different industries of banana are developed like chips, flour, dried pulp, jam,
spirits and ect. As the prodution of banana based
products increased, amount of by products like peel
also increased inevitably [1]. Tchobanoglous et al.
[2] stated that babana peel constituted 40% of the
fruit weight. This is a huge amount of waste both
economically and environmentally. Therefore, it is
crucial to find new application areas to draw advantage from this by product of banana. This by
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(Digital Abbe Refractometer, WAY-2S, China) was
used in order to detect total soluble solids (TSS) in
2% (w:v) UBPF slurries. Results were represented in
ͦ Brix.

:7:= ;=:2571 :2 @9=5;1 .-9-9- 27:@= CIE
  of UBPF samples were measured using a
CR-5 Konica Minolta Chroma Meter (Osaka, Japan).

@76 019>5?D -90 ?-;;10 019>5?D 0.5 g of
UBPF was transferred to 10 mL graduated cylinder.
The mass of the UBPF was devided by the volume
occupied in the cylinder in order to calculate bulk
density. A glass rod was used to tap the cylinder content to a constant volume in order to determine
tapped density (tapped). UBPF volume was utilized in
mass/volume calculation [17].

Size is a critical property of particulate foods,
as in the banana peel flour example. Processing degree and cell structure are among the factors that particle size range of foods is highly related. Moreover,
functional properties and quality of end product are
other factors that are affected by particle size distribution of flour [13]. Unripe banana peel flour has a
great potential as an ingredient for different food materials. So, particle size is very critical for functional,
reconstitution and handling properties.
As the differences in particle size is a critical
factor in terms of the properties mentioned above,
the objective of this study was to analyze some quality attributes of unripe banana peel flour for different
size distributions.
&$%! &"%

#7-9?8-?1=5-7>A pure triploid (AAA group)
of   subgroup Dwarf Cavendish was
harvested from a local field in Gazipaşa, Antalya,
Turkey (latitude 36I 15’ N, longitude 32I 17’ E) 110
days after anthesis and brought to the laboratory directly after harvest. Unripe bananas were obtained in
three replications (three different time intervals) and
characterized as unripe banana (entirely green).

'9=5;1 .-9-9- ;117 27:@= '# ;=:0@/
?5:9Unripe bananas were hand peeled, cut into 2 –
3 cm pieces, left to stand in citric acid solution (1
g/L) for 1 min and stored at -18 °C. A freezer dryer
was used (CRYST-Alpha 2-4 LD Plus Freeze Dryer,
Newtown Wem, Shropshire, UK) for drying (24
hours sublimation and 24 hours desorption) and then
UBPF was obtained by grinding with a blade grinder
(Retsch, GRINDOMIX GM200, Germany). UBPF
was sieved by a sieve shaker (LOYKA, ESM-200,
Turkey) to the size fractions <212, 212-315, 316-500
and 501-700 µm. They were kept at +4 °C in glass
jars for analysis.

1?4:0> #=:C58-?1 /:8;:>5?5:9 Moisture
(934.01), ash (923.03), nitrogen (990.03), crude fat
(920.39) and total dietary fibre (992.16) content of
the samples were determined according to AOAC
Methods [14]. Nitrogen was multiplied by 6.25 for
protein. Starch analysis was carried out according to
TS ISO 6493 [15].

)-?1=-/?5A5?DWater activity (aw) was measured by HygroPalm HP23-AW ROTRONIC AG
(Bassersdorf, Switzerland).

;-90?:?-7>:7@.71>:750>&%%Method of
Suntharalingam and Ravindran [16] was modified
for pH measurements of UBPF. 2% (w:v) UBPF suspension was stirred for 5 min. After standing for 30
min. WTW inoLab® pH metre model pH 7110 was
used to measure pH of supernatant. A refractometer

-== 5901C 27:B-.575?D -90 -@>91= =-?5:
/:41>5A191>>Carr index (CI) corresponds to flowability [18] while Hausner ratio (HR) corresponds to
cohesiveness [19] of UBPF. CI and HR of UBPF
were calculated from the equations below:

 
CI =
  
(1)
HR =







(2)


)1??-.575?D Method of A/S Niro Atomizer
[20] was modified in order to determine wettability
of the UBPF samples as explained in our former
study [21]. Wettability was recorded as the time (s)
for UBPF to get totally wet.

)-?1= %:7@.575?D 901C )% -90 )-?1=
.>:=.?5:9 901C ) The methods of CanoChauca et al. [22] and Rodriguez-Ambriz et al. [23]
was modified as stated in Savlak et al. [21] in order
to determine WSI and WAI of UBPF. Test sample
was 0.5 g.

"57:70593-;-/5?D"OHC of UBPF
samples were determined by the method of Rodriguez- Ambriz et al. [23]. Briefly, 0.5 g of UBPF was
mixed with 25 mL olive-oil, vortexed (WiseMix
VM-10 Vortex Mixer, New Zealand) for 2 min and
let to stand at room temperature for 1 h. After centrifugation (3000 g, 20 min.), the supernatant was decanted and the tube was drained for 10 min at 45°
angle. Precipitate was centrifuged and weighed in order to calculate OHC as g oil / g dry UBPF sample. 

9?5:C50-9? #=:;1=?51> #=1;-=-?5:9 :2
'# 1C?=-/?> 2:= -9?5:C50-9? -9-7D>5> Extraction of UBPF samples for antioxidant analysis were
carried out according to Aksoylu et al. [24]. 1 g
UBPF was mixed with 25 mL methanol: water mixture (v/v, 1:1) incubated at 50 °C for 15 min in oscillating water bath. The mixture was then centrifugated at 4000 rpm and 20 °C for 10 min. Supernatant
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was transferred into a 100 mL volumetric flask. The
same procedure was applied to the residue two times
more. The volume of the flask was completed to 100
mL by methanol:water mixture (v/v, 1:1). The content of the volumetric flask was filtered through
Whatman No: 1 and 0.45 µm respectively and kept
in 50 mL volumetric flasks at -86°C before antioxidant analyses were carried out. 

used to analyze data in the study. Correlations between quality parameters was determined using Proc
Corr analysis.


$%'&%!%'%%"!

#=:C58-?1:8;:>5?5:9Proximate composition of UBPF is given in Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of foods, as well as food shelf life and
stability are highly affected by moisture content and
water activity of powder products. Moisture content
of UBPF changed between 7.12 – 7.21% and size
fraction did not affect moisture content statistically
(p>0.05). Ash content increased with increase in particle size due to increasing dietary fibre content pf
UBPF. Similarly, Bertolini et al. [4] who studied rheological and functional properties of flours from unripe banana reported 9.12% moisture content and
9.09% ash content which was in accordance with our
results. Particle size distribution did not affect protein content of UBPF samples significantly (p>0.05).
All the size fractions were similar statistically.
Starch and dietary fibre of UBPF was markedly influenced by particle size. Starch content increased
and dietary fibre content of UBPF decreased as particle size decreased (p<0.0001) while dietary fibre
content increased (p<0.0001). Similar to our results,
Ahmed et al. [29, 30] investigated the effect of particle size on chemical and rheological properties of
lentil and chestnut flours and recorded the lowest
ash, protein and dietary fibre and the highest starch
content for the finest fractions. This result is expected as starch is easily crashed and grounded as a
result of grinding although dietary fibre will resist
grinding and size reduction more than starch leading
to increased starch content in fine particles. The theory in the increment of starch content with decreasing particle size is explained by Pelgrom et al. [31]
who stated that milling enhanced the disentanglement of starch and protein bodies in the cotyledon of
pea. Therefore, harder kernels, or materials in general, result in coarser particles which would have
lower starch content and higher protein content. 

#4D>5/:/4185/-7 ;=:;1=?51> Table 2 shows
pH, water activity and soluble solids of UBPF. Particle size distribution affected water activity statistically (p<0.01). However, water activity did not linearly increased or decreased for different particle
sizes. UBPF pH values ranged between 5.28 – 5.34.
Particle size distribution affected pH values of UBPF
statistically (p<0.0001). Our findings were in accordance with Alkarkhi et al. [5] who found pH values between 4.30 – 5.33 for unripe banana peel flour.
González-Montelongo et al. [3] stated that pH value
of the peel of two banana cultivars was 4.6. However, banana peels in their study were ripe. ºBrix of
UBPF changed between 0.50 – 0.70 and particle size
distribution affected ºBrix of UBPF statistically

## >>-D The DPPH assay was accomplished according to Brand-Williams et al. [25] as
detailed in Savlak et al. [21]. A Trolox standard serial (50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µM) was prepared for DPPH calculation. Slope of the sample regression equation was divided by the slope of Trolox
regression equation. Results were stated as mg
Trolox Equivalent / g dry UBPF. IC50 values, concentration of extract necessary to decrease the initial
concentration of DPPH by 50%, was also calculated.
$#>>-DFRAP assay was determined according to Liu et al. [26]. In brief, 3 mL FRAP reagent was involved in 50 µL extract and left to stand
at 37°C for 30 minutes. Absorbance at 593 nm was
measured (Shimadzu UV-601, Japan) against distilled water blank. Calibration curve was drawn by
using varying concentrations of FeSO4.7H2O (1 – 2
mmol/L). Results were stated as mmol of Fe (II) / g
dry matter. Test was performed in two replicates.

&:?-7 ;419:75/ /:8;:@90> Method of Singleton and Rossi [27] was used in order to determine
total polyphenol content of UBPF samples. 100 µL
extract was involved in 2.5 mL Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (10%, v/v), vortexed for 15 seconds, kept in
dark for 5 minutes. 5 mL NaHCO3 solution (7.5%,
w/v) was added and the mixture was kept in dark for
60 minutes at room temperature. Gallic acid standards (25 – 200 mg/L) were used to draw calibration
curve. Absorbance of UBPF fractions and the standards were recorded at 760 nm by using a Shimadzu
UV-601 (Japan) spectrofotometer. Lineer regression
equation obtained from gallic acid calibration curve
(y = 0.0142x + 0.0085, r2 = 0.9994) was used to determine total polyphenol content of UBPF fractions
as mg GAE/ g dry banana peel flour. The test was
carried out in two replications.
%?-?5>?5/-7-9-7D>5>All analysis except antioxidant activity were carried out in three replicates and
at least three parallels. DPPH, FRAP and total polyphenol content analysis were accomplished in two
replications. Results were given as mean ± standard
deviation. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and the Duncan’s Multiple Comparison Test
(p<0.05) were used in order to point out differences
between the mean values of every quality attribute of
UBPF for different particle sizes. Statistical Analysis
Systems version 8.2 (1999-2001) software [28] was
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when the particle size decreased from 841 to 149
µm. But, bulk density suddenly dropped with 74 µm
particle size. Goula et al. [35] expressed this drop in
small particle sizes by stickiness of particles during
dehydration and by product agglomeration. Nagarajaiah and Prakash [7] found bulk density values between 62.50 – 66.65 g /100 mL in ripe peels from
three varieties of banana. Particle size afftected
tapped density of UBPF statistically (p<0.0001). All
the particle ranges differed statistically and tapped
density decreased with increased particle size
(r2= -0.993, p<0.0001). Abdullah and Geldart [36]
explained the decrease in tapped density of coarser
particle sizes with lower consolidation properties of
free flowing powders while a cohesive and fine powder collapsed quickly as a result of tapping. 
As long as the handling properties were investigated, all the size fractions were very cohesive in
terms of their Hausner ratio between 3.94 – 4.97 (Table 3). UBPF of all size fractions had also very poor
flowability indicated by their Carr Index which is
over 45. Particle size distribution affected Carr Index
and Hausner ratio of UBPF significantly (p<0.0001,
p<0.0001 respectively) and size fractions differed
from each other statistically (Table 3). Strong negative correlations were observed between particle size
and Hausner ratio (r2= -0.981, p<0.0001) and particle size and Carr Index (r2= -0.987, p<0.0001). Fitzpatrick [37] explained the relation between low
flowability and decreased particle sizes. He stated
that decreased particle sizes had larger surface area
for a unit mass of powder. In the case of small particle sizes, cohesive and frictional forces resist flow
because of more contact surface area between powder particles. As a result, strong intermolecular
forces reduce the easy flow of the powder [38].

(p<0.0001). Banana peel flour was found to be water
insoluble. Similarly, Alkarkhi et al. [5] stated that total soluble solids changed between 1.53 – 1.90.
:7:=#=:2571Table 2 displays color profile of
UBPF for different particle sizes.  value decreased
with an increment in particle size (r2= -0.983,
p<0.0001) and size fractions were statistically different (p<0.0001). The increase in  value with reducing the particle size of unripe banana peel flour is due
to increase in surface area that allows more reflection
of light [32]. From another point of view, coarser
particle sizes lead to darker color due to increased
dietary fibre and decreased starch content. Color 
value slightly decreased with an increase in particle
size (r2= -0.812, p= 0.0013). Particles < 212 µm and
212 – 315 µm did not statistically differ in terms of
 value, while 316 – 500 µm and 501 – 700 µm
were statistically same with each other.

@76 019>5?D ?-;;10 019>5?D -== 901C
-90-@>91=$-?5:Table 3 shows flowability and
cohesiveness properties of UBPF. Oginni [33] stated
that moisture content and particle size were the factors affecting bulk density of granular and powdery
materials and also flowability of materials were expressed by their bulk density. Particle size distribution affected bulk density of UBPF significantly
(p<.01). Generally, as particle size decreases, bulk
density increases [34]. In the present study, bulk density first increased than decreased with decreasing
particle size. This relation was also formerly expressed by Ahmed et al. [34] who investigated effect
of particle size (74-841 µm) and temperature (1090°C) on rheological, thermal, and structural properties of pumpkin flour dispersion and found that bulk
density increased linearly from 522 to 756 kg/m3

& 
4185/-7/:8;:>5?5:9:2'9=5;1-9-9-#1177:@='#4-A59305221=19?;-=?5/71>5E105>?=5.@?5:9>
'#G8


:5>?@=1

7.12±0.098a
7.21±0.063a
7.13±0.071a
7.21±0.035a

>4

8.55±0.071c
8.80±0.141c
9.20±0.064b
9.67±0.184a

#=:?159

9.87±0.445a
9.66±0.629a
8.49±0.680a
9.82±0.120a

-?

6.17±0.092a
6.20±0.077a
6.12±0.035a
6.18±0,042a

%?-=/4

12.59±0.028a
11.63±0.042b
11.37±0.050c
10.00±0.007d


 
 
  
*DB: Dry base
Values are means ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Means with different letter in a column are statistically different from each other (p<0.05).

51?-=D25.=1

33.11±0.071d
33.71±0.028c
34.32±0.057b
35.20±0.085a

& 
#D>5/:/4185/-7;=:;1=?51>8:5>?@=1/:9?19?B-?1=-/?5A5?D;?:?-7>:7@.71>:750-90/:7:=;=:2571:2
'9=5;1-9-9-#1177:@='#4-A59305221=19?;-=?5/71>5E105>?=5.@?5:9>
'#G8
-B
;
&%%F=5C

 
0.405±0.0039b
5.31±0.001c
0.50±0.000b
65.03±0.186a
 
0.382±0.0019c
5.28±0.001d
0.66±0.049a
63.50±0.056b
b
a
a
 
0.405±0.0124
5.34±0.002
0.70±0.000
61.59±0.050c
  
0.424±0.0068a
5.33±0.005b
0.60±0.000a
60.60±0.057d
TSS: Total soluble solids
Values are means ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Means with different letter in a column are statistically different from each other (p<0.05).
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0.43±0.062a
0.07±0.015c
0.33±0.080b
0.08±0.002c


21.25±0.031a
21.31±0.102a
20.73±0.087b
20.75±0.064b
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& 
@76019>5?DH.@76&-;;1019>5?DH?-;;10-==901C-90-@>91=$-?5:$:2'9=5;1-9-9-
#1177:@='#2:=05221=19?;-=?5/71>5E105>?=5.@?5:9>

'#
H.@76
H?-;;10

G8
638 
638 
c
a
 
71.87±1.220
357.29±0.063
79.88±0.344a
b
b
 
73.26±0.377
333.44±0.022
78.03±0.112b
 
74.78±0.208a
312.60±0.040c
76.08±0.070c
a,b
d
  
74.30±0.386
294.25±0.078
74.75±0.124d
Values are means ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Means with different letter in a column are statistically different from each other (p<0.05).

$
4.97±0,084a
4.55±0,023b
4.18±0,012c
3,94±0,008d

&
)-?1=>:7@.575?D5901C)%B-?1=4:70593/-;-/5?D):574:70593/-;-/5?D"-90B1??-.575?D
:2'9=5;1-9-9-#1177:@='#2:=05221=19?;-=?5/71>5E105>?=5.@?5:9>

'#
)%
)
"
G8
3>:7@.71'# 30=D'
3B-?1= 30=D'#
3:57 30=D'#
 
0.185±0.0011a
7.15±0.016d
5.35±0.057d
 
0.173±0.0022c
9.11±0.035c
6.04±0.088c
b
b
 
0.176±0.0003
10.07±0.422
7.12±0.027b
  
0.173±0.0025c
12.12±0.185a
9.00±0.079a
Values are means ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Means with different letter in a column are statistically different from each other (p<0.05).

)1??-.575?DWettability is an important functional property of powders. Wettability (indicating
wetting time of particles) of UBPF was given in Table 4. Particle size distribution affected wettability of
UBPF significantly (p<0.0001) and all UBPF statistically differed from each other. Particles <212 µm
possessed the least wettability (9.72 s). There was a
strong negative corrrelation between wetting time
and particle size (r2 = -0.915, p<0.0001). Schubert
[39] stated that an increment in particle size resulted
in increased wettability and explained the highest
wetting time for smaller particles by strong adhesion
forces of finer particles leading to tendency towards
agglomeration on the surface of the liquid. However,
all particle size ranges showed high wettability associated with low wetting time scores.

)-?1= >:7@.575?D 5901C )% B-?1= -.
>:=.?5:9 5901C ) -90 :57 4:70593 /-;-/5?D
"Some functional properties of UBPF (WSI,
WAI, OHC) were given in Table 4. Alkarkhi et al.
[5] stated that WAI was affected by decomposition
of native starch granules and was linked with the
physical state of starch, dietary fibre and proteins in
the unripe banana flour. WAI of particles ranged between 7.15 – 12.12 g water/g dry UBPF. Particle size
distribution affected WAI of UBPF statistically
(p<0.0001). WAI decreased by decreasing particle
size (r2 = 0.989, p<0.0001) as explained by Cadden
[40] who reported the reduction of water holding capacity with decreasing wheat bran particle size as a
result of the collapse of its fiber matrix. Ahmed et al.
[30] also explained the decreasing water holding capacity in smaller particle sized chestnut flour by the
presence of less amounts of fiber that possibly resulted in the lower water absorbtion ability similar to
the case in our study. In another study, in line with

)1??-.575?D
>
9.72±0.355a
4.22±0.204b
1.89±0.156c
1.19±0.121d

our findings, Ahmed et al. [34] determined that water holding capacity of coarser pumpkin flour was
higher in comparison to finer particles. This trend
was attributed to higher water absorbtion capacity of
porous particles. In accordance with our results, Alkarkhi et al. [5] reported water holding capacity at
different temperatures between 4.14 – 6.50 g/g for
unripe banana peel flour. Agama-Acevedo et al. [12]
found that water holding capacity of unripe plantain
flour retained 3.5 g and 8.8 g water/g dry sample at
65°C and 90°C respectively. Nagarajaiah and Prakash [7] found water absorbtion capacity between
600 – 690 mL/ 100 g in matured banana peel flour.
WSI results were very low (0.173 – 0.185 g soluble UBPF/g dry UBPF) indicating that UBPF was
not water soluble. Particle size distribution affected
WSI statistically (p<0.0001). Another functional
property of unripe banana peel flour, OHC changed
between 5.35 – 9.00 g oil/g dry UBPF. OHC was significantly afftected from particle size distribution
(p<0.0001) and all fractions were statistically different from each other. OHC was strongly possitively
correlated with peel flour particle size (r2 = 0.985,
p<0.0001). In line with our findings, Sangnark and
Noomhorm [41] investigated effect of particle size
on oil binding capacity of sugarcane bagasse and reported an increase in oil binding capacity with increasing particle size. Ahmed et al., [30] also confirmed that OHC of chestnut flour decreased with decreasing particle size. This relation was attributed to
lower protein content of finer particles leading to reduced oil holding capacity due to lower lipophilic
tendency. Alkarkhi et al. [5] reported oil holding capacity of unripe banana peel flour between 0.69 –
1.17 g/g which were lower than our results. AgamaAcevedo et al. [12] found OHC between 2.2 – 4.1 g
oil/ g dry sample at different temperatures in unripe
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plantain peel flour. In this study, particles < 212 µm
had lower WAI and OHC than other particle ranges.
Our results confirm that WHC and OHC values of
UBPF decreased in finer particles as a result of collapse of cell wall matrix and presense of lesser dietary fibre as formerly explained by Cadden [40].

study was given as Trolox equivalent instead of Fe
(II) on ripe peel flour instead of unripe. To the best
of authors’ knowledge, present study provides the
first data on antioxidant activity by FRAP method in
unripe banana peel flour.
DPPH radical scavenging activity of UBPF extract which was given in Table 5 increased with increment of particle size showing the same trend like
FRAP assay. DPPH % inhibition and scavenging capacity changed between 53.67 – 60.11% and 40.11–
44.79 mg Trolox equivalents/g UBPF, respectively.
IC50 values also decreased with increasing particle
size. However, size fractions were not different from
each other statistically (p>0.05). González- Montelongo et al. [3] compared the capacity of ripe banana
peel extracts to scavenge DPPH radicals and reported 5.2 – 9.5 mg Trolox equivalent/g dry matter
for two cultivars of banana in methanol:water (1:1)
extraction solvent. In the same study, scavenging
percentage was between 10 – 18% which was lower
than our results by means of both inhibition % and
trolox equivalent.
As seen in Table 5, TPC changed between 2.17
– 2.64 mg GAE/ g dry UBPF and increased with increasing particle size similar to FRAP and DPPH assays as mentioned before. Particle size affected TPC
of UBPF statistically (p<0.0001). Agama-Acevedo
et al. [12] reported polyphenol content of plantain
peel flour as 7.71 mg GAE/g sample. Someya et al.
[11] reported that ripe banana peel contained 9.07mg
GAE/g dry weight which was higher than pulp (2.32
mg GAE/g dry weight). Rebello et al. [43] reported
that TPC in peel flour was 29.2 ±0.8 mg GAE/g banana peel flour.

9?5:C50-9?#=:;1=?51>The antioxidant properties of UBPF assessed by FRAP method was displayed in Figure 1. Particle size distribution affected
antioxidant activity by FRAP method significantly
(p<0.0001) and all the size fractions were different
in terms of FRAP content. Antioxidant activity increased with increasing particle size. Coarsest particles (501 – 700 µm) had the highest antioxidant activity (I198.57 mmol Fe(II)/g dry UBPF) whereas
particles <212 µm had the lowest (159.86 mmol
Fe(II)/g dry UBPF). The reason of decreasing antioxidant activity in the smaller particle sizes may be
attributed to the increasing starch content in smaller
fractions which does not have antioxidant activity.
Size is demonstrated as an important criteria in extraction assays of fibrous materials. A study on
wheat bran and whole wheat milling fractions states
that bran fraction that had greater dietary fibre content had the highest DPPH radical scavenging capacity while flour had the lowest [42]. Similar to this
finding, in our study; the concentration of bioactive
components were higher in coarser particles which
possessed higher amount of dietary fibre. As far as
there is no study on antioxidant activity and total
phenolic content of unripe banana peel, results were
compared with ripe banana peel phenolic content.
Rebello et al. [43] reported 14 µM Trolox-eq/g banana peel flour. However, antioxidant activity in that
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&
&:?-7;419:75/-90-9?5:C50-9?-/?5A5?D:2'9=5;1-9-9-#1177:@='#2:=05221=19?;-=?5/71
>5E105>?=5.@?5:9>

&:?-7;:7D;419:7
##>/-A193593
##>/-A193593
/:9?19?
/-;-/5?D
/-;-/5?D
83 30=D'#
5945.5?5:9
83&=:7:C1<@5A-719?> 3'#
 
2.17±0.018c
54.34±0.806b,c
40.11±1.457a
 
2.31±0.023b
53.67±0.049c
41.15±1.704a
 
2.38±0.007b
57.03±1.775a,b
43.79±2.772a
  
2.64±0.037a
60.11±1.16744.79±1.838a
Values are means ± standard deviation (n = 2).
Means with different letter in a column are statistically different from each other (p<0.05).
'#
G8

##
 G3 8
181.93±1.117a
180.74±9.108a
169.72±13.343a
163.02± 0.113a

wettability, antioxidant properties and total phenolic
content of unripe banana peel flour.

Present study revealed strong correlations between particle size and antioxidant properties of
UBPF. Particle size was strongly correlated with
FRAP assay (r2 = 0.970, p<0.0001) and total phenolic content (r2 = 0.976, p<0.0001). DPPH scavenging capacity in terms of trolox equivalent results
showed lower correlation coefficient (r2 = 0.779,
p=0.0227) with particle size with respect to FRAP
assay. In our former study in which effect of particle
size on some properties of unripe banana pulp flour
was investigated [21], there was also a strong correlation between phenolic content and FRAP
(r2 = 0.98) and a moderate correlation between phenolic content and DPPH values (r2 = 0.74). Kaur and
Kapoor [44] explained the reason for lower correlation coefficent of DPPH assay by its less sensitiveness towards hydrophilic antioxidants.

!") !&%
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environmental conditions that broilers need [2]. The
poultry sector is a branch of breeding that should be
given more emphasis in the animal breeding sector.
It is a form of breeding the growth and yield of which
is adversely affected very quickly when the desired
environmental conditions are not met sufficiently
[3].
Environmental climate conditions have significant impact on the yield and quality of housing
breeding. Temperature, relative humidity, ventilation and lighting are among the most important factors for environmental conditions inside the poultry
housing [4, 5]. Since poultry breeding is more sensitive in comparison with other forms of animal breeding, carrying out proper planning and implementation of environmental inspection systems can be possible by providing the proper environmental conditions to the animals [6, 7].
Degree-day (DD) is the simplest energy analysis method for buildings. It is indicated that the degree-day method yields sensitive and accurate results when the usage form of the heating-cooling and
ventilation systems is not changed or in other words
when the yields are constant [8]. Various methods
have been developed for energy analyses in structures. One of these is the DD method that is simple
and easy to use. The energy requirement of any
structure in this method is related with the difference
between the equilibrium temperature and the external temperature of its location. If the internal ambient temperature of the building and the internal heat
gains are constant, it is possible to make accurate estimations on the energy required for heating or cooling the building with the values obtained from DD
methods [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
The purpose of the present study was to use the
long term maximum and minimum daily temperature values for the provinces in the Mediterranean
Region located to the south of our country for calculating the heating and cooling degree-day values.
The energy requirements, fuel consumptions and
fuel costs were tried to be calculated based on these
values for determining the locations that are most
suited for breeding.

In the study, the long-term temperature data of
the meteorological stations belonging to eight provinces in the Mediterranean Region were used as material. These values of Meteorological Stations cover
the years 1950 and 2018. By using the long-term
maximum and minimum daily temperature values
used in the study, heating and cooling Degree-Day
(HDD and CDD) and heating and cooling DegreeDay Numbers (HDDNs and CDDNs) of each province were calculated. These values were determined
by considering the recommended base temperature
values for broilers. In addition, energy requirements,
amount of fuel and cost values were calculated by
using HDD and CDD values. The most suitable
broiler breeding areas were determined by considering the calculated energy requirement, fuel and cost
amounts as well as HDD and CDD values. Therefore, it has been concluded that the most suitable cultivation areas are Mersin and Adana regions. In addition, natural gas, which is an environmentally
friendly and clean fuel, was found to be most suitable in terms of heating costs. Also, general equation
has been developed to be used in the estimation of
HDD, CDD, HDDN and CDDN values for broiler
breeding to be established in the research area.
,+#&'
Broiler, Temperature, Degree-Day, Heating and Cooling,
Environmental Impact

"(&#)(#"

The factors that affect the energy consumption
of the building can be shown as the shape, direction,
ventilation, air conditioning and construction material of the building. Environmental factors also play
an important role [1]. Outdoor temperature values
are very important in determining the indoor conditions of indoor animals. Heat stress is a major problem for the broiler industry. As is the case for all
branches of poultry breeding, reaching high yields in
broiler production depends on meeting the optimum
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Weeks
1
2
3
4
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6


Base Temperature (Tb, ºC)
31
27
25
23
21
18

(  
$=:;1=?51>:2@17>?:.1)>1059(41-7/@7-?5:9:291=3B%@-9?5?51>
@17A-=5:@>
Natural gas
LPG (no: 6)
Electricity
Lignite coal (Bag)

1-?A-7@1:22@17
8250 kWh m-3
9200 kWh kg-1
860 kWh
4932 kWh kg-1
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Long term temperature data for the meteorological station of eight provinces in the Mediterranean
Region were used as the main material of the study.
Long term maximum and minimum daily temperature values used in the study were acquired from
General Directorate of State Meteorology [14].
These values were used for calculating the HDD,
CDD, HDDNs and CDDNs for each province.
Regression analyses were carried out between
the recommended base temperature values for each
growth period in broiler housings [15, 16, 17, 18].

The developed equations were examined via correlation (r), F and probability (p) test with statistical
accordance at a significance level of 5 %.
-90!1?4:0 Heating and cooling
degree-days are frequently used in studies for determining air temperature intensity. HDD and CDD are
used for depicting the air temperature intensity at a
certain time subject to a specific base value. HDDN
represents the ratio at which average air temperature
is cooler in comparison with the base value. Whereas
CDDN represents the ratio at which average air temperature is hotter in comparison with the base value
[19]. HDD, CDD, HDDNs and CDDNs are calculated with the following equations.
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(4191=3B&1<@5=1819?-7/@7-?10->10:9?41-90*-7@1>
!1?1:=:7:35/-7
'?-?5:9

HDD

CDD
C

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

125,57
135,14
131,12
 
 
153,41
125,50
132,43

0,06
0,01
0,37

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

104,01
111,93
108,60


127,07
103,95
109,69

0,05
0,01
0,31

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

158,41
170,48
165,41
 
 
193,53
158,33
167,07

0,07
0,02
0,47

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

110,72
119,15
115,61


135,26
110,66
116,77

0,05
0,01
0,33

0,19
0,01
0,05

0,16
0,01
0,04

0,24
0,01
0,07

0,17
0,01
0,05

91=3B&1<@5=1819?*-7@1>%-90%6+4
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
Recommended Base Temperature (Tb, ºC) Values
D
D
D
D
$":
86,18
3,44
70,13
8,91
56,14
16,29
43,69
25,20
94,14
1,78
77,31
6,43
62,81
13,29
49,87
21,72
91,81
3,82
74,77
8,26
59,72
14,57
46,22
22,45

 
 

   
 


 
 


 
 

114,01
3,55
96,92
7,97
81,70
14,12
67,84
21,62
85,39
2,65
68,72
7,46
54,27
14,38
41,55
23,02
92,78
3,16
76,37
8,23
61,86
15,09
48,98
23,57
71/?=5/5?B
71,38
2,85
58,09
7,38
46,50
13,49
36,19
20,88
77,98
1,47
64,03
5,32
52,02
11,01
41,31
17,99
76,04
3,16
61,93
6,84
49,46
12,07
38,29
18,59
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

94,43
2,94
80,28
6,60
67,67
11,70
56,19
17,91
70,72
2,20
56,92
6,18
44,95
11,91
34,41
19,07
76,85
2,62
63,26
6,82
51,24
12,50
40,57
19,52
5395?1/:-7-3
108,72
4,34
88,48
11,24
70,83
20,55
55,12
31,79
118,77
2,25
97,53
8,11
79,24
16,77
62,92
27,40
115,82
4,82
94,32
10,42
75,33
18,39
58,31
28,32
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
  



  
143,82
4,47
122,27 10,06 103,07 17,82
85,58
27,28
107,72 3,35
86,69
9,41
68,47
18,14
52,41
29,04
117,05
3,99
96,34
10,39
78,04
19,04
61,78
29,73
"-?@=-73->
75,99
3,03
61,84
7,86
49,50
14,36
38,52
22,22
83,01
1,57
68,17
5,67
55,38
11,72
43,97
19,15
80,95
3,37
65,92
7,28
52,65
12,85
40,76
19,79
 
 
 
 

 


 
 


 
 
 
 
100,52
3,13
85,45
7,03
72,04
12,45
59,82
19,07
75,29
2,34
60,59
6,58
47,85
12,68
36,63
20,30
81,81
2,79
67,34
7,26
54,55
13,31
43,18
20,78
HDD

 + , * ! - 
  +  
(1)
 + , ! *  - 
  +  
(2)
Here; Tb recommended basic temperature values (Table 2), Tave is the average daily outdoor temperature value and n is the number of days in the recommended breeding period [8, 19, 20]. Positive values were taken into consideration for calculations in
the above equalities. Annual fuel amount was calculated subject to the annual heat requirement to be
used in these analyses in case natural gas, electricity,
lignite coal and LPG (no: 6) are used. Fuel cost values were calculated for each fuel type by taking into
consideration the calculated fuel amounts. Heating
or cooling energy requirement coefficient (Ktot) per
unit area of broiler housing was taken as 1 kWh ºC-1
and used as such in the calculations. Characteristics
of Natural Gas, LPG (no: 6), Electricity and Lignite
coal used in the study as fuel are provided in Table 2
[22, 23].

HDD

CDD
D

27,59
33,00
28,69
 

49,34
25,37
32,20

41,15
36,90
36,96
 
 
35,17
38,89
38,85

22,85
27,33
23,76
 
  
40,86
21,01
26,67

34,08
30,56
30,61

 
29,13
32,21
32,18

34,80
41,63
36,19
 
 
62,24
32,00
40,62

51,91
46,55
46,63
 

44,37
49,06
49,01

24,32
29,10
25,29

 
43,50
22,37
28,39

36,28
32,53
32,59
 

31,01
34,29
34,25

99@-71-?593:=::75931-?91=3B&1
<@5=1819? Annual heating or cooling heat energy
requirement obtained using the Heating or Cooling
Degree-Day values of broiler housing are calculated
using equation 3.
(&(
(3)
 +


Here; Qi is the annual heating or cooling heat
energy requirement (kWh m-2) obtained using heating or cooling degree-day values, DD represents the
HDD or CDD values (ºC*day), Ktot is the heating or
cooling energy requirement coefficient (kWh ºC-1)
corresponding to unit temperature, whereas ɳ denotes the heat gain efficiency (%) obtained from the
fuel used for heating or cooling [23, 24, 25].
99@-7@178:@9? The fuel amount corresponding to unit area (1 m2) is calculated using the
following equation making use of the annual heating
or cooling energy requirement Qi values for broiler
housing.
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@17:9>@8;?5:9-7/@7-?10->10:9?41-90*-7@1>
!1?1:=:7:35/-7
'?-?5:9

HDD

CDD
C

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

16,65
17,91
17,38
25,07
26,56
20,34
16,64
17,55

0,01
0.00
0,05
0.00
0.00
0,03
0.00
0,01

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

122,16
131,47
127,56
184,02
194,92
149,24
122,10
128,84

0,06
0,01
0,36
0.00
0.00
0,19
0,01
0,05

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

49,41
53,18
51,60
74,44
78,85
60,37
49,39
52,11

0,02
0,01
0,15
0.00
0.00
0,08
0.00
0,02

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

14,43
15,53
15,07
21,74
23,03
17,63
14,42
15,22

0,01
0.00
0,04
0.00
0.00
0,02
0.00
0,01


" + 

%

) $#'

@17:9>@8;?5:9*-7@1>B-90B638 :=8 8 
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
Recommended Base Temperature (Tb, ºC) Values
D
D
D
D
$":
11,42
0,46
9,30
1,18
7,44
2,16
5,79
3,34
12,48
0,24
10,25
0,85
8,33
1,76
6,61
2,88
12,17
0,51
9,91
1,09
7,92
1,93
6,13
2,98
19,44
0,04
16,75
0,20
14,28
0,56
12,02
1,13
20,90
0,01
18,11
0,07
15,49
0,29
13,10
0,73
15,11
0,47
12,85
1,06
10,83
1,87
8,99
2,87
11,32
0,35
9,11
0,99
7,19
1,91
5,51
3,05
12,30
0,42
10,12
1,09
8,20
2,00
6,49
3,12
71/?=5/5?B
83,84
3,35
68,23
8,67
54,62
15,85
42,51
24,52
91,59
1,73
75,21
6,25
61,10
12,93
48,52
21,13
89,31
3,72
72,74
8,04
58,09
14,18
44,97
21,84
142,71
0,29
122,9
1,45
104,7
4,10
88,23
8,33
153,39
0,07
132,9
0,53
113,7
2,12
96,13
5,33
110,91
3,45
94,29
7,75
79,49
13,74
66,00
21,04
83,07
2,58
66,85
7,26
52,80
13,99
40,42
22,40
90,26
3,08
74,30
8,01
60,18
14,68
47,65
22,93
5395?1/:-7-3
33,91
1,35
27,60
3,51
22,09
6,41
17,19
9,92
37,05
0,70
30,42
2,53
24,72
5,23
19,63
8,55
36,13
1,50
29,42
3,25
23,50
5,74
18,19
8,83
57,72
0,12
49,72
0,58
42,39
1,66
35,69
3,37
62,04
0,03
53,76
0,21
45,99
0,86
38,88
2,16
44,86
1,40
38,14
3,14
32,15
5,56
26,70
8,51
33,60
1,04
27,04
2,94
21,36
5,66
16,35
9,06
36,51
1,24
30,05
3,24
24,34
5,94
19,27
9,28
"-?@=-73->
9,90
0,40
8,06
1,02
6,45
1,87
5,02
2,90
10,82
0,20
8,88
0,74
7,22
1,53
5,73
2,50
10,55
0,44
8,59
0,95
6,86
1,67
5,31
2,58
16,86
0,03
14,52
0,17
12,38
0,48
10,42
0,98
18,12
0,01
15,70
0,06
13,43
0,25
11,36
0,63
13,10
0,41
11,14
0,92
9,39
1,62
7,80
2,49
9,81
0,31
7,90
0,86
6,24
1,65
4,77
2,65
10,66
0,36
8,78
0,95
7,11
1,73
5,63
2,71

CDD
D

3,66
4,37
3,80
9,02
9,89
6,54
3,36
4,27

5,45
4,89
4,90
2,38
1,77
4,66
5,16
5,15

26,84
32,10
27,91
66,17
72,62
48,00
24,68
31,33

40,03
35,90
35,96
17,45
13,00
34,21
37,83
37,79

10,86
12,99
11,29
26,76
29,37
19,41
9,98
12,67

16,19
14,52
14,54
7,06
5,26
13,84
15,30
15,29

3,17
3,79
3,30
7,82
8,58
5,67
2,92
3,70

4,73
4,24
4,25
2,06
1,54
4,04
4,47
4,46

a straight line is placed in the data y = a + bx, and
then the test statistics (t) can be calculated as follows
[34].
 =  − 

(4)

Here; By represents the fuel amount (kg m-2 or
m m ) corresponding to unit area of broiler housing,
Qi represents the annual heating or cooling energy
requirement (kWh m-2) obtained from HDD or CDD
values, Hu represents the lower heating value of the
fuel used for heating or cooling (kWh kg-1 or
kWh m-3), and ηges represents the earning yield (%)
obtained from the fuel [23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].

99@-7@17:9>@8;?5:9:>? The annual
fuel cost is calculated according to the following
equation according to the annual heating energy requirement.
 + " BYF
(5)
Here; YTCy is the annual fuel cost (TL), By annual fuel amount (kg m-2 or m3 m-2) and BYF fuel
unit price (TL kg-1 or TL m-3) [32, 33].
3

HDD

-2

=

Σ(  −  )(  −  )
Σ(  −  ) 2

(6)

Here; y is the dependent variable, x is the independent variable, and a and b are the coefficients of
the equation. Regression analysis statistical suitability; correlation coefficient (r) is evaluated by F test
and probability (p).


&') ('"')''#"
HDD, CDD, HDDN and CDDN values were
calculated using the long term meteorological data
for the eight provinces included in the study by way
of the equations given in the material section (Equations 1 and 2) which are presented in Figure 1. Researchers put forth that the HDDN value indicates
the coldness of the average air temperature in one

&13=1>>5:9 9-7B>5> In the linear regression
test, a straight line is placed in the data and the slope
of the line may or may not differ significantly from
zero. For a series of observations, xi, i = 1, 2, 3,… n,
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day in comparison with the selected base temperaWhen the other provinces are examined, it is deterture value and that the CDDN represents the hotness
mined that the minimum heating energy requirement
of the average air temperature in one day in comparis Mersin. Therefore, we can say that Mersin is most
ison with the selected base temperature value [19]. It
suitable in terms of heating energy needs. The researchers set forth that areas with the highest
was determined based on Figure 1 that the provinces
HDDNs are those that will require the highest heatof Isparta and Burdur have reached the highest
ing energy and that areas with highest CDDNs are
HDDNs.
those that will require the highest cooling energy
Thus, it is understood that the number of cold
[19]. This is in accordance with the energy values we
days in these provinces is higher and that it will recalculated.
quire more heating. When Figure 1 is examined with
High heating and cooling values for a region inregard to CDDNs, it can be observed that the
creases the energy requirement. This directly inCDDNs of all provinces other than Isparta and Burcreases energy costs. Highest fuel consumptions
dur are higher and that these values are close to each
have taken place in the provinces of Isparta and Burother. Therefore, Isparta and Burdur were deterdur which have the highest heating energy requiremined as provinces that require the lowest amount of
ment based on the values given in Table 4. Thus, it
cooling. The researchers put forth that determining
can be put forth when the HDD and CDD values of
HDDNs and CDDNs for a region is important for
the provinces of Isparta and Burdur are taken into
calculating the energy requirement for the heating
consideration that they are not much suited for
and cooling systems [20, 35].
broiler husbandry. The best locations for breeding
The energy requirement calculated based on the
were determined as Mersin and Adana based on
heating and cooling values are given in Table 3.
these values.
Thus, it can be observed upon examining Table 3
that the highest heating energy requirements are calculated for the provinces of Isparta and Burdur.

( 
(41:>?:2@17:9>@8;?5:9-7/@7-?10->10:9?41-90A-7@1>
!1?1:=:7:35/-7'?-?5:9

HDD

CDD
C

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

5,73
6,17
5,99
8,64
9,15
7,01
5,73
6,05

0.00
0.00
0,02
0.00
0.00
0,01
0.00
0.00

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

75,68
81,44
79,02
114,00
120,75
92,46
75,64
79,81

0,04
0,01
0,22
0.00
0.00
0,12
0,01
0,03

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

7,30
7,86
7,63
11,00
11,65
8,92
7,30
7,70

0.00
0.00
0,02
0.00
0.00
0,01
0.00
0.00

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

2,39
2,57
2,50
3,60
3,82
2,92
2,39
2,52

0.00
0.00
0,01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

(41:>?*-7@1>:2@17:9>@8;?5:9,(B-90,(B
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
HDD
CDD
Recommended Base Temperature (Tb, ºC) Values
D
D
D
D
$":
3,94
0,16
3,20
0,41
2,56
0,74
2,00
1,15
4,30
0,08
3,53
0,29
2,87
0,61
2,28
0,99
4,19
0,17
3,41
0,38
2,73
0,67
2,11
1,03
6,70
0,01
5,77
0,07
4,92
0,19
4,14
0,39
7,20
0.00
6,24
0,02
5,34
0,10
4,51
0,25
5,21
0,16
4,43
0,36
3,73
0,64
3,10
0,99
3,90
0,12
3,14
0,34
2,48
0,66
1,90
1,05
4,24
0,14
3,49
0,38
2,83
0,69
2,24
1,08
71/?=5/5?B
51,94
2,07
42,27
5,37
33,84
9,82
26,33
15,19
56,74
1,07
46,59
3,87
37,85
8,01
30,06
13,09
55,33
2,30
45,06
4,98
35,99
8,78
27,86 13,53
88,41
0,18
76,15
0,90
64,92
2,54
54,66
5,16
95,02
0,04
82,33
0,33
70,44
1,31
59,55
3,30
68,71
2,14
58,41
4,80
49,24
8,51
40,89
13,03
51,46
1,60
41,42
4,50
32,71
8,67
25,04
13,87
55,92
1,91
46,03
4,96
37,28
9,10
29,52
14,21
5395?1/:-7-3
5,01
0,20
4,08
0,52
3,27
0,95
2,54
1,47
5,48
0,10
4,50
0,37
3,65
0,77
2,90
1,26
5,34
0,22
4,35
0,48
3,47
0,85
2,69
1,31
8,53
0,02
7,35
0,09
6,26
0,25
5,27
0,50
9,17
0.00
7,95
0,03
6,80
0,13
5,75
0,32
6,63
0,21
5,64
0,46
4,75
0,82
3,95
1,26
4,97
0,15
4,00
0,43
3,16
0,84
2,42
1,34
5,40
0,18
4,44
0,48
3,60
0,88
2,85
1,37
"-?@=-73->
1,64
0,07
1,34
0,17
1,07
0,31
0,83
0,48
1,79
0,03
1,47
0,12
1,20
0,25
0,95
0,41
1,75
0,07
1,42
0,16
1,14
0,28
0,88
0,43
2,79
0,01
2,41
0,03
2,05
0,08
1,73
0,16
3,00
0,00
2,60
0,01
2,23
0,04
1,88
0,10
2,17
0,07
1,85
0,15
1,56
0,27
1,29
0,41
1,63
0,05
1,31
0,14
1,03
0,27
0,79
0,44
1,77
0,06
1,46
0,16
1,18
0,29
0,93
0,45
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CDD
D

1,26
1,51
1,31
3,11
3,41
2,25
1,16
1,47

1,88
1,68
1,69
0,82
0,61
1,61
1,78
1,77

16,63
19,89
17,29
40,99
44,99
29,73
15,29
19,41

24,80
22,24
22,27
10,81
8,05
21,20
23,44
23,41

1,60
1,92
1,67
3,96
4,34
2,87
1,48
1,87

2,39
2,15
2,15
1,04
0,78
2,05
2,26
2,26

0,53
0,63
0,55
1,30
1,42
0,94
0,48
0,61

0,78
0,70
0,70
0,34
0,25
0,67
0,74
0,74
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191=-7<@-?5:9:1225/519?>-90'?-?5>?5/-7$=:;1=?51>
!1?1:=:7:35/-7
'?-?5:9

-

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

904,3
1078,0
207,0
- 319,7
- 804,9
549,6
879,9
783,8

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

121,7
352,0
- 71,43
55,46
- 160,3
29,95
227,4
311,8

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

7919,0
7767,0
7046,0
4522,0
3653,0
6619,0
7898,0
7567,0

Adana
Antakya
Antalya
Burdur
Isparta
Kahramanmaraş
Mersin
Osmaniye

243,3
13,0
436,4
309,5
525,3
335,0
137,6
53,20

<@-?5:9/:1225/519?>
.
/
C-B
- 144,4
8,171
- 149,5
8,497
- 87,78
7,275
45,94
5,583
100,6
4,728
- 58,04
6,750
- 152,7
8,466
- 123,7
7,875
">-B
- 11,67
0,5487
- 30,43
0,9554
8,15
0,09665
0,102
0,3163
19,91
- 0,09708
2,672
0,1732
- 23,52
0,8593
- 26,90
0,8701
C-B
- 507,4
8,119
- 513,0
8,458
- 451,3
7,238
- 317,2
5,533
- 262,5
4,676
- 421,3
6,704
- 516,2
8,428
- 487,2
7,837
">-B
11,67
- 0,5487
30,43
- 0,9554
- 8,150
- 0,09665
- 0,102
- 0,3163
- 19,91
0,09708
- 2,672
- 0,1732
23,52
- 0,8593
26,90
- 0,8701
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0,9999
0,9999
0,9999
0,9999
0,9999
0,9999
0,9999
0,9999

18,1544
10,6191
6,55257
15,6159
23,7618
10,0820
12,6850
14,7217

10648,90
9903,12
89537,91
22102,64
10299,46
38865,73
22875,51
16946,80

0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000

0,993
0,995
0,999
0,998
0,999
0,998
0,997
0,994

10,4903
9,4146
2,73288
5,50418
3,94317
3,59553
8,80850
10,1822

113,19
169,36
1167,34
424,94
773,79
507,53
243,34
132,80

0,001
0,001
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,001

0,999
0,999
0,9999
0,999
0,995
0,9999
0,9999
0,999

19,0783
20,1737
6,83911
14,2186
22,5089
10,6969
13,1842
15,3860

1889,36
1410,11
11481,41
688,47
154,75
4294,85
3582,24
2590,23

0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,001
0,000
0,000
0,000

0,993
0,995
0,999
0,998
0,999
0,998
0,997
0,994

10,4903
9,4146
2,73288
5,50418
3,94317
3,59553
8,8085
10,1822

113,19
169,36
1167,34
424,94
773,79
507,53
243,34
132,80

0,001
0,001
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,001
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HDD, CDD, HDDNs and CDDNs were calculated using the suggested base temperatures for
broilers and the long term meteorological data for the
eight provinces in the study area. These values were
used for making calculations on the energy requirement, fuel costs and other costs involved. It was concluded that natural gas is the best fuel to be used in
the region for broiler breeding. It was determined
that the Mersin and Adana regions are the best locations for breeding in the study region when the calculated HDD, CDD, HDDNs and CDDNs are taken
into consideration together with the energy requirements, fuel costs and other costs involved. Moreover, it was also concluded using the equation developed for estimating HDD, CDD, HDDNs and
CDDNs in the study area that the HDD, CDD,
HDDNs and CDDNs can be calculated beforehand
for broiler housings to be established in the study
area in addition to having an idea on the heating and
cooling energy requirements.



Table 5 presents the required energy costs for
heating and cooling using different fuels. The calculations in Table 5 have been determined subject to
the fuel costs in Turkey in April 2019 [21]. It was
concluded according to Table 5 that natural gas is the
best fuel to be used for heating the broilers in the
study are based on heating costs involved. When we
examine the provinces in terms of energy costs, it is
determined that the most suitable provinces are Mersin and Adana.
Regression analyses were made for the broiler
housings in each growth period between the suggested values. A general equation (,-. (.
/ (. ) was developed for calculating the HDD and
CDD values of broiler housings to be established in
any region in the study area. The statistical suitability of these equations was examined by way of the
correlation (r), F and probability (p) tests at 5 % significance level and the results are given in Table 6.
This equation can be used to have an idea on the
HDD and CDD values for any region including the
provinces in the study using the desired temperature
values.
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This study was carried out for two years in
2016 and 2017 with the aim of investigating the
effects of different irrigation treatments (I0, I50,
I100) on some agronomic and quality traits of lavender (        ) grown under semiarid climate conditions. Drug flower yield in 2016
was 72.95 kg da-1 while it was 93.92 kg da-1 in
2017. The effect of irrigation on yield was not statistically significant, though the yield in 50% irrigation treatment was relatively higher compared to
the other two treatments. The results of essential oil
content and yield in 2017 were statistically significant and the highest essential oil content (5.5%) and
yield (5.17 kg ha-1) were obtained from I100 irrigation treatment. Although the results of essential oil
ratio and yield in 2016 were not statistically significant, similar to 2017, the highest essential oil ratio
and yield (4.75%, 3.27 kg ha-1) were obtained from
I100 irrigation treatment. The results indicated that
irrigation had a significant positive effect on the
essential oil content and yield of lavender. The ratio
of linalyl acetate, which is the most important component of essential oil, ranged between 18.62 and
22.54% in 2016 and 2017. The results showed that
lavender (       ) can be grown well
under semi-arid ecological conditions, however, the
continuation of studies on lavender would be useful
in making more accurate decisions. Scientific studies focusing on the effects of different irrigation
treatments on characteristics of lavender are rare,
thus this research is one of the first studies published on the subject. The results demonstrated the
importance of irrigation in lavender (    
   ) cultivation for essential oil production.
The results revealed that irrigation in lavender cultivation has no significant effect on flower yield,
but full irrigation (I100) is important to obtain
higher essential oil yield.


!'%"('"!

Agriculture is of great importance in the sustainability of human welfare and the provision of
food safety for the countries. Therefore, countries
tend to encourage producers' expenditures to increase the production in irrigated lands. Irrigation
which is an inseparable element of modern agriculture is an important agricultural input in the development of soil and water resources and increases
the profitability in crop cultivation. The importance
of efficient use of water resources in Turkey is
becoming increasingly important as well as all over
the world. Agriculture became the most strategic
sector in the 21st century when the world population
continuously increased and agricultural lands and
clean water resources gradually decreased. Continuous increase in constraints and demands in this
century cause great difficulties in accessing sufficient food and water for most of the countries.
Considering the potential irrigated lands of Turkey
and water consumption of crops grown, existing
water resources can only be sufficient for about
33% of the whole agricultural fields. Therefore,
efficiency in irrigation becomes more and more
important due to the capacity of existing water
resources allocated to agriculture [1, 2].
Medicinal and aromatic plants have been used
for food, condiment, medicine and healing purposes
for centuries. Cultivation of some of medicinal
plants such as cumin, poppy and anise has been
continuing since prehistoric times. Essential oils
(essences, ethereal oils) and aromatic extracts are
widely used by the fragrance and taste industries in
the preparation of perfume, food additives, cleaning
products, cosmetics and medicines, as a source of
aroma chemicals or as a starting material for synthesis of naturally-identical and semi-synthetic
useful aroma chemicals [3]. The World Health
Organization (WHO) stated that approximately
80% of the world's population is being treated with
herbal medicines. The WHO has also reported that
currently around 20000 species, of which 4000 are
widely utilized, of the 300000 registered plant species are used for medical purposes in the world [4].
Lavender is cultivated in Isparta, Karaman, and


+*"%&
Lavender (        ), Restricted irrigation,
Essential oil ratio, Quality of essential oil
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Effective use of water resources is gaining increasing importance all over the world; thus, irrigation water to be used in lavender cultivation as for
all plants should be transferred and distributed to
the irrigation field with a minimum loss and applied
to the plant root zone to meet the required level of
plant water. Therefore, the current study was carried out to determine the effect of different irrigation levels on water-yield relationships and quality
traits of lavender plants grown under semi-arid
climate conditions. The lack of sufficient literature
on the water-yield relationship of lavender makes
the results of the study highly qualified and novel.
Hereof the results of the study will fill an important
gap related to the irrigation on lavender plant in the
literature. Lavender is known easily cultivated, and
high yield can be obtained in some places. Therefore, higher lavender yield and better-quality products can be obtained by using adequate supplemental irrigation water as for most medical and
aromatic plants in regions where the irrigation opportunities are possible.

Konya provinces and is used in the essential oil
industry and in the domestic market. Lavender
processing factories are active only in a very short
period of time for about two months of a year and
the factories are not used for any other purposes.
The factories generally process single or two crops
a year; thus, ensuring the diversity is needed to
increase the productivity of such factories. This
problem can be solved by introducing the cultivation of the highly demanded essential oil crops to
new regions.
Long-time recognition of the plant (since the
Ottoman period, medicinal and aromatic plants
(lavender) culture continues at small scale) and the
production and export of some essential oils encouraged to conduct a study on lavender in semiarid ecological conditions. A small quantity of
essential oil has been producing by using lavender
plants in and around Isparta province. Companies
interested in the production and trade of essential
oil from these plants cannot find the plants with
desired essential oil characteristics. Therefore, the
essential oil produced does not have much demand
in export and it is sold cheap. In this context, although there are large agricultural areas in regions
where semi-arid climate conditions prevail, cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plants is well below
the desired level. Despite the suitable ecology of
the regions with semi-arid climate for the cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plants, the production is not sufficient. A few plants such as anise,
cumin, mint, fenugreek, and thyme are cultivated.
The need for several other medicinal and aromatic
plant species is met through collecting from nature
[5]. Certain types and varieties with well-known
standards are needed to assure high-quality and
homogeneous products in both domestic trade and
export.
Since information and data on necessary
maintenance and irrigation of many medical and
aromatic plant species are not sufficient, studies are
needed to conduct on these issues. Cultivation of
medicinal and aromatic plants in areas with semiarid ecology will contribute also to the development
of the relevant industry and other sectors. In this
context, the current research is a pioneering study
conducted in a semi-arid climate condition. In addition, the demand for water resources with the increasing world population is increasing day by day,
whereas the amount of water used in agriculture is
decreasing. Water used in agriculture is constantly
in competition especially with industry. The increase in the amount of water used decreases the
groundwater level, pollutes the water ecosystems,
deteriorates the quality of water, and increases the
cost of exploring new water resources [6]. Limited
availability of water and soil resources under the
current conditions led the need to produce higher
with per unit water and per unit area [7].

'%&! '"&
Lavender (       ) plants were
grown in a field experiment conducted. The field
experiment was carried out in 2016 and 2017 under
ecological conditions of Siirt Province in Turkey.
The altitude in the experimental field is 894 m, and
the field is situated on 37˚ 58’ N and 41˚ 50’ E. The
        genotype was used as the
plant material of the study. Long term climate data
of the study location were presented in Table 1.
Experimental site has a continental climate
with cold and rainy/snowy winters and hot and dry
summers. Long term average temperature in summer is 26 ºC and 2.7 ºC in winter. Maximum annual
relative humidity is 70.2% in January, 26.9% in
August and average annual relative humidity is
50.4%. Long term annual precipitation is 669.2
mm, and monthly precipitation ranges from 103.6
mm to 1.3 mm [8]. Three disturbed and one undisturbed soil samples were collected from 0-30 cm,
30-60 cm and 60-90 cm depths to determine physical and chemical characteristics of the experimental
soil. The steel cylinders (100 cm3) were used to
collect undisturbed soil samples.
Water contents at field capacity (33 kPa) and
permanent wilting point were determined by using
the method described by [9]. Soil bulk density was
determined according to [10]. Organic matter and
particle size distribution analyses were performed on
disturbed samples. Walkley-Black dichromate oxidation method [10] was used to analyse organic
matter content. Soil texture was determined by hydrometer method [9]. Physical and chemical characteristics of the experimental soil were presented in
Table 2.
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Mean
Temp.
(°C)

Mean Min.
Temp.
(°C)

Mean
Humidity
(%)

Mean wind
speed
(m s-1)

Mean daily
sunshine
(h)

Total
Rain (mm)

19.4
 
30.5
 
25.1
17.9
19.29
 
31.45
 
25.43
16.8
21.29
 
33.19
 
27.43
19.7

9.0

23.4
 
14.7
12.7
14.52
 
24.35
 
21.5
11.5
14.59
 
25.35
 
21.65
12.0

49.3

30.3

37.4
42.0
50.87
 
32.69

39.90
42.3
51.77
 
29.69

36.79
44.2

1.0
 
1.1
 
1.0
1.0
1.0
 
1.0
 
1.1
1.1
1.0
 
1.0
 
1.1
1.0

9.1

12.3
 
10.1
7.2
8.7

12.4
 
10.0
7.0
9.3
 
12.5

10.0
7.3

36.9

0.6

7.0
50.9
39.6

0.1
 
9.2
55.1
37.7
 
0.1
 
12.2
69.20

647,>0/,>,19<>306982>0<7  
Years

Average
1962 - 2014

2016

2017

Months
May
?80
July
?2?=>
September
October
May
?80
July
?2?=>
September
October
May
?80
July
?2?=>
September
October

Mean
max.
Temp.
(°C)
25.2
 
35.1

30.0
24.5
26.62
 
34.13
 
31.23
24.3
24.69
 
36.24
 
32.23
21.1
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Properties

0-30
Clay
57.12
22.0
20.88
33.52
24.44
1.42
7.50
1.55
3.09
6.4

Texture
Clay (%)
Silt (%)
Sand (%)
Field capacity (Pw)
Wilting point (Pw)
Bulk density (g cm-3)
pH (1:2.5 s/w)
Electrical conductivity (dS m-1)
Organic matter (%)
CaCO3 (%)

Soil layer (cm)
30-60
Clay
55.12
16.0
28.88
36.04
26.08
1.39
7.66
1.77
2.06
1.9

60-90
Clay
53.12
14.0
24.88
35.38
25.57
1.41
7.91
1.75
1.80
1.9

hard PE pipes with 10 atm operation pressure and
63 mm outer diameter. Laterals in drip irrigation
were designed to have one lateral in each plant line.
Soft PE lateral pipelines with 4 atm operation pressure and 20 mm outer diameter were used in drip
irrigation. The infiltration rate of the experimental
field was 7 mm h-1. Drippers with in-line type pressure regulator and flow rate of 4 L h-1 in 1 atm
operation pressure were used on each lateral, leaving 0.33 m space between two drippers. Each plot
was designed to have 4 lines with 70 cm spaces
between the lines. The size of each plot was 6 m
length and 2.8 m width (16.8 m2). Two meters
buffer zone was left to avoid interactions between
the plot.
All of the phosphorous (9 kg P2O5) and a third
of nitrogen (28 kg N) fertilizers were applied at
plantation. The rest of the nitrogen was given when
the plants were 40-50 cm height [12]. Once the
plants reached 15-20 cm height, plants were
thinned. Weeding and middle-breaking were performed once the plants had 8-9 leaves. Since the
weed density was not severe, herbicide was not
used and weeds were controlled by mechanical
methods.

The experimental field had a clayey soil texture. Electrical conductivity of soil was low indicating the no salt problem. Similarly, lime content was
also low which does not possess any harm for plant
growth. Plant available phosphor content was low
and potassium contents was high. Organic matter
content of soil was at moderate level.
Mean water content at field capacity was 433
mm and 312 mm at wilting point (for 0-90 cm).
Bulk density of surface soil in experimental field
was 1.40 gr cm-3 and plant available water content
was 121 mm. The EC, pH, anion and cation levels
of the irrigation water were determined using the
method specified by [11]. The irrigation water quality was determined as C2S1 which indicates high
quality irrigation water with an electrical conductivity of 0.34 dS m-1 and a pH of 7.21. The experiment
was laid out according to randomized blocks design
with three replicates.
Irrigation program was scheduled to be once a
week and irrigation levels consisted of a full irrigation where 100% of the water is used (I100, control),
and two restricted irrigation treatments where 50%
(I50) and 0% (I0) of the full irrigation used. Irrigation water was transferred and distributed by using
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The moisture content of the effective root
depth (90 cm) was determined by using the gravimetric method prior to each irrigation. The field
capacity water content was used to determine the
amount of water needed for full irrigation (I100).
Therefore, soil samples from 0-30, 30-60 and 60-90
cm layers were collected in each irrigation treatment, before irrigation, and the dry weight was
determined in percentage. The moisture content
determined for each layer was converted to the
moisture content in depth as follow;
d=(Pw-PwAW)xAsxD/100
(1)
d is soil moisture content in depth (mm), Pw is
field capacity (%), PwAW; moisture content of each
layer (%), As is bulk density (g cm-3) and D is
depth of soil layer (mm). The volume of water to be
applied was calculated by using equation 2;
Adding up the water content calculated for
each layer, total water amount for effective root
depth (dT) was found as follow;
dT=d(0-30)+ d(30-60) + d(60-90)
(2)
Water volume to be given to each plot was
calculated as follow;
(3)
V= dTxAxUoxP
Where; V is the volume of water to be applied
(L), A is the plot size (m2), Uo is the deficit ratio
(%) and P is the cover ratio (%). Cover ratio was
calculated through dividing plant canopy width by
plant row spacing. Cover ratio (CR) was taken as
0.30 until 30% cover, as the calculated value until
80% cover and fixed at 80% at further values. The
principles in [1] were considered to determine the
amount of water used in plots. Irrigation implementation in experimental plots was passed through the
meters and carried out with control of the dripper
flow rates by constant measurements.
Monthly and seasonal evapotranspiration for
each irrigation treatment were calculated by using
the water budget method and the moisture content
values of the soil (90 cm) measured at the beginning and end of the harvest during the growing
season [13]. Water use efficiency (WUE) was calculated by dividing yield (kg ha-1) to seasonal
evapotranspiration (mm) (Eq. (4)) [14].
WUE =Y/ Eta
(4)
The WUE is the total water use efficiency
(kg/min mm-1), Y is the yield obtained from the
irrigation treatments, Eta is the amount of evapotranspiration (mm).
Following water balance equation was used to
determine the water consumption of plants (Eq. (5))
[13].
(5)
ETa= P + I – Rf – Dp ± ΔS
ETa is the evapotranspiration (mm), P is the
precipitation (mm), I is the amount of irrigation
water (mm), Rf is the surface flow (mm), Dp is the
deep infiltration (mm), and ΔS (mm) is the soil
moisture variation in the root zone. Since the trickle flow rate opted for in the study was lower than
the infiltration rate of experimental soil, surface

flow did not occur. No deep infiltration was occurred because the amount of irrigation water was
just enough to bring the existing moisture to the
field capacity.
Crop water stress index (CWSI) variation of
lavender (        ) in irrigation subjects of I100, I50 and I0 during the growing season
was determined once a week. The empirical method
recommended by [15] was used to calculate CWSI
(Eq. 6);
CWSI= [(Tc-Ta)- LL] / UL- LL
(6)
Where; CWSI is crop water stress index, Tc is
canopy temperature (°C); Ta is air temperature
(°C); LL is the lower limit of water stress (limit
value at plant transpires at potential rate); UL is
upper limit of water stress (the limit value at which
plant does not transpire).
#6,8> 3,<,.>0<4=>4.= 8@0=>42,>0/ 48 >30
&>?/C Beginning of flowering was recorded as
day/month/year.
Harvest Date (full flowering) (day/month/
year): Full flowering time determined as harvest
date and recorded as day/month/year.
Plant Height (cm): The length of five randomly selected plants in each plot from soil level to the
peak of the highest flower was measured and averaged.
Canopy diameter (cm) was measured as the
projection width of plants.
Flowering stem length (cm): The portion of
the flower stem from the point of formation to the
flower peak was measured and averaged.
Number of flowering branches (piece): The
number of branches forming flowers on 5 random
plants in each plot were counted and averaged.
Fresh flower weight with the stem (kg da-1):
Flowers on a stem harvested from each plot were
weighed without removing the flowers from the
stem, and the amount was converted to decares.
Fresh flower (kg da-1): Flowers on a stem harvested from each plot were weighed after removing
the flowers from the stem, and the amount was
converted to decares.
Drug flower (kg da-1):Freshly harvested flowers were dried in the shade and the weight of dry
flowers was converted into decares.
Fresh/Drug flower ratio (%): Two hundred
grams of stemless flowers in each plot was dried
and the ratio of fresh/drug flower was calculated.
Drug flower/Stem Ratio (%): This was calculated as the ratio of two hundred grams of stemless
dry flowers to the weights of stems removed from
the flowers.
Essential oil yield (%): The essential oil ratio
was multiplied by dry flower yield.
Essential oil yield (l da-1) was calculated by
multiplying the amount of drug flower per decares
by the yield of essential oil (%).
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0,8
)
 


Fresh/drug flower
ratio (%)

107.21

64.86

172.51

34.95

50.70

94.75

383.16

125.72

63.65

191.69

69.77

43.74

31.09
32.20

44.95
47.45

88.38
90.69

340.55
359.48

103.19
112.04

67.71
65.41

178.76
180.99

79.54
72.95

41.12
41.92

13.12

7.64

9.53

6.17

6.54

10.30

14.21

7.73

8.11

11.15

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Weight of flower
(kg da-1)

354.73 ns

Dry Flower
weight with Stem
(kg da-1)

88.94

Number of
branches with
flowers (piece)

46.70

(cm)

30.56

62.82
63.48
ns
64.61
63.64

Canopy diameter
(cm)

Fresh flower
weight ((kg da-1)

 


,8/

Fresh Flower
weight with Stem
(kg da-1)

 

Plant Height (cm)

<<42,>498



69.55



Drug flower/Stem
Ratio (%)

' 
110.>91/4110<08>4<<42,>49860@06=,::640/98C406/,8/=970;?,64>C.<4>0<4,916,@08/0<

40.91





Mean
CV(%1)
LSD
(0.05)

83.84
71.53
77.06
12.36

35.91 ab
40.63 a
33.18b
36.57
8.27

48.49
53.00
49.30
50.26
8.83

102.86
116.44
102.25
107.18
10.56

460.12
496.77
454.44
470.44
6.96

147.29
168.06
151.61
155.65
10.61

58.59
61.28
62.39
60.75
14.54

169.59
183.53
173.43
175.52
7.10

84.71
102.51
94.53
93.92
10.16

50.45
55.72
54.16
53.44
8.04

ns

5.23

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

** Significant at P≤0.01, * Significant at P≤ 0.05; ns: Not significant; CV: Coefficient of variation

Libraries for component identification of essential
oil: WILEY and NIST

&>,>4=>4.,6 8,6C=4= The effects of different
irrigation levels on yield and several characteristics
of lavender plants were determined by Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA). Based on the results of ANOVA test, the least significant difference (LSD) post
hoc test was used to distinguish significant treatments. The relationship between characteristics
investigated were estimated using Pearson correlation coefficients. Statistical analyses were carried
out using JUMP 5.0.1 software [16].

Components of Essential Oil was determined
using a Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry
GC-MS).
The essential oil content of the plants was determined according to the following method:
35 g dried and ground plant sample was
placed into 500 ml volumetric flask and 350 ml
deionized water added in the flask. Then, the essential oil was obtained by heating mixture in the
Clevenger apparatus for 4 hours. The amount of oil
obtained was recorded in ml. The amount of essential oil (%) was calculated by using the following
formula:
Essential oil % = Amount of essential oil /
weight of the sample x 100
The components of essential oil were determined by a gas chromatography (ISQ Series) in
Siirt University, Science and Technology Application and Research Centre.
Operating conditions of the device are as follow;
Gas chromatography (ISQ Series)
Column used: TG-WAXMS column
Dimensions of a column: 60.0 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25
μm
Column temperature program: 60°C (6 min.), from
60°C to 230°C (15°C min.-1) and 250°C (4 min.)
Carrier gas: Helium
Flow rate: 1 ml min.-1
Injection rate of samples into the instrument: as of 1
μl 50:1 split
Scanning range of mass detector: (m/z) 50-550
Atomic mass unit and electron bombardment ionization: 70 eV

%&('&!&(&&"!
Differences in the investigated characteristics
among irrigation levels and the groupings obtained
by the LSD test were given in Table 3. The differences in plant height (cm), canopy diameter (cm),
flowering stem length (cm), number of flowering
branches (piece), stem flower weight (kg da-1),
fresh flower weight (kg da-1), fresh/drug flower
ratio (%), stem dry flower weight (kg da-1), drug
flower weight (kg da-1) and drug flower/stem ratio
(%) values among irrigation level treatments were
not statistically significant (Table 3). The highest
values for plant height, fresh/drug flower ratio, and
drug flower weight criteria were obtained with I100
irrigation level, while the highest values of canopy
diameter, flowering stem length, flowering branch
number, drug flower/stem ratio were determined in
I50 irrigation level. Although the highest plant
height, fresh/drug flower ratio and drug flower
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weight values were obtained at I100 irrigation level,
the results indicated that optimum adjustment of
irrigation level would have a positive effect on both
lavender yield and some important characteristics
of lavender products.
The mean values of lavender essential oil ratio
and yield at different irrigation levels were given in
Table 4. The variation in essential oil content and
yield obtained at different irrigation levels were not
statistically significant. The highest essential oil
ratio and yield at I100 irrigation level show that
appropriate irrigation level has a significant effect
on lavender essential oil ratio and yield.

linalyl acetate which is the second most common
component of essential was the highest (22.55%) in
I0 treatment and the lowest (18.23%) in I50 irrigation treatment. Similar to the first year of the experiment, the highest linalyl acetate content (22.43%)
in 2017 was obtained in I0 and the lowest value
(18.62%) was obtained in 50% irrigation treatment.
The highest mean Camphor content in 2016
(10.19%) and 2017 (11.02%) was obtained from
50% (I50) irrigation treatment, while the lowest
values were obtained from 100% irrigation (I100)
as 7.43% and 7.04%, respectively. The highest 1.8Cineole content (8.68%) in 2016 was obtained in I0
treatment, while the lowest value was obtained in
I100 (7.40%) treatment. The highest 1.8-Cineole
was obtained from I0 irrigation with 9.45%, and the
lowest value was obtained from 100% irrigation
(8.40%).

48/482= 98 <<42,>498 Seasonal water consumption (ETa) of lavender for 2016 and 2017 was
561 and 461 mm in I100 irrigation treatment where
the water content in 0-90 effective plant root depth
was at field capacity and water is consumed without
any restriction. The ETa in I50 treatment was 478
mm and 401 mm for 2016 and 2017, respectively
(Table 5). Yield values (stem fresh flower weight)
increased in proportion to I50 with the increase in
the amount of irrigation water and ETa ratio. However, no further increase was observed after this
level (I50). The results indicated that half of the
irrigation water requirement is sufficient for optimum yield in lavender plant. Considering the insufficient water resources, the restricted irrigation
technique can be considered as a viable option. The
restricted irrigation technique saves water and results in higher income by providing more water to
various social groups with the existing water. However, most of the crops are highly responsive to
restricted irrigation, and despite the decrease in
quality and yield, the responses remain within acceptable ranges.
Increasing the efficient use of water increases
the crop yield per unit of water used. In this context, the highest water use efficiency (mean 0.94
kg/da-mm) was obtained in I50 irrigation treatment
where 50% of water requirement was met by irrigation in both research years. The reason for the highwater use efficiency value in I0 irrigation is the lack
of irrigation except for the life water in planting.
Therefore, high water use efficiency value does not
make sense alone. The I50, when related to the crop
yield, stands out as the irrigation treatment which
efficiently converts irrigation water used into a
sufficient yield.
The yield response factor (ky), which represents the effect of a reduction in evapotranspiration
on yield losses ensures that the critical water stress
threshold of plants is taken into account [25]. Thus,
yield losses due to water stress or water losses due

' 
110.>91/4110<08>4<<42,>49860@06=980==08>4,6
946.98>08>,8/C406/
<<42,>498



CV (%)
LSD (0.05)

 


) 
&  

==08>4,6946<,>49


3.60
3.83
4.75
16.12
ns

3.87b
4.32b
5.50 a
14.52
1.15

==08>4,6946C406/
52/, 
2.59
3.09
3.27
15.58
ns
3.38b
4.51ab
5.17a
17.96
1.35

** Significant at P≤0.01, * Significant at P≤ 0.05.

The variation in essential oil content and yield
in different irrigation levels were statistically significant (Table 4). The highest essential oil content
and yield values were determined at I100 irrigation
level. The results reveal that irrigation level is an
important factor in determining the ratio and yield
of essential oil. The results of all criteria examined
were similar to those reported by [17] while drug
flower yields were higher than that reported by
[18]. The essential oil ratios were lower than the
values reported by [19] and higher than those reported by [17]. The differences can be associated
with the differences in ecology, maintenance and
climate conditions of the experiments conducted
[20, 21].
The results indicated that essential oil obtained
from lavender plants had 30 different components.
Linalol and linalyl acetate have been reported as the
most important components of lavender essential
oil [22, 23, and 24]. Linalol content had the highest
ratio among the essential oil components, followed
by linalyl acetate, Camphor, and 1,8-Cineole. In
2016, the highest linalool content (44.94%) was
obtained from I100 irrigation treatment, while the
lowest linalool content (32.05%) was obtained from
I0 irrigation treatment. Similarly, the highest linalool content (45.11%) in 2017 was obtained from
I100 irrigation treatment and the lowest content
(31.05%) was in I0 zero treatment. In 2016, the
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to inappropriate irrigation can be prevented. In
other words, the yield reduction rate can be estimated when insufficient water compared to the total
water consumption of the plant is applied during the
growing season or in any of the development periods. However, the rate of decrease in yield due to
lack of water in any period of plant growth period is
related to the sensitivity of the period to water deficiency. In general, plants are more susceptible to
water deficiency during germination, flowering and
grain filling periods compared to vegetative growth
periods. In this context, the value of yield response
factor, ky, which is very important in terms of irrigation planning and is a measure of the effect of
water deficiency on plant yield during the growing
season, was determined as 0.81 for 2016 and 2017
(Figure 1). The yield-response factor (ky) value for
the total growing season was reported as 0.74 [26].

The yield response values reported by [26] were
slightly higher than ky value obtained in the current
study. Small differences in yield response factor
(ky) compared to the previous studies may be related to differences in climate, crop water consumption, variety (yield), soil type and irrigation program applied during the experiments. In studies
aiming at increasing water use efficiency with drip
irrigation or irrigation planning for lavender cultivation, the value of (1-Ya/Ym) = 0.81 (1ETa/ETm) can be used to predict the amount of
possible decrease in crop yield under irrigation
water deficiency in semi-arid climate conditions.
The ky value increased inversely proportional
to the irrigation water applied to the crop water
stress index (CWSI) (Figure 2). The ky value was
high in restricted water treatments and low in full
irrigation treatment.

'
3,820=48C406/,8/=970.3,<,.>0<4=>4.=916,@08/0<:6,8>=/0:08/482984<<42,>49860@06
'<0,>708>=
I100
I50
I0
Mean
CV (%1)
LSD (0.05)

SFFW (Yield),
(kg ha -1)
340.55 ns
383.16 ns
354.73 ns
359.48
6.54
Ns

SDFW
(kg ha -1)
178.76 ns
191.69 ns
172.51 ns
180.99
7.73

2016 Year
Irrigation water
(mm)
411
357
89
285.66

ETa
(mm)
561
478
170
403.00

IWUE
(kg da mm-1)
0.82
1.07
3.98
1.95

WUE
(kg da mm -1)
0.60
0.80
2.08
1.16

CWSI
0.18
0.43
0.69
0.43

+0,<
I100 (FI)
454.44
173.43
383
461
1.18
0.98
0.16
I50 (DI)
496.77
183.53
321
401
1.54
1.23
0.38
I0
460.12
169.59
0
166
6.48
2.77
0.58
Mean
470.44
175.52
258.33
342.66
3.06
1.66
0.37
CV (%1)
6.96
7.10
LSD (0.05)
ns
** Significant at P≤0.01, * Significant at P≤ 0.05; ns, non-significant; ETa, Plant water use; IWUE, Irrigation water use
efficiency; WUE, Water use efficiency; CWSI, Crop water stress index; SFFW, Stem fresh flower weight; SDFW, Stem dry
flower weight

(% 
8>02<,>0/C406/<0=:98=01,.>9<5C@,6?019<
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'30.9<<06,>498.90114.408>=91-0>A008C406/,8/9>30<:,<,70>0<=

,(2016)
SFFW (kg da  )
WUE (kg da mm 
CWSI
EOY (kg da )
ETa
SFFW
1.00
  
-0,85**
0,86**
-0,98**
WUE
-0,45*
1.00
0,74**
-0,64**
-0,9**
CWSI
-0.85**
0.74**
1.00
 
-0,93**
EOY
0.86**
-0.64**
-0.97**
1.00
-0,81**
ETa
0,59*
-0,98**
-0,93**
-0,81**
1.00
- (2017)
SYÇA
WUE
CWSI
CC
SFFW
1.00
-0.25ns
-0.94**
0.97**
WUE
-0.25ns
1.00
0.50**
-0.44*
CWSI
-0.94**
0.50**
1.00
-0.96**
EOY
0.97**
-0.44*
-0.96**
1.00
ETa
0,48*
-0,99**
-0,89**
-0,83**
1.00
*Important at p≤0.05; **p≤ 0.01, ns: not significant. Similar letters in the same column are not significantly different from
each other, Eta. Plant water consumption, SFFW: Stem Fresh Flower Weight, WUE: Water use efficiencies, CWSI: Crop
water stress index, EOY: Essential oil yield



9<<06,>498 8,6C=0= The correlation test
was conducted to determine the relationship between plant water consumption (ETa), plant water
stress index (CWSI), water use efficiency (WUE),
stem flower weight (SFFW) and essential oil yield
(EOY). The level of relationships (r values) between the characteristics of lavender plants was

presented in Table 6. The results of the correlation
test for two different years were given separately to
evaluate the changes within each year. The correlation coefficients for 2016 indicated statistically
significant correlations (p<0.01) among all characteristics. The results revealed a significantly positive relationship between ETa and SFFW (r=0.59),
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while significantly negative relationships between
CWSI, WUE and EOY (r= -0.93, -0.98 and -0.80,
respectively). Similar to the 2016, statistically significant relations (p<0.01) were obtained among all
characteristics investigated. The ETa and SFFW
had a significant positive (r=0.48) relation, while
significantly negative relationships (r=-0.89, -0.99
and -0.83, respectively) were obtained between ETa
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Research findings revealed that Lavandula intermedia can be successfully grown in semi-arid
climatic conditions. However, continuation of studies investigating the various varieties and several
aspects of lavender would be beneficial to adopt the
medicinal and aromatic plants into the new regions.
The lack of scientific studies related to different
irrigation applications in lavender makes the findings of the study more interesting for researchers.
The difference in yield and other phenological
observations between irrigation levels was not
significant. However, 50% irrigation treatment
came to the fore compared to I0 and I100 treatments. In contrast to 2016, the essential oil ratio
and yield in 2017 were statistically significant
among irrigation treatments and the highest essential oil ratio and yield were obtained from 100%
irrigation treatment. Although the results of the
essential oil content and yield were not statistically
significant in 2016, the highest essential oil content
and yield were obtained from 100% irrigation
treatment. The results reveal the importance of
irrigation if lavender cultivation is to be cultivated
for essential oil.
The results showed that irrigation did not have
a significant effect on flower yield in lavender
cultivation, but the effect of 100% irrigation level
had a significant effect on essential oil yield of
lavender. In addition, the results indicated that only
50% (I50) of the irrigation water requirement applied with drip irrigation method will be sufficient
for a profitable cultivation to obtain economic yield
(stem fresh flower weight) after planting lavender
in semi-arid climate conditions. On the other hand,
the highest essential oil ratio was obtained from the
I100 irrigation treatment. However, if lavender is to
be grown to obtain essential oil, full irrigation can
be recommended.
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ground air should not exceed 6.0×10-6. With the
depletion of low-sulfur coal resources in China, the
mining of high-sulfur coal mines is imperative. The
hydrogen sulfide gushing from the mining process
will seriously threaten the safety of underground
workers and the production of mining areas [2-5].
Coal resources are relatively important resources of strategic significance for human beings.
China has huge reserves of coal energy [6-8]. However, the consumption of coal resources in China is
also very large. In the early stage of coal development, China is not harmonious with the environment in coal mining, which not only wastes coal
resources, but also brings great pressure to the environment. Some coal mining enterprises will produce hydrogen sulfide and other substances in the
production process, which will also pollute the
surrounding atmospheric environment. In addition,
in the combustion process of mineral resources
such as coal, it will not only directly affect the
surrounding ecological environment, but also directly threaten the safety of human life. Carbon
dioxide in coal combustion will aggravate the
greenhouse effect of the earth and lead to global
warming [9-12]. The sulfur dioxide contained in the
tail gas will cause serious air pollution and acid
rain, destroy forest resources, ecological environment and buildings, and cause serious economic
and ecological losses.
Pressure ventilation is generally used in fully
mechanized coal mining face. The distribution of
air flow and the diffusion of pollutants depend on
the air supply volume and the arrangement of air
ducts. However, the measurement of downhole air
flow field and pollutant concentration field has a
huge workload. Driving face has the characteristics
of high mining intensity and concentrated production. Driving single-headed space has limitations,
and it is not easy to measure under the influence of
mechanical equipment and personnel flow. The
error of measured data is also difficult to control.
Computational fluid dynamics has the advantages
of controllable error of theoretical results and effective reduction of workload. It provides convenience
for the study of downhole air flow field and the
dispersion and distribution of pollutants [13].

The movement laws of hydrogen sulfide in
fully mechanized face are of great importance of
ecological environment protection in high-sulfur
coal mines. In order to understand the movement
laws of hydrogen sulfide in fully mechanized face,
a mathematical model of movement laws was built
based on the turbulent k-εequation and the dynamic
dispersion equation. The process of hydrogen sulfide migration and diffusion was simulated, and a
comprehensive control method combining foam
absorption technology with water curtain purification technology was put forward. The results
showed that the migration process of hydrogen
sulfide under the influence of flow field and gravity
can be roughly divided into three stages, which
were gravity diffusion, passive diffusion and uniform expansion. Under the similar "U" ventilation
system in the working face, hydrogen sulfide is
most likely to accumulate in the lower corner of the
return air side. After the application of comprehensive control measures, the volume fraction of hydrogen sulfide emitted by road header cutting coal
decreased from 47.7×10-6 to 6.0×10-6, and the effective removal rate of hydrogen sulfide was as high as
83.8%.



(&!"
Fully-mechanized heading face, Hydrogen sulfide,
Movement laws, Numerical simulation, Prevention and
control technology, Environment protection
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Hydrogen sulfide is one of the most common
toxic and harmful gases in mines. When the volume
fraction of hydrogen sulfide in downhole airflow is
0.005%~0.01%, it can strongly stimulate the cornea
and throat mucosa of workers, causing headache,
nausea and fatigue [1]. When the volume fraction is
between 0.1% and 0.2%, it can cause death within
seconds. The coal mine safety regulations stipulate
that the concentration of hydrogen sulfide in under-
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rectangular. The width of the roadway is 4.5 meters; the height is 3 meters, and the cross-section
area is 13.5 square meters. It uses two counterrotating axial-flow fans with a diameter of 0.8 m for
air supply of 300 m/min, a distance of 2.4 m from
the floor of the roadway and a distance of 5 m from
the outlet of the vane to the front of the working
face. It hangs on the left wall of the roadway. Considering the influence of the large volume of the
road header on the movement of hydrogen sulfide,
it cannot be ignored that the road header body is
simplified as a cuboid body with a length, width
and height of 5 x 3 x 1.48m respectively, and the
distance between the body and the working face is
4.5m.
According to the actual needs of simulation,
we choose the roadway 30 meters away from the
face to establish the physical model. Assuming that
the mining speed of road header is constant, hydrogen sulfide gushes head-on from the working face
with the mining process. Considering that the
amount of hydrogen sulfide in coal seam is very
small in natural state, the outflow of roadway wall
is neglected, and it is assumed that no obvious heat
source in the workplace has no effect on the migration and diffusion of hydrogen sulfide. At the same
time, in order to investigate the influence of the
position of the air duct on the air flow field and
hydrogen sulfide migration in the working face, the
distance between the air duct and the end of the
working face is 3 m, 5 m and 7 m respectively. The
simplified physical model of ventilation in heading
face is shown in Figure 1.

Scholars at home and abroad have studied the
influence of the outlet location of the air duct on the
dust and gas migration and distribution in the heading face. By means of numerical simulation, the
flow field distribution of tunneling face under different position of air duct was studied, and the
optimum position of air duct was obtained. Moloney et al. studied the airflow distribution measured
in the model of underground single-headed roadway with auxiliary ventilation. Zhou Xinming simulated the ventilation flow field in the heading
roadway working face, and analyzed the influence
of confined jet structure parameters on the flow
field, such as the location of the outlet of the air
duct, the outlet wind speed, the distance between
the outlet of the air duct and the working face, and
the width-height ratio of the cross section of the
heading roadway. Gao Jianliang simulated the influence of the position of the air duct on the gas
distribution in the heading face. Shi Guohua studied
the influence of the outlet position of the air duct on
the dust concentration distribution, and obtained the
position layout of the air duct which was most conducive to dust control in the working face [14-20].
Up to now, the research on the influence of the
position of the air duct on the distribution of hydrogen sulfide in the fully mechanized excavation face
is still in the blank stage. There is blindness in the
ventilation way of controlling hydrogen sulfide in
the heading face of high sulfur mine, which is not
conducive to centralized drainage of hydrogen
sulfide diluents. Therefore, when the hydrogen
sulfide in rectangular tunnels gushes evenly from
the front, the air flow field and the distribution of
hydrogen sulfide in the local ventilated tunneling
face are simulated by COMSOL simulation software.


#!"#"

9:*+32914.5: 6/ 4*:1.4*:2,*3 46-.3
*:1.4*:2,*346-.36/0*9/36=Pressure ventilator is used to supply air to heading face in mine.
Fresh air flow is blown out by the air duct and reflected by the fully mechanized excavation face.
The supply and return air system are similar to "U"
type. The flow of air in the air duct or in the tunnels
can be regarded as pipeline flow.
Therefore, three-dimensional steady-state incompressible Navier-Stoke equation is used as the
governing equation of the whole tunnel flow field.
Turbulence model adopts the most widely used

1>92,*3 46-.3 The numerical simulation
takes 10102 fully mechanized excavation face of
Baozigou Coal Mine of Shanxi Coal Group as the
prototype. The cross section of the working face is
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In the two equations, is dissolution concentration (mol·m);  is diffusion coefficient of hydrogen sulfide in air (m·s);  is a source item,
which is the hydrogen sulfide increasement in per
unit volume and per unit time (mol·m·s); 'is the
average current speed (m/s); - -are respectively
the density of hydrogen sulfide and air (kg/m); is
the volume of gases under standard conditions,
which is 22.4L/mol.
We use the turbulence model to calculate the
velocity and pressure fields (equation (1) - (4). As a
solute, hydrogen sulfide diffuses and reaches a new
equilibrium state after a certain period of time. This
is a multi-physical field process coupled with solute
diffusion and fluid flow. By solving the simultaneous equation (1) - (6), the migration and diffusion
law of hydrogen sulfide in the stope and the concentration distribution characteristics in the heading
roadway of the working face are obtained.

eddy-viscous model in engineering. Turbulent flow
is modeled by * two-equation model. The model
only considers momentum transfer and neglects the
effect of heat transfer. The equation solves two
dependent variables: velocity (') and pressure ().
The specific forms are as follows:
Continuity equation
ρ∇ ⋅ ( ) = 0
(1)
Motion equation

[

(

∂
+ ρ ( ⋅ ∇ ) = ∇   + (μ + μ ) ∇ + (∇ )
∂
+  + ρ
Turbulent kinetic energy  equation

ρ

⎡⎛
μ
∂
+ ρ ( ⋅ ∇ ) = ∇ ⋅ ⎢⎜ μ + 
⎜
σ
∂
⎢⎣⎝
+  − ρε

ρ

)]

(2)

⎞ ⎤
⎟∇ ⎥
⎟ ⎥
⎠ ⎦
(3)

Dissipation rate *equation

⎡⎛
μ
∂ε
+ ρ ( ⋅ ∇ )ε = ∇ ⋅ ⎢⎜ μ + 
∂
σ
⎢⎣⎜⎝
ε
ε2
+ ε 1  − ε 2 ρ


Among them,

ρ

./252:. 963;:265 ,65-2:2659  6;5-*8>
,65-2:265 No material convection and diffusion
occur at the interface between roadway roof and
floor and coal seam
- )=0
Non-viscous stress with open boundary at exit:

⎞ ⎤
⎟∇ε ⎥
⎟ ⎥
⎠ ⎦
(4)

⎡
(μ + μ )⎛⎜⎝ ∇μ + (∇μ ) ⎞⎟⎠⎤⎥  = 0
⎢
⎦
⎣


 52:2*3,65-2:265

ε = e

⎡
⎢  = μ
⎣

μ = ρμ

⎡
 ⎤⎤
∇ ⋅ ⎛
⎜ ∇ + (∇ ) ⎞
⎟⎥ ⎥
⎢
⎝
⎠⎦ ⎦
⎣

  =0 = 0

2

ε
 is Hamiltonian Operator'is the speed;-
is the mixture densitykg·m " is pressure" 
is turbulence length; , is laminar viscous coefficient (pa·%); *is turbulent dissipation ratem·s ,
is turbulence viscosity coefficient pa·s); *, *
,,+are Empirical constants, which are 1.42, 1.68,
0.09 and 1; is gravity acceleration, which is9.81;
s kinetic energy change rate caused by change of
shear stress.

!"$#""$""
In the coupled calculation process of the flow
field and the concentration field of hydrogen sulfide, we set the outlet wind speed of the air duct is
10m/s. According to the cutting speed of road
header and the amount of hydrogen sulfide in coal
seam, the amount of hydrogen sulfide emission is
set at 3.78×10mol/m·s. According to the cutting
speed of road header and the amount of hydrogen
sulfide in coal seam and the setting the amount of
hydrogen sulfide emission, we have obtained the air
flow field and the concentration chart of hydrogen
sulfide in the road head face under different position of air duct, respectively, which are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.

36=/2.3-*5*3>929Distribution of flow field
at different distance from the working face at the
outlet of air duct is also different. We take the isogram of velocity Z=2.4m in the central plane of the
air duct for analysis, as shown in Figure 2.

6<.4.5: *5- -2//;9. 46-.3 6/ 1>-860.5
9;3712-.The migration of hydrogen sulfide in the
stope follows the law of hydrodynamic dispersion.
As the concentration of hydrogen sulfide is much
lower than that of its flux, Fickian method can be
used to describe the diffusion term in material
transport. According to the law of mass conservation and the convection-diffusion equation, the
governing equation of hydrogen sulfide migration
in the stope is derived.

∂
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ − ∇ ⋅  + 
∂
−3

(

−3

ρ =  ⋅10 ρ  + 1 −  ⋅  ⋅10

)⋅ ρ



  = = 0

In the equation is initial air pressure in
roadway (MPa);  is the inflow velocity of hydrogen sulfide (mol·m). Based on field measurements,
other parameters calculated by the model are shown
in Table 1.

(5)
(6)
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Physical
quantity


(

Meaning

parameter value

unit

290
5.38×10
10
17.9×10

K
mol·/m
m·s
Pa·s

,

Temperature
Inflow velocity of hydrogen sulfide
Outlet air speed
Dynamic viscosity of mixture



Initial pressure of roadway

0.101

,MPa

Density of hydrogen sulfide

1.593

kg·m

1.29

kg·m

1.58×10

m·s

ρ

ρ 




Air density in roadway
Diffusion coefficient of hydrogen sulfide



* 4+ 4



, 4
$! 
&25-<.36,2:>-29:82+;:265,36;-4*7=2:1
-2//.8.5:=25-:;55.37692:265





(2) When L=5 m, the velocity is moderate at
the moment of the deflection of the wind flow. The
eddy current region enlarges but its intensity decreases, and the boundary of the eddy core region
approximates the outlet position. As the return air
velocity slows down, the return flow deflection
angle increases with the increase of the cyclone
volume.

(1) When L=3 m, due to the large velocity,
large eddy current intensity and small eddy area
when the wind flow deflects close to the tunnel,
there is no real eddy current; the deflection angle
between the return air and the roadway wall is
small, and the wind flow rebounds through the
corner of the return air and flows back along the
opposite side of the tunnel wall.
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(3) When L=7 m, at the moment that jet reaches the end of the working face and deflects, the
velocity of the jet is smaller, and the eddy region
with smaller eddy intensity is further expanded.
However, the core area of the cyclone is indeed
decreasing, and the large deflection angle of the
cyclone is further enlarged. The return air flow
moves slowly to the side wall of the wind tunnel.
In summary, within the effective range of jet,
the eddy current area near the working face increases with the distance between the outlet of the air
duct and the end of the working face. However, the
core region of the eddy current increases first and
then decreases, and the maximum region appears at
the position of L=5 m. The deflection angle of
secondary deflection of air flow increases with the
increase of the distance of air duct.

we can know that the high concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the air duct is attached to the wall of
the return air tunnel 3 m away from the working
face, and the concentration of hydrogen sulfide in
the tunnel from the pick head to the intake side is
not more than 15×10; the distribution of hydrogen
sulfide near the working face is similar when the air
duct is 5 m or 7 m away from the working face, and
the distribution range of high concentration hydrogen sulfide in the lower corner obviously enlarges
as the return air enters the swirl area. The concentration of hydrogen sulfide from the pick head to
the return air side reaches the highest when the
distance between the cylinder is 5 m, which exceeds 35×10. Therefore, centralized treatment of
hydrogen sulfide is the most disadvantageous to the
position of the cylinder, which also aggravates the
pollution of the driver's position of the road header.
In summary, when the distance between the
air duct and the working face is 3 m, the hydrogen
sulfide in the eddy current area near the working
face is lower, and the diffusion range of high concentration hydrogen sulfide in the lower corner of
the return air side is smaller. It is more conducive to
the extraction and centralized purification of hydrogen sulfide to improve the working environment of
the driver's office of the road header on the intake
side.

29:82+;:265 3*= 6/ 1>-860.5 9;3/2-. 25
-82<250 /*,. In order to study the distribution of
hydrogen sulfide concentration in different air duct
locations, we took Z=2.4 m in the central plane of
the air duct and X=28 m in the vicinity of the working face to analyze the distribution of hydrogen
sulfide concentration respectively, as shown in
Figure 3.
Figure 3 (a) is an isogram of hydrogen sulfide
distribution in the plane Z = 2.4 m of the central
plane of the intercepted air duct. It can be seen from
the graph that when the distance between the air
duct and the working face is L=3 m. Because there
is no real eddy near the working face, the return air
velocity is higher and the deflection angle is smaller. The jet entrainment ability is stronger, the high
concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the air entrainment working face and the corner of the return
air flows back along the wall of the return air side
lane. When the concentration of hydrogen sulfide
near the driving face is lower than 20×10 > the
distance of the air duct is L=5 m, the eddy is caused
by the eddy. The flow area enlarges and the eddy
current intensity is high. The return air flow carries
high concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the lower
corner into the eddy current area, which makes it
difficult for the enrichment of hydrogen sulfide
near the road header to diffuse outward. The concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the road header
and the front area exceeds 25×10. When the distance of the air duct is L=7 m, the velocity of the
return air flow is slow due to the further enlargement of the eddy area and the smaller intensity of
the eddy current. Because the high angle of the
return air deflection brings hydrogen sulfide from
the lower corner into the eddy current area and
moves to the roof of the roadway and the wall of
the side of the air duct, hydrogen sulfide is dispersed in the whole roadway space under the action
of gravity.
Figure 3 (b) is a concentration isogram of 2 m
YZ cross-section from the head. From the figure,

8.<.5:265 *5- ,65:863 :.,156360> 6/ 1>
-860.59;3/2-.25/;33>4.,1*52?.-1.*-250/*,.
With the increasing mechanization of coal mining,
the content of hydrogen sulfide in fully mechanized
coal mining face is also increasing. Hydrogen sulfide treatment is becoming more and more important and urgent. Therefore, combined with the
actual situation of fully mechanized coal mining
face, it is of great practical significance to adopt
comprehensive prevention and control measures to
improve the technical level of coal mine hydrogen
sulfide prevention and control.
Hydrogen sulfide adsorbed in coal seam pore
is stable. Its resolution in natural state is very small
and can be neglected. In the process of mining,
because of the collapse of coal wall and the presence of hydrogen sulfide in coal body, we should
focus on the control of the source. We should block
harmful gases in a certain area of the working face
so that they do not diffuse to other areas. Generally
speaking, the prevention and control technology of
hydrogen sulfide in mines mainly consists of foam
treatment technology and spray dilution technology.
6*4 :8.*:4.5: :.,156360> At present, the
main treatment method of hydrogen sulfide in China is spraying alkaline water solution dilution. It is
the same as alkaline aqueous solution, whose main
principle of foam absorbent also acid base neutralization effect. Compared with the former, foam
absorption has the advantages of large specific
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MPa. In order to ensure that the first spray water
curtain near the working face is set at the rear belt
of the road header. Referring to !"$ %(
'%& $!! & $%   #'$ &% !$ !
 %, it is stipulated that the distance between the
second water curtain and the first water curtain
shall not exceed 20 m. Combining with the effective range of water curtain absorption measured in
practice, we set the second water curtain at 8 m
from the first one, and the purified water curtain
advances with the road header. We neutralize in
situ the hydrogen sulfide that is sucked into the roof
of the roadway by the airflow, and capture the hydrogen sulfide gas that escapes from the roadway.

surface area and strong coverage effect, which can
increase the contact probability with hydrogen
sulfide and improve the absorption efficiency.
Therefore, we can install foam spray device at the
front end of the road header, and spray the absorbing liquid on the wall to be mined and the coal
falling down before cutting coal and in the process
of coal mining. We will plug the hydrogen sulfide
diffused with the mining process in a certain area of
the working face to avoid diffusing with the wind to
the whole roadway space.
The installation of the injection device is
shown in Figure 4. Three sprinklers are arranged at
both ends of the cutting head of the header (the
distance between the sprinkler and the end of the
heading face is about 4m, and the spray angle is 40
degrees). According to the simulation results, the
concentration at the return side of the working face
is far greater than that at the intake side. In order to
quickly and effectively absorb hydrogen sulfide
from the roadway face, the angle between the three
nozzles at the left/right end of the ejector and the
ejector is 70 degrees and 45 degrees. The angle
between the two sprinklers in the middle and the
spraying device is 90 degrees. The mass fraction of
foam agent is 0.4% and the mass fraction of absorption liquid is about 0.8%. The foam generating
device is placed on the turntable of the road header,
and the foam pump station of the absorption liquid
is installed on the bracket at the rear end of the twoconveyor belt chute.

5025..8250 *7732,*:265 In order to investigate the application effect of comprehensive control
measures, CD4 portable hydrogen sulphide tester
was selected as the testing tool to field test the
10102 heading face in Baozigou Coal Mine. The
distance from the head of the working face is 7 m,
15 m and 25 m respectively. We have arranged
three test sections. Each test section is equipped
with three test points, whose coordinates are expressed as (horizontal distance from the left wall of
the roadway, vertical distance from the floor of the
roadway). The coordinate unit is m. The coordinates of the three test points are (1,1.55), (2.3,1.55),
(4.3,0.8). The variation of hydrogen sulfide concentration before and after the application of treatment
measures is shown in Table 2.
It can be seen that the effective removal rate of
hydrogen sulfide by foam treatment technology was
about 71%, with a mean value of 74.5%. With the
increase of water curtain cleaning technology, the
scavenging efficiency was more than 82%. The
average value was 83.8%, and the increase was
nearly 10% on the basis of foam treatment technology. The effect of comprehensive control measures
was remarkable.

"78*>-23;:265:.,156360>For the hydrogen
sulfide which still diffuses outward in the working
face, we set two alkali water purification curtains
on the roof of the driving roadway (as shown in
Figure 5). The alkali water solution is 0.5% NaHCO3 solution. Nine sprinklers are arranged in the
horizontal direction of the water curtain (the average distance is 0.36 m), the flow rate is 35 L/min,
and the working pressure of the sprinkler is 0.1
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">9:.4,647692:2656/1>-860.59;3/2-.978*>.-+>*+968+.5:963;:265

# 
#.9:8.9;3:96/1>-860.59;3/2-.,65,.5:8*:265+./68.*5-*/:.8:8.*:4.5:
Volume fraction of hydrogen sulphide / 106
Effective removal
Test
efficiency
Test point
7m
away
15m
away
25m
away
conditions
Mean %
from head
from head
from head
(1, 1.55)
41.5
37.4
34.5
---Before
(2,3, 1.55)
44.6
36.1
33.2
---treatment
(4.3, 0.8)
47.7
35.2
28.2
----(1, 1.55)
9.8
9.1
8.4
76.1
Only Foam
(2,3, 1.55)
10.4
9.5
7.6
75.8
Treatment
(4.3, 0.8)
11.7
10.2
9.0
71.6
Foam and
(1, 1.55)
6.7
6.5
6.1
82.7
water curtain
(4.3, 0.8)
6.0
5.6
5.1
85.2
Treatment
(4.3, 0.8)
7.2
5.9
4.7
83.6


$"

(1) Through COMSOL 5.3 numerical simulation, combined with the results of wind flow field
analysis, the following results are obtained. It is
difficult for hydrogen sulfide to diffuse outward
from the air duct to the eddy current area 5 m away
from the working face, which is most likely to lead
to the enrichment of hydrogen sulfide near the
working face. When the distance from the working
face is 7 m, the maximum concentration of hydrogen sulfide diffuses in the whole roadway space;
when the distance from the working face is 3 m, the
high concentration of hydrogen sulfide flows back
along the wall of the return air roadway, the concentration of hydrogen sulfide near the working
face decreases significantly, which is conducive to
the centralized treatment of hydrogen sulfide.
Therefore, from the perspective of environment
protection, the optimum distance between the outlet
of the air duct and the end of the working face is
about 3 m.

(2) The distribution of hydrogen sulfide concentration in confined space is affected by both
flow field and gravity. Hydrogen sulfide diffuses
outward through gravity diffusion, passive diffusion
and uniform expansion after it gushes from the
working face.
(3) Aiming at the migration and distribution of
hydrogen sulfide, the comprehensive control
measures combined with foam treatment technology at the source and auxiliary alkali curtain purification technology are put forward. Practice has
proved that the effective removal rate of hydrogen
sulfide by comprehensive treatment measures is
over 83%, which can provide important reference
for the treatment of hydrogen sulfide and the protection of ecological environment in high-sulfur
coal mines.
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plant cultivation continues to be a problem and it is
imperative that the improvement of soil structure in
terms of pH be brought into the agenda.

Tea plant is grown only in the area starting
from the Georgian border and extending to Fatsa in
the West in Turkey. It is desirable that the soils
cultivated for tea plant should be acid reactive. Tea
plant develops optimally in soils ranging from pH
4.5 to 6.0. When the pH in the soil decreases below
4.0 for any reason, the tea plant cannot develop
normally and quality fresh leaves cannot be produced. Therefore, qualified black tea cannot be
obtained.
In our study, the relationships between the pH
status of tea plant cultivated soils and their distribution according to tea plant cultivated regions and
some soil properties were investigated. For this
purpose, a total of 532 soil samples were taken
respectively; 58 from Artvin, 361 from Rize, 101
from Trabzon and 12 from Giresun, taking into
account the distribution of the tea plant plantations.
According to the results of the research, it was
determined that pH values of tea plant cultivated
soils ranged between 3,29-5,59. Variations in soil
reaction was found to be between 3.95-5.51 in
Artvin, 3.48-5.59 in Rize, 3.29-5.45 in Trabzon and
3.84-4.66 in Giresun.
It was determined that the pH of the soils cultivated in the Eastern Black Sea Region was below
pH 4.49 in 53.95% and in the range of 4.50-6.00
which was the optimum pH value in 46.05%. The
distribution of soils with pH below 4.49 in Artvin,
Rize, Trabzon and Giresun provinces were determined as 22.41%, 54.57%, 67.32% and 91.67%,
respectively.
The distribution of soils having optimum reaction (pH 4.50-6.00) for tea plant cultivation were
determined as 77.59%, 45.43%, 32.68% and 8.33%
for Artvin, Rize, Trabzon and Giresun provinces
respectively.
Significant positive correlations were determined between soil pH and replaceable potassium,
calcium, magnesium, available zinc, copper and
manganese concentrations in the soil due to the
increase in soil reaction from strong acid to weak
acid.
When the region is analyzed in general, it is
seen that the low pH of the soils cultivated in tea



(' "#
Tea plant, pH, Mineral nutrient
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Tea plant (Camellia L.) can be grown
as an economic endeavor in regions where rainfall
is abundant, the distribution of temperatures across
the year is smooth and warm and soil reaction is
(pH) acid (pH 4.5-6.0) [1]. When the ecological
requirements of the tea plant were taken into consideration, it was understood that it could be grown
economically in the Eastern Black Sea region and
the necessary initiatives for tea plant cultivation in
the region started in the 1930s. The first tea plantations in Turkey were established in 1938 with seedlings grown from seed, in later years the area has
grown rapidly and tea plant cultivation areas today
have reached 764.000 da [2].
Considering the genetic characteristics of the
tea plant and the geographical structure of the region, it was thought that tea plantations would not
be able to expand. However, tea plant is cultivated
in an area starting from Georgia border in East
Black Sea Region to Fatsa in the West. On the
Black Sea coastline from the Georgian border to the
Araklı stream of Trabzon, the region enters an average of 7-8 km, in places up to 30 km in land and
generally reaches an altitude of 400-500 m. This
region provides the most important tea plantation
areas economically. Tea farming areas constitute
between 30% and 70% of the existing agricultural
lands in this region. This rate goes up to 90% in the
center of Rize. Generally, 65% of the fields are
located in Rize, 21% in Trabzon, 11% in Artvin and
3% in Giresun-Ordu [3].
Tea plant is a calcium intolerant (calcifuge)
plant [4]. It is therefore desirable that the growth
medium be acid reactive. The development of tea
plant is decreasing as soil pH changes in strong acid
or alkaline direction and fresh leaf yield and quality
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decrease. In general, tea plant develops optimally in
soils ranging from pH 4.50 to 6.00. When the pH in
the soil decrease below 4.00 for any reason, tea
plant cannot develop normally and the quality fresh
leaves cannot be produced. In such a case, it is
impossible to grow quality products.
In addition to determining the fertility status
of soils where a plant of such importance for Turkey is grown, it is necessary to monitor whether this
fertility continues. Determining the productivity of
tea plant agricultural soil varies greatly from Turkey's general soil properties in terms of various
aspects and defining whether changes in the soil
reaction have occurred are very important.
In this study, it is aimed to reveal the relationship between the pH status of the tea cultivated
soils and the pH distribution of the tea cultivated
provinces and some of the nutrients available to the
plants in the soil.

tricts in Artvin, 361 from 11 districts in Rize, 101
from 5 districts in Trabzon and 12 from 2 districts
in Giresun (Table 1, Figure 1).

#+695371 /<28. #/5/-<387 80 #+695/.
!5+-/;+7.855/-<38780#835#+695/;+7.!:/9
+:+<387 08: 7+5A;3; Soil samples were taken to
represent the number and quality of tea cultivation
areas in the region and for this purpose, soil samples were taken from 532 different locations in total
in 4 provinces according to fertility principle [5].
Soil samples were dried on polyethylene mats in a
shaded area that does not get sunshine and large
clods were crushed and filtered with 2 mm sieves
and stored in closed glass jars with plastic lid. Care
has been taken to prevent contamination that may
arise for various reasons during soil sampling and
analysis.
7+5A;3;80 #835 #+695/; #835 "/+-<387: pH
1:5 were determined in soil samples in soil - water
extract [5].

"/95+-/+,5/ !8<+;;3=6, +5-3=6 +7. +1
7/;3=6: Potassium, calcium and magnesium in the
filtrate were determined by extracting the soil sample with 1.0 N neutral ammonium acetate as reported by [6]. Concentrations were determined with
ICP-OES device (Inductively Coupled PlasmaOptical Emission Spectrometry, Perkin Elmer
Model DV 2100) [7].

$"#$ #

!:8>37-/; ?2/:/ ;835 ;+695/; ?/:/ <+4/7
Soil samples used in the study were taken between
3-17 February 2013 considering the size, distribution (coastal, medium high and high areas) and
climatic conditions and harvesting of tea cultivated
areas in Artvin, Rize, Trabzon and Giresun provinces. Taking into account the distribution areas of
the tea plantations, a total of 532 soil samples were
taken and these are a total of from 3 from 58 dis-


$ 
=6,/:80;835;+695/;+7..3;<:3,=<387,A9:8>37-/;

PROVINCES
Artvin
Rize
Trabzon
Giresun
Total

Number of soil samples
58
361
101
12
532

Distribution of Soil Samples, (%)
10.90
67.86
18.99
2.25
100
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!5+7<+>+35+,5/B37-3:87-899/:+7.6+7
1+7/;/ Soil extracted with 0.005 M DTPA + 0.01
M CaCl 2 + 0.1 M TEA extract solution with pH
adjusted to 7.3 [8]. Zinc, iron, copper and manganese concentrations in the sample were determined
with ICP-OES device (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry, Perkin Elmer
Model DV 2100) [7].

>+35+,5/ ,8:87 08: 95+7< Available boron
for plant extracted with 0.01 M CaCl2 according to
hot water extraction method was determined with
ICP-OES device (Inductively Coupled PlasmaOptical Emission Spectrometry, Perkin Elmer
Model DV 2100) [7].

>+5=+<387807+5A;3;"/;=5<; According to
certain analysis results of the leaf samples taken
from tea cultivation areas in 4 provinces within the
scope of the project, the correlation between the
parameters obtained was calculated with the
Minitab package program.

and average pH value was 4.47 in 532 soil samples
taken from tea cultivation areas in Eastern Black
Sea Region (Table 2). When the pH distribution of
soil samples was examined, the lowest pH was
determined in the soil sample taken from Trabzon Sürmene district with 3.29 and the highest pH was
determined in the soil sample taken from Rize Ardeşen district with 5.59 (Table 2).
In tea cultivated soils, it is not desirable for the
pH to decrease below 4. When soil samples taken
from tea cultivated areas were classified according
to the determined pH limit values, it was seen that
pH was below 4 in 14.29% of the soil and soil reaction continued to be an important threat for tea
cultivation (Table 3). 39.66% of the soils are in the
range of 4.00-4.49, 33.08% are in the range of 4.504.99, 12.22% in the range of 5.00-5.49 and 0.75%
were in the pH range of 5.50-5.99.
The number of soil samples below pH 4 which
is the critical limit value for tea cultivation is 1 in
Artvin province (1.72% of the total), 49 in Rize
province (13.57% of the total), 25 in Trabzon province (24.75% of the total) and none in the province
of Giresun, which shows that pH is not a problem
in the provinces of Artvin and Giresun but it still
remains problematic for Rize and Trabzon
(Table 3).

"#%$#

"/+-<387 80 $/+ =5<3>+</. #835; It was determined that pH values ranged between 3.29-5.59




$ 
9>+5=/;./</:637/.37;835;+695/;<+4/70:86</+-=5<3>+</.+:/+;
Province
District
Lowest
Highest
Average
Hopa (23) *
4.06
5.30
4.79
Borcka (15)
4.21
4.86
4.57
Artvin
Arhavi (20)
3.95
5.51
4.85
!:8>37-/?3./ 



Fındıklı (26)
3.92
5.42
4.53
Ardesen (52)
3.91
5.59
4.73
Pazar (44)
3.71
5.41
4.52
Hemsin (9)
4.13
5.02
4.56
Cayeli (64)
3.99
5.39
4.67
City Center (82)
3.48
5.27
4.28
Rize
Güneysu (22)
3.81
4.74
4.22
Derepazari (12)
3.69
4.65
4.04
Iyidere (15)
3.93
4.72
4.27
Kalkandere (30)
3.59
5.09
4.45
Ikizdere (5)
3.99
4.73
4.22
!:8>37-/?3./  
 
 
 
Of (60)
3.42
5.27
4.36
Hayrat (17)
3.69
5.12
4.45
Dernekpazarı (3)
4.26
5.12
4.67
Trabzon
Surmene (15)
3.29
4.75
3.88
Araklı (6)
4.04
5.45
4.86
!:8>37-/?3./  
 


Eynesil (5)
4.16
4.61
4.36
Tirebolu (7)
3.84
4.66
4.33
Giresun
!:8>37-/?3./ 



>/:+55

 
 
 

* Number of soil samples
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It has been determined by the previous studies
that the pH range should be 4.50-6.00 in for tea
plant agriculture in Turkey [9]. In terms of reaction
values of soil samples, it can be seen that the number of soils in the pH range of 4.00-4.49 was 12
(20.69% of the total) in Artvin, 148 (41.00% of the
total) in Rize and 43 (42,57% of the total) in Trabzon, and 11 in Giresun province 91.67% of the
total). On the other hand, the number of soils with
pH greater than 4, 50 is found to be 45 in Artvin
(77.58% of the total), 164 in Rize (45.43% of the
total), 33 in Trabzon (32.67% of the total) and 1 in
Giresun (8.33% of the total) (Table 3).
In the Eastern Black Sea Region, it was determined that tea samples having the appropriate
reaction (pH 4.50-6.00) for ideal tea cultivation
constitute 46.05% of the sample total (245 soil

samples) (Table 3). In terms of soil reaction, the
areas suitable for tea plant cultivation by provinces
constitute 77.58% of the total in Artvin, 45.43% of
the total in Rize, 32.67% of the total in Trabzon and
8.33% in the province of Giresun.
$2/ "/5+<387;239 ,/<?//7 #835 "/+-<387
+7. /:<+37 =<:3/7<; 37 $/+ !5+7< =5<3>+</.
:/+; The pH values determined in soil samples
taken from Artvin, Rize, Trabzon and Giresun
provinces in the Eastern Black Sea Region show
significantly positive correlation with the concentrations of potassium, calcium, magnesium, zinc,
copper and manganese in the same soil samples but
the negative correlation between pH - iron and pH boron. was not statistically significant (Figure 2 and
Table 5).



$ 
3;<:3,=<387809>+5=/;37</+95+7<-=5<3>+</.;835;

pH
< 4.00
4,00-4,49
4,50-4,99
5,00-5,49
5,50-5,99
>6,00
Total

TOTAL
Number
Distribuof
tion, %
Samples
76
14,29
211
39,66
176
33,08
65
12,22
4
0,75
0
0
532
100

ARTVİN
Number
Distribuof
tion, %
Samples
1
1,72
12
20,69
31
53,45
13
22,41
1
1,72
0
0
58
100,00

RİZE
Number
of
Samples
49
148
120
41
3
0
361

Distribution, %
13,57
41,00
33,24
11,36
0,83
0
100,00

TRABZON
Number
Distribuof
tion, %
Samples
25
24,75
43
42,57
22
21,78
11
10,89
0
0
0
0
101
100,00

GİRESUN
Number
Distribuof Samtion, %
ples
0
0
11
91,67
1
8,33
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
100

%" 
"/5+<387;239;,/<?//7998<+;;3=6-+5-3=66+17/;3=6+7.3:87B37--899/:6+71+7/;/
+7.,8:87-87-/7<:+<387;80<2/95+7<;
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%" -87<37=/.
"/5+<387;239;,/<?//79.3;<:3,=<387+7.>+:3+,5/98<+;;3=6-+5-3=66+17/;3=6+7.95+7<0:3/7.5A
3:87B37--899/:6+71+7/;/+7.,8:87-87-/7<:+<387;37-=5<3>+</.;835;-87<37=/.
$ 
$2/63736=66+@36=6+7.+>/:+1/>+5=/;80;86/7=<:3/7<;37;835;+695/;<+4/70:86</+95+7<-=5<3
>+<387+:/+;37+;</:75+-4#/+"/1387)  *
Values
Minimum
Maximum
Average

K,
mg kg-1
12,60
3374,53
203,90

Ca,
mg kg-1
17,18
50174,33
1673,18

Mg,
mg kg-1
6,30
4999,28
215,97

Fe,
mg kg-1
87,98
92,08
83,71

Zn,
mg kg-1
0,026
44,916
1,607

Cu,
mg kg-1
0,014
19,386
1,435

Mn,
mg kg-1
0,328
186,380
29,306

B,
mg kg-1
0,183
0,177
0,170


$ 
"/5+<387;239,/<?//7;8357=<:3/7<-87-/7<:+<387;+7.;835:/+-<38780;835;+695/;<+4/70:86</+95+7<
-=5<3>+<387+:/+;37+;</:75+-4#/+"/1387:
Plant Nutrient Conc.
pH
K, mg kg -1
r: 0.105 *
Ca, mg kg -1
r: 0.198 ***
r: 0.223 ***
Mg, mg kg -1
Zn, mg kg -1
r: 0.242 ***
* p <0.05, *** p <0.001, ns: not significant

Plant Nutrient Conc.
Cu, mg kg -1
Mn, mg kg -1
B, mg kg -1
Fe, mg kg -1

pH
r: 0,302 ***
r: 0.243 ***
r: - 0.014ns
r: - 0.067ns

$
9>+:3+<387;37</+95+7<-=5<3>+<387;83537A/+:;
pH

<4:00
4.0-4.5
4.5-5.0
5.0-5.5
5.5-6.0
6.0-6.5
> 6.5
Total

Soil samples taken in
1958-1960 [17]
Number Distribution
of sam%
ples
2
0.12
128
7.42
634
36.75
584
33.85
296
17,16
79
4.58
2
0.12
1725
100.0

Soil samples taken in
1978-1981 [18]
Number Distribution
of sam%
ples
467
39.48
350
29,59
212
17,93
97
8.20
45
3.80
11
0.92
1
0.08
1183
100.0

Soil samples taken in
1989 [13]
Number Distribution
of sam%
ples
455
84.57
58
10,78
11
2.04
11
2.04
3
0.57
538
100.0

1738

Soil samples taken in
1994-1999 [19]
Number Distribution
of sam%
ples
449
6.19
2329
32.09
2514
34.64
1243
17.13
495
6.82
138
1.9
89
1.23
7257
100.0

Soil samples taken in
2005 [20]
Number Distribution
of sam%
ples
31
35
39
43
11
12
5
6
2
2
2
2
90
100
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the soil pH to the optimum range of 4.50-6.00 and
maintain this value. In addition, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, as well as zinc, boron, calcium
and magnesium, should be encouraged to be added
to the fertilization program according to the deficiency conditions.

Tea plant favors acid reactive soils to develop
better since it is a calcifuge plant. Although the
optimum development for tea plants in our country
is the pH range of 4.5-6.0 pH [1], Harley 1966 [12]
suggests that for optimum tea plant cultivation, the
soil pH was found to be 5.4 in Northeast India, 4.6
to 6.0 in Sri Lanka and South India, 5.0-6.0 in Japan, between 4.4 to 6.2 in Malawi and East Africa
and between 5.0 to 5.4 in Bangladesh and 5.00 to
5.80 in Georgia.
In the years when tea cultivation started in
Turkey, there was no significant problem in terms
of pH in soils in places where tea plant cultivation
was started but it is seen that the soil pH decreases
significantly as a result of unidirectional and excessive use of ammonium sulfate fertilizer recommended for tea plant for many years. (Table 6). As
a matter of fact, while the pH was below 4.5 in only
7.54% of the soils cultivated in the region in 1961,
it was observed that the pH decreased below 4.5 in
95.35% of the soils according to the analyzes conducted in 1989 (Table 6). After 1990, the excess
acidity in soil decreased relatively with the use of
25-5-10 fertilizer in tea plant cultivation [1]. Soil
samples taken between 1994-1999 were determined
to be below pH 4.5 in 38.28% of samples, while in
2005, 78% (Table 6), and today 53.95% of samples
found are below pH 4.5 (Table 3). In recent studies
conducted by different researchers in the same
region, 74% [13], 35% [14] and 96% [15] of the
soil samples were determined to be below the critical value of pH 4.5. In another study in the region
the average pH value of tea cultivated soils was
determined as 4.86 [16].
In general, as the soil reaction changes towards acid reaction, it is determined that the concentrations of potassium, calcium and magnesium
and zinc, copper and manganese available to the
plant decrease due to excessive washing, but available iron and boron concentrations increase (Figure
2). Soil pH dropping below 5 leads to the effectiveness of aluminum and iron (III) hydroxides in the
soil and an increase in the positive charge the soil
[21]. Under acid reaction conditions, boron is in the
form of weak acid (H3BO3). However, it is possible
for the negatively charged (H2BO3-) to keep under
acidic conditions.
As a result; the primary problem in tea plant
cultivation in Turkey is the excessive acidification
of soils. Although it has been suggested to the local
tea plant producers to use 25-5-10 fertilizer for tea
plantations, it has been found that there is no significant improvement in soil pH since 1991, when this
fertilizer started to be used. However, the ratio of
soils below pH 4.50 is 53.95%, which indicates that
pH is still an important problem in tea plant cultivated soils. The use of organic fertilizers should be
encouraged instead of chemical fertilizers to reduce
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The genus   is native in Europe, Asia and
North Africa, although most species have been
widely distributed around the temperate areas of the
World [1], with two important ryegrass species, Italian ryegrass (       Lam.) [2] and perennial ryegrass (     L.). Perennial
ryegrass is the most economically important species
of the genus   [3, 4]. It is one of the most important forages for dairy cows because of its high
yield and good quality [5, 6], but also due to its high
forage yield, nutritive value and additionally it provides a cheaper feed than silage [7]. Perennial
ryegrass tolerates more frequent harvesting or grazing, and has also more superior fodder quality [8]. It
is also widely used for home lawns, golf course, urban landscapes and other sports fields [9, 10].
Ryegrasses grow best on rather heavy, fertile,
moist soils, but also well on lighter soils with sufficient moisture as well. The optimum soil pH lies between 5.5 and 7.5 for ryegrass. However, it can be
grown in both, more acidic (pH=5.1) and more alkaline (pH=8.4) soils [1]. Perennial ryegrass showed
strong resistance to stresses, when heavy metals
were at low concentrations [11].
Perennial ryegrass exists in nature as a self-incompatible diploid (2n=2x=14) [1]. However, diploid perennial ryegrass shows a potentially high degree of genetic diversity within the population. It is
possible to induce tetraploidy (2n=4x=28) through
the use of colchicine. Tetraploids have been developed to improve forage quality and productivity, and
to enhance turf management [12, 13].
Perennial ryegrass has a wide ecological disribution across temperate humid and Mediterranean
semi-arid areas [14]. It is a native plant in the natural
flora of Turkey. Sen [15, 16] stated that   
 L. was one of the dominant species of vegetation in mowed and high moisture pastures in
Trakya, a part of Turkey. Perennial ryegrass genotypes growing naturally in Turkey presents a useful
germplasm, with a high diversity for the plant breeding [17, 18]. In addition, it has also been shown that
ryegrass accessions collected from Turkey have extensive genetic variations for abiotic and biotic stress

The objective of this study was to determine cytogenetic and agronomic characteristics of 37 perennial ryegrass (     L.) accessions, collected from natural flora in Turkey, in 2010. Nuclear
DNA content of the accessions was measured by
flow cytometer, using propidium iodide as fluorochrome and the information was used to determine
the ploidy of the accessions. The field trial was carried out in the experimental fields of the Department
of Field Crops, Faculty of Agriculture, Tekirdag
Namik Kemal University and five agronomic characters such as plant height, stem diameter, tiller number, fresh yield per plant, hay yield per plant were
investigated for two years between 2012 and 2014.
In addition, the correlation between DNA content
and morphological characters was evaluated.
Based on the results of the nuclear DNA content analysis, 2C nuclear DNA content of accessions
vary between 5.354 and 6.004 pg. Nuclear DNA
content of the accessions were correlated by counting the mitotic chromosomes of the accessions, by
using a classical squash technique. It was found out
that all the accessions used in chromosome counting
had 2n=14 chromosomes, indicating that all the accessions used in the study were diploid. According
to the results obtained from field experiments, mean
plant height, stem diameter, tiller number, fresh yield
per plant and dry yield per plant of perennial
ryegrass accessions varied between 57.05 – 90.80
cm, 1.31 – 2.00 mm, 60.10 – 397.50 number, 163.55
– 730.00 g, 49.65 –164.00 g, respectively. Wide variation was observed among accessions used in the
study for both, cytological and agronomic characters. According to the Pearson correlation analysis,
hay yield per plant was positively and significantly
correlated with plant height and tiller number. There
was a negative correlation between DNA content
and all characters, except for hay yield per plant.
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humidity were 14.1 0C, 585.0 mm and 78.1 %, respectively during growing period in Tekirdag. Total
rainfall in the year 2013, was lower than that of long
years with 471.7 mm. Therefore, total rainfall on
2014 year was higher than the average of long years,
with 815.2 mm. The average temperature of 2013,
2014 and long years were 15.4, 15.5 and 14.1 0C. The
relative humidity for long years of Tekirdag province was 78.1%. In 2014, the average relative humidity (80.8 %) was measured higher than the average
of long years. On the contrary, the average relative
humidity of 2013 (77.6 %) was measured lower than
average of long years.
Measurements for morphological characteristics were taken in 2013 and 2014. Morphological
characteristics are plant height (cm), stem diameter
(mm), tiller number, fresh yield of per plant (g), hay
yield of per plant (g) on ten plants for each perennial
ryegrass accession. The plant height was determined
by measuring the length, beginning from the ground
level to the top of spike. The stem diameter was determined by measuring the third internode on the
stem. The tiller number was determined as all flowering tiller. Plants were harvested for forage in full
flowering time and weighed for fresh yield (g/plant).
Fresh sample was taken from the harvested material,
dried in the shade and also weighed. Hay yield was
calculated as the dry weight percentage [19].
Nuclear DNA content analysis was carried out
using a flow cytometery (Partec CyFlowR Space) in
the Plant Genetic and Cytogenetics Laboratory of the
Field Crops Department in the Agricultural Faculty
of Tekirdag Namik Kemal University, in Tekirdag.
Three individual plants were analysed for each accession and the accession mean was calculated.
Fresh leaf tissues from six weeks old healthy plants
have been used in the analysis. The samples were
prepared according to the protocol, as explained by
Tuna [20], using a Partec commercial kit (Cystain
PI). Barley (Sladoran) was used as internal standard.

factors, as extreme climatic tolerance, and disease
and pest resistance [8].
The aim of this study was to determine cytological and agronomic characteristics of 37 perennial
ryegrass (     L.) accessions, collected
from natural flora in Turkey.
%#$ %!$

In this study, 37 perennial ryegrass (  
 L.) accessions were used as plant material.
Perennial ryegrass accessions collected in the year
2010 from 37 different locations in Turkey, representing different altitudes (31 m to 1114 m). A complete list of the locations of collected accessions is
shown in Table 1.
Collected seeds were germinated between two
filter papers and were placed into a dispossible petri
dish. A captain solution (Captain WP 50%, 250
g/100 lt) was used as the moisturizing agent in germination. Twenty seedlings were transplanted into
plastic pots (7x7x7) after germination, and the seedlings were grown in a greenhouse. Ten seedlings
showed considerable growth for each accessions and
were planted with a 50 x 50 cm distance in the field
trial in May, 2012. The field experiment was carried
out in the years between 2012 and 2014 growing season, at the field experimental area of Tekirdag
Namık Kemal University, Agricultural Faculty,
Field Crops Department in Tekirdag/Turkey (N 40o
59' 25.1'', E 27o 34' 50.2'', 15 m).
The soil samples were taken in 0-20 cm and 2040 cm depth in the experimental area. The soil is
classified as clay-loam, with 2.4-1.7 ppm P2O5, 181164 ppm K2O, pH: 6.30-6.15 and an organic matter
content of 1.2-1.05 %. These analysis results Show
that the soil of the experimental field is slightly
acidic and has low organic matter levels. The long
year average temperature, total rainfall and relative
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N 39o 57.38'
N 39o 32.20'
N 39o 37.34'
N 400 15.34'
N 390 57.89'
N 39o 32.22'
N 390 48.01'
N 390 42.07'
N 40o 08.24'
N 39o 03.45'
N 40o 03.23'
N 400 03.47'
N 39o 34.62'
N 400 54.82'
N 40o 52.29'
N 41o 27.23'
N 41o 34.55'
N 41o 00.46'
N 41o 00.49'

E 27o 12.56'
E 31o 12.07'
E 28o 14.30'
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E 27011.66'
E 29o 38.01'
E 27022.95'
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E 26o 29.44'
E 34o 24.06'
E 26o 35.34'
E 26035.76'
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E 27o 35.45'
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67,00±7,22
68,80±9,60
69,00±10,90
72,35±8,67
75,01±10,53
57,68±6,64
68,32±7,65
61,70±4,51
70,04±8,10
57,75±2,72
61,85±5,55
78,10±8,74
74,05±8,74
66,50±5,19
78,00±7,45
66,54±6,27
70,60±4,50
70,13±5,85
81,85±7,06
66,40±3,37
72,23±3,05
62,35±15,95
76,20±10,49
90,80±12,20
90,45±5,10
67,05±5,88
69,55±5,18
66,55±1,91
69,25±6,07
61,25±8,20
57,05±2,29
83,95±8,03
71,50±9,06
67,45±4,92
72,10±1,90
70,60±2,34
70,50±4,45
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1,67±0,22
1,66±0,25
1,64±0,16
1,66±0,18
1,53±0,22
1,71±0,20
1,63±0,17
1,59±0,23
1,57±0,14
1,51±0,03
1,72±0,20
1,66±0,23
1,72±0,22
1,31±0,07
1,59±0,14
1,48±0,07
1,59±0,19
1,52±0,12
1,60±0,10
1,72±0,14
1,71±0,12
1,59±0,13
1,63±0,21
2,00±0,09
1,69±0,15
1,63±0,16
1,71±0,21
1,61±0,06
1,70±0,05
1,93±0,07
1,71±0,11
1,53±0,07
1,71±0,18
1,72±0,16
1,50±0,00
1,42±0,15
1,63±0,016
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351,40±139,89
279,00±89,45
111,90±42,01
322,10±165,30
259,20±137,00
214,20±102,02
142,40±69,64
166,80±91,47
260,40±177,46
85,00±7,07
214,90±149,38
138,90±81,68
134,00±50,67
225,30±54,07
256,50±87,39
331,90±120,29
200,10±95,67
397,50±162,50
330,10±95,91
159,80±28,33
233,80±62,78
218,00±118,56
253,80±122,17
106,90±14,38
250,00±82,75
199,80±89,30
223,30±28,62
257,30±106,88
233,20±55,50
193,60±94,45
78,00±25,75
224,80±89,46
213,00±86,62
166,60±68,08
215,00±40,07
60,10±16,50
159,00±45,40
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688,25±108,97
663,95±57,67
195,90±45,93
659,75±128,81
647,00±108,45
676,90±149,57
568,90±50,74
590,25±74,29
661,25±122,81
163,55±25,34
176,75±73,38
225,25±69,39
616,65±60,57
529,30±37,45
730,00±62,17
610,55±75,71
310,75±55,82
703,60±104,91
270,50±84,07
330,70±46,65
303,25±44,40
542,15±53,52
691,00±99,46
188,95±20,62
399,25±64,77
260,95±57,95
292,85±53,33
280,00±42,54
277,50±41,23
620,00±79,43
648,00±50,02
657,30±140,74
293,25±41,69
333,65±96,13
303,55±4,13
241,25±54,05
370,50±59,79

Chromosome preparations were made by using
root tips of plants growing in pots based on the
Feulgen staining method. Root tips were harvested
in spring (April-May) season between 8.00-10.00
am. Root tips were pre-treated with distilled water at
+4 0C for 16 hours and have been fixed in farmer solution (ethanol:glacial acetic acid, 3:1) for a minimum of 24 hours. Root tips were hydrolysed at 60
o
C in 1 N HCl for 14 minutes and stained in Feulgen
for one hour. Finally, root tips were squashed in 1 %
aceto-orcein [21]. Permanent slides were prepared
with entellan mounting medium. Choromosomes of
the cells, with a complete chromosome number and
well distribution, were counted by using light microscope and their images were captured by using a
CCD digital camera (Spot RT), attached to microscope.
An ANOVA was performed on morphological
characteristics andnuclear DNA content data by using the Statistical Package for the Social Science
(SPSS). Morphological characteristics were evaluated by taking a two-years average. Accession averages and standard errors have been determined. In

)??1-3,
7-873)5:
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116,00±28,38
96,30±18,71
76,25±16,78
107,30±43,07
109,30±46,41
83,95±33,25
49,65±12,97
53,20±24,66
93,45±31,22
64,05±9,78
80,35±38,03
113,65±38,70
86,20±10,64
82,65±4,91
89,25±22,92
94,45±30,42
147,10±29,47
132,50±54,33
143,55±39,74
101,00±44,75
139,70±21,80
98,25±43,02
107,30±20,27
85,95±13,32
164,00±33,31
113,70±25,93
126,55±36,69
125,30±19,52
119,80±18,98
64,45±29,66
60,05±9,60
116,50±26,69
132,20±20,36
122,85±44,06
119,85±1,33
84,10±16,23
142,40±34,01
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5,354±0,039
5,524±0,029
5,741±0,036
5,873±0,202
5,573±0,023
5,687±0,022
5,480±0,009
5,594±0,000
5,736±0,0133
5,763±0,040
5,623±0,089
5,630±0,059
5,972±0,587
5,984±0,118
5,493±0,495
5,716±0,005
5,769±0,097
5,734±0,032
5,658±0,013
5,663±0,014
5,885±0,000
5,900±0,000
5,829±0,022
5,632±0,031
5,715±0,039
5,764±0,059
5,695±0,002
5,756±0,128
5,708±0,000
5,617±0,052
5,778±0,016
5,843±0,091
6,004±0,176
5,690±0,034
5,676±0,100
5,647±0,000
5,662±0,134
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Diploid
Diploid
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Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid
Diploid

addition, a correlation analysis was conducted in order to determine the relations between the
characteristics.
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The results of cytogenetics (nuclear DNA content and ploidy) and agronomic (plant height, stem
diameter, tiller number, fresh yield per plant, dry forage yield per plant) characters of 37 perennial
ryegrass accessions are presented in Table 2.

?:636/1+)3 +0)8)+:-819:1+9 6. 7-8-551)3
8?-/8)99)++-991659The 2C nuclear DNA content
of 37 perennial ryegrass accessions was determined
by flow cytometry, which ranged from 5,354 pg to
6,004 pg (Table 2). The highest nuclear DNA content was determined as 6,004 pg in accession 40.
This accession was followed by accessions 25, 17
and 15 with 5,900, 5,984 and 5,972 pg nuclear DNA
content, respectively. The lowest nuclear DNA content was determined at 5,354 pg with accession 1.
The flow histograms of two plants from perennial
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perennial ryegrass accessions have diploid chromosome numbers. In similar studies, nuclear DNA contents of perennial ryegrass were 2,2-6,9 pg [1], 5,996
– 6,244 pg [24], 4,94 – 12,0 pg [25], 5,39 – 5,58 pg
[26], 3,94 – 4,19 pg [27]. Wang et al. [25] reported
that the mean nuclear DNA contents of diploid and
tetraploid perennial ryegrasses were 5,6 and 11,45
pg / 2C, respectively. The same researchers determined that the nuclear DNA content of the nine perennial ryegrass accessions originating from Turkey
were between 5,34 and 5,80 pg / 2C and that all perennial ryegrass accessions were diploid. The nuclear
DNA content results obtained in this study are similar to the results of the some of the former studies,
while there are also some differences, which are
mainly due to used methods, standards and genotypes.

ryegrass accessions are presented below (Figure 1A,
1B).
In order to correlate nuclear DNA content of
accessions with their ploidy levels, the chromosome
numbers of a few plants were counted with classical
method. Based on the results of this investigation, all
the plants used in chromosome counts, had 2n=14
chromosomes and therefore, all the genotypes used
in the study were accepted as diploid. In the study,
ploidy of the approximatelly 111 ryegrass plants
have been calculated by counting chromosomes of
only three plants. Flow cytometer was the method of
choice for ploidy analysis, due to its easiness, speed,
sensitivity, and reliability, when using a high number
of plants for the analysis [20]. The picture of diploid
chromosome numbers of the      L.,
used in the research, is presented below (Figure 2).
According to the obtained results, it has been
determined that 37      L. accessions
have diploid chromosome numbers (Table 2).

6870636/1+)3 +0)8)+:-819:1+9 6. 7-8-551)3
8?-/8)99)++-991659The plant height of the examined perennial ryegrass accessions varied between
57,05 cm and 90,80 cm (Table 2). The accession 27
was the tallest among the accessions, with a height
of 90,80 cm. The shortest plant height was determined at accession 37, with 57,05 cm.
Perennial ryegrass shows a large variation in
morphological and growth characteristics [13]. Due
to this wide variation, it is possible to develop varieties for forage, pasture, and turf. Tall perennial
ryegrass plants are more suitable for forage production, due to the ease of harvesting. Plants with short
plant height can be used for grazing and turf purposes. In this research, it is observed that there is a
wide variation among the plant height of perennial
ryegrass accessions used in our study (57,05 – 90,80
cm). Our research results are consistent with the results of similar studies [4, 28, 29, 30]. However,
there are also studies with different results [17, 26,
31, 32].
Stem diameter ranged from 1,31 to 2,00 mm.
The thickest stem diameter was determined on accession 27 (2,00 mm). The thinnest stem diameter
was on accession 17, with 1,31 mm.


&# 
1:6:1++08646964-96.,17361, 5 
    73)5:
Perennial ryegrass has diploid (2n=14) and tetraploid (2n=28) ecotypes [1, 22]. This shows a potentially high degree of genetic diversity within the
population. Warren et al. [23] reported genetic variation within  . Other researchers have reported that this genetic variation is very widespread
and abundant in nature. In this study, the nuclear
DNA contents of the 37 perennial ryegrass accessions ranged from 5,354 pg/2C to 6,004 pg/2C. All
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Plant height
Stem diameter
Tillering number
Fresh yield per
plant
Hay yield per
plant
** p≤0.01

2C DNA content
(pg)
-0,018
-0,070
-0,048

Plant height
(cm)

Stem diameter
(mm)

Tillering number

0,088
0,190

-0,134

-0,082

-0,057

-0,115

0,437**

0,117

0,449**

0,026

0,492**

Fresh yield per plant
(g)

-0,136

The hay yield per plant of perennial ryegrass
accessions varied from 49,65 and 164,00 g. The
highest hay yield per plant was obtained as the highest on accession 29 with 164,00 g among all accessions. The lowest hay yield per plant was found on
accession 8, with 49,65 g.
Hay yield values are consistent with fresh
yields. But, there is a significant difference between
hay yields of perennial ryegrass accessions (49,65 –
164,00 g). This difference is due to the genotypic
variation of accessions collected from natural flora.
The hay yield datas (68,20 g/plant) determined by
Okkaoglu [34] are similar to our findings.

The thick stem increases the forage yield, but
decreases the quality of the forage, due to the increased cellulose content. Furthermore, finestemmed plants are more preferred to feed animal. It
is seen that there is a wide variation between the stem
diameters (1,31 - 2,00 mm) of the perennial ryegrass
accessions used in this research. In previous studies,
the stem diameters of perennial ryegrass were determined between 0,84 -2,87 by Acar et al. [28], 1,821,95 mm by Nizam [19] and 1,9 – 2,8 cm by Erdogdu
et al. [26]. These results are similar to our findings.
The tiller number of perennial ryegrass accessions was between 60,10 and 397,50. The highest
tiller number was obtained in accession 21, with
397,50. The smallest tiller number was determined
in accession 44, with 60,10.
In summary, the tiller numbers of perennial
ryegrass accessions varied from 60,10 and 397,50. It
can be seen that there is a wide variation among the
accessions. This variation between the number of
tillers shows that the accessions used in this study
can be used as genetic material in breeding programmes, in order to develop cultivars for different
purposes, such as forage, turf, and pasture type.
Smith et al. [12] found that the tiller numbers were
83 in diploid perennial ryegrass and 59 in tetraploid
perennial ryegrass. Acıkgoz et al. [33] reported a
tiller number of 735,00. Another researcher, Okkaoglu [34], reported the number of generative tiller
as 284,90. Our results are lower than the findings of
Acıkgoz et al. [33] and higher than findings of Smith
et al. [12]. They are similar to the findings of Okkaoglu [34].
The fresh yield per plant varied from 163,55 g
and 730,00 g. The highest fresh yield per plant was
determined on accession 18 (730,00 g). The lowest
one was obtained on accession 11 (163,55 g).
In general, there is a significant difference between the fresh yields of perennial ryegrass accessions (163,55 - 730,00 g). This difference is due to
the genotypic variation of accessions, collected from
natural flora. Accessions with high fresh yields can
be used for forage production, while accessions with
low fresh yields can be selected for turf. Okkaoglu
[34] reported that the fresh yield was 197,0 g/plant
in perennial ryegrass grown under Izmir conditions.
Findings of Okkaoglu [34] are similar to our lowyielding accessions.

688-3):165 6. +?:636/1+)3 )5, 46870636/1
+)3 +0)8)+:-819:1+9 The correlation coefficients
among the cytological (2C DNA content) and morphological characteristics (Plant height, stem diameter, tillering number, fresh yield per plant, and hay
yield per plant) are presented in Table 3.
According to the results of the Pearson correlation analysis, there are significant correlations
among some characteristics (Table 3).
Hay yield per plant was positively and significantly correlated with plant height (r = 0,449**) and
tiller number (r = 0,492**). Also, the relationship between tiller number and fresh yield per plant was
found to be significant and positive (r = 0,437**).
There was a negative correlation between DNA content and all the other characteristics, except for hay
yield per plant. DNA content was found to be positive and insignificantly correlated with hay yield per
plant. It was observed that a non-significant negative
relationship appeared between hay yield per plant,
DNA content, plant height and stem diameter with
fresh yield per plant.
The finding of the Pearson correlation analysis
show that hay yield per plant was positively and significantly correlated with plant height and tiller number. Pourmoradi and Mirzaie Nodoushan [35] reported that the genetic correlation coefficient between dry matter yield and tiller number was significant, and also path coefficient analysis revealed that
stem length had the highest direct effect on dry matter yield. Similarly, Sanna et al. [14] reported that
there is a positive and significant correlation among
dry matter yield and tiller lenght. Our results are consistent with the findings of Pourmoradi and Mirzaie
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Nodoushan [35] and Sanna et al. [14]. Based on
these results, plant height and tiller number are good
selection criteria to be used for improvement of the
    L. cultivars, with higher hay yield.
The relationship between tiller number and fresh
yield per plant was significant and positive. It was
observed that a non-significant and negative relationship appeared between hay yield per plant, DNA
content, plant height and stem diameter with fresh
yield per plant.
There was a negative correlation between DNA
content and all characters, except for hay yield per
plant. DNA content was found to be positively and
insignificantly correlated with hay yield per plant.
Wang et al. [25] reported that plant height at the
seedling stage was positively correlated with DNA
content. Unlike this data, we found a negative and
insignificant relationship between the plant height
and DNA content. Our plant height data was recorded during flowering time, which could be the reason for differing results.
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In this research, the agricultural and genetic
characteristics of 37 perennial ryegrass accessions,
collected from natural flora in Turkey have been determined. According to the obtained results, plant
height, stem diameter, tiller number, fresh yield per
plant, hay yield per plant and nuclear DNA content
of perennial ryegrass accessions varied between
57.05 – 90.80 cm, 1.31 – 2.00 mm, 60.10 – 397.50
number, 163.55 – 730.00 g, 49.65 –164.00 g, and
5,354 – 6,004 pg, respectively. There is a wide variation among these characteristics between the perennial ryegrass accessions, used in this study. All 
    L. accessions have diploid chromosome numbers. According to the Pearson correlation
analysis, hay yield per plant was positively and significantly correlated with plant height and tiller number. There was a negative correlation between DNA
content and all characters except for hay yield per
plant.
In conclusion, a high variability was observed
in perennial ryegrass accessions, collected in Turkey. The high plant height, abundant tillering and
productive accessions identified in this study, represent a valuable germplasm to breed improved perennial ryegrass varieties for forage production. Short
plant height and low fresh yield with slow growing
accessions can be used for turf types.
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Both coal seams and shales are unconventional
oil and gas resources reservoirsit is important for
exploration and development to make a summarized
and comparative study for pore structure characteristics of two kinks of reservoirs. Based on the descriptions of pore-fracture characteristics by researchers in domestic and abroad using different
testing methods this paper aimed at contrasting and
exploring pore characteristic of coal-bed methane
and shale gas reservoirs. The study show that the organic-rich shales and coals are both organic-rich
rocks, their pore structure characteristics are of
strong similarity, organic matter microporous are
strongly developed; however, there existing the differences between the two kinds of reservoirs in physical and chemical properties, includes organic matter, type organic quality, mineral components and
quality, which resulting in different pore structure
characteristics. It will also affect the intensity of the
late thermal evolution, diagenesis and tectonism to
the shale and coal pore structure.



arrangement affect the natural gas enrichment and
gas content calculation [1], while the pore network
system affects the gas seepage channel and mode [2].
The difference in pore type distribution and genesis
will also affect the reservoir permeability. And wettability, so it is particularly important to systematically compare and characterize the pore structure
characteristics of unconventional reservoirs.
The coalbed methane exploration process is
earlier than shale gas, and its pore development and
characterization are also deeper than shale. For the
organic-rich shale pore system research, it can benefit from the research of coal pores. Different scholars
have used different experimental instruments to
characterize the pore-fracture structure of organicrich rocks in order to better explain reservoir physical properties, such as quantitative microscopy under
optical microscope, liquid nitrogen adsorption and
mercury intrusion [3]. Nuclear magnetic resonance
technology and X-CT scanning technology [4], scanning electron microscopy, small-angle or very small
angle neutron scattering [5] and atomic force microscopy [6] and other testing methods. Although many
scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of research on organic shale and coal pore characteristics,
there are few comparative studies on the system of
the two as organic-rich rocks. This paper combines
the previous research results on the pore structure of
coal reservoirs. Combined with the research of shale
gas in recent years, the author discusses the different
characteristics of the pore structure and its influencing factors, in order to deepen the understanding of
the pore structure of unconventional reservoirs.


! ! 

%$ 
Shale gas, Coalbed methane, Reservoir, Pore structure
characteristic, Influencing factors
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Shale gas and coalbed methane are mainly concentrated in the organic-rich shale and coal carriers
by adsorption and free enrichment. They are characterized by “source and reservoir integration”, and
their pore structure features have many similarities
with conventional sandstone reservoirs. But more
present its particularity. In contrast, shale gas reservoirs and coalbed methane reservoirs have smaller
pore sizes than conventional carbonate rock and
sandstone reservoirs, indicating micro-nano pores.
In addition, due to the large amount of heterogeneous organic pores distributed in organic-rich rocks,
the pore structure in organic-rich shale and coal is
more complicated. The pore type, size and

Organic-rich rock refers to sedimentary rocks
that are preserved and enriched with certain organic
matter under anaerobic conditions, such as coal, carbonaceous mudstone, mudstone, silty mudstone, etc.
[7]. Organic-rich shale and coal are both organic-rich
rocks, but the former is dispersed organic matter and
the latter is aggregated organic matter, which is the
most significant difference between the two. As far
as shale gas and coalbed methane are concerned,
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Reservoir type

Experiment

Carbonate

Optical microscope

Shale gas

Mercury intrusion and
gas adsorption
Scanning electron
microscope
Description and
physical testing
Physical and Chemistry
Mercury intrusion

Coalbed
methane

gas adsorption

Pore classification
Micropores (<1/16mm), mesopores (1/16~4mm),
microporous (4~256mm)

Sources
[20]

Micropores (<2nm), mesopores (2~50nm), microporous (>50nm)

[21]

Mineral matrix pores, organic pores, crack pores

[22]

Fracture (10000nm), microporous (1000-10000nm),
mesopores (100~1000nm),
Transition pore (10~100nm), micropores (<10nm)
Macroporous (>50nm), mesopores(2~50nm), micropores (<2nm)
Diffusion hole (<65nm), seepage hole (>65nm)
Micropores (0.4~1.2nm), mesopores (1.2~30nm),
microporous (30~2960nm)

[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]

Scanning electron
microscope

Primary pore, exogenous pore, metamorphic pore, mineral pore

[27]

Mercury intrusion

Micropores(<15nm), Transition pore(15~50nm),
mesopores(50~400nm), microporous(>400nm)

[28]

adsorption capacity and total pore volume, total pore
specific surface area, specific surface area of the
pores is positively correlated [11]. The free natural
gas of the two is mostly present in the mesopores and
macropores, and the dissolved natural gas content is
extremely small. The pore structure determines the
difference of adsorption between the two. The shale
has various pore types, and it has organic pores that
adsorb methane. It also has large spatial intergranular pores and fissures that can make methane in a free
state, so that the natural gas is free and adsorbed. It
is stored in organic-rich shale; while the organic matter pores in coal are much larger than shale, mainly
in the adsorption state, especially in high coal rank
coal.

there are certain similarities in the occurrence characteristics, all of which are continuous natural gas
reservoirs and no oil and gas water interface [8]. The
performance of methane can be adsorbed in organicrich shale and coal. The state, free state and dissolved state enrichment occur in it, but the ratio of
the adsorbed state to the free state is very different,
which is essentially related to the pore structure characteristics of the two. The natural gas in the form of
adsorbed coal accounts for more than 80%, while the
organic-rich shale has a wide adsorption range of
20%-85% [9]. Chalmers and Bustin [10] reported
that the increase in the number of micropores in the
Cretaceous shale in northeastern United States is
conducive to the adsorption of methane, which is
similar to the principle of coal adsorption, IE
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57, 8=89,3 +0--,7,4*, The organic-rich
rocks (rich organic shale and coal) have many types
of pore genes, complex shapes, different sizes and
sizes, and the reservoir heterogeneity is extremely
strong, mostly micron-nano pores. For unconventional natural gas reservoirs, the micropores and nanopores have large surface areas, and a large amount
of methane molecules can be preserved in the state
of adsorption. Therefore, it is necessary to classify
the pore system, that is, how to classify the micronano pores. It is of great significance to explore the
accumulation of shale gas and coalbed methane. The
classification method for unconventional reservoir
pores is mostly borrowed from conventional sandstone reservoirs and carbonate reservoirs. It is
mainly divided into intergranular pores, intragranular pores and organic matter dissolved pores according to the genetic type [12-13]. Can be classified into
macroporous (>50nm), mesopores (2~50nm), and
micropores (<2nm) [14]. However, the most significant in unconventional reservoirs is the proportion of
micropores and nanopores formed by changes in the
structure of organic macromolecules during thermal
evolution (Figure 1). Since Zou Cai [15] first discovered nanopores in China's oil and gas reservoirs in
2011, the research accuracy of reservoir pore characteristics has been greatly improved to the molecular level, broadening the field of oil and gas exploration. Various scholars' research on reservoirs began
to focus on nanopores. Chen Shangbin discovered
that the main pores of the Longmaxi Formation shale
gas reservoirs in the South Sichuan Basin are located
at 2 to 40 nm, accounting for 88.39% of the total pore
volume [16], which can account for the whole rock.
2% [17], and the pore size is inversely proportional
to its surface area [18], the total surface area of the
nanopore is large, and the methane molecules are adsorbed/retained in the source rock nanopores, indicating that it is significant for the accumulation of
unconventional reservoirs.
Because organic-rich shale has macropores
formed by inorganic minerals (quartz and carbonate
minerals) in conventional reservoirs, and micropores
formed by organic matter and clay minerals, and also
has mesopores and micropores with a wide pore size
distribution. It is necessary to combine different experimental testing methods to characterize all pores,
which makes the study of pore shale pore structure
more complicated than coal. The representative organic rock pore structure classification system is
shown in Table 1. The method used is consistent
with the conventional oil and gas pore structure characterization method, but the combination of two or
more methods is often used. Different scholars have
given the boundary of the pore structure from different angles, which mainly includes the size of the particle size, the difference of the electron micrograph
and the diffusion and seepage factors. The

classification of the pore system may be slightly due
to the difference in physical properties, chemical
properties and experimental methods. difference.
Generally, the classification is mainly based on the
size of the grain, and can be classified into micropores, mesopores and macropores, and the pore
distribution characteristics are similar.
The similarity of the pore structure characteristics of coal and organic-rich mud shale is obvious,
and most of them are micropores, but there are also
many differences. Mastalerz [29] used liquid nitrogen adsorption method combined with small-angle
neutron scattering and ultra-small-angle neutron
scattering to compare the structural characteristics of
organic-rich shale with coal maturity with the same
maturity. 2-50nm) different particle sizes, the mesoporosity of coal is concentrated at 6-13nm, which is
the specific pore distribution range of vitrinite, and
the distribution range of shale pore size is relatively
wide; the characteristics of nanopore are similar, the
main difference is the number of coal nanopores is
more than 10 times that of shale, which is related to
the difference in organic quality between the two.
These similarities and differences are basically similar to the material composition of the two, but they
are also related to the later diagenetic evolution, thermal evolution and tectonic deformation. The congenital difference and later transformation jointly
control the pore structure characteristics of two types
of organic-rich rocks and developmental conditions.
49,74(2-(*957*53654,49+0--,7,4*,However, when comparing the pore characteristics of
coal and organic-rich shale, it is necessary to clarify
the fundamental difference between organic-rich
shale and coal, that is, the physical and chemical differences between the two may affect their respective
pore structure characteristics and development and
evolution. The internal factors of different characteristics of pore structure include: (1) organic matter
type, coal is mainly enriched in vitrinite group and
inert in group, and parent material is mainly higher
plants; and shale can enrich various types of microscopic components. Most of the shells are based on
the marine matrix sediments (2) the amount of organic matter, (3) the number of minerals, and (4) the
porosity (including pore volume and its distribution)
[30, 31]. The difference in organic microscopic composition clearly controls the pore structure difference
and its adsorption capacity [32]. The microporous
enrichment of vitrinite in coal, the microporous
structure of the chitin group and amorphous organic
matter in organic shale and coal Similarly, it also has
certain adsorption properties, but it is necessary to
further study the possible differences in the morphology, quantity, distribution and adsorption capacity of
organic matter formed by different types of organic
matter. The amount of organic matter directly affects
the order of micropores. The coal is aggregated organic rock with high organic matter content and the
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number of micropores is higher than that of organicrich shale. Intergranular pores and intragranular
pores are mostly present in minerals, and shale clay
has high mineral content, and there are many mesopores and macropores.

virgin parent material composition, debris components, organic matter components, fluid components, hydrocarbons, hydrodynamic conditions, etc.
The factor is compaction, and most compaction occurs before hydrocarbon formation. Bridge and
Demicco (2008) [36] pointed out that in the source
rock does not reach 100 °C, it will not generate a
large amount of oil and gas resources. Therefore,
during the early burial diagenesis, the intergranular
pores and the intragranular pores are gradually reduced by the compaction effect. During this time, the
tough grain distortion is embedded in the intergranular pores of the rigid particles, resulting in a decrease in the intergranular pore space. As the burial
depth increases, the diagenesis affects the development of the pore structure more and more, and the
deeper the burial (especially below 2.5~3.2km), the
influence of diagenesis on the pore structure will be
stronger than the mechanical compaction. The special depth is 4500~6000m, and the diagenesis and
high pressure are particularly prominent. The
70%~80% shale pore size is concentrated at
0.5~100nm, which will form a unimodal distribution
with 2.7nm~11.5nm [37]. The rich organic shale in
China is generally buried deeper than North America, most of which is around 3000m, and the diagenesis effect is more significant.
Both also have similar cementation effects as
conventional reservoirs, often forming tubercules
and hard bottoms, reducing sediment volume. In particular, the formation of siliceous shale is more lithological, and the type and amount of mineral and
clay components make the shale cementation
stronger than coal. The source rock with strong degree of cementation has poor pore structure and
weak permeability. However, if many secondary
pores are developed, the physical properties of the
reservoir will change, and the dissolution will help
reduce the influence of overpressure, even reaching
a certain depth. The two action relations will be reversed [37].
Due to the burial process, montmorillonite will
transform into illite. In this process, the replacement
of mineral elements causes the volume of the rock to
change. The release of Si, Ca and other elements
from the clay composition to form new clays and
minerals leads to blockage of the pore space [22].
The mineral composition of organic-rich shale is
more complex and complex than coal, especially the
influence of clay mineral transformation. The pores
are prone to blockage and space reduction. Because
the current research on coalbed methane reservoirs
is based on the shallow medium-low depth range of
2000m, the diagenetic consolidation degree Smaller
than shale. Katsube and Williamson [38] found that
diagenetic evolution (especially cementation and
erosion intensity) affects the porosity and intrinsic
connectivity of nanopores (0.3~60 nm), and diagenetic evolution also significantly affects shale nanopore at burial pressure. The anti-destructive

!/,73(2 ,;52:9054 036(*9 +0--,7,4*, Studies have shown that adsorption points around the micropores contribute more to methane adsorption than
mesopores, while macropores have the weakest adsorption. Many scholars have studied the organicrich shale and pores in coal. It is believed that the
number of micropores increases with the increase of
buried depth. The porosity increases from the formation of hydrocarbons during pyrolysis of kerogen,
that is, the thermogenic pores are the metamorphic
process of organic matter. During the occurrence of
pores formed by gas and gas accumulation [33], the
source rock is condensed by the organic matter of
temperature and pressure to form organic matter dissolution pores. As the depth of burial increases, the
hydrocarbon generation intensity increases and the
organic pores increase. Therefore, the organic matter
content and type are the key factors affecting the
number of organic pores. The amount of organic
matter in coal is much larger than that of shale.
Therefore, under the same maturity and volume, the
number of organic pores in coal is much larger than
that of mud shale, which is one of the reasons why
coal adsorption is stronger than mud shale.
Different maturity source rocks exhibit different pore structure characteristics, mainly due to the
difference in the number of thermogenic pores.
Gurdal [34] believes that the porosity of coal
changes with the change of coal grade and microcomponent. When Ro<1.0%, the porosity decreases
with the increase of maturity, and then increases with
the increase of coal rank. Zhao Xinglong [35] believed that the coal porosity showed a high-low-high
variation with the increase of coal rank, and reached
a minimum when the Ro value was about 2.3%. In
the process of thermal evolution of coal, the specific
value at a certain coal level is closely related to its
parent material, micro-component, mineral composition and heating rate. However, it is undeniable that
the organic source rock is in the thermal evolution
process. The increasing number has compensated for
other types of pores and quantities reduced by compaction, providing enrichment and storage space for
methane molecules, which is conducive to the accumulation of high-rank coalbed methane reservoirs
and high maturity shale gas reservoirs.
0(.,4,90* ,;52:9054(7= +0--,7,4*,8 The
source rock is buried by diagenesis and is in a state
of high temperature and high pressure for a long
time, and the rock volume and pore volume are continuously reduced. The degree of consolidation of
the source rock is controlled by a variety of factors,
including structure, burial depth and deposition rate,
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property of the real (2~3km) directly affects the occurrence of methane molecules and their gas-bearing
properties. The specific diagenesis process affects
the shale pore structure as shown in Figure 2. In summary, this paper considers that shale is more susceptible to physical and chemical changes in diagenetic
evolution than coal, which makes pore development
more complicated and more difficult to characterize.

adsorption performance, but is not conducive to the
diffusion and seepage of coalbed methane.

(.3(90*75*104-2:,4*,The effect of magmatic rocks on organic-rich rocks is similar to that of
thermal evolution. The difference is that the former
is a rapid heating process, and the latter is usually a
slow heating. Magmatic intrusion causes rapid dehydration of source rocks and loss of functional groups,
resulting in rapid shrinkage of rock mass and reorganization of aromatic rings [40-42]. Different processes have different effects on the type and distribution of pore structure. The thermal evolution and
contact metamorphism of magma can promote the
formation of a large number of pyrolysis pores in the
source rocks around the bed, but it is not the closer
to the magmatic rocks. The pore volume and micropore specific surface area of the coal samples near
the bedrock increase slowly and then sharply. The
decreasing trend [43], which may be caused by the
high temperature of the magmatic rock and its rapid
temperature rise, which leads to the graphitization of
the macromolecular structure in the coal, and then
the compaction of the diagenetic pores causes the
micropore space loss to be rapid; The destructive effect is not obvious, the coal rank is increased, the
number of micropores and the pore volume are
greatly increased, which is beneficial to the adsorption of natural gas and the enrichment. The shale organic matter content is less than that of coal. The
magma intrusion causes the organic matter to be
graphitized much less than coal, and the pore damage and transformation strength are different from
coal.

97:*9:7(2+,-573(9054,--,*9Because shale
is rich in more clay minerals, shale gas reservoirs
have strong resistance to structural failure; coal
seams are more susceptible to structural alteration
than shale formations, forming some fractures and
even ridge structures, and pore structure characteristics. A significant change has occurred which is controlled by the construction of the concentrating zone.
The source rocks of different deformation degrees
have different pore structure characteristics, especially for the transformation of coal seam pore space.
Many scholars believe that the pore structure of the
structural coal and the original structural coal are obviously different, and the coal micropores with high
metamorphism and strong deformation degree develop. There are few macropores and mesopores.
The pores of coal with low metamorphism and
strong deformation are mainly composed of
macropores and mesopores [39]. The structure
changes the degree of metamorphic deformation of
the source rocks and seriously destroys the pore
characteristics of the reservoir. In the case of organic-rich shale and coal, coal is highly susceptible
to structural deformation, resulting in the development of micropores, resulting in enhanced

" 
!/,7,2(90548/06),9<,,49/,,;52:90545-657,9=6,8(4++0(.,4,90*89(.,043:+75*18&
(Line thickness indicates the activity intensity)
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The shale and the coal itself have similarities
and differences in physical and chemical properties,
and the pore structure characteristics are similar and
similar. The main characteristics are similar in the
micropore characteristics and pore volume of the
two pores. Most of them are organic pores; however,
the mesopores are obviously different. The pore size
distribution of organic-rich shale is wider than that
of coal. The coal is mainly vitrinite pores, which is
controlled by the difference in microscopic composition and material composition.
(1) Late diagenetic evolution and tectonic
movement also have different effects on the pore
characteristics of organic-rich rocks. The organicrich shale is more susceptible to diagenetic evolution
and burial compaction due to its mineral and clay
composition, while coal has many organic components. It is susceptible to structural influence and is
essentially the destruction of organic macromolecular structures.
(2) The differences in pore structure characteristics between organic-rich shale and coal lead to different gas-bearing properties. Under the same volume and maturity, coal is more concentrated in methane due to aggregation of organic matter, and the
gas content per unit volume is higher than that of
rich. Organic shale. Because coal is more brittle than
mud shale, it determines that the development technology of the two is different.
(3) China's unconventional natural gas exploration and development has broad prospects, but it is
necessary to predict the gas content based on the
study of reservoir pore structure, and to systematically classify unconventional reservoirs and its genesis, but the study of pore structure characteristics of
organic-rich rocks is not perfect. In particular, shale
gas exploration research has just started, and it is
necessary to draw on the research results of coal reservoir pores. To deepen the comparison of the pore
structure of organic-rich shale and coal, it is necessary to consider the effects of lithology, mineral
composition and content, maturity and microscopic
composition based on a large number of sample experiments.
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Gas disaster is a major safety hazard in coal
mine production, it studies the regularity of gas occurrence and analyzes the geological control factors
of regional gas distribution, which plays a guiding
role in the safe production of mines. Gas is a complex geological body that is stored in coal seams and
its surrounding rocks. The occurrence and distribution of gas in coal reservoirs are controlled by geological conditions, and there is obvious gas geological regularity. Gas geology has developed into an independent discipline. In this paper, the following
conclusions are obtained: (1) The geological control
factors of gas storage, the gas occurrence regularity
is obtained by analyzing the control methods of gas
by various geological factors; (2) The gas geology is
analyzed based on the research status of gas geological regularity at home and abroad for the development trend of gas learning.



The actual production shows that the gas content and gas pressure of the coal seam are different
in different coal structure zones. Some research
found that the tectonic coal development zone, the
coal seam structure is broken, the adsorption gas
space is large, the gas is easy to aggregate, when the
coal mining to the coal body structure is broken in
the area, the amount of gas emission is significantly
increased [6-10]. In recent years, with the help of optical microscopes, scanning electron microscopes
and other advanced equipment, Jiang et al. have carried out a lot of research on structural coal [11-14].
The results show that the higher the coal type is constructed (that is, the more broken the coal structure),
the larger the thickness of the coal seam, the easier
the gas is to aggregate, and the gas content and gas
pressure increases [15-17]. For high gas and coal and
gas outburst mines, in the tectonic coal development
area, the impact of gas on mining safety should be
fully considered, and gas prevention and control
work should be done (Fig. 1).
Coal seam gas content is closely related to geological development history, tectonic thermal evolution history and tectonic morphological characteristics [18-21]. Different geological structures and
their evolution processes have different effects on
coal seam gas content (Fig. 2).

#" 
Gas, Geological Factors, Development Trend, Coal and
Gas Outburst

 

A large number of studies have shown that after
the formation of coal seam self-deposition, due to the
influence of late tectonic evolution, the depth of the
burial changes and the coal rank increases, which is
accompanied by the formation and migration of
coalbed methane [1-3]. In many areas, after coal
seam deposition is affected by multi-stage tectonic
movement, the coal seam gas will be generated constantly and methane content is high. Zhu Y found
that the coal seams in different areas of Kaiping coalfield experienced different burial effects through the
study of the geological evolution process of coal
seams in 9 coal mines in Kaiping coalfield. During
this period, the organic matter in coal occurred many
times [4, 5]. The gas generation, the coal seam and
gas occurrence characteristics under the influence of
this action is the direct basis of coal and gas outburst
phenomenon in the mine.

 
   
The existence of gas seriously threatens the
normal and safe mining of coal mines, and coal mine
geologists and related scientific research units have
done a lot of research on them [22, 23]. The research
indicates that the geological factors controlling the
occurrence of coal mine gas include: geological
structure, magmatic rock intrusion, coal seam depth
and overlying bedrock thickness, coal seam top and
bottom plate characteristics, groundwater dynamic
characteristics, karst collapse columns and so on
[24].
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)303+-'%0 6758'785) According to previous
regularity on gas distribution and gas outburst, it has
a close relationship with folds [25-28, 30]. When the
sealing condition of the surrounding rock is better,
the anticline tends to be beneficial to the storage of
gas, and is a good gas storage structure. In the case
of good permeability of the surrounding rock, the gas
in the anticline is easy to escape along the crack. The
type of fault and the degree of development of small

faults have a certain impact on the occurrence of gas
and gas emission [29-31]. In general, the extensional
fault is conducive to the emission of gas, while the
compressive fault plays a hindrance to the emission
of gas. The denser the small faults, the greater the
tectonic stress, the more severe the structural damage
of the coal body, and the greater the amount of gas
emission (Fig. 3).
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3%0 6)%1 533* 0-7,303+; Coal seam surrounding rock refers to the interval within a certain
thickness range including the direct roof of the coal
seam, the old roof and the bottom plate [32-33]. The
gas and gas permeability of the surrounding rock of
the coal seam directly affects the preservation of the
gas. The reason why gas can be sealed in a certain
part of the coal seam and cause local gas gushing
anomaly is closely related to the low permeability of
the surrounding rock of the coal seam. Therefore, the
gas and gas permeability of the surrounding rock of
the coal seam directly affects the preservation of gas.
The roof lithology and roof sandstone ratio are a gas
geological index that indirectly reflects the permeability of coal seam surrounding rock, and it refers to
the ratio of sandstone thickness to statistical thickness in a certain thickness interval of coal seam roof.
The greater the thickness of the sandy rock strata,
which is more conducive to the dissipation of gas in
the coal seam.

%+1%7-' 53'/ -27586-32 Magmatic rocks
have an important controlling effect on the gas content of the mining area [34-36]. The development of
magmatic rocks leads to an increase in coal metamorphism and promotes the formation of gas. The
roasting and extrusion of magma destroys the

original fracture system of coal and forms a structural coal belt. The dynamic destruction and baking
effect on coal seam during magma intrusion is uneven, with the change of the distance to the magma
rock mass, the coal seam structure and structure
change, and the coal seam permeability also
changes, thus controlling the storage and migration
of gas in the section. In one block, the zoning phenomenon of natural coke-high metamorphic fractured coal-constructive coal-normal coal is formed
on both sides of the magmatic rock mass [37-39].
The closer to the magmatic rock mass, the higher the
metamorphism of coal.
For coal seams with low metamorphism, the
magma intrusion increases the porosity of the coal
seam, enlarges the pore size of the single pore, and
increases the amount of free gas, resulting in a significant increase in the amount of gas in the coal
seam.

3%0 6)%1 ()47, %2( 39)50;-2+ &)(53'/
7,-'/2)66 The amount of gas emission has an important relationship with the depth of coal seam.
Mainly because the degree of coalification is closely
related to the depth of coal seam burial, the formation and dissipation of gas during diagenesis is
also related to the buried depth of coal seam. The
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geostress often participates in deep coal and gas outburst processes. Therefore, in the study of deep coal
and gas outburst, the study of deep geostress field
characteristics has received extensive attention.


   

buried depth of the coal seam is increased, the gas
permeability is reduced, and the escape of the gas is
reduced. In addition, the gas pressure in the coal
seam increases with the increase of the buried depth,
and the gas emission is directly affected by the gas
content [40]. Therefore, in the coal seam mining, the
gas emission is usually closely related to the buried
depth of the coal seam, and the depth of the coal
seam is studied. A large amount of actual data shows
that within a certain depth range, the gas emission of
coal seam increases with the increase of buried
depth. The traditional gradient prediction method for
predicting mine gas emission is based on this rule
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Coal and gas outburst are the result of the combined effects of stress state of coal seam and surrounding rock, gas content of coal seam and physical
and mechanical properties of coal [45-46]. The coal
and gas outburst development can be divided into the
following important stages: preparation for outburst,
coal being broken and deep development, movement
of gas and crushed coal mixture, outburst stop, coal
fragmentation and gas diffusion. It is generally believed that the ground stress plays a decisive role in
the destruction of the coal body. Gas is only involved
in the development process, throwing coal and pulverizing it, but most of the outburst energy comes
from gas expansion energy. In recent years, it is believed that the gas pressure gradient and the deformation energy generated by the gas compression of
the coal skeleton can also participate in the outburst,
and emphasize the role of the adsorption gas in the
development.

3%0%2(+%6387&85675)6)%5',67%786 Gas is
a product of geological processes. The current state
of coal seam gas is the result of the complex geological history evolution of coal-bearing strata, and is
controlled by the comprehensive geological functions of gas generation, migration and preservation
conditions [47].
Abroad, the former Soviet Union, France, the
United Kingdom, Australia and other countries have
long studied the geological aspects of gas. Among
them, as early as 1914, France had set up a special
committee to prevent coal and gas outbursts, and
studied the distribution regularity of gas from a geological point of view. China began gas geological research in the 1950s and established gas geology in
the 1970s [45-48]. Since then, the study of gas geological regularity has become an important means of
prevention and control of coal mine gas disasters.
Some of the world's major coal-producing countries
such as Britain, Germany, France, the former Soviet
Union, the United States, Australia and South Africa
have done a lot of work in coal mine gas detection
and prediction. In the United States, ground seismic
detection technology is currently used to predict gas
enrichment sites to guide coal mine extraction to reduce gas concentration. Therefore, firstly, the gas
distribution range of the mining area is determined
by three-dimensional seismic exploration, and the
gas enrichment part in the distribution area is determined. Gas extraction is then carried out at the enrichment site to greatly reduce the gas content in the
coal seam. Geologists in the former Soviet Union

%567 '300%46) '30812 In general, the gas
content in the coal seam around the collapse column
will decrease, and the degree of influence depends
mainly on the development of the fracture caused by
the collapse column in the coal seam and the surrounding rock and its communication with the surface [41, 42]. The more the fracture develops and
communicates with the surface, the better the gas
permeability, and the better the release of gas in the
coal. Sometimes the fissures developed by the collapsed column communicate with the surface water
system or the groundwater system. In the long geological history, a large amount of gas is taken away
by the water, resulting in a small water and gas.
5382(:%7)5(;2%1-'6 The activity status of
mine groundwater is often directly related to the gas
content and distribution in the coal seam. Its hydrodynamic conditions are important controlling factors
for the occurrence of gas in coal seams [43]. Active
groundwater has a strong destructive effect on gas in
coal seams. When groundwater activities are frequent and its recharge, runoff and drainage channels
are unblocked, it will often break the dynamic balance between gas adsorption, dissolution and free
gas in the coal seam. The dissolution of water leads
to the decrease of coal adsorption gas volume. The
decrease of adsorption amount, the increase of gas
saturation, and the decrease of adsorption and accumulation of gas are not conducive to the preservation
of coal seam gas. As the hydraulic interaction alternates frequently, the water continuously dissolves
the gas in the coal and is taken away by the runoff,
and the gas in the coal is gradually reduced. Therefore, the active groundwater destroys the gas enrichment in the coal, resulting in a decrease in the gas
content in the coal, which is why it is usually said to
be large in water and small in gas.
)3675)66 *-)0( The ground stress can be divided into the original rock self-weight stress and
tectonic stress [44], both of which increase with the
increase of mining depth. With the deepening of
mining activities, the stress field of the mine increases continuously. Studies have shown that
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faults is controlled to control the distribution of coal
seams. The judgment provides a solid theoretical
basis.

paid more attention to the use of various geological
parameters and physical and chemical characteristics
of coal to predict gas changes. Geologists in Germany used the comprehensive detection technology
of shear wave seismic structures in the Ruhr mining
area and horizontal drilling along the coal seams to
detect and predict gas. The enrichment site and the
gas drainage before coal mining, and the S-wave
seismic detection gas is the most promising method;
geologists in Australia mainly uses coal seam drilling, shear wave seismic, ground seismic and seismic
mapping to predict working surface disasters [48].
Only by mastering the geological regularity of gas
can we understand the distribution regularity of mine
gas; we can clearly understand the necessity of mine
gas resources and drainage; we can clearly understand the dangers of coal and gas outburst and the
characteristics of zoning and zoning in mines.
Starting from the thermal history of coal reservoirs, coal seam temperature is also a means of predicting the potential hazard. Coal is an organic rock
that is particularly sensitive to geological environmental factors such as temperature, pressure, and
fluids. Coalification is essentially an open system of
material and energy exchange between coal and the
outside world. The coal seam is sensitive to temperature, and the theoretical basis for predicting the dangerous risk of the temperature is the heat absorption
during gas desorption causes the coal seam temperature to decrease. The more the temperature decreases, the stronger the gas desorption capacity of
the coal seam is, the greater the risk of protrusion. In
the former Soviet Union, some scholars studied the
temperature of the coal body near the working face
of the mining face, used to coal and gas outburst the
daily prediction of hazard, and made predictions for
all the six outbursts that occurred during the excavation. Other scholars in the former Soviet Union used
the difference between the temperature in the nearface area and the original temperature of the coal
body as a prominent predictor. The prediction
method was recommended by the former Soviet Defense Commission.
In the process of exploration in recent decades,
the theory and method of structural physics have
been applied to the prediction of coal and gas outburst. The coal structure index in coal and gas outburst prediction has been studied in detail, revealing
the geological structure control. The mechanism and
distribution regularity of coal and gas outburst;
pointed out that the physical environment of coal and
gas outburst structure is composed of tectonic combination characteristics, tectonic stress field, tectonic
coal and coal seam gas; the physical environment of
coal and gas outburst structure is discussed. The
comprehensive control effect of coal bearing and gas
outburst is constructed, and the viewpoint that the
multi-phase geological structure causes coal diversity, the structure of the coal seam is caused by the
slippage of the coal seam, and the distribution of

%6 +)303+-'%0 ()9)0341)27 75)2( Coal
seam gas is a complex gas geological body. The development and breakthrough of gas geological theory and technology is the basis for revealing the
mechanism of gas generation, coal and gas outburst,
and is the key to promoting the scientific development of gas comprehensive management. The future
goal is to deepen and improve the gas geological theory, study the theory of gas storage structure levelby-step control, combine geophysical exploration
methods and computer science, and strive to achieve
quantitative control and visualization of gas occurrence. In-depth research on the mechanism of disturbing gas disasters in deep mining; speeding up the
study of gas occurrence and adsorption-desorption
rules of structural coals; deepening the formation of
structural coal and quantitative research on spatial
distribution; and strengthening research on gas geological engineering technology. Taking the breakthrough of gas geological theory as the forerunner,
we will accelerate the breakthrough of gas extraction
theory and technology, and make China's gas control
technology rank the forefront of the world.


 
(1) After the formation of coal seam self-deposition, during the late tectonic evolution, the buried
depth of the coal seam changes and the coal rank increases, which is accompanied by the formation, migration and storage of coalbed methane. Especially
in the late tectonic action, the formation of structural
coal, the higher the coal type of coal (i.e., the more
broken the coal structure), the greater the thickness
of the coal seam, the easier the gas is aggregated, and
the gas content and gas pressure increase.
(2) The geological factors controlling the occurrence of coal mine gas include geological structure, lithology of coal seam roof and floor, magma
rock intrusion, coal seam depth and overlying bedrock thickness, karst collapse column, groundwater
dynamic characteristics and geostress field. In the
process of gas generation, the regularity of controlling gas occurrence is controlled by several factors.
In the actual production, the geological factors of gas
occurrence should be analyzed according to the actual situation of the study area.
(3) The former Soviet Union, France, the
United Kingdom, Australia and other countries have
conducted research on gas geology very early.
France first analyzed the regularity of gas occurrence
in 1914. China also carried out research on the regularity of coal and gas outburst in the 1950s, and obtained many results. The direction of gas geological
development should be based on the combination of
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The shale formation is highly sensitive to water,
and micropores and micro-cracks of very small size
are developed. Due to the large size of traditional
drilling fluid plugging agents, it is difficult to effectively block the micropores and micro-cracks of
shale. Only the nanoparticles can be embedded into
the micropores and micro-cracks of the shale, forming a dense plugging layer on the surface of the shale,
thereby preventing the pore pressure from penetrating and reducing the intrusion of the filtrate. In this
paper, we use methyl methacrylate and styrene as reactive monomers, A102 and A-980 as environmental
emulsifiers and potassium persulfate as initiators,
and use emulsion polymerization technology to prepare a new nano-polymer emulsion NPE with good
environmental protection and excellent plugging
properties. The basic properties of nano-polymer
emulsion NPE were characterized by particle size
distribution test and thermogravimetric test. Moreover, the plugging characteristics of the emulsion
NPE were studied by pressure penetration test. The
results show that the particle size of the emulsion
NPE is maintained between 75 nm and 240 nm, and
has good high temperature stability. At the same time,
the emulsion NPE can effectively block the micropores and micro-cracks of shale, retard the pore
pressure penetration rate, and reduce the permeability of shale, thus contributing to the improvement of
shale wellbore stability. In addition, the compatibility test results show that the emulsion NPE has good
compatibility with the drilling fluid.



problem of wellbore instability in drilling operations
is frequent. How to maintain the stability of the shale
formation well wall becomes the key technology for
efficient drilling and development of shale gas resources [4-7]. Studies have shown that pore pressure
transmission is the main factor causing instability of
shale wellbore. Therefore, strengthening the shale
micro-pore and micro-crack sealing can effectively
maintain the stability of shale formation. The shale
formation has the characteristics of low porosity and
low permeability. Due to the large size of the conventional plugging agent, it is difficult to effectively
block the micropores and micro cracks of the shale
[8-9]. Nanoscale particles, with their small - scale
advantages, can enter the micropores and microcracks of shale and form a dense plugging film on
the surface of shale, which can effectively slow the
pore pressure transmission rate of shale and help
maintain the shale formation stability [10-14].
In recent years, for the microstructural characteristics of shale gas formations, researchers around
the world have tried to add different kinds of nanoparticles to water-based drilling fluids to improve the
sealing performance of drilling fluids [15-17]. These
studies have achieved some results. Nano-silica is
inexpensive and widely available. It was first introduced into drilling fluids as a plugging agent. It can
be embedded in the micropores and micro-cracks of
shale to exert a certain plugging effect. However,
nano silica is very easy to agglomerate and has poor
dispersion in drilling fluid, which limits its further
application. Compared with nano-silica, nano-polymer emulsion has the characteristics of excellent dispersibility and good stability, which is widely concerned by researchers. At present, environmental
protection issues are highly valued. The research on
environmentally friendly drilling fluid has become
the development direction of a new generation of
drilling fluid [18-22]. Therefore, it is of great significance to explore the preparation of environmentally
friendly, low toxicity drilling fluid treatment agents.
In this paper, we introduced an environmentally
friendly emulsifier and prepared a new nano-polymer emulsion NPE with excellent environmental
protection and stability by emulsion polymerization
method, and further evaluated its plugging performance in drilling fluid.

#!
Nano-polymer emulsion, plugging agent, environmentfriendly, drilling fluid, shale gas, wellbore stability


As a new type of clean strategic resource, the
exploration and development of shale gas has been
widely concerned around the world [1-3]. The shale
formation is highly sensitive to water, and micropores and micro-cracks develop. Therefore, the
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$8/$5(3,$.4$0'3($*(054Methyl methacrylate (MMA) and styrene (St) are all chemical purity. The environmentally friendly emulsifier A102
and the environmentally friendly emulsifier A-980
are all industrial grade. Potassium persulfate (KPS)
and sodium carbonate (NaCO3) are analytical purity.
Nano-silica (SiO2) and bentonite are industrial
products.

analyze the thermal weight loss of nano-polymer
emulsion NPE. The heating range was from room
temperature to 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere.

+$.(23(4463(2(0(53$5,0*2.6**,0*2(3)13
/$0&( 5(45 The permeability of the shale gas formation is extremely low and does not obey Darcy's
law and can only be determined by pressure penetrating experiments. We used a high temperature and
high pressure penetration experimental device to
evaluate the ability of the newly prepared nano-polymer emulsion NPE to resist pore pressure penetration [23-25]. First, the Longmaxi Formation shale
was cut into 6 mm cylinders with a diameter of 25
mm. A 4% NaCl solution was prepared to simulate
formation water. The nano-blocking agent SiO2 was
used to compare with the newly prepared nano-polymer emulsion NPE. During the experiment, the
Longmaxi Formation shale was placed in the core
chamber. The test solution is pumped through the upstream line into the upper end of the core and the
downstream liquid is simulated formation water. The
upstream liquid pressure was maintained at 2 MPa,
and the initial pressure of the downstream liquid was
set at 1 MPa, and the downstream pressure was recorded as a function of time. We use this to analyze
the ability of the test solution to retard pressure penetration. In addition, using the pressure breakthrough
curve obtained in the experiment and referring to the
calculation method of permeability in the pressure
transfer experiment, the permeability changes of the
Longmaxi Formation shale before and after the test
solution can be further determined.

/2$&55(45105+(2(3)13/$0&(1)5+(%$4(
4.633:The compatibility of the drilling fluid treatment agent with the base slurry is very important and
is the key to its performance. In 400 mL of deionized
water, 20 g of bentonite and 1.0 g of NaCO3 were
added in sequence, and stirred at high speed (8 000
r/min) for 30 min, and then left to stand for 16 h. In
the 5% bentonite base slurry, different amounts of
nano-polymer emulsion NPE were added to investigate the effect of NPE on the rheology and fluid loss
of the base slurry.




$35,&.(4,;($0$.:4,41)0$0121.:/(3(/6.
4,10The particle size distribution test results
of the nano-polymer emulsion NPE are shown in Fig.
2. The particle size distribution curve of NPE is a
parabolic parabola with a concentrated distribution.
The particle size is maintained between 75 nm and
240 nm with a single peak distribution and a median
particle size of 143 nm.

3(2$3$5,101)0$0121.:/(3(/6.4,10
A certain amount of deionized water, emulsifier
A102 and emulsifier A-980 were weighed and added
to a 250 mL four-necked flask. After nitrogen gas
was introduced for 20 min, a mixed monomer solution of MMA and St was added dropwise using a
dropping funnel.


/$*(1)0$0121.:/(3(/6.4,104$/2.(
Under the heating of a constant temperature
water bath, the initiator KPS was added, and the reaction was uniformly stirred for 4 h to prepare a
nano-polymer emulsion, which was labeled as NPE.
A sample of the newly prepared nano-polymer emulsion NPE is shown in Fig. 1.

$35,&.( 4,;(5(451) 0$01 21.:/(3 (/6.4,10
 Whether nano-polymer emulsion NPE can
maintain nano-particle size dispersion in water is the
key to its ability to achieve sealing performance. A
certain amount of nano-polymer emulsion NPE was
taken and diluted 1 000 times, and the particle size
distribution of the nano-polymer emulsion NPE was
tested and analyzed using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 nanometer particle size analyzer manufactured by Malvern Instruments Co., Ltd., UK.

+(3/1*3$7,/(53,&5(45The thermal stability
of nano-polymers is the key to their ability to function under high temperature formation conditions.
The TGA thermogravimetric tester produced by
Swiss METTLER Co., Ltd. was used to test and
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$35,&.(4,;(',453,%65,101)0$0121.:/(3(/6.4,10


&637(41)0$0121.:/(32.6**,0*$*(05
+(3/1*3$7,/(53,& $0$.:4,4 The thermogravimetric curve of the nano-polymeric blocking
agent NPE is shown in Fig. 3. The thermal weight
loss below 100 °C is mainly attributed to a small
amount of adsorbed water and solvent volatilization.
The initial decomposition temperature of the nanopolymeric blocking agent NPE is 355 °C. Therefore,
NPE has good high temperature stability.

and downstream is 6.6 times longer than that of
blank shale. Therefore, nano-polymer emulsion NPE
is a highly efficient shale plugging agent. Under the
pressure difference, the polymer can be embedded
into the micropores and micro-cracks of shale to
form a dense plugging layer, thus effectively preventing the penetration rate of the shale pressure.
Table 1 shows the calculation results of the permeability of the shale before and after the action of
different test solutions. As can be seen from Table 1,
the permeability of the blank shale is 2.15 × 10-7 μm2.
After reacting with the nano-blocking agents SiO2
and NPE, respectively, the permeability of the shale
was reduced to 4.07 × 10-8 μm2 and 2.32 × 10-8 μm2,
respectively. Compared with the blank shale, the permeability after reaction with the nano-polymer
emulsion NPE is reduced by nearly an order of magnitude. Therefore, this further demonstrates that
NPE can effectively block shale micropores and micro-cracks, reduce shale permeability and improve
shale wall stability.

0$.:4,4 1) 2.6**,0* 2(3)13/$0&( 1) 0$01
21.:/(3(/6.4,10The pressure breakthrough
curves of different nano-blocking agent solutions are
shown in Fig. 4. The pressure traverse rate of the
blank shale is extremely fast, and the upstream and
downstream pressures are almost flat around 25
minutes. Both nano-blocking agents SiO2 and NPE
can effectively reduce the pressure penetration rate
of shale, and the pressure balance time of upstream
and downstream is 120 min and 190 min, respectively. Among them, NPE has the strongest blocking
capacity, and the pressure balance time of upstream
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3(4463(2(0(53$5,105(45&637(4
 
(3/($%,.,5:&$.&6.$5,103(46.54
Serial number
1
2
3

Shale permeability /μm2
2.15×10-7
4.07×10-8
2.32×10-8

Test solution
Blank shale
2% SiO2
2% NPE

 
1/2$5,%,.,5:(7$.6$5,101)(/6.4,10$0''3,..,0*).6,'4
Serial number
1
2
3
4

NPE addition amount (%)
0
1
2
3

AV (mPa·s)
7.0
8.5
11.5
13.5

PV (mPa·s)
4.0
4.5
6.0
7.0

YP (Pa)
3.0
4.0
5.5
6.5

YP/PV
0.75
0.89
0.92
0.93

API/mL
17.6
16.0
14.2
12.8



(a) Basic mud



(b) Basic mud + 2% NPE

 
1/2$3,4101)),.5(3&$-()13/('%()13($0'$)5(3(/6.4,10,4$''('51'3,..,0*).6,'

0$.:4,41)5+(,0).6(0&(1)%$4(4.633:2(3
)13/$0&(In the 5% bentonite base slurry, different
concentrations of nano-polymer emulsion NPE were
added to determine the effect of NPE on the rheology
and fluid loss of the base slurry. The experimental
results are shown in Table 2.
It can be seen from Table 2 that as the concentration of NPE in the nano-polymer emulsion increases, the apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity and
dynamic shear force of the base slurry increase, and
the dynamic plastic ratio also increases. Therefore,
the addition of emulsion NPE is beneficial to increase the shear thinning of the drilling fluid. As the



NPE concentration of the nano-polymer emulsion
increases, the fluid loss of the base slurry gradually
decreases. When the addition amount of the nanopolymer blocking agent NPE is 2%, the fluid loss of
the base slurry is reduced from 17.6 mL to 14.2 mL,
and the reduction rate is as high as 20%. Therefore,
the nano-polymer emulsion NPE has good compatibility with the drilling fluid.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of filter cake photos
before and after nano-polymer emulsion NPE is
added to the drilling fluid. It can be seen from the
figure that when the rice polymer emulsion NPE is
not added, the surface of the filter cake of the drilling
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fluid is rough, so the corresponding fluid loss is large.
When the nano-polymer emulsion NPE is added, the
surface of the filter cake of the drilling fluid becomes
flat and compact, so the fluid loss of the drilling fluid
is significantly reduced. This further demonstrates
that the nano-polymer emulsion NPE has excellent
plugging properties and can effectively reduce the
intrusion of drilling fluid filtrate [26-30].



(1) In this paper, we use methyl methacrylate
and styrene as reactive monomers, A102 and A-980
as environmental emulsifiers and potassium persulfate as initiators, and use emulsion polymerization
technology to prepare a new nano-polymer emulsion
NPE with good environmental protection and excellent plugging properties.
(2) The particle size analysis showed that the
particle size of the nano-polymer emulsion NPE was
maintained between 75 nm and 240 nm, and the median diameter was 143 nm. Thermogravimetric analysis showed that the initial decomposition temperature of the nano-polymeric blocking agent NPE was
355 °C, and NPE had good high temperature
stability.
(3) The pressure penetration test shows that the
nano-polymer emulsion NPE can effectively block
the shale micro-pores and micro-cracks, retard the
pore pressure penetration rate, reduce the shale permeability, and help to significantly improve the stability of the shale wall.
(4) The compatibility test results show that the
emulsion NPE has good compatibility with the drilling fluid. The addition of NPE makes the surface of
the filter cake of the drilling fluid flat and compact,
and the fluid loss is significantly reduced, so NPE
can effectively reduce the infiltration of the drilling
fluid filtrate.
!
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importance, with the goal of developing a lowcarbon economy while upgrading the building industry [1, 2]. Reinforced concrete has become a
major structural material of multi-story and highrise housing. Off-site precast and cast-in-place are
two different approaches to the industrialized construction of concrete buildings [3]. Dong et al. [4]
conducted a survey of the carbon emissions of the
concrete construction in China. In their study, precast concrete technology has been proven to lower
carbon emissions relative to on-site construction,
with a roughly 10% carbon reduction per cubic
meter of concrete. Nevertheless, on-site construction technology is still more common in China due
to limitations in local standards and technological
capability [5]. Traditional on-site construction
methods have, so far, met the demand for diversity
and individualization of housing products. According to Gbadamosi et al. [6], inadequate consideration of the underlying factors affecting the methods
of building assembly often results in inefficiencies
in the use of building materials, equipment, and
manpower. By comparing the two methods of casting and precasting, this study will choose a construction method that is more applicable for China.
A recent study by Li, Guan [7] found that castin-place concrete with industrialized methods has
promoted both the standardization and diversification of architectural design and tool-type formwork,
spurred the development of commercial concrete
and pumping technology, rebar connection technology, and building products, and boosted the mechanization of the entire process of building construction. The package of technologies for cast-in-place
industrialized building systems, represented by
construction methods based on prefabricated rigid
rebar cages and the Aerial Building Machine, has
gradually advanced in recent years. These technologies offer fast building times conforming to China’s need to industrialize residential construction
using reinforced concrete [8].
A system based on a prefabricated rigid rebar
cage structure has recently emerged as a materialsaving, light-weight, labor-reducing, and costeffective solution for the casting of concrete [9].
The assembly process of this system can be described as follows: Firstly, the assembly of the

Carbon emissions have drawn widely attention
due to the worsening climate changes. Off-site
precast and cast-in-place are two different approaches to the industrialized construction of concrete buildings. A reasonable selection of building
methods can not only save the construction cost and
time, but also reduce the construction carbon emissions. However, Off-site precast concrete faces
many uncertainties and constraints due to the highly
fragmented management of design, construction,
and supply chain. Thus, in order to overcome this
limitation, cast-in-place construction technologies
with industrialized methods is developed. Firstly,
this study assesses four critical success factors (i.e.
concrete, formwork, rebars, and scaffolding) for
concrete construction according to the project subdivisions of a concrete production. Then, based on
the AHP method, the four decisive factors were
used to evaluated cast-in-place concrete in comparison with the off-site precast concrete. Finally, a
comparison of two different approaches is analyzed
to demonstrate the advantages of the cast-in-place.
The results show that (i) Buildings with cast-inplace construction technologies have good structural integrity; (ii) Through the strategy of graded
assembly, cast-in-place construction technologies
raises the factory-based manufacturing efficiency;
(iii) Cast-in-place construction technologies can
reduce the transportation cost of large-scale prefabricated components. Therefore, cast-in-place concrete with industrialized methods is applicable to
high-rise buildings in China, and contributes to
promoting the sustainable development of human
living environment.



('"#
Analytical hierarchy process (AHP), cast-in-place, component, industrialization, prefabricated construction, lowcarbon built environment
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As China progressively industrializes, the role
of “housing industrialization” is rapidly growing in
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Another cast-in-place industrialized construction method is simply referred to as the “Aerial
Building Machine” (Fig. 1(f)). It makes cast-inplace prefabricated construction a viable approach
for high-rise and super-high-rise residential buildings. It has promoted the transformation of the
traditional building industry to a mechanical construction industry dominated by a small number of
skilled industrial workers. When appropriately
matched with building form, the Aerial Building
Machine is capable of full-process mechanical
operation, intelligent control, and cast-in-place
prefabricated construction. The principal structure
and the decoration panel for external-wall heatpreservation are molded synchronously by means of
cast-in-place. 

prefabricated floor slab component, and the positioning of shear wall components, were completed.
Secondly, the five remaining working procedures
were completed, namely the positioning and calibration of the modular-assembly scaffolding; the
connection of hoisted beam components with cantilever rebar; the hoisting of floor slab component
and placement of aerated concrete masonry; the
connection of shear wall cantilever with stirrup and
rebar. Finally the building of the visitor stairs and
platform and arrangement of the exhibition. The
assembly process is shown in Figures 1(a)-(f). Jiang
et al. [9] mentioned that the prefabricated rigid
rebar cage is an emerging solution applied to highrise buildings as a replacement for the in-situ reinforcing bar construction method.
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(b) Constructing all judgment matrices in each
hierarchy; (c) Conducting single hierarchy ordering
and consistency verification; (d) Conducting general hierarchy ordering and consistency verification.
The process of accomplishing these four steps will
now be described.

<=*+52<16.7= *7- 1*;*,=.;2<=2,< 8/ 2.;
*;,12,*5 #=;>,=>;. For a problem to be analyzed
and a decision made using the AHP, the first step is
to make the problem formally methodical and hierarchical (known as methodizing) to construct a
hierarchical structural model. In this model, a complex problem is decomposed into elements, which
form several levels according to their attributes and
relationships. The elements at each previous level
dominate the elements at the next level as a criterion. These levels may be divided into three categories: (a) Highest level: This level contains only one
element, which generally analyzes the intended
target or ideal outcome of the problem, so it is also
known as the target layer. (b) Middle level: This
level contains the middle sections involved in realizing the objective. It may consist of many levels,
including the criteria and sub-criteria to be considered, so it is also known as the criterion layer. (c)
Lowest level: This level contains various optional
measures and decision-making schemes for realizing objectives, so it is also known as the measure
layer or scheme layer.
This study tried to identify four critical success factors for concrete construction according to
the project sub-divisions of concrete, formwork,
rebars, and scaffolding. The AHP was adopted to
determine the relative importance of these successrelated factors. We constructed a hierarchical structural model, methodized each complex factor, and
divided the elements into multiple levels, namely
the criterion layer and scheme layer, according to
their attributes and relationships. The elements of
the previous level dominate the elements of the next
level. This is known as a top-down dominance
relationship, and produces a top-down hierarchical
structure. 

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a
simple method for making decisions on various
complex and fuzzy problems, and is particularly
applicable to those problems that are difficult to
analyze in a completely quantitative way. This
simple, flexible, and practical multi-criteria decision-making method was put forward by Professor
T. L. Saaty, an operational research expert, in the
early 1970s. The AHP has been applied predominantly in manufacturing, followed by environmental management and agriculture, the power and
energy industries, transportation, construction, and
healthcare [10].
The AHP was adopted in this study for several
reasons. First, it is a conceptually easy method to
solve the complexities of real-world problems [11].
It also delivers an objective, quantitative analysis of
the ineluctable subjective preferences of a decisionmaker or group of decision makers [12]. In addition,
it recognizes that decision makers are susceptible to
errors of judgment but permits these errors within
an accepted range. In the AHP, a quantity termed
the consistency ratio is calculated based on the user
judgement input data. The judgment is considered
to be consistent when the consistency ratio is less
than 0.10 [13, 14]. The measure of preference obtained by applying the AHP to a multi-criteria decision-making problem under certainty satisfies the
definition of an additive value function [15].

*<2, ;27,295.< *7- #=.9< 8/   In the
systematic analysis of problems in the social, economic, and scientific management fields, users are
often confronted with a complex system that lacks
quantitative data and consists of numerous interrelated and mutually-restricting factors. A recent
study by Daget, Zhang [16] found that the AHP
provides a simple and practical modeling method
for the decision-making and ordering of such problems. Saaty's research inspired us that modeling
with the AHP generally involves the following four
steps: (a) Building a hierarchical structure model;

Numerical rating
1
3
5
7
9
2, 4, 6, 8



$ 
*2;@2<.,869*;2<87<,*5./8; 9;./.;.7,.<
Verbal judgments of preferences
Explanation
Two activities contribute equally to the
Equally preferred
object
Moderately preferred
Slightly favors one over another
Strongly preferred
Strongly favors one over another
Dominance of the more important activity
Very strongly preferred
demonstrated in practice
Evidence favoring one over another of the
Extremely preferred
highest possible order of affirmation
Intermediate values
When compromise is needed

Notes: If the importance ratio of factors i and j is aij, then the importance ratio of factors j and i will be aji=1/aij.
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n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

RI

0

0

0.58

0.90

1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

1.45
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Overall objective
Criterion layer
Scheme layer
B1 Formwork
C1 Off-site precast
Selecting the final
B2 Reinforcing work
concrete
B3 Scaffolding work
scheme
C2 Cast-in-place
B4 Concrete work


87<=;>,=287 8/ >-06.7= *=;2,.< The
analytic hierarchy structure reflects the relationship
between the factors, but the criteria in the criterion
layer do not account for equal proportions of the
target measurement. Rather, each criterion accounts
for a certain proportion to be chosen by the decision
maker(s), as shown in Table 1.
Judgment matrix A satisfies (i) aij > 0, (ii) aji =
1/aij ,(i, j = 1, 2, ... n).

87<2<=.7,B &.;2/2,*=287 The n-order positive reciprocal matrix A is a consistency matrix. If
and only if its maximum characteristic root is λmax =
n, and if positive reciprocal matrix A is inconsistent,
there must be λmax > n. Therefore, the user can verify whether the judgment matrix A is a consistent
matrix by noting whether λmax is equal to n.
The steps for the consistency verification of a
judgment matrix are as follows:
(1) Calculating the consistency index CI, as
shown in Eq. (1).

 =

and scaffolding work.
(a) Concrete Work. Flatt et al. [18] identified
that concrete is the largest building material in the
world by volume and is irreplaceable. Concrete
construction methods fall into two types, off-site
precast and cast-in-place. (b) Formwork. In general,
concrete formwork is designed to provide support
for freshly placed concrete until it can support itself
[19]. Non-solidified concrete has some plasticity,
while the formwork acts as the mold shell and support before pouring the concrete, and is used to
realize the setting of concrete structures. The selection and use of formwork are among the key factors
in concrete construction, and directly affect the
quality and integrity of the concrete. (c) Reinforcing Work. Concrete has relatively high compressive
strength, while steel rebar has relatively good tensile and moderate ductility. Steel bars and concrete
mutually complement the other’s disadvantages, so
reinforced concrete structures have become an
important component of prefabricated housing [2021]. (d) Scaffolding Work. Scaffolding work is
actually an auxiliary bracing system for the completion of reinforced concrete components [22]. It is a
work platform built to facilitate successful construction.
A standard AHP methodology provides a detailed, simple, systematic, and structured decomposition of the general problem into its basic components [23]. In this study, a questionnaire was developed to facilitate systematic data collection. Due to
the limited availability of experts, twenty-five experts with an overall average of 20 years of experience in the construction industry were invited to
participate in the survey (Table 3).
We collected and summarized the questionnaires (Table 4), calculated the average score of
each index according to the experts’ scoring results,
and finally formed the index system.

  8-.5270 ;27,295. Based on comprehensive analysis according to the relevant literature
procedures, and using the experts’ scoring as input,
the assignment of judgment matrices and consistency verification of the criterion layer and scheme
layer were performed as shown below. 

λmax − 

 −1
(1)
Wherein n refers to the number of lines or
rows of the judgment matrix. If CI is equal to 0, the
judgment matrix will have complete consistency. If
CI is not equal to 0, the judgment will be made
according to the consistency ratio CR.
(2) Finding the corresponding average random
consistency index RI. The RI values in case of n = 1,
2 ……, 9 are shown in Table 2.
(3) Calculating the consistency ratio CR, as
shown in Eq. (2).
 =




(2)
If CR < 0.10, the consistency of the judgment
matrix will be considered acceptable; otherwise, the
judgment matrix must be properly corrected.

87<=;>,=287 8/ ?*5>*=287 7-.A #B<=.6
Wakisaka et al. [17] mentioned that whether the
components are made on-site or in the factory,
reinforced concrete structures are always indispensable in the four major work divisions of concrete,
namely concrete work, formwork, reinforcing work,
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9

8

7

6

Input into decision-making process
5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5
Criterion Layer

6

7

8

9

Formwork (B1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Formwork (B1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Formwork (B1)
Reinforcing work
(B2)
Reinforcing work
(B2)
Scaffolding work
(B3)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Concrete work (B4)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Concrete work (B4)

○

○

○

○

○

Cast-In-Place
Concrete
(C2)

○

○

○

○

Cast-In-Place
Concrete
(C2)

○

○

○

○

○

Cast-In-Place
Concrete (C2)

○

○

○

○

○

Cast-In-Place
Concrete (C2)

Level

Level
Reinforcing work
(B2)
Scaffolding work
(B3)
Concrete work (B4)
Scaffolding work
(B3)

Scheme layer(Formwork B1)
Off-Site Precast
Concrete
(C1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Scheme layer(Reinforcing work B2)
Off-Site Precast
Concrete
(C1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Scheme layer(Scaffolding work B3)
Off-Site Precast
Concrete (C1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Scheme layer(Concrete work B4)
Off-Site Precast
Concrete (C1)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○


>-06.7= *=;2A *7- '.201=270 *5,>5*
=2878/;2=.;287*B.; Calculation of eigenvalues
and index weightings:
Firstly, normalize each column of vectors of
the judgment matrix A, as shown in Eq. (3),

○

○

○

shown in Eq. (2). Because n = 4, it can be seen
from the above Table 3 that RI = 0.9, so the CR is
found to be 0.0115. Obviously, CR = 0.0115 < 0.10,
so the consistency of the judgment matrix of the
indices in the criterion layer is considered
acceptable.

7-.A >-06.7= *=;2,.< *7- '.201=270
*5,>5*=2878/=1.$@8#,1.6.<>7-.;=1.8>;
*38;'8;42?2<287<8/87,;.=.  . Next,
the above stepwise procedure was applied to each
of the four major work divisions of concrete, namely formwork (B1), reinforcing work (B2), scaffolding work (B3), and concrete work (B4). For each of
B1–B4, the index judgment matrices and weighting
calculation of the two schemes (precast concrete
and cast-in-place concrete) were performed. This
yielded the corresponding values of the index
weighting, the eigenvalue λmax, and the consistency
index CI.
For B1, the values of the index weighting, λmax,
and CI were [0.1000 0.9000], 2.00, and 0.00, respectively.
For B2, the values were [0.6667 0.3333], 2.00,
and 0.00.
For B3, the values were [0.1111 0.8889], 2.00,
and 0.00.
For B4, the values were [0.75 0.25], 2.00, and
0.00.

(3)
Secondly, add each normalized row, as shown
in Eq. (4),

(4)
Thirdly, obtain the weighting through vector
normalization, as shown in Eq. (5),
(5)
Here, the index weighting vector of the criterion layer is found to be [0.2771 0.4658 0.1611
0.096].
(1) Calculate eigenvalue λmax, as shown in Eq.
(6). Here, λmax is found to be 4.031.

(6)
(2) Calculate the consistency index CI, as
shown in Eq. (1). Here, the CI is found to be 0.0103.
(3) Calculate the consistency ratio CR, as
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Selection of Schemes
Criterion layer
Scheme layer
C1 Off-site
precast concrete
C2 Cast-in-place
concrete

B1

B2

B3

B4

0.2771

0.4658

0.1611

0.0960

Score of
Schemes
/

0.1000

0.6667

0.2000

0.7500

0.4425

0.9000

0.3333

0.8000

0.2500

0.5575

Clearly, CI = 0.00 for all four cases. Therefore,
the index judgment matrices of the two schemes are
considered to have complete consistency under the
formwork, reinforcing work, scaffolding work, and
concrete work.


"#%$##%##

.7.;*5 2.;*;,1B ;-.;270 *7- 7*5B<2<
".<>5=< In the above, we obtained the weighting
vector of a group of elements on each element in
the previous layer. In the following, we will calculate the general hierarchy, carry out consistency
verification, and calculate the corresponding index
system scores of the two schemes.
(1) The general hierarchy ordering and consistency verification are performed by solving
Equation (7) and (8).

place concrete is the better choice.

27-270< *7- 2<,><<287 As can be seen
from the results of the above AHP analysis, in the
near future, precast concrete systems are unlikely to
be the best technical route for all projects. The use
of off-site precast concrete offers significant advantages, criteria for assessing its applicability to a
given building have been found to be deficient in
several ways
(1) The Chinese       
  imposes a height limit
of 80 meters for off-site precast concrete buildings
in earthquake areas[24]. Therefore, precast concrete
is difficult to use for the construction of high-rise
buildings.
(2) Precast concrete industrialization requires
large tracts of land for the prefabrication factories.
Moreover, the energy-intensive process of steam
curing raises difficulties during selection of energy
resources at locations far away from large cities.
Therefore, it raises the transportation cost of largescale prefabricated components.
(3) Precast concrete technology cannot adapt
to the diversified demands of commercial housing,
and the negative consequences of the lack of standardization will raise doubts among developers at the
early stage of vigorous promotion. Therefore, it is
very difficult for precast concrete technology to
escape the plight of order-based production and the
resulting non-sustainability.
(4) At a detailed level, prefabricated building
structures are assemblies of discrete structural elements. Prefabrication increases the workload and
the reliability requirement for the connection of
components.
Table 6 compares the features of off-site precast concrete and cast-in-place concrete with industrialized methods based on the four work subdivisions of reinforced concrete. It is easy to see
that the main advantages of off-site precast concrete
are offset by the following disadvantages.

4

CI= ∑    
 =1

(7)

4

RI = ∑   RI 

 =1
(8)
The CI is found to be 0.00. Because CI = 0,
the general hierarchy is considered to have complete consistency.
(2) Scores of schemes:
Score of off-site precast concrete =

0.2771× 0.1000+0.4658 × 0.6667+0.1611× 0
0.2000+0.0960 × 0.7500=0.4425
(9)
Score of cast-in-place concrete =

0.2771× 0.9000+0.4658 × 0.3333+0.1611× 0
0.8000+0.0960 × 0.2500=0.5575
(10)
The breakdown of scores for the two concrete
schemes is shown in Table 5:
It is clear from the above table that the score
of off-site precast concrete, 0.4425, is smaller than
the score of cast-in-place concrete, 0.5575. According to the principles of the AHP, therefore, cast-in-
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Cast-in-Place Concrete with Industrializa/
Off-Site Precast Concrete
tion Method
Concrete mixing station is established
temporarily in a factory. The proportioning and strength of concrete are controlled Concrete is pre-mixed and produced at the
by the manufacturer of prefabricated com- commercial concrete station, transported
ponents during workshop production.
to the construction site in a mixing truck,
Concrete work
Compared with mature commercial conand “transported upstairs on the spot” by
crete mixing stations, its quality is hard to
a pumping process, giving full play to the
guarantee. Factory-processed components unique advantages of “fluid” concrete.
still need pouring once again and connection at the worksite.
Concrete components are made firstly in
the factory and then transported to the
Concrete is poured into the mold to form
Formwork
construction site for rebar connection. It is the overall concrete structure directly at
impossible to integrate different concrete
the construction site.
components into a whole.
Rebar connection technologies are adopted Rigid reinforced cage shear wall components and truss-reinforced floor bearing
as the mechanical sleeve connections of
components are assembled at the conReinforcing
horizontal joints, lapping of slurry joints,
struction site, hoisted to work positions on
work
etc. The connecting positions of compothe spot, connected, and then poured as a
nents are structural weak points. Hidden
whole under supervision.
works are hard to supervise.
The composite concrete floor slab has
Rigid rebar components are adopted.
Scaffolding
rigidity, but the components are small, and Point supports at local places are suffiwork
so still need the support of full hall scafcient. Scaffolding can be reused continufolding.
ously.
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Through the strategy of graded assembly, castin-place construction technologies can overcome
these disadvantages of off-site precast concrete. On
the basis of the assembly processes and assembled
components, the complete cast-in-place construction process is divided into the first-level factory
stage, the second-level worksite factory stage, and
the third-level site assembly stage, following the
component dismantlement principle. That is, identical or similar components are produced or assembled together. The “dismantlement, production, and
reassembly” process of components maximizes the
efficiency of factories producing single components
in mass production. The task of the first stage is to
weld reinforced components in the factory, and
realize the high-efficiency transportation of reinforced cage components. The second stage involves
constructing a temporary production site for precast
components at the project worksite, assembling and
generating large-size components, and realizing
high-efficiency hoisting. The weight of the individual components should be compatible with the
lifting capacity available. Finally, in the third stage,
the structural components are hoisted, located,
connected, and assembled at the appropriate positions in the construction work, commercial concrete
is placed, and the overall structure is formed. The
strategy of graded assembly is shown in Figure 2.
Through three-level positioning and assembly, and
under the requirements of national general specifications for rebar concrete, contractors can make the
best of the existing commercial concrete supply
chain and high-altitude concrete pumping technology to realize the assembly of large components into
large structures with capacious interior spaces.


%##

the process by requiring only simple and easy onsite activities while still guaranteeing satisfactory
strength, stiffness, and ductility.
(2) Through the strategy of graded assembly,
cast-in-place construction technologies raises the
factory-based manufacturing efficiency of reinforcement engineering and formwork engineering.
Compared by conventional on-site construction
method, material conservation is another important
environmental advantage for cast-in-place construction technologies.
(3) Cast-in-place construction technologies
can reduce the transportation cost of large-scale
prefabricated components. Characterized by the
light weight of transported components and graded
assembly of large components, the cast-in-place
construction technology enhances the economic
efficiency of hoisting, and assembly.
(4) The cast-in-place construction technology
promises to promote the upgrading and integration
of the existing small- and medium-sized building
machinery factories, and realize the assembly of
large-scale mechanical equipment and the production of standard supporting parts.
(5) Responding to the changes of construction
demand during the real estate development cycle,
the builder can flexibly adjust the production quantity of the cast-in-place construction technology,
thus avoiding insufficient or excessive production
capacity and realizing effective supply.
With the increased awareness of greenhouse
gases, global warming and scarcity of natural resources, environmental impact has become an important performance improvement agenda in construction. Cast-in-place technology can achieve
these advantages, such as effective waste reduction,
less material consumption, and recyclability definitely. These advantages contribute to a reduction in
energy consumption and environmental emissions.
In short, cast-in-place construction technologies
with industrialized methods result in less environmental impact than in the case of a conventional
off-site prefabrication construction method.


'$#

The study has made a comparative analysis to
identify the suitable concrete work method for
industrialized housing construction. Based on the
AHP methodthe four decisive factors were used
to evaluated off-site precast concrete in comparison
with the cast-in-place concrete construction. The
methods of cast-in-place industrialized concrete and
off-site precast concrete are contrasting approaches
to the industrial construction of concrete buildings,
and each has its respective advantages and ranges
of application. Off-site precast concrete is applicable to the construction of low-rise and multi-story
residential housing, while cast-in-place concrete
with industrialized methods is applicable to highrise buildings. Although it has been slow to develop,
cast-in-place concrete with industrialized methods
has the following advantages. 
(1) Buildings with cast-in-place construction
technologies have good structural integrity. Implementation of cast-in-place construction for buildings requires connection techniques that speed up
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to alternatives such as organic and sustainable
farming. Nowadays, sustainability is considered to
be very important for agricultural sector [4, 5, 6, 7].
Organic farming was offered as an alternative process to overcome these challenges. Organic farming
has gained importance and expanded in the last
decade in parallel to the environmental, economic
and social concerns in the world [8, 9, 10]. Organic
agriculture, which is one of the prominent environmentally friendly alternative agriculture systems,
aims to repair the environment’s deteriorating balance with entirely natural methods and by using
equity [11]. Currently, environmentally conscious
consumers, whose numbers are increasing day by
day, are moving to the consumption of organic
products because of their desire for healthy living,
healthy soil and clean water. According to Lockie
et al. (2002) [12] the proportion of people consuming organic food products may increase as they
experience a rise in income and normally organic
food consumers are among those with high education level compared to non-organic consumers.
McEachern and McClean (2002) [13] investigates
the degree to which ethical beliefs influence Scottish consumer perceptions, beliefs, attitudes and
purchasing decisions, with regard to organic dairy
products. Ahmad (2010) [14] in his research, revealed that among organic buyers majority of the
consumers believed organic food to be healthier,
tastier and better for environment compared to
conventional food. Several studies findings support
that trust and attitudes play the mediating roles
linking revealed information and perceived
knowledge with organic food purchase intentions
[15]. In studies performed in Turkey about organic
food and food safety offered similar results. It has
also been found out that gender had a relation with
organic food purchase intention [16, 17]. Consumer
demand for organic products is in a linear relationship with education and income levels. Increase in
health problems related to food and nutrition directs
consumers to organic products. Consumers consider
the price of organic products to be expensive. Consumers prefer local products when buying organic
products. In a study conducted by Çelik (2013) [18]
demographic factors such as gender, income, education level and household size are found to be
important in organic food purchase along with
health considerations. It is thought that organic
agricultural products consumption will increase due
to growing environmental awareness. For this rea-

In Turkey, the production and consumption
of organic food is still small-scale. The amount of
organic product per capita annual consumption in
Turkey was determined to be 1.3 euros. The most
important reasons why this value is lower than EU
countries are; income levels of consumers, difficulties in accessing organic products, consumer reluctance and expensive organic food that is sold in
Turkey In this study, demand-side of organic products is tried to be defined by investigating consumers’ attitude, thoughts and behaviours. For this
reason a survey has been conducted in İstanbul with
205 consumers about organic product consumption.
Survey results have been analysed using statistical
methods. The results reveal that consumers show
important differences in terms of organic product
consumption, that the market is not homogenised
and that a marketing strategy that is in accordance
with consumer demands is necessary for success.
%$ 
Organic, consumption, Istanbul, factor analysis
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Most industrial countries achieved farming
practices that are more intensive with high level of
inputs leading to tremendous yield increases and
sustained food surpluses by the second half of the
20th century. Especially WW II caused the appearance of some technologies that have been used in
agriculture. Modern plant breeding, improved
agronomy and the development of inorganic fertilizers and modern pesticides fuelled this movement.
These advances were much slower in reaching
developing countries. The breeding of improved
varieties, combined with the expanded use of fertilizers, other chemical inputs, and irrigation led to
dramatic yield increases in Asia and Latin America,
beginning in the late 1960s. In 1968, William S.
Gaud coined the term “Green revolution” to describe this phenomenal growth in agriculture [1, 2,
3]. Almost as parallel to this movement, individuals
and related organizations have questioned the sustainability of the intensified agricultural system and
considerable efforts have been devoted to give rise
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Main population in the research is the organic
product consumers in Istanbul. Since organic products have a limited consumption, purposive sampling method has been chosen as the sampling
method. In 7 organic product markets in Kartal,
Şişli, Zeytinburnu, Bakırköy, Beylikdüzü, Kadıköy
and Maltepe in Istanbul, 205 surveys were conducted in August and September 2019. The study was
performed with 5% margin of error. In order to
determine the internal consistency of the data obtained from the surveys, confidence analysis was
performed. Kolmogorov-Smirnow and ShapiroWilk normality tests were performed to test the
normality of all questions [22, 23]. Research data
have been analysed using SPSS and frequency, chisquare, Spearmen correlation and factor analyses
have been conducted [24-28].


 "!  " 

son it is important to determine consumer behaviours, expectation and attitudes is quite important.
With this study, it is aimed to reveal consumer
trends in organic markets by examining, positive
and negative thoughts of consumers who consume
organic products and their buying behaviours. The
material of this study consists of data that have
been obtained by face to face interviews with consumers that visit organic product markets in Istanbul. In the consumer oriented analysis of the research, it is aimed to determine consumers’
knowledge level about organic products, information sources, factors that affect their product
preferences, which products they want to consume
organically the most, characteristics of the products
they sought out, price and their attitudes towards
organic products.
! ! 

In this study it is aimed to determine the conConfidence analysis was used to test the intersumption habits of organic product consumers. In
nal consistency of the data. Cronbach's alpha is one
accordance with this purpose, face to face surveys
of the most used test to determine internal conhave been conducted with consumers. Survey quessistency in question group data [29]. If Cronbach’s
tions have been formed using data obtained by
alpha is over 0.70 it can be said that data has interliterature research [19-20- 21]. Some of the quesnal consistency. [29]. In this study since Cronbach's
tions used in the survey are prepared on the basis of
alpha has been determined to be 0.749 it can be said
several other studies on the subject while others are
that data is consistent. Also Kolmogorov-Smirnow
prepared by the researches in accordance with the
and Shapiro-Wilk normality test have been percharacteristics of the main population, researchers’
formed. The results show that the data don’t have a
aims and subject matter.
normal distribution. For this reason non-parametric
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tests were used in this study [30-31-28]. 60% of the
statistically significant. This significant chi-square
respondents are female. 76% of the respondents are
test indicate that education level is effective in
in the 30-39 age range. More than half of the survey
organic product consumption.
respondents are university graduates. Income range
Respondents who have been using organic
is concentrated in 2001-4000 TL range. 35% of the
products in the last 5 years (75.2%) has been more
respondents have a household size of 3 (Table 1).
intense compared to other periods. The ratio of
The distribution of the respondents’ organic
organic product consumers for 6 to 10 years is
consumption trends depending on education can be
14.6%. A large part of organic product consumers
found in Table 2. A chi-square has been performed
(70.6%) have knowledge about consumer rights.
for education and the results have been found to be
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78.5% of respondents knows organic products
day. 61% of respondents prefer to shop on Saturas products that don’t have synthetic pesticides and
days while 54.6% would like to sop on Sundays.
chemical fertilizers, 76.58 % thinks organic prodFactor analysis was carried out to determine the
ucts don’t use GMO’s, 72.19% knows organic
issues that the respondents finds important when
products to be controlled at every production level
purchasing products. KMO and Bartlett's Test staand certified, 62.93% thinks organic products are
tistics were performed. KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin)
ecologically friendly and produced without pollutvalue was found to be 0.823. Since the value is
ing the air, soil and water. 52.8% thinks organic
higher than 0.005 the data is statistically suited to
products are healthier and richer in nutrition when
factor analysis. According to the factor analysis two
compared to other products.
factors were found to be important. These two facWhen the respondents were asked whether
tors explain the 55% of the total variance.
they would feed their children with organic prodWhen communalities  are examines the
ucts 98.54% responded “yes” while 1.46% ansimilarities of consumers are higher in packaging,
swered “maybe”. 47.32% of the respondents stated
freshness, brand and expiration date is higher comthat they were ready to pay %10 price difference
pared to others. These values also explain that the
for organic products. 52.19% of the respondents
reliability of the data is high (Table 3). Variables in
prefers organic products even if they are more exfactor analysis is divided into two main groups. The
pensive because they believe chemical fertilizers
importance consumers place on expiration date and
and synthetic agricultural chemicals to be dangerfreshness variables show great differences comous. 82.44% of the respondents prefers organic
pared to other variables and is statistically signifiproducts that are produced by producer unions or
cant. The first factor explains the most important
cooperatives. When the shopping days of consumvariables according to the consumers. According to
ers who buy organic products are examined (Table
this packaging and brand are revealed to be the first
4) weekends are preferred more. Most of the conchoice for consumers. The least considered variable
sumers stated that they could shop in more than one
is determined to be hygiene (Table 3).
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The most important issues consumers consider
when buying organic products, the first group of
factors, explain 42% of the variance, these factors,
in order, are packaging, brand, taste and flavour,
cheapness, quality and hygiene (Table 3.) A factor
analysis was performed to determine which products consumers prefers to consume as organic (Table 4). KMO and Bartlett's Test statistics were carried out. KMO value was found to be 0.852. Since
it was larger than 0.05 factor analyses is suitable for
the data group.
According to the factor analysis three factors
were found to be important. These three factors
explain approximately 51% of the variance. The
first group that is comprised of the most important
factors explain the 33.22% of the variance. The
most important products that are in the first group
are bread, vegetable oil, dried fruits, pasta, dried
nuts, spices, cereals and pulses, red meat and other
meat products.
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In this study consumer preferences in organic
product consumption were examined and the factors that affect these were analysed. For this purpose, a survey was applied to selected consumers.
Socio-economic data have been collected and statistically analysed.
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and male subjects were surveyed. In particular, data
were collected from subjects with different income
and education levels. Educational status was found
to be effective in organic product consumption.
Consumers want to consume organic products especially in terms of being healthy. In addition,
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out in consumer preferences. Therefore, it is necessary to give importance to the organization of farmers in organic consumption and marketing.
Consumers while purchasing organic products
considers respectively; packaging, brand, flavour,
cheapness, quality and hygiene factors. Packaging
selection evidently becomes the most important
issue in marketing. In general, quality factors such
as health and hygiene are more relevant to consumers than other variables, and these factors should be
considered by producers and marketers in marketing organic products.
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The methods of preparing hydrophobic materials include so-gel method [8], electrospinning [9],
self-assembly [10] and impregnation and so on.
However, most of hydrophobic materials are limited
by the complex steps, long time consuming and high
cost. Therefore, it is urgent to prepare a simple, fast,
efficient and economical separation membrane materials to achieve the high-efficiency oil-water separation [11]. Polypropylene (PP) has been extensively
applied in varied field, such as waterproof, vacuum
membrane distillation and separation [10, 12-14].
Polypropylene and its derivatives has become a research hotpot on hydrophobic modification on account of its nontoxicity, low-density and good chemical stability, especially polypropylene non-woven
fabrics (PPNWF). It is one of the derivatives of polypropylene and has the advantages of moister-proof,
breathability, simple process, fast production. It has
expressed good performance in adsorption [15-16],
water management/treatment [17-18], dye photodegradation [19], antifreeze [20] and other fields, which
aroused people's wide concern.
Previous researches on hydrophobic PPNWF
mainly focused on the modification methods [2127]. Compared with other methods, the swelling
method [28] stands out for its rapid and large-scale
productive capacity. But information about the
swelling method has not been studied comprehensively yet, and the influence of solvent dosage and
PPNWF mass on the hydrophobic modification is
uncertain which limit the large-scale production of
PPNWF. This study not only reports a feasible
method of synthesizing superhydrophobic PPNWF
filter membrane, but also reveals the effect of solvent
dosage and adding amount of polypropylene nonwoven fabric on hydrophobic modification which provides a reference for mass production.
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63:71/9@ /;2 "/A3?7/9@ Cyclohexane, nheptane and trichloromethane were analytically pure
and purchased from Sinopharm chemical reagent co.
LTD. Commercially available PPNWF were brought
with different density of 40 g/m2,50 g/m2, 60 g/m2

Superhydrophobic polypropylene non-woven
fabric (PPNWF) was successfully modified with cyclohexane and n-heptane by a simple, fast and efficient method to increase hydrophobicity of it. This
research investigated the effect of the dosages of organic solvent, specific mass of PPNWF, the volume
ratio of cyclohexane/n-heptane on the hydrophobic
property. The optimum modification conditions
were determined by regarding reaction temperature,
reaction time, mix ratio of organic solvents, and so
on. Under the optimal reaction conditions, the contact angle of treated PPNWF increased from 136° to
151.9°. In addition, the decorated PPNWF was applied to oil/water separation which showed a good
separation performance in mixture of trichloromethane and water. Besides, the superhydrophobic
PPNWF was used to vapor entrapment and expressed an excellent performance in water vapor interception.
-+$&'
Polypropylene, hydrophobic,
oil/water separation

surface

modification,
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Oil pollution in water which caused by oil leakage, waste cooking oil and industrial waste oil pollution are still a problem for wastewater treatment. The
pollution is not only a severe threat to local ecological system, but also a serious waster of oil resources.
Hence, separation technologies for oil and water
mixture are in huge need for meet the requirements
of the environmental and economic demands [1-2].
To date, existing technologies for oil/water separation includes gravity separation [3], adsorption [4],
flotation [5], ultrasonic separation [6], biological
treatments, electrochemical methods [7] and so on.
Recently, hydrophobic materials with special wettability have attract lots of attentions because of its
low-cost and high separation efficiency for oil /water
mixtures.
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)& 
'"7:/53@<4 %%#+034<?3/0/;2/4A3?12:<27471/A7<;* H* H:   * *   * *
?3=?3@3;AA63C<9B:3<41F19<63E/;3/;2;63=A/;3?3@=31A7C39F:?3=?3@3;A@A63>B/97AF<4%%#+
and 70 g/m2, and marked as 40#, 50#, 60# and 70#
respectively.

%?3=/?/A7<; <4 @B=3?6F2?<=6<071 %%#+
479A3?:3:0?/;3Figure 1 shows the procedure of
the preparation of superhydrophobic PPNWF filter
membrane. A certain volume of cyclohexane solution and n-heptane solution were mixed in a 250 mL
beaker, and heated to 80 °C in water bath. Then, the
original PPNWF was carefully immersed in the
mixed solution for 5 minutes. After that, the treated
PPNWF was taken out horizontally and was put into
oven under 30 °C for 5 minutes to evaporate residual
solvent. After drying, the superhydrophobic PPNWF
filter membrane was collected.

'3=/?/A7<;<4A?7169<?<:3A6/;3 D/A3?3:B9
@7<;A certain amount of trichloromethane solution



and deionized water were added in a beaker, and deionized water was the solvent of methylene blue solution. Hence, the experimental result can be directly
observed since the two solutions have a clear distinction in colors. Then, superhydrophobic PPNWF filter membrane was used as filter membrane to separate the emulsion and survey the separation efficiency.

E=3?7:3;A@ <4 C/=<? 3;A?/=:3;A Three
beakers with 100 mL deionized water in each was
heated to boiling. PPNWF (before and after hydrophobic modification) were used as filter membrane
to seal two breakers respectively. Blank experiment
was conducted at the same time without PPNWF. Finally, the water volume of three beaker (PPNWF,
modified PPNWF, blank) was calculated and compared when the water had cooled down to room temperature.
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few protuberances. However, much more sub-micrometer sized protuberances were observed after
modification. These protuberances got the surface
roughness increased, and in combination with the inherent hydrophobicity of polypropylene, the repellency of the PPNWF was improved. These changes
can also be proved by the change in water contact
angle which increased from 136°to 151.9°, as show
in the Figure 3. The increase in water contact angle
represents the rise in hydrophobicity of PPNWF
which enhance oil/water separation performance.

6/?/1A3?7G/A7<; <4 <?757;/9 %%#+ /;2
:<274732%%#+ 479A3? :3:0?/;3@The surface
morphologies of PPNWF before and after modification were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; S-4800, Hitachi Japan) with 3.0 kV, taking 40# PPNWF as example. Figure 2 shows the
morphology of samples (40#) before and after hydrophobic modification. The surface of PPNWF before hydrophobic modification was smooth with a
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6(a) indicates the trend between rolling angle and the
ratio of V1·V2·m-2 that the rolling angle decreased at
first and then increased with the increasing of the ratio. The rolling angle dropt from 22° to 10° and then
rose to 26° which reached the minimum value with
the ratio of 0.08. The greater the hydrophobicity of
PPNWF, the smaller the rolling angle. Hence, the
treated PPNWF expressed strongest hydrophobicity
when the equal of V1·V2·m-2 was 0.08. The relationship between rolling angle and the equal of V1:V2
was also studied in this research. As show in Figure
6(b), it is obvious that rolling angle of treated
PPNWF decreased as the grew of the ratio and
sharps as the volume ratio was less than 1.0.
The relationship between shrinkage of sample
and the volume ratio was investigated. As show in
Figure 7, the area of decorated PPNWF reduced as
the ascent of the volume ratio of cyclohexane and nheptane, especially when the ratio of it over 1.0. On
the base of consideration of rolling angle and shrinkage of sample, the parameters of V1·V2·m-2 and
V1:V2 are determined as 0.08 and 1 respectively.

)&
&<997;5/;593<427443?3;A@/:=93@ 



(63 ?39/A7<; 03AD33; A63 @=317471 :/@@ <4
%%#+/;26F2?<=6<0717AFFigure 4 displays detailed surfaces of fabric in diversified PPNWF (40#,
50#, 60#, 70#) before and after decoration with the
same experimental conditions. It can be observed
that the surfaces of fabric in all of PPNWF became
rougher after decoration and roughness descended as
the unit mass of PPNWF grow. It also means the hydrophobicity of PPNWF drops as the unit mass of
PPNWF grow which can be demonstrated by their
contact angles. Figure 5 exhibits their corresponding
contact angle and the change trend after decoration.
The contact angle of 40# PPNWF increased from
136° to 151.9° and the contact angle of 50# PPNWF
grew from 134.9° to 146.3°. In addition, the contact
angle of 60# PPNWF increased from 122.3° to
140.6° and the contact angle of 70# PPNWF grew
from 128.4°to 142.6°. In conclusion, 40# was the optimal modified material.

(6334431A<4A63C<9B:3?35/?27;51F19<63E
/;3 /;2 ;63=A/;3 <; :<27471/A7<; The hydrophobicity of PPNWF is not only affected by its unit
mass, but also influenced by volume of cyclohexane
and n-heptane. This paper investigated the impact of
the ratio of V1·V2·m-2 and V1:V2 (V1, V2 represent
the volume of cyclohexane and n-heptane, respectively; m represents the quality of PPNWF). Figure
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E=3?7:3;A@ <4 <79 D/A3? @3=/?/A7<; Dipping PPNWF made by PP at 80 °C of cyclohexane/nheptane mixture, PP of solvent recrystallized at the
surface of PPNWF with a rough surface which contribute to formation of superhydrophobic surface.
This is because cyclohexane has good solubility of
PP and the n-heptane solubility is relatively weak.
Hence, the concentration of PP increases with the
evaporation of the solvent, which led to the formation of rough surface.
The superhydrophobic PPNWF was prepared
according to the optimum parameters determined
above and was applied to separate the aqueous solution of trichloromethane. The experimental process
and results are shown in Figure 8. It is clear that water was completely trapped in the flask when trichloromethane solution passes through the treated
PPNWF. Moreover, untreated PPNWF was also
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This research suggested a method to enhance
the hydrophobic performance of PPNWF with cyclohexane and n-heptane, and investigated the relationship among the hydrophobic property and dosages of organic solvent, mass of PPNWF, the volume
ration of cyclohexane/n-heptane. The contact angle
of all PPNWF increased after modification. Cyclohexane and n-heptane have different contributions to
the enhancement of hydrophobicity. Higher the volume ratio of cyclohexane/n-heptane, better hydrophobicity performance of the PPNWF, when the ratio below 1:1. Treated PPNWF has excellent performance in separation of trichloromethane-water mixture. And this filter can also be used for water vapor
interception or other fields of separation.

used to separate the aqueous solution of trichloromethane as control group. The result shown that the
water was not completely contained. The comparison of the two experiments reveals that hydrophobic
performance of modified PPNWF was superior to
the unmodified, and the modification method can
improve the hydrophobic performance of PPNWF.

(! 
!<@@<4D/A3?7;D/A3?C/=<?479A?/A7<;
0 min
10 min
Loss%

Treated
PPNWF
100 mL
98 mL
2%

PPNWF

Blank

100 mL
86 mL
14%

100 mL
74 mL
26%


E=3?7:3;A@ <4 C/=<? 3;A?/=:3;A The
treated PPNWF was used to its performance of vapor
entrapment. The opening of two beakers were covered with the treated film and the untreated film respectively. A beaker was uncovered as the blank
sample. Table 1 shows the water loss in the water
vapor entrapment process after water boils for 10
minutes. The results shown that there was obvious
water mist escapes from the open flask, and the evaporation of water was 26%. Due to the inherent hydrophobicity of polypropylene, PPNWF had a certain effect on the retention of water vapor, holding
evaporation capacity of 14%. Furthermore, the water
mist interception performance of the modified
PPNWF had been greatly improved, and the evaporation capacity of water was 2%. The modification
method not only can improves water-oil separating
property of sample, but also can enhance intercept
ability of water mist.

 #$+!"#('
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and drilling and completion construction [4-5].
Acoustic research mainly studies the propagation
state of elastic waves in rock media. At present, it
has a wide range of applications in engineering and
geology, and can be used to study formation lithology, pore infiltration, rock strength, acoustic wave
dispersion, fracture development and wellbore stability [5-7]. Brittleness represents the ability of a
rock to rupture. The higher the brittleness, the more
easily the rock breaks. Therefore, the high brittleness
index shale area indicates engineering sweet spots
[8-10].
For strata with extremely complicated geological conditions, our microscopic understanding of the
stratum is relatively lacking, which restricts the evaluation of unconventional reservoir characteristics
and the development of engineering geology [11-14].
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct comprehensive
research on shale petrophysical parameters by combining various experimental test data. A large set of
thick-layered high-quality continental shale reservoirs has been developed in the Xujiahe Formation
in the western part of the Sichuan Basin. It is found
that the petrophysical properties of the shale have
strong heterogeneity and anisotropy. These factors
adversely affect the preference of the fracture zone.
In this paper, taking the shale in the western part of
the Sichuan Basin as an example, we have conducted
a comprehensive study on the physical properties,
rock mechanics, acoustics and brittleness of continental shale. The research results can provide reference for the re-recognition and evaluation of the geological structure of complex shale.


'&&"!'#&

A large set of continental shale reservoirs has
been developed in the Xujiahe Formation of the
western Sichuan Basin, China, which has great potential for shale gas exploration and development,
but the current research level is still shallow. Based
on the current situation, this paper combines X-ray
diffraction, physical properties, rock mechanics and
acoustic test experiments to comprehensively study
the petrophysical properties of continental shale in
the western Sichuan Basin, China. The results show
that the main reservoir space of the study shale is organic pores, clay mineral intercrystalline pores, dissolution pores and microcracks. The static Young's
modulus of the potential shale reservoir is large, and
there is no obvious positive correlation between the
dynamic and static Young's modulus of the non-reservoir shale. The p/s value of the shale is around
1.6. The shale p/s has a positive correlation with
porosity and permeability. According to the relationship between longitudinal wave and shear wave velocity, the study shale is a clay-rich siliceous shale
facies, which has similar petrophysical properties to
the high-yield shale in the Fort and Barnett regions
of the United States. The brittleness of the study
shale is close to the brittle shale area and the calcareous shale area, indicating that the brittleness index
of the study continental shale is higher, and its brittleness is slightly lower than that of the Barnett highyield marine shale in the United States.


,*#%&
Continental shale, petrophysical properties, rock mechanical properties, acoustic properties, brittleness index

The study area is located in the middle section
of the western Sichuan depression. The topography
of the area includes the Quaternary, Lower Cretaceous, Jurassic and Upper Triassic Xujiahe Formations from top to bottom. The target layer of this
paper is the shale of the Xu 5 member of the Xujiahe
Formation, which is a continental deposit. The thickness of the Xu 5 member is generally 500-580 m,
with geological features of frequent interbedded
sandstone and shale. Its main lithology is shale,

"'%#('#"
Petrophysical research mainly includes physical properties, rock mechanics, acoustics and brittleness [1-3]. Physical properties are the basis for understanding rock properties and reservoir evaluation.
Rock mechanics research mainly evaluates the rock
mechanics properties of rock, and it has important
engineering application value for formation integrity
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siltstone and fine sandstone. The color of the rock is
mainly gray and grayish black, reflecting the weak
reductive sedimentary environment during the deposition period.
The experimental tests in this paper include
physical properties (porosity and permeability), triaxial acoustics (longitudinal wave velocity and shear
wave velocity), uniaxial and triaxial mechanical tests
(Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio), and X-ray
diffraction analysis. Among them, the testing instruments for porosity and permeability are HKC-2 and
HBSST-3 respectively. The confining pressure for
triaxial rock mechanics and acoustic testing is 32
MPa. The sample is divided into dry rock samples
and rock samples of saturated formation brine. Its
test instrument is the MTS rock physics tester. The
X-ray diffraction analysis test instrument is Rigaku
SmartLab9.

content of the continental shale is mainly distributed
in 1.1-3.1%, with an average of 1.6%, which is lower
than that of marine shale [15]. The pyrite content is
relatively low, representing a weakly reduced depositional environment [16].
Commercial shale reservoirs typically have a
relatively low clay content, which is typically less
than 35-40%. This is mainly due to the excessive
clay content which increases the shale toughness
[15-16]. Britt and Schoeffler [17] used a three-terminal method to compare the mineral composition of
typical shale in eight regions of the United States.
The results show that shale gas yields in shale areas
with clay mineral content greater than 40% are usually lower. However, there are also large commercial
shale gas reservoirs with high clay content, such as
Hayneville shale gas reservoirs [17]. Its clay content
is greater than 40%, which indicates that the high
shale gas production capacity is also related to good
fracturing modification measures.
The primary pores of the Xu 5 Member shale
are relatively underdeveloped, and the main reservoir space are organic pores, intercrystalline pores,
dissolution pores and microcracks [18-20] (Fig. 1).
The physical property test and nuclear magnetic resonance logging results show that the effective porosity of the continental shale is relatively low, and the
variation range is small, mainly distributed in 1-4%,
and the average effective porosity is about 2%. Its
gas permeability is mainly distributed in the range of
0.001-0.007 mD, and the average value is 0.004 5
mD. The shale belongs to an ultra-low porosity-ultra-low permeability tight reservoir.

%&( '&

!8=4A0; 2><?>B8C8>= 0=3 ?7HB820; ?A>?4A
C84BWe conducted X-ray diffraction mineral composition tests on 20 sets of shale test samples. The
results show that the main mineral components in the
continental shale are quartz, potassium feldspar, plagioclase, calcite, dolomite, siderite, rock salts, clay
minerals, organic matter and pyrite. Among them,
the average content of quartz minerals (38.1%) is
roughly equivalent to the average content of clay
mineral components (37.7%). The organic matter

(% 
'H?4B>5A4B4AE>8AB?024>5C74(??4A'A80BB82+D98074>A<0C8>=B70;48=C74&827D0=0B8=. /
Notes: (a)—Organic matter pores, pore size 0.1-1 μm, Jiao 52 well, 3 147.7 m, ×8 000; (b)—Interlayer pores of clay minerals,
pore size 0.1-0.5 μm, Jianmen 104 well, 4 435.7m, × 30 000; (c)—Dissolution pores, potassium feldspar dissolved by acidic
medium, pore size 0.1-0.8 μm, Jiao 52 well, 3 154.7 m, × 20 000; (d)—Microcrack, crack width 1-10 μm, Dashen 1 well, 2
010.8 m, ×300.
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%>2: <4270=82B ?A>?4AC84B The most commonly used test method for the evaluation of shale
rock mechanical properties is triaxial rock mechanics and acoustic testing [21]. The former can determine the static mechanical parameters of the rock,
while the latter can determine the dynamic mechanical parameters of the rock. A large number of studies have shown that there is good agreement between
the two test results. The potential shale reservoir has
five characteristics [17]: (1) Clay component content
<40%; (2) Static Young's modulus >24GPa; (3) The
relationship between dynamic and static Young's
modulus has similar characteristics to clastic reservoirs, and the two parameters have very good positive correlation; (4) Observed from the core scale, it
is essentially isotropic and has no obvious lamina; (5)
Under formation conditions, gas components rely on

effective micro-cracks for seepage.
By comparing the dynamic and static Young's
modulus of different types of shale and clastic reservoirs (Fig. 2), it can be found that the dynamic values
of rock mechanics parameters are greater than the
static values. The studied continental shale has similar variation characteristics to the clastic reservoir,
and the static Young's modulus is larger, which is
similar to the characteristics of the potential shale
reservoir given by Britt and Schoeffler [17]. However, there is no significant positive correlation between the dynamic and static Young's modulus of
non-reservoir shale.

2>DBC82 ?A>?4AC84B   ? B The acoustic
test results for the shale samples are shown in Fig. 3.
Some tight sandstone samples are also shown in the
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figure. These samples are also taken from the Xu 5
member and are referenced samples. The tight sandstone and shale samples in Fig. 3 are both dry rock
samples.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the p/s of the
test samples are mainly distributed between 1.5 and
1.7, and the distribution range is not large. The p
and s values of the shale are relatively small, followed by the argillaceous sandstone, while the p
and s values of the pure sandstone are relatively
large. For p/s, the p/s of different argillaceous
sandstones vary widely. This phenomenon is related
to the different internal particle and microstructural
arrangement of different sandstone samples. The
p/s distribution of mud shale is around 1.6.
There are various geological factors affecting
rock porosity and permeability. The variation of porosity and permeability of different types of rocks
undergoing different diagenesis varies greatly.
Therefore, the correlation between Vp/Vs and rock
porosity and permeability is mainly for rocks whose
lithology changes are not very large [22]. Previous
studies have shown that rock p/s has a certain positive correlation with porosity. This is mainly because for elastic waves, the rocks p and s can be
represented by the following equations, respectively
[21]:
(1)
 =
 =

We performed physical property tests on the
samples and fitted the relationship between p/s and
porosity under uniaxial saturated water/saturated gas
conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
It can be seen from the figure that the porosity
of tight sandstone and shale in this area is very low,
generally between 1.5 and 3.5%, and there is a positive correlation between p/s and porosity, and the
correlation is good. Since the porosity of the test
sample is very low, the overall change trend of p/s
is relatively flat. At the same time, it was found that
the p/s value of the sample increased after the water was saturated compared with the dried sample.

*0E4E4;>28CH0=3B438<4=C0AH50284BNicolas-Lopez and Valdiviezo-Mijangos [21] studied the
relationship between different types of shale facies
and their longitudinal and transverse wave velocities,
and compared the high-yield shale reservoirs in Fort,
Barnett, Hayneville and Eagle Ford (Fig. 5). It can
be seen that the main shale produced in Fort and Barnett is mainly clay-rich siliceous shale facies, and the
clay content in the shale of Barnett is slightly higher
than that in the Fort area. The high-yield shale in the
Hayneville area is biased towards the clay-rich carbonate shale facies, which contain relatively high
carbonate components. The high-yield shale in the
Eagle Ford area is biased from the transition from the
rich carbonate carbonate shale facies to the carbonate-type shale facies. The silt and carbonate content in the shale is high. For the continental shale reservoirs studied in this paper, the main mineral components in the rock are quartz and clay, so it belongs
to the clay-rich siliceous shale facies, similar to the
main shale reservoirs in Fort and Barnett.

 + 4μ / 3

ρ
μ
ρ

(2)

Where  is the bulk modulus (GPa);  is the
shear modulus (GPa);  is the rock density (g/cm3).
Since the shear modulus of a liquid or gas is
zero, the elastic wave cannot propagate in a liquid or
a gas. Therefore, as the porosity of the rock increases,
s generally decreases significantly, while p
changes relatively small, resulting in an increase in
p/s. When the rock changes from dry to saturated
with formation water, the bulk modulus will increase
slightly, and the shear modulus will not change. It
can be seen from equations (1) and (2) that p will
increase slightly. And s does not change.

A8CC;4270A02C4A8BC82BThe brittleness affects
the fracture characteristics of rock. The shale with
high brittleness is more prone to tensile and shear
fracture during fracturing, and then forms a complex
seam system. The induced fracture is easily retained
to open under the action of the proppant. For shale
with strong toughness, the induced fracture is easy to
heal during stress release.

(%
%4;0C8>=B78?14CF44=? B0=3?>A>B8CH>5C4BCB0<?;4B
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a small brittleness index and a high Poisson's ratio.
For the study continental shale, the test data distribution range is closer to the brittle shale area and the
calcareous shale area, indicating that the brittleness
index of the study continental shale is higher. Its brittleness index is slightly lower than that of the Barnett's high-yield marine shale.

According to different concepts, the previous
proposed a variety of rock brittleness calculation
methods, which mainly consider the mineral composition, stress and strength parameters [23]. Previous
studies have shown that the correlation analysis between  and  can better identify the toughness and
brittleness characteristics of different types of shale
( is the Lame coefficient,  is the rock density, and
 is the shear strength). Fig. 6 shows an identification
map of the distribution of rocks and minerals with
different ductile and brittle properties, based on the
relationship between  and  [24]. Among them,
Barnett's high-yield marine shale is located in the
brittle shale area, and its recovery rate has increased
from 30% to 53% with the increase of shale brittleness (Fig. 6). The ductile shale distribution zone has

#" (&#"&
(1) The main reservoir space of the Xujiahe
shale in the western Sichuan Basin are organic pores,
clay mineral intercrystalline pores, dissolution pores
and microcracks. The static Young's modulus of the
potential shale reservoir is large, and there is no
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obvious positive correlation between the dynamic
and static Young's modulus of the non-reservoir
shale.
(2) The p/s value of the shale is around 1.6.
The shale p/s has a positive correlation with porosity and permeability. According to the relationship
between longitudinal wave and shear wave velocity,
the study shale is a clay-rich siliceous shale facies,
which has similar petrophysical properties to the
high-yield shale in the Fort and Barnett regions of
the United States.
(3) The brittleness of the study shale is close to
the brittle shale area and the calcareous shale area,
indicating that the brittleness index of the study continental shale is higher, and its brittleness is slightly
lower than that of the Barnett high-yield marine
shale in the United States.
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The large and medium-sized gas reservoirs in
the Sichuan Basin of China are mainly distributed in
the Permian and Triassic strata [1-4]. The Triassic
strata are a set of clastic rock gas-bearing strata constructed by tight-super-tight sandstone and shale.
With the correct guidance of “continuous” oil and
gas exploration ideas in recent years, by continuously increasing exploration and development efforts, it has finally made breakthroughs in the tight
reservoirs of the Triassic [5, 6]. At present, the development of tight-super-tight sandstone gas and
shale gas has become feasible [2, 7-9]. Due to the
rapid vertical change of the lithology of the Triassic
strata in western Sichuan, the sandstone and mudstone frequently intersect with each other, which
makes the engineering geological conditions of the
stratum complex [8-10]. In the construction process,
it is easy to cause engineering problems such as drilling and hanging cards, instability of the borehole
wall and difficulty in determining the mud density
[11-13]. To solve this problem, the geological structure and physical and mechanical properties of such
interbedded tight sandstone and shale formations
must first be deeply dissected, and the mechanical
parameters of the rock mass should be quantitatively
characterized [14, 15]. Therefore, based on the sampling of the Triassic interbedded tight sandstone and
shale in western Sichuan, the experimental tests of
rock mechanics, acoustics and physical properties
are conducted. The dynamic and static mechanical
parameters of rock under formation conditions are
analyzed. The research results can provide basic data
for future drilling and completion construction.


$"#$#

#*695.; 27;<:=6.7<; *7- <.;< ,87-2<287;
The tight sandstone and shale samples were taken
from the Triassic strata in western Sichuan with a

#$"$

In this paper, a systematic experimental analysis of the rock mechanics properties of interbedded
tight sandstone and shale formations was conducted.
The research results can provide basic data for drilling and completion engineering. The study shows
that the stress/strain curves of interbedded tight
sandstone and shale under formation conditions can
be divided into four stages: initial compaction
stage→linear elastic extension stage→nonlinear
plastic extension stage→post-peak residual strength
stage. The increase of shale content can often reduce
the triaxial strength of the rock sample, and increase
the axial and circumferential strain before failure,
and the circumferential strain is smaller than the axial strain. The increase in shale content also increases
the length of the strain ductile section, so that shale
can undergo longer plastic creep behaviors and accumulate large stresses compared to tight sandstones. Therefore, the stress in the shale is often
greater than the adjacent sandstone layer. Tight sandstones with high meteorite debris content tend to
have higher triaxial strength and lower strain under
formation conditions. The yield strength ratio of interbedded tight sandstone and shale samples is
roughly between 60-70% with little difference. The
yield strength of shale is generally smaller than that
of sandstone. The proportion of plastic strain of tight
sandstone is 20-35%, while the proportion of plastic
strain of shale is 30-45%. Finally, a conversion
model of dynamic and static elastic parameters and
shear parameters suitable for the target layer of the
study area was obtained.
(&"#
Tight sandstone, shale rock, elastic parameters, shear parameters, conversion model
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triaxial test loaded the confining pressure at a circumferential rate of about 0.05 MPa/s.
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The tight sandstone and shale samples exhibit linear
elastic brittle failure characteristics under uniaxial
conditions. The variation characteristics of the axial
stress/strain curve of the rock under confining pressure are shown in Fig. 1. From the axial stress variation in the figure, it can be seen that the triaxial
strength of the tight sandstone is significantly larger
than that of the shale [16-19]. From the strain, it can
be seen that the shale strain is significantly larger
than the tight sandstone when the rock is damaged,
indicating that the shale has stronger plastic strain
characteristics. On the whole, the rock samples under the confining pressure and saturated conditions
have certain elastic-plastic mechanical characteristics [18-19]. According to the relationship between
axial stress and axial strain curve, and considering
the circumferential and volume strain, the rock sample stress/strain curve is divided into 4 stages: (1) initial compaction stage (O to A or O’ to A’) → (2)
linear elastic extension stage (A to B or A’ to B’) →
(3) nonlinear plastic extension stage (B to C or B’ to
C’) → (4) post-peak residual strength stage (after
point C or C’).

//.,<8/6=--A,86987.7<;87;<:.;;;<:*27
,1*:*,<.:2;<2,;8/;*695.; //.,<8/;1*5.,87
<.7<87;<:.;;;<:*27,=:>.The effect of mud content on the stress/strain of tight sandstone and shale
samples is shown in Fig. 2. Each test curve in the
figure ends at the point where the sample ruptures.
Observing the relationship between the deviatoric
stress and axial strain and circumferential strain in
Fig. 2, it can be seen that the two have similar trend
variation characteristics. However, from the magnitude of the strain, the axial strain is greater than the
circumferential strain. This is mainly because the axial strain is directly derived from the axial pressure,
and the circumferential strain is indirectly derived
from the axial compression [20-22]. The expansion
and decomposition of stress inside the rock causes a
relative hysteresis of the circumferential strain [2327].
The effects of different shale contents on the
stress/strain of rock samples were further analyzed.
For the stress, it can be found from the comparison
of Fig. 2 that for the tight sandstone samples
A8→A6→A7 and then to the shale samples
B2→B3→B4, the peak deviatoric stress decreases
with the increase of the shale content. Tight sandstones are in relatively high stress intervals and shale
is in relatively small stress intervals. For strain, it
generally increases with the increase of shale content. For tight sandstones A8 and A6, A6 will first

depth of >3 000 m. There are 20 groups of samples
(10 sets of sandstone, numbered A1-A10; 10 sets of
shale, number B1-B10), and the size is 25 mm×50
mm. The main lithologies of tight sandstones are
quartz sandstone, lithic sandstone, pebbles, sandstone and siltstone. The main mineral components of
shale are quartz and clay, in addition to a small
amount of siderite, dolomite, calcite and plagioclase.
The test sample was subjected to a mechanical/acoustic synchronization test using an MTS
loader with an acoustic test frequency of 1 MHz and
a mechanical test pressure sensor error of less than
1%. The pressure coefficient of the Triassic strata in
the study area is about 1.6-2.0. The sample is saturated with brine. The effective confining pressure is
set according to the difference between the overburden pressure and the formation pressure, which is
about 32 MPa.


%" 
#<:.;;;<:*27,=:>.8/:8,4;*695.;

$.;<6.<18-;In order to consider the changes
in the mechanical properties of rock samples under
different confining pressure conditions, uniaxial and
triaxial tests were performed on each group of the
four samples. The effective confining pressures set
by the triaxial test are: 12 MPa, 22 MPa, and 32 MPa,
and each mechanical test point has a corresponding
ultrasonic test result (longitudinal and transverse
wave velocity). The uniaxial test loaded the axial
pressure at a strain rate of about 3.5 × 10-3/s. The
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deteriorate with stress loading. At the same time, it
can be found that the axial strain of the A6 sample
and the ductile section of the circumferential strain
are relatively longer, which indicates that the shale
component can produce a long time creep behavior
to a certain extent. Shale samples B3 and B4 also
have similar characteristics. Long-term creep behavior can accumulate huge stresses in shale, which is
also an important reason for the general shale section
stress to be slightly larger than the adjacent section
sandstone stress.
However, for the tight sandstone sample A5,
although the sample has a high shale content (18%),
its triaxial strength is the highest and the strain is the
smallest. The microscopic observation of the A5
sample showed that the main characteristics of the
sample were bimodal distribution of coarse sand and
silt, mainly silt. The cuttings were mainly quartz and
vermiculite, and the vermiculite accounted for 15%.
The rock was dense and the pores were not developed. These factors should be the main reason for the
high strength and low strain of the samples [28-29].

sandstone is 20-35%, and the proportion of plastic
strain of shale is 30-45%. For interbedded tight sandstone and shale samples, the yield strength ratio is
roughly between 60% and 70%, with little difference
between them.


%" 
".5*<287;129+.<?..7;1*5.,87<.7<*7-95*;<2,
;<:*27:*<28

A7*62,*7-;<*<2,6.,1*72,*59*:*6.<.:;
 A7*62,*7-;<*<2,.5*;<2,9*:*6.<.:,1*:*,
<.:2;<2,; By distinguishing between sandstone and
shale, we compare the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio in the dynamic and static elastic parameters of the samples under formation conditions. The
dynamic elastic parameters are calculated from the
physical equations of equations (1) and (2) based on
the measured ultrasonic data.
(1)
(3 − 4 )
× 0.000001
 = ρ
 − 
(2)
( − 2 )
υ = 0.5 ×
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

 − 
2

2

Where  is Young's modulus (GPa);  is rock
density (g/cm3);  is Poisson's ratio.
The dynamic and static elastic parameters of
the rock sample are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that for Young's modulus, the relationship between
tight sandstone and shale samples is similar, and the
linear relationship is not much different, but the
Young's modulus of sandstone is generally larger
than that of shale [33-36]. It can be seen from the
vertical and horizontal coordinates that the dynamic
Young's modulus calculated by the measured ultrasonic velocity is greater than the static measured
value. For Poisson's ratio, the dynamic and static relationship between tight sandstone and shale is obviously divided. It can be clearly seen from the figure
that the Poisson's ratio of the shale is larger than that
of the sandstone. For sandstone, the dynamic Poisson's ratio calculated using the measured ultrasonic
velocity is not much different from the static measured value [37-38]. For the shale, the dynamic Poisson's ratio is slightly smaller than the static Poisson's
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Yield stress refers to the point at which the rock
slope of the rock sample suddenly decreases or the
strain increases sharply during loading [30-32]. We
plot the relationship between the shale content and
the plastic strain ratio of different samples under formation conditions in Fig. 3. It can be seen from Fig.
3 that since the shale yields generally earlier than the
sandstone, the strain ratio of the plastic section after
the linear elastic section is larger than that of the
sandstone. The proportion of plastic strain of tight
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ratio. The conversion model can guide the future
drilling and completion design of the study area.

φ = 35.43 − 14.46 lg[  + ( 

2

+ 1)

0.5

]

(6)

 = 0.16 − 0.197 ⋅ 

Where d is the dynamic Poisson's ratio; Δp is
the longitudinal wave time difference (μs/ft); sh is
the shale content (%).
In the above parameters, d is obtained by the
measured longitudinal and transverse wave velocity
values and formula (2), Δp is obtained by converting
the measured longitudinal wave velocity, and sh is
obtained by the thin section analysis results. The dynamically interpreted  and  values of the rock
samples are compared with the measured static values. The results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen
from the figure that the predicted rock cohesion and
internal friction angle are in good agreement with the
measured static values, and the internal friction angle prediction effect is better than the cohesion. It
can also be seen from the figure that the cohesive
force of the tight sandstone in the area is greater than
that of the shale. There is micro crack in the interior
of a group of sandstones with the lowest cohesion in
Fig. 5. For the internal friction angle, the tight sandstone test results are also slightly larger than the
shale. The interpretation results of rock shear
strength parameters can provide a basis for logging
interpretation [41-42].
%" 
87>.:;287:.5*<287;129+.<?..7-A7*62,*7-
;<*<2,.5*;<2,9*:*6.<.:;8/;*695.;=7-.:
/8:6*<287,87-2<287;

  A7*62, *7- ;<*<2, ;1.*: ;<:.70<1 9*
:*6.<.: ,1*:*,<.:2;<2,; Based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the cohesion () and internal friction
angle () in the static shear strength parameters of
rock can be determined by using the relationship between rock compressive strength and confining pressure. The dynamic C interpretation model uses the
empirical formula proposed based on parameter iteration [39-40]. The expression of sandstone is shown
in equation (3), and the expression of mud shale is
shown in equation (4). The dynamic  interpretation
model uses an empirical formula based on a large
number of laboratory tests. The expression of sandstone is shown in equation (5) and the mud shale is
shown in equation (6).
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(1) The stress/strain curves of interbedded tight
sandstone and shale in formation conditions can be
divided into four stages: initial compaction
stage→linear elastic extension stage→nonlinear
plastic extension stage→post-peak residual strength
stage.
(2) The increase of shale content can often reduce the triaxial strength of the rock sample, and increase the axial and circumferential strain before
failure. The circumferential strain is smaller than the
axial strain. The increase in shale content can also
increase the length of the strain ductile section.
Therefore, the shale can undergo plastic creep behavior for a longer period of time than the tight sandstone. This causes the stress in the shale to be greater
than the adjacent sandstone layer. Tight sandstones
with high meteorite debris content tend to have
higher triaxial strength and lower strain under formation conditions.
(3) The yield strength ratio of interbedded tight
sandstone and shale samples is roughly between 6070% with little difference. The yield strength of
shale is generally smaller than that of sandstone. The
proportion of plastic strain of tight sandstone is 2035%, while the proportion of plastic strain of shale is
30-45%.
(4) In this paper, a dynamic and static elastic
parameter and a shearing parameter conversion
model suitable for the target layer of the study area
are established, and the precision is high.
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Tomato (      ) is widely
consumed both in fresh and processed forms [1]. Tomato fruit is also desired for its nutritive value, as it
contains important nutrients such as sugars, acids,
vitamins, minerals, lycopene and other carotenoids
that are essential for good health [2]. It is a climacteric fruit, characterized by highly perishable nature
and short post harvest life, usually 2-3 weeks [3].
Due to its delicate nature, the tomato fruits are prone
to postharvest losses that may range from 30 to 50
percent. The postharvest losses in Peshawar valley
were about 20% [4]. Postharvest losses may occur
from harvesting to packing, storing, shipments, marketing and final delivery to the consumers [5]. Thus,
good postharvest management is as critical as production practices for ensuring profitable tomato crop
production [6]. Temperature and relative humidity
management are among the primary postharvest
management practices to increase the storage life
and to retain quality of tomato fruits [7]. The rate of
ripening and senescence increases with increasing
temperature in tomato [3]. The water loss is also directly related to temperature and relative humidity in
the storage [8].
Storage under low temperature has been considered to be the most efficient method to maintain
quality of most fruits and vegetables, because it reduces respiration rate and ethylene production, delay
ripening and senescence suppress rot development
[8]. Tomato fruit being chilling sensitive, are damaged by prolong storage less than 12°C [9] but store
well at slightly higher (10-13°C) temperature [1011] Calcium (Ca) is found to decrease fruit softening
and post harvest decay [12], delayed senescence and
retain fruit quality during storage [13]. Calcium application maintains cell turgor, membrane integrity,
tissue firmness and delays membrane lipid catabolism thus extending storage life of fresh fruits. Calcium ions (Ca+2) are involved in many physiological

Calcium application maintains cell turgor, membrane integrity, tissue firmness and delays membrane lipid catabolism thus extending storage life of
fresh fruits. The objective of this experiment was to
assess the effect of calcium sources (Calcium chloride, calcium gluconate, Calcium lactate and calcium
sulphate) at various concentration (0, 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75) and stored at low temperature (10± 2°C) and
ambient temperature (32±2°C) on the quality related
attributes of tomato fruit. The results of the study
showed that higher fruit firmness (2.25 kg cm-2), percent acidity (0.34%), ascorbic acid content (9.90 mg
100g-1), non reducing sugars (1.58%), minimum
physiological weight loss (20.18%), TSS (4.99
°Brix) and reducing sugars (3.53%) was recorded in
fruits stored at low temperature, as compared to
fruits stored at ambient temperature. Calcium concentration at 0.75% significantly retained fruit firmness (2.60 kg cm-2), percent acidity (0.38%), ascorbic acid content (9.68 mg 100g-1), non reducing sugars (1.74%) and reduced the physiological weight
loss (14.33%) and TSS (5.03 °Brix), while reducing
sugars (3.26%) were recorded as minimum in tomatoes supplied with 0.5% calcium concentration. Regarding the means for calcium sources, highest value
of fruit firmness (2.82 kg cm-2), percent acidity
(0.44%), ascorbic acid content (13.52 mg 100g-1),
non reducing sugars (2.34%), minimum physiological weight loss (12.72%), TSS (4.96 °Brix), and reducing sugars (3.10%), were retained in fruits treated
with CaCl2. Therefore, it is concluded that CaCl2 at
high concentration and low temperature should be
used for tomato fruit quality and increased shelf life.
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(32±2°C) with relative humidity of 60±5% for 21
days.
The experiment was laid out in Completely
Randomized Design (CRD) in three repeats.

+>+ </-9<.381 :<9-/.?</= #2C=396913-+6
)/312>69==For determining the physiological
loss in weight, 6 freshly harvested fruits were
weighed and numbered before imposing the treatments at 0 day. Final weight loss was calculated on
21 day which served as the final weight loss. The
physiological loss in weight was determined by the
following formula and expressed as percentage.
   

  
   


  
  


<?3> 03<78/== 51 -7  The fruit firmness
was estimated with Penetrometer (FTFT011, Italian
Equipped with 4 mm probe). For this purpose, five
fruits were taken from each treatment and each repetition. Smooth and uniform pressure was applied
for penetrating the probe into the flesh of the fruit at
three regions of tomato; stem end, equatorial region
and blossom end, and then average was computed.
The data was recorded in kg cm-2. 

39-2/73-+6;?+63>C+>><3,?>/=Tomato fruits
with decent texture and color were selected picked
from each treatment and were transferred to Biochemistry Laboratory, ARI, Tarnab, Peshawar. After
washing with tape water, the fruits were cut into
pieces and juice was extracted by extractor. The total
soluble solids (ͦbrix) acidity (%), ascorbic acid (mg.
100g-1), total reducing and non-reducing sugars (%)
were analyzed by methods reported by [20].

&>+>3=>3-+6 8+6C=3= The data were analyzed
statistically using procedure appropriate for Completely Randomized Design (CRD) using statistical
software Statistix 8 (Statistix ® 8 Analytical Software 2003). Means were compared using LSD when
F test was found significant [21].


%&('&!&(&&"!

#2C=396913-+6)/312>9==The physiological weight loss of tomato varied significantly
with storage conditions (SC), Ca sources (CaS) and
Ca concentrations (CaC). All interactions, except
CaS x CaC, were non significant for weight loss of
tomato (Table 1). The weight loss was higher at ambient temperature (35.94%) than the weight loss
(20.18%) recorded at low temperature storage (Table
1). The physiological weight loss of tomato fruit decreased with increasing CaC. The least weight loss
(14.33%) was recorded with 0.75% Ca concentration
followed by 22.92% weight loss recorded with 0.5%
Ca concentration. The highest weight loss (40.23%)

processes in vegetables and fruits. It plays a vital role
in maintaining their quality. Ca+2 levels are inversely
related to respiration and ethylene production rates
in a variety of fruit crops including tomato [14]. The
effectiveness of Ca application methods as a postharvest treatment differs among crops [15]. Application
of Ca has been shown to promote firmness of kiwifruit [16] and inhibits the ripening of tomato and
pineapples [17]. Different calcium sources such as
calcium chloride, calcium gluconate, calcium lactate, and calcium sulphate have been used to retain
the fruit quality during storage. The prolonged shelf
life of calcium treated fruits is due to increased firmness and low ethylene production [18]. Post harvest
application of calcium by dipping fruits in calcium
solution significantly enhance calcium content in
comparison with preharvest sprays without causing
any injury to fruits; though it depends on salt concentration and types. The concentration of solution
to be used for calcium dip also depends on fruit or
vegetable treated. Many studies have reported 1-2%
calcium concentration as most effective for diced tomatoes [19]. Extending the storage life of tomatoes
may enable growers, wholesalers and retailers of tomatoes to have a relatively longer period of time to
transport and market their produce before losses occur, thus culminating in higher income returns for
growers and country. Keeping the importance of Ca
role on prolonging shelf life and maintaining quality
of tomato, an experiment was conducted with the objectives to evaluate the influence of different calcium
sources on fruit quality and storage performance. To
optimize the calcium concentration to minimize post
harvest losses and maintain better quality of tomato
fruit and to study the interactive effects of calcium
source, calcium concentrations and storage conditions on shelf life and post harvest quality of tomato.
'%&! '"&
The experiment on the influence of calcium
sources and concentrations on the fruit quality of tomato was carried out in Biochemistry Laboratory of
Agriculture Research Institute Tarnab, Peshawar
during the year 2014. The experiment was conducted
in Completely Randomized Design in three repeats.
The tomato fruits were harvested at mature green
stage from the field. The fruit free of mechanical injuries, diseases and disorders were selected for the
study. Four sources of calcium were used namely
calcium chloride, calcium gluconate, calcium lactate
and calcium sulphate of Sigma and Ridyal company.
The percent calcium solutions (0, 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75%) were prepared from the above given sources.
The tomato fruit samples of about 4 kg for each
treatment were carefully dipped in 10 litre solution
for 5 minutes. Treated fruit were then kept at low
temperature (10± 2°C) and at ambient temperature
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might have delayed senescence and decreased rate of
was observed in fruits of control group (Table 1).
respiration and transpiration in tomato fruits [24]
Among the CaS, the fruit treated with calcium gluCalcium seems to serve as an intermolecular binding
conate had the highest weight loss (42.22%) folagent that stabilizes protein-pectin complexes of
lowed by 23.22 and 19.0% weight loss recorded in
middle lamella [25], thus plays a role in holding cell
fruit treated with calcium lactate and calcium sulwall structure by interacting with pectic acid in the
phate, respectively. The weight loss of tomato fruit
cell wall to form calcium pectate. High calcium upwas the least (12.72%) with calcium chloride treattake in fruits has been shown to reduce transpiration
ment (Table 1). The CaS x CaC interaction showed
and respiration rates, which resulted in decreased
that the increase in weight loss was the highest
weight loss and an increased postharvest shelf life
(49.17%) in fruits treated with calcium gluconate
[26]. The lower weight loss in calcium treated fruits
and 0.25% Ca concentration. The Minimum weight
is attributed to membrane functionality and integrity
loss (5.67%) was recorded in fruits treated with calmaintenance with lower losses of phospholipids and
cium chloride and 0.75% concentration (Figure 1).
protein and reduced ion leakage which could be reGenerally, the physiological weight loss insponsible for lower weight loss. Similar results were
creases progressively during the storage and this
observed in apricot [27]. The weight loss in shredded
kind of weight loss continued till the fruit attain fully
carrots was significantly reduced by the application
ripened stage [22]. The physiological weight loss
of 1% calcium chloride solution [28]. Since, the calwas higher at ambient temperature as compared to
cium enhances the membrane integrity and functionlow storage temperature. Weight loss is primarily
ality [29] and decreases the loss of protein and phosdue to transpiration and respiration. Transpiration repholipids and may decrease the weight loss. The
sults in moisture loss to the atmosphere. Respiration
findings of this study are in line with [30] who recauses weight reduction because a carbon atom is
ported 1% calcium chloride for lowering physiologlost from the fruit each time and a carbon dioxide
ical weight loss in tomato. The calcium might act as
molecule is produced [23]. Among the calcium
a barrier for water transpiring from fruit surface [31].
sources, calcium gluconate resulted in higher weight
The findings of the present study are in accordance
loss as compared to other sources of Ca and least
with [3] who recommended 2% calcium chloride for
weight loss was observed with calcium chloride.
decreased weight loss both at ambient and cold temCalcium treatments have been commercially used in
perature storage.
apples to increase the shelf life and reduce the postharvest disorders and weight loss. Thus, calcium

' 
806?/8-/90-+6-3?7-98-/8><+>398+8.=9?<-/=98>2/:2C=396913-+6A/312>69==0<?3>03<78/==
51-7 >9>+6=96?,6/=963.=,<3BE+8.:/<-/8>+-3.3>C90>97+>9+>.300/</8>=>9<+1/-98.3>398=
'</+>7/8>=
Ambient Temperature
Low Temperature Storage
Significance
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
&+>F  
Calcium chloride
Calcium gluconate
Calcium lactate
Calcium sulphate
&+>F  
CaS x CaC
Significance
CaS x SC
Significance
CaC x SC
Significance
Control x SC
Significance
CaSxCaC x SC
Significance

#2C=396913-+6)/312>
<?3>3<78/==
69==
51-7 
&>9<+1/98.3>398=
35.94 a
2.07 b
20.18 b
2.25 a
*
*
+6-3?798-/8><+>398=
40.23 a
1.54 d
35.63 b
1.78 c
22.92 c
2.27 b
14.33 d
2.60 a
 
 
+6-3?7&9?<-/=
12.72 c
2.82 a
42.22 a
1.82 c
23.22 b
1.89 c
19.00 b
2.34 b
 
 
8>/<+->398=
Fig 1
Fig 1
*
***
------NS
NS
--Fig 4
NS
**
*
---NS

NS
--NS

'9>+6&96?,6/
&963.=GE,<3B

#/<-/8>
+-3.3>C

6.76 a
4.99 b
*

0.23 b
0.34 a
*

6.60 a
6.26 b
5.46 c
5.03 d
 

0.23 b
0.24 b
0.34 a
0.38 a
 

4.96 b
6.06 a
5.97 a
5.35 b
 

0.44 a
0.24 c
0.25 c
0.35 b
 

Fig 1
*
---NS
---NS

Fig 1
*
---NS
---NS

***
---NS

NS
---NS

Means followed by similar letter(s) in column do not differ significantly from one another
NS = Non-significant and *, ** = Significant at 5 and 1% level of probability, respectively.
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The vertical bars represent standard error.


<?3>3<78/==51-7 The firmness of tomato fruits was significantly affected by storage conditions (SC), Ca sources (CaS) and Ca concentration
(CaC). All interactions were found non significant
except CaS x CaC and CaC x SC (Table 1). The fruit
firmness was higher (2.25 kg cm-2) in fruits stored at
low temperature as compared to 2.07 kg cm-2 recorded in fruits stored at ambient temperature (Table

1). The fruit firmness increased with increasing concentration of calcium. The treatment of tomato fruit
with 0.75% calcium solution resulted in the highest
fruit firmness (2.60 kg cm-2) followed by the firmness of fruits treated with 0.5% calcium solution
(2.27 kg cm-2). The minimum fruit firmness (1.54 kg
cm-2) was recorded in untreated fruits (Table 1).
Among the different CaS, calcium chloride
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role in holding cell wall structure by interacting with
pectic acid in the cell wall to form calcium pectate.
Similar results showing use of calcium treatments to
prevent loss in membrane integrity and subsequent
maintenance of textural quality during storage had
also been reported in shredded carrots by [33]. High
firming effect was found in CaCl2 treated tomatoes
but during storage, a higher rate of softening was
found in calcium lactate treated tomatoes. [38] also
found similar softness in mangoes treated with calcium lactate.

'9>+6 &96?,6/ &963.= E,<3B Storage conditions (SC), Ca sources (CaS) and Ca concentration
(CaC) significantly affected total soluble solids of
tomato fruits. All the interactions except CaS x CaC
were found non significant (Table 1). The storage of
tomato fruit at low temperature resulted in lower total soluble solids (4.99 °brix) as compared to the total soluble solids content (6.76 °brix) recorded with
storage at ambient temperature (Table 1). The mean
total soluble solids constantly increased with decrease in Ca concentration. The least total soluble
solids (5.03 °brix), recorded with dipping the fruits
in 0.75% Ca solution increased to 5.46 and 6.26 °brix
in fruit treated with 0.25 and 0.5% Ca solutions respectively. Highest TSS (6.60 °brix) was recorded in
control (Table 1). The means across calcium sources
revealed the least total soluble solids (4.96 °brix) in
fruit treated with calcium chloride, followed by 5.35
°brix in fruit treated with calcium sulphate. By contrast the highest total soluble solids (6.06 °brix) were
recorded in fruit treated with the calcium gluconate,
which was statistically at par with total soluble solids
(5.97 °brix) recorded with calcium lactate treatment
(Table 1). The CaS x CaC interaction revealed that
increasing Ca concentration decreased total soluble
solids content of tomato fruit irrespective of the calcium sources. However, the highest total soluble solids (7.08 °brix) were recorded in fruits treated with
0.25% Ca and calcium gluconate as calcium source.
By contrast, the minimum TSS (4.17 °brix) was recorded for fruits dipped in 0.75% calcium solution of
calcium chloride (Figure 1).
The total soluble solids (TSS) were higher with
low temperature storage as compared to ambient
temperature. Total soluble solids of fruits parameter
is a major quality related to the fruit texture and composition [39]. TSS is a rough estimate of sugar and
other soluble solids present in fruits and vegetables.
About 80-85% of the sugar contents are present in
total soluble solids. Polysaccharides degrade to simple sugars resulting in rise in TSS [40]. According to
[41] postharvest metabolism and biochemical
changes are slower at lower temperature and generally decreases to 50% with 10 0C decrease in temperature. The higher TSS content at low temperature indicates that sugars were depleted slowly during low
temperature storage.

treatment resulted in higher fruit firmness (2.82 kg
cm-2) followed by calcium sulphate (2.34 kg cm-2).
The fruit firmness with calcium gluconate and calcium lactate was lowest and equal (1.89 and 1.82 kg
cm-2), respectively (Table 1). The CaS x CaC interaction indicated that fruit firmness increased with increased concentration of Ca almost at all sources of
calcium, however the highest fruit firmness (3.87 kg
cm-2) was observed at 0.75% calcium concentration
with calcium chloride as source of calcium. The minimum fruit firmness (1.35 kg cm-2) was recorded in
fruit treated with calcium lactate at 0.25% calcium
concentration (Figure 1). Likewise, the CaC x SC interaction revealed that fruit firmness was the highest
at low temperature and high calcium concentration
but fruit firmness decreased with decreasing concentration of calcium at both storage temperatures. The
maximum firmness was recorded at low temperature
storage and 0.75% calcium concentration (2.86 kg
cm-2). By contrast fruit stored at low temperature
storage and treated with 0.25% calcium resulted in
the minimum fruit firmness (1.81 kg cm-2) (Figure
4). 
Fruit firmness determines tomato fruit quality
as it is closely related to fruit ripening [3]. Storage
temperature affected the fruit firmness and it was
higher at low temperature than ambient temperature
in this research, probably by decelerating metabolism and hence the ripening rate [3]. [3] reported increased firmness in calcium treated tomato stored at
cold temperature.
Higher calcium content and higher firmness of
fruits treated with higher calcium concentrations
clearly indicates the role of calcium in maintaining
cell wall [32] and membranes structure [33]. The
firming effect of calcium salt solution can be explained by the cross-linking of calcium ions to the
negatively charged carboxyl groups in the de-esterified pectin of cell wall and middle lamella in the calcium salts solutions [34]. More absorption of calcium by fruits retards ethylene production, reduces
respiration rates, increases firmness, delay ripening,
reduce decay and the occurrence of physiological
disorders, all lead to increased postharvest shelf life
[28]. Calcium ions maintained cell turgor pressure
and membrane integrity through stabilizing the
plasma membrane by binding to proteins and phospholipids at the membrane surface helps in improving fruit firmness [35]. Positive effects of CaCl2 on
firmness had also been reported by [36]. The fruit
firmness increased with calcium chloride concentration [6] by increasing cross linking of the cation that
enhances the cell wall stability [37]. In this research,
tomato treated with higher calcium concentration
contain higher calcium contents in the form of available calcium ions that may interact with the binding
sites in the cell wall and plasma membrane resulted
in firmer tomatoes. Calcium acts as an intermolecular binding agent which stabilizes protein-pectin
complexes of middle lamella [25], and plays a vital
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acids. Similarly, [24] mentioned that reduced metabolic changes of organic acid into water and CO2 resulted in better retention in fruits acidity. The results
of this research are in agreement with [46] who recorded highest acidity in apricot treated with calcium
during storage. [43] also observed a significant reduction in citric acid of strawberry treated with calcium stored in cold storage. They found that enzymatic activities during respiration were inhibited by
calcium treatments. Papaya fruit ripening was delayed by calcium which inhibits enzymatic activity.
This enzyme inhibition delayed the organic acid
used in enzymatic reactions occur in respiration [13].
Our results are in line with [3] who reported a significantly higher acidity (0.40%) was observed in 2%
calcium chloride treated tomato fruits at cold temperature. A gradual decline was also noted in acidity
by [3] over the storage period due to acids utilization
by fruit itself. Reasons of acidity retention might be
referred to inhibitory effect of calcium that delays
ripening and senescence and retains fruit firmness.

=-9<,3- -3. 98>/8> 71
1 Storage
conditions (SC), calcium sources (CaS) and calcium
concentrations (CaC) significantly affected ascorbic
acid content of tomato fruits. Except CaS × CaC, all
interactions were found non-significant for ascorbic
acid content of tomato. Ascorbic acid content of the
fruits was higher (9.90 mg/100 g) when stored at low
temperature as compared to the ascorbic acid content
(6.77 mg/100 g) were recorded, when the tomato
fruits were stored at ambient temperature (Table 2).
The mean ascorbic acid content of tomato fruits increased consistently with the increase in Ca concentration. The highest ascorbic acid contents (9.68)
was recorded in tomato fruits treated with 0.75% Ca
solution followed by the same ascorbic acid content
8.75 mg/100 g with application of 0.5% Ca solution.
The least ascorbic acid content (6.57 mg/100 g) was
found in control group fruits (Table 2). The mean
ascorbic acid content was the highest (13.52 mg/100
g) in fruit treated with Ca from calcium chloride followed by calcium sulphate (8.81 mg/100 g). Minimum and statistically same values of ascorbic acid
(6.27 mg / 100g and 6.10 mg / 100 g) were recorded
in calcium gluconate and calcium lactate treated tomatoes (Table 2. The interaction CaS x CaC revealed
that increasing Ca concentration increased ascorbic
acid content of tomato fruits irrespective of the Ca
source, however the decrease (4.33 mg /100 g) was
more with treatment of 0.25% Ca concentration from
calcium gluconate source. The highest ascorbic acid
(16.0 mg/100 g) was found in fruits dipped in calcium chloride solution of 0.75% calcium concentration (Figure 1).
Tomato is a rich source of ascorbic acid [3].
[47] mentioned that increase in ascorbic acid content
in fruits is a sign of fruit ripening while decrease in
ascorbic acid content indicates the fruit senescence.
Ascorbic acid undergoes oxidation making it

In this study, the decrease in the TSS of calcium
treated tomato fruit particularly calcium chloride
might be attributed to the slowing down of metabolic
activity and respiration results in retarding the ripening process. [42] opinion in this regard is noteworthy
that the slower, the rate of respiration, less will be
the synthesis and use of metabolites ultimately resulting in lower the TSS of fruit because carbohydrates change slowly to sugars. Our results are in
agreement with [43] who reported that free sugars
progressively increased with storage and calcium
markedly delayed this increase. The calcium application increases fruit calcium content and influences
post harvest changes associated with senescence including free sugars, anthocyanin and organic acids
[44]. The Ca gluconate treated fruits had higher TSS
content as compared to other sources of Ca and
lower TSS was found with calcium chloride during
this study.

#/<-/8>-3.3>CStorage conditions (SC),
calcium sources (CaS) and calcium concentration
(CaC) significantly affected the percent acidity of tomato. All interactions except CaS x CaC interaction
were found non-significant (Table 1). The percent
acidity of tomato fruit was higher (0.34%) in fruits
stored at low temperature as compared to 0.23%
acidity recorded in fruits stored at ambient temperature (Table 1). The percent acidity was better maintained with increase in CaC. The highest acidity
(0.38%) was recorded with 0.75% CaC which was
followed by percent acidity (0.34%) recorded with
0.5% Ca concentration. Lower percent acidity
(0.23%) was recorded in untreated fruits (Table 1).
The mean percent acidity was the highest (0.44%) in
fruits treated with calcium chloride solution followed by calcium sulphate (0.35%). The least acidity
(0.24%) was recorded in tomato fruits treated with
calcium gluconate that was statistically at par with
0.25% acidity observed in fruits treated with calcium
lactate (Table 1).
The CaS x CaC interaction showed that increasing Ca concentration increased the percent
acidity of tomato fruits. Percent acidity was lower
(0.12%) at 0.25% Ca concentration and calcium gluconate. Highest Percent acidity (0.58%) was recorded in calcium chloride at 0.75% Ca concentration
(Figure 1).
Acidity of fruit is a key factor of maturity determination. It is not the measure of free proton of a
sample rather it is the potential or total acidity. Acidity is the sum of all aggregate acids and also a collective measure of all fixed and volatile acids [3].
Sugar and acids are related with fruit taste, fruit flavor that should be maintained by having proper
amount of titratable acidity. During storage, rate of
respiration increases which consume organic acid
and reduce the fruit acidity that affect the fruit flavor
[45]. [32] reported that the decrease in acid level in
storage due to the fact that fruit itself utilizes these
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difficult to be maintained [48]. Phenolic compounds
different storage conditions (SC), Ca sources (CaS)
are present in tomato having key role in ascorbic acid
and Ca concentrations (CaC). Except CaS × CaC, all
protection and maintenance [49]. [50] found reduced
the interactions were found non-significant (Table
rate of respiration and high phenols in calcium
2). The reducing sugars content of tomato fruit was
treated avocadoes. Decline in ascorbic acid content
higher (3.85%) in the fruits stored at ambient temat ambient temperature storage was high as comperature as compared to 3.53% reducing sugars,
pared to low temperature storage. These findings are
when fruits were stored at low temperature. The rein conformity with [3]. Same decline was noted by
ducing sugars content of tomato fruit increased with
[51] who reported the slow loss of ascorbic acid in
decreasing Ca concentration. Higher percentage of
cold stored tomatoes as compared to fruits stored at
reducing sugar (4.75%) was recorded in control folambient temperature. The loss of ascorbic acid durlowed by the reducing sugars (4.31%) with 0.25%
ing storage might be due to its antioxidant activity
Ca concentration. The least reducing sugars (3.26%)
particularly in postharvest storage conditions [52].
were recorded in fruits treated with 0.5% Ca solution
Calcium exerts its beneficial effects in reducing defollowed by the statistically same 3.37% reducing
cline of ascorbic acid in the storage which may be
sugars in fruit dipped in 0.75% Ca solution (Table
attributed to the oxidative processes regulation in the
1). The mean reducing sugar content was the maxicytosol [53]. These results are in line with [54] who
mum (4.23%) with CaS, calcium lactate, followed
recorded higher ascorbic acids in evaporatively
by 3.99% reducing sugars recorded in fruit dipped in
cooled storage conditions as compared to ambient
calcium gluconate. The reducing sugars of tomato
temperature. [3] reported highest ascorbic acid in 2%
were the least (3.10%) in fruit treated with calcium
calcium chloride treated tomato kept at cold temperchloride followed by 3.27% reducing sugars in fruits
ature. [31] also recorded highest ascorbic acid condipped in calcium sulphate solution (Table 2). The
tent at 2% and 3% calcium chloride solution in peach
CaS x CaC interaction showed that increasing Ca
concentration decreased the reducing sugar contents
fruit. Calcium chloride found effective in retaining
of tomato fruits. Reducing sugars content was the
ascorbic acid might be due to delay of rapid oxidaleast (2.68%) in the fruit treated with 0.75% Ca sotion of ascorbic acid [36].
lution taken from calcium sulphate. The highest re
ducing sugars (5.43%) were recorded in calcium lac%/.?-381 =?1+<=  Reducing sugar contate treated fruits and 0.5% CaC (Figure 2).
tents of tomato fruits significantly varied with

' 
806?/8-/90-+6-3?7=9?<-/=+8.-98-/8><+>39898+=-9<,3-+-3.-98>/8>71 1 </.?-381=?1+<=
+8.898</.?-381=?1+<=+>.300/</8>=>9<+1/-98.3>398=
'</+>7/8>=
Ambient Temperature
Low Temperature Storage
Significance
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
&+>F  
Calcium chloride
Calcium gluconate
Calcium lactate
Calcium sulphate
&+>F  
CaS x CaC
Significance
CaS x SC
Significance
CaC x SC
Significance
Control x SC
Significance
CaSxCaC x SC
Significance

=-9<,3--3.98
%/.?-381&?1+<=
>/8>71
1 

&>9<+1/98.3>398=
6.77 b
3.85 a
9.90 a
3.53 b
*
*
+6-3?798-/8><+>398=
6.57 b
4.75 a
7.38 b
4.31 b
8.75 a
3.26 c
9.68 a
3.37 c
 
 
+6-3?7&9?<-/=
13.52 a
3.10 c
6.27 c
3.99 b
6.10 c
4.23 a
8.81 b
3.27 c

 
8>/<+->398=
Fig 1
Fig 2
*
***
-----NS
NS
----NS
NS
NS
---NS

NS
--NS

Means followed by similar letter(s) in column do not differ significantly from one another
NS = Non-significant and *, ** = Significant at 5 and 1% level of probability, respectively.
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1.58 a
*
0.93 c
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1.43 b
1.74 a
 
2.34 a
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*
Fig 3
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The vertical bars represent standard error



followed by 1.43% non-reducing sugars in fruit
treated with 0.5% calcium. The least non-reducing
sugars (0.93%) were recorded in untreated fruits (Table 2). The means across different calcium sources,
the highest non-reducing sugars content (2.34%) of
tomato fruit were recorded in fruit treated with calcium chloride, followed by calcium sulphate
(1.48%) (Table 2). The interaction CaS x CaC interaction indicated that increasing Ca concentration increased the non- reducing sugars content of tomato
fruits, irrespective of the calcium sources. However,
the decline in non reducing sugars content (0.73%)
was the most with 0.25% calcium of calcium lactate
source. By contrast, the maximum (3.02%) non-reducing sugars were observed in tomato fruits dipped
in calcium chloride solution containing 0.75% calcium (Figure 2). The CaS x SC interaction indicated
that the non reducing sugars were higher (2.84%) in
tomato fruit treated in calcium chloride solution and
stored at low temperature and the least (0.63%) in
fruits treated with calcium lactate and stored at ambient temperature (Figure 3).
Non-reducing sugars is sucrose commonly
known as carbohydrates. It is a disaccharides combination of monosaccharide glucose and fructose.
Starch is completely hydrolysed to glucose, fructose
and sucrose as ripening progress [56]. The importance of the lowering the temperature is that it retards aging through reduced respiration rate and
hence reduce rate of hydrolysis of starch into simple
sugars [57]. Sucrose content in tomatoes also decreased with the progress of ripening [58]. [57] reported a decrease in non reducing sugars of mature
green to full ripened stage. It is evident from the data
that the non-reducing sugar content of tomato fruits
was maintained higher in the calcium chloride
treated fruits stored in cold storage due to reduced
respiration rate and hence, decreased the rate of hydrolysis of starch into simple sugars.


Sugar content is one of the major characteristic
that determines fruit quality and market value. High
sugars are desirable in sweet fruits as give sweet
taste but not in sour fruits like tomato for prolong
shelf life, it is desirable to maintain sugars at minimum level. Increase in sugars with ripening might be
due to metabolic breakdown of polysaccharide into
water soluble sugars and organic acids into carbon
dioxide [54]. [44] found that calcium application increases fruit calcium content and influences many
postharvest changes associated with senescence such
as free sugars, anthocyanin content, organic acids,
and fruit texture. Furthermore, they established an
inverse correlation between fruit sugar contents and
calcium treatment and mentioned that free sugars
concentration gradually increased with storage and
this increase was noticeably delayed by calcium
treatment. [3] recorded minimum sugars in tomato at
cold temperature and 2% calcium chloride dipping
treatment. At ambient temperature high molecules of
sugars into simple molecules hydrolysed at a higher
rate. Increase in reducing sugars with storage duration is mainly due to starch conversion into sugars
[55].

!98%/.?-381&?1+<=The storage conditions
(SC), Ca sources (CaS) and Ca concentration (CaC)
considerably affected non reducing sugars of tomato
fruits. The interactions CaS x CaC and CaS x SC
were also significant, while the rest of the interactions were non-significant for the non-reducing sugars content of tomato. The non-reducing sugars content was higher (1.58%) in fruits were stored at low
temperature as compared to 0.80%, recorded in tomato fruits stored the ambient temperature (Table 2).
The non-reducing sugars were the least (0.75%) with
calcium lactate treatment. The non reducing sugars
contents of tomato fruits constantly increased with
increasing the calcium concentration of dipping solution. The highest non-reducing sugars (1.74%)
were recorded with 0.75% Ca concentration,
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China's shale is widely distributed, in which
70% of the strata are shale formations, and hard and
brittle shale is more than 65%. Due to the structural
properties of the hard brittle shale, the downhole
complexes such as falling blocks, stuck drilling and
wellbore instability are easily encountered during
the drilling process, which seriously affects the progress of the oil and gas development process. Based
on the mineral composition and microstructure of the
shale, the shale hydration and the expansion of the
shale under hydration are studied. It is concluded
that the micro-cracks in the shale are extensively developed and expanded under hydration. It is the internal cause of rock mass destruction. Based on this,
an evaluation method for the plugging effect of drilling fluid blocking agent on micro-cracks of hard and
brittle mud shale is designed. Investigate the effect
of plugging agent, addition amount and pressure difference on the cracking effect of micro-cracks, and
propose the plugging mechanism of plugging agent
in micro-cracks. The experimental results show that
the combination of 4% CaCO3+2% EFD-2+4%
NFA-25 in the drilling fluid system can greatly improve the plugging capacity of the system, effectively block the micro-cracks developed in the formation, and at the same time make the system A certain pressure bearing capacity. This has obvious effects on the improvement of the stability of the borehole wall, and provides new ideas and guidance for
the design of the drilling fluid system.

of dollars in losses to companies in the world [6, 7].
Many oil companies and scientific research institutes
have invested a lot of time and energy in studying
this problem. The research found that the probability
of wellbore instability in hard brittle shale formation
is high. Because of its structural properties, hard brittle shale can easily lead to complex problems such
as drilling hard trip, sticking, necking and wellbore
falling blocks, which has greatly hindered the drilling process and the development of oil and gas fields
[8-13]. A large number of micro cracks in hard brittle
shale are developed. When these micro cracks come
into contact with the surrounding liquid phase, the
crack propagation is very easy to occur, resulting in
the falling blocks of the rock mass and the instability
of the shaft wall. We can see that the key to solve the
wellbore instability of hard brittle shale is to effectively prevent liquid phase from invading the interior
of shale along micro cracks [14-16]. Oil-based drilling fluid is often used to solve the problem of wellbore instability in oilfields. Although some results
have been achieved, the original intention of seeking
new solutions is to reduce costs and reservoir pollution. The water-based drilling fluid with low cost and
little pollution to the reservoir has become the focus
of research. Water-based drilling fluid can form a
pressure-resistant plugging layer at the micro-fracture to prevent the liquid phase from invading the
shale along the micro-fracture and reduce the hydration of the rock mass, so as to effectively solve the
problem of wellbore instability [17-18]. Therefore, it
is very necessary to improve the plugging performance of drilling fluid system for improving wellbore stability.

'%!"
Hard brittle mud shale, micro crack, drilling fluid, plugging performance, wellbore stability
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As a common sedimentary rock, shale is widely
distributed. The problem of wellbore instability occurs frequently in the process of drilling in hard brittle shale. There are many reasons for these problems
[19-21]. In addition to the structural properties of
hard brittle shale, researchers do not have a clear understanding of a series of physical and chemical reactions between drilling fluid and hard brittle shale

As countries all over the world pay more and
more attention to shale gas development, it is found
that wellbore instability is the biggest problem restricting shale gas development in the process of
shale gas development. There has been no good solution [1-5]. Wellbore instability has caused billions
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# 
15-8)3+647691:1656.0)8,*81::3-90)3-
No.
1
2
3
4
4

Quartz
38.6
37.9
34.4
36.5
33.7

Plagioclase
3.4
7.3
5.5
6.1
4.3

Mineral composition
Calcite
Dolomite
7.7
6.1
5.8
7.9
4.9
5.3
6.8
4.5
5.4
5.1

Siderite
6.2
3.5
5.6
7.5
3.8

TCCM
38
37.6
44.3
38.6
47.7


# 
!-3):1<-+65:-5:6.+3)>415-8)39150)8,*81::3-90)3-
No.
1
2
3
4
5

S
------

I/S
31
39
45
32
37

Clay mineral content
(%)
It
Kao
44
10
34
12
41
9
56
7
48
8

C
16
18
13
12
10

C/S
------

Ratio of mixed-layer
(%S)
I/S
15
18
14
19
16

C/S
------

during drilling. Therefore, the research of the physicochemical properties of hard brittle shale is of great
significance to improve the plugging ability of hard
and brittle shale.
647691:165 )5, 9:8;+:;8)3 +0)8)+:-819:1+9
6.90)3-The clay mineral composition and unique
structure in hard brittle shale are the decisive factors
of its physicochemical properties. In this paper, Mineral contents of hard brittle shale were analyzed by
X-ray diffraction experiment, and the results are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
As can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2, contents of clay minerals and quartz are higher in hard
brittle shale, followed by plagioclase, calcite and dolomite. The composition and content of clay minerals in shale are the key factors affecting the physicochemical properties of shale. Through the analysis of
the clay mineral content of the hard brittle shale in
the major oil and gas fields in China, it is known that
there is no obvious difference in the composition and
content of clay minerals in the hard brittle shale in
different regions. Among them, the illite and illite
mixed layer is the most abundant mineral, most of
which is about 80%. However, the content of montmorillonite in illite mixed layer is very small and
contains a small amount of kaolinite and chlorite.
The results show that the content of strong water sensitive minerals in hard brittle shale is less, so it can
show very weak water sensitivity.

"0)3-41+869:8;+:;8-A large number of micro cracks are developed in hard brittle shale. The
surrounding liquid phase can invade the rock mass
through the micro crack channel. The research of
rock internal structure will provide data support for
our optimization of plugging agent system. The internal microstructure of the core taken from an oil
field is observed by environmental scanning electron
microscope (ESEM), and the results are shown in
Fig. 1.



$! 
3-+:86541+869+67-9+)5515/6.0)8,*81::3-
90)3-15)5613.1-3,

Fig. 1 shows that the surface of hard brittle
shale in this oil field is dense and a large number of
micro cracks are developed. The cementation degree
between mineral particles, cement and mineral particles is weak, and the bedding is obvious. This is
caused by the compaction of the upper formation
during the formation of hard brittle shale under the
action of gravity. The location of micro cracks is located in the position where the arrangement direction
of clay particles changes. When the hard brittle shale
is subjected to the stress from the formation, the cementation weakness between mineral particles, cement and mineral particles is the most likely to form
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new cracks. At the same time, the particles in the
rock slide and move sideways due to the action of
stress, resulting in the decrease of rock cohesion and
the propagation of micro cracks. In addition, the micro cracks provide a channel for the liquid phase to
invade the interior of the rock [22, 23]. The hydration reaction occurs between the liquid phase and the
clay minerals in the rock, resulting in the cementation force and the decrease of the strength between
the particles in the rock. It also causes the propagation of micro cracks. Under the combined action
above, wellbore instability is very easy to occur.
Therefore, the wellbore stability of hard brittle shale
is closely related to the degree of cementation between clay particles and the development of micro
cracks.

force between the double layers also changes, resulting in the change of the interlayer spacing. This is
shown in the form of expansion or shrinkage of clay
minerals. The illite and andreattite are the most
abundant mineral component in shale, and their hydration expansion are not strong. However, the hydration and expansion properties of illite and montmorillonite are different in andreattite. At the same
time, their positions overlap. Therefore, the expansion pressure is different, resulting in uneven stress
between the layers, causing the sidewall rock to slip
off the block, or even collapse. (2) Hydration caused
by microstructure. A large number of micro cracks
in hard brittle shale provide a channel for drilling
fluid liquid phase intrusive rocks [21, 29]. From Fig.
1 we can see that the rock surface is extremely dense.
The size of the micro crack basically belongs to the
micro-nanometer level, and the permeability is about
(10-3-10-1) × 10-3 μm2. By comparison, it is found
that the permeability of micro cracks is much higher
than that of pores. The liquid phase in drilling fluid
mainly invades the interior of rock through the channel of micro cracks and bedding in hard brittle shale
under the action of liquid column pressure and formation pressure. A series of physical and chemical
reactions occur, resulting in the increase of pore
pressure, the decrease of well circumferential stress
and the decrease of the original strength of rock. The
internal cause of frequent wellbore instability in hard
brittle shale formation lies in the continuous expansion and formation of cracks [30-31]. In the process
of drilling, the stress balance of the formation will
change with the construction process. As a result, the
closed cracks are reopened. New cracks are intersected and connected with each other, and finally
connected with the surrounding large cracks. The
structure and strength of rock are destroyed under the
action of stress and chemistry, which has a serious
impact on the wellbore stability.

-+0)51946.15:-8)+:165*-:=--590)3-)5,
,813315/.3;1,According to the mineral composition
and microstructure of hard brittle shale, the content
of montmorillonite is very small. Therefore, the hydration and expansion of rock mass is not easy to occur. The brittle mineral content is high, which leads
to the brittleness of the rock mass [24-27]. At the
same time, a large number of micro cracks in hard
brittle shale provide a channel for the surrounding
liquid phase to invade the rock, which is easy to aggravate the hydration between clay minerals and liquid phase in shale. In addition, the drilling fluid will
change the pore pressure of the formation itself. In
the above cases, it is easy to cause self-developed
cracks and newly formed cracks to propagate. It
leads to the decrease of rock strength and the occurrence of wellbore instability [28]. Therefore, it is
very important to effectively plug the micro cracks
in hard brittle shale and block the internal channel of
liquid phase intrusion into rock mass, which is very
important to improve the wellbore stability.
8)+:;8- 7867)/):165 +);9-, *> 90)3- 0>
,8):165On the one hand, the hydration of hard brittle shale comes from the hydration caused by clay
mineral composition. On the other hand, it is necessary to consider the influence of the propagation of
developed fractures and newly formed fractures on
hydration. (1) Hydration caused by clay mineral
composition. The water molecules in drilling fluid
are easy to interact with polar hydrogen-oxygen
bond and silicon-oxygen bond on the surface of clay
crystal layer. The original hydrogen bond position
between clay particles is replaced. Because of the
weakening of the binding force between the clay particles, the particles are extremely dispersed, and the
rock mass is easy to slip off, resulting in the occurrence of wellbore instability. The ion concentration
between the original pores in the formation will
change with the invasion of drilling fluid into the formation. The change of ion concentration will cause
ion exchange, infiltration and diffusion between clay
particles and wafers. In this process, the repulsive

!"$#"

<)3;):165 4-:06, 6. 73;//15/ )*131:> 6.
90)3-Wellbore instability is easy to occur in hard
brittle shale formation. The effective plugging of micro cracks in the formation is the core to ensure the
wellbore stability. The plugging effect will determine whether the drilling process is smooth or not.
Up to now, there have been many methods to evaluate the plugging ability of shale. However, there is
not a set of ideal plugging evaluation method which
is suitable for evaluating ultra-low permeability and
micro cracks formation [32]. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a set of effective plugging evaluation method for the above formation. In this paper,
the metal sheet is placed on the fracture of the target
formation core to simulate the micro cracks. The
core column is placed in the gripper and connected
with the modified core flow meter to form a set of
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schematic diagram of the simulated fracture is
shown in Fig. 3.

experimental devices for evaluating the plugging effect of micro cracks. The plugging evaluation
method for the formation of low permeability and
micro cracks in hard brittle shale is put forward.
8-7)8):165 6. ,813315/ .3;1, )5, 7-8.68
4)5+-:-9: )9-93;88>78-7)8):165 The formula of drilling fluid base slurry is as follows: 4%
soil slurry + 0.5%NaOH + 0.8%SP-80 + 7%KCl +
barite. After the preparation, the conventional properties of the base slurry were measured. Table 3
shows the conventional properties of drilling fluid
base slurry.

"14;3):165 6. 41+86 +8)+29 15 90)3- .68
4):165In this paper, the natural shale cores in the
required strata are artificially fractured. The metal
$! 
sheet is padded on the crack to control the opening
#0-159:8;4-5:.684)215/+8)+2915+68-9
of the crack, so as to simulate the formation cracks.

The simulation process of core fracture is as
3;//15/ 7-8.684)5+- 6. 90)3- There are
follows: (1) The core is drilled into a standard core
many factors affecting the plugging effect of micro
column with a diameter of 25mm and a height of
cracks, such as the type, concentration, proportion of
50mm. (2) Fix the core column and select the axial
the plugging agent and formation conditions.
direction to split. Two semicircular cylinders whose
Through the investigation, it can be seen that the
cross section is approximate semicircle are obtained.
plugging effect of single plugging agent is not obviDue to the development of shale bedding, in the proous. The combination of a variety of plugging agents
cess of compression, the core will split along the
can achieve the purpose of high efficient plugging of
weak potential surface at random under the pressure
micro cracks. This is also consistent with the fact that
of the knife tip embedded in the rock body. (3) The
a single plugging agent is rarely used in the field. In
copper-aluminum alloy sheet is cut off which is suitthis experiment, 800 mesh calcium carbonate, deable for the section size of the semicircular cylinder
formable plugging agent NFA-25 and EFD-2, which
and placed between the semicircular cylinders along
are commonly used in oilfields, are selected for comthe longitudinal direction of the crack. Tighten the
pounding. The proportion of the three plugging
two semi-cylinders and cover them with thin thermoagents was adjusted, and the plugging effect of drillplastic. The thin thermoplastic sleeve will soften and
ing fluid on 30μm opening fracture was observed.
wrap the rock mass tightly at high temperature to
Among them, the main indexes to investigate the
prevent the separation of the two semi-cylinders [33plugging effect are filtration loss and filtration rate.
35]. Through the above operation, the crack opening

can be simulated in the range of 10μm~100μm. The

# 
#0-+65<-5:165)37867-8:1-96.,813315/.3;1,
Experiment condition
Before ageing
After ageing
Notes: Aging condition with 120°C/16h.

AV
(mPa·s)
44.0
49.0

PV
(mPa·s)
22
28

YP
(Pa)
34
30

YP/PV

ϕ6/ϕ3

1.54
1.07

22/17
23/20

$! 
"+0-4):1+,1)/8)46.914;3):165.)*81+):165786+-996.41+86+8)+29
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FLAPI
(mL)
5.3
4.7
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# 
-5-8)37-8.684)5+-:-9:6.,813315/.3;1,
NO.
1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
6#

Dosage of plugging agent /%
CaCO3
EFD-2
The total dosage
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
2
6
6
2
8
8
2
10

AV
/mPas
24.6
27.9
30.4
31.6
33.8
35.7

PV
/mPas
16
18
19
23
25
26

YP
/Pa
11.5
11.0
10.5
10
10
9

Yield point /
Plastic viscosity
0.72
0.61
0.55
0.43
0.40
0.35

FLHTHP
/mL
11.0
10.5
9.6
8.4
8.1
7.5

$! 
# .13:8):1653699)5,73)9:1+<19+691:>:-9:6.,813315/.3;1,
<)3;):165 6. 73;//15/ -..-+: 6. *81,/15/
73;//15/)/-5:In this part, ultra-fine calcium carbonate and plugging agent EFD-2 are selected to
study the plugging effect of bridging plugging agent
on micro cracks in hard brittle shale. The plugging
performance is evaluated by changing the dosage
and ratio of the two treatment agents to observe their
effects on the rheology, filtration loss and filtration
rate of drilling fluid.
Different amounts of the above plugging agents
were added to the drilling fluid base slurry, and the
dosage was respectively 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and
10%. The rheological properties and HTHP filtration
loss of each drilling fluid system were then tested,
and the results are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4.
As can be seen from the data in Table 4 and Fig.
4, the apparent viscosity and plastic viscosity of the
drilling fluid increase with the increase of the plugging agent dosage, while the dynamic shear force decreases slightly. The results show that the addition of
CaCO3 and EFD-2 can cause the change of drilling
fluid viscosity. Therefore, the dosage should not be
too much in the process of practical application. Otherwise, it will cause the viscosity of drilling fluid to
increase, and it is easy to produce surge pressure
when opening the pump, which will lead to complex
downhole conditions. The HTHP filtration loss decreases with the increase of the amount of plugging
agent, from 11.0mL to 7.5mL. Among them, the

filtration loss decreases obviously when the concentration of plugging agent is between 4% and 6%.
When the filter loss is more than 6%, the change of
filtration loss is not particularly obvious. In terms of
comprehensive economic and performance, the optimal dosage of plugging agent is 6%.

<)3;):165 6. 73;//15/ -..-+: 6. 73;//15/
)/-5:.68,-.684)*3-4):-81)39Bridging plugging
agents CaCO3 and EFD-2 are difficult to effectively
seal micro cracks smaller than the treatment agent.
Therefore, on the basis of adding the above two
kinds of plugging agent 4%CaCO3+2%EFD-2, it is
necessary to add the drilling fluid deformable plugging agent white asphalt NFA-25, which can effectively plug the smaller size of the hole. The effects
of the addition of the treatment agent on the flow linearity and filtration loss of drilling fluid were observed.
Different dosages of NFA-25 were added to the
drilling fluid base slurry, and the dosage was respectively 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%. The rheological properties and HTHP filtration loss of each drilling fluid system were then tested, and the results are
shown in Table 5 and Fig. 5.
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# 
-5-8)37-8.684)5+-:-9:6.,813315/.3;1,
No.

Dosage /%

1#
2#
3#
4#
5#

0
2
4
6
8

AV
/mPas
36.4
38.6
42.1
49.7
53.4

PV
/mPas
28
32
35
39
42

YP
/Pa
10.5
9.5
10
11
12.5

Yield point /
Plastic viscosity
0.38
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.30

FLHTHP
/mL
8.6
8.1
7.2
6.8
5.9

$! 
-5-8)37-8.684)5+-:-9:6.,813315/.3;1,

#
<)3;):1656.,813315/.3;1,73;//15/7-8.684)5+-;5,-8,1..-8-5:78-99;8-,1..-8-5:1)39
Experiment condition
Pressure differential
Time
/Mpa
/min
3
15
5
30
7
60

Before adding plugging agent
Filtration
Filtration rate
/mL
/mLmin-1
12.3
-18.4
0.203
28.7
0.343

After adding plugging agent
Filtration
Filtration rate
/mL
/mLmin-1
7.2
-8.5
0.043
10.6
0.070

adding 4% NFA-25, and the ideal plugging effect
can be achieved.

..-+: 6. 78-99;8- ,1..-8-5+- 65 73;//15/
)*131:>6.,813315/.3;1,The pressure bearing capacity of the above three kinds of plugging agent was
tested by simulating 30μm micro crack. The changes
of plugging performance under different pressure
differences were observed. In the experiment, the
pressure difference is from 3Mpa equal difference
series to 7Mpa. The experimental results are shown
in Table 6.
From the data in Table 6, it can be seen that the
drilling fluid has a certain plugging ability to the micro cracks without plugging agent [34-35]. The filtration loss increases with the increase of pressure
difference. No total filtration occurred. After adding
compound plugging agent 4%CaCO3+2%EFD2+2%NFA-25, we can see that the plugging ability
of drilling fluid for micro cracks has been greatly

From the data in Table 5 and Fig. 5, it can be
seen that the apparent viscosity and plastic viscosity
of drilling fluid are positively correlated with the
dosage of NFA-25. The viscosity of drilling fluid increases obviously. The addition of NFA-25 will have
a great influence on the viscosity of drilling fluid. So,
the viscosity should not be too much. The HTHP filtration loss decreases with the increase of NFA-25
addition, from 8.6mL to 5.9mL. The results show
that NFA-25 has a certain effect of reducing filtration loss. Among them, the filtration loss decreases
obviously when the concentration of NFA-25 is between 2% and 4%. When the filter loss is more than
4%, the change of filtration loss is not particularly
obvious. In terms of comprehensive economic and
performance, the optimal dosage of plugging agent
is 4%.
To sum up, in terms of economy, plugging performance and rheological property of drilling fluid,
on the basis of 4%CaCO3+2% EFD-2, the filtration
loss of drilling fluid can be significantly reduced by
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"+0-4):1+,1)/8)46.73;//15/786+-996.73;//15/7)8:1+3-9
improved. The filtration loss reaches 7.2 mL, and the
filtration loss of drilling fluid under 7Mpa is less
than that under low pressure difference 3Mpa without plugging agent. At the same time, the filtration
rate changed little, only 0.043 mL/min. The above
experimental results show that the drilling fluid system with compound plugging agent has obvious
pressure bearing capacity, and the plugging effect is
remarkable.

3;//15/ 4-+0)5194 6. 0)8, *81::3- 90)3-
Due to the existence of a large number of micro
cracks in hard brittle shale formation, the plugging
material particles (rigid particles, fiber materials) in
drilling fluid mainly build the network of plugging
layer by bridging. Subsequently, the small diameter
particles or variable soft materials in the plugging
materials can form a relatively tight plugging layer
by filling and embedding the gaps in the network
structure. A schematic diagram of the formation process is shown in Fig. 6.
The movement plugging mechanism of the
plugging particles in the drilling fluid is that the
plugging particles in the drilling fluid will collide
with the rocks at the micro cracks because of their
own gravity, inertia force and diffusion in the process of passing through the channel of rock micro
cracks. It consumes a lot of kinetic energy of plugging particles. At the same time, because of the different direction and roughness of micro cracks in
rock mass, the plugging particles will be forced to
change the direction of movement in the process of
flow. Finally, it is captured by the rock at the micro
crack and accumulates to form a plugging layer.

and a large number of micro cracks and pores are developed.
(2) A large number of micro cracks and pores
developed in hard brittle shale formation provide
channels for liquid phase intrusion into rock mass in
drilling fluid. It aggravates the internal hydration of
rock mass and leads to the propagation of micro
cracks and the formation of new cracks, resulting in
the wellbore instability.
(3) In terms of economy, plugging performance
and rheological property of drilling fluid, the filtration loss of drilling fluid can be reduced obviously
by adding 4%CaCO3+2% EFD-2+4% NFA-25 to
drilling fluid. The plugging layer with pressure bearing effect is formed to seal the micro cracks efficiently, so as to realize the ideal plugging effect.
(4) The plugging particles in drilling fluid build
the network of plugging layer by bridging. Subsequently, the small diameter particles or variable soft
materials in the plugging material can form a relatively tight plugging layer and realize high efficient
plugging by filling and embedding the gaps in the
network structure.
%#"
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and more attention. China's tight gas has achieved
large-scale development in the Ordos Basin and Sichuan Basin, and some progress has been made in
the development of coalbed methane, but the largescale development of oil shale still faces great difficulties [1-4]. China's shale oil resources are huge,
but how much of it can be mined still needs to be
explored. The potential of US shale oil resources is
huge, such as Bakken's shale oil resources can reach
503 billion barrels. The USGS estimates that the unconventional oil reserves (mainly shale oil) found
are dozens of times that of conventional oil, and the
number of years of oil recoverable is likely to exceed
200 years [5-6]. A major breakthrough has been
made in the exploration of shale oil in the Vaca
Muerta Basin, Argentina, with a recoverable resource of 927 million barrels. The production of
shale oil is also very impressive. The production of
Bakken shale oil in the United States in 2010 is 445
000 barrels per day, and the output of Eagle Ford
shale oil in 2011 is 71 000 barrels per day. The Salix
oil field in the Late Jurassic in the West Siberian Basin of Russia has produced 1 000 × 104 tons of shale
oil [7-10].
It is an indisputable fact that high-yield oil and
gas can be produced in shale. The concept of shale
oil is generally narrow. We refer to oil resources that
can be directly extracted from shale and its thin interlayers as shale oil, but do not include oil obtained
by heating oil shale. There are three types of shale
reservoirs [11-13]: (1) fractured oils such as the
Monterey shale along the coast of California and
shale fracture reservoirs in China; (2) tight shale oil,
such as Barnett shale oil in Fort Worth Basin, shale
oil in the third section of HF1 well in Biyang Depression, China; (3) mixed layer oil (produced from mud
shale and its thin interlayer), such as Bakken shale
oil in the Williston Basin. Because shale oil is more
difficult to mine than conventional oil and gas, the
exploration and development of shale oil in the
world is far behind shale gas. Oil and gas are commonly found in shale, and the amount of oil and gas
is mainly related to the geochemical characteristics
(abundance, type, maturity) of the source rock, and

The grading evaluation of shale oil and gas resources is an important way to achieve efficient development of shale oil and gas resources. In this paper, taking the Shahejie Formation shale of the
Paleogene in the Damintun Sag of the Liaohe Fault
Depression Basin as an example, we used a large
number of geochemical test results to systematically
study the formation conditions of shale oil and established a grading evaluation standard for shale oil.
The results show that the source rocks of the E2S42
interval, the E2S41 interval and the E2S34 interval in
the Damintun Sag account for 94.05%, 93.32% and
72.40%, respectively; only most of the chloroform
bitumen “A” data in the E2S42 interval is greater than
0.1%, and the source rocks in other layers are of
lower quality; for the hydrocarbon generation potential, the E2S42 interval of the Damintun Sag belongs
to the upper-middle level of the main basin in eastern
China, while the hydrocarbon generation potential of
the E2S41 and E2S34 intervals is relatively poor. The
kerogen type of the target layer is mainly type II2 and
type III. When the organic matter maturity is below
2 400 m, they are all low maturity or maturity grade.
The hydrocarbon expulsion threshold of the Shahejie
Formation is 2 500 m. According to the relationship
between residual oil and organic carbon in shale, for
E2S34 and E2S41 segment, TOC greater than 2% is regarded as Class I standard, and for E2S42 segment,
TOC greater than 4% is regarded as Class I standard.
'&!"
Shale oil, evaluation criteria, geochemical test, Shahejie
Formation, Paleogene Strata, Damintun Sag
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With the rising demand for energy and the continuous consumption of conventional oil and gas resources, the contradiction between oil and gas supply and demand has become increasingly prominent.
Therefore, unconventional energy is getting more
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segment of the Shahejie Formation, and the E2S34 interval of the third segment of the Shahejie Formation.

(9()(8,8(4+3,9/5+8Damintun Sag is the
world's famous high condensation high-wax oil production base. Its unique structure-sedimentary development history, suitable temperature and pressure
environment, multi-hydrocarbon depression, highquality source rock, good transport system, nearsource filling, and multiple sets of reservoirs make
the proven petroleum reserves within 800km2 area
are nearly 300 million tons [19-20]. The favorable
background of hydrocarbon accumulation is accompanied by various secondary changes such as migration differentiation and biodegradation. Finally, a
complex oil and gas reservoir system in which space
is filled with normal crude oil, high wax oil, and condensate is formed. This study is based on geochemical data from 183 wells. The tested data included
TOC, vitrinite reflectance (Ro), pyrolysis data, and
chloroform pitch "A". The TOC test instrument is the
CS-200 carbon sulfur analyzer. Ro's test instrument
is a microscope photometer. The pyrolysis experiment used a PYQ 96-1 pyrolysis unit and a GC-9A
gas chromatograph. We used the fat extractor
method to extract the sample from the chloroform bitumen "A".

the recoverability is mainly related to the fractureability of the rock. The shale is characterized by compactness, low porosity, low permeability and high
viscosity. It is more difficult to flow underground. It
can be said that the key to restricting the exploration
and development of shale oil is not the amount of oil
in the shale, but how much oil and gas can be mined.
Influenced by the sedimentary environment,
mineral composition and the abundance, type, maturity and hydrocarbon expulsion efficiency of organic matter, the oil content in the shale has obvious
differences [14-15]. Moreover, the nature of compact, low-porosity, especially low-permeability of
shale, determines that oil and gas are more difficult
to extract than oil in conventional reservoirs. Then,
among the massive oil and gas that is present in the
mud shale, which part of the oil and gas can be extracted in the near future or through efforts, which
are expected to be mined after further breakthroughs
in future technologies, and which may never be effectively extracted? At this point, a set of grading
evaluation criteria is needed to correctly guide the
evaluation of shale oil and gas resources. In this paper, taking the Shahejie Formation shale of the
Paleogene in the Damintun Sag of the Liaohe Fault
Depression Basin as an example, the grading evaluation criteria of shale oil and gas resources were established by using multiple geochemical tests. This
study has important reference value for the exploration of tight shale oil.

!"$#"

7.(40* ():4+(4*, The abundance of organic matter plays an important role in controlling
the oil and gas content of the shale. On the one hand,
organic matter is the material basis for oil and gas
production, and its content has a direct impact on the
number of hydrocarbons. On the other hand, a higher
organic matter content can increase the amount of residual oil (shale oil). In addition, higher organic matter content can also increase the organic porosity and
brittleness of the shale, which has an important impact on the enrichment and mining of shale oil [2123]. Only when the organic matter content in the
rock reaches a certain limit, it is possible to generate
oil and gas of industrial value and become an effective source rock. At the same time, shale oil accumulation is only possible within the range of effective
source rocks. At present, the commonly used organic
matter abundance indexes mainly include organic
carbon content (TOC), rock pyrolysis parameter Pg
(S1+S2), and chloroform bitumen “A”. Among them,
chloroform bitumen "A" or S1 is the best indicator
for shale oil resource evaluation.
Organic carbon refers to carbon present in organic matter in shale. Considering that C element
generally accounts for the majority of organic matter
and its content is relatively stable, residual organic
carbon (TOC) has always been considered as the best
indicator of organic matter abundance. Therefore,


!$#"

,525.0*(2)(*1.75:4+ The study area is located in the Damintun Sag of the Liaohe Fault Depression Basin in China, and the target layer is the
Paleogene Shahejie Formation. The depression has a
high abundance of oil and gas and is a famous "small
and fat" oily depression in eastern China [16-18].
The Damintun Sag is located in the northeastern part
of the Liaohe Fault Depression Basin. It appears as
an irregular triangle on its plane. It is narrow in the
south and wide in the north, and is surrounded by
boundary faults. The area is a Mesozoic and Cenozoic continental sag that develops on the Archean
granitic gneiss, mixed granites and the Mesozoic
Proterozoic carbonate basement. The thickness of
the Mesozoic Cretaceous stratum is small and the
distribution is limited; the Cenozoic distribution area
is about 800 km2, including the fourth segment of the
Shahejie Formation (E2S4), the third segment of the
Shahejie Formation (E2S3), the first segment of the
Shahejie Formation (E3S1), and the Dongying Formation (E3d).), Upper Tertiary (N) and Quaternary
(Q) clastic rock systems. The studied horizons are
the E2S42 interval and the E2S41 interval of the fourth
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upper-middle level of the main basin in eastern
China, while the hydrocarbon generation potential of
the E2S41 and E2S34 intervals is relatively poor.

7.(40*9>6,The properties of hydrocarbons
produced by different types of parent materials are
also different. Algae and saprolite mothers produce
naphthenic or paraffinic paraffinic oils with less gas,
while humic parent materials such as higher plants
produce paraffin-based or aromatic oils with large
amounts of gas and condensate. Therefore, a certain
amount of organic matter (including the source rock
organic matter content and source rock quantity) is
the material basis for hydrocarbon formation. The
quality of the organic matter (i.e. the quality of the
parent material) determines the number of hydrocarbons produced and the nature and composition of the
hydrocarbons. The shale oil parent types in North
America are mainly type II1 and II2.

we counted the measured TOC, the chloroform bitumen “A” and the pyrolysis data of the target layer to
obtain the distribution characteristics of TOC, chloroform bitumen “A” and hydrocarbon generation potential.
In order to better evaluate the shale oil formation conditions in the study area, we compared the
TOC (Fig. 1), the chloroform bitumen “A” (Fig. 2)
and the hydrocarbon generation potential (Fig. 3) of
the source rocks of the petroliferous basins in eastern
China. Overall, the TOC of the main basin in the east
China is very high. the TOC of the E2S42 interval, the
E2S41 interval and the E2S34 interval in the Damintun
Sag account for 94.05%, 93.32% and 72.40%, respectively. Only most of the chloroform bitumen
“A” data in the E2S42 interval is greater than 0.1%,
and the source rocks in other layers are of lower
quality. For the hydrocarbon generation potential,
the E2S42 interval of the Damintun Sag belongs to the
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Notes: (a) Types of organic matter in the target layer of Damintun Sag; (b) Histogram of organic matter type distribution in
E2S34 layer; (c) Histogram of organic matter type distribution in E2S41 layer; (d) Histogram of organic matter type distribution
in E2S42 layer.

According to the actual situation of the work
area data, we use the HI-Tmax plate method to judge
the type of organic matter. Fig. 4a shows the HI-Tmax
test results for the target layer of the Damintun Sag.
The test results were mainly type II2 and type III kerogen, of which type II1 in E1S34 layer accounted for
15.58%, type II2 accounted for 45.45% (Fig. 4b);
E2S41 interval did not have type I kerogen, type II1
accounted for 5.00%, Type II2 accounted for 20.00%
(Fig. 4c); type I in E2S42 layer kerogen accounted for
17.31%, type II1 kerogen accounted for 17.31%, and

type II2 accounted for 5.77% (Fig. 4d). The overall
organic matter type in the Damintun depression is
poor, and the E2S42 interval is better than the E2S41
interval and better than the E2S34 interval.

7.(40*3(9:709>Exploration practice proves
that the oil and gas distribution of a basin is controlled by source rocks, and only in the mature shale
distribution area has a high exploration success rate.
The thermal evolution stage of shale in the basin is
directly related to the exploration prospect of shale
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no abnormally low Ro value in the relationship between pyrolysis peak temperature and depth of
source rock, which belongs to the normal evolution
trajectory.
In this study, the maturity of organic matter was
judged by the relationship between Ro-depth and
Tmax-depth (Fig. 5). It can be seen that the maturity
results of different parameters are slightly different,
but below 2 400 m, both are low mature or mature.

>+75*(7)54 .,4,7(9054 (4+ ,=6:28054
9/7,8/52+The chloroform bitumen "A" consists of
total hydrocarbons and NOS compounds. "A"/TOC
is one of the indicators reflecting the hydrocarbon
conversion rate of organic matter. From its relationship with buried depth (Fig. 6a), it can be seen that
the hydrocarbon generation threshold indicated by
this index is about 2 400 m. S1 is an organic matter
released from the rock sample heated to 300 °C,
which is mainly a hydrocarbon in the soluble bitumen, but usually contains more hydrocarbons of a
smaller molecular weight than the total hydrocarbon.
It can be seen from the relationship between S1/TOC
and depth (Fig. 6b), and the relationship between
S1/(S1+S2) and depth (Fig. 6c) that the hydrocarbon
generation threshold of the E2S4 segment is about
2300-2500 m.

oil and gas. Therefore, accurately determining the
maturity of organic matter is another key issue in the
evaluation of shale. The vitrinite reflectance (Ro) of
kerogen is considered to be one of the best parameters for studying the thermal evolution and maturity
of kerogen. As the thermal evolution of organic matter deepens, the vitrinite reflectance (Ro) of kerogen
changes regularly. The source rock of the Damintun
Sag has a Ro value of 0.5% at about 2 400 m. When
the buried depth is 3 300 m, Ro reaches 0.75%. Then
the mature evolutionary gradient is small. The measured Ro is generally less than 1%, which is mainly
limited by the depth of the samples (<4 000 m).
The maximum temperature of pyrolysis of hydrocarbon sources increases with the degree of evolution of organic matter. It is generally believed that
the Tmax of the immature source rock is 400 °C435 °C; the Tmax of the mature stage is 435 °C455 °C; and the Tmax of the source rock of the high
mature and overmature stage is >455-465 °C. The
maximum pyrolysis temperature of source rocks in
Damintun Sag reaches about 435 °C at 2 400 m, and
Tmax increases gradually below this depth, reflecting
that the maturity of organic matter increases with
depth. At 3 300 m, the Tmax value is as high as
445 °C, reaching the peak of oil production. There is

$! 
08970):9054*/(7(*9,70890*85-!5(4+#3(=049/,9(7.,92(>,7

Notes: (a) Relationship between o and buried depth in Damintun Sag; (b) Relationship between max and buried depth in
Damintun Sag; (c) Histogram of o distribution in Damintun Sag; (d) Histogram of max distribution in Damintun depression.
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Notes: (a) Relationship between "A"/TOC and buried depth in Damintun Sag; (b) Relationship between S1/TOC and buried
depth in Damintun Sag; (c) Relationship between S1/(S1+S2) and buried depth in Damintun Sag; (d) Relationship between
(S1+S2)/TOC and buried depth in Damintun Sag.



(S1+S2)/TOC corresponds to the depth of hydrocarbon discharge. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the hydrocarbon expulsion threshold of the Shahejie Formation in the Damintun Sag is about 2 500 m.

7(+04.,;(2:(905489(4+(7+5-8/(2,502In
theory, the classification of shale oil and gas resources should be based on the degree of enrichment
and recoverability of oil and gas. However, since the
(economic) recoverability of oil and gas is related to
technology and oil price, and the degree of enrichment is the basis and premise of (economic) recoverability, therefore, we regard the enrichment of oil
and gas as the primary factor in the evaluation of resources.
The geochemical indicators that directly reflect
the shale oil content are the chloroform bitumen "A"
content and the pyrolysis hydrocarbon amount (S1).

It can be seen that due to the different connotations of different geochemical indicators, the depth
of hydrocarbon-forming thresholds they reflect is
not the same. However, in general, the hydrocarbon
generation threshold of the Shahejie Formation in
the Damintun Sag is about 2400 m. In the immature
stage, as the depth of burial increases, the sedimentary organic matter will form a partially soluble asphalt while polycondensing to form kerogen; when
the thermal evolution reached the maturity stage, the
kerogen was converted to soluble bitumen
(S1+S2)/TOC before the soluble bitumen was discharged (Fig. 6d). Of course, it is comparable under
the premise that the parent materials are similar. As
the bitumen produced by the organic matter is discharged, (S1+S2)/TOC decreases. Therefore, the
depth corresponding to the maximum value of
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high-value segment is an enriched resource (Class I
resource). The boundary between the stable lowvalue segment and the rising segment and the "A" at
the midpoint of the rising segment and the pyrolysis
S1 are used as the classification criteria for "A" and
pyrolysis S1 (Fig. 7). If there is a contradiction between the TOC, "A" and pyrolysis S1 grading standards in the application process, at this time, we
should take the TOC grading standard as the standard. The classification evaluation criteria of the target layer of the study area are shown in Table 1.
In this paper, taking the Shahejie Formation
shale of the Paleogene in the Damintun Sag of the
Liaohe Fault Depression Basin as an example, the
grading evaluation criteria of shale oil and gas resources were established by using multiple geochemical tests. This study has important reference
value for the exploration of tight shale oil.

However, kerogen is not only the main substance for
generating oil and gas, but also the main medium for
adsorbing oil and gas. Therefore, in this paper, we
use a combination of TOC values that directly reflect
the kerogen content and the above two indicators to
grade the shale oil. According to the relationship of
TOC and "A", and TOC and S1, both "A" and pyrolysis S1 increase with the increase of TOC. This increased process has three segments of variation. It
can be divided into a stable low value segment, an
ascending segment and a stable high value segment.
Based on this, we can divide the envelope of the the
TOC and "A", and the TOC and the pyrolysis S1 outside the scatter plot. The boundary of the three-line
segments is the TOC grading standard for shale oil
grading resource evaluation. The stable low-value
segment is a decentralized (invalid) resource (Class
III resource), the ascending segment is a low-efficient resource (Class II resource), and the stable
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Source rock
horizon
E2S34
E2S41
E2S42

TOC (%)
Limit 1
Limit 2
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
4.0

S1 (mg/g)
Limit 1
Limit 2
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.4
0.5
1.5


$""

Chloroform bitumen "A" (%)
Limit 1
Limit 2
0.08
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.1
0.5
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(1) The source rocks of the E2S42 interval, the
interval and the E2S34 interval in the Damintun
Sag account for 94.05%, 93.32% and 72.40%, respectively; only most of the chloroform bitumen “A”
data in the E2S42 interval is greater than 0.1%, and
the source rocks in other layers are of lower quality;
for the hydrocarbon generation potential, the E2S42
interval of the Damintun Sag belongs to the uppermiddle level of the main basin in eastern China,
while the hydrocarbon generation potential of the
E2S41 and E2S34 intervals is relatively poor.
(2) The kerogen type of the target layer is
mainly type II2 and type III. When the organic matter
maturity is below 2400 m, they are all low maturity
or maturity grade. The hydrocarbon expulsion
threshold of the Shahejie Formation is 2500 m.
(3) In this paper, we have established a grading
evaluation standard for shale oil resources. According to the relationship between residual oil and organic carbon in shale, for E2S34 and E2S41 segment,
TOC greater than 2% is regarded as Class I standard,
and for E2S42 segment, TOC greater than 4% is regarded as Class I standard.
E2S41
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In order to clarify the characteristics and formation mechanism of the deep-sedimentary dissolution pores in in Ordovician of Tahe area, the field
outcrop investigation, drilling core and micro-flake
analysis were used to collect rock and cave and pore
filling samples for oxygen and carbon strontium isotope and inclusion testing to restore porosity. Evolution history, identifying the source and properties of
pore fluids. The study shows that the Lower Ordovician carbonate rocks in the Tahe area experienced
normal shallow sea diagenetic environment, shallow
surface freshwater diagenetic environment, early
shallow burial diagenetic environment, uplifted exposed surface freshwater diagenetic environment,
shallow-deep burial diagenetic environment Different diagenetic environments restrict the development
and evolution of pores. The pores preserved today
are mainly the unfilled intragranular dissolved pores
and mold pores formed by the first stage of dissolution, and the intragranular dissolved pores formed by
the fourth stage of dissolution. The dissolution pores
are formed in the middle of the Caledonian II-III curtain or in the early Hercynian pressure-bearing environment, and belong to ascending karst. The crystal
optics, oxygen and carbon isotope isotopes of calcite,
uniform temperature, salinity and density of fluid inclusions, and cathodoluminescence analysis data
support the filling fluid and the mixing of atmospheric fresh water and basin hot brine.

play very important role in the gas/oil storage and the
transport properties of the reservoir. The types and
characteristics of dissolution pores have been studied by many researchers. The dissolution pores are
mainly within the chemically unstable minerals due
to the chemical reactions during burial diagenesis.
Carbonate (calcite and dolomite) is a common component that can be partly or completely dissolved to
form intraparticle dissolution pores [4-9]. Not only
the carbonates and the feldspar have the dissolution
pores [10-14], the dissolution pores can be also
found in the quartz and clay minerals such as the
Wufeng-Longmaxi shale [10, 15-16]. However, few
studies have ever analyzed when the dissolution
pores started to form in Tarim basin. The formation
mechanism of the dissolution pores in this area is
still unknown.
The Upper Ordovician coverage area in the
southern part of the Tahe River is in a pressure-bearing environment during the period from the middle
of the Caledonian to the early multi-stage karst in the
early Hercynian period. The karst background is significantly different from the middle period of the
Caledonian. Therefore, the cause of the dissolution
of the cave in the southern cover is problematic. The
main controversy lies in two aspects: First, the formation time of these dissolution pores is related to
the epigenetic karstification or the ascending karst
under pressure conditions; the second is that the nature or source of the dissolution fluid is atmospheric
fresh water even under pressure [17-18]. It is also a
hot brine or volcanic hydrothermal fluid in a deep
ascending basin. Through the analysis of the pore
type, diagenesis and pore salt history of the deep-dissolved pores in the Upper Ordovician, the control
mechanism of the interface on the development of
karst reservoirs is expounded, and the corresponding
formation patterns of karst reservoirs in the middle
and deep areas are established, and the formation of
dissolution pores is discussed. Mechanism, in the
end, it is believed that the hydrodynamic conditions
formed by the dissolution pores in the south belong
to the ascending cave formed in the middle of the
Caledonian or early Hercynian pressure environment.

(' "#
Carbonate rock, dissolution hole, diagenetic environment,
Ordovician, Tahe Oilfield

$" %$ 
The existence of deep high quality reservoirs is
often related to the development of a large number
of pores and microcracks [1-3]. Among all the pore
types, the dissolution pores such as the interparticle
dissolution pores and intraparticle dissolution pores
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 7=;*0;*7>5*; -2<<85?.- 98;.< The intragranular dissolved pores are similar to the lithology
developed by the mold pores, and all appear in the
granular limestone section. Such pores are formed by
partial dissolution of the particles. Part of the intragranular dissolved pores were completely filled with
fine-grained calcite, fine-grained calcite (Plate VII
b). The unfilled intragranular pores are the main reservoir space for oil and gas (Fig. 1b, c).

$"#$ #
Samples from the Yijianfang and Yingshan
Formation were picked and prepared. A thin sliver of
rock is cut from the sample with a diamond saw and
ground optically flat using mechanical polishing.
The thin slice of the rock was mounted on a glass
slide and then ground smoothly using the abrasive
grit until the thickness of the sample is around 30 μm
thick. Then these thin sections will be viewed under
the microscope [19-21]. As different minerals have
different optical properties, so different minerals can
be easily identified by the viewers. In addition, the
pore structures can be easily distinguished. For the
cement analysis, thin section armed with cathodoluminescence was employed.

7=.;7*5-2<<85?.-98;.<8/,*5,2=.,;B<=*5
The inner dissolved pores of calcite crystals are
mainly developed in the crystals of the continuous
crystal calcite cement. They are often distributed in
irregular or long strips. No oil or asphalt is charged
in the dissolved pores. This type of porosity occurs
after the crude oil is charged (Fig. 1d).
85862=.,;B<=*5-2<<85?.-98;.< Dolomite
crystal dissolved pores are commonly developed in
leopard limestone and fine-grained cloud rocks.
Among the dolomite-bearing limestones, traces of
dissolution are clearly observed in dolomite diamond-shaped crystals, and some intragranular dissolved pores are filled with fine-grained calcite. Part
of these pores is not filled (Fig. 1e).

"#%$#

!8;. =B9. Based on the thin section images,
two kinds of pores can be separated.

 !;26*;B98;.< The primary pore refers to
the pores formed in the sedimentary period and
closely related to the rock structure, including the
primary intergranular pores, the biological cavity,
the algae pores, and the algae pores. The carbonate
rocks in the Tahe area are dense, and the original
pore space is strongly destroyed by cementation. The
degree of dissolution in the quasi-synchronous exposure is limited, and the formed dissolution pores are
basically filled by the later calcite [22-23]. Occasionally, the micro-cracks cut the dissolved pores in the
thin section, so the primary pores have little significance for the transformation of the reservoir in this
area.

85862=.27=.;,;B<=*5527.98;.< Dolomite
intercrystalline pores are mainly developed in cloud
limestone and dolomite. The intercrystalline pores in
the limestone are mainly formed by dolomite, usually in the vicinity of the suture. The suture and intercrystalline pores are mostly filled with asphalt, indicating that the filling of the crude oil occurs after
the formation of intercrystalline pores (Fig. 1f).
2<<85?.=1..75*;0.-98;.< It is mainly developed in the granular limestone section (Fig. 1g),
and a small amount develops in the muddy limestone.
It is manifested that the particles and cement are dissolved at the same time or the limestone matrix is
dissolved, the dissolution is enlarged, the erosion
boundary is clear, and the local pores are filled by
the asphalt.

 #.,87-*;B98;.< In this paper, the secondary pores are defined as pores produced in the diagenesis, epigenetic and epigenetic stages after the
early diagenesis stage. According to the type, origin
and pore shape of the original rock, the secondary
pores in the Tahe area are subdivided into the following few types:

 2<<85?270 =1. <52= Corrosion expansion
joints mainly refer to pore spaces formed by diffusion along cracks or sutures. Both granular limestone
and mudstone are developed (Fig. 1h, i), and the tendency of the dissolution gap becomes wider as the
dissolution becomes stronger. Through the observation of the sheet, the asphalt is partially filled along
the suture to fill the asphalt, indicating that after the
suture is expanded, oil and gas charging occurs.

2*0.7.<2< The lithology of the Yingshan Formation in the Tahe area is divided into constructive,
destructive and diagenetic effects that have little effect on reservoir performance [24-27]. Among them,
constructive diagenesis includes dissolution,

85- 185. The mold pore is shown under
the sheet at the bottom of Yijianfang Formation and
the upper part of the Yingshan Formation (such as
T606 well, T704 well, S93 well, TS301 well). These
mold pores are mainly distributed in the granular
limestone section. The pores of this type are mainly
formed by the dissolution of aragonite or low-magnesium calcite in the particles, and the outer layer of
the particles is preserved. Most of the mold pores are
completely filled with granular bright-grain calcite
while a small portion of the mold pores are not filled
and are preserved (Fig. 1 a, c).
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!8;.=B9.8/*18><.0;8>9*7-(270<1*78;6*=28727$*1.*;.*
Notes: (a) T737 well, 7_7/60, 5952.47m, Yingshan Formation, single polarized light 10X, glutinous limestone, mold pores; (b)
AD11 well, 1_2/63, 6635.12m, Yijianfang Formation, single polarized light 5X, bright Crystal sandstone, intragranular dissolved pores, filled with oil and gas; (c) T737 well, 7_7/60, Yingshan Formation, 5952.47m, single polarized light 10X, glutinous limestone, intragranular pores and mold pores; (d) T727 well, 9_25/69, Yijianfang Formation, single polarized light 5X,
bright crystal sandstone limestone, calcite crystal inner dissolved pores; (e) TS3-1 well, 1_3/35, 6234.14m, Yingshan Formation , single polarized light 5X, clouded mudstone, dolomite crystal dissolved pores filled with powdered calcite; (f) S93
well, 9_17/60,5902.66m, Yingshan Formation, single polarized light 5X, clouded mudstone, dolomite intercrystalline dissolved
pores; (g) T615 well, 12_6/44, 5563.68m, Yingshan Formation, single polarized light 5X, bright-grained sandstone limestone,
dissolution and enlarged pore filled with bitumen; (h) S93 well, 6_9/45, 5788.01m, Yingshan Formation, single polarized light
5X, bright-grained sandstone limestone, early cracks filled with calcite and cutting sand; (i) TP37 well, 6862.84m, eagle Mountain group, single polarized light 5X, mudstone, suture Melting occurs around expansion, expansion occurs before the hydrocarbon charge in dissolved.


pressure dissolution, rupture and dolomitization. Destructive diagenesis includes cementation and compaction which has little effect on the mud crystallization and recrystallization.

 2<<85>=287The first stage of dissolution:
mainly characterized by selective dissolution of the
structure in the glutinous limestone. The particles are
selectively dissolved to form the mold pore and the
intragranular pore. The pore formation time is earlier.
Most of the mold pores and intragranular pores in the
Tahe area are filled with calcite during the diagenetic
stage, and some unfilled pores are visible in the asphalt [28-29]. Therefore, it is judged that the dissolution at this stage occurs in the quasi-symbiotic
stage before the oil and gas is charged (Fig. 2a).
The second phase of dissolution: the macroscopic core is characterized by dissolved pores and
cracks filled by calcite (Fig. 2d). A small number of
dissolved pores are not filled, and the pore walls are
oil-immersed. The pores are generally between 1 cm
and 2 cm. Under the micro-flakes, it is shown as a
dissolution-enlarged pore filled with crystallized calcite. The general size is above 1.5mm, which has the

characteristics of non-structural selective dissolution
and strong dissolution of surrounding rock and cement. Part of the pores that were not filled with calcite were visible in the pores, indicating that the dissolution occurred before the crude oil was charged
(Fig. 2b, c).
The third stage of dissolution: the macroscopic
core is characterized by irregular plaque-like brightgrain calcite filling dissolution pores, the scale is
generally above 1cm. The micro-flakes are shown to
be filled with dissolved and enlarged pores in the medium-continuous calcite. The size of the expansion
pores is generally greater than 2 mm, and the opening degree of the dissolution joints is generally
greater than 1.5 mm, which is almost completely
filled, showing non-structural selective dissolution
features. The group of calcite generally has a set of
cleavage or interference color stripes, and the two
forms of calcite are generally inlaid contact. Oil
leaching phenomenon can be seen inside the calcite
crystals in this period, indicating that the dissolution
at this stage occurs before the crude oil is charged
(Fig. 3a, b).
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Notes: (a) T737 well, 7_7/60,5952.47m, Yingshan Formation, glutinous limestone, cast thin section, mold pore formed by
selective dissolution of the first stage; (b) T738 well, 9_41/45, 6064.91m , the bright-grained sandstone limestone, the dissolved
pores formed by the second stage of dissolution are filled by calcite; (c) T738 well, 9_41/45, 6064.91m, bright-grained sandstone, the second stage of dissolution fully filled with calcite, showing no luminescence under cathodoluminescence; (d) well
T615, 12_38/44,5606.84m, gray mudstone, calcite full filling crack.

The fourth stage of dissolution: the dissolution
in this period is characterized by the dissolution of
the interior of the calcite to form intragranular dissolved pores, and the dolomite crystals are dissolved
to form intragranular pores [30-31]. The pores
formed by this dissolution do not contain crude oil,
indicating this period of dissolution occurs after the
crude oil is charged (Fig. 3c).
The fifth phase of dissolution: the thin section
showed that the suture line filled with asphalt was
partially dissolved, so that the original continuous
suture was broken, and the formed pores were not
filled. It is inferred that this period of diffusion occurs after the crude oil is charged (Fig. 3d).
The sixth stage of dissolution: large dissolved
pores or caves can be seen on the macroscopic core
which were filled by the giant crystal calcite, and
densely developed in the TS3 well, the AD12 well,
and the AD3 well. The pores and caves formed by
this kind of dissolution have no crude oil filling phenomenon, indicating that the dissolution occurs after
the oil and gas is charged. In summary, the dissolution can be divided into two major stages [32-35].
The first stage occurs before the oil and gas charge,
and the first to third stage dissolution occurs. The
second stage occurred after the oil and gas was
charged, and the fourth to sixth stages of dissolution
occurred.

.6.7=*=287 The cementation in this paper
mainly relies on the identification of thin slices and

the detection methods such as cathodoluminescence.
Six types of calcite cements were identified in the
Ordovician Yijianfang and Yingshan Formations in
Tahe Oilfield.
  8;<.524. *7- /2+;8>< ,*5,2=. ,.6.7=
This kind of cement is growing on the direction
which is vertical to the particle surface, mainly free
of Fe2+, high-magnesium, fibrous or blade-like, organic-rich crystals, which is the product of seabed
cementation in the early diagenetic stage. No luminescent properties are exhibited under cathodoluminescence (Fig. 4 a(a'), b).
 ;*7>5*;,*5,2=.,.6.7= This kind of cement is growing on the outside of the first generation
crystal, usually containing Fe2+, low magnesium,
granular, organic-free crystals. This kind of cement
is a product of the early diagenesis stage, often filled
in the intragranular dissolved pores and the mold
pores. The cathode does not emit light under illumination. It belongs to the second generation cement
(Fig. 4c (c')).
  ;*?2=B1*70270 ,*5,2=. ,.6.7= This
kind of cement is usually located below the particles,
because the pore water in the seepage zone is concentrated by gravity and hangs under the particles
and crystallizes the bright-crystal cement there,
which belongs to the second generation cement (Fig.
4d).
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Notes: (a) T737 well, 8_6/49, 6035.79m, bright-grained sandstone limestone, dissolved pores formed by the third stage of
dissolution, clear contact with surrounding rock, filled with calcite with interference color; (b) T709 Well, 12_26/54,6106.38m,
bright-grained sandstone, the dissolved pores formed by the third stage of dissolution are filled with a set of cleavage calcite;
(c) Well T606, 6_42/46, 5503.76m, bright crystal sandstone, the fourth stage of dissolution caused the localized calcite to be
partially dissolved; (d) TP37 well, 6862.84m, Yingshan Formation, mudstone, asphalt-filled suture was dissolved by the fifth
phase of dissolution, The formed diffusion pores are not filled.

  87=27>8>< ,;B<=*5 ,*5,2=. ,.6.7= This
kind of cement is filled in the second stage of dissolution pores or expansion joints. The calcite cement
surface is turbid, containing more impurities. Generally, the boundary of the surrounding rock is not
clear and does not emit light under the cathodoluminescence. This period of cement is common in early
structural joints (Fig. 4e (e')).

dissolution, the second phase of dissolution, the
large-scale dissolution of particles and cement are
formed. The surface freshwater environment in this
period overlaps with the early shallow surface freshwater environment, which greatly enhances the influence of freshwater on the Lower Ordovician in
this area [39-40]. The formed enlarged pores are connected with the calcite of the atmospheric freshwater
subsurface flow zone.
In the late Caledonian period, the Yijianfang
Formation—the Yingshan Formation gradually entered the shallow-medium burial stage, compaction—pressure dissolution gradually increased, sutures developed extensively, and dolomitization occurred along sutures and other fractures. And hydrocarbon migration.
The early regional uplift of the Hercynian
caused the northern part of the Tahe to enter the surface-forming rock environment, suffering from different degrees of weathering, denudation, leaching,
and strong karstification. During this period, surface
water was converted to groundwater, forming a shallow cycle, which directly affected the southern part
of the Tahe area, making the groundwater of the
Yingshan Formation in a certain range south of the
upper Ordovician strata. The transformation of confined water formed by the southward flow resulted
in a second non-structural selective dissolution of a
large-scale formation in the Yingshan Formation,
forming a large number of dissolved pores.

2<=8;B 8/ 98;. .?85>=287 During the Early
Ordovician sedimentary period, due to the repeated
rise and fall of the sea level, the Yingshan Formation
was subjected to mud crystallization, seabed biofabrication and a small amount of cementation (light
crystal calcite generation cement) [36-38]. This
Yingshan Formation was also encountered with the
dissolution in atmospheric water environment - diagenesis such as cementation and recrystallization.
During this period, the first stage of dissolution occurred to form a fabric-selective dissolved pore (intragranular dissolved pores and mold pores). This
type of structurally selective dissolved pores was
partially filled with fine-grained calcite cement in
the early diagenetic stage.
At the end of the early Ordovician, due to the
global sea level decline and the tectonics of the midcurtain of the Caledonian mid-term, the first phase
of the non-structural structure occurred in Yijianfang
Formation and Yingshan Formation, which was exposed to the surface and received atmospheric freshwater leaching. Selective co-production - epigenetic
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Notes: a(a') T738 well, 8_38/44,5984.92m, Yijianfang Formation, single polarized light and cathodoluminescence 10X, brightgrained sandstone limestone, horse-shaped calcite cement exists perpendicular to the surface of the particle, the particles are
cemented by continuous crystal calcite; (b) T757 well, 4_71/85, single polarized light 10X, bright crystal sand limestone,
fibrous calcite cement around the particles, belonging to the first generation cement in seabed cementation; c(c') T737 well,
7_14/60,5953.24m, Yijianfang Formation, single polarized light and cathodoluminescence 5X, bright-grained sandstone limestone, granular calcite cement between particles does not emit light; (d) T757 well 4_71/85,5866.13m, Yijianfang Formation,
single polarized light 10X, bright-grained sandstone limestone, gravity-suspended calcite cement, belonging to the product of
the freshwater seepage zone of the quasi-synthesis rock stage; e(e') S66 well, 13_40/54,5708.51m, Yingshan Formation, single
polarized and cathodoluminescence, bright-grained sandstone limestone; f(f') T709 well, 12_26/54,6106.38m, eagle Mountain
group, single-polarization and cathodoluminescence 5X, bright-grained sandstone limestone; g(g') T738 well, 7_10/49,
5972.38m, Yijianfang Formation, single polarized light and cathodoluminescence 5X, bright-grained sandstone limestone, with
no luminescence at the center under cathodoluminescence; (h) AD12 well, 1_16/16, 58391.12m, Yingshan Formation, cavernous calcite filled in cave; i(i') TS3 well, 1_5/5,5951.64m, Yingshan group, single polarized light and cathodoluminescence,
coarse-grain calcite cement, bright crystal face, with a large number of cleavage, dark red light under cathodoluminescence.
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jianfang Formation and Yingshan Formation developed multiple layers of obvious pores. These dissolution pores are mostly 0.5 to 1 cm in diameter, and
the larger ones can be more than 2 cm. The shapes
are mostly round or elliptical, and some are irregular.
The internal filling can be completely or partially
filled with calcite or gray-green mud. Oxygen and
carbon isotope analysis was carried out in combination with the calcite cement of Liu et al. and T709,
TP33, TP42 [36, 40-41]. The range of calcite
δ18OPDB in the pore layer was mainly concentrated
in -10~-4‰, and δ13CPDB was mainly concentrated
in -1~3 ‰, 87Sr/86Sr is between 0.70820 and
0.70970, demonstrating the characteristics of mixed
water (Figure 5).
Characteristics of fluid inclusions of tanned
calcite cement in dissolved pores. Another important
feature of the pore development in the Yijianfang
Formation-Yingshan Formation in the Upper Ordovician area in the southern part of the Tahe River is
due to a large number of non-structural selective dissolution enlarged pores [42-43]. Most of the structuring-selective dissolution-enlarged pores are filled
with calcite with a continuous crystal structure. Due
to the laser in situ isotope test and inclusion determination of these continuous crystal calcites, the oxygen-carbon isotope intersection map and the temperature and salinity histograms are obtained (Figure 6).
The oxygen-carbon isotope intersection map
shows that the value of δ18OPDB in non-structural
selective dissolved pores is between -6 and -2‰, and
the value of δ13CPDB is mainly concentrated in
2~4‰, indicating the shallow-deep burial diagenetic
environment. According to the uniform temperature,
salinity and density data of the inclusions obtained
in the continuous crystal calcite, the calcite in this
period is mainly precipitated from a fluid with a temperature of 110 ° C, a salinity of 3-4% and a density
of 0.95-1.10. It belongs to the shallow burial environment of the Upper Ordovician sedimentation.

In the late period of the Hercynian movement,
due to the rising sea level in the Carboniferous, the
freshwater supply in the surface atmosphere weakened, and the buried depth of the stratum increased.
The burial environment of the Yingshan Formation
and Yijianfang Formation was dominated by the formation brine, resulted in a large expansion [41]. The
dissolved pores are filled by the medium-joined calcite, so that the previously formed pores are destroyed on a large scale, and only a small number of
pores remain in the vicinity of the fracture zone.
The Bachu Formation of the Carboniferous
System is the direct caprock of this area. After the
large set of mudstone deposits, the area is filled with
large-scale liquid crude oil, but the non-structural
dissolution-enlarged pores formed by the first two
stages of surface karstification are almost complete.
It is subjected to filling damage, so liquid hydrocarbons mainly occur in the residual primary intergranular dissolved pores and in the caves developed
along the fracture.
In the Indosinian period, with the rise and fall
of the structure, the Lower Ordovician uplift and the
burial depth are constantly changing. The dissolution
in this period mainly depends on the suture. The continuous crystal calcite cementation formed by the
mid-eastern scene. The Yanshanian tectonic movement is relatively weak, and the Ordovician overlying strata continue to accumulate and enter the middle-deep burial stage. Since the beginning of the Miocene, due to the influence of the Himalayan movement, the stratum has declined sharply and the Ordovician system has entered the deep diagenetic environment.
5>2- <8>;,. *7- 9;89.;=2.< 8/ -2<<85?.-
98;.< /255.- @2=1,*5,2=.   AB0.7 *7- ,*;+87
2<8=89.,1*;*,=.;2<=2,< 8/,*5,2=. /255.- @2=1,*?2
=2.<. Through the observation of some drilling cores
and imaging logs in the southern coverage area, Yi
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!8;.-2<<85>=2876.,1*72<6Microscopic diagenesis history analysis of the above-mentioned
pores and matrix pores in the upper part of the Upper
Ordovician-covered area, including crystallization
mineralogy of the calcite filling, oxygen and carbon
isotopes, fluid inclusion uniform temperature, salinity and analytical data such as density and cathodoluminescence data. In the pore formation time, several important features could constrain their formation time:
(1) Most of the pores are infested with crude oil
and thus formed before the crude oil is charged. The
pores of some of the matrix that are currently filled
with crude oil in Yijianfang and Yingshan Formation
are mainly mold pores, residual intergranular pores,
intercrystalline pores, which are mainly formed in
the same-to-shallow burial stage. The formation time
of these pores is relatively early. (2) According to the
pore distribution, the development depth of the relatively stable and comparable pore layer on the imaging logging is about 180 meters away from the T74
interface. Obviously, this depth cannot be reached by
the karstification of the mid-curtain of Caledon. (3)
From the data of crystal mineralogy, oxygen and carbon isotope and fluid inclusions of pores and matrix
pore filling calcite, the filling fluid has the characteristics of mixed fluid.

pressure-bearing area can be further divided into atmospheric freshwater bearing karst zone and along
the fault atmosphere from south to north. Freshwater/basin brine mixed pressure karst zone.
(3) Six dissolution stages (before and after the
oil and gas charge) and seven types of dissolution
pores are identified in Yijianfang and Yingshan Formation.
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In order to minimize the adverse impact of
drilling fluid on the environment, it is of great significance to realize the harmonious and sustainable
development of protecting the natural environment
and oil and gas exploration and development. And
the construction of an environmental friendly waterbased drilling fluid system on the basis of natural
polymer modification is taken into account. In this
paper, N-vinyl pyrrolidone (NVP) was used as a
modifier to synthesize DFN-1, an environmental
friendly fluid loss reducing agent for water-based
drilling fluid with little influence on the rheological
property of drilling fluid and high temperature resistance of 150°C. The thermal stability of DFN-1
was evaluated by thermogravimetric analysis. The
functional groups of the products were evaluated by
infrared spectroscopy. The results showed that NVP
was successfully grafted onto starch molecules, and
the thermal degradation temperature is 320°C. The
experimental results show that DFN-1 has little effect on the rheological property of drilling fluid, and
the salt resistance can reach saturation. The experimental results of biodegradability evaluation show
that DFN-1 is easy to biodegrade and can be used as
a high temperature fluid loss reducing agent for environmental protection drilling fluid.



Starch-based agents have been widely used as
an environmental protection treatment, because
starch is a renewable material, easy to decompose,
and have a high yield. On the other side, most of the
fluid loss agents are made of harmful monomers or
non-biodegradable monomers [2-4]. But there are
also some shortcoming about starch-based materials.
For example, it has poor water solubility and also
poor high-temperature stability. In order to being
used in drilling fluid as a fluid loss agent in hightemperature formation, starch needs to be modified
to enhance its resistance to temperature [5]. Based
on it, we can form an environmental friendly waterbased drilling fluid system, which can meet the requirements of different drilling conditions, and to
keep a harmonious and sustainable development of
natural environment and oil and gas exploration and
development.
In recent years, some scholars modified it by
etherification, oxidation, crosslinking and other
methods, which to some extent improved the temperature resistance performance of starch loss-reducing agent, but the temperature resistance effect was
not ideal, and the modified starch loss-reducing
agent had a great influence on the viscosity of drilling fluid system, limiting its use [6-11]. In this paper,
vinyl monomers were used as the main modifier, and
a new type of anti-high temperature starch loss reducing agent was obtained by modifying starch.


#!"#"

?8.925.6;*4 5*;.92*4: *6- *88*9*;<:. A
series of materials are used during the research,
mainly including: anhydrous ethanol (analytically
pure), anhydrous sodium carbonate (analytically
pure), acrylic acid (analytically pure), deionized water, ceric ammonium nitrate (analytically pure),
standard maize starch (reagent grade), N- vinyl pyrrolidone (analytically pure). And some apparatus are
used in this experiments, main including heat collecting magnetic agitator (DF series), which purchased from Danrui experimental equipment co.
LTD, Changzhou city. Delicate scale (FA1004), pur-

(&!"
Environmental friendly, fluid loss additive, high temperature, water-based drilling fluid
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As the human population grows, pollution from
human activity also increases. As a productive activity in nature, we must protect the environment during
drilling. But environmental protection and drilling
costs are at odds [1]. To minimize the adverse impact
of drilling fluid on the environment, it is of great significance to carry out the research of natural polymer
modified or artificial synthetic environmental protection treatment agent with the help of new theories
and methods.
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chased from Shangping instrument co. LTD, shanghai city. Single phase condenser motor, purchased
from Yaosheng moter factory, Taizhou city. High
pressure/high temperature instrument (GGS71-B),
purchased from Haitongda special instrument co.
LTD, Tsingtao city. Six-speed viscometer, purchased from Chuangmeng instrument technology
service co. LTD, Tsingtao city. High speed mixer
(GJD-B12K) and roller heater (XGRL-4A), purchased from Haitong da special instrument co. LTD.
Centrifugal machine (H4-20K), purchased from
Kecheng instrument co. LTD, Hunan. Electrothermal blowing dry box, purchased from Boxun medical equipment factory, shanghai. Infrared analyser
(Nicolet6700), from Thermo Electron Company.

a Brooke Vertex 70 infrared spectrum analyzer
(Fig. 2).
9.8*9*;2767/+*:.5<-Preparation of fresh
water base mud. 16 g of sodium bentonite and 0.8g
of anhydrous sodium carbonate were added to
400mL of deionized water, stirred at high speed for
20 minutes, and cured at room temperature for 24
hours.
The preparation of a brine based mud. According to different ratios, 16g of sodium bentonite, 0.8g
of anhydrous sodium carbonate and different
amounts of sodium chloride were added to 400mL of
deionized water, stirred at high speed for 20 minutes,
and cured at room temperature for 24 hours.

.9/795*6,. 5.*:<9.5.6; 7/ :;*9,1 /4<2-
47:: *--2;2=. Take the prepared base mud, add a
certain amount of fluid loss additive to the base mud,
stirring at high speed for 20 minutes, rolling and aging at 150°C for 16 hours, and measure the rheological property of drilling fluid with six-speed rotary
viscometer and drilling fluid loss equipment before
and after aging [12-16].


!"$#"

#1.95709*=25.;92,*6*4@:2:As can be seen
from the data in Figure 1, the fluid loss additive
DFN-1 has three major decomposition stages. It is
the removal of free water in the product before the
first stage A (90°C), the mass loss rate is 7%. the AB
stage (90°C ~ 320°C) is the removal of intramolecular bound water, this stage is relatively flat. BC stage
(320°C ~560°C) is the product decomposition stage,
corresponding to the depolymerization and decomposition process of the fluid loss agent molecule, and
the final residual mass is 11.03%. According to the
thermogravimetric analysis curve, the thermal decomposition temperature of the starch graft fluid loss
additive DFN-1 is 320°C.

9.8*9*;2767//4<2-47::*--2;2=.. Starch was
dried by a dry oven under the temperature of 70°C at
least 10 hours. And then, add the starch into a threenecked flask, cleaned by deionized water, which
placed in the heat collecting magnetic agitator with
some deionized water, gelatinized at 80°C for 30
minutes. Then, reduce the water bath temperature to
40~50°C after gelatinization. When the mixture was
cooled to the temperature of 40~50°C, 4.62g of NVP
and 1.2g of acrylic acid was taken into the threenecked flask. And after 20 minutes stirring at
300rpm, 0.36mmol ceric ammonium nitrate (soluble
in the deionized water) was added to the mixture.
The graft reaction stopped after 3 hours. Ethanol was
added to the product for purification, and washed
three times with ethanol to remove the monomer and
homopolymer. The purified product was dried at
40°C in a constant temperature drying oven, which
is a fluid loss agent for the drilling fluid named
DFN-1.
1*9*,;.92A*;276 The thermogravimetric
method was used to obtain the thermogravimetric
analysis curve of DFN-1 under the conditions of nitrogen protection, heating rate of 10°C/min and
50~700°C (Fig. 1). The infrared spectrum of DFN-1
and starch was tested by infrared spectroscopy using
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#1.91.74702,*4*6-/24;9*;2768.9/795*6,.7/-9244260/4<2->2;1-2//.9.6; ,76,.6;9*;276
6/9*9.-:8.,;97:,78@*6*4@:2: It can be seen
from the data in Figure 2 that in the infrared spectrum curve of the starch, 3006-3605 cm-1 is the -OH
stretching vibration peak in the starch molecule. In
the line of DFN-1, it is a characteristic shift of the
carbonyl five-membered ring vibration in N-vinyl
pyrrolidone at a wavelength of 1745.29 cm-1, indicating that N-vinyl pyrrolidone is successfully
grafted onto the starch molecule [17-18]. It is a -OH
stretching vibration peak at 3060-3580 cm-1, on the
curve and its width is smaller than that of starch molecules due to the reaction of some hydroxyl groups.

.9/795*6,. 5.*:<9.5.6; 7/   Adding different concentrations of fluid loss additive
DFN-1 into the experimental slurry, stirring at high
speed for 10~15min, measuring the readings of the
system at different speeds with a six-speed rotary

viscometer, and calculating apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity, dynamic shear force, etc. [19]. The
fluid loss of different systems was determined by
API pressure loss analyzer, and the high temperature
and high pressure fluid loss of different systems was
determined by high temperature and high pressure
fluid loss analyzer.
  //.,; 7/ -2//.9.6; -7:*0. 7/   76
8.9/795*6,.7/-9244260/4<2- Different concentrations of DFN-1 were added to the drilling fluid base
slurry to evaluate the rheology and fluid loss of the
system before and after aging at 150 °C. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.
//.,;7691.74702,*48978.9;2.: It can be
seen from the data in the figure that the addition of
DFN-1 increased the viscosity of the experimental
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loss should be 0.71 times rather than 0.54 times to
the mud without DFN-1, indicating that the permeability of the mud cake was reduced by 0.58 times. It
can be seen from the calculation that the viscosity
has a certain effect on the reduction of the fluid loss,
but the influence of the mud cake permeability is
also large. When the amount of DFN-1 is 0.8%, the
viscosity of the experimental pulp is 2.2 times than
that of the experimental slurry not added to DFN-1.
Assuming that the mud cake permeability is constant, the fluid loss should be 0.67 times to the mud
without adding DFN-1, but the fluid loss is 0.32
times to it. Indicating that the permeability of the
mud cake is reduced by 0.23 times. It can be seen
from the calculation and comparison that the viscosity has little effect on the fluid loss, and the decrease
of the mud cake permeability is the main factor for
the reduction of the fluid loss.

slurry. The apparent viscosity and plastic viscosity
of the drilling fluid system increase compared with
that before hot rolling at the temperature of 150°C,
and the dynamic shear force changes little. As the
amount of fluid loss additive DFN-1 increases, the
viscosity of the system gradually increases, but the
degree of increase is not obvious.
//.,;76/24;9*;2768.9/795*6,. It can be
seen from the data in the figure that with the increase
of the amount of DFN-1, the fluid loss of the system
at normal and high temperature and pressure are
gradually decreased, and the experimental slurry can
maintain a low fluid loss before and after aging at
150 °C.
According to the above analysis, DFN-1 has little influence on the viscosity of the drilling fluid system, and has good fluid loss resistance at high temperatures.

  "*4; 9.:2:;*6,. 5.*:<9.5.6; 7/  
4% brine and saturated brine base slurry were prepared respectively. 1% DFN-1 was added to the base
slurry and hot rolled at 150°C for 16 hours [21]. The
rheology and fluid loss performance of the system
before and after 150°C hot rolling were evaluated.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from the data in Table 1 that after
adding DFN-1, the filtration loss reduction rate of
4% brine-based slurry before hot rolling is 80.25%,
and the filtration loss reduction rate after hot rolling
is 76.3%. The change of viscosity before and after
hot rolling is small. The reduction rate of fluid loss
before hot rolling of saturated brine base slurry was
85.83%, and the reduction rate of fluid loss after hot
rolling was 83.64%. The viscosity of the experimental mud after rolling decreased to some extent
than the mud before hot rolling, indicating that DFN1 has a good salt resistance.

 #1. 26/4<.6,. 7/ =2:,7:2;@ 76 /24;9*;276
47:: According to the static filter loss equation:

V =A
f

2KΔp( f sc − 1)

f

sm

t
μ

(1)

It can be seen from the formula that the filtration loss of per unit percolation area (Vf/A) is proportional to the permeability of the mud cake(K), the
solid content factor (fsc/fsm-1), the percolation pressure difference(Δp), and the square root of percolation time. It is inversely proportional to the square
root of the viscosity of the filtrate. In the experimental slurry, only the DFN-1 was added. Therefore,
it can be considered that the solid content factors of
the mud cake are constant at different concentrations, the experimental pressure and the percolation
time are constant values [20]. Therefore, the filtration loss of per unit percolation area is proportional
to the square root of the mud cake permeability and
 758*92:76>2;17;1.95*6</*,;<9.9:7/
inversely proportional to the square root of the fil/4<2-47::*--2;2=.:The starch-based fluid loss adtrate viscosity. According to the above analysis,
ditives of different manufacturers were compared,
combined with the static filtration loss equation,
and the rheological properties and fluid loss perforwhen the addition amount of DFN-1 is 0.4%, the vismance of the system before and after 150°C hot rollcosity of the experimental slurry is twice that of the
ing were compared under the condition of 1% addiexperimental slurry not added to DFN-1. Assuming
tion. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.
that the mud cake permeability is constant, the fluid

# 
6;2:*4;,1*9*,;.92:;2,7/ 
Experimental mud
4% salt mud
4% salt mud +1%DFN-1
saturated brine mud
saturated brine mud +1%DFN-1

Test
condition
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging
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AV/
mPa·s
4
3
9
7.5
8
4.5
10
5.5

PV/
mPa·s
1.5
2
6
4
4.5
3
9
5

YP/
Pa
2.5
1
3
3.5
3.5
1.5
1
0.5

FLAPI/
mL
80
120
15.6
25.4
152
214
20.6
34
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# 
#1.91.74702,*4*6-/24;9*;2768.9/795*6,.7/-9244260/4<2->2;1-2//.9.6;*--2;2=.:
Designation
DFN-1
CMS-1
DS-150
JHG-150



Test
condition
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging
Before aging
After aging

AV/
mPa·s
10
10.5
17
11
15
12.5
19.5
14.5

PV/
mPa·s
6
8
15
9
10
9
14
13

YP/
Pa
4
2.5
2
2
5
3.5
5.5
1.5

FLAPI
/mL
7.4
7.2
6.4
18.0
9.2
12.4
6.8
12.8

FLHTHP
/mL
—
28.6
—
50.2
—
30
40

# 
27-.09*-*+242;@7/2//.9.6;";*9,14<2-7::--2;2=.:
Designation
DF
DFN-1
CMS-1
DS-150
JHG-150

BOD5
117.4
138.5
152.4
135.4
168.3

CODCr
380.2
456.9
532.4
530.0
725.4

BOD5/CODCr (%)
30.9
30.3
28.6
25.5
23.2

# 
#1.91.74702,*4*6-/24;9*;2768.9/795*6,.7/-9244260/4<2-
Test
AV/
PV/
YP/
Gel
FLAPI
FLHTHP
YP/PV
condition
mPa·s
mPa·s
Pa
/Pa
/mL
/mL
Before aging
46
30
16
0.53
4.0/11.0
4.2
—
Mud-1
After aging
35
24
11
0.46
1.5/14.0
4.0
11.2
Before aging
44
32
12
0.38
3.5/9.0
5.4
—
Mud-2
After aging
30.5
22
8.5
0.39
0.5/13.0
6.8
18.0
Notes: 1) Mud-1 is as follows: 4% base mud + 1% DFN-1 + 2% anti-collapse agent + 2% JLX + 0.15% PAC-HV + 0.3%
inhibitor.2) Mud-2 is as follows: 4% base mud + 2% anti-collapse agent + 2% JLX + 0.3% inhibitor + 0.15% PAC-HV
Experimental mud

ratio between 15% and 25% indicates that the drilling fluid additive is biodegradable a little difficult. It
can be seen from the data in Table 3 that starch,
DFN-1, CMS-1 and DS-150 are all easily biodegraded, and JHG-150 is biodegradable a little difficult.

//.,;7/ 7691.74702,*4*6-/4<2-47::
8.9/795*6,.7/.6=29765.6;*4-9244260/4<2-:@:
;.5 Based on the existing environmental drilling
fluid system, 1% DFN-1 was added to evaluate the
effect of DFN-1 on the rheological and fluid loss performance of the environmental drilling fluid system.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4.
As can be seen from the experimental results,
with the addition of DFN-1, the viscosity of the system changed little, and the filtration loss decreased
significantly, indicating that DFN-1 could be used as
filtration loss reducing agent for 150°C environment-friendly drilling fluid systems.







It can be seen from the data in Table 2 that the
addition of the starch-based fluid loss additive will
increase the viscosity of the experimental slurry to a
different extent and reduce the fluid loss of the experimental slurry. The viscosity of CMS-1, DS-150
and JHG-150 decreased after hot rolling, but the
overall viscosity is high; DFN-1 has less change in
viscosity before and after hot rolling, and had less
influence on the rheology of the experimental slurry.
DFN-1 is better than the agents from other factories.

27-.09*-*+242;@5.*:<9.5.6;The biodegradability of organic matter by BOD5/CODCr ratio
has been recognized in the environmental protection
field at home and abroad. The greater the ratio of
BOD5/CODCr, the more easily the drilling fluid treatment agent and system biodegrade. The biodegradability of fluid loss reducing agents from different
manufacturers was evaluated by biooxygen consumption evaluation instrument and chemical oxygen consumption measurement instrument. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
According to the evaluation standard of biodegradability of drilling fluid additives, the ratio of
BOD5/CODCr is bigger than 25% indicates that the
drilling fluid additive is easily biodegraded, and the
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[12]Chen, C.J., Shen, Y.C., Yeh, A.I. (2010) Physico-chemical characteristics of media-milled
corn starch. Journal of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry. 58(16), 9083-9091.
[13]Lv, K., Guo, D., Gao, J. (1996) Evaluation of
Biodegradability of Drilling Fluid Organic Additives. Oilfield Chemistry. 13(4), 376-380.
[14]Fang, Q. Hanna, M.A. (1999) Rheological properties of amorphous and semicrystalline polylactic acid polymers. Industrial Crops and
Products. 10(1), 47-53.
[15]Chi, Y., Zheng, L., Ji, D., Yi, Y., Fan, C., Ding
F., Lai Z. (2011) Preparation and evaluation of
fluid loss reducer of heat-resistant and environment friendly modified starch. Journal of China
University of Petroleum (Edition of Natural Science). 01, 151-154.
[16]Yan, J. (2006) Drilling fluid technology. Qingdao, China University of Petroleum Press.
[17]Gai, G., Li, K. (2009) Environmental acceptability evaluation and environmental protection
of drilling fluid. West-China Exploration Engineering. 02, 57-60.
[18]Chen, S., Qiu, Z., Zhong, H., Zhang, Q., Yan, F.,
Liu, S. (2019) Preparation and performance
evaluation of a drilling fluid microspherestarch
filter loss reducer. Drilling Fluid and Completion Fluid. 36(4), 414-419.
[19]Elkatatny, S. (2019) Assessing the Effect of Micronized Starch on Rheological and Filtration
Properties of Water-Based Drilling Fluid. In
SPE Middle East Oil and Gas Show and Conference. Society of Petroleum Engineers.
[20]Wei, J., Yu, H., He, J., Tuo, D. (2018) Preparation and property evaluation of crosslinked carboxymethyl starch filter loss reducing agent.
Oilfield Chemistry. 1, 3.

(1) In this study, modified starch fluid loss additive DFN-1 was prepared by grafting reaction.
Thermogravimetric analysis showed that DFN-1 has
a thermal decomposition temperature of 320°C and
good thermal stability. Infrared spectroscopy indicated that the starch was successfully modified.
(2) The performance evaluation experiment of
fluid loss additive DFN-1 shows that after 150°C hot
rolling, the fluid loss reduction effect is good, the salt
resistance can be saturated, and it has a little influence to the rheological property of the system, DFN1 is easily biodegradable, which can be used as an
agent to the environmental friendly drilling fluid.
Comparison with other manufacturers' products
shows that DFN-1 performs better than other manufacturers' starch-based fluid loss additives.
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The method of water injection development
was adopted in Jilin Oilfield, and the number of water injection wells are also increasing. Water injection well pressure drop test wells are particularly important in well test interpretation. The graphical
analysis of test well interpretation shows that the radial flow accounts for between 10% and 20% in the
pressure drop test well of the injection well in Jilin
Oilfield. The unit technology of PanSystem test interpretation software combined with water injection
well drop curve slope regression formula method is
proposed firstly in order for pressure drop test well
data which most of wells without radial flow to be
applied. This new technology, new methods, and
new ideas have solved the problem of well test interpretation of low-permeability reservoirs in the injection wells and a new situation was opened for the
well test interpretation of low-permeability reservoirs in Jilin Oilfield.

permeability [6-8]. It depends on where you are and
your experience levels. When we talk about development of low permeability gas reservoirs we are almost always referring to North America. Low permeability gas and oil plays have come to dominate
the landscape in the domestic USA marketplace in
recent years. Conventional tight gas sands and increasingly, shale gas and oil exploited via horizontal
drilling and multistage stimulation are the norm in
today’s environment [9-11].
By measuring the flow rates at the surface or
pressure with a downhole gauge, the well test provides information on well productivity and reservoir
performance over a large scale of investigation (Ski,
permeability, connected volume and reservoir pressure). Well test interpretation is a process of recovering this information by exploring the pressure data
the special tools and techniques [12, 13]. It is the
non-unique process which could lead to a range of
possible interpretations that are consistent with the
pressure data. With the help of the geological, geophysical and petrophysical views, the range of the
possible solutions could be reduced. Well testing is
one of the keys to understand the well and reservoir
performance which plays a very important role in the
reservoir and petroleum engineering. For the unconventional well testing, in other word, the well testing
for the low permeability reservoirs, several pressure
transient testing methods such as conventional pressure build up (which is suitable for the permeability
ranges from 0.1 to 5 md), injection fall-off testing
(also called mini-frac) and gas injection are widely
applied in the field.
Radial flow is a flow regime that occurs in the
middle time (infinite-acting) region, before the occurrence of boundary effects [14, 15]. The well testing considering the radial flow is very essential since
the radial flow is very common in the oil field. For
example, for Y oil field, it is found that the shut-in
time is about 20 days through the well test interpretation of the 141 injection wells and there are only
16 wells without radial flow, accounting for 12% of
the total test injection wells. For the A and G blocks,
if the shut-in time was about 7 days, and there were
9 wells with radial flow, accounting for 10%-20% of

*)!$%
Graphic method, linear slope, low permeability reservoir,
water injection well, well test interpretation
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Due to the decline production of the conventional reservoirs and the increasing demand of the
energy by the world, many countries have shifted
their attention to the unconventional reservoirs. The
typical unconventional reservoir means the reservoirs have low permeability and porosity [1-5]. But
how to define the low permeability is different from
different regions. Defining low permeability is difficult as it has different meanings to different people.
Engineers working in the USA or Canadian Rocky
Mountains, South Texas, Mid-Continent USA, or the
shale plays of the USA and Canada, understand that
low permeability refers to something less than 0.01
md. While in other areas of the world, a reservoir in
the range of 5 or 10 md might be considered low
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- The volume factor of the formation injected into
the water;
- injecting water viscosity, mPa·s;
- Formation permeability, μm2;
- Effective porosity of the formation;
t- The total compression factor of the water injection system, MPa-1

the total test wells in the BEN oilfield. The reason
that no radial flow in Block A and Block G of BEN
Oilfield is due to the insufficient shut-in. In order to
do a good well test interpretation for the eater injection in the low permeability reservoirs, in this study,
we combined the PanSystem test interpretation software, water injection well drop curve slope regression formula method and also the pressure drop test
well data for the intensive analysis. This method is
the new method that has not been reported before
based on the knowledge of the authors.

$%'&%

",9%C=>08A077>0=>49>0<;<0>,>4:9=:1>A,<0
The log-log chart, semi log chart and pressure expansion chart are the main type format in the PanSystem
Well test interpretation software and can be used for
the separation of the flow regimes. The characteristic
of the PanSystem Well test interpretation software is
that as long as the flow division is made on one diagram (the log-log format, semi log chart or the pressure expansion chart), the flow division will also
show on the other two diagrams. First, the division
of wellbore reservoir stage and radial flow stage is
carried out on the log-log diagram (Figure 1). Then,
in the pressure expansion diagram, the wellbore reservoir stage and radial flow stage division marking
in the log-log diagram are shown, and it automatically shows that the straight line of the slope is m in
the pressure expansion diagram [21]. The marking of
the wellbore storage stage and the radial flow stage
is shown, and the line of the radial flow slope is automatically shown in MDH semi-log diagram. In the
pressure expansion map and the semi-log map, a
straight line of each flow segment can be made, and
the slope of the straight line can be read by dragging
the line arbitrarily.
In the pressure expansion map, a straight line
with a slope m1’ exists in the wellbore storage stage,
and also a line segment marking of radial flow in the
log-log diagram. According to the line segment
marking, the straight line can be made and its slope
is “m” (Figure 2).
 
% & %  
(3)

&$% &!%
Jilin Oilfield is an oil field located in Songyuan
district, in the western plain of Jilin province, China.
Its exploration and development cover the southern
Songliao Plain and Yitong River basin within Jilin
province. Its oil production exceeds 7 million tons
per year and is ranked as No.9 among the land-based
Chinese oilfields [16-18].
The exploration of Jilin oil field begun in 1955.
It has an oil-bearing area of 1384.3 km2. It has been
proven to have a natural gas-bearing area of 118.9
km2 with proven gas reserves exceeding 50 billion
cubic meters. Well-developed typical low permeability sandstone reservoir is widely spread in the Jilin
oil field. Understanding the water injection wells and
reservoir dynamics are the mainly methods for well
test. Conventional and modern well test interpretation methods have been still adopted in basic flow
equations and well test analysis, due to the characteristics of formation flow in water and oil are similar [19, 20].
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In the formula:
- Stable, standard condition for water flow during
testing, m3/d;
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storage stage where the double number map is also
marked m’ straight line (Figure 3).
 
% & %   
(4)

In the formula:
1- Pressure expansion diagram radial flow line
slope, MPa/t;
1’-The slope of the pressure expansion map wellbore storage stage, MPa/t;
2, 1- the pressure of the second point and the first
point, MPa;
2, 1 - the second and first time, h.
The slope can be plotted in the pressure expansion diagram m1, the wellbore storage stage and the
slope of the mark according to the double logarithmic map are m1’, two straight lines of radial flow,
respectively, to find the radial flow wells in each
well m1 with m1’, more specifically, the slope that
can be plotted in the pressure expansion map m1 with
m1’. In fact, the pressure recovery rate in the early
and late stages of the pressure drop curve can be seen
from the occurrence of radial flow well values. The
absolute value of 1’ is 0.00062~0.007936MPa/t, as
long as 1’ absolute value in this range or less than
0.007936 MPa / t radial flow can occur in the well
test curve.
In the semi-logarithmic plot, there is a radial
flow straight line segment in the semi-logarithmic
plot with a slope of m, the slope of the wellbore





In the formula:
- the slope of the straight line segment of the semilog graph, MPa/cycle;
’ - the slope of the semi-log wellbore reservoir
stage, MPa/cycle.
That is, the slope can be plotted in the semi-log
map ’ wellbore storage stage and m two straight
lines. Because of this m’ it is not the slope of the
straight line segment in the true sense of the pressure
drop curve, so it is defined as a pseudo slope [22,
23].
The pseudo-slope ’ of the continuous-flow
section in the semi-log map has a certain linear relationship with the linear slope m of the radial flow
linear section, with the pseudo slope of the continuous-flow section as the independent variable, and the
slope of the straight line segment of the radial flow
m for the dependent variable, linear regression is
used to obtain the slope formula of the radial flow
straight section of the water injection well pressure
drop curve.
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Number

m
(MPa/cycle)

Y
Z
X
R
Q
P
O
N
M
L
S
U
T

-0.2194
-0.0603
-0.0790
-0.2592
-0.0943
-0.2252
-0.1355
-0.1009
-0.3011
-0.2809
-0.1058
-0.1159
-0.1306

MDH semi log plot
Calculation for
m
formula 5
(MPa/cycle)
(MPa/cycle)
-2.3621
-2.3303
-0.5632
-0.4992
-0.7313
-0.7140
-2.7210
-2.7890
-0.8744
-0.8912
-2.4657
-2.3974
-1.3513
-1.3649
-0.9299
-0.9669
-3.2345
-3.2708
-3.0131
-3.0386
-1.0666
-1.0235
-1.0912
-1.1393
-1.2406
-1.3087

Relative
deviation
(%)
1.34
11.37
2.36
2.50
1.91
2.77
1.01
3.97
1.12
0.85
4.05
4.41
5.49

m1’
(MPa/t)
0.0951
0.1132
0.0206
0.4468
0.1504
0.3311
0.2100
0.1402
0.3300
0.2634
0.1715
0.1963
0.1801

Pressure expansion plot
Calculation for
m1
formula 6
(MPa/t)
(MPa/t)
0.001772
0.002064
0.002006
0.002418
0.000618
0.000604
0.007936
0.008957
0.003127
0.003149
0.007614
0.006689
0.004619
0.004316
0.003090
0.002947
0.006387
0.006668
0.006776
0.005363
0.002867
0.003561
0.004038
0.004048
0.003962
0.003729

'$ 
&30,9,7C=4=:147491:<8?7, 
Notes: (a) Whole semi log matching plot, (b) Whole pressure history matching.



&30 ,9,7C=4= :1 4749 1:<8?7,  Using the
pressure drop curve of radial flow (Table 1) in Block
A of BEN field, the equation (5) is obtained. This
formula is defined as Jilin formula 4 (Figure 4(a)).
The pressure recovery rate of the pressure expansion
diagram is given by equation (6) (see Figure 4(b)).
The slope of the straight line segment calculated by
the formula of the Jilin formula 4 is m. The total relative error is 3.32%, and the formula is as follows:
=26.771 '+0.1678 (²=0.9507)
(5)
In the formula:
-The slope of straight line, MPa/cycle;
'-The pseudo-slope of the continuous-flow section,
Map / cycle;
1=0.00196 1'+0.0002 (²=0.9251)
(6)
In the formula:
1—The later pressure recovery rate of pressure expansion map, MPa/t;
1'—The early pressure recovery rate of pressure expansion map, MPa/cycle.

)077 >0=> 49>0<;<0>,>4:9 8,>.3492 80>3:/
 0>0<849,>4:9:1<,/4,717:A7490,<=02809>=
For testing wells with no radial flow straight line
segment, the wellbore storage stage is divided and

marked according to the standard of flow segment
subdivision in the double logarithm diagram of PanSystem well test interpretation software [24-27].
Then in the semi-logarithm diagram, the m' pseudoslope of the follow-up section is measured, and then
formula (5) was used to calculate the m slope of the
linear segment of radial flow. According to the value
m in the semi-logarithmic graph, the radial flow
straight line segment is divided and marked by the
method of dividing flow section.
  94>4,78,>.3492 In the double logarithm
diagram of well test interpretation software, the
method of dividing flowing section is used to find
out the 0.5 horizontal line which is consistent with
the effective permeability, and then the skin factor of
the well is obtained. Use the above matching parameters to enter the final matching.
 49,78,>.3492 Bring the above parameters into the final matching, if the logarithmic, semilogarithmic and historical matching curves are well
fitted, the interpretation of the test well will be completed [28-29]. Otherwise, adjusting the parameters
to get the good fitting results. When parameters are
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,=0=>?/CThe basic condition of the O well
in the BEN oil field is the normal injection well of
the G block of the BEN oil field. The shot thickness
is 9.6m, and the depth of the oil layer is 1399.7m. On
April 25, 2011, the pressure gauge was put into
1399.7m for pressure drop test. The test time was
177.5h, and the pressure decreased from 23.27 to
20.96MPa. The formation pressure is estimated at
19.51MPa. The effective permeability is 2.18×
10-3µm2, the skin factor is -5.22, the wellbore storage
coefficient is 3.94 m3/MPa (Figure 5, Figure 6, and
Figure 7).
The analysis procedures are listed below:
1) Enter the BEN oil well O into the PanSystem well
test interpretation software and delete the radial flow
of the O well.
2) On the log-log curve plot, dividing the wellbore
storage phase according to the flow segmentation
criteria  = 5.494 m3/MPa and make the mark
(Figure 8).
3) On the MDH semi-log curve plot, reading the
pseudo-slope of the continuous-flow section of the O
well according to the mark of the log-log plot m’=0.1355 MPa/cycle (Figure 9).

adjusted, the following parameters can be adjusted
according to the form of the curve.
1) Adjusting the wellbore storage coefficient;
2) Adjusting skin factor;
3) Finally, fine-tuning the effective permeability.
The well test interpretation is not completed
until the double logarithmic graphs, semi logarithmic graphs, and pressure expansion diagrams are adjusted.
  0>0<849,>4:9 :1 ;<0==?<0 <0.:@0<C
=;00/ In the pressure expansion map, the pressure
recovery speed m1' in the wellbore storage stage is
utilized in the double logarithmic map mark, then
calculating the value m1 using the formula (6) considering a radial flow. Then, we need to draw the late
matching curve of the pressure recovery speed in a
straight line, and read the straight slope [30-34]. If
the absolute value of the slope is in the range of
0.00062 ~ 0.007936 or less than 0.007936 MPa/t, the
radial flow could happen. If the radial flow straight
line segment is not re-determined, the initial fitting,
and the final fitting step are not performed within the
range.
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  0>0<849,>4:9 :1 >30 =><,423> 7490 =02
809>:1>30<,/4,717:A1) Calculating the slope of
the straight line segment of the radial flow using Jilin
formula 4.  =-1.3649 MPa/cycle. 2) On the MDH
semi-log plot, the slope of the straight line segment
of Jilin formula 4 is  =-1.3649 MPa/cycle. The dividing flow segment method is used to divide the

radial flow straight line segment and mark it to obtain the effective permeability =2.165×10-3µm2.

 94>4,78,>.3492On the double logarithm
diagram, the predicted radial flow section is divided
by the method of dividing the flow section, and is
divided by the effective permeability of 2.161. At
this time, the  value is - 5.0793 (Figure 10).
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Whole curve form for well test results

Deletion radial flow for well test results

Number

PR
(MPa)

K
(10-3um2)

S

C
(m3/MPa)

PR
(MPa)

K
(10-3um2)

S

O
R

19.51
13.36

2.18
1.11

-5.22
-2.80

3.94
1.72

19.44
13.07

2.16
1.03

-5.19
-2.99

Average
pressure relative
C
deviation
(m3/MPa)
(%)
4.17
0.36
1.7
2.17



 49,78,>.3492 Performing a final matching, adjusting the  value so that the continuousflow curve is lying on the 45° line. If the three logarithmic plots, the semi-logarithmic plots, and the historical fit plots all matching well, the interpretation
of this well is complete. Otherwise, readjusting the
parameters (Figure 11).

  "<0==?<0 <0.:@0<C =;00/ /0>0<849,>4:9
In pressure expansion, use the double logarithmic
map to mark the pressure recovery speed of the wellbore reservoir stage m1'=0.2115 MPa/t, and then use
the formula (6) to find the recovery speed of the radial flow linear pressure in the later stage.
m1=0.004316 MPa/t; and draw the late pressure recovery speed line of the fitted curve, the slope of the

reading line is 0.002254 MPa/t, the two pressure recovery speed values are predicted values, less than
0.007936 MPa/t Therefore, it is judged that the test
well curve has a radial flow.
The formation pressure is 19.44 MPa, the effective permeability is 2.16×10-3µm2, the skin factor is
-5.19, the wellbore storage coefficient is 4.17
m3/MPa.
Using this method to test wells, the O and R
wells were explained. From the comparison of the
matching parameters of the two wells, the relative
error of the average formation pressure was 1.26%
(Table 2).
Overall, multi-solutions exist in the interpretation of the runoff of the water injection well pressure
drop test curve, which could bring a big problem at
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home and abroad. Knowing the data of radial flow is
an efficient way to reduce its multi-solution
problem.

! '%! %

In this study, we build the new method to estimate the early well testing data of the low permeability reservoir. The main conclusions can be found
below:
(1) Making well test data for radial flow in most
injection wells, getting effective application, and improving the utilization of test data.
(2) This method accurately explains the pressure drop test of the injection well and explains the
relative error of the formation pressure as 1.26%.
(3) The proposed method is another new idea
for well test interpretation of low permeability reservoir injection wells. It solved the problem of well test
interpretation in low permeability reservoirs in Jilin
oilfield and opened up a new situation for well test
interpretation in low permeability reservoirs.
 !) &%
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